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INTRODUCTION 

The present volume contains the English translation 
of the Chandogya Upaniiad along with the Bhiiiya of 
S' ankaracarya by the great teacher of Vedanta, the late 
Mahamahopadhyaya Dr Sir Ganganatha jha. Dr jha. had 
translated both the text and the Bha!?ya as early as 1899 
awd they were published:from Madras. At the request of 
Dr. N. G. Sardesai, Proprietor of the Poona Oriental 
Book Agency, Dr. jha revised the translation in 1935. Due 
to his weak health he could not correct the proofs of the 
the whole of the book himself and handed over the work 
to me after a short time. The editing work was complete 
sometimes in October 1940, and had Dr. jha been in good 
health, the book would have been published long before 
along with an Introduction from his own pen. He was 
o.nxious to write the Introduction himself as he wanted to 
present to the readers what actually S'arikara himself has 
said about this U pani~ad. But unfortunately, he could 
not be spared to fulfil his last wishes. So the work had 
to be entrusted to me as was desired by Dr. jha himself. 
As I have had enough opportunity to sit at his feet and 
know his thoughts very closely, I could understand what 
he wanted to include in his Introduction. So I have done 
~y duty by writing an Introduction to this work and now, 
it is for the readers, in the absence of that great teacher, 
to say how far my efforts are successful. With these few 
words I proceed with the Introduction. 

The earliest and most authentic record of Indian 
thought and culture is found treasured up in the Vedas. 
The term ' Veda', derived from the root ' Vid ' to know, 
means ' knowled~.e '. This knowledge is the Divine Re-
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velation and has been rightly called the 'Divine Eye' 
( ~oq-:qg-: ) ; and so, it is infallible and imperishabtc!; The 
great sages of the past had visualised this Divine knowledge 
as the result of their austere penances. It is this eternal light 
which illumines the Path in every sphere of our life. It has 
been identified with the Absolute, called Brahman, where· 
from all the activities of the universe have sprung up. 
( v ide-atifr~f.f'OPl' ~ ~~~~ ~~~'f. I f.fqoa~s-l~"' stfi6q-r 
~mrr q-a:-Bhartrhari, Vakyapadiya, I. 1.) It is not the 
composition of any human being. Either God is the author 
of the Veda, as the Naiyayikas hold, or it is as much 
eternal and real as God Himself and which has revealed 
itself to the great ~!}is of the past. This has been, there
fore, handed down from generation to generation through 
verbal transmission, wherefore it is also called S'ruti ; 
and with a view to preserve its chastity the Vedic teachers 
d.id not like the idea of putting it down in black and white. 
But due to various reasons it became necessary, in course 
of time, to have the entire Vedic literature in writing. 

The entire Vedic literature may be roughly divided into 
two broad heads-Karma-katz¢a and Jnana-katz¢a. The for· 
mer deals with the sacrificial rites and rituals, while the lat
ter confines itself to the adhyatmika aspect. The generally 
known divisions of it are (1) Samhitas, that is, collections of 
hymns, prayers, incantations, sacrificial formulas etc ; (2 ) 
Brahmatzas, which mainly deal with sacrificial rites and 
ceremonies, and (3) Aratzyakas and Upani~ads. The Aratz
yakas are like appendices to the Brahmatzas and they contain 
everything which was of a secret, mysterious nature and 
spelt danger to the uninitiated, and which, for that reason, 
might only be taught and learnt in the forest. " The main 
contents of these are no longer rules for the performance 
of the sacrifices and the explanation of ceremonies, but the 
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mystic.ism and symbolism of sacrifice, and priestly philo· 
sophy" ( Winternitz-History of Indian literature, Vol. I• 
p. 2.3.3 ). Upaniiads deal with the philosophy of the 
Absolute 11nd also the upiisanii of the~~-

Upani~ads and such portions of the Arat}yakas as deal 
with the Jniinakiit}t}a form the very background of all the 
later philosophical literature. The various problems of the 
philosophical thought, which came to be associated with 
tlte different schools of Darsana in later period, are found 
scattered here and there in these works, as common property 
of all. So, it is from these that the philosophical siitras of 
all the systems of thought have been formulated (vide
Umesha Mishra-Back-ground of the Badarayal)a Siitras, 
Kalyal)a Kalpataru, Vol. III. 1, 1936 ). In fact, the entire 
philosophical literature, from the stiira-pericd down to 
the present day, is based on these works. But it should 
not be forgotten that although these works contain pro
blems of every sort, yet they are not unconnected. The 
central theme of this portion of the literature, namely 
Brahman, the Absclute, in all its aspects and such other 
allied problems as, the Individual Self, its relation with the 
Supreme Self, the nature of Reality, the universe etc., is 
always before the mind in course of the treatment of 
every other topic. It is, therefore, that the term 'upani~ad' 
h~s been explained so as to indicate directly or indirectly 
the same Brahman (vide Shar.kara's Introduction to his 
Ka!hopanii;>ad-Bhiil;'lya ). As this portion forms the last part 
of the Vedic literature in the chronological order, it has 
been rightly called ' V ediinta ', i. e. ' the end of the Veda'. 
So it is one of the three Prasthiinas of the Vedanta. It has 
been variously called Brahmavidyii Rahasya (the secret) etc. 

The Samhitiis are divided into four-Rk-Samhita, 
Sama-Samhita, Yajus-Samhita and Atharval)a-S~rnhita. The 
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Rk-Samhita is called the Rgveda. It contains nlllntras, 
~ailed rks which are in the f~rm of prayers and praises· of 
Gods. The Sama-Samhita is the Samaveda dealing with the 
melodious chants in praise of Gods. The Y ajus-Sarnhita is 
called the Yajurveda which deals with the sacrifices and 
the sacrificial formulas. The Atharvar:m-Samhita is the 
Athervaveda which deals with the various Arts and 
Sciences even including magic. 

To each of these f.our Samhitas are attached differe,~t 
Brahmat.zas, Aratzyakas and U panifads. As all our acti
vities are guided by the rules laid down in the Karmakiitzrf,a
section of the Veda and as the Karmakatztj.a-portion of 
each Veda differs from one another in details, the Briih
matzas, also separately grouped themselves as the 
followers of one or the other Veda accordingly. Thus, to 
the ~gveda are attached the Aitareya-Briihmatza, the 
Kau~itaki or the Sihikhyiiyana. To the Aitareya-Briihma7Ja 
belongs the Aitareya-Arm;.yaka, the third part of which is 
called the Aitareya-U pam:~ad. Similarly, to the Kau{itaki
Briihmm;.a belongs the Kau,~itaki-.lfratzyaka of which the 
chapters 3 to 6 are designated as the Kau~itakiUpani~ad. 

To the Sarnaveda belong several important and un
important Brahmatzas. The important Briihmat;.as are-( I) 
the Talavakiira, also called the Jaiminiya-Briihmatza, (2) 
the Tiitztfya-Mahii-Briihmatza, also known as the Paiica
virhsha and (3) the Chiindogya-Briihmatza; while the (4) 
Siimavidhiina, 5) the Devatiidhyiiya, (6) Varhsa, (7) Ar~eya 
etc. are the minor and unimportant Briihmatzas. 

To the Tnlavakiira-Briihmm;za belongs the Talavakiira
Upani~ad, which, later on, came to be called Kena-Upanisad. 
Of the Chiindogya-Briihmatza, the first two chapters alone 
are called Briihmatza, while the remaining eight chapters 
constitute what is called the Chiindogya-Upani~ad. 
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T.~e Yajurveda has two main divisions-Kupa-Yajur
fleda and Shukla-Yajurveda. The farmer has three recen· 
sions ( Shakhiis >-:Kiithaka, Maitriiyat~i and Kiipisthala. 
To the Kr~t~a-Ya]urveda belongs the Taittiriya-BriihmatJil, 
which has the Taittiriya-Arat~yaka attached to it. The 
Taittiriya-Arat~yaka consists of ten sections ( Sl1tTOcfi }, the 
last four sections whereof constitute the three Upani~ads, 
·that is, the seventh Prapiithaka is called the Siimhiti
lJpani~ad, the f'ighth and the ninth sections constitute the 
V iirut~i-U pani~ad, w bile the tenth constitutes the N iiriiya1Ji, 
also called the Yiijiiiki or the Mahii-Niiriiya7J.a Upani~ad. 
The last three sections of Book Ill of the Taittiriya-Brah· 
mat~a and the first two Prapiithakas of the Arattyaka 
appear to follow the Katha recension. The other Upa
ni~ads of this Veda are (i) Katha, (ii) Svetiisvatara and 
(iii) Maitriiyat,zi. 

The Shu/da-Y ajurveda, on the other hand, has only two 
Shiikhiis-Miidhyandini or V ajasaneyi and Kiit,zva. To this 
Veda belongs the Shatapatha-Briihmat;za. The Miidhy
andini text of it consists of 14 Kiitpjas, while the Kiit~va 
has 17 Kiit,zrfas. Of the former, the first third of Kiittrfa XIV 
is an Arat;zyaka of which the last six chapters form the 
greatest and the most important of the Upani~ads, called 
Brhadiirattyaka-Upani~ad. The other important, though 
quite a small one, is the !Saviisya Upani~ad. 

To the Atharva-Veda belongs the Gopatha-Briihma1Ja. 
It has about 27 Upani~ads, of which Muttrfaka, Prasna, 
Maprfitkya and Jiibiila are the more important ones. 

The difference between the Briihmat~as belonging to the 
different Vedas lies mainly in the fact tnat the Briihmattal 
of the Rg-Veda, in the presentation of the rituals, emphasise 
that which is of importance to the Hotr-priest. Similarly, 
the Briihmanas of the Sama.V eda are chiefly concerned 
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with the duties of the U dgiitr-priest and those of the 
Yajur-Veda with the sacrificial acts to be performed.by the 
Adhvaryu-priest. In the essentials of their contents the 
Briihmanas do not differ from one another. The oldest 
Upani~ads are partly included in their Aravyakas and in 
part appended to them ; and sometimes, it is quite difficult 
to draw the line between the two. But if we keep in view 
the fact that the Upani~ads alone deal with the Jniina
KiitzrJa, it will not be very difficult to make distinctiop 
between them. 

The Chiindogya-Upani~ad is one of the most important 
Upani~ads and is slightly smaller in extent than the Brhadii
ravyaka-Upani~ad. Its importance is duet<;> the fact that 
it directly deals with the true nature of Brahman, the 
Supreme Self, without a .<econd, and its identity with the 
Individual Self. 

The reason why a U pani~ad should be expounded 
is that the entire course of Action, as propounded 
in the Karmakiitp/a section, when accompanied by a full 
comprehension of the true nature of such deities as 
Priit;za and the rest, is conductive to the attainment of either 
the Regions of the Moon through the' Path of Smoke', or 
the Regions of Brahman l Brahmaloka ) through the 'Path 
of Light ' ; and those, who follow their own natural bent 
of mind and have thus deviated from both the paths, fall 
downwards and experience pain. Through neither of these 
two paths one can achieve the Highest Aim of man. Hence, 
it is necessary to expound the true knowledge of the Self, 
without a second, independent of Action, which puts an 
end to the cause of the process of births and rebirths, as 
shown by the three paths referred to above. 

The attainment of the Absolute Highest Good (which 
1s the chief aim of life), is not possible by any 
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other fll~ans than the true knowledge of the Secondless 
Self, as the Upani~ad says-" those who know otherwise 
than this go to the perishable regions, while he who takes 
to the different path attains Self-Sovereignty." So one who 
believes in the false Doctrine of Duality falls into bondage, 
while for one who has firm belief in the true Doctrine of 
the Second less Self, there is the cessation of the pain caused 
by births and rebirths and the attainment of Final Libera
ti.:m. It is clear from this that the vision of the Secondless 
Self cannot go together with the Course of Action. The 
Course of Action, however, is meant for one who is beset 
with the evils of Nescience and the rest and not for one who 
possesses the knowledge of non-Duality(~~). So says the 
Shruti-" all these persons attain pure regions, while the 
man centered in Brahman ( ~~~~: ) attains immortality." 

This Upani~ad though mainly deals with the Science 
of Non-Duality, yet in it are described the forms of 
Upiisanii (meditation and worship) as the means of the 
attainment of good results; for, these bring about results 
which are as good as Liberation itself. There is also a 
similarity bet ween the U piisanii and the knowledge of Non. 
Duality in that both are esoteric in their character and 
both fall within the purview of the functions of the Mind. 
These forms of Upiisanii purify the inner-sense-organs and 
thereby become illuminative of the true nature of the 
reality, and so they are helpful in bringing about the 
Cognition of the Absolute ( ~~~) ; and as they 
( U piisaniis) have got some definite substratum as their 

object ( ~T(?;+"'f:wrf~ ), it is also easier to achieve success 
mIt. It is clear from this that S'ankaracarya wants to 

emphasise the fact that for the realisation of Brahman, the 

Savikalpaka form of Meditation is more useful. It is 
therefore, that the Upiini~ad sets forth in the very begin-
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ning various forms of U piisanii of Brahman. " These, too, 
inasmuch as it is the performance of Action to' which 
people are accustomed, and a relinquishment of Action 
would make the concentration of the Mind upon any form 
of U piisanii extremely difficult, the U panifad introduces, 
at the very outset, only such forms of U piisanii as form 
parts of Action. 

After this the Upanifad proceeds to deal with the 
syllable 'Om', the U dgitha. The first chapter-beginniilg 
with the words-' One should meditate upon the syllable 
Om ', has been devoted to the treatment of the manner of 
Meditation of the constituent factors of the Siima which 
leads to various results ; after that towards the end, the 
U piisanii of the Stobha syllables has been described. In the 
second chapter the Upiisanii of the entire Siima has been 
given. The third chapter proceeds with the U piisanii of the 
Sun, who is identified with and Brahman who is the sum· 
mation of the results of all sacrifices. By the way, the U pa
nifad tells us of the excellent results which the Brahma
vidyii brings about. Then the same Vidyii is expounded 
through the Giiyatti; because directly, by itself Brahman, 
devoid of all qualities and comprehensible only through ::mch 
negation of qualities as ' Not this', ' Not this', cannot be 
apprehended. Although there are several metres, yet it is 
the Gayatri which has been chosen as the means of teach· 
ing of Brahman, because of its being the most important of 
all the metres. The importance of the Giiyatri is proved 

by the facts (I) that it was the Giiyatri which carried the 
Soma to the deities in the sacrifice, (2) that it has absorbed 
the al~H of all other metres and as such, pervades over all 

of them, and (3) that it pervades over all the Savanas 
(extractions). Its importance is also due to the facts (4) 

that the Giiyatri is the very essence of a Briihmat)a and 
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(5) that.Brahman itself regards the Giiyatri as its mother 
and never considers anything more important than this ; 
and (6) also because of the fact that the supreme impor· 
tance of the Giiyatri is universally recognised. 

After describing the Upasanii through images,the Upan
i~ad proceeds to deal with the meditation of the Brahman
itself as equipped with qualities and powers. Then is describ
~ the philosophy of Coffer ( <flT~fct~t;:r ) followed by the 
method of the Upiisanii for the sake of one's own longevity. 
Then follows the Upasana of the Manas, Akiisa and the 
Sun as Brahman. In the fourth chapter we have the story of 
janasruti and Bhalliiksa and Raikva which shows how 
the attainment of knowledge of the teaching is to be 
brought about by such means as Faith, giving of food, 
absence of haughtiness etc. Then V iiyu and Prii1}a have 
been described as Brahman, and for the purpose of eulogis
ing these two the story of Saunakakiipeya and Abhipra
tiirin-Kiik~aseni has been introduced. This is followed by 
the story of Satyakiima-Jiibiila showing that Faith and 
Austerity (~T and o~} are necessary adjuncts for the Upii
sanii of Brahman. With a view to expound the Science of 
Brahman in another manner, the U pani~ad proceeds to 
expound the Agnividyii, and the story of Upakosala is 
introduced to show that both faith and austerity are 
~ecessary for the attainment of the Brahmavijniina. By 
the way, the U pani~ad then proceeds with the V yahrtis 
which help one to expiate the wrong. 

In the first four chapters the Northern Path ( ~~n 
ll'Rf: ) has heen described as following from the ~~01~. 
Now, in the fifth chapter the Upani~ad describes the same 
path as relating to the Householders, who are lfiiTfRP<..~: and 
also to such ascetics as are imbued with faith and are well 
versed in other Vidyiis. After this, the Southern Path, 
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which lies through Smoke and is meant for thq'l,e who 
merely perform rites and rituals and which leads to 
rebirths, is described. Then follows the description of the 
Third Path which is the Path of the ordinary world and is 
more painful, and which is described to create disgust in the 
mind of people against worldliness. For the purpose of creat
ing the feeling of disgust in the minds of persons seeking 
for M okfa, the U panifad proceeds to describe the process 
of births and deaths,-and the passage to the other Loka.s 
through the two Paths. To illustrate the above the story 
of Svetaketu-Arut}eya and Pra·viihat}a-Jaibali has been 
introduced. The subject matter of this portion of the chapter 
is also found in the Brhadiirat;yaka-Upani!ad (VI. ii.). 
Then there is the Philosophy of the V aisviinara Fire. 

The Sixth Chapter deals with the Philosophy of 
Being. This is the most important part of the Upani~ad. 
It shows that there is only one Self in all beings. To 
illustrate this again, the story of Svetaketu is introduced. 
Some of the most important Srutis are found in this 
Chapter, for instance, '~);~~if ~q-u~ ~~ ~~ ~~ffi 
~lq:<'fT"''H:+<lOr T<r<tilit ifT+r~ llf~f~~~q' ~~ ' ( vI. i. 4 ) ' 
• ~~<'f ~~+~~~ an~ ', ' o:"'i#t'frf[a'i~ll. ·, ' ~~~.-~~+r~ ~r~r~, 
'~: ~-.nr~o,' (VI. ii. 1); '~1+it~+r~ ~T~TCJ:.' (VI. ii. 2 ); 
'a~a:rn ~~ ~~t lHH~~ ''' ~TS~' 'etc.' (VI. ii. 3 ), '~~ 
~ ~ "' " .... ..... ...... r-.... ,......, ..... 
~«<r~a ~o:anrr+r+rTTiij~f ~q-ar ~;rif ~rq-:rrrc+rifTSiJ~T<'f~~ ifT+r~· 

~~fOr' (VI. iii. 2 ); 'ar~t f~ f'Wlair~t 'fi~<'flfar' 
( VI. iii. 3), ' tta~rc+~m~ ~~ll.' (VI. ix. 4), ' a'i'q;rfu' ~:~a~r· 
(VI. ix. 4) etc. Here the U panifad for the first time 
asserts that the manifold world is unreal. The above· 
quoted Srutis themselves show the nature of topics dis
cu~sed in this chapter. The teachings of the Sixth chapter 
meant for the disciple of the Highest grade, but as all the 
disciples are not of the same equipment, the Upani~ad, in 
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the next Chapter, describes the same thing through the 
lower'"grades, It begms with Name and ends with the 
Life-Breath with fourteen more forms between these two ; 
and through these Sixteen forms, step by step, in accord
ance with the at~Ol'Cffiti'?.Jtq", leads up to the Highest Truth, 
called Bhuman. To eulogise the Highest philosophy the 
story of Nii.rada and Sanat-Kumiira has been introduced. 
It is here that we are told of the various V idyiis, Sciences 
~hich then existed in India in flourishing condition. 

Though under chapters Sixth and Seventh, it has been 
taught that 'Brahman is real (Sat), one, without a 
second ', and ' the Self is all this ', free from all diversities 
of space, place, time and the rest, yet in the world, there are 
many persons of dull intellect, among whom the conviction 
is so strong to the effect that everything real is beset with 
diversities of space, place and the rest, that it cannot, all 
at once, be turned towards the Eternal Truth and without 
understanding the real nature of Brahman, the Highest 
Aim of man cannot be fulfilled. So, for the benefit of the 
duller persons, it is necessary to convey the teaching in
directly, by indicating, in the first instance, the particular 
spot within the Lotus of the Heart ( ~l~~~T~~~:) as the 
abode of Brahman. Again, though the Atmatattva is the 
object of the single true cognition of Being (Sat) and is 
devoid of all qualities, yet for the good of the dullards 
who have their hearts so fixed upon the Highest Being 
possessing the highest qualities, that it is necessary to speak 
of such qualities belonging to Him as ~i:~Ciit+l', ~~;:ocr etc, 
Again, though the persons, who have realised the true nature 
of Brahman, themselves have turned their mind from 
worldly objects, woman etc., yet it is not easy to direct all 

at once, the longing for worldly objects that has come to a 
man from several births; hence, it is necessary to enjoin such 
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means, for the realisation of the aim, as Brahmacarya and 
the like. And lastly, though in the case of persons who 
have realised the unity of the Self, there does not exist 
goer, going, or place to go to, and what happens is that on 
the disappearance of the root cause-the Nescience, they 
dissolve themselves, on death, into their own Self, yet there 
are many persons who~e minds are still beset with the 
diversities of goer, going and the place to go to and who are 
still engaged in the Upii.sanii of the ~JT~~ in their heart and 
so for the good of su~h persons the U pani~ad points o&.t 
that on death the 1iva passes out through an Artery in the 
Head. All these topics are dealt with in the last chapter.: 

It is quite clear from the above that the means to 
achieve the Highest aim of man has been very clearly 
expressed in the U pani~ad for the good of both types of 
disciples-intelligent :and dull. This is in brief the 
summary of the Upani~ad as represented by the great 
teacher of V edii.nta-S' ankaracarya. 

Although due to the peculiar nature of the text the 
great philosophical Aciiryas have not only been able to 
explain their individual philosophy and support their view· 
point by quoting the text, but have even interpreted the 
text itself in the light of their own individual philosophy, 
and so the summary of the Upani~ad as given above may 
not satisfy all the shades of opinion, yet as the present text 
has been interpreted in the light of the Advaita philosophy 
of S'mikara and as it contains the translation of the 
Bha~ya of S'ankara, I think I need no apology in presenting 
to the public the Advaitic summary of the Upani~ad. 

The University, 

Allahabad. UMESHA MISHRA. 
May 5, 1942. 
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THE CHANDOGYA UPANISAD 
WITH 

THE BHA~Y A OF SANKARACARY A 

[The text used is that published in the Anandasrama Sanskrit 
Series which is aoailable separately.] 

SANKARA'.S INTRODUCTION 

The Chandogya Upani!fad is a treatise comprising eight 
chapters, beginning with the words 'Om iti etat aksaram'. 
For the benefit of persons seeking to know its pur~ort in 
brief, this easy and brief Essay is set forth. 

The context of the treatise is as follows :-The entire 
course of Action has been duly comprehended as, by itself, 
conducive to the attainment of the regions of the Moon 
through the Path of 'Smoke',-and as conducive to the 
attainment of Brahman through the Path of 'Light', when 
accompanied by a full comprehension of the nature of 
such deities as PrliTJa and the rest. lt has also been 
explained that for those who have followed the bent of 
their natural inclinations and have deviated from both of 
the said Paths, there i~ fall downwards into a painful 
~tate ;-through neither of the said two paths there can be 
absolute fulfilment of the highest aim of man. Hence, 
it becomes necessary to expound the Science of the Self 
without a Second, which, apart from all A eli on, directly 
puts an end to the cause of the entire process of births 
and rebirths as represented by the said three Paths. It 
is for this purpose that the Upani!fad has been promulgated. 

Nor is the Absolute Highest Good attainable by any 
other means save the 'Science of the secondless Self' : The 
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Upani~ad itself is going to declare that 'those who know 
otherwise than this and worship others go to peti'Shable 
regions ; one proceeding on the other path attains Self-sove· 
reignty'; similarly, for one who believes in the false doctrine 
of 'Duality', there is bondage; just as for the man who has 
committed theft who holds the red-hot axe (in course oF his 
trial by ordeal), there is burning followed by imprisonment ; 
and the said believer in Duality also falls into the pangs of 
Birth and Rebirth ;-~aving said this, the texts go on to 
explain that for one who has firm belief in the true doctrin~ 
of the 'Secondless Self', there is cessation of the pangs of 
Birth and Rebirth and also the attainment of Final Libera
tion ; just as for one who has not committed theft, there 
is neither burning nor imprisonment when he holds the 
red-hot axe (in course of his trial). 

From this it follows that the 'Vision of the Secondless 
Self' cannot go hand-in-hand with the Path of Action ; 
because there is no possibility of there being any notions 
subversive of the notions derived from such declarations as 
'The Real Entity is one without a second', "All this is Self 
alone', which are subversive of all distinctions of Action, 
Instrument and Effect. [Which distinctions are presup
posed by the Path of Action, and are inconsistent with the 
'Science of the Secondless Self'.] 

It might be argued that "the knowledge of the ~(Vedic) 
Injunction of Action (would provide the notion subversive 
of the said notions (of this Secondless Self''). 

That, however, is not possible; because the injunction of 
Actions is meant for those persons who are imbued with 
the common idea of such distinctions as those relating 
to the 'doer' and the 'experiencer", and who are beset with 
the evils of attachment and aversion to the effects of 
Actions resulting from the said essentially wrong ideas. 
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[And t~e Injunction is not applicable to one who has 
realised the truth and is no longer under the influence of 
any false ideas and distinctions. ] 

The Opponent argues-"As a matter of fact, the Injunc
tion of Actions is meant for one who has read and 
understood the sense of the whole Veda ; action therefore 
must be meant also for that person who has a\ tained the 
knowledge of the 'Secondless Self' (who is included among 
t~ose who have read and understood the Veda)." 

That cannot be, we reply ; because the ordinary common 
notions of 'doer', 'experiencer' and the like,-which alone 
can render a person capable of:doing an act,-are entirely 
sublated by the realisation of the truth embodied in such 
texts as 'the Existent Secondless Self", 'The Self indeed is 
all this' and the like. 

From all this it follows that Actions have been en
joined only for one who is still beset with the evils of 
Ignorance and the rest; and not for one who has realised 
'non-duality'. It is to this end that the text is going to 
declare-"All these persons attain the purer regions, only 
the man centred in Brahman attains immortality.'' 

Thus though this treatise deals mainly with the 
'Science of Non-duality', yet herein are described several 
forms of Meditation and Worship, which are conducive 
t~ several desirable ends ; because these forms of 
meditation and worship bring about results nearly as good 
as Liberation, and appertain to slightly modified forms of the 
One Pure Brahman, which have been spoken of as 'Con
sisting of the Mind', ' having the Life-breath for its Body ' 
and so forth; all this meditation and worship l::rings about 
the fulfilment of Actions and is related to the auxiliaries 
of those Actions. There is a :similarity also retween the 
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Meditations and the Cognition of the One,-in that both are 
esoteric in their chara:ter and both fall within the 
perview of the Mind; just as the Cognition of One without a 
second i~ a function of the Mind, so also are the other forms 
of Meditation and Worship mere functions of the Mind. 

Question :-"What then is the difference between the 
·'Cognition of the One' and the other forms of Worship and 
Meditation ? " 

Answer:-The 'Cognition of the One' is subversive 
of all such common·place notions of diversity as those of 
the 'Doer' and other agencies of action, the Action itself 
and the effect of the actions,-all which notions of diversity 
are imp::>sed upon the Self, which (by itself) is entirely 
devoid of activity ; in the same way as the cognition of the 
real nature of the Rope brought about by light, is subver
sive of the wrong notion of serpent which is of the nature
of an imposition (upon the piece of rope). As regards the 
forms of Meditation and Worship, on the other hand, these 
also are vouched for by the Scriptures, but are based upon 
some sort of a substratum (in the shape of an adorable 
object) and help to concentrate the collected Mind upon that 
substratum and prevent its interruptions by notions hetero
geneous thereto.-Such is the difference between the two. 

These forms of Meditation and Worship bring about the 
purity of mind and character and thereby become illuminative 
of the real nature of things; to this extent, they are helpful 
in bringing about the Cognition of the One without a second, 
In as much as they are based upon a substratum, they are 
also easier of accomplishment. It is for these reasons that 
the Upani~ad first of all sets forth these forms of M~ditation 
and Worship. There, too, in as much as it is the perform
ance of Action to which people are accustomed,-and a 
relinquishment of Action would make the concentratinR 
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of the Mind upon any form of Meditation or Worship 
extrerriHy difficult,-the text introduces, at the outset, only 
such forms of Worship and Meditation as appertain to 
certain factors that go to make up the Action (of Sacrifice). 

Thus ends S' ankara's Introduction. 

Discourse (A dhaya) I, Section (KhaTJQa) i 

UPANI$AD-TEXT 

One should meditate upon the syllable 'Om', the 
Udgitha; because one sings (beginning) with 'Om'; of 
this now (follows) the expounding. (1) 

BHASYA 

One should meditate upon the syllable 'Om'.-The syllable 
'Om' is the most nearly appropriate name for the Supreme 
Self ; when that syllable is pronounced, the Supreme 
Self becomes pleased, just as an ordinary person is pleased 
when addressed by the name he likes best.-This syllable 
'Om' is followed in the text by the particle 'iti' in order 
to show that the syllable is not expressive of (does not 
connote) the Supreme Self. and what is meant is that this 
verbal form is what is to be meditated upon as Self : thus 
what is meant is that the syllable 'Om' is a representation 
of the Supreme SELF, just like the image and other 
t.hings (that people set up for worship). Thus what is 
learnt from all the Vedanta texts is that the syllable, being the 
name and the image of the Supreme SELF. is the best basis 
for meditating upon that SELF. lt is a well-known 
fact that this syllable is largely used in ]apa, at rites and in 
the beginning and at the end of Vedic study; which clearly 
indicates its superiority.-lt is for these reasons that one 
should meditate upon this syllable, in the verbal form, 
which is spoken of as 'U dgitha', on the ground of its form
ing a constituent part of this name ('Udgitha'); which 
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means that one should firmly· cultivate concentrated atten
tion upon the syllable 'Om' which represents the Supreme 
SELF and which is an essential part of all sacrificial acts. 

The Text itself provides the reason for the syllable 'Om' 
being spoken of as 'U d~itha' : because one sings (be~inninl.l) 
with: ' Om': inasmuch as one begins singing with 'Om', this 
sy liable is called 'U d ~it ha'. 

Of this follows the expoundin/.l.-The 'expounding' of 
the said syllable constitutes ' meditation' upon it : tHis 
' expounding' consists in describing its potencies, the 
results it brings about and so forth.-The term 'follows' 
('praoartate') has to be supplied.-(}) 

UPANif?AD-TEXT 

The Earth is the essence of all beings; Water is the 
essence of the Earth ; Herbs are the essence of Water ; 
Man is the essence of Herbs ; Speech is the essence of 
Man : f!.k is the essence of Speech ; Saman is the 
essence of f!.k; Udgztha is the essence of Saman.-(2) 

BHA$YA 

Of all beings,-animate and inanimate ;-Earth is the 
essence,-i.e. origin, substratum and ultimate solvent.-Of 
Earth, Water is the essence ; it is in Water that Earth is inter
woven like warp and woof : hence Water is the essence 
of Earth. -Of Water, Herbs are the essence: as Herbs are 
modifications of Water.-Of these (Herbs) Man is the 
essence ; as Man is developed through the food (he eats).
OJ Man, Speech is the essence: because of all the constituent 
parts of the Man's body, Speech is the most essential. 
therefore, Speech is called the 'essence' of Man.-Of Speech, 
f!.k is the essence,-i.e. the most essential and important 
part.-0/ Rk. Silman is the essence,-i.e. the most essential 
part.-Of Silman, the essence is Udgitha,-i.e., in the present 
context, the syllable 'OM' is the most essential. 
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UPANI$AD-TEXT 

Tliis UdEitha is the best essence of the essences, 
the eighth, supreme and deserving of the highest 
position.-(3) 

BHAY$A 

Thus then, the syllable 'Om', named the U dgitha, is the 
best essence among all the essences, Earth and the rest, 
which have been mentioned (in the preceding text) in the 
!.scending order of their 'essentiality' .-It is the 'supreme',
because it represents the Supreme SELF.-lt is 'deseroing 
of the highest position'; 'ardha' is position ; 'para' is highest ; 
hence 'parardha' is that which is deseroing of the highest posi. 
tion; that is, deserving of the same position as the Supreme 
SELF ; the sense is that it is so because it deserves to be 
meditated upon and worshipped as the Supreme SELF.
It is the eighth,-in the numbering of Earth and the other 
essences.-'Yad udgithab' should be construed as 'Yab 
udgithab. '-(3) 

'UPANI$AD-TEXT 

What, what is Rk? What, what is Saman? What, 
what is U dgitha ?-this is (now) considered.-( 4) 

BHA$YA 

It has been asserted that 'Rk is the essence of Speech'. 
Now the question arises-Wha.t is '~k'? What is 'Saman'? 
What is the said Udgitha'? 

The repetition of the word 'what' is meant to indicate 
the importance attached to the subject. 

An objection is raised-"The affix 't}atamacha' which is 
present in the term 'Katama' ('what') has been declared as to 
be used when a question arises regarding the genus of a 
large number of things ; and in the present instance, there is 
not a multiplicity of the genus '~k' [as the question relates 
to the nature of the single genus ' ~k', the single genus 
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'Saman', and single syllable 'Om']; how is it then that the 
affix 'c)atamach' has been used?" ·• 

This objection has no force. In the grammatical rule 
referred to there is the term 'jatiparipra~na': which is 
expounded as ']at au pariprasnab', 'question relating to the 
genus', and there is multiplicity of individuals included 
under the single genus '~k', and the compound is not to be 
expounded as 'question of genus', ']iiteb pariprasnab ·. 

The Opponent rejoins-"lt is only when the compound 
'jatipariprasna · is expounded as 'jateh pariprasnab ', the 
question of genus, that the presence of the 'c)atamacha-a/Jix' in 
the phrase 'Katamab kathab', 'which one is of the Katha-clan', 
can be justified [as here, the question is of the genus ; it 
could not be justified if the compound were expounded as 
'jlitau pariprasnab' 'question relating to the genus' ". 

Answer-In the instance cited also, the question is in 
reference to several individuals included under the clan 
'Katha'; so that the objection has no force. If the question 
raised were one of the genus, then, in that case, it would be 
necessary to find out some other rule !justifying the term 
in the present text, which, being Vedic, cannot be rejected 
as wrong). 

'This is now considered'; z.e. its consideration Js 
proceeded with.-(4) 

lJPANI$AD-TEXT 

Speech itself is IJ.k; Life-breath is Saman ; the sylJa
ble Om is U dgitha. This indeed is a couple : Speeclz and 
Life-breath [the source of] ~k and Saman.-(5) 

BHASYA 

After the 'consideration' has been done, the appropriate 
answer is stated-Speech is ~k, Life-breath is Siiman.-Even 
though Speech and ~k are declared here to be one, this can-
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not be regarded as self-contradictory, in view of the eighth ' 
positior; (assigned to the U dgitha in the text 2. above); as 
this statement is entirely separate from the previous one 
(which has declared Udgitha to be tte eighth among the 
'essences') ; the present statement,-that • the syllable 
Om is U d~itha' ,-is meant only to serve the purpose of 
indicating the quality of ' fulfilment ' (as mentioned in the 
next text). [And its subject-matter and progress therefore 
are totally different from the statement to the effect that 
U dgitha is the eighth among the essences.] 

In fact, Speech and Life-breath are the sources of Rk 
and Silman, respectively ; and yet Speech itself is declar~d 
to be ~k and Life-breath itself to be Saman. If the 
text had mentioned ' Speech ' and ' Life-Breath' as 
the sources of ~k and Saman respectively, then, 
all Rks and all Samans would become included ; and the 
incl~sion of all Rks and all Samans implies the inclusion 
of all those acts (rites) that are accomplished with the help 
of ~ks and Samans ; so that practically all acts become 
included. 

There may be an idea that the expression 'The syllable 
Om is ' U dgitha' is only figurative ; this idea is set aside 
by what follows in the text.-'This indeed' refers to the 
couple. Question: 'What is that Couple?' -Answer: 'Speech 
and Life-breath. are the . couple .• the sources of all ~ks 
and all Silmans. The words ' ~ks ' and 'Samans' that 
follow are meant to point out that the Speech and Life-breath 
spoken of are the sources of ~k and Saman ; and '/J.k and 
Sa man' are not meant to be a separate independent 'couple'. 
If this were not so, then. 'Speech and Life-breath' would be 
one · couple ', and • ~k and Sa man ' would be another 
'couple' ; so there would be two 'couples' ; and in that 
case, the singular number in the phrase 'This indeed is a 
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couple ' would be incompatible ] . Hence what are meant 
to be spoken of as 'couple' here are only ' Speech ~nd Life· 
breath', as the sources of lj.k and Sa man respectively.-(5) 

OPANI$AD-TEXT 

This couple is joined together in the syllable Om . 
. Whenever, verily, a couple is joined together, each 
fulfils the desire of the other.-( 6) 

BHA$YA 

' This couple', just described, ' is joined together in the 
syllable Om'.-Thus the sense is that the Couple, endowed 
with the quality of /a/filling all desires, remains 'joined to
gether' in the syllable 'Om' ; and the fact of the syllable 
'Om' being endowed with the quality fulfilling all desires is 
well-known. It is well-known that (a) the syllable 'Om' 
contains within itself the entire literature, (b) that it is 
brought about (pronounced) through the Life-breath, (c) that 
it joins within itself the ' couple', and (d) that the 'couple' 
fulfil all desires. In order to make this clear, an illustra
tion is cited-In ordinary life, ' whenever a couple' -i.e. 
man and woman, with the physical constituents of the 
couple,-is joined together,-i.e., meet together, in sexual 
association,-they fulfil each other's desires. What is 
meant is that it becomes established in the same manner, 
the syllable 'Om' becomes the fulfiller of all desires, through 
the ' Couple ' that lies within it.-(6) 

The following text declares that the Udgatr Priest, who 
meditates upon the Udgitha, becomes endowed with the 
U dgitha's quality (of being the fulfiller of desires). 

tlPANI$AD-TEXT 

He becomes the fulfiller of desires who, knowing 
this thus, meditates upon this syllable as Ud~itha.-(7) 
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BHAeYA 

O~e becomes a fulfiller of the desires of the sacrificer 
if he meditates upon this syllable itself,-which has the 
character of fulfilment-as Udgitha ; to such a one accrues 
the said result ; and this is in accordance with the Vedic 
text " just in so far as one meditates upon a thing, one be
comes that thing itself ".--(7) 

VP ANJSAD-T EXT 

This indeed is the syllable of acquiescence ; what
ever one acquiesces in, he says Om; acquiescence verily 
is prosperity; he becomes a prosperer of desires who, 
knowing this, meditates upon this syllable Om as 
Udgitha.-(8) 

BH).SYA 

The syllable ' Om ' is also endowed with the quality 
of fulfilment (success, prosperity).-"How? "-This syllable 
that we are dealing with is the 'syllable of acquiescence' ;
i.e. it is the acquiescent syllable; 'acquiescence' standing for 
agreement ;-this is what the syllable ' Om ' is. 

The text itself explains how the syllable is one of 
acquiescence :-In common practice, whatever,-idea or 
property-one acquiesces in,-·be he a teacher or a wealthy 
person,-in expressing his agreement, he says ' Om ' ; e.g. 
in the Veda we find such texts as-' They are thirty-three ; 
'Om' (yes) he said·. In ordinary life also, when one says 
to another person-This property is yours, I am taking it', 
the person addressed says 'Om' (Yes, all right). 

For this reason Acquiescence oerily is prosperity; that 
is, what is known as ' acquiescence' is Prosperity itself ; 
because acquiescence is based upon prosperity ; it is only 
one who is prosperous (rich) who acquiesces (permits) ; 
hence what the text means is that the syllable 'Om' is 
prosperity itself. 
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Inasmuch as the syllable is endowed with the quality 
of ' prosperity', one who meditates upon that quality, 
thereby becomes endowed with that quality and thence 
becomes the prosperer of desires for the sacrificer, when he 
knows this and meditates upon this syllable, as U dgitha. 
-(8) 

l1PANI$AD-TEXT 

With this (syllable) does the threefold Science 
proceed; with Om doe's one recite, with Om does one 
direct, with Om does one sing; all this for the adoration 
of the same syllable ;-so also with the Grandeur and 
the Essence (of this syllable, does the act of Sacrifice 
proceed).-( 9) 

BHA$YA 

Now with 5 view to attract people to it, the Text 
proceeds to eulogise the syllable, on the ground of its being 
a fit object of worship and meditation.-"How?"-With 
this-said syllable,-the threefold Science-consisting of the 
~gveda, (Y ajurveda and Samaveda) proceeds ; what thus 
proceeds is the action prescribed b this threefold Science; 
because, as for the threefold Science itself, that itself does 
not proceed with reciting, directing and singing (as mention
ed in the Text) ; it is only the act that is known to proceed 
with these. 

Question :-"In what way does the Act proceed with 
this syllable ? " 

Answer:-With 'Om' does one recite, with 'Om' does 
one direct and with 'Om' does one sing.-This indicates that 
the Act contemplated by the Text is the Soma-sacrifice 
(where alone all these, reciting etc., are done). 

This act (Sacrifice) is meant for the adoration of this 
same syllable; as this syllable represents the Supreme SELF; 
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so that the adoration of the syllable would be the adoration 
of the ~upreme SELF itself. To this same effect there is the 
Smrti-text : 'Having adored Him with his action, the man 
attains success.' 

So also with the Grandeur and the Essence :-Further 
with the 'grandeur' -greatness-of this same syllable,-i.e: 
with the life-breaths of the Priests and the Sacrificer ;
similarly with the 'Essence' of this syllable,-i.e. wit~. the 
!iffering made up of the essential portions of Vrihi, Yaoa 
and other grains [are all Sacrifices performed ].-It is with 
the syllable 'Om' that all such acts as Sacrifices, Pouring of 
of Libations and so forth are performed ;-the acts thus 
performed go up to the Sun, and thenceforth does it be
come developed-through rain and other processes-into 
the Life-breath and food-grains ;-and by means of tLe Life
breath and food-grains again are sacrifices performed.-lt is 
for this reason that it has been declared that (acts of 
Sacrifice proceed) with the Grandeur and the Essence of this 
syllable.-(9) 

L1PANI$AD-TEXT 

Objection :-"Both kinds of persons perform acts with 
this, those who know as well as those who do not know." 

[Answer]-But verily, Knowledge and lgnorance are 
totally distinct ; and in fact, what is done with knowledge, 
faith and due application, that becomes more effective ; 
thus indeed is there the expounding of this syllable 
itself.-( 10) 

BHA$YA 
The conclusion arrived at is that for one who knows 

the science of the syllable, it is necessary to perform sacri· 
fices.-Against this an objection is raised-" With this
syllable-both kinds of persons, perform acts-one who knows 
the syllable as described :above, as well as one who knows 
only the nature of the act to be done and does not know the 
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real character of the syllable ;-to both of them the results 
proceeding from the performance of the Act would ''accrue 
in an equal degree ;-what then is the need of knowing the 
real nature of the syllable Om ?-In ordinary life, it has 
been seen that when two persons eat the H aritaki, the 
purging that follows from the eating comes equally to 
both,-to him who is cognisant of its purgative properties 
as also to him who is ignorant of it." 

It is not so, we reply. Because Knowledge and Ignor
ance are totally dist i net ; 'there is a great difference betwee~ 
Knowledge and Ignorance ;-The particle 'tu,' (Verily) is 
meant to reject the view put forth by the oppanent. The 
Knowledge of the syllable 'Om' being the essence of the 
'Essences', its being endowed with the qualities of fulfilment 
and prosperity does not consist merely in Knowledge of that 
syllable bein;t a factor of the sacrifice; it is much more than 
that. What is meant is that, inasmuch as it is so, the result 
t:roceeding from the former must be superior to that pro
ceeding from the latter. In ordinary life also, it is found that 
when a merchant and a forester sell pieces of Ruby and 
other gems, the former (who knows the real character of 
the gems) always obtains a higher price than the latter (who 
is ignorant) ; and this is due to the superior Knowledge 
possessed by the merchant.-F rom this it follows that what 
is done with Knowledge-by a person fully cognisant-and 
with faith-by a person imbued with due faith,-and with 
due application-by a person who is equipped with the 
faculty of concentration,-that Act becomes more effective,
i.e. more fruitful-than the Act done by the ignorant person.
The assertion that the Act of the man with Knowledge is 
'more effective' than that of the ignorant man means. 
that even when done by the ignorant person, the act is 
effective; so that it does not mean that the ignorant man is 
not fit to perform the act. In fact in :the section dealing 
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with U~asti (later on) it is described that even ignorant 
persons"'have performed the priestly functions. 

The act of meditating upon 'Om' as the 'essence of 
essences', as 'fulfilment' and as 'prosperity' forms a single 
act of 'meditation' (and worship) ; as there are no efforts 
intervening in between these. In fact, the mention of several 
qualities means that it is to be meditated upon several 
times. Hence indeed there is expounding of this syllable 
~ Qm ',the Udg;tha.-(10) 

End of Section (KhaTJIM I. of Discourse (Adh:vaya) i. 

Discourse (Adhyaya) I, Section (K hal)qa) ii 
VPANI~AD-TEXT 

On the occasion when the DerJas and Asurus,-both 
born of Prajipati,-fought each other, the Devas took 
away the U dRitha,-( thinking) ' with this shall we 
suppress these.'-( 1) 

BHAi)YA 

DerJas and Asuras.-The term ' deoa' is derived from 
the root ' dio ', to shine' ; hence the word ' deoas ' stands 
for such functionings of the sense-organs as are illuminated 
(regulated) by the scriptures ;-oppused to these are the 
'Asuras ',-etymologically explained as ' Asu~u rama!Ji'iQ ' 
' delighting in the spheres of all their own natural life ', 
and 'inclinations' as appertaining to all objects of sense ; 
hence the term stands for tho~e natural functions of the 
sense-organs which are of the nature of darkness (ignorance). 
-The particles ' ha-Oii ' are indicative of past events.-On 
the occasion,-on which account,-these two sets of Beings 
(Deoas and Asuras)fought with each other; the root 'Yama' 
with the prefix ' sam · signifies fighting ; hence 'Samyetire. 
means /ought. That is, the natural sensual inclinations par
taking of ignorance operated towards the suppression of the 
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activities regulated by the Scriptures ; and similarly as 
opposed to these, the Deoas who are of the nature of en'lighten
ment proceeding from discrimination due to the Scriptures, 
operated towards the supvression of the Asuras, who are of 
the nature of inborn darkness or ignorance ; and thus there 
has been something like ' fighting ' in the shape of the 
suppressing of each other, in the bodies of all living beings, 
-a veritable ' Deoasurasangriima · (Battle between Deoas 
and Asuras), since time,without beginning. Such is the sen.'le 
of the text.-lt is this war that is described here, in the 
shape of a story, for the purpose of bringing about the know
ledge of the due difference between what should be done 
(Dharma) and what should not be done (Adharma),-and as 
tending to a knowledge of the method of purification of the 
senses.-Thus both these, Deoas and Asuras, born of Praja
pati,-i.e. the children of Prajiipati ;-'Prajapati' here stands 
for the Personality, the Person capable of performing 
acts and acquiring knowledge, in accordance with the 
S'ruti-text declaring that 'The Person himself is Uktha, 
he is Mahan, he is Prajapat1' ; and all functionings of the 
sense-organs-both that are in accordance with the scrip
tures, as well as those natural ones that are contrary to 
those,-arise in the Person, and as such are called his 
' children ' . 

On this occasion of fighting, for each other's rise and 
fall, the Deoas took away the U dgitha ; the term 'U dgitha' 
indirectly indicates the functions of the U dgiitr Priest ; and 
there again, inasmuch as it cannot be possible to take away 
these functions of that one Priest alone, what is meant is 
that they took away all such acts (sacrifices) as the]yoti~to
ma and the like. 

The next sentence explains for what purpose they took 
away the said functions :-They thought that with this,-
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i.e. by means of this act (of the Sacrifice) we shall suppress 
these,-:Asuras.-(1 ). 

BHA$YA 

When they were going to take away the Udgitha
i.e. the Sacrificial Act-then-

UPANI$AD-TEXT 

'fhey meditated upon the Breath in the nose as 
Udgitha ; the Asuras pierced it with evil; hence with it 
cone smells both what is good-smelling and what is foul· 
smelling ; as it has been pierced with evil.-(2) 

BHA$YA 

The~. the Deoas, meditated upon.-performed meditation 
upon-the Breath in the nose.-i.e. the sensory organ of ol
faction,-as U dgitha.-i.e. the performer of the Sacrificial 
Act, U dgatr Priest, regarding him as the U dgitha itself. 
What this means is th<:~t they meditated up:m the 
U dgitha-i.e. the syllable ' Om ·-as the Breath in the 
Olfactory Organ. It is only when the text is taken to 
mean this that the context becomes preserved and 
the introduction of foreign matter becomes avoided. As a 
matter of fact, the context relates to this syllable 'Om' 
itself as the object of meditation. 

Objection :-"You have declared (the sense of the pre
vious text to be) that the Devas took away the Act (Rite) 
related to the U dgitha ; how is it, then, that now you say 
that they meditated upon the syllable ' Om ' in the form 
of the Breath in the Nose ? " 

Answer-There is no force in this objection; what is 
meant is that the syllable 'Om', which is a part of the 
Ucl~,itha, should be meditated upon as the Breath in the 
Nose, and not independently by itself; and such l::eing the 
sense, it is only right to say that 'they took away the Act 
(Sacrifice)' for the purpose of the said meditation. 

C. U.2 
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When the Devas had thus selected their Udgatr Priest, 
the Asuras,-i.e. beings characterised by inherent diftokness 
(ignorance),-pierced the luminous deity of the Breath in the 
Nose, with Evil; that is, they contaminated it with attach
ment to Evil arising out of themselves.-Thereupon the Deity 
of the 'Breath in the Nose' had his wisdom suppressed by the 
feeling of attachment in the form of the egoistic notion that 
the perception of sweet smell belongs to himself ; and 
through this contact, h~ became contaminated with evi{, 
This is what is meant by the assertion that 'the Asuras 
pierced it with evil'. 

Because the said 'Breath in the Nose' has been pierced 
with evil,-therefore, on becoming urged by that Evil, the 
olfactory organ,-i.e. the life-breath in the Nose,-comes 
to apprehend foul smell, among living beings. It is for 
this reason that people smell' what is good-smelling and also 
what is foul-smelling'; because it has been pierced with 
Evil. No significance attaches to the term 'both' ,-just as in 
the case of the text 'If both offering-materials become spoilt 
etc.' [Where what is meant is that where an:; offering
material is spoilt,-and not only two). [So in the present 
context, though it is the apprehension of foul smell only that 
is due to the contact of Evil, yet the text speaks of 'both', 
though the apprehension of good smell cannot be due to the 
contact of Evil.] That such is the sense is clear also from 
a text found in a similar context (in the Brhadarm:zyaka), 
which says, 'When one does perceive improper smell, it is 
due to that Evil' [where it is only the perception of bad 
smell that is attributed to the presence of Evil ].-(2) 

l_lPANI$AD-TBXT 
Then they meditated upon Speech as Udgitha; the 

Asuras pierced this with evil; hence one speaks both 
what is true and also what is untrue; because it is pierced 
with evil.-(3) 
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Then they meditated upon the Eye as Udgitha; the 
Asuras 'Pierced it with evil; hence one sees both what 
is sightly and also what is unsightly ; because it is 
pierced with evil.-( 4) 

Then, they meditated upon the Ear as U dgitha ; the 
Asuras pierced it with evil; hence one hears both what 
is agreeable to hear and what =is disagreeable to hear ; 
because it is pierced with evil.-(5) 

Then they meditated upon Mind as U dgitha ; the 
Asuras pierced this with evil; hence one conceives both 
what should be conceived and what should not be con
ceived ; because it is pierced with evil.-( 6) 

BH.3.$YA 

This disquisition is introduced by the Vedic text for 
the purpose of showing that it is the 'Breath in the Mouth' 
that is pure and hence a fit object of meditation. With this 
view the presiding deities of the Eye and other organs (of 
perception) are discussed in due order and then discarded 
on the ground of their being 'pierced with evil' by the 
Asuras. All the rest of it is as in the preceding text:
They meditated upon= =Speech, the Eye, the Ear, the Mind'. 
Those organs that are not actually named here,
such as the organ of; Touch, the organ of Taste and so 
forth,--should also be understood to be included ; as is 
clearly declared in another Vedic text-'Thus have all these 
deities been pierced with evil.' -(Brlwdara'lyaka).-(3-6) 

UPANI$AD-TEXT 

Then they meditated upon that Breath which is in the 
Mouth, as Udgitha; when the Asuras approached it, they 
were smashed; just as (a clod of earth) approaching 
(hitting against) solid stone becomes smashed.-(7) 
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BHA$YA 

Having discarded the Deities of the Olfactory aitd other 
organs on account of their being pierced by the Asuras, the 
Devas, thereafter, meditated upo11 that well-known 'Breath 
which is in the Mouth'-i.e. which proceeds from the mouth, 
-as Ud~itha.-As before, the Asuras approached this 
Breath also (for piercing it); but on approaching-i.e. get
ting at-it, they were smashed; that is, they perished through 
the mere intention (of piercing the said Breath).-ln answt;r 
to the question,-How,' without having done anything to 
the Breath, were they smashed ?-the text supplies an 
illustl·ation :-In the ordinary world, when a piece of stone 
which is solid,-( literally) that which cannot be dug 
into with spades and other implements,-is approached-hit 
-by a clod of Earth-[ this term being added here through 
the needs of the sense of the passage, and on the strength 
of another Vedic text],-when the clod of Earth is hit at 
the hard and solid piece of stone,-with the intention of 
breaking the stone,-the clod, without doing anything to 
the stone, becomes itself shattered; exactly so did the 
Asuras perish when they approached the Breath in the 
Mouth (with the intention of piercing it).-(7) 

UPANI$AD-TEXT 

Thus, just as (the clod of Earth) striking a solid 
piece of stone is rent asunder, so also is rent asunder 
one who wishes ill to the person knowing this (science); 
as also one who injures him ; for he is a solid piece 
of stone.-(8) 

BHA$YA 

Thus, inasmuch as this Breath has not been injured 
by the Asuras, it is pure. 

The Text describes the result that accrues to one who 
knows this essential character of the Breath-Just as strik-
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ing etc . . This is an illustration.-So also is rent asunder 
i.e. perishes :-who ?-One who wishes ill.-·what he 
does not deserve,-to the person who knows the Breath 
as described above ;-as also one who injures him,-who 
harms him : that is one who does such acts against the 
knower of the Science of Breath as abusing, assaulting 
and the like :-such a one also is rent asunder in the same 
way (as the clod of Earth).-The reason for this lies in 
t~ fact that he-the man knowing the Science of Breath,
is Life-Breath itself and as such, is a solid piece of stone,
i.e. not injurable. 

Objection-"The Breath in the Nose also is of the 
nature of Air, just like the Breath in the Mouth : how then 
is it that the Breath in the Nose was pierced by evil, and 
not the Breath in the Mouth,-though both are Breath?" 

Answer-There is no force in this objection.-lt is only 
right that, the Breath in the Nose, though of the nature of 
Air, was pierced on account of the defective character 
of its location and organ,-and yet the Breath in the 
Mouth was not so pierced, by reason of the strength of its 
location and deity; just as such implements as the Axe and 
the like accomplish good work only when handled by well
trained men, and not when handled by other men.-The 
Deity of the Nose was pierced because of the defective 
character of the Nose, its substratum,-not so the Breath 
in the Mouth.-(8) 

lJPANI!;iAD-TEXT 

By this, verily, one cognises not what is good-smell
ing, nor what is foul smelling ; indeed it has destroyed 
evil ; hence it is that whatever one eats or drinks, 
through this, one nourishes the other Breaths. In the 
end, not obtaining this, the rest go out ; that is why one 
opens the mouth at the end.-( 9) 
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Bl:lA$YA 

Inasmuch as the Breath in the Mouth was not pierced 
by the Asuras,-b;y this one cognises not what is good-smell
ing, nor what isfoul-smelling; that is, people do not appre
hend either of these two.-Thus, inasmuch as the effect of 
evil is not perceived, it follows that it has destro;yed evil ; i.e. 
it has removed, discarded, evil, and hence it is pure ; speci
ally because the olfactory and other Breaths support o~ly 
themselves, being attached to what is good and agreeable ; 
while the Breath in the Mouth is not so, it does not support 
itself alone, it supports all.-How ?-Answer-Whatever one 
eats or drinks, through this-through the Breath in the Mouth
by what is eaten and drunk. one nourishes,-supports-the 
other Breaths, Olfactory and the rest ; that is, it is with this 
help that they continue to exist ; hence the Breath in the 
Mouth is the nourisher of all,-hence pure.-Question
"How do you know that the continued existence of the 
Olfactory and other Breaths is due to the food and 
drink eaten and drunk through the Breath in the 
Mouth?" -Answer-Not obtaining this-not securing the 
help of the Breath in the Mouth,-i.e., the feeding and 
drinking functions of the Breath in the Mouth,-in 
the end-at the time of death,-the rest.-i.e., the whole 
lot consisting of the Olfactory and other Breaths,-go out. 
When one is deprived of Breath, one cannot eat and drink ; 
and hence it is well-known that there follows the departure 
of the whole lot consisting of the Olfactory and other 
Breaths.-As a matter of fact, it is seen that the Life-breath 
actually hankers after food and drink when on the point 
of departure ; that is why one opens the mouth,-i.e. there 
is opening of the mouth ; and this absence of food (as 
shown by the hankering after food) is indicative of the 
departed Breath.-(9) 
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VPANI!;;AD-TEXT 

A"itgiras_meditated upon this as Udgltha; thus they 
regard it as A ngirasa, as this is the essence (rasa) of the 
limbs (anganam).- (1 0) 

BHA!;;YA 

On the strength of the t~xt-' They regard this Angira
sa as the Brhaspati and the A:yas:ya Breath' ,-some people 
have interpreted this passage as follows-Baka-Dalbhya 
·o-spoken of later on-meditated upon the Breath in the 
Mouth which is' Angiras' as the Udgitha; and similarly 
the same Baka-Dalbhya meditated upon the Breath which 
is Brhaspati, and which is A;yas;ya (as described in texts 11 
and 12 below). 

This would be all right if the natural direct meaning of 
the sentence were not compatible; as a matter of fact, how
ever, the natural meaning is quite compatible, even when 
the terms 'A ngiras' and 'Brhaspati' are taken as names 
of sages (represented as Breath) ; as we find in another 
Vedic text, viz :-(a) 'Hence they called it Shatarchina~' 
(where the name of the sage is mentioned as standing 
for the Breath) ; (b) similarly in the ~gveda the Veda 
speaks of Grtsamada, Vishoamitra, Vamadeva, Atri and 
other revered sages to whom the middle-most hymns were 
revealed, as representing Breath. In the same manner 
the present texts ( 10, 11 and 12) speak of the sages 
A ngiras, Brhaspati, A ;yas;ya-who are really meditators upon 
Breath-as Breath itself, in order to indicate the fact 
of their being non-different from it ; just as such non
difference is shown in such passages as-'Breath is Father, 
'Breath is Mother'. 

Hence the meaning of the text should be taken to be as 
follows :-The sage named Angiras, being Breath itself, 
meditated upon himself ,-the sage Angiras, the Breath,-
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as U d~Jitha ; as-because-it ,-Breath-is the essenc~. of the 
limbs (angas), hence this Breath is 'Angirasa ·.-(10) 

VPANI$AD-TEXT 

Brhaspati meditated upon this as U dgitha; thus they 
regard it as Brhaspati ; as Speech is Brhati, and this is 
the Lord thereof.-( 11) 

Ayisya meditated upon this as Udgitha ; thus they 
regard it as Aylisya ; as it proceeds from the Asya 
(Mouth).-( 12) 

BHA$YA 

Because Breath is the lord. ' pati ', of 'Brhati ·• 
i.e., Speech,-therefore the sage is Brhaspati. Similarly 
because Breath proceeds {rom,-comes out of-the mouth, 
• asya. ; hence the sage Aylisya is Breath itself.-Both 
these sages, being Breath itself-meditated etc., etc., etc. 

In the same manner other Worshippers also should 
meditate upon themselves as Udgiiha endowed with the 
properties connoted by the names • Ang1rasa' ('Brhaspati ' 
and 'Ayasya).'-(11) (12) 

UPANI$AD-TEXT 

Baka-Dalbhya knew this ; he acted as the Udgitr 
priest for the Naimi~iyas; he sang out their desires for 
them.-(13) 

BHA$YA 

It was not only Angiras (Brhaspati and Ayasya) who 
thus meditated. The sage by name Baka, who was 
'Dalbhya '-i.e., the son of Dalbhya-knew this; i.e .. he 
understood the Breath as described above.-Equipped with 
this knowledge, he acted as the U dgatr Priest for the 
Naimi~iyas, who were performing a Sattra.-By virtue of 
his knowledge of the Science of Breath, he sang out-to the 
Naimi~iyas,-their desires; that is, it is said that he helped 
them in the fulfillment of their desires.-(13) 
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UPANI$AD-TEXT 

He. becomes a singer out of desires who, knowing 
this thus, meditates upon the syllable, U dRitha ;-This is 
in relation to the Self.-(14) 

BHASYA 

As Baka, so any other U dsiiilr Priest becomes a smger 
out of desires', if he, knowing the Breath as described 
above, meditates upon it as the syllable ' Udgitha' ; to 
Him accrues this visible (secular) reward ; the invisible 
(spiritual) reward consisting in the identification of one's 
Self with the Life-breath ; the sense is that this is already 
known from such texts as ' becoming a Divine Being, one 
reaches the Divine Beings'. 

'This is in relation to the Self' ; i.e. what has been 
just described is the meditation upon the U dgitha in relation 
to one's self (the Breath within one's own body).-This 
summing up is meant to attract the attention to that medi
tation upon U dgitha relating to the Deities which is going 
to be described below.-(14) 

End of the Section (Kha~z4a) ii of Discourse (A dhyaya) II 

Discourse (Adhy{iya) I. Section (KhaTJ4al iii 

VPANI$AD-TEXT 

Now, in relation to the Deities: One should medi
tate upon Him who Shines, as the Udgitha; verily, on 
rising, He sings out for the Jiving beings; on rising, He 
dispels darkness and danger. He who knows this be
comes the dispeller of danger and darkness.-( 1) 

BHASYA 

Now, after this, follows the meditation of the Udgitha 
as relating to Deities ; since the U dgitha is capable of 
being meditated upon in several ways.-He who shines-as 
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the Sun,-upon Him one should meditate as Udg,itha; that is; 
one should meditate upon Udgitha as represented'• by the 
Sun.-Objection-"ln the text we have the phrase 'tam 
Udgitham'; here the term 'Udgitha' stands for a syllable~ 
how then can it be applied to the Sun ?"-Answer: On 
rising,-when the sun rises,-H e sings out for the living 
beings,-i.e. for the benefit of the living beings; i.e. for 
producing food for living beings. As a matter of fact, if 
the Sun does not rise, the Vrihi and other corns do npt 
ripen ; it is in this s~nse that the Sun is figuratively 
spoken of as ' singing out' ;-just as the U dgatr Priest 
sings for the acquiring of food ; it is for this reason 
that the Sun is the Udgitha.-Further, on rising, He 
dispels, for the sake of living beings, the darkness-of 
night-and also the danger arising from that Dark
ness.-One who knows the Sun as endowed with these 
qualities becomes the dispeller.-destroyer-o/ danger-i.e. 
danger to the Self, of being born and dying ;-as also of 
Darkness,-in the shape of ignorance,-which is the source 
of that danger.-(1) 

BHA!;lYA 

Though the :Life-breath and the Sun appear to be 
different, on account of the difference in their location,
yet there is no difference in their essence.-" How so?"
[Answer].-

UPANI!;;AD-TEXT 

This and that are equal; This is warm and that is 
warm ; this they call svara, and that they call svara and 
prat;yasvara : therefore one should meditate upon this and 
that as Udgitha.-(2) 

BHA!;;YA 

Tlzis and that are equal ; i.e. in quality, the Life-breath 
is equal to the Sun and the Sun is equal to the Life-breath ; 
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-beca~se This,-the Life-breath-is warm, and That-the 
Sun-also is warm ;-further, this-the Life-breath-they 
call 'Svara' and that-the Sun-they call 'Svara' and Pratya
svara'. This is so, because the Life-breath only goes out 
( 'Svarati' ), dies, and does not come back ( 'pratylisvarati' ) 
after death,-while the Sun, after having gone,-set,
again comes back day after day; hence the latter is called 
'pratyasvara'.-Thus through their quality and name, the 
Life-breath and the Sun are equal to one another ; and 
there being thus no essential difference between the two, 
one should meditate, upon This-the Life-breath,-and That
the Sun as UdRitha.-(2) 

t"PANI~AD-TEXT 

Now, verily, one should meditate upon V yana as 
Udgitha: when one breathes out, it is Prar;a; when one 
breathes in, it is Apana; and that which is the junc
tion of Prlil)a and Apana is Vyana: that which is Vyana 
is Speech ; hence it is that one utters speech while he is 
neither breathing out nor breathing in.-(3) 

BHA$YA 

'Now veri 1 y etc.'-The text describes another met hod 
of meditating upon the U dgitha. One should meditate as 
U dgitha upon Vyana,-i.e. upon that particular functioning of 
Breath, which is going to be described.-First of all the 
text proceeds to describe things that are similar to v sana : 
When the man breathes out,-that is, exhales Air through the 
mouth and the nose,-then, this functioning of the Air is 
what is called 'Prana' (Out-breathing):-When one breathes 
in -that is, inhales- Air through those same two (mouth and 
n;se), this is the functioning called 'Aplina' On-breathing) . 
Question.-"What if all this is so ?"-Answer-That which 
is the junction of PraT)a and A pan a,- that is, that function (of 
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the Air) which is in between the said two functions (of 
Breathing out and Breathing in)-is Vyana. The ~ense is 
that the term 'Vyana' does not stand here for what is known 
by that name under the Sarikhya and other systems ; because 
in the present text, the S'ruti has described it as something 
totally different.-Question.-"How is it that the text omits 
the PrlilJG and the Aplina, and puts forth great effort to 
speak of the meditation of Vyana ?"--Answer-The reason 
for this lies in the fact that the said meditation leads te 
vigorous action.-"ln wh~t way does it lead to vigorous 
action?" -That which is Vyiina is Speech, because Speech is 
the effect of Vyiina ; inasmuch as Speech is brought about 
by Vyana, ;-it is while the man is neither exhaling nor in
haling breath,-that is, while not performing the functions 
of Prli!Ja and Apana,-that he utters-gives out-Speech.-(3) 

t.1PANI$AD-TEXT 

That which is Speech is ~k.; hence it is that one 
recites the Rk. while he is neither breathing out nor 
breathing in·.-That which is ~k is Saman ; hence it is 
that one chants the Saman while he is neither breathing 
out nor breathing in.-That which is Suman is Udgitha:; 
hence it is that one sings out while he is neither breath
ing out nor breathing in.-( 4) 

BHA$YA 

The sense of this is that one accomplishes the Rk, 
which is a form of Speech,-the Saman which rests on the 
~k.-and the Udgitha, which is a constituent part of the 
Saman,-while one is neither breathing out nor breathing 
in,-that is, through Vylina.-(4) 

VPANI$AD--TEXT 

In addition to these, even other vigorous acts,
such as churning out of the fire, moving along the 
boundary, bending of the stron~ bow,-are done while 
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one is neither breathing out nor breathing in. For this 
reason •one should meditate upon Vyana as the Udgitha. 
-(5) 

BHA$YA 

It is not only the uttering of speech and the rest (men
tioned in the preceding text), but also acts other than those, 
which· are vigorous,- i.e. requirint special effort to accom
plish,-such as churning out of fire, moving along-i.e. 
running along,-the boundary,-the bending,-i.e. drawing-
4 the stronR bow,-all these one does while he is neither 
breathing out nor breathing in :-for these reasons the Vyana 
is superior to the Prli!Ja and other functions (of the Breath); 
and the meditation and worship of the superior Being is 
better, on account of its being more fruitful: just like the 
serving of the King (which is more fruitful than serving the 
Minister and others).-For this reason,-by reason of this 
fact-one should meditate upon Vylina itself as Udgitha,
and not upon the other functions (of Breath); and the reward 
of this would consist in the better and more vigorous 
accomplishment of the act (of meditation).-(5) 

UPANI$AD-TEXT 

Now, one should verily meditate upon the syllables 
of the U dgitha as U dgitha : PrlilJa itself is ut, as it is 
through Prli!Ja that one rises (ut-ti~thati) ;-Speech is gi ; 
as Speeches they call girab ;-food is tha, as it is upon 
food that all this subsists.-(6) 

BHA$YA 

Now, then, one should verily meditate upon the syllables, 
of the U dgitha ; in order to preclude the notion that what 
are meant to be meditated upon are the deities figuratively 
indicated (by the constituents of the syllable 'Om'), the 
text has added the qualifying phrase ' U dgitha iti ·, as U dgi
tha ; that is, one should meditate upon the syllables of the 
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name Udgitha ; the sense being that the meditation of the 
constituent syllables of the name implies the medita"tion of 
the bearer of the name also ; just as when one thinks of the 
name ' so and so Mishra '.-Pra1Ja:itsel/ is ' ut ' (as contain
ed in the term 'Udgitha '); i.e., the syllable 'ut' should 
be meditated upon as' PrliTJa ·.-The text next explains why 
PriiTJa is ut: As it is through Pra1Ja that all things rise. 
as is clear from the fact that when one is devoid of PraQa 
(the Life-breath), one falls down ; thus there is a simila; 
rity between Pra1Ja and ' ut '.-'Speech is g; ·; because 
cultured people speak of Speech as ' tWa~' .-Similarly, 
'.Food is tha '; as all this subsists upon /ood ; this being the 
similarity between ' Tha' and /ood.-(6). 

UPANI~AD-TEXT 

Heaven is ut ; the Sky is Ri ; the Earth is tha ;-the 
Sun· is ut; Air is gi; Fire is tha ;-Sama-veda is ut: Ya
jur.veda is gi : ~gveda is tha :-for here Speech itself 
milks the milk of speech ; and he who, knowing this, 
meditates upon the syllables of the Udgitha as Udgitha 
becomes rich in food and eater of food.-(7) 

BHA~YA 

The similarities of the three things (of PriilJa with 'ut', 
of Speech with ' gi ' and of Food with 'tha ') have been 
described in the preceding Vedic text ; on the same 
analogy, similarities are now attributed to other sets of 
things also, -{a) H earJen is 'ut' ,-because of its high posi
tion (uchchai~ sthana) ;-the Sky is 'gi' ,-because it swallows 
(gira1Jiit) the regions ;-the Earth is 'tha',---:because living 
beings stand upon it (sthanat).-(b) The Sun is 'ut',-because 
of its being high above ;-'Air is 'g;' ,-because it swallows 
Fire and other things ;-Fire is 'tha' ,-because sacrificial 
acts rest upon it.--(c) The Sama-veda is 'ut',-because it has 
been eulogised as Heaven ; Yajuroeda is 'g;' ,-because the. 
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deities swallow the offerings made with the Yaju~
Mantras"; ~gveda is 'tha',-because the Saman rests upon 
the ~k-verses.-The text next describes the reward follow
ing from the meditation of the syllables of the Udgitha: 
For him,-the acting agent,-mi/ks, Yields ;-"What 
is it that yields?" -Speech ;-"What does it yield?"
milk ;-"What is that milk? "-The milk of speech; that is 
to say, the reward following from the f1..gveda etc. ; this 
reward is the 'milk of speech' ; this milk, Speech itself 
milks; that is Speech milks itself.-Further, he becomes rich 
in food,-i.e. possessed of large quantities of food, and also 
an eater of food,-i.e. he comes to have a keen appetite.
One who, knowing this,-meditates upon the syllables 
composing the term 'U dgitha' thus-i.e. as described above, 
possessing the qualities mentioned (gets this reward).-(7) 

OPANI~AD-TEXT 

Now, the fulfilment of blessings : One should 
meditate upon the contemplated things thus : One 
should reflect upon that Saman with which he may be 
going to pray.-(8) 

BHM'YA 

Now, the fulfilment of blessin~Js: the full statement is 
that 'the text is now going to describe the nethod by which 
the fulfilment-accomplishment-of blessings-of desires 
-would be secured.-The term 'contemplated things' stands 
for things sought after, things gone after, i.e. things that one 
thinks of,-"How is this described ? "--One should meditate 
upon the things thus,-i,e. in the following manner :-That 
Saman,-the particular Saman-with which one may be going 
to pra,Y-the U dgatr Priest may be going to chant eulogistic 
hymns,-on that, one should reflect ;-i.e. one should 
follow it up, cogitate over it, by means of arguments and 
reasonings.-(8) 
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l.1PANI$AD-TEXT 
That l,?.k upon which the Siiman is based,-wn that 

Rk (one should reflect); that sage with which the 
Saman is connected,-on that sage (one should reflect) ; 
that Divinity which one is going to pray to,-on that 
Divinity one should reflect.-(9) 

BHA$YA 

That Rk·verse upon which the said Saman is based,
on that Rk:verse, one should re~lect,-along with its Deity 
and othe~ details.-That 'sage with which the said Siim~n 
is connected-on that sage one should reflect.-That Divi· 
nity to which one is going to pray,-on that Dioinity one 
should reflect.-(9) 

tJPANI$AD-TEXT 
The metre in which one is going to pray ,-upon 

that metre one should reflect ;-the Stoma with which 
one may be going to pray ,-upon that Stoma one 
should reflect.-( 10) 

DHA$YA 

The metre--Gliyatri and the rest,-with which one is 
going to pray,--that metre one should reflect upon ;-the 
Stoma with which one may be &oing to pray,-that Stoma 
one should reflect upon. The litmanepada ending has been 
used in the word 'sto~yamlit:wb' (instead of the Parasmaipada 
ending elsewhete, in the word 'sto~yan'), because the result 
following from the use of a particular Stoma comes directly 
to the Agent himself. That:Stoma one should reflect upon.-(10) 

liPANI$AD-TEXT 
The quarter that one is going to eulogise,-that 

quarter one should reflect upon.-( 11) 
BHA$YA 

The quarter that one is going to eulogise,--that quarter 
one should reflect upon,-along with its Presiding Deity and 
other details.-(11) 
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TEXT-Lastly, having approached himself, he 
shoul~ eulogise himself, with due care, pondering over 
his desire. Quickly will be fulfilled for him that desire 
seeking for which he would sing the Prayer.-Yea, 
seeking which he would sing the Prayer.-{12) 

BHA~Y A-The U dgatr-Priest should approach and 
eulogise his own self-along with the table of his gotra aft 
other details,-and also the Saman and the rest ;-ponderiifl. 
(Jf)er his desire, with due care,-carefully avoiding all mistak6s 
relating to accent and pronunciation.-Quickly-soon
wil/ be fulfilled-will prosper-the desires for him who 
knows this~'' which desire?" -seeking for which he would 
sing the Prayer.-The repetition of the phrase is meant to 
indicate the importance of the subject.-(12) 

End of Section (3) of Discourse I. 

TEXT-One should meditate upon the syllable Om, 
the U dgitha, because one always sings with Om ; of this, 
now, the expounding.-( 1) 

BHASY A-The main subject-matter of the syllable 'Om' 
is here re:introduced with a view to preclude the possibility 
of the attention being diverted to other subjects, on account 
of the main subject having been interrupted by the declara
tions regarding the meditation on the components of the 
name' Udgitha' ; the sense o~ this introduction is that one 
should perform meditation upon the same syllable 'Om' 
which is the main sub;ect of treatment. as endowed with 
the qunlities of immortality and fearlessness.-(!) 

TEXT-The Divinities fearing Death, entered the 
science of the Triadic Science ; they covered themselves 
with the 'Metres'; and because they covered themselves 
with the metres (Chandas), therefore this constitutes the 
metricality of the metres.-(2) 

c;_ u. 3 
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BHASYA-It is described now what the Divinities did 
when the; became frightened of death-i.e. of the ~lller.
The, entered the Triadic Science; that is, they had recourse 
to the Act prescribed in the Triadic Science ; that is, they 
commenced the performance of Vedic Acts ; regarding it as 
a protection against Death.-Further, they proceeded to per
form the acts of ]apa (repeating of mantras), H oma (Pouring 
of Libations) and the like, with 'Metres' ,-i.e. Mantras,
which are not specifically enjoined as to be used at an:;• 
particular Acts ; and covered-concealed-themselves
among other Acts ; because,-as-they covered themselves 
with these Mantras, therefore it is well known that Mantras 
have the character of being 'Chandas' (metrical)-protective 
covers.-(2} 

TEXT-There Death saw them in Rk, Saman and 
Yaiu~,-just as one sees fish in water. Then the 
Divinities. knowing this, rose above Rk., Suman and 
Yaju~, and entered the Vowel (Soara) its elf.-(3) 

BHA$YA-There Death saw them-the Divinities; just 
as,-in the ordinary world,-the fisherman sees the /ish in 
water, which is not over-deep-thinking that it would be easy 
to secure them by such ordinary means as angling and drain
ing out of the water : in the same lmanner Death saw the 
Divinities and regarded them as easy to be got at through the 
exhaustion of their 'karma' (the resultant;of their Ritualistic 
acts).-Question.-"Wherein did Death see the Divinities?'"
Answer-In Rk, Saman and Yaju~: that is, in the Ritualistic 
Acts connected with the three Vedas, Rk,Saman and Yajus. 
-As regards the Divinities, they had their minds purified· 
through the embellishments due to the Vedic Ritual, and 
hence they knew what Death was going to do to them : and· 
knowing this, they rose abooe the Rk., Saman and Yaju,,-that 
is, they turned away from the ritualistic acts connected with 
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the thr~ Vedas, ~k, Saman and Yaju~; that is, having no hope 
of getting rid of the danger of death,-with the help of the 
said Acts, they gave up that hope and entered,-took shelter 
in,-the Vowel,-i.e., the syllable, endowed with the quali
ties of immortality and fearlessness, which is called by the 
name Soara (vowel) ; that is, they became engaged in. the 
meditation of the syllable 'Om'.-The particle 'eva' (itself) has 
the restrictive force, and hence it precludes the desirability 
ol combining Ritual with Meditation. The meaning is 
that they:gave themselves up entirely to the meditation of 
'Om ·.-(3) 

Question-" How does the syllable come to be called by 
the name · svara' (vowel)?" 

The Answer follows in the iollowing text :-
TEXT-When one gets at the ~k, one loudly pronounceS' 

Orn ; similarly with the Saman ; similarly with the Yaju~. 
That indeed is Soara which is this syllable, which is 
immortal, fearless. Having entered this, the Divinities 
became immortal and fearless.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-When one gets at the IJ.k, one loudly pronounces 
'Om' ; simibrly with the Saman: similarly with the Yaju~.
That indeed is Soara ;-"What is it ?"-which is this syllable, 
which is immortal, fearless. H aoing en!ered this-a'!' just 
described-Dioinities became immortal and fearless.-{4) 

TEXT-One who, knowing this, eulogises this sylla
ble, enters this same syllable, the immortal and fearless 
Svara ; having entered it he becomes immortal just as 
the Divinities became immortal.-(5) 

BHASYA-One,-a person other than the Divinities,
who, lik~ the said Divinities, knowing this syllable,
as endowed with the qualities of immortality and fearless
ness,-ealogises-praises, i.e. meditates upon [meditation is 
what is meant bv ' eulogy · here] it, he enters, in the same-
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manner as the Divinities, this same s,llable, immot:tal and 
fearless.-Haoing entered it etc., etc. Among people gaining 
entry into the Royal Palace, there is always a distinction 
made on the ground of their being more or less intimate with 
the King; there is no such distinction of being more or less 
intimate among persons entering the Supreme Brahman; what, 
'therefore, happens in this case is that the meditator becomes 
immqrtal and fearless, just in the same manner, and with the 
same degree of immortality and fearlessness, as that whit-h 
characterised the Divinities ;-that is, there is no superiority 
or inferiority in the immortality attained.-(5) 

End of the Section ( 4) of Discourse I. 

BHASYA-The Text now proceeds to describe that 
meditatio~ of the syllable which brings its reward in the 
shape of several sons, and in which the syllable is looked 
upon as qualified by diversities of breath and of ra'JS ; this 
description follows after the identification of the Pra1JaVa 
and the Udgitha, which in its turn, is preceded by a reitera· 
tion of what has been already said in regard to the meditation 
of the U dgitha as contemplated in the form of Breath and 
the Sun:-

TEXT-Now, verily, that which is Udgitha is Prii1Java; 
that which is PrafJatJa is Udgitha. This Sun verily is 
Udgitha and it is Pra1JaVa : because it moves along utter
ing Om.-(1) 

BHA~YA-Now, verilJ, that which is Udgitha is 
Pra1Jaoa· ;-What is 'PralJava' for the ~gvedins,-that is 
precisely what, in the Samaveda, is spoken of by the name 
'Udgitha'.-This Sun is Udgitha, and It is PralJaOa; that is, 
what is spoken of, among J.lgoedins by the narr:e 'PraiJava' is 
this same Sun, not anything else. Udgitha is the Sun;
Why ?-because it is this syllable Om, which is named 
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U dgitha, which this Sun utters ;-the word 'svaran' signifying 
utteranie or pronunciation by reason of one and the same 
root having several meanings,-or it may mean goes,-and 
moves along ;-and for this reason the Sun is Udgitha. (1). 

TEXT-"To Him verily did I sing; hence thou art 
my only one."-So said Kau!!Itaki to his son;-'' Do thou 
reflect upon the Rays ; so wilt thou have many ".-This 
is as relating to Divinities.-(2) 
• BHA~YA-"To Him oerilJ did I sing,-1 addressed the 

song to Him ,-that is, I reflected upon the Sun regarding 
Him as identical with the Rays ;-hence,-for this reason,
thou art my only one-Son" ; So said Kau~itaki-the son 
of Ku!?ltaka,.- to his son.-" For this reason, thou should 
reflect upon the Sun and the Rays as distinct from one 
another."-The term ' paryaoartayat ' (Third Person, 
Singular) should be taken as 'paryiivartaya' (Second Person 
Singular), because of the presence of the second person 
pronoun ' Thou'.-" Thus wilt thou have many sons".
This is as relating to Dioinities.-(2) 

TEXT-Now with reference to the Body :-That 
which is the Breath in the Mouth ,-on that one should 
meditate as U dgitha ; because it moves along pronouncing 
Om.-(3) 

BHA~YA-Now-after this,-is described the Medita
tion in reference to the Body.-That which is the Breath in the 
mouth,-on that one should meditate as ' U dgztha ' etc., etc.,
as above (under Text !).-Similarly, this Breath also moves 
along pronouncing Om ; that is, it moves along for the 
purpose of exciting speech and other functions, while pro
nouncing the syllable ' Om ', thereby according permission, 
as it were, to the said functionings. [That this is so is shown 
by the fact that] at the time of that a man is dying, persons 
near him do not hear the Breath pronouncing 'Om' (as Speech 
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and the other functions have ceased).-Dn:this analogy, in 
the case of the Sun also, the pronouncing of 'Om' sh6uld be 
regarded merely as according permission.-(.3) 

TEXT-" This verily did I sing to Him; hence thou 
art my only one" ,--so said Kauf.!Itaki to his son; "Thou 
shouldst sing to the Breaths as manifold,-so that thou 
mayst have many. "-(4) 

BHA!;JYA-This verily did I sing etc., etc.,-as before. 
Hence one should view Speech and the other Breaths and tire 
Breath in the Mouth as distinct from one another, and thus 
reflect in his mind, upon them as manifold,-as before;-the 
idea being that ' by so doing many sons may be born to 
me '. The contemplation of Breath, and of the Sun, as, 
singly representing Udgitha is defective, in so far as it brings, 
as its reward, a single son, and, as such, should be discard
ed ; and the contemplation of the manifold Rays (of the 
Sun) and the manifold Breaths, as representing U dgrtha, ~' 
what should be practised, as leading to better results in tlj 
shape of many sons ;-this is what has'been taught in thl 
section.-(4) -

TEXT-Now, verily, that which is Udgitha is Praf)aoa; 
that which is PraT)aOa is U dgitha. [Knowing this], one, 
from the seat of the Hotr-priest rectifies wrong singing ; 
-yea, he doth rectify it.-(5) 

BHA!?YA-That which is Udgitha etc.-In this text has 
been set forth the view that U dgitha and Praf)aoa are one ; 
the reward of this knowledge is now described. The H otr 
J}adana is the place seated where the Hotr-Priest does the 
chanting ; the phrase '/rom the seat o/ the H otr-priest' should 
be taken as standing for ' having rightly performed the 
functions of the Hotr·priest ' ; as no result can accrue from 
the mere seat.-" What is that reward? "-It is this-What· 
ever may have been badly or wrongly sung by the Udgatr· 
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Priestjn course of the performance of his functions,-i.e. 
whatever mistakes he may have committed,-all that he 
rectifies, sets right ; just as the disorders of the bodily 
humours are set right by proper medication.-l5} 

End of Section {5) of Discourse I. 

SECTION (6) 
• BHA.~YA-The Text is next going to lay down another 
method of meditating on the U dgitha, which is calculated 
to fulfil all desirable results. 

TI;:XT-This is ~k; Fire is Sarna: this Sarna rests 
upon this ~k ; hence is the Sarna sung as resting upon 
the ~k. This is Sa and Fire is arna ; and that makes up 
Sarna.-(1) 

BHA.~YA-'This' -Earth-is ~ll; that is, the ~k should 
be viewed as the Earth. Similarly, Fire is Sarnan ; that is, 
the Sarnan should be viewed as Fire. Question:-" How 
can Earth and Fire be regarded as ~k and Sarnan (respec
tively)?'' Answer :-This-What has been just spoken of
Saman-which has been called ' Fire ·,-rests upon thzs ~k
i. e. the Earth; which means that the Fire stands upon the 
Earth, in the same manner as the Sarnan rests upon the ~k
verse.-hence,-for this reason,-the Sarnan is, even now, 
sung by Sarnavedins, as based upon the ~k-verse.-just as~k 
and Sarnan are not entirely different from one another, so also 
are Earth and Fire not entirely different from one another. 
-"How so? "-This-Earth-is 'Sa', i.e. Earth is 
expressed by the letter ' Sa · which is one half of the name 
'Sarna' ; and Fire is 'ama ·,i.e. expressed by the other 
half of the same name ' Sarna ' ; thus Earth and Fire to
gether, being expressible by the same name 'Sama ', 
make up the Sarna.-Thus then the two, Earth and Fire, 
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are not entirely different from each other ; they are always 
mingled together, exactly like ~k and Saman,-ana thus 
Earth and Fire are ~k and Sama. This is the upshot. 

Some people have suggested the explanation that the 
sentence ' This is sa and Fire is ama ' is meant to lay 
down the meditation upon the two letters of the name 
' Sarna ' as Earth and Fire.-(1) 

TEXT-' The Sky. is ~k ; the Air is Sarna ; this Sarna 
rests upon this ~k ; hence is the Sarna sung as resting 
upon the ~k. The Sky is Sa, the Air is ama, and that 
makes up Sama/.-(2) 

' The Heaven is ~k : the Sun is Sarna : this Sarna 
rests upon this ~k ; hence is the Sarna sung as resting 
upon the ~k. The Heaven is Sa, the Sun is ama,-and 
that makes up Sama.-(3) 

BHA$YA-The Sky is ~k and Air is Sarna etc. etc. as 
before. (2-3) 

TEXT-The Stars are ~k, the Moon is Sarna ; this 
Sarna rests upon this ~k. Hence is the Sarna sung as 
resting upon the ~k. The Stars are Sa, the Moon is ama; 
and that makes up Sarna.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-The Moon is the Lord of Stars; hence it is 
Siima.-(4) 

TEXT-Now That which is the White Light in the 
Sun is ~k ; that which is Blue, very black, is Sarna : this 
Siima rests upon this ~k ; hence is the Sarna sung as 
resting upon the ~k.-(5) 

BHA$YA-Now, that which is white Light,-the white 
effulgence-in the Sun-is ~k. That which is Blue, oery 
dark,-extreme blackness,-is Sarna ; this Blackness is 
perceived only by one who is able to concentrate his eyes 
absolutely upon the Sun.-(5) 
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TJ}XT-That which is the white Light in the Sun is 
Sa, anCl that which is Blue, the very black, is ama ; and 
that makes up Sama,-Now that golden Personality who 
is seen within the Sun, with golden beard and golden 
hair, and golden all through to the very nail-tips.-[His 
name is Ut-next text.]-(6) 

BHA~YA-These two lights, the White and the Black, 
are (respectively) ' Sa ' and ' am a ' . • 

Now that which is within theSun,-inside the Sun, within 
the Solar disc.-'golden'.-as if made of gold; it is not 
possible for the Deity to be 'golden' in the sense of being made 
of gold, as, in that case He could not be endowed with such 
qualities as having ~k. Sarna for his joints (as described in 
text 8, below) and being free /rom evil. It is not possible for a 
thing made of gold, which must be inanimate, to have any 
evil propensities which could be precluded by the qualifica
tion of ' being free from evil ' ;-also because no such 
' golden' character is visible to the eye. For these reasons 
the two terms 'Hirar;maya ', have to be taken in the meta· 
phorical sense, standing for luminous. The same interpreta
tion is to be applied to the rest of the passage.-The 
' personality ',' Puruf!a ' is so called because it lies (shete) 
in the body (puri), or because it pervades the entire universe 
with its self (Piirayati).-' Is seen '-by persons who have 
withdrawn their physical eyes and have concentrated their 
mind, through such means as leading the life of the Religious 
Student and the like.-lnasmuch as even effulgent beards 
and hairs might be black, the text adds the qualifi~ation 'with 
golden beard and golden hair' ; the sense being that His 
hairs and beard also are luminous.-To the .very nail-tips,'
' prar;akha ' stands for the nail-tips ; the meaning therefore 
is that upto and including the nail-tips, it is like one mass of 
gold, pure effulgence.-(6) 
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TEXT -His eyes are like "monkey-seat" lotus. His 
name is Vt. · He is risen above all evils.-He verily rises 
above all evils who knows thus.-( 7) 

BHA$Y A-Of the person who is all through of golden 
colour, there is a peculiarity in the eyes. " How ? "
,Kap;yasa' is the 'as a·, seat, of the 'K a pi', monkey ; the term 
'.O.sa' being derived from the root 'lisa' to sit, with the ghaii 
affix. The term 'Kapyiisa' therefore stands for that part of 
the monkey's back on which it sits ; so that when the lotus 
is spoken of as ' Kapyiisa ', 'monkey-seat', what is meant is 
that it is extremely bright (and red) ;-so the eyes of the 
Solar Person also are bright red. Inasmuch as the Simile is 
an indirect one,-the lotus being likened to the monkey's 
seat, ana the eyes being likened to the lotus,-it cannot be 
regarded as incompatible with the dignity of the subject.
Of this person, thus qualified, the indirect (figurative). 
name is' Ut.' -"Why should this be regarded as the indirect 
name ?" -' He '-This deity (the Person in the Sun),-:
• above all evils ',-above all evils along with their effects ': 
-the text is going to speak of ' the Self being one in whom 
all evil has been destroyed ' ;-' has risen ', ' U ditah ', 
standing for Ut-itah, risen above, passed beyond: hence He 
is named 'Ut' .-One who knows this Deity as endowed with 
the qualities described above and as bearing the· name ' Ut ' 
-he also rises above, passes beyond, all evils.-The 
particles ' ha' and ' Vii' indicate emphasis : he verily, 
surely, rises above evils.-(7) 

TEXT-~k and Sarna are His joints ; hence is the 
Udgitha, Hence one who sings this (Deity, Ut) is the 
Udgatr (lit. 'singer of ut '). He controls the regions 
above Him, as also the desires of the Deities.-This is 
in reference to the Deities.-(8) 

BHA~YA-What the text means to describe now is the 
fact of the said Deity (Person in the Sun) being Udgitha. 
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JUSt lije Aditya and others (described above as UdAitha).
'~k and Sama are his joints' ,-they are his joints, in the shape 
of Earth and the rest as described above (Earth standing for 
/f..k and so on). The Deity in question is the Self ensouling 
all things : and inasmuch as he controls the lower as well 
as the higher regions, as also all desires, it is only right 
that the Earth and Fire, as ~k and Sarna, should be His 
' joints ' :-also because he is the origin of all things.
,nasmuch as this Deity is named' Ut' and has the ~k and 
Sama for his joints,-this character of having ~k and Sarna 
for His joints makes him the U dgitha ;-this is what is 
asserted mystically,-as the Deity is fond of mysticism, 
-in the phrase 'Hence is Udgitha '.-Hence,-for this 
reason,-the Priest who sings to the Ut is called the 
'Udgatr-Priest'; that is, inasmuch as he is the singer 
('gatr') of the aforesaid Deity named 'Ut', it is only right 
that he should be known as U dgatr ; this is what fixes 
the name of the U dgatr Priest.-This same Deity named 
'Ut' controls the regions that lie above Him-i.e. the 
Sun; He is not only the Controller of the regions, but also 
the Upholder; this is what is implied by the particle 'cha'; 
this idea is supported by such Vedic texts as ' He upheld 
this Earth and also Heaven.'-Further, He controls also the 
desires of the Deities.-This is in reference to the Deities; 
that is, herein has been described that form of the U dgitha 
which consists of the Deity .-(8) 

End of Section 6 of Discourse I. 

SECTION (7) 

TEXT--Now with reference to the Body: Speech 
itself is ~k ; Breath is Sarna. This Sarna rests upon this 
]!.k : hence ·is the Sarna sung as resting upon the /!.k ; 
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Speech itself is Sa and Breath is ama ; and this makes up 
Sama:--(1) · 

BHA~YA--Now is going to be described (the Meditation) 
in reference to the Body. Speech itself is /!.k, Breath is Sarna; 
-this is on the analogy of their relative upper and lower 
position. It is the Olfactory Organ along with Air that is 
called 'Breath' (here).--Speech is 'Sa', Breath is 'ama' etc., 
etc., as before.--(1) 

• s 
TEXT--The eye itself is ~k ; the Self is Sarna ; this 

Sarna rests upon this ~k ; hence is the Soma sung as 
resting on the /!.k. The Eye itself is Sa, the Self is ama : 
and that makes up Sama.--(2) 

BHA~YA--The eye'is l$.k; the Self is Sarna. The term 
'Self' ('atma') here stands for the Shadow, Reflection of the 
Self; as it is this reflection (and not the Self proper, the 
Personality) that rests in the Eye, and is, on that account, 
called 'Siima' (being similar to the Sarna which rests upon 
the l$.k).--(2) 

TEXT-The Ear itself is ~k ; the Mind is Sarna : this 
Sarna rests upon this ~k ; hence is the Sarna sung as 
resting upon the /!.k. The Ear itself is 'Sa' : the Mind 
is 'ama'; and this makes up Sama.-(3) 

BHASYA--The Ear is Rk, the Mind is Siima ; the Ear 
being the ~on troller (like ~k), the character of Sameelongs 
to the Mind.--(3) 

TEXT-That which is the White Light in the Eye is 
~k ; that which is blue, very black, is Sarna ; this Siima 
rests upon the ~k. Hence is the Sarna sung as resting 
upon the ~k. That which is the White Light in the Eye 
is Sa that which is blue, very black, is ama ; and that 
makes up Sama.--(4) 
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BHA$YA-That which is the White Light in the Eye is 
/!.k ; aizd that which is blue, very black,-which, like the Sun, 
is the sub-subtratum of the faculty of vision, is Siima.-(4) 

TEXT-Now, that Person who is seen within the 
Eye, that, indeed, is ~k ; that is Sarna ; that is Uktha : 
that is Yaju~ : that is Brahman (Veda). His form is the 
same as the form of that other Person ; his joints are 
the same as the joints of that other Person ; his name is 
the same as the name of that other Person.-(5) 

BHA$YA-Now, that Person who is seen within the Eye 
etc., etc.-as before ;-that is ~k, appertaining to the Body; 
Speech and the rest and Breath and the rest appertaining to the 
Divinities. It is well known that the ~k (verse) has its com
ponent letters arranged in well-defined quarters.-Similarly, 
it is Sarna. Or, on account of the mention of the 'Uktha ·, 
the term 'Sarna' here may be taken as standing for the Stotra 
(as distinguished from the Shastra. both of which are differ· 
ent forms of the Sarna). It is Uktha, i.e. Shastra-chant, (as 
distinct from the aforP,-mentioned Stotra ). [Read 'Uktat' for 
' Ukthat '].-It is Yaju~; the term stands for all such as 
' Soaha ', ' S oad ha '. ' Va~a t ' and so forth ; all this is 
Speech, and it is Yaju~ ; and that same Person is all this; 
because he is the soul of all things and also the source of all 
things,-as already explained by us.-As the present context 
is dealing with ~k and allied things, the term ' brahman' 
should be taken as standing for the Three Vedas.-That 
same form is attributed to this Person in the Eye :-" What 
form ? "-That form is the same as that of the Person in the 
Sun, that is ' golden ' etc., as described in connection with the 
Divinities.-The ' joints ' that have been described as those 
of the Solar Person are also the joints of the Person in the 
Eye. His name also is the same as that of that Person,
viz., 'Ut' and 'Udgitha ·.-It might be argued that "the 
Visual Person must be different from the Solar Person ; 
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(1) because they occupy different positions,-(2) becauee the 
qualities and name of the one are attributed (figurativbly) to 
the other, (3) because there is difference in their spheres of 
i~fluence,-and (4} because they are mentioned separately."
But this would not be right ; [it having been declared that 
the meditator attains the position of the Person meditated 
upon] the man meditating upon these two Persons (Solar 
and Visual) would have to attain two positions, if the two 
Persons were entirely distinct, and it is absolutely impossi-. 
ble for one and the same man to become identified with two 
distinct Personalities.-" Such identification with two 
Personalities might be possible through bifurcation [i.e. the 
meditating man would become divided into two parts, one 
part becoming identified with the Solar Person and the 
other with the Visual Person] ;-in fact, the UpanitEad itself 
is going to declare that ' He becomes one, two, three etc., 
etc.'"-That is not possible : that which is of the nature of 
pure Intelligence, and hence without any constituent parts, 
cannot become bifurcated. Hence the Bodily and the Divine 
Person~ must be one and the same.-As regards the (figura
tive) attribution of form etc., which you have brought for
ward as the ground of differentiation,-it does not indicate 
difference at all ; it is only meant to preclude the notion of 
difference that might arise on account of the difference in 
their position.-(5) 

TEXT-He controls the regions below this, and also 
the desires of Men. Hence those who sing to the Jute sing 
to Him and hence they become acquirers of wealth.-(6) 

BHA~YA-This Person in the Eye controls all those 
regions that lie below this-i.e. below this bodily (physical) 
self ,-and also the desires relating to human beings. Hence
for this reason,-those singers who sing to the lute really 
sing to this Self ; and because they sing to this controller • 
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Lord, therefore they b~come acquirers of wealth, supplied 
with wtealth, i.e. wealthy.-(6) 

TEXT_;Now, he who, knowing thus, sings Suman, 
sings to both. Such a one obtains, through that same, 
those regions that lie above that, as also the desires of 
the Divinities.-(7) 

BHA$YA-Now, one who knowing this,-knowing the 
deity U dgitha as described above,-sings Suman, sings to 
both,-i.e. to the Visual as well as the Solar Person.-The 
text next describes the reward that comes to one who knows 
this: Through that same-i.e., through the Solar Person,
such a one obtains regions that lie above Him,-that is, by 
having be::ome the divinity within the Sun,-and also the 
' desires of the:deities '.-(7) 

TEXT-And through this same, one obtains the 
regions that lie beneath Him, as also the desires of men. 
Hence, verily, the U dt,utr Priest knowing this, should 
say (to the sacrificer)-(8)~" What desire may I sing 
out for thee ? "-Because one who, knowing this, sings 
Sarna becomes capable of singing out the fulfilment of 
desires.-( 9) 

BHASYA-Now, through this same,-Visual Person 
himself,___:one obtains the regions that lie below Him, as also 
the desires of Men-that is, on having become the Visual 

. Person. Hence, knowing thi.'l, the U dgatr Priest should say
to the sacrificer-' What desire-desired thing,-may I sing 
/or Thee? '-Because the Udgatr Priest, knowing this, is 
cap~bl e of singing .out the fulfilment of desires ,-i.e. bringing 
about the fulfilment of the desired end by means of singing;
Who is so capable ?-He who, knowing this, sings Slima. 
The repetition of the phrase ' sings Sarna ' is meant to 
indicate the conclusion of the account of the particular form 
of meditation.-(8-9) 

End of Section {7) of Discourse I. 
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SECTION (8) 

There were three persons who were experts in 
Udgitha-Shilaka-Shilivatya, Chaikitina-Dilbhya and· 
Praviha~a-Jaibali.-They said-''We are experts in 
Udgitha : let us carry on a discussion on Udgitha ".-(1) 

BHA$YA-The syllable 'Om' lends itself to being medi
tated upon in several ways; hence the Text has introduced 
another method of meditation, calculated to bring its reward • in the sh~pe of the quality of being the highest and best.-
The story has been brought in for the purpose of making the 
subject easily comprehensible.-' Three '-persons three in 
number ;-the particle ' ha ' indicates the fact that such is 
the popular belief,-were ' Experts ',-well-versed ;-' in 
Udgitha ',-in the science of Udgitha ;-that is, among per
sons who had gathered together for some purpose, at a 
particular time and place ; certainly, it is not possible that 
in the whole world there should be only three persons, 
well-versed in Udgitha and the related subjects; in fact, we 
hear of many such persons as U!}asti, ]linashruti, Kaikeya 
and others who were well-nigh:omniscient.-The Text next 
mentions who these three experts were: (1) Shilaka, by 
name, the '·shallioatya ', i. e., the son of Shallil)at ;-{2) 
' Chaikitilyana ', the son of Chikitliyana, of the gotra of 
Dalbha ; or he may have been the son of iboth Chikitliyana 
and Dal bha (being the body-born son of one and the adopted 
son of the other) ;-and (3) PraoahalJa, by name, the 
' J aibali ', the son of ]ibala ;-these were the three.-They 
said to each other-" We are known to be experts-well
versed-in U dgitha ; hence, well,-if you agree,-let us 
carry on discussion,-debate, through the system of setting 
forth the two sides of the question,-the correct view and 
its contrary ,-on Udgitha,-i.e., on the science. relating to 
the U dgitha ; and such discussion among persons knowing 
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t .1e subject leads to the reje~tion of the wrong view and the 
establis~ment of the correct view, not quite well known be
fore, and also the setting aside of all doubts on the subject. 
For thi:,s reason, persons conversant with the subject should 
be brought together ;-such is the teaching mear.t to be 
conveyed by the story ;-the sense being that, that the said 
results have followed from discussions is found to have 
been a fact in the case of the said sages, Shilaka and the 
re~st.-(1) 

TEXT-Having said Be it so, they sat down. 1hen 
Pravihar:ta Jaibali said-"You revered Sirs, spuk first; 
I shall listen to the talk of two Brihmal)as conarsing." 
-(2) 

BHA$YA-H aoin!-l said ' Be it so', they sat dcwn.-So 
it it said. Where they had sat down, inasmuch as the 
K!!aftriya is by his very nature, more forwm d, PraoahaT)a 
}aibali said to the other twc-'' You reoered Sirs,-you who 
deserve all honour,-speak first-before others.-The term 
'to two Brahmanas' is indicative of the fact that the speaker 
himself was a K!!attri)'la .-''While you two BrahmaT}as are 
conversing, I shall listen to your conversation. " Some 
people explain the qualifing term 'vacham', 'talk,' to mean 
mere words without much sense.- (2) 

TEXT-'Thereupon, Shilaka Shclavat)'la said to 
Chaikitayana-Dalbh)'la-''Well, may I question you? "
"J>o question'' said the other. '-(3) 

BHASYA-On the two men being thus addressed, 
Shilaka-Shalavat)'la said to Chaikita:sana Dalthya-"Well, if 
you will permit, I may question you."-Being thus addres
sed the other said "Do question."-(3) 

'TEXT-"Wl:at is the essence of Sama?-Answer
"Accent."-"What is tte esEence of accent?''- Answer
' Breath ".-" \\hat is the usence of Breath? "-

c. l'.4 
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Answer-" Food."-•' What is the essence of Food ?"
Answer-·• Water. "-(4) 

BHA~YA-Having obtained permission, he said-"0/ 
Sarna" ,-which stands here for Udgitha, which forms the 
subject-matter of the discourse; it is Udgitha as~to be medi
tated upon which forms the subject-matter of the discourse ; 
the text also is going to declare "Udgitha is the highest ·and 
best ",-what is the essence,-the substratum, the ultimate 
basis? "-Being thus ·questioned, Dalbhya answered.!
"Accent''; because Sarna is made up of accent; when one 
thing is made up of another, it is said to have that for its 
essence2 its ultimate basis; as for instance, the Jar and 
other objects made of clay (have clay for their essence).
" What is the essence of accent ?"-Answer-"Breath"; it is 
through Breath that Accent is produced; hence Breath is the 
essence of Accent.-" What is the essence of Breath ?"
Answer-" Food,. ; as Breath is supported by Food; as 
declared by the Shruti texts.-" Breath dries up without 
food" and "Food is the string.''-"What is the Essence qf 
food? "-Answer-" Water ",-as Food is produced out of 
Water.-(4) 

TEXT-"What is the essence of Water?"-Answer
"That other Region.''-" What is the essence of that 
other Region ? "-Answer-•• One should not carry 
the Region of Heaven ; we base the Sarna on the Region 
of Heaven too far : because Sarna has been eulogised as 
Heaven."-(5) 

BHAf?YA-" What is the essence of Water?"-"That other 
Region"; because it is from that other Region that rain 
proceeds.-On being asked-"What is the essence of that 
other Region? "-Dalbhya said-"One should not carry
Sama-too far-beyond, to any other substratum than ,-that 
Region of H ea11en. It is for.~~~~ reason that we also base the 
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Sama on the Region of Heaven ; that is, we regard Sama as 
based upon the Heavenly Region. Because Sama has been 
eulogised as H eaoen,-i. e., it is as Heaven that Sama has 
been eulogised :-··as declared in the Shruti text-' The 
Region of Heaven is Sama-Veda '' .-(5) 

TEXT-Shilaka Shaliioat;ya said to Chaikitii;yana 
Dalbh;ya-"Verily, 0 Dilbhya, your Sima is not well
established. If, now, some one were to tell you, ;your 
Mad shall fall, surely your head would fall.''-(6) 

BHA$YA-Thereupon, the other person, Shilaka Shalii
oat;ya said to Chaikitiiyana Dalbh;ya-" Your Sama oerily is 
not well-established,-that is, not securely based upon an 
ultimate substratum and hence established as the highest and 
best". The particle 'oa', as also the particle 'cha' indicates 
the scripture bearing upon the point. "0 Dalbhya, as you 
put it, the Sama is not well-established."-lf some one, 
knowing the true character: of Sarna, were to take offence at 
your representation of it, and were, at this time, to say to one 
whose idea of Sarna is wrong, and who may be committing 
the serious offence of misrepresenting the insecurely 
established Sarna as well-established, that ';your head shall 
fa/1,-shall fall off completely' ,-then this head of yours,
who have committed the said offence,-would SUT'el;y fall ; 
there can be no doubt.-I do not say this to you, however,
this is:what is meant.' 

Objection-" If the man has really committed the 
offence for which the head should fall,-it should fall off 1 

even without his being told so : and if the offence is not one 
for which the offender's head should fall off, then, it 
would not fall, even on his being told so. Otherwise (if 
one's head were to fall off simply because of some one tell
ing him it would fall, then there would be the incongruity of 
somethin~ accruing to the man which he had not earned 
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by his deeds, and also his being deprived of what he had 
t:arned." 

Answer-This does not affect our position ; as a matter 
of fact, the attual accruing of the results of one's good and 
bad deeds is dependent upon the conditions of place, time 
and other accessory causes. Such being the case, even 
though the offence of Ignorance be the cause of the falling 
of the head, yet its actual occurrence may be dependent upon 
some one uttering the imprecation.-(6) 

TEXT-"Well then, may I learn this from you, re
vered Sir?"-"Learn", he said.-"What is the Essence of 
that other Region ?''-"This Region", he said.-"What 
is the Essence of this Region ?"-He said, "One should 
not carry too far the Base of this Region of stability. 
We locate the Sima on the base of this Region ; because 
the Sima has been eulogised as the Base."-(7) 

BHA~YA-Eeing addressed as above, Dalbh~a said
•' Well, then, may /learn this from you, revered Sir,-on what 
Sarna is based ? "-Being thus addressed, Shalavatya 
answered-"Learn", he said.-Being asked by Dalbhya
" What is the Essence of that other Re~ion? "-Shali'ivatya 
said.-" This Region", he said. The sense is that this Region 
(of Human beings) supports the other Region (of Heaven) 
through:sacrifices, gifts, libations and such acts. The Shruti 
texts have declared that 'the Deities live upon oHerings from 
this world.' It is perceptible also that the Earth is the support 
of all things ; hence it is only right that the Earth should be 
the support, ultimate basis,. of Sarna also.-Being asked
"What is the essence of this Region?" -Shaliivatya said
''One should not carr~ too/ar-the Sama-beyond the Base 
of this Region.: It is for this reason that "we locate the Sarna 
on the base of this Region ; because Soma has been euloJ!.ised 
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as the Bpse; i.e. Saman has been praised as being the Base. 
Says th~ Shruti-text-" This is Ratha1,1tara (Sarna)" .-(7) 

TEXT-Pra'OlihaTJa-}aibali said to him-"Verily, Shala
oat;ya, your Sarna would have an end; if, now, some one 
were to tell you that your head shall fall, your head 
would surely fall."-"Well then, may I learn it frorn 
you, revered Sir? "-"Learn", he said.-(8) 

• BHA$YA-When Dalbh;ya had said this, Pra'Oliha1,1a 
)aibali said-"Your Slima, 0 Shala'Oatya, would have an 
end" etc. etc.-as before.-Then Shalaoat;ya said-"Well 
then, may I learn it /rom ;you, re'Oered Sir? "-He said 
"Learn" .-Being thus permitted the other said (as follows in 
the next text).-(8) 

End of Section (8) of Discourse I. 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT- "What is the essence of this Region?"
.. A kasha", he said ; all these things in this world are 
born out of Akasha and become dissolved into Akasha; 
Aklisha indeed is greater than these ; A kasha is the ulti
mate substratum.'' 
-(1) 

BHAf?YA-" What is the essence of this Region?"
" Akasha"-said Praolihana. "Akasha" here stands for the 
Supreme Self; as the Vedic Text says-'Akasha by name': 
as the producing of all things is the function of that Self, all 
things become dissolved into that Self. The Text itself is 
going to declare later on that "It created Light ... The Light 
becomes dissolved into the Supreme Deity'--All these thin~s 
in this wor!d,-animate as well as inanimate, mob1le and 
immobile-are produced out of Akasha,-in a regulated order 
of Li~ht, Food and so forth, in accordance with the capacity 
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oF things ;-they become dissolved into Akasha, at the time ot 
Universal Dissolution,-in the reverse order;-becausk A kasha 
indeed is greater than these-superior, larger, than all things: 
and for that reason, it is the ' param '-'ultimate'-' ayanam' 
-' substratum ', basis, support, at all three points of 
time.-(1) 

TEXT-This is the highest and best U dgitha ; this is 
endless. One who, knowing this, meditates upon the 
highest and best Udgitha,-to him comes the highest at.d 
best, and he wins the highest and best regions.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Because the Udgitha is higher than the high 
and better than the good,-i.e. highest and best- therefore 
it has become the Supreme Self,-such is the meaning of the 
text.-And because it is so, therefore it is endless,-has no 
end.-One who, knowing it, as the highest and best, the 
Supreme Self, the endless,-meditates upon the highest and 
best U dgitha,-to him accrues the reward which the following 
text describes: To him comes the highest and best,-i.e. the 
life of such a knowing pers on becomes highest and best,
higher and higher and better and better; this is the perceptible 
(physical) reward; the imperceptible reward is that he wine,:; 
higher and higher and better and better regions, culminating 
in the Region of Brahma, Akasha ;-all this comes to one 
who, lmowing this, meditates upon the Udgitha.-(2) 

TEXT-Atidhanva Shaunaka, having taught this to 
Udara-Shar;qilya, said to him-" As long as, among your 
offsprings, they will know the U dgitha, so long will their 
life be higher and better than these ordinary lives." (3) 

BHA$YA-Further, knowing the Udgitha as described 
above, Atidhanvli by name,-the son of Shunaka,-having 
taught this science of U dgitha to his pupil, U dara-Shar;qi/ya, 
said to him-"As long·as among your offsprings-in the line 
of your decendants,-persons born in your family will know 
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this Udgitha,-so lon~ will their life be hi~her and better
more and more excellent-than these well known ordinary 
lives."-(3) 

TEXT-.. So also in that other region,-in that 
region."-He who, knowing this, meditates; his life in 
this world becomes highest and best, and so also in that 
other world,-yea, in that world.-(4) 

BHA.~YA-" Similarly, in the other super-physical world 
a,so,-one would become highest and best ;''-thus did Ati • 
dhamJli Shaunaka say to Shat;~ilya.-People might entertain 
the notion that "though such rewards might have accrued to 
the blessed ancients, they cannot be possible for men of the 
present age"; the rest of the text proceeds to set aside this 
notion in the next sentence : He who,-whoever he be
knowing this, meditates-upon the Udgitha, in the manner 
described,-for him also life in this world becomes highest 
and best ; and so also in that other worl d,-yea, in that other 
world.-(4) 

End of Section (9) of Discourse I. 

SECTION (10) 

TEXT-At a time when the Kuru country had been 
devastated by thunder and hail, Uf!asti-Chakrliya1Ja, with 
his child-wife, Jived in a deplorable condition, in village 
lbhya ( ) of the Elephant-man.-( 1) 

BHASYA-ln connection with the meditation of Udgitha, 
it become~ necessary to expound the meditation of Prastava 
and Pratihara (which are details relating to the Sama-chant); 
hence it is with this that the Text now proceeds. The anecdote 
has been introduced for the purpose of making the subject 
easily intelligible.-At a time when the Kuru country-i. e. 
the crops growing in that region,-had been devastated-
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destroyed-by thunder and hail, and consequeni scarcity of 
fo:>d prevailed ;-U~asti-by name~Chakraya~a-the son of 
Chakra,--with his child-wi/e,-i. e. his wife who had not 
yet developed her breasts or other feminine signs of y~uth; 
-in oilla~e I bhya ( ), of the elephant man-' ibha' is 
elephant, and 'i bhya' therefore stands for the owner, or rider, 
of elephants; hence 'oilla!le /bhya' stands for oillaRe belon)1ing 
to the owner, or rider, of elephants ;-in a deplorable condition; 
-the root 'dra' (from which the term 'pradranaka' is derived) . . ' 
connotes deplorable condition; the meaning therefore is that 
the man had been reduced to a most deplorable condition, 
reduced to extreme circumstances ;-/ioed,-lodged, in the 
house of some one.-(1) 

TEXT-He begged of the Elephant-man who was 
eating Kulma~a grains.-The man said to him-"There 
are no other than these, which have been served to 
me''.-(2) 

BHA~YA-Wandering about in search of food, by 
chance, he met the Elephant-man who was eating Kulma~a 
sirain,-coarse grains of Ma.p,-and begged of him.-The 
man-the Elephantman-said to him-U[fasti.-Other than 
these,-coarse grains that I am eating and which are there
fore contaminated,-there are no grains ; apart from what 
has been served to me-placed before me in the dish; what 
can I do?-Thus addressed, U~asti said-(as follows).-(2) 

TEXT-' 'Give me of these''-he said. He gave them 
to him, and said, "Well, here is water."-He replied
"1 would be drinking what is contaminated."-(3) 

BHA~YA-''Give me of these-i.e. give these, to me·'
he said.-The Elephant-man gave them to U~asti.-"Well, 
water is here-near me; take this." -He said in reply:-"lf 
l drank this water, I would be drinking what is contaminated". 
-When he said this, the other man said as follows.-(3) 
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TEXT-" Are not these also contaminated? ''-He 
!Said-"'Not eating these, I would not live; water I can 
:get wherever I like."-(4) 

BHA~YA-" Are not these grains also contaminated? " 
Being thus addressed, U~asti said-"] would not live,-1 shall 
-not eating these,-if I do not eat these grains. Water is not 
live, available wherever I wish.-The sense of all this is as 
follows :-(a) When a man, who is famous for learning and 
righteousness, and capable of doing good to himself and to 
others, does such an act as here decribed (of eating forbid
den food for saving his life), he does not incur sin ;·--but (b) 
even for such a one, if he has recourse to discreditable 
means of saving life, while other unobjectionable means are 
available,-he does incur sin. In fact, if he did such an act, 
through arrogance born of learning, he would surely fall into 
hell. That such is the sense is clear from the epithet 
•pradrliTJaka', 'in deplorable condition.'-(4) 

TEXT-Having eaten, he gave the remainder to his 
wife ; she had already eaten before ; having accepted the 
beans, she kept them.-(5) 

BHA~YA-The sage having eaten the beans, gave the 
remainder,-the beans that remained after he had eaten-to 
his wife, through pity for her. She,-the child-wife,-had 
<Jlread;y eaten-obtained food and partaken of it-be/ore
the beans were obtained (by her husband) ; and yet, in 
accordance with her womanly nature, she did not refuse 
the gift ; she received them from her husband's hands and 
kept them,-stored them.-(5) 

TEXT-Next morning, on rising, he said-"Alas l If 
1 could get some food, I would get some wealth. The 
king here is going to perform a sacrifice and he would 
appoint me to all the priestly offices."-( 6) 
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BHA$YA-Next morning,--early at dawn,-on rising,
i.e. on relinquishing his bed, or sleep,-he, knowing'lwhat his 
wife had done, said,-within his wife's hearing-"A las"-

. saying this in anguish,-"i/ I could get some-even a little
food, then having eaten it and recovering strength, I would 
go forth and would get some wealth,-a little wealth, and then 
our livelihood would be secured." -He proceeds to explain 
his reasons for expecting to obtain wealth-''The king here,
not very far from this place,-is going to perform a sacri/ke; 
-the verb ''Jakt!yate' is put in the iitmanepada form because 
the king would be performing the sacrifice for his own 
benefit :-and this king, on finding a fit and proper person 
in myself, would appoint me to all the priestly o//ices,-the 
priestly functions, i.e., for tl:e performance of priestly 
functions.-(6) 

TEXT-His wife said to him-'' 0. my Lord. here 
are those grains ".-Having eaten them, he repaired to 
the sacrifice that was being elaborated.-(7) 

BHA~YA-When he had said this, his wife said to him_;_ 
"0, my Lord, take these grains which :had been deposited 
by you in my hands.''-Havinlt eaten those grains, he 
repaired to the king's sacrifice which:was being elaborated,
performed in great detail,-by the priests.-(7) 

TEXT-There he went and sat in the orchestra. 
1ear the Udsatr-Priest, when they were going to chant 
the hymns of praise. He said to the Prastotr Priest (as 
follows).-(8) 

BHA~YA-Having gone there, he approached the sub
ordinates of the Udgatr Priest, in the orche.stra,-iistava, 
orchestra, being the place where they sing hymns of praise 
(stuvanti asmin),-and sat near them, when they were going to 
chant the hymns of praise. Having sat there, he said to the 
Prastotr priest as follows :-(8) 
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TE~T-0, Prastotr-Priset, without knowing the Deity 
connected with the Prastava, if thou dost chant the 
Introductory words, thy head shall fall off. "-(9) 

BHA$YA-"0 Prastotr-Priest,"-this address is for the 
purpose of attracting the Priest's attention.-That Deity 
which is connected with the Prastava-the Prastava (Introduc
tory portion of the Sama),-i/, without knowing this Deity 
o& the Introductory section, thou dost chant the Introductory 
words,-in the presence of myself who know that Deity ;-this 
qualification has to be understood; because, if the meaning 
were that the head would fall off even in the absence of a 
man knowing the Deity, then a person who knows only the 
act (but not the Deity) would not be entitled to the perform 
ance of the act at all ; and this would not be right ; because 
even unlearned persons are actually found to be performing 
acts ;-also because the Shruti-text itself speaks of the 
' Southern Path ' ; if the unlearned were not entitled to the 
performance of such acts, then the Shruti would have spoken 
of the 'Northern Path' only ; nor would it be right to argue 
that '' the ' Southern Path ' relates only to the acts pres· 
cribed in the Smrtis (and not to those prescribed in the 
Shtuti) ",-because the Shruti also speaks of ' sacrifice, 
charity etc. '(where charity is a pre-eminently Smarta act).
F urther, the phrase ' when so warned hy me ' used by. the 
Sage later on (at the end of Text 5 of next section) clearly 
indicates that it is only in the presence of the learned man 
that the unlearned man is not entitled to perform rites, 
and not in all cases of the performance of such acts as the 
Agnihotra, and other Smarta rites, as also Study and so 
forth ; specially because permission for such performance 
(by the unlearned) is found to have been accorded in several 
texts. Thus it is established that even such a person is 
entitled to the performance of an act as is conversant with 
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that particular act alone (and is ignorant m regard to its 
details).-Thy head will fall off.-(9) -. 

TEXT-Similarly he said to the Ud~atr Priest
" 0 Ud~atr Priest, without knowing the.Deity connected 
with the Udgitha, if thou performest the chanting, then 
thy head shall fall off."-(10) 

Similarly, he said to the flratihartr Priest-" 0 
Pratihartr Priest, without knowing the Deity connected 
with the Pratihara if thou perform est the Pratihara, tliy 
head shall fall off."-Thereupon, they stopped and sat 
down in silence.-( 11) 

BHA$YA-Similarly he spoke to the Udgatr and the 
Pratihartr.-The rest is as before. These Priests, Prasfotr 
and the rest, thereupon stopped-desisted from their func
tions, and, through fear of their heads falling off, sat down in 
silence ; not doing anything else, being desirous (of learning 
things from U~asti).-(10-11) 

End of Section (10) of Discourse I. 

SECTION (11) 

TEXT-Thereupon, the Master of the Sacrifice said 
to him-"1 should like to know you, Revered Sir."
"1 am U~asti, the son of Chakra," he said.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Thereupon,-after the above,-the Master of 
the Sacri/ice,-the Sacrificer, the King-said-"1 should like 
to know you-who are deserving of all honour,-1 desire to 
know who you are."-being thus addressed, U!iasti said
"1 am Ufiasti, the son of Chakra,-if you have heard of the 
name." -(1) 

TEXT-He said-"1 looked for you, revered Sir, for 
all these priestly offices ; and it was only when I did not 
find you that I appointed others."-(2) 
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BHA$YA-The Master of the Sacrifice said-"Truly 
have I rieard of you, revered Sir, as equipped with many 
qualifications ; and l looked for you in connection with all 
these priestly offices-the functions of the Priests; and it 
was only when having looked for you and not found you, 
that I have appointed these others.-(2) 

TEXT-"But now you, Sir, take·up all the priestly 
functions."--"Very well; then, let these same, with my 
p•rmission, sing the hymns of praise; but as much 
wealth you give to these, so much you should give to me 
also.''-"Very well"-- said the Master of the Sacrifice-
(3) 

BHA$YA-"Even now, you yourself, Sir, take up all the 
priestly/unctions-you may remain here as the Priest."
Thus addressed, U[!asti said-"Very well. But these same 
persons who have been previously appointed by you,-let 
these, with my permission,-i.e. only permitted by me who am 
quite satisfied,-sing the hymns.- But you should do this-As 
much wealth ;you give as present to these-Prastotr and other 
priests,-so much ;you should give to me a/so."-Being thus 
requested, the Sacrificer said-" Very well." -(3) 

TEXT--Thereupon the Prastotr-Priest approached 
him (and said)-"Sil', you said to me '0 Prastotr, without 
knowing the Deity connected with the Prastava, if thou 
dost chant the Introductory words, thy head shall fall 
off' ;-now, what is that Deity ? "·-( 4) 

BHA$YA-Thereupon,-having heard U!}asti' s assertion, 
-the Prastotr approached him- went to U~asti, with due 
respect.-"Before this, you, Sir, said to me '0 Prastotr, the 
Deity etc. etc.'-Now, what is that Deity-which is connected 
with the Prastava (Introduction)? '' -(4) . 

TEXT-He said-",Breath.-Verily all these beings 
merge into Breath itself, and from Breath itself do they 
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arise. This is the Deity connected with the Prasta"a ; if, 
without knowing It, you had sung the Prastal)a, your head 
would have fallen off, if I had said so to you."-(5) 

BHA!?YA-On being questioned, U~asti said-" Breath." 
It is only right that Breath should be the Deity of the 
Prastaoa.-"Why? "-Because all beings-animate and 
inanimate,-merge into Breath, at the time of Dissolution,
and also arise out of Breath at the time of birth, evolution;
i.e. in the form of Breath itself; the prefix :• abhi' indicati\1g 
in connection with. out of. It is for this reason that this DeitJ 
is connected with Prastava.-1/, without knowing this Deity, 
you had sung the Prastava,-if you had sung the Introductory 
Section of the Sama,-your head would have fallen off,-if 
I had said to you at that time that 'thy head shall fall off.'
Thus you have done well, in desisting from the performance 
when forbidden by me.-(5) 

TEXT-Then, the Udgatr Priest approached him 
(and said) "You, Sir, told me that if, without knowing 
the Deity connected with the Udgitha, thou performest 
the chanting, thy head would fall off ;-now, what is 
that Deity? ''-(6) 

BHA$YA-Similarly, the Udgatr Priest asked him
"What is the Deity connected with the Udgitha-Section 
(of Sarna) ?"-(6) 

TEXT-He said-"The Sun. All these beings ~Sing 
to the Sun when It stands on high ; this is the Deity 
connected with the Udgitha. If, without knowing this, 
thou hadst done the singing, thy head would have fallen 
off.-if I had said so."-(7) 

BHA!?YA-Being questioned, he said-"The Sun": all 
these beings sing-raise their voice to, i.e, sing the praises 
of-the Sun when it stands on high. This Sun [standing on 
high is the deity of the Udgitha] because of the syllable 'at' 
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being common to both ('Udgitha and Uchchailr santam 
ZidityamT,-just as [Pra~w is the deity of the Prastlioa] 
because the syllable 'pra' is common to both ('Prana' and 
'Prastaoa'). The rest as before.-(/) . 

TEXT-Thereupon the Pratihlirtr Priest approached 
him (and said)-" You Sir, said to me 'if, Pratihartr. 
thou performest the Pratihlira, without knowing the Deity 
connected with the Pratihara, thy head shall fall off' ; 
ndw, what is that Deity ? "-( 8) 

BHA$YA-Similarly, the Pratihartr Priest approached 
him and asked-" What is that deity which is connected with 
the Pratihara ?"-(8) 

TEXT-He said-" Food. All these beings live only 
when absorbing food. This is the Deity connected with 
Pratihiira. If, without knowing it, thou hadst performed 
the Pratihara, thy head would have fallen off,-if I had 
said so."-(9) 

BHA$YA-BLing questioned, he said-" Food. All these 
beings lioe only when absorbing-taking to themselves-food. 
This is the Deity connected with the Pratihara-Section of 
the:Sama, on account of the syllable ' prati ' being common 
to both ( 'pratihara ' and ' pratiharama!Jiini' )-The rest as 
before.-// I had said so. 

The three factors of Siima,-viz., the Prastiioa, the 
Udgitha and Pratihiira,-one should meditate upon these as 
' Breath', 'Sun' and 'Food' ,-such is the upshot of the 
whole of this section,-The reward for this would consist, 
either in beco.ning transformed into Breath (Sun and Food) 
or the due fulfilment of the Sacrifice.-(9) 

End of Section ( 11) of Discourse I. 
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SECTION (12) 

TEXT-Now, then, the Udgitha connected w'tth dogs. 
Baka:.Dalbhya or Glaoa Maitreya went out for ,Vedic 
!>tudy.-(1) 

BHA$YA-ln the foregoing Section, the Text has des· 
uibed the deplorable state to which one is reduced for want 
of food,-the state represented by the necessity of eating 
stale and unclean food. In order to avoid such a condition, 
one ha~ to obtain food, snd to that end, the Text proceetls 
now with the Udg,itha connected with dogs : that is, the chant· 
ing, the Sarna, perceived by (revealed to) Dogs.-As regards 
this, Baka, by name, the son of Dalbha who was also Glaoa 
the son of Mitra ;-the particle 'va' has the sense of 'cha' ; 
the sense, therefore, is that only one person is mentioned. 
who was a Doyamu~yliyal)a, born of two families (one by birth 
and another by adoption) ; the text cannot be taken as 
mentioning two alternative names, because there can be no 
option as between things, as there is between actions. The 
Smrti speaks of persons' having two names, and belonging 
to two gotras ' ; it is also found that such persons are reci. 
pients of offerings from both families.-Or, it may be that 
the Text was engrossed with the ~ain subject of Udgitha 
and hence did not care whether it was speaking of one or 
two or more sages ; and the particle ' oli ' is meant only to 
facilitate the recital of the text. 

For the purposes of Vedic study the said sage went out 
to a place outside the village, to a quiet place near a river. 
He went out and waited there ;-the singular number in the 
verb, ' udoabraja ' (went out) clearly indicates that the sage 
in question was one only (bearing the two names).-The 
sense appears to be that, inasmuch as the sage awaited the 
U dgitha connected with Dogs, it would seem as if his V cdic 
study was f;r the purpose of obtaining/ood.-(1) 
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TEXT-A white dog appeared before him ; and other 
dogs, gat'hering round that Dog, said-" Sir, please sing 
food for us; really we are hungry."-(2) 

BHA$YA-Being pleased with the learning (of Baka
Dalbhya) a deity, or a sage, took the shape of the dog, and 
thus was it that a white dog appeared-i.e. was made to 
appear-before him-i.e. for the purpose of bestowing a 
favour upon him. Other dogs-smaller ones-gathering rou~d 
th1Jt dog,-said to him-"Sir, please sing food for us,-i.e. 
secure food for us by means of singing." The right meaning 
to be deduced from all this is that Speech and the rest, being 
partakers of food "in the wake of Breath", said this to tho 
Breath in the Mouth; the idea being that being pleased 
with Vedic learning, they would help the Breath through 
their own forms.·-" Really we are hangry."-(2) 

TEXT--He sdd to them-"Meet me here in the 
morning." Baka-Dalbhya or Glaoa-Maitreya awaited 
(their reappearance).·-( 3) 

BHA$YA-Being thus addressed, the white Dog said to 
the smaller dogs-"Here,-at this same place,-meet me in 
the morning." The long Vowel in 'Samiyiita' is a Vedic 
anomaly ; or it may be a wrong reading. The appointment of 
the morning is meant to show that what he was going to do 
should be best done in the morning; because the S~n, who 
is the bestower of food, is not qu1te before us in the after· 
noon.-There the sage, Baka-Dalbhya or Gliioa-Maitreya 
awaited,-waited for their re-appearance.-(3) 

TEXT-Just as the men who are going to sing the 
Bahi~paoamiina hymn move round linked to each ~ther. 
in the .same manner did the smaller dogs move round ; 
ha:ving sat down. they uttered the syllable·' Him'.:-( 4) 

c. u. 5 
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BHYA$A-Those dogs having come to the place, moved 
round, in the presence of the sage; just as the 1nen, the 
assistants of the U dgatr-.Priest, who are lioing to sing the 
Bahi~pavamana H;ymn linked to each other, so the dogs moved 
round, each holding in his mouth the tail of the other :-and 
having thus moved round, they sat down, and being seated, 
the;y uttered the s;yllable 'H hn' .-(4) 

TEXT-'Om ! Let us eat! Om ! Let us drink! Om! 
May the Deoa, Varu~a, Prajapati, Saoitr bring us food ! 
0, Lord of Food, bring here food ; yea, bring it. '-(5) 

BHA$YA-Om, let us eat I Om, let us drink.-Deoa, the 
Sun is so called because He shines; He is Varu~a, because 
He brings rain to the world :-He is Prajapati, ·because he 
nourishes the people ;-He is Savitr. because he is the pro
genitor of all things.-lt is the Sun who is addressed by 
these synonymous terms. May the Sun who is all this, 
bring us food.-Having done this, they said again-"0 Lord 
ofF ood,-He is called the ' Lord ' of Food, because it is 
He who produc.:s all food: in the sense that without the 
.ripening due to the Sun, not much food is produced, even 
to the smallest degree, for living beings; hence he is called 
the 'Lord of Food'.-0 Lord of Food! bring here food
for us- ;yea, brin{! it ;-the repetition is meant to indicate 
the importance of the subject Om.-(5) 

End of Section (12) of Discourse I 

SECTION (13) 

BHA$YA-Meditation upon the Factors or divisions 
(of Siima) which has been dealt with so far is related to the 
constituent parts of the Sarna mantra-text : hence, the text 
is next going to expound those other meditations, in ·their 
connected form, which relate to the other kind of Sama-
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/actors which appear in the form of the Stobha syllables [i.e. 
the additional syllables that are added to the verbal texts 
of the Mantra-text sung, on account of the exigencies of the 
musical tune, such syllables being in such forms as ha, 
ha-il and the like which have no meaning at all and are yet 
necessary for the musical tune] ; and this is expounded at 
this stage :because this is also connected with the con
stituent parts of the Sama (when sung). 

• TEXT-This world verily is the syllable Ha-u; 
Air is the syllable f-la-I, the Moon is the syllable Atha; 
the Self is the syllable lha; Fire is the syllable /.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-This world verily is the syllable Hn-u, which 
is the Stobha well kno'Wn as used in the singing of the 
Rathantara Sarna; nnd it has been declared in a Vedic text 
that 'This (world) is Rathantara'; and on account of this 
common relationship between this world and the Rathantara 
Sarna, this Stobha, the syllable Ha-u, should be meditated 
upon as this:world.-Air is the sylbble Ha-i ;-the Stobha 
Hii-1 is wellknown as used in the singing of the 
Vamadevya-Sarna; and the connection between Air and 
Water is the source ot' the Vamadeoya-Slima; and on account 
of this common relationship, one should meditate upon the 
syllable: Ha-i as Air.-The Moon is the syllable Atha ;
hence one should meditate upon the syllable A tha as the 
Moon; the Moon, being not self, rests (Sthita) upon food; 
hence, on account of the letter tha being common (to the 
syllable Atha and Sthita),-and also because of the letter a 

being common (to the syllable tha and the term 'anatrnii', 
not-self).-The self is the syllable I ha ;-i.e. the stobha 
'iha'; the self, is regarded as perceptible, and so is the 
Stobha 'iha' ; and it is on account of this similarity (that 
the syllable 'iha' should be meditated upon as the sel/}.
Fire is the syllable i ; as a matter of fact, all the Sarna-
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Chants related to Fire always end in the vowel ';' ; hence 
on the ground of this similarity (the syllable r should 
be meditated upon as /ire).-(1) 

TEXT-The Suri is the syllable 'ii' ; Invocation 
is the syllable 'e'; the Vi§oedeoas are the syllable 
'0-ho-;yi'; Prajiipati is the syllable 'him'; Breath is 'Soara'; 
food is 'ya'; 'Vik' is Viriif.-(2) 

BHA$YA-The Sun is the syllable 'u'; they sing to the 
Sun when he is on high, ucca i~-·, and the stobha is •u• 
and in the Sarna of which the Sun is the deity, the Stobha 
used is ii'; hence the Sun is the syllable 'ii'.-/noocation,
calling-is the stobha in the formingjof the syllable ' e ' ; 
because of the similarity based upon the fact that when 
calling another person, they use the term 'ehi' (Come) (which 
begins with the letter 'e').--The Visoedeoas are the syllable 
'Oho-i'; because this Stobha is found in the Sarna connected 
with the Visoedeoas.-Prajapati is the syllable 'him':
because: Prajapati cannot be described, and the syllable 
'him' also is indistinct.-Breath is 'soara', i.e. the Stobha 
'soara'; because of the similarity that Breath is the cause 
of soara (accent).-Food is ';ya' :-the Stobha ';yii' is food; 
because it is by means of food that one goes along (yiiti) 
whereby there is similarity (between the stobha 'ya.' and 
food).-' Vak'-which is a stobha-is Virat; 'Virii{ may be 
taken as standing for /ootl or as a particular Deity ; and 
this is' Vak', because this Stobha (' Vak') is found in the 
Vairaja-Sarna.-(2) 

TEXT-Undefined is the thirteenth stobh~, the 
indefinite syllabi e 'H urn'.-( 3) 

BHA$YA-Unde/ined,-being indistinct, it cannot be 
determined whether it is this or that; hence also it is 
indefinite,-i.e. having its exact form assumed (according to 
circumstances).-Which is this sto~ha ?-It ill the thirteenth 
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stobha, the syllable 'him'. The sense is that this is 
indistin~t, and hence its peculiar character has not been 
defined, and in this undefined form it is to be meditated 
upon.-(3) 

BHA~YA-The text next describes the result following 
from the said meditation on the Stobha·S:9llables.-

TEXT-If one know this esoteric doctrine of the 
.S~mas-for him speech itself milks the milk of speech ; 
and he who knows this esoteric doctrine of the Sumas 
becomes rich in food and eater of food,-yea, one 
who knows this.-( 4) 

BHA~YA- Speech itself etc. etc.-This has been 
already explained (under 1. 3. 7).-0ne who knows this above
described secret doctrine,-philosophy-of the Somas-relat
ing to the stobha-syl/ables forming part of the Sama-chant,
to such a one accrues the said result.-Such is the meaning 
of the text.-The repetition of the phrase 'one who knows 
this' is meant to indicate the end of the Discourse,-or the 
end of the treatment of the subject of meditation upon the 
constituents of Sama.-(4) 

End of Section (13) of Discourse I. 
End of Discourse I. 



DISCOURSE II 

SECTION (1) 

MEDITATION OF THE WHOLE SAMA 

BHA~YA-By means :of the discourse (I) beginning 
.with the words' One should meditate upon the syllable 
Om' has been expounded the meditation of the component 
facto~s of Sarna, which leads to various results ; after tH'at 
(towards the end of the Discourse) the meditation of the 
Stobha-syllables has been described; all this is connected 
only with parts of the Sarna. The Sruti-text now takes 
up the next discourse with a view to expounding the 
meditations of the entire Sarna, relating to the Sarna as a 
whole. · It is only right that after the exposition of the 
n1editation of the component parts, there should follow the 
meditation of the composite whole. 

TEXT-Om ! Verily Meditation upon the whole 
Sarna is good; whatever is good that they call 'Sarna ' 
(excellent) ; and what is not excellent that they call 
'Asama' (not-good).-( 1) 

BHA~YA-Oj the whole Sama,-i.e., of the Sarna as a 
whole composed of all its component parts, and divided into 
five or seven ' divisions' (cadences, stops),-veril,Y,-this 
is only an ornament of speech.·--The meditation of Sarna 
is good; what the term ' good ' is meant to indicate 
is the injunction that 'the whole Sarna should be looked 
upon as something good ', and it is not meant to deprecate 
the forms of meditation expounded in the preceding 
discourse.-'' But the implication certainly is that the 
goodness or excellence which did not belong to the previous 
meditations, belongs to that of the whole Sarna ".-Not so ; 
because the section ends with th~ ~words ' who meditates 

70 
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upon th~;:,Sarna as good (Text 4, below) etc. etc.' The term 
' good ' ~onnotes rightness.-" How do you know this ? " 
-In ordinary experience, whatever is known to be right, 
good, free from defects,-that they-the cultured people
call 'Sarna' (good), and to the contrary, what is not right, 
that they call a-sarna (not good).-(1) 

TEXT-In this connection they declare thus-When 
they say ' he approached him with Sarna ' what they 
m~an is that~' he approached him in a good manner'; 
and when they say ' he approached him with a-sarna: 
what they may mean is that ' he approached him in an 
improper manner.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-ln this same connection,-in regard to the 
discrimination between right and u-rong (good ·and bad)
the~ declare thus : When they say he has approached the 
King or his tributary chief 'with Sarna',-" Who is he?"
' He ' stands for the person from: whom they feared disres
pect to the King,-what they mean is that 'he approached 
him in a good way', which means that he approached 
him nicely. So say the people when they lind that the man 
has not been arrested or imprisoned (on account of any dis
respect shown to the King)-When the case is otherwise,
when for instance, they find such effects of improper 
behaviour as arrest or imprisonment, then, they say
'He approached him with a-silrna', meaning only that 'he 
approached him in the wrong manner'.-(2) 

TEXT--Then again, they say 'Verily it is Sarna 
for us'; when something is good they say it is (,ood. 
They say 'Verily there is a-sarna for us'; when they say 
something is not good, they say it is not good.-(3) 

BHASYA-When one says in regard to his own ex
perience ··verily it is Sarna for us' ,-when what they 
mean is that ' It is p;ood for us', when something is 
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really good for them. On the contrary, when something 
wrong, they say ' it is a-slima for us' ; when: anything 
has gone wrong has happend to them, they say 'Verily it is 

· not ~ood with us.' -From all this it becomes established 
that the terms' Siima' and 'Sadhu' (good) are synonymous. 
-(3) 

TEXT-If anyone knowing thus meditate upon 
Sarna as good, all right duties would readily come to 
him and accrue to him.-(4) 

BHA$YA-For the above reasons, if any one meditates 
upon the Sarna as 'good' ,-i.e. as endowed with the quality 
of goodness, knowing the entire Sarna as possessing goodness, 
-then to him comes the following reward :-Readily
quickly-the expression 'K~ipram hi yat' beiug an adverb,
to such a meditator, the right duties-good acts, in accor
dance with the S'ruti and the Smrti-would come,-ap
proach ;-nor would they only come to him, they would also 
accrue to l1im ; that is, they v10uld present themselves before 
him as objects of his own experience and enjoyment.-(4) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse II. 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT-One should meditate upon the fivefold 
Sarna in reference to the Regions : Earth is the sy) I able 
'Him', Fire is Prastava, Sky is UdRitiJll, the Sun is 
Pratihiira, Heaven is Nidhana,-This is with reference 
to the ascending Regions.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-Question-" Which are those extra Siimas 
which are recognised as endowed with goodness, and 
which should be meditated upon ?"-These are now des· 
cribed in the Text-One should meditate upon the five/old 
Szrma in reference to the Regions etc. etc.-Objection:-
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"It is said that they .should be meditated upon as the 
Regions,'and it has been said before that they should be 
meditated upon as good. So there is self~contradiction." 
-Not so; what is connoted by the term 'good' subsists 
in the form of the (constituent) cause in all such pro
ducts as the Regions ; just as Clay and other causes subsist 
in their products, Jar and the like. What is connoted by 
the term 'good' is Duty (Right Conduct) or Brahman ; in 
either case, it is what subsists in all such products as 
the Regions. Hence it is that wherever there is notion 
of the ]a1' and such products, it is always accompanied 
by the notion of their cause, such as Clay and the like. 
Similarly the idea of the Regions and other products is 
always accompanied by the idea of the 'Good' ( which is 
their cause ) : and the reason for this lies in the fact that 
the Regions are the products of Duty (Right Conduct : or 
Brahman). Even though the character of being the Cause 
belongs equally to both Duty and Brahman (and to that 
extent what is said may be applicable to both), yet (in the 
present context) it would be right to take the word 'good' 
as connoting Duty (Right Conduct) ; because in such state
ments as 'Sadhukiiri .~adhurbhavati', 'one who performs his 
duty is good', we find the term 'Sadhu' 'good' applied to 
Duty .-Objection-" As the cause alwa)' s subsists in the 

. Regions and other products, that the one should be viewed 
as the other is naturally implied, and hence there could be 
no need for the teachin~ that 'the Sama should be meditated 
upon as good'."-Not so; the said view or idea is one that 
could be got at only from the Scriptures. In all cases, only 
such Duties are to be observed as have been enjoined in the 
Scriptures, and not those which may be perceptible, and 
yet not learnt from the Scriptures. 

One should meditate upon the fivefold Sama,-i.e. the 
entire Sarna, i.e. its five forms, determined according to the 
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five divisions,-as 'good'-with reference to the Regions.
"ln what manner ?"-Earth is the syllable 'Him'--The 
Locative ending in the word 'loke~u' should be taken in the 
sense of the nominative, the ~ense being that the syllable 'him' 
being viewed as Earth, one should meditate upon Earth as 
the syllable 'Him' .-Or by reversing the Locative Case as 
appertaining to the Regions, we may take the words to mean 
that 'one should look upon Him and the other syllables as 
Earth and the other Regions, and meditate accordingly.\
Now, Earth is the syilable Him, because of both being 
similar in being thefirst (the Earth being the first among 
the Regions, and H in being the· first among Samas).-Fire 
is Prastava,-as it is in fire that righteous acts are started 
(prastiiyante) and Prastiioa is a division (of the Sarna with 
which it is started).-The Sky is Udgitha; the Sky is 
called 'gagana', and the name 'U dgitha' also contains the 
letter ga.-The Sun is Prntihara ; as the Sun is in front of 
every living being,-every one thinking that 'the Sun is 
shining towards me' .-H eaoen is Nidhana ; as it is in 
Heaven that departing from this world, beings are kept 
(nidhiyante). 

Tlzis is with reference to the ascending Regions :-i.e. the 
meditation of Sarna here described is with reference to 
(i.e. 'viewed as) the Regions situated above.-(]) 

TEXT-Now, with reference to those discending
Heaven is the sy liable 'Him' ; the Sun is the Prastliva ; 
Sky is Udgitha; Fire is Pratihara; Earth is Nidhana.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Now with reference to those descending i.e. 
with reference to the regions turning downwards,-the 
meditation of the five-fold Sarna is described. Regions are 
endowed with faculties of goin.~ forward and coming back; and 
as they happen to be, so should the Sarna be meditated upon; 
hence the text says 'with reference to those descending.'-
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H eal)en is the syllable 'Him', because both occupy the first 
position; :the Sun is Prastava ; l:ecause it is only on the side 
of the S1,1n that the activities of living beings Start (pr:astu
:yante).-Sk:y is Udgitha, as before ;-Fire is Fratihara, 
because Fire is carried hither and thither (Pratiharar.at) 
by living beings ;-Earth is Nidhana; because those ~ho 
return from Heaven die here on Earth (Nidhanat).-(2) 

1EXT-The ascending as the well as descending 
R:gions belong to him who, knowing this thus, medi
tates upon the fivefold Sima.-(3) 

BHA$Y A-The reward of the said rr:editation is as 
follows :-The Regions, ascending as VJell as descending, 
endowed with the faculty of ~oin~ and coming, belong to him; 
i.e. become objects of enjoyment to him ;-to him who, 
knowing this thus, meditates upon the fivefold Entire Soma 
as 'food', with reference to the regions.-This •arne con
struction has to be adopted in all cases-i.e. meditating of 
thefi"efold as well as the sevenfold Sama.-(3) 

End of Section (2) of Discourse II 

SECTION (3) 

TEXT-One should meditate upon the fivefold 
Sima, with reference to Rain ; the preceding High 
Wind is the syllable 'Him': the appearance of the 
Cloud is the Prastlioa ; the Raining is Ud~itha; the 
Lightning and Thunder are the Pratihiira.-( 1) 

BHASYA-One should meditate upon the fivefold Soma, 
with refer~nce to Rain. The meditation on Rain is men
tioned immediately after that on the Regions, because the 
stability of the Regions IS dependent upon Rain.-The prece
ding wind is the s;yllalbe 'Him'. The term 'Rairi' here stands 
for the whole phenomenon, beginning with the 'preceding 
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wind' and ending with 'cessation' ; just as the term 'Silma· 
stands for the whole ·process beginning with 'th~ syllable 
Him' and ending with the 'nidhana'. Hence the •'preceding 
wind' is the 'syllable Him', because these occupy the 
first place in their respective phenomena.-The appearance 
of the clouds is the Prastiiva ; because it is a well-known fact 
that on the advent of the rainy-season, the heralding of Rain 

· (Prastava) is done by the appearance of clouds.-The raining 
is U dgitha ; because of the spt:cial importance attaching 
to both. The Lightni~g and Thunder are the Pratihara; 
because both are depressed (pratihrta, and hence between· 
this and the name 'Pratihara', there is a common factor 
in the shape of the prefix 'prati ').-(1) 

TEXT-The Cessation is the Nidhana. One who, 
knowing this thus, meditates upon the five-fold., S(fpJtli 

-for him it rains and he also makes it rain.-(2~~;·,·., · · · 

BHA~YA-Cessation is the Nidhana ; becautle. both 
represent the end of their respective processes.-The 
reward of such meditation is as follows :-It rains for him. 
-whenever he wishes it : and he also makes it rain-when 
there is no rain.-One who knowing etc. etc.,-as before.-(2) 

End of Section (3) of Discourse II. 

SECTION (4) 

TEXT--One should meditate upon the five-fold 
Soma, in reference to all waters: The gathering of 
cloulds is the syllable Him ; What rains is the Prastiiva ; 
those flowing eastward are the Udgitha; those flowing 
westward are the Pratihiira ; the Ocean is the 
Nidhana.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-One should meditate upon the five-fold Sama, 
in reference to all waters ;-this comes next (to rain) because 
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Water is always preceded by Rain. The gathering of 
clouds,-:r.e., when the clouds thicken by being piled upon 
each other ; as a matter of fact, whenever the cloud rises, 
it is said to be 'gathering'; this being the first process in 
the production of water, is called 'Him' (which is the 
first step in the singing of Soma).-That which rains is 
the Prastooa : as it is then that the Waters are proceeding 
(Prastutab) to spread on all sides.-Those flowing eastward 
ar• the u dgitha ;-because of the great importance of both 
these.-Those flowing westward are the Pratihora ;
because the term 'prati' is common to both ( 'pratichi' and 
'pratihora').-The Ocean is the I"!idhana; as the Ocean is 
the first repository of all waters.--(!) 

TEXT-If one. who knowing this thus meditates 
upon the fivefold Soma in reference to all waters. he dies 
not in water, and becomes rich in water.-(2) 

BHA~Y A-He dies not in water ,-unless he wishes 
it ;-he becomes rich in water-possessor of much 
water :-This is the reward following from the foregoing 
meditation.-(2) 

End of Section (4) of Discourse II. 

SECTION (5) 

TEXT-One should meditate upon the fivefold 
Sarna, in reference to the seasons : The Spring is the 
syllable 'Him'; the Summer is the Prastaoa ; the Rainy 
season is Udgitha, the Autumn is Pratihora; and the 
Winter is Nidhana.-(1) 

TEXT-One should meditate upon the fioefold Siima in 
rJerence to the seasons; this comes next to the waters, 
because the seasons ore regulated through the waters.-;
Sprinl( is the s:yllable 'Him ', because both occupy the 
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first position.-Summer is Prastaoa, --because it is in 
summer that Barley and other grains begin to be stored 
against the Rains.-The Rainy Season is U dgitha,-because 
of the great importance of both.-Autumn is Pratihara,
because it is during this season that the sick and the· 
dead are removed (pratiharaQat).-Winter is Nidhana; 
because during this season, living beings take shelter in 

·places free from draught.-(nioiita).·-(1) 

TEXT-If one, knowing this, thus meditates up.on 
the five-fold Sima,· in reference to the seasons.
the seasons belong to him, and he becomes rich in 
seasons.-(2) 

BHA$YA-The seasons belong to him ;-i.e., for such a 
meditator, the seasons bring up all objects of enjoyment, 
in due accordance with the sequence of the seasons : and 
he becomes rich in seasons ; i.e., he derives full enjoyment 
from all pleasures in due accord with various seasons.-(2) 

End of Section (5) of Discourse II 

SECTION (6) 

TEXT-One should meditate upon the fivefold 
Sama in reference to Animals : Goats are the syllable 
'Him': Sheep are the Prastlioa: Cows are the Udgitha: 
Horses are the Pratihara; Man is the Nidhana.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-One should meditate upon the fivefold 
Sarna, in reference to Animals :-The sequence of Animals 
to the Seasons is due to the fact that it is only when the 
seasons function in the proper manner that the time is 
favourable to Animals.-Goats are the Syllable 'Him': be
cause both are equally important, or because both occupy 
the first position; in view of the S'ruti-text to the effect 
that' goats are the first among animals.'-Sheep are the 
Prastiioa ;-because goats and sheep are always found 
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together (just a~ the syllable ' Him ' and the Prastaoa are 
always f~und together).-Cows are the U dgitha; because of 
the great importance of both. Horses are the Pratihara • 

' because they carry ooer.-·Man is :he Nidhana;--because 
animals are dependent upon Man.-(1) 

TEXT-If one knowing this thus, meditates upon 
the five-fold Sima, with reference to animals, animals 
come to him and he becomes rich in cattle.-(2) 

• BHA$YA-Animals come to him and he becomes rich in 
cattle ; that is, he becomes endowed with the reward of 
possessing cattle,-in the shape of using them himself and 
giving the11 away to others.L(2J 

End of Section (6) of Discour~e II 

SECTION (7) 

'l EXT-One should meditate upon the gradually 
higher and better fivefold Sarna in reference to the 
Sense-organs : The Breathing organ is the syllable 
' Him ' ; the Vocal organ is the Prastiloa ; the Visual 
organ is the U dgitha ; the Auditory organ is the 
Pratihiira; the Mind is the Nidhana.-These, verily are 
gradually higher and better.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-0ne should meditate upon the gradually higher 
and better fivefold Sarna in reference to the Sense-orJ1ans. 
That is, one should meditate upon the Sarna viewed as 
the Sense-organs, and endowed with the quality .of being 
gradually higher and betler.-The Breathing organ-i.e. 
the Olfactory organ,-is the syllable 'Him'; because it 
is the first among a set where each succeeding one is 
superior to the preceding one.-The Vocal organ is the 
Prastaoa ; because everything is introduced (prastiiyate) by 
means of speech ; and speech is superior to olfaction, 
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ihasmuch as through the Vocal organ one can speak of 
a thing which is not in contact with the organ, 1v-hile the 
Olfactory organ can apprehend only such odour as is in 
·contact with it.-The Visual organ is the Udgitha ; in· 
asmuch as the Visual organ illumines (renders cognisable) 
more things than the Vocal organ, it is superior to the 
vocal organ; and it is the Udgitha, on.account of its great 
importance.-The Auditory organ is the Pratihara; because 
it is withdrawn withi,n (pratihrta): and this is supellior' 
to the Visual organ, because sound is heard from all sides. 
-Mind is the Nidhana; because the objects apprehended 
through all the organs are all stored (nidhiyante) in the 
Mind ; and the Mind is superior to the Auditory organ, 
because it bears upon all things and hence is more extensive 
in its operations ; in fact, even things beyond the reach of 
the senses are apprehensible through the Mind.-F or the 
said reasons, all these,-organs, Olfactory and the rest
"eri/y are gradually higher and better.-(}) 

TEXT-If one meditates upon the gradually higher 
and better Sarna, in reference to the Sense-organs,
what is higher and better comes to him and he wins 
such regions as are higher and better. So much for 
the/ioe/old Sima.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-If one meditates upon Sarna as qualified by 
the said view, then his life becomes higher and better etc., 
etc.,-as already explained above-So much /or the five/old 
Siima ;-;that is, so far what has been described is medita· 
tion upon the fioe/old Sarna :-This is meant to divert 
attention to what is going to be said next in regard 
to the seoenfold Siima ; because not caring much for. the 
five-fold aspect, the Speaker is going to attract attention 
to what he is going to say next.-(2) 

End of Section (7} of Discourse II. 
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SEcT!it>N ($) 
I 

TEXT-Now for the Seven-fold (Sarna): 6ne should 
meditate updl the.. seven-felcl Sims, in reference to 
Speech : that particular form ef Speech which consists 
of' Hum' is the syllable ' Him'; that which consists 
of • Pra' is the Prastliva; that which consists of ' A • 
is the Adi.-(1) 

• BHA~YA-Now follows the excellent meditation of 
the entire sevenfold Sarna.-The form ' vlici' (Locative) 
is to be explained as before [ in the case of the words 
• lokefu' and the rest, under text ( 1) of the second section, 
above and the following J ; the sense is that one should 
meditate upon the Sevenfold Sarna, viewed as Speech-That 
fiQrticular form of SJeech-sound-which consists of the 
peculiar syllable 'Hum' is the syllable 'Him', because the 
letter 'ha' is common to both.-That form of speech which 
consists of' Pra' is the Prm tava; because the letter 'pra • 
is common to both.-' That which consists of 'ii' is the Adi, 
-because the letter ' li' is common to both; ' adi ' here 
stands for the syllable ' Om ', because that is the beginning 
of all things.-(1) 

TEXT-That which is 'Ut' is the Udgitha; that 
which is 'Prati ', is the Pratihara; that which is 
' Upa' is the Upadrava ; and that which is ' ni' is the 
Nidhana.-(2) 

BHA~YA-That which is 'Ut' is Udgitha; because 
the first part of the term' Udgitha' consists of 'ut'.-That 
1t1hich is Pra is the Pratihllra ; because the syllable 'pra' 
is common to both.-That what is ' upa ' is the U padraoa ; 
because the name ' Upadraoa' begins with the syllable 
• fiiJQ '.-That which is 'ni' is the Nidhana; because the 
syllable ' ni ' is common to both.-(2} 

c. u .. 6 
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TEXT-If one knowing this thus meditates upoa 
the seven-fold Sarna in reference to Speech,.-Jfor hiaa 
Speech itself milks the milk of speech, and he bec:omea 
'rich in food and an eater of food.-(3) 

BHA!;!YA-For him S!>eech yields milk etc., etc.,-this 
has been already explained above.-(3) 

End oE Section (8) of Discourse II 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT-Now, verily, one should meditate upon 
the Seoen-fold Sllma as the Sun. He is always the 
1ame; hence he is Sarna. He is the same to all, as 
every:one thinks 'He faces me', 'He faces me'.-Hence 
he is Soma.-( 1) 

BHASYA- In the first Discourse, it was stated tLat 
11Qrts of the Sarna should be viewed and meditated uPon as 
the Sun ; and this was in reference to the }ioe/old Sarna. 
What is going to be said now is that o~ &hould medi
tate upon the Seoen-/old Sarna, viewing ~ entire Sarna 
as the Sun, in reference to the constituent factors (of the 
Soma and of the Sun).-" But in what way has the Sun the 
character of the Sarna 1 "-The answer is as follows :
The ground for regarding the Sun as the Sama is the same 
as that for regarding the Sun as Udgitha [i.e., in both cases 
the ground is as stated in the Vedic texts].-" What is 
that ground 1 "-The Sun is always the same, as there is no 
expansion and contraction (as there is in the case oF 'the 
Moon} ;-hence He is Sama.-The phrase 'He/aceB me, He 
faces me' indicates the idea of Sameness. For the reason 
the Sun is the same to all, and hence He i& Sama, l>ecauae 
he is the same; this is the meaning.-When the T~ 
spoke {in the earlier discourse) of the Sun as the syllabloa 
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' Hin ' and the rest, no special reason was assigned for it, 
because !be similarity of the Udgitha-/actor itself implies 
the said similarity to the Regions : in the present instance, 
however, Sameness has been assigned as the reason for the 
Sun being viewed as Saman,-as this reason which would 
not be easily intelligible.-(!) 

TEXT-One should know that all these beings are 
dependent upon Him. That form of His which appears 
before his rise is the syallable ' Him ' ; on this depend 
the animals. It is for this reason that they utter the 
syllable ' Him ' : they bf.ing supplicants to the syHable 
'Him' in the Sama.-(2) 

BHA$YA-0n Him,-On the various forms of the Sun, 
-all these Beings-going to be described-are dependent
i.e. depending upon Him as their support ;-this is what one 
should know.-" How ? "-That form of it which appears 
be/ore His rise,-i.e. the form of Dharma (Righteous~ 
ness),-is the s:;llable 'Him', which is a constituent of 
Sarna. And this is the similarity (between the Sun and the 
Sama). The Sun being the Sarna, that form of the Sun 
which is parallel to the syllable ' Him ',-on that depend 
the animals,-cow and the rest; i.e., they follow it and live 
upon that factor.-Because this is so, therefore the:; utter 
the syllable 'Him', before sunrise. For this reason they 
are supplicant to this syllable ' Him ' of the Sarna as 'San• ; 
and because they are so supplicant-inclined to worship
that Factor, therefore they behave like this.-(2) 

TEXT-That form which appears on the first 
rising of the Sun is the Prastaoa ; on this Men are 
dependent ; hence they desire Eulogy and Praise ; being 
supplicants to the Prastaoa of the Sama.-(3) 
, BHA.$YA-That form-of the Sun-which appears on 
H i3 first rising ,-is the P rastaoa of the Sam a in the 
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shape of the Sun ;-on this Men are dependent etc. etc.-as 
before. Thus for this reason that they desire Et~Jogy ami 
Praise : because they ore supplicants to the Prasta"a of the 

.. said Sama.-(3) 

TEXT-That form which appears at the 'assembl
ing time' is the •Adi'; on this are dependent the Birds; 
hence do they, without support, betake themselves 
to-the Sky and fly about; being supplicants to the 
Adi of'the Sama.-(4). •· 

BHA$YA-That form which appears at the 'Sangava· 
time' ;-that time at which there is an assembling (or com
ing together) of the Rays,-or that: time at which there 
is assembling (or coming together) of the calves with the 
cows;-that form of the Sun which appears ot this 'assembling 
time' is the A di ,-which is a particular part of the Sarna ; 
this is the syllable 'om' ;-on this are dependent the Birds; 
and because it is so, therefore, the Birds, without supPort
without any thing to support them,-betake thfinselves 
to the sky-depending upon themselves,-and jl-,: about,
movc about. For this reason-i.e. on account of the . 
common factor in the shape of the letter 'a: ·~~Jiich occurs in 

', .,•!'•· .. ~·· ;··· 

'adit:;a' and also 'adi'), these Birds are;_:,~Ttcants to this 
factor of the Sarna.- (4) ·· ... ' ' · · · 

TEXT-That form which appears at midday is the 
Udgitha; on this the Deities are dependent; hence 
these are the best among the offsprings of Prajapati ; 
being supplicants to this U dgitha of this Sama.-(5) . 

BHA$YA-That form whioh appears at midda;y,-i. e., 
exactly at midday-is that factor of the Sarna which is 
known as 'Udgitha' ;-On this the Deities are dependent;· 
because at that time there is existence of light.-H ence 
they are the best-best qualified-among the offspring• qf 
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Prajapafir-those born of Prajapafi ; -these are supplicants 
to the Udgitha of this Sama.-(5) 

TEXT-That form which appears after midday 
and before afternoon is the Pratihara ; on this t.,_e 
Embryos are dependent ; hence, on being held up, they 
do not fall down ; being supplicants to the Pratihara 
of this Sarna.-( 6) 

• BHAi?YA-That form of the Sun which appears after 
midday, and before afternoon is the Pratihara ; on this the 
Embryos are dependent; hence, when they are held up by 
the upholding potency of the Sun, they do not fall down; 
that is, even though there is a way for them to fall 
through ; and the reaons for this lies in the fact that the 
Embryos are supplicants to this Pratiltara of the Sama.-(6) 

TEXT -Now that form which appears after the 
afternoon and before Sunset is the U padrava ; on these 
the foresters are dependent ; hence on seeing a man, 
they run away to the forest as a safe place.-being 
suppliants to the Upadrava of the Sama.-(7) 

BHA$YA-That form which appears 'after the afternoon 
and before sunset is the Upadrava ;-on this the foresters
wild animals-are dependent ; hence on seeing a man, 
they,-being frightened,-run away to the forest as a 
safe place-free from danger :-because they run away 
(UpadraVaTJlit) on seeing a man, therefore they ere sup
plicants to the Upadrava of this Sama.-(7) 

TEXT-That form which appears on the first 
advent of sunset is the Nidhana; on this the Pitrs are 
dependent ; hence they place these,-these being sup
plicants to the Nidhana of the Sima.-Thus, verily, does 
one meditate upon the seven-fold Sarna in the Sun.-(8) 

BHASYA-That form which appe(!rs on the first adven 
of sunset,_:.i,e., when the sun is just becoming invisible,-is 
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the Nidhana ; on this the Pitrs are dependent ; hrnce they 
place them,-instal them in the form of the three ances-. 
tors. Father, Grand-father and Great-grand-father ,-either 
those ancestors themselves, or the ball-offerings meant 
for them,-on Ku&l-grass ;-because the Pitrs, being 
connected with Nidhana, are supplicants to the Nidhana of 
this Sarna.-Thus, one med1tates upon the seven-fold Sarna, 
-divided into seven parts,-as the Sun ;-with the result • 
that one becomes mer~ed into the Sun,-this is under-
stood.-(8) 

End of Section (9) of D1scourse 11 

SECTION ( 10) 
BHASYA-The Sun is Death ; because he brmgs 

about the.end of the world, through time divided into Day 
and Night ; hence, as a means to passing teyond death, 
the followmg form of Soma-meditation is propounded :--

TEX f -Now one should meditate upon the seven
fold Sarna, self-measured and transcending death. Th• 
(name) Himklira consists of three letters; the (name) 
Prastava consists ofthree letters;-so that is sama (equal), 
-(1) 

BHAl;WA-Now,-Le., after the meditatwn of the 
Sarna as pertaining to the Sun and Death.-self-mea.,ured,-
i.e., measured or determined through the equahty of its 
own constituent factors : or determined by equality to the 
supreme self, being the means of conquenng Death --In the 
first Discourse the letters composing the name ' U JRitha ' 
have been described as to be meditated lupon as U d(),itha ; 
in the same manner, m the present context, the letters 
composing the names of the seven factors of the Sllmar, 
are taken together,- then each of these is assumed to be 
Sama on account of the equality of their component 
letters, taken in st.roups of three,-and then put-forth as 
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,objects to be meditated upon.-By this meditation one 
.gets at Beath, through the equality of the number of letters 
within reach of death,-and then through the remaining 
letter there is over-reachmg o{ death m the shape of the 
Sun. This 1s "'.rhat IS md1cated by the Text.-One should 
meditate upon the set'!en-fold Sarna, transcending death ; the 
Sima 'transcends Death' 1n the sense that 1t transcends, 
passes beyond, death, through the extra twent;y-second letter. 
-of the Si'ima. The number of letters m the name of 1ts first 
factor,-wh;ch 1s 'H imklira' ,-1s three ; Similarly the number 
of letters m the name of the other factor-which 1s Prastaoa 
-1s also three ;-so, that is equal-to the former.-(1) 

TEXT-The (name) 'Adi' consists l)f two letters, 
·~the (name) • Pratihlira' consists of four letters. 
We from there to here makes it equal.-(2) 

BHA$YA-The name 'Adi' conszsts of two letters;
The syllable Om wh1ch makes up the number set'!en of the 
serU!n-fold Soma IS called 'Adz'.-The name ' Pratihara • 
consists of four letters,- Taking one leiter from there to 
here,-I.e. takmg away one letter from the name 'Prat1hiira' 
and adding It to the two letter.., of the name 'Adi',-,t 
thereby becomes equal-(2) 

1EX1-The name 'Udgitha' consists of three 
letters; the name 'Upadrat'!a· consists of four letters, 
Three and three are equal , one letter (ak~ara) is left, 
which is three lettered, and that is equal.-(3) 

BHASYA-The name 'Udgitha' conszsts of three letters; 
the name ;Upadrava' con~ISts of /our letters . three and three 
tlf'e equal ; one letter--'aksara'-is /eft,-remams. Thus, 
there is a dtscrepancy, and w1th a v1ew to restormg the 
uniformity of the Sarna, tt IS added-though the remaming 
letter is one only, yet bemg a letter, ak-1ara-it ts-in the 
form of this name 'aksara' whzch zs three-lettered; that·makel 
d eqaal.-(3) 
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TEXT-The name • Nidhana • consists of three. 
letters; and it is uniform. These, indeed, are t'He tfl1ent'1-
two letters.-(4) 

BHA.$YA-The name 'nidhana' consists of three lettBfa 
and it is uniform.-Thus, through uniformity consisting in 
the character of being three-lettered, having established the 
character of Siima,-the said letters are now duly numbered. 
_:_These indeed are the twenty-two /etters-constituting the 
names of the seven fact<?rs of the Sama.-(4) 

TEXT--By twenty-one one reaches the Sun: the 
sun verily is the Twenty-first. By the Twenty-second, 
one conquers what is above the Sun ; it is pure Happi
ness, it is free from sorrow .-(5) 

BHA$YA-BX' twenty-one,-the number of letters,...,. 
one reaches the Sun.-viz., death ; because the San is verily 
twenty-first--from this region ; as declared in the Vedic 
text-'Twelve months,Jive sea&ons, three regions, and th6 
Sun as the trvent;y-first'. By the remaining twenty-second 
letter one attams victory over what is abot1e the San,
i.e., above Death.-"What is It that is alJoCe the Sun ?''-It 
is pure happiness ;-'Ka' is happiness, 'a-ka' is non-happiness, 
•Na.ka' is what is not-non-happiness that is Happiness itself; 
and as all sorrow pertains to death, the said region is free 
from sorrow,-that is, free from all mental suffering ;-this 
is the region that one reaches.-(5) 

TEXT-One obtains victory over the Sun ; verily 
higher than this victory over the Sun is the victory that 
comes to one who, with this knowledge, meditates upon 
the seven-fold Sllma, self-measured and transcending 
Death,-yea, meditates upon the Sama.-(6) 

BHASYA-The Text states the upshot of what bas 
~n said above. By the number Twent;,-one, one obtains 
t7ictor;y ooer the Sun. Victory higher than this vidory ot1er 
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the Sun-relating to Death,-comes to one,-through the 
Twetzty-sJcond letter,-who knowing this etc., eta.-as 
.already explained. The meaning is that the said reward 
comes to the said meditator.-The repetition of the words 
·Meditates upon the Sarna' is meant to indicate the end of 
the seoen1oltl treatment of Sarna.-(6) 

End of Section (10) of Discourse 11 

SECTION (11) 

TEXT-Mind is the syllable 'Him'; Speech is the 
Prastiioa ; the Eye is U dgitha ; the Ear is Pratihara ; 
Breath is the Nidhana. This is the Gayatra (Sarna) 
i'terwoven with the Sense-organs.-( 1) 
J•~: .. BHAl;'YA-Without actually naming the meditations, 
the text has so far described the meditation of the five-fold 
and seven-fold Sarna ; it now describes other forms of 
meditation on Sarna leading to particular results,-and 
"Supplies their names as 'Gayatra' and the rest. On the 
"SBme lines, in the same order, are the various Sarnas used 
.as sacrificial Rites.-Mind is thesyllable'Him'becauseMind 
stands for the first of all the sense-functions,-By reason of 
its sequence to the Mind, Speech is the Prastaoa ; The Eye is 
the Udgitha, because of superior importance.-The Eye 
is the Pratihara, because it is drawn within (pratihrta).
Breath is Nidhana ; because all the aforesaid organs become 
merged in Breath, at the time of sleep.-This is the Gayatra
SiZma, interwooen with the sense-or!Jans ; it is so called 
because the Gayatri has been eulogised as 'Breath'.-(1) 

TEXT-One who knows this Gayatra (Sima) as 
interwoven with the sense-organs, retains his sense
organs, attains full life, lives gloriously, and becomes 
great with off-spring and cattle and great in fame. His 
observance is that 'he should be hiJ(h-minded' .-(2) 
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BHASYA-One who knows the Siima thus as interwooen 
with the s;nse-orllans retains his sense-organs ; tltat is, his 
organs remain efficient.-H e attains full li/e,-a hundred 
years constitute the 'full life.' of man,-as declared in the 
Veda.-He lioes gloriousl;y,-i.e., a glorious life.-He 
becomes great with off-springs etc.,-and great also in 
/ame.-For one who meditates upon the Ga;yatra Siima the 
observance is that 'he should be high-minded' ; i.e., he should 
not be' mean-minded.-(2) 

End of Section ( 11) of Discourse II 

SECTION ( 12) 
TEXT-The Rubbing is the syllable 'Him·; the 

rising of the Smoke is the Prastava ; the glowing is the 
Udgitha; the appearing of embers is the Pratihara; the 
calming down is the Nidhana, complete extinguishment 
is the Nidhana. This is the Rathantara interwoven in 
Fire.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-The Rubbing is the syllable 'Him', be
cause of its being the first (step in the process) ;-the 
rising of the smoke-from the fire,-is the Prastiiva,
because uf its coming next (to the Rubbing) ;-the glowing 
is the U dgitha ; the glowing is of the greatest importance, 
on account of its direct connection with the material 
offered; the appearing of embers is the Pratihara; because 
the embers are drawn together; the calming down-the fire 
still continuing to burn,-is the Nidhana;-the complete 
extinrJ.uishment-the complete going out of the Fire,- is 
the Nidhana; because both form the end of their respec· 
tive processes.-This is the Rathantara (Sarna) interwoven in 
fire; as it is chanted at the churnzng of the Fire.-(1) 

TEXT-He who thus knows the Rathantara inter
woven in Fire becomes radiant with Brahmic glory 
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and an etter of food ; he attains his full life, Jives glori
ously and becomes great with offspring and cattle, 
and great in fame. His observance is that he should 
not sip nor spit behind the Fire.-(2) 

BH!!?YA-He who etc.,-as before.-Radiant with 
Brahmic ~lory;-' BrahmlC glory' is the radiance one 
acquires by completing the study of the Vedas ; simple 
e/fwlgence is mere brightness.-Eater of food-having 
keen appetite- He should not sip-eat, anythmg-nor spit
throw out phlegm-behind-I.e., while facing-the Fire.
This should be his observance.-(2) 

End of Sectwn (12) of Discourse II 

SECTION (13) 

TEXT-Approaching is the syllable 'Him'; Fascinat
ing is the Prastava ; Sleeping with the woman is the 
Udgitha; Lyzng down with the woman is the 1-ratihara; the 
Passing of the Time is the N idhana; the t;oinfi to the End 
is the Nidhana.-This is the Vamadevya interwoven in 
the couple.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-Approachin.~-when the man makes the 
assignation,-is the syllable ' Him ' ; as both are the first 
steps in the1r processes.-Fascinatmg-wmning over-is
the P,·astava.-Sleeping-gomg to the same bed-i~ the 
Udgitha; because of Importance.-The lying down with the 
woman·-face to face,--is the Pratzhqra.-The Passing of 
the time,-the actual process--and going to the end-com
pletion of the act-is •he Nidhana :-This zs the Vamadevya 
(Sama) interwoven with the couple ;-inasmuch as it is 
related to the couple consisting of Air and Water (out of 
whioh the Vamadevya Sarna was produced).-(1) 
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TEXT-One who thus knows the Vamar/eo;ya u 
interwoven in the couple becomes companionated. 
goes on from coupling to coupling, attains the full span 
of life, lives gloriously, becomes great in offspring and 
cattle, great in fame. His observance is that 'he should 
not avoid any woman.'-(2) 

BHASYA-One who knows etc.-as before.-Becomes 
c~mpanion~ted,-·i.e., he never feels depressed,-Jloes on/rom • coup/in~ to coupling,-this indicates the infallibility of 
his virility.-H e should not avoid any woman,-who has 
come to his bed, seeking intercourse. As such conduct 
has been enjoined here m connection with the meditation, 
of the Vamadeo;ya Sama,-the Smrti rules forbiding sud{ 
intercourse should be taken as applying to occasions other 
than this particular one. Inasmuch as all notions of right 
or wrong are based upon scriptural texts,-there is no 
incompatibility-between the present text and the text 
forbiding such intercourse.--(2) 

End of Section (13) of D1scourse II 

SECTION (14) 

TEXT-The Rising (Sun) is the syUable 'Him'; 
the Rrsen (Sun) is the Prastaoa ; the Midday (Sun) is 
the Vdgitha; the Post-meridian (Sun) is the Pratihara; 
the Setting (sun) is the Nidhana.-This is the Brhat 
(Sarna) interwoven in the Sun.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-The Rising-Sun-is the syllable 'Hin' : as 
it is the first to be seen.-The Risen Sun is the Prastaoa ; 
as all acts are brought about through their commencement 
(prastaoana).-The midday Sun is the U dgitha ; on account 
of supreme importance.-The Post-meridian Sun is the 
Pratihara ; because cattle and other things are brought 
away home at that time (pratiharaT)lit).-The setting Sun 
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is the Nidhatza ; because of the resting (nidhaniit) of all 
living beitgs in their homes at night.-This is the Brhat 
(Sarna) znterwoven in the Sun ; because the Sun is the d~ity 
of the Brhat Sarna.-(1) 

TEXT-One who knows this Brhat (Sarna) as inter
woven in the Sun becomes endowed with glory and 
an eater of food; he attains the full life-span, lives 
gloriously and becomes great in offspring and cattle 
anQ great in fame.-His observance is that he should 
not decry the shining Sun.-(2) 

BHA$YA.--0ne who etc., etc.-as before.-The obser
vance is that he should not decrJ! the shining Sun.-(2) 

End of SectiOn (14) of Discourse II 

SECTION (15) 
1EXT-The gathering of mists is the syllable' Him'. 

The Rismg of clouds is the Prastava. The Raining is 
Udgitha. The Lightning and Thunder are the Pratihara. 
The Ceasing is the Nidhana.-Tbis is the Vairiip;ya 
(Slima) interwoven in the Cloud.-( 1) 

BHASYA.-'Abhrani'-Mlsts-are so called because 
they conta.in water.-Megha-Cloud-!s so called because it 
sprinkles (M ehaniit ).-The rest has been al"'eady explained. 
-This is the Vairiipya (Sarna) interwoven in the cloud; 
because the Cloud is manifold m its manifestations, 
therefore it is distinct in form (oi-riipa) from the Mist and 
the rest.-( 1) 

TEXT-One who thus knows this Vairiipa (Sarna) 
as interwoven in the Cloud secures ill-shaped as well 
as well-shaped cattle, attains the full span of life. lives 
gloriously, becomes great in offspring and cattle, and 
great in fame. His observance is that he should not 
decry ·it raining.-( 2) 
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BHA~Y A-Ill-shaped and well-ahaped-goat, sheep and 
other cattle,-he secures-i.e., obtains-these.-The oblt~f· 
f1ance is that one should: not decry 1t raining.-(2) 

End of Section (15) of Discourse II 

SECTION (16) 

. TEXT-The Spring is the syllable 'Him '; the 
Summer is the Prasti'it7a; the Rainy Season is the 
UJgit'ha ; the Autum.n:is the Pratihllra; the WinteP it 

the Nidhana.-This is the Vairiija (Siima) interwoven 
in the Seasons.-( 1) 

BHAf?YA-The Spring is the s;yllable 'Him ': the 
Summer is the Prastlioa : etc., etc.-as before.-(1} 

TEXT-One who thus knows the Vairiija as inter
woven in the seasons shines with offspring. cattle 
and Brahmic glory, attains the whole life-span, lives 
gloriously and becomes great in offspring and cattle, 
great in fame.-His observance is that he should not 
decry the Seasons.-(2) 

BHAf?YA-One who knows thus Vairaja interwooen in 
the seasons shines-like the seasons ; that ts, just as the 
seasons shme through the seasonal characteristics. so does 
the man through oEfspring and other things.-The rest is 
as explained before.- The obseroance is that one should not 
decry the seasons.-(2) 

End of Section (16) of Discourse II 

SECTION (17) 
TEXT-The Earth is the syllable 'Him' ; the Sky is 

the Prastiioa : the Heaven is the U Jgitha ; the Quarte.._ 
are the Pratihara; the Ocean is the Nidhana.-Tbeee' 
are the S' akoaris (Siima) interwoven in the Regioni .-( 1) 
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BHA$YA-The Earth is the syllable 'Him' etc .. etc.

as above.-'-The name 'S'ak!Jaryal/ is always in the Plural 
form; just like the name 'Reoatya~· .-Interwooen in the 
Regions.-(1) 

TEXT-One who thus knows the S' akvaris as inter
woven in the Regions becomes the owner of the 
Regions, attains the full life-span, lives gloriously and 
becomes great with offspring and cattle, great in 
fadte.-His observance is that he should not decry the 
Regions.-(2) 

BH.\~YA-Becomes the owner of the Regions : that is, 
becomes equipped with all that is good in the Regions.
The obseriJance is that one should not decry the Regions.-(2) 

End of Section (17) of Discourse II 

SECTION (18) 

TEXT-Goats are the syllable • Him ': Sheep are 
the Prastaoa : Cows are the U dgitha : Horses are the 
Pratihara ; Man is the Nidhana.-These are the Revatis 
(Sama) interwoven in cattle.-(1) 

BHASYA-Goats are the syllable ' Him ' etc., etc.-as 
before.-interwooen in Cattle.-(1) 

TEXT-One who thus knows the Revatis as inter
woven:in cattle, becomes the owner of cattle, attains 
the full life.span, lives gloriously and becomes 'great 
in offspring and cattle, great in fame.-His obser
vance is that he should not decry the Cattle.-

BHA$YA-The observance is that he should not decry 
the Cattle.-(2) 

End of Section (18) of Discourse II 
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SECTION (19) 

TEXT-The Hair is the syllable 'Hiin' : \he Skin 
is the frastlioa ; the Flesh is the U dr;itha ; the Bone iQ 
the Pratihira ; the Marrow is the Nidhana.-This. 
is the YajiiayajTiiya (Sarna), interwooen in the parts of 
the Body.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-The Hair is the sylla~le 'Hiin',-it being the 
·first of the parts of the Body.-The Skin is the Prastaoa,

becaJ.Ise it is next (to the Hair).-The Flesh is the Udgitlta; 
because of its importance.-The Bone is the Pratihlira,
because it is concentrated.-The Marrow is the Nidhana ;
because it is the last.-This is the Sarna naired "Yajnliya
jiiiya'' ,-interwoven in the parts of the Body.-(1) 

TEXT -One who thus knows the 'Yajnayaj;iiya' as 
interwoven in the parts of the Body becomes equipped 
with limbs, is not crippled in his limbs ; he attains the' 
full life-span, lives gloriously, and becomes great in off
spring and cattle, great in fame. His observance is that 
he should not eat marrows for a year,-or that he should 
not eat marrows at all.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Becomes equipped with limbs :-that is, he 
has all his limbs whole-Is not crippled in his limbs ;-i.e., 
none of his limbs-Hands, feet and the rest,-is crooked :. 
that is, he does not become lame or crippled in his hands.-
For a year-just for a year only-he should not eat marrow, 
i.e., ineat. The plural form ('marrows') is meant to 
include fish also. Or, his observance is that he should not 
ever, at all times,- eat marrows at all-(2) 

End of Section (19) of Discourse II 

SECTION (20) 
TEXT-Fire is the syllable ''Him"; Air is the 

PrastiWa ; the Sun is the U dgitha ; the Stars are the 
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Ptatihllra: the Moon is the Nidhana. This is the Rlljana 
(Sirna) fnterwoven in the Deities.-( 1) 

BHA!?YA-Fire is the syllable 'HUt': because it occu· 
pies the first position,-Air is the Prastaoa ;-because both 
are equally next to the preceding (in their respective spheres), 
-The Sun is U dg'itha ; because of superior importance. 
-The Stars are the Pratrhara; because of their being assem· 
bled together. The Moon is the Nzdhana : because men 
de\roted to sacnficial acts abtde there. This is the Rajana 
Sarna interwooen in the Deitie,, ; as the Deitic.-s are endowed 
with effulgence.-{1) 

TEXT-One who thus knows the Riljana as inter
woven in the Deities reaches the same regions and th~ 
same majesty as these Deities, and also absorption into 
them; he attaim; the full life-span, lives gloriously qd 
becomes great with off-spring and cattle, great in fame. 
His observance is that he should not decry the Brah
ma~as.-(2) 

BHA~Y A-The text mentwns the reward that accrues 
to the man who knows this. He reaches-i.e.,~attains tho 
same regions-stmilar regions-and the same majesty-great
ness-as Ftre and the other Deities ; and also absorption 
into them,-that is, be· occupies the same body as the Deities. 
The term 'or' should be regarded as understood here ; the 
mc:aning being that he attains the same regions, or the same 
majesty etc., etc.; the exact character of the reward is 
dependent upon the nature of the disposition of the man 
concerned ; and a combination of all these rewards is not 
possible.-The observance is that he should not decry the 
BrabmaQas ;-is as much as the Vedic text has distinctly 
declared that "The BrabmaQas are the visible deities", tho 
decrying of the Brahmal)as would mean the decrying of the 
Deities.-(2) 

End of Section (20) of Discourse ll 
c. u. 7 
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SECTION (21) 

TEXT-The Threefold Science is the syllable 'Hila'. 
then three regions are the P~atatXJ; Fire, Air, and 
Sun are the Udgitha; the Stars, the Birds and the Ra,a 
are Pratihilra : the serpeats, the Gandharvas ud the 
Pitre are the Nidhana.-Thia is the Silma interwove., 
in all.-( I) 

BHA~YA-The Threefold Science is the syllable 'Hii;'~
this section of the Threefold Science is dealt with 
immediately after the Sama in the Form of Atni and 
other deities, because the Veda has declared that the 
Threefold Science is the product of Agni and the rest.
This is the syllable 'Hin', as it is the first step in the 
process of the performance of all one's duties-Theae 
thrH worlda,-which come next, as the product of the 
pree:eding,-are the Pralti.,a.-Agni-fire, and the rest are 
the Udgitha, on account of their superior importance.-The 
stllt'a and the rest are the Pratilailra, because they are 
asaemhled together.-The Serpents and the rest are Nidlaana 
-because the letter ' dha ' is common ( to the names 
'Gandha,..,a' and 'Nidhana').-There being no special name 
for this Silma, it is called here by the generic name 'Silmtl; 
it i1 interwo.,en in all :-'all' here stands for the Threefold 
Science and the rest; the sense is that the syllable 'Hin' a~d 
other constituent factors of the Sarna are to he meditated 
upon as the Threefold Science and the rest.-ln fact, even 
in the case of all the particular SiJmal described above, 
wherever the Silma is spoken of as 'interwoven' in certain 
things, what is meant is that it is in the form of these things 
that the Silma should be meditated upon ; because tbo 
details of all acts become embellished and sanctified bf 
what it is viewed as,-just as the Butter becomes emt.(li. 
shed and sanctified by beins looked uJ)on.-0) 
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TEXT-One who thus knows this Sama as inter
oven in All, Lecomes all.-(2) 

BHA~YA-The following is the reward accrui~ to. 
one who knows the Slfma as pertaining to all things : H tJ 

buo~u all ; that is, he becomes the lord of all things.
If " becoming' all' were taken in its literal sense (and not 
figuratively in the sense of becoming the lord of all things). 
then there would be no possibility of receiving offerings 
fr&m persons residing in the various quarters (as described 
in text 4, below].-(2) 

TEXT-To this effect there is this verse:-'That 
which is five-fold, by threes and threes,-there is no
thing else higher than that.'-(3) 

BHA~YA-To this Sama effect, there is this cerse i.e. 
the Mantra Text.-Those that have been described as five.. 
folcl,-in five ways,-in the form the syllable 'Hin' and the 
rest,-~)' threes and threes,-in the form of the 'Three· 
fold Science' and the rest,-than these five triads, there ts 
nothing higher-greater or loftier ; beyond these there is 
nothing else, that is, nothing else exists, all things being 
included in those same.-(3) 

TEXT-One who knows this knows all; all quarters 
carry offerings to him :-One should meditate upon the 
idea that 'I am all ; '-this is the observance ; yea, thi11 
is the observance.-( 4) 

BHASYA--One who knows the said Sama as constitut.' 
ing, all, knows all; that is, he becomes omniscient. All 
quarters,-i.e persons residing in all directions,-carry
present-o/feringa-gifts of enjoyment-to him.-'[ am oll',. 
-lam becoming all,-thus should he meditate upon the 
Serma ; such is the observance for the said person.-T~, 
repetition is meant to indicate the end of the treatment of 
the meditation of Siima.-(4) 

End of the Section (21) of Discourse II 
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SECTION (22) 
TEXT-'Of the Sama, I seek for what ia high-soud.

iug and beneficial to cattle' ,-thia is the song sacred 
to Agni: the undefined one is sacred to Prajilpati: the 
well-defined one to Soma ; the soft and smooth is sacred 
to Va,a; the smooth and forcible to lndra; the heron
like is sacred to Brhaspati : the cracked is sacred to 
Vararya ;-One shouid practise all these; he should 
avoid only the one ~acred to Varur,m.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-In course of the treatment of the Meditation 
of Sllma, the text is going to expound the rewards accruing 
to the U dgatr priest from the particular forms of singing;
each form is connected with a definite result.-High
soanding-i.e. that whose sound or pitch is particularly 
high,like the bellowing of the bull,-'Song':-this is what is 
understood, (as qualified by the adjectives, 'big h-soundina• 
and the rest);-this song is of the Sama,-i e., related to Salfllt; 
and is beneficial to cattle.-lt is sacred to Agni;-i.e. Agniisitt 
Deity :-such is the U dgitha-the song.-'Such a sortg I 1eek 
for,-ask for'-so thinks a certain sacrificer himself, or his 
Udgatr-Priest.-Unde/ined,-not discernible as resembl
ing a well-known sound :-such sound is sacred to Praja
pati,-Prajiipati is its deity : and as being undefined, this 
is not a particular form of song. The well-defined-clear
one is sacred to Soma ; that is, such song has Soma for its 
deity-The so/t and smooth-song-is sacred to Vilya; i.e. 
Vaya is its deity.-The smooth and forcible-song with 
much effort,-is sacred to lndra.-The lzeron-like,
what is like the sound made by the heron,-is sacred to 
Brhaspati,-related to Brhaspati.-The song that is 
crackeJ-like the sound made by the cracked bell·metal,
is sacred to Varurya.-One shotltJ practise Gll these,-should 
make use of all these ;-only f:i sbould tJI)oiJ thllt which is 
1acred Itt Varprya.-(1) ' 
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TEXT-' May I sing Immortality for the Deities'
thus sh4uld one sing;-' May I sing Sati1Jaction for the 
Pitrs. Hope for Men ; Grau and Water for animals, the 
Heaoenly Region for the Sac:rilic:er, Food for myself'....,.. 
thus reflecting in his mind on all these, one should 
recite the eulogies with due care.-(2) 

BHA~YA-' May I aing-accomplish-lmmortality /or 
the Deities ;-May I sing Satia/action for the Pitrs; Hope
i. •e. Desires, the desired thing-/or men ;-Graas and Water' 
for animals;-the H ea"enly Region for the Sacr;Jicer;-Footl 
/or myself ;-may I sing all these 1-R ejlecting on-thinking 
oE-all these in his mind, he should recite the eulo~ies, with 
due care,-regarding the pronunciation of oowels, sibilant• 
and consonants and so forth.-(2) 

TEXT-All vowels are the very selves of InJra; 
all sibilants, of Prajilpoti : all Spar~a consonants, of 
Death.-lf any one should reprove one regarding vowels, 
he should tell him this--" I have taken refuge in Indra; 
He will answer tbee'.-(3) 

BHA!;'YA-All oowels-the letter 'a' and the rest,
are the seloes-like the limbs of the body-of Indra,-i.e. of 
the Life-breath as tending to strength ;-all sibilants, the 
letters' §a',' fa',' sa',' ha' and the rest,-are the seloes of 
PrajifiJati,-i. e. of Virlff or KaiyaiJa ;-all SparSa conson- . 
ants-' Ka ' and the other consonants,-are the selves of 
Death.-When the Uds;litr Priest knows this,-if some 
one were to reprooe him regarding "owels-saying 'thou 
hast pronounced this vowel incorrectly ',-he should say in 
answer-' I ha"e taken refuge-shelter-in I ndra-the Lifo. 
breath, the God,-while using the vowels: that same lndrtJ 
will say all that has to be said ; i.e. he will give thee the 
answer to what thou hast told me '.-(3) 

TEXT-If any one were to reprove him regarding 
the sibilants, he should say to him this-' I have taken 
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refuge in PrajllPGti ; he will smash thee '.-If 1any one 
were to reprove him regarding the .par§a c:ontonanta., he 
should say to him this-' I have taken refuge in Death. 
he will scorch thee. '-( 4) 

BHA~YA-Similarly, 1] anyone were to repro"e l.im 
regarding the sibilants, he should sa:p to him I ha"e talun 

· rr/uge in Prajlipati ; He will smash thee,-reduce thee to 
powder '.-11 anyone were to repro"e him regarding lA• 
sparia consonants,-h~ should say to him ' I ha"e taken rtjo'e 
in Death, He will scorch thee-reduce thee to ashes'.-(4) 

TEXT-All vowels should be pronounced with loud
ness and strength (with the idea that) 'May I impart 
strength to lndra ';-all sibilants should be pronounced 
as well-opened-out, neither swallowed nor thrown out. 
(with the idea) ' May I surrender myself to Prajiipati ';
all SparSa-consonants should be pronounced slowly. without 
jumbling (with the idea) • May I withdraw myself from 
Death. '-(5) 

BHASYA-Inasmuch as the vowels and the letters 
are the seives of lndra and other Deities,-all l)owels should 
be pronounced with loudness and strength; the idea in the 
mind being ' May I impart strength to I ndra '.-Similarly 
all sibilants should be pronounced as well-opened out,-i.e. 
with that effort which is technically called 'Vi"rta', 'opened. 
out' ,-as neither swallowed-kept within-nor thrown 
out,-sent out; with the idea 'Ma:y I surrender myself
give myself up-to Prajlipati.-All Spar§a-consonants should 
be pronounced slowly-gently-without jumbling-without 
crowding them together-with the idea-'May I with· 
draw myself /rom Death '-gently, as people withdraw 
boys out of the water.-(5) 

End of the Section (22) of Discourse I I 
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SECTION (23) 

TEn-There are three branches of Duty: Sacri
fice, Study and Charity-constitute the fir.t: Austerity 
itself is the second ; the Religious Student resident in the 
teacher's house, constantly mertifying himself in the 
teacher's house, is the third.-Ail these attain the 
Blessed Regions: one who rests firmly in Brahman 
attains immortality.-( 1 ) • 

BHA~YA-With a view to completing the injunction 
of meditation of the syllable 'Om', the Text proceeds with 
the next section, beginning with the words 'There are three 
branches o/ Duty'. It should not be thought that 'the final 
reward is obtained by meditating upon the syllable Om, 
in the form of U dgitha and other constituent factors of 
Siima (as described in the foregoing sections)'. On the 
contrary, it Js by meditating upon the syllable Om purely 
by itself that one obtains the final reward, I mmortalit;y, 
which cannot be attained by all :the meditations of Siima 
or by other tritualistic) acts. It has, however, been in· 
troduced m the present context dealing with Siima, for the 
purpose o' eulogising it. 

Threl.'-Three in number-are the branches of Duty,
i. e. Divisions of Duty.-' What are they?' -Answer 1-. 
(a) Sacrifice,-in the form of Agnihotra and other rites,
(b) Study,-the careful reading of the Q.k and other Vedas, 
along with all the rules and regulations.-(c) Charity
making gifts outside the sacrificial altar, i. e. distribution 
of wealth according to one's resources among persons aoek· 
ing for it. These three constitute the /irst branch of Dut.y,
rrhe meaning IS that this is one branch, as is clear frorn) 
the meaning of the second and the third, and it does not 
mean that it is the ' first ' in the sense of initial step ; in 
fact, the duties herein mentioned are all such as apPertain 
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to the H oaseholrler, and thus the Householder, as fulfilling 
these duties, serves to indicate the first Branch\ o/ Duty. 
(represented by the Householder).-11-Austerity itsel/ i• 
the Second ;-' Austerity ' stands for the Krcchra, the 
Candrayaf)a and other penances; one who keeps all these ia 
the Tii.pasa, Ascetic, or the Wanderin~ Mendicant who has. 
merely just reached the final life-stage, but has not yet 
rested firmly in Brahman ; that such is the sense is indicated 
by the separate mention of' one who rests firml-, in Br4h· 
man'. This is the 1econd Branch of Duty (represented by the 
Ascetic).-111-The Religiou• Student resident in the Teacher'• 
H ouse,-i. e. one who is habitually residing with the 
Teacher,-constantly-i. e. thl'oughout his life,-mortif:ying 
himself-i. e. crushing his body by means of fasts and 
penances. This is the third Branch of knowledge. The 
qualification ' constantly ' indicates that this stage is repre
sented by the lifelong Religious Student; as for the ordinary 
Religious Student, his studentship is for the definite purpose 
of studying the Veda, and hence such studentship could 
not take one to the ' Sacred Regions.' 

All these three kinds of persons-carrying on the pre
scribed duties in their respective life-stages (of the House
holder, the Ascetic and the Life-long Religious Student) 
attain the Blessed Regions.-The meaning is that the persons 
carrying on the duties of the life-stages come to be such as 
enter the Blessed Regions.-

The one class of persons that remains unnamed is the 
Wandering Mendicant, the Renunciate, (the San:yasi) who is 
here indicated by the term ' one who rests in Brahman,' -i. e. 
one who rests firmly in Brahman;-he attains lmmortalit:y,
which is entirely distinct from the said 'Sacred Regions', it 
stands for absolute cessation of death : this cessation of death 
is absolute not relati.,e, like the 'Immortality' of the Deities: 
t~t this is so is clearly indicated by the fact that it has been 
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declared to be entirely distinct from the ' Sacred Regions·. 
-If 'Im8aortality were only a higher degree of Bla'led 
Regions,' then the Text would not have spoken of it as some 
thing distinct from the Blessed Regions. Thus, because it 
has been spoken of as clearly distmguished from the 'BleiiU 
Regions, it follows that what is meant is Ab1olute lmmorta· 
lity. 

The introduction, in the present context, of the subject 
of the reward of the fulfilment of the Duties of the Lifo. 
stages is meant to eulogise the meditation of the syllable 
'Om' and it is not meant to mention the rewards that 
actually follow from the said fulfilment. If it were meant to ' 
eulogise the meditation of ' Om ', and also to mention the 
rewards actually following from the due fulfilment of the 
Dlities of the Life·stages,-then there would be syntactical 
split. Hence the conclusion is that when the text speaks of 
Immortality as the reward of meditating on 'Om', with 
reference to the duties of the Lifc·stages already known 
through ten S' mrti-texts,-lt only glorifies the meditation 
of 'Om'. This is similar to the case of such an assertion 
as 'Service under PiirT)aCarman brings only food and 
clothing, while that under Rajaoarman brings rewards 
equal to kingship'.-The syllable 'Om' really is the 'true .. 
the Highest Brahman, being, as it is, the representative 
(image, name) of this latter,-as declared in the Katha. 
Upanisad-' This syllable mdeed is the Brahman, verily this 
syllable 1s the Highest ', hence it IS only right that lmmorta• 
lity should be the reward of meditating upon it. 

Some people (the Vrttikara, ace. to Anandagiri) offer 
the following explanation :-"What is meant by the asser· 
tion that 'all these attain the Blessed Regions' is that persons 
of all life-stages without any distinction, reach the Ble<ratd 
Regions by the due performance of their duties, even 
without havin~ attained the True Knowledge (of Brahman),. 
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-and in this general assertion, there is no exception ml!lde 
in regard to the Wandering Mendicant (the Renut\ciate); in 
fact, for the Wandering Mendicant also, Knowledge, 
Restraints and Observances have been prescribed and all 
this constitutes 'Austerity' which has been placed, in the text 
in the second category in the words ' Austerity itself is the 
second', where the term 'austerit:l' includes both the Ascetic 
and the Wandering Mendicant. Thus the meaning of the 
seeond clause als~'One who rests /irml~ in Brahman attuin• 
·immortalit~ '-is that among the same said persons in all 
the/our life-stages, if any one 'rests firmly in Brahman'-i.e. 
Meditates upon ' Om '-he attains immortalit~ ; that such is 
the meaning is clear from the fact that all persons (in the 
four Life-stages) are equally entitled to it,-and that the 
• firm resting in Brahman ' has not been expressly preclud
-ed (from any one of the four Life-stages) ; and that it is 
qUJte within the capacity of all these persons to ' rest firmly 
in Brahman ' (i.e. meditate on ' Om ', which represents 
Brahman) during the intervals of the performance of their 
duties (relating to their respective life-stages) ;-nor is the 
connotation of the term' resting firmly in Brahman' rigidly 
restricted by convention to the Wandering Mendicant only; 
like such ordinary words as ' Barley, Boar' and the like ; 
as 1ts use is based entirely upon the fact of ' resting in 
Brahman ' (which is what It literally connotes); while 
words that have their use dependent entirely upon 
convention do not have their use dependent upon any such 
connotation of the term, (etymologically). Then again, it is 
possible for all men to ' rest in Brahman '. Thus then 
wherever this basis of the use of the term, 'resting firmly 
in Brahman ', is present,-every one such person comes 
under the connotation of the term ' firmly resting in Brah
man', and there is no reason for narrowing its connotation 
to the Wandering Mendicant alone: and hence it cannot be 
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right to scpestrict it.-Further, Immortality cannot follow 
merely from entering into the life-stage of the WanJeriftl 
MenJicant: for, if that were so, then there would be no 
need for True Knowledge (which alone can bring lmmorta
lity).-lt might be argued that 'what leads to Immortality 
is True Knowledge as accompanied by the life of the WanJ.,. .. 
ing Mendicant' .-But that cannot be right: because the 
du\ies relating to the other (three) life-stages are as im
portant ' duties' as those relating to that of the Wandering 
Mendicant; hence if Duty coupled with True Knowledge be 
what brings Immortality, then that also applies equally to 
the Duties of all the life-stages (not to those of the Wander
in' Mendicant only). Nor is there any direct declaration tG 

the effect that Final Liberation comes only to the Wandering 
Mendicant resting firmly in Brahman, and not to others. In 
fact the thesis of all the U pani~ads is that Final Liberation 
follows from True Knowledge. Hence the meaning of the 
text must be that, from among persons duly performing the 
duties of their own life-stages, if any one ' rests firmly in 
Brahman ', he attains Immortality. 

This interpretation is not right ; as there is clear in· 
compatibility between the basic principle underlying 'Action' 
and that underlying 'True Knowledge'. For instance, all 
injunctions relating to Action-such as 'Do this', 'Do not do 
this',-proceed on the basis of such notions of diversity as 
those of the Actor and the Active Agencies, of the Action and 
of the Re.~ult of the Action; and all these diverse notions do 
not proceed from the scriptures, being found, as they are, in 
all living beings (and not confined to men only) ;-on the 
other hand, the basic principle underlying True Knowledg; 
has its basis in such scriptural texts as 'Being, one; 
without a record ', ' All this is Self alone ', ' All this it 
Brahman alone ',-and it does not appear until it has eel 
aside all those common notions of Action, Acto,. anJ R.,.lt 
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en which the Injunctions of Action are based ; the reason for 
this is that· there is complete incompatibility b~tween the 
notion of diversity (on which all Action rests) and the notion 
of No-difference (Oneness-upon which True Knowledge 
rests); For instance, until the notion of diversity involved . 
in the perception of ' two noons ' due to darkness 
has been removed, there does not appear, even on the dis
appearance of darkness, the notion of the ' one Moon'. 
And the reaaon for thi~ lies :in the fact that there is inc&m~ 
patibility between the idea based upon Knowledge and that 
based upon Ignorance. Such being the case, when the 
injunctions of Action have proceeded on the basis of the 
notion of diversity,-it is only when for a certain person 
this notion of diversity has been set aside by the notion of 
anity brought about by the force of such texts as 'One alone 
without a second'·, 'That alone is real. all diversity of 
modifications is unreal' ,-that such a person desists from 
all Action, for the reason that the very basis (of Action) 
has ceased to exist ; and it is only such a person who · has 
thus desisted from all activity who is said to 'rest firmly 
in Brahman'; and such a person can be only the Wandering 
Mendicant, (Renunciate); it is impossible for any others to 
fulfil the said conditions.-Another person, whose notions of 
Jioersity have not ceased, always sees, hears, thinks o/ and 
cognises things as different (from himself and diverse), and 
always thinks in such terms as 'Having done this act, l shall 
acquire such and such a thing ' ; and certainly one who 
thinks thus cannot be said to 'rest firmly in Brahman' ; 
because his ideas are all false and wrong as pertaining 
to unrealities which owe their existence to mere modi
fications of speech [i.e. have no existence apart from the 
merely verbal one]. When the notion of diversity has 
been set aside as false, there is no possibility of any such 
notions of means and objects of cognition as are involved 
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in id~s like 'this is tru·e'; 'this should be done· by him' 01" 

C by me '1 ltst aS for a man WhO is WiSe and knOWS the real 
nature of the: sky, there is no possibility of the idea that ' tho 
sky is dirty '.-If, even on the setting aside of the notion 

. of diversity, a man were not to desist from Action and were 
to continue to act just as before the setting aside of the 
notions of diversity-then the text laying down the idea of 
Unity would become falsified ; and yet, the text declaring 
Un~ty must be regarded as valid and true, just like the texts 
prohibiting the eating of improper food and such acts;
because all the Upani~ads bear testimony to that (Unity}. 

It might be argued that " Under the above explanation 
the Vedic Injunctions of Action become invalidated.'' • 

To this our reply is as follows:- This is not so; 
the said injunctions would still continue to be valid, 
in relation to the man whose notions of diversity have not 
ceased : just as the cognition during dream is quite real 
before waking. 

" But the very fact that discriminating (wise) men 
would not perform the acts enjoined would strike at the 
very root of the validity of the injunctions of those acts.'' 

Not so ; because we do not see any such invalidation of 
the injunctions of prospective Acts; these acts are enjoined as 
to be done by persons desiring particular rewards (such as 
wealth, offspring and the like) ; and these are not performed 
by certain wise persons who entertain no such desire on the 
strength of such texts as 'This hankering after desires is not 
to be commended ',--and yet this non-performance by these 
men does not invalidate the injunctions of those Prospective 
Acts ; in fact the acts are only performed by those persons 
who are still entertaining the desire for such rewards. 
Similarly, if actions are not performed by those ' resting il) 
Brahman' and knowin~ Brahman,-that does not. invalidate 
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the injunctions of the actions; in fact, they continue to he. 
duly performed by persons who have not yet at..ained the 
knowledge of Brahman. 

Says the opponent-" (According to you also) even for 
Wandering Mendicants, there is no cessation of such activi
ties as are involved in Begging for Food and the like :-in 

·the same manner for the Householder and persons in the
othe~ life-stages-even after they have acquired the know
ledge of Unity, there heed be no cessation of such acts· as 
the Agnihotra and the like." 

Not so ; because when we are considering the validity 
of certain sources of knowledge, the citing of an instance 
of human activity. cannot prove anything. For example, 
though the act of killing has been prohibited by the text 
'One should not encompass the death of any man ',-the 
mere fact of some one having been found to have done the 
Killing does not lead the wise man who has no hatred for 
any body to do the act of killing (merely on the strength of 
the example of the man who has been found to have done 
the killing ). In fact, when the notion of diversity which 
is the very basis of the injunction of actions, has been set 
aside (for the wise man), there is nothing to urge the man 
to the performance of the Agnihotra and such acts ;-in the 
case of the Renunciate begging for food, the necessary urge 
comes from hunger and such other bodily needs. 

1' In the case of the Agnihotra also, there would be 
the urge coming from the/ear of sin (involved m the non
periormance of a prescribed act)." 

Nor so, we reply. Because the injunction of the said 
acts concerns and is applicable to only such persons as are 
still tied to the notions of dioersity i we have already ex· 
plained that only such persons are entitled to the performance 
of Actions as are still tied to the notions of dioersity, which 
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notions they have not yet got rid of ; and it is only when a 
man is ent4tled to the performance of an act that its non
performance by him entails sin, and not when the man has 
ceased to be so entitled ; for example, the H oaseholder does 
not incur sin by the non-performance of the duties laid 
down specifically for the Religious Student. 

" If that be so, then each and every man, in his own 
particular life-stage, could be a Renunciate as soon as the 
not1on of Unity would dawn upon him." 

Certainly not ; because (in the other life-stage1) there 
is no cessation of that much of the notion of diversity as is 
involved in the idea of owner and owned (which persists 
throughout the three earlier life-stages) ; and that it so 
persists is indicated by the very nature of those life-stages, 
which are meant for the performance of acts, as is clear from 
such Vedic texts as-'May we perform acts' and the like.
F rom this it is clear that it is only the Renunciate, who 
is entirely devoid of all ideas of owner and owned, who caR 
be regarded as the Wandering Mendicant; not so the 
Householder and other persons. 

'' When the injunction of the notion of Unity has 
brought about this notion of Unity, it has (ex hypothesi) set 
aside the notion of diversity based upon the injunctions of 
actions ,-and as a necessary consequence of this, there can 
be no possibility of such acts for the Wandering Mendicant 
as the keeping of observances and restraints etc. prescribed 
for him." 

Not so, we reply. Because the keeping of such obser· 
vances and restraints is quite possible for the Wandering 
Mendicant who may, for the time being, have deviated from 
the notion of Unity on account of Hunger and such other 
physical needs ; specially as the observances and restraints 
are for the purpose of desisting from actioity (and not of doiflg 
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any positive act). Nor does the keeping of the observanees 
and restraints involve recourse to activity that 'thas been 
prohibited (for the Wandering Mendicant); because the 
prohibition relates to the man before he has realised Unit:p. 
Be::ause a man has fallen into the well, or in a thorn-thicket 
at night,-it does·not follow that he should fall in it even 
.after sunrise. 

From all this it follows that the only person who can 
be regarded as 'restin-B in Brahman ' is the Renunciate, \.he 
Wandering Mendicant, who has turned his back upon all 
Actions. 

It has been argued (by the V rttikara) that '' the blessed 
regions are for all persons, even those who are devoid of 
True Knowledge" ;-this is quite true ; but it is not true that 
"the term Austerity includes the Wandering Mendicant also". 
-"Why "-Because the character of 'resting in Brahman' 
can belong to the Wandering Mendicant only, as it is he alone 
who remains unmentioned in the text so far ; as we have 
already explained above. Another reason for this lies in 
the fact that, for the man who has attained the Knowledge 
of Unit:;, Austerity also ceases; just like Agnihotra and 
other acts. It is only for the man still beset with notions of 
diversity that there can be need for the performance of 
Austerities. 

This same reasoning also serves to set aside the views 
that (a) "the resting in Brahman may appear during the 
intervals of ritualistic performance", and (b) that "there is 
no exclusion by any Vedic Text of the possibility of resting 
in Brahman (for persons other than Wandering Mendicants)," 
Our view is that it is only when the man has attained True 
Knowledge that, on desisting from all activity, he can 
become a Wandering Mendicant ;-and this disposes of the 
argument (urged against us) that (under our view) the 
acquiring of knowledge becomes entirely futile. 
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Then again, it hu been argued that "like the terms 
'barley' 'nd 'boar', the term' resting in Brahman· has not 
got its connotation restricted by convention, to the Wander• 
in~ Mendicant only,"-This has been already answered hy. 
us. by proving that the character of ' resting in Brahman ' 
can possibly belong only to the Wandering Mendicant. 
not to any one else. 

It has been argued that '' words whose connotation is 
fi~d by convention do not depend upon any other consi· 
derations (as those of etymology and the like) ".-But that 
is not right. Because we find many such words as 
(a) 'Householder· (Grhastha), (b) 'Wood-cutter' (Tok~a) 
{c) ' Wandering Mendicant' (Paricrajaka) and the like; as a 
matter of fact, even all these terms have their connotations 
dependent upon (a) the act of ltt7ing in the House, (b) the act 
of wood-cutting, and (c) the act of wandering about in search of 
food (which acts are etymologically signified by the terms) ; 
and yet they are found to have their connotations fixed by 
convention, as applying to persons in the two life-stages (of 
Householder and of Wandering Mendicant) and to a parti
cular caste, that of the wood-cutter. But it does not follow 
from this that those terms are applicable anywhere and 
everywhere where the said conditions may be present [i. e. 
by merely /it7ing in house one does not become a House
holder, nor does he become a Wandering Mendicant merely 
by wandering about in search of alms] ; because such is not 
the recognised connotation of the terms. Similarly in the case 
in question also, the term' resting in Brahman' can, in the 
present context, have its connotation restricted to the person 
who has desisted from all actions and their agencies and has 
become a Wandering Mendicant, i.e. the Renunciate who 
has entered upon the final life-stage, and is technically called 
'Paramahamsa'. That this ts so is indicated by the mention' 
of the principal reward of lmmortalit:Y accruing as to him. 

c. u. 8 
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From all this it follows that it is this' WantlerinA-M entlicanc;y' 
that is meant by the Veda (as leading to lmmort$ity), and 
not that in which people take to the Sacrificial Threat!, t~ 
Tripple-Stick, the Water-Pot and the rest: that this is so is 
also shown by such Vedic textt~ as "With shaven head, with 
no belongings and no attachment etc.'' To the same end 

. there are such Vedic Texts as the following in the S'"etllsh· 
oatara-:Upani~ad-'The Highest sacred place is for those who 
are above the ordinary life-stages,' -and in such Smrti T eocts 
as 'Without praise, without obeisances, etc.'; so also in such 
Smrti-Texts as-'lt is for this reason that Renunciates, seeing 
through the end of things, do not perform actions.'-'Hence 
one knowing Dharma, should be without differentiating 
marks, or with unobtrusive marks', etc., etc, 

The 'renunciation of Action' which is propounded by 
the Slinkh;yas is wrong ; inasmuch as they admit the 
reality of such distinctions as between 'Action', 'Active 
Agency' and 'Results.' 

Similarly, the theory of 'Void' (Nihilism) propounded 
by the Bauddhas, and the consequent denial of the 'Active 
Agent', (as the performer of Action)-are not right; as 
they admit the reality of the person who holds the said 
theory. 

Then, there is the theory based upon sheer laziness that 
'One should not perform actions'. This also is not right, 
because for such people the notion of the 'Active Agent' has 
not been set aside by any valid source of knowledge. 

From all this it follows that it is only when on the 
strength of the Vedantic Texts, one has reached firm 
conviction regarding Unit;y, that he reaches the real 'Renun
ciation of Action' which constitutes the stage of the 
Wanderin~ Mendicant and that of 'Restin~ in Brahaman'. 
From this also it follows that if, in a certain case, a House
holder has attained the knowledge of unity (and thereby set . 
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aside all notions of diversity) he also naturally attains the 
position o1 the Wandering Mendicant. 

Objection:-" Such a Househ()lder, taking to the life of 
the Wandering Mendicant, would incur the sin of destroying 
his Fires,-as declared in the Smrti texts-"One· .who 
destroys his fires becomes the murderer of the bravest 
among deities''. 

Not so, because in such a case, the fire becomes des
tro;red by its own destiny; in fact, the fire becomes destroyed 
by itself as soon as the conviction of U nit;y is realised ; as 
declared in the S'ruti Texts--'The/ireness of the fire has dis
appeared etc .. etc.' -Hence by taking to the life of the Wan
dering Mendicant, the Householder does not incur any sin. 
-()) 

BHA$YA-The text next describes that (Being or 
Entity) by regting in which one attains lmmortalit;y. 

TEXT-Prajapati brooded upon the Regions; from 
these, thus brooded upon, the Threefold Science issued 
forth. He brooded upon this, and from this, thus brood· 
ed upon, issued the syllables 'Bhuh', 'Bhuoa~z' and 'Soab: 
-(2) 

BHASYA-Prajapati i.e,, Virat or Kash;yapa thought of 
the Regi~n~; and in order to get at the essence of these 
Regions, He brooded over them,-continued to think of, 
reflect upon, them.--From these, thus brooded upon, the 
Threefold Science issued /orth,-as the essence of the 
Regions ; that is, the said Science became revealed to the 
mind of Prajapati.-H e brooded upon the Science etc., etc., 
as before ;-and from the Science, thus brooded upon, the 
following syllables issued-' bhu~ ', ' bhuva~ ' and 'soii~ ',
which are called ' V ;yahrtis. '-(2} 

TEXT-He brooded upon these ; from them thus 
brooded upon, issued the syllable 'Om'; just as alt 
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leave• are permeated by the stalk, so is all Spacb 
permeated by the syllable' Om'. The 'Om 'h syllable 
is all this,-yea, the syllable' Om' is all this.-(3) 

BHAeYA-He brooded o11er the said syllables; from 
them, thus brooded upon, issued the sJllable' om', and this is 
Brahman.-The rest describes what this is like :-Just 
a all leal1es,-all parts of the leaves,-are permeated
pierced, i. e. pervaded-by the stalk-the twig to which the 
leaves hang,-so, in. the same manner is all Speech~all 
words-permeated b;y the syllable 'Om', which is Brahman, 
the very image of the Supreme Self ; as declared in such 
Vedic texts as-' The letter A is all speech'. Every name 
is a mere evolute of the Supreme Self ; hence all this is the 
SJllable ' Om.'-The repetition is meant to indicate the im
portance of the declaration.-The description of the origin 
of the Regions and other things serves the purpose of 
eulogising the syllable ' Om.' -(3) 

End of Section (23) of Discourse II 

SECTION (24) 

BHA$Y A- In course of the treatment of Meditation on 
S~ma, the Text has precluded the possibility of the notion 
that the syllable 'Om· is an auxiliary to Ritualistic Acts, 
and has raised its position to a high level by describing it as 
the image of the Supreme Self and as the means of attain
ing immortality. It now proceeds to expound the ramifica
tions of Sarna, Homa and Mantra, as constituents of the 
Sacrd/icial Act which forms the subject-matter of the 
Discourse. 

TEXT-The Teachers of Brahman declare that 
the ' Morning Extraction' appertains to the Vasua, 
the ' Midday Extraction ' to tl:e Rudras, and the ' Even
ing Extraction' to the Atlit;yas and the Vi!oedet:aa.-<l) 
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BHA.~YA-The Teachers of Brahman declare that what 
is known • as the ' Morning Extraction ' appertains to the 
Vasas ; which means that this Region (Earth) connected 
with the 'Morning Extraction ' is held in sway by these 
Lords of the Extraction (the Vasus).-Similarly the region 
of the Sky is held in sway by the Rudras who are Lords of 
'Midday-Extraction'. Similarly the third region is held in 
sway by the AJityas and Visoedeoas who are Lords of the 
' ~vening Extraction ·.-Thus then there is no Region left 
for the Performer of Sacrifices.-( 1) 

TEXT-Where then is the Sacrificer' s Region ? If 
one does not know this, how can he perform (the 
Sacrifice)? If he knows it, he should perform (it).-(2) 

BHA. !;)Y A-For the above reason, the question arises
When then is the Region for the Sacri/icer,-for attaining 
which, he performs the sacrifice? The sense of the question 
is that there is no Region for him.-ln view of the Vedic 
Text-' One who performs a sacrifice does so for the 
purpose of attaining a Region ',-if there is no Region for 
the Sacrificer, then if one who performs the sacrifice does 
not know the means of making the Region his own,-such 
means consisting in the knowledge of the ramifications 
of Sama, Homa and Mantras,-he is ignorant; and being 
ignorant, how could he perform a sacrifice ? That is 
to say. in no way could he ever become a sacrificer.
The purpose of all this is to eulogise the knowledge of 
Soma and the sacrificial details, and it does not mean 
that the performance of the sacrifice is forbidden for 
one who knows merely the sacrificial ritual and is 
ignorant of the aforesaid Sam a and the rest. For if the 
sentence were taken as eulogising the knowledge of Slima 
and the rest, and also as forbidding the performance 
by the ignorant,-then there would be a syntactical split. 
Further, in the section dealing with u,asti-Chakrayal)(J We 
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have already explained that the performance of sacrifices is 
permissible for the ignorant also.-On the other hand, 
if he knorvs the Soma and other means, as are going to be 
described;-he shoold perform the sacrifice-(2) 

TEXT-Before the commencing of the • Morning 
Chant ', sitting behind the Garhapatya Fire, and facing 

-the North, he sings the Sima sacred to the Vasas.-(3) 
;BHAf;iYA-The text proceeds to expound what it _is 

that should be knowri by the Sacrificer ;-Be/ore-prior to 
-the commencing-beginning-of the 'morning chant', sitting
behind-at the back of-the Garhapatya Fire,-and facing 
the North-he sings the Soma sacred to the Vasus,-i. e. that 
of which the Vasus are the presiding deity.-(3) 

TEXT-' Open the gate of the Region, so that we 
may look upon Thee, for the purpose of attaining
kingdom '.-( 4) 

BHAf;iYA-0 Fire, open the door of the Region of the 
Earth,-i. e. for attaining this Region :-through that 
Door, we may look upon Thee,-/or this purpose o/ attaining 
kingdom.-(4) 

TEXT-Then he pours the libation (saying)-' Ad
oration to Agni, dwelling on the earth, dwelling in the 
Region. Secure the Region for me, the Sacrificer ! 
That would be the Sacrificer's region to which I would 
go.'-(5) . 

BHAf;iYA-Then, after the above,-he pours the libation 
(in the fire)-with this Mantra.-' Adoration to Agni, we bow 
down to Thee-Thou who art dwelling on the Earth, and 
dwelling in the Region,-i.e, dwelling in the Earthly Region I 
Secure-obtain-for me, the Sacri/icer-the Region ; that 
would be the Sacrificer's Region to which I would go.-{5) 

TEXT-Herein, the Sacrificer, after the lapse of his 
life-span, (says)-' S"ilhii I Remove the bolt ', and saying 
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tbis he stands up, and the V asus offer to him the 
, 'Morninl Extraction '-(6) 

BHA.~YA-H erein-in the said Region,-the Socri
ficer, after the lapse of his life-span,-i. e. on death,
pours the libation, saying ' S"liha I Remo"e-take out-the 
bolt-the bar to the entrance to the Region ' ;-having 
recited this Mantra, he stands up.-By all these means the 
Rqgion connected with the' Morning Extraction' becomes 
secured from the V asus : hence these V asus offer the 'Morn· 
ing Extraction ' to the Sacrificer.-(6) 

TEXT-Before the commencement of the 'Midday 
Extraction ', sitting behind the Agnidhriya Fire,-and 
facing the North, he sings the Sarna sacred to the 
Rrulras.-

' Open the door ......... for sovereignty of the Sky 
......... (7)-(8)-

BHA.~YA-Similarly, sitting behind the Agnidh('iya Fire,
i. e. the Dak~i~iigni ,-and /acing the North, he sings the 
Sama sacred to the Rudras, i.e. the Slima of which the Rudras 
are the Deity ,-for the purpose of attaining Vairlij,a, 
(so"ereignty of the Sky).-(7-8) 

TEXT--Then he pours the libation, (saying)
'Adoration to Viiyu, dwelling in the Sky, dwelling in the 
Region I Secure the Region for me, the Sacrificer '.
That would be the Sacrificer's Region to which I would 
go! '-(9) 

Herein the Sacrificer, after the lapse of his life-span, 
says' Soiihli I Remooe the bolt', and saying this, he stands 
up and the Rudras offer to him the' Midday Extraction'. 
-(10) 

BHA$YA-Dwelling in the sky etc., etc.,-as above. 
-{9-10) 
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• 
TEXT-Before the commencement of the ThiN 

Extraction, sitting behind the Ahaoaniya fire, and facing 
the North, he sings the Sarna sacred to Ad1t,a and that 
sacred to the Vi~oedeoa:..-( 11) 

' Open the door ..................... for sovereignty over 
Heaven. '-(12) 

This to the Adit,1s. The following to the Visve-
dev"s-' Open the door ......... for supreme sovereignt~· '. 
-(13) . 

BHA$YA-Similarly, sitting behind the A.hao~ni~a Fire 
facing the North, he sings the Sarna sacred to Aditya-i. e. 
the Sarna of which Aditya is the deity ,-and also the SCima 
sacred to the ViSoedeoas,-for the purpose, respectively, 
of acquiring ' sovereignty over Heaven ' and ' supreme 
sovereignty. · -( 11 , 12, 1.3) 

TEXT-Then he pours the libation, (saying)-
' Adontion to the Adit;ya~ and to the Vi~oedeoas, dwe11-
ing in Heaven and dwelling in the Region ! Secure the 
region for me, the Sacrificer '.-(14) 

• That would be the Sacrificer's Region, to which 
I would go.'-Herein the Sacrificer, after the lapse of 
his life-span, says-' Soaha Remove the bolt'; and 
saying this, he stands up.-(15) 

BHA$YA-Dwelling in H eaoen etc., etc.;-the rest is as 
before : the only difference is that the forms ' bindata ' and 
' apahata' are in the plural number (on account of the 
deities addressed being many in number).-All this is to be 
said by the Sacrificer, as is clearly indicated by the expres· 
sions 'eliisrni', ('I would go') and 'Atra Yajamanab' ('Herein 
the Sacrificer ').-04. 15) 

TEXT-The Adit;yas and the VHoedeoas offer to him 
the 'Third Extraction' .-He, verily, knows the measure 
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of the Sacrifice who knows this,-yea, who knows 
this.-( f6) 

BHASYA-He i.e. the Sacrifi~er who knows the Sama 
and the d~tails as described above, knows the measure-the 
real nature-of the Sacrifice, as described ; Who knows thi1. 
-,ea, who knows this'-the repetition is meant to indicate the 
end of the Discourse. 

End of the Section (24) of Discourse II 



DISCOURSE Ill 

MEDITATION OF THE SUN 

SECTION (1) 

BHAeYA-At the outset of the third Discourse begin 
ning with the words As au oa Adit;yab', 'This sun oeril;y', we 
aet forth the connection (between the two Discourses, II and 
Ill) :-At the close of the immediately preceding Discourse 
(11), it has been said-'One who knows the measure o/ the 
Sacrifice etc . .' and there have been expounded the ramifi
cations of Sama, H oma and Mantra.~, as appertaining to 
Sacrifices, and as forming part of Sacrifices and thereby 
bringing about particular results. It is the Sun who shines 
with brilliant effulgence and represents the embodiment of th,e 
successful accomplishment of all Sacrifices; it is the:Sun wfto 
representing the fruition of the actions of all animate beings, 
is the visible sustainer of all. For these reasontt, it is only 
right and proper that after the exposition (at the close of 
Discourse II) of the 'Sacrifice' we should expound the medi
tation upon the Sun who is the summation of the results of 
all Sacrifices, as leading to the fulfilment of the highest of 
all purposes of men.-With this intention, the Text proceeds 
with the next Discourse.-

TEXT-'Om' I This Sun verily is the Honey of the 
Deities ; of this, Heaven is the curved-beam, the Sky 
is the hive and the Rays are the eggs.-( 1) 

BHA!?YA-This Sun oeril;y is the H one;y of the Deities 
etc.-The Sun is called the 'honey', 'M adhu' , of the Deities 
because He delights them, and hence is like Honey. It is 
going to be described later on how embodying the results of · 
all sacrifices, the Sun is a source of delight to the Vasus 
and other Deities.-The Text next explains in what way the 
Sun is like Honey.-0/ this-Honey in the shape of the Sun. 

122 
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the H eav~n is what the curoed-beam is for the Bee-honey ; aa. 
a matter of fact, the Heaven appears like a curved surface. 
The Sky is the Hioe,-the Sky apoears to be hanging by 
Heaven. just as the Hive hangs by the"' roof-beam ; and 
through this similarity to the Bee-hive, the Sk:y is likened to 
the Hive ; and also because the Sky is the abode of the Sun, 
just as the Hive is the container of the Honey.-' The 
Rf£YS etc.'-The Earth's moisture absorbed by the Sun's 
rays, is what is known as water in the kingdom of 
Heaven ; and as this moisture is contained in the rays 
which are contained in the hive-like Sky, it has the appear· 
ance of Eggs deposited therein, like the Eggs of the Bees~ 
they are spoken of as 'Eggs' in the sense of being like Eggs ; 
resembling the eggs of the Bees contained in the Bee. 
hive.-( I) 

TEXT-Its Eastward rays are the eastern honey
cells; the ~k-oerses are the honey-producers ; the ~gveda 
is the flower ; and those waters are the nectar ; or those 
same Q.k-verses.-(2) 

BHA$YA-The Eastward rays-the rays flowing to
wards the East-of the Sun-who is the Honey in the 
Honey-hive,-are the Eastern hone;y-cells-the cell.~, holes~ 
containing the honey;-these are called 'E.astern' in the sense. 
that they flow outwards,-The Q.k-verses are the honey-pro
ducers ,-inasmuch as they 'produce lhe honey', which is red 
and is contained in the Sun; as the bees extract the juice from 
flowers and produce honey; and the ~gveda which contains 
the /!.k-oerses is l1ke the flowers which contain the Honey. 
Inasmuch as the name 'RRveda' is applied to the collections. 
of Rks and Brlihmot,as, ~hich are mere words, there cannot 
flo~ from these an.y such juices or effects (like Honey) 
as could be tasted (enjoyed) : hence the term ·~gveda' here· 
should be taken as standing for the Acts prescribed in 
the ~goeda ; as it is only from these acts that there can flow 
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honey-like results. Just as the bees produce hon1'Y out of 
the juices extracted from flowers,-so the ~k-r1er1es pro- . 
duce 'honey' out of the waters (results) extracted from the 
Acts (which are thus like flowers), "What a.e thoae 
rt1aters ?''-The offerings consisting of Soma-juice, Buttlf 
and Milk, which are thrown into the fire at sacrificial pet· 
formances ; and these, on fruition, become Nectar ; i.e. they 
lead to immortality; and being extremely juicy, they beco~ 
"'aters.-Or those same ~k-verses,-extracting the juice
like the bees extracting the juices from Elowers,-(are 
themselves the nectar).-(2) 

TEXT-They pressed this ~gveda. From it, thus 
pressed, there proceeded its Essence, in the form of 
fame, resplendence, efficient sense-organs, strength 
and eatable food.-(3) 

BHA$YA-They pressed-exerted pressure upon-this 
~~veda-i.e. the Sacrificial Act prescribed in the ~goeda, 
which is like the flower (from which Honey is extracted). 
It is only right that when the Act is performed with the 
1/.k-oers~s used as Mantras equipped with such 'S'astra' 
(Recitation) and other details, it gives out the Essence 
which is productive of Honey ; just as it is only 
when the flowers are sucked by bees that Honey is 
produced.-Tbis is explained by the words-' From 
it-thus pressed etc.'-Question-What is that 'Essence' 
which is described as proceeding from the pressure 
exerted by the bees in the shape· of the Rk-verses?" 
-An9 Wer :-Fame- reputation, -resplendence~ffulgence 
of body ,-efficient sense-organs-equipment of virile organs 
free from all weaknesses,-.strength-power,-and eatable 
/ood,-food that is eatable, by the daily use of which the . 
deities continue to live ;-this was the Essence that pro
ceeded out of Action in the shape of Sacrifices.-(3) 
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TEXT-It flowed out; it went round the Sun; this is 
what appears as the red colourin the Sun.-(4) 

BHA~YA-/t-all this, beginning with Fame and ending 
with eatable/ood,-/lowed out-went forth copiously ;-hav
ing flown out, it went round the Sun,-went by the side of 
the Sun, to the East of it.-Sacrificial acts are done by men 
with a view to obtaining such results as Fa me and the like. 
with the idea that 'I shall eat the Honey in the shape of the 
aceumulated results of actions, as treasured in this Sun': 
just as cultivators take to agriculture (for the purpose of 
securing articles of food)'.-This is now exemplified in a 
visible form_:_ This is what etc., etc . .:_ What is it? -It is what 
is seen as the red colour in the rising Sun.-(4) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse Ill 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT -Its Southward rays are the southern honey 
cells ; the Yajuf!-Oerses are the honey-producers ; the 
Yajuroeda is the flower ;-those waters are the nectar.-
(1) 

BHASYA-Now, its southward rays etc., etc. ; just as 
before.-The Yaiuf!·Oerses are the honey-producers,-those 
that are used at Actions prescribed in the Yajurveda-just 
like the honey-producing bees,-as before.-The action 
prescribed in the Yajuroeda has the same character as the 
£lower, and hence it is spoken of as being the 'flower'.
Tho'Je waters-in the shape of the Soma and the rest-are 
the nectar.-0) 

TEXT-Verily these Yaiuf!-Oerses pressed this Yajur
~Hda ; from it, thus pressed, there proceeded its essence, 
in the form of fame, resplendence, efficient sense
organs, strength and eatable food.-(2) 
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It flowed out : it weat rowel the Sua : this ia what 
appears as the white colour in the Sua.-(3) · 

BHA~YA-These Yaillf•Oerses pressed this YajatHda 
etc.,-all as before.-This 'Honey' is seen as the white eoloar 
in the Sun.-{2-3) 

End of Section (2) of Discourse Ill 

SECTION (3) 

TEXT-Then, ifs Westward rays are its west~rn 
honey-cells ; the Sama-oerses are the honey-producers; 
-the Samaoeda is the· flower ;-those waters are the 
nectar.-( 1) 

Verily these Sama-verses pressed this Siimaoeda; 
from it, thus pressed, there proceeded its essence, in the 
form of fame, resplendence, effi~ient sense-organs, 
strength and eatable food.-(2) 

It flowed out; it went round the Sun ;-this is what 
appears as the black colour in the Sun.-(3) 

BHA$YA-/t.t western rays etc., etc.,-as before--The 
'Honey' proceeds from the Slfma.--This is the black colour, 
in the Sun.-(l-3). 

End of Section (3) of Discourse Ill 

SECTION (4) 

TEXT-Then, its Northward rays are its northern 
honey-cells :-The Atharvangirasas are the honey-produ
cers ;-the ltihlisa-Puri11Ja are the flower ;-those waters 
are the nectar.-( 1) 

These AtharolUagirasas pressed this ltihasa-Purlfna : 
frotn it, thus pressed, proceeded its essence in the fol'lll 
of fame, resplendence, efficient organs, strength and 
eatable food.-(2) 
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It flowed out : it went round the Sun ; this is what 
appears e the very black colour in the Sun.-(3) 

BHA$YA-Then, its Northern rays etc., etc., etc.-as 
before. Atharoliftgirasas-are the mantra-texts seen by 
(revealed to) Atharoan-An~iras : these, as used at sacri!i· 
cia] acts, are the honey-producers. ltihasa-Purar.a are the 
flowers ;-the use of ltihilsa-Purana is well-know.n as to be 
made as part of the 'Pariplaoa-~ights' at the Asoamedha 
salri/ice.-This honey is what appears as the very black colour 
in the Sun-i.e., that which is extremely black.-(1-3) 

End of Section ( 4) of Discourse lil 

SRCTI0:-1 ( 5) 

TEXT-Then, its upward rays are the upper honey
cells ; the esoteric teachings are the honey-producers ; 
Brahman itself is the flower ; those waters are the nectar. 
-(I) 

These esoteric teachings pressed this Brahman : 
from it, thus pressed, proceeded the essence, in the 
shape of fame, resplendence, efficient sense--organs, 
strength and eatable food.-(2) 

It flowed out ; it went round the Sun : this is what 
appears as scintillating in the centre of the Sun.-( 3) 

BHASYA-Next, its upward rays etc., etc.,-as before. 
-Esoteri~- secret, undisclosable, -teaching-concerning 
the gateway to the regions, as also the meditations 
relating to the various factors of the Sacrificial Act . .....: 
These are the honey-producers.-Brahman itself-which 
stands here for what is named 'Om', as indicated by the 
context which deals with Word,-is the flower.-The rest is 
as before.-This honey is what appears-to the man who 
looks at it intently,-to be scintillating-quivering-in the 

centre of the Sun.-(1-.3) 
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TEXT-These indeed are the Eaaence of the 
.Essences ; The Veda a~e the Essencea, and the'f are the 
Essence of these; these indeed are the Nectar of 
Nectan ; the Vedas are the Nectars, and these are the 
Nectar of these.-( 4) 

BHAeYA-These-thc red and the other colours des· 
cribed above-are the Essence of the Essences.-0/ what 

.Esaences ?-The Vedas are the Essences-having flown out 
(so to say) of the Rc:gions ; of these "Essences' (in the 
shape of the Vedas),-when they appear in the form of 
Action.-the Red and other colours arc the Esscnce,-i.e., 
the innermost Pith.-Similarly, these are the nectar of the 
nectars.-The Vedas are the nectar•, because they are 
eternal; of these Vedas,-the Red and other colours are 
the Essence.-The assertion that 'These are the Essence: 
of the Essences ete., etc.,' is meant as a praise of -
Sacrificial Act, the praise being that the Act is so fruitful' 
that it brings about such excellent results.-(4) . 

End of Section (5) of Discourse III 

SECTION (6) 

TEXT-That which is the first aectar, upon that the 
Vasas live, through the lead of Agni. Verily, the deities 
do not eat nor do they drink; they are satisfied by merely 
looking upon this nectar .-(1 ) 

BHAeYA-That which is thefirst nectar,-in the shape of 
the Red colour in the Sun,-upon that live the Vasus,-who 
are the masters of the 'Morning Extraction',-through the 
lead of Agni,-that is, with Agni as their leader, they live 
upon that nectar.-The statement that 'the Essence becomc;s 
C!&tablc food' is likely to give rise to the idea that the V au 
eat the nectar as one eats morsels of food : hence the text 
proceeds to preclude such a notion-Ver.ily, the DeitieJ 
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do not eat, nor do they drink.-Then how is it said that 
they lice" upon the nectar ?-It. means only this that the;p 
are satisfied by lookin~ upon-perceiving by all the organs of 
perception,-the·said nectar,-in the shape of the Red Colour. 
-That perception through all organs is what is meant by 'see
ini here is indicated by the fact that the act of looking 
~tands for apprehension through all means of apprehension. 

Objection.-"The expression used is 'by looking upon the 
R~J Colour' : then how can the said colour be the object 
of perception through all organs of perception ? " 

Answer :-There is no force in this. Because ' fame ' 
and other things· mentioned are accessible to the auditory 
and other organs ; for instance, Fame is perceptible by the 
auditory organ; Resplendence is perceptible by the visual 
organ; the Efficient Sense-organ is the efficiency of organs 
inferred from its apprehension of perceptible things ; 
Strength, is power, physical energy, vigour;-Eatablefood-is 
what is eaten day after day and conduces to the continuance 
of the body;-Essence is what consists of all these,-on 
seeing which all the deities become satisfied ; which means 
that they become satisfied on perceiving all these through 
their organs of perception ; depending upon the Sun, they 
are free from all such bodily defects as evil odour and the 
like,-(1) 

TEXT-They retire into this colour ; they rise from 
this colour.-(2) 

BHAQYA-The question being-Do the Deities there 
remain idle, living upon the nectar ?-The answer is-No ; 
what happens is that they retire into this colour ; that is, 
with reference to the said colour, they feel that it is not the 
occasion for their enjoyment, and hence they retire within 
it,-i.e., they remain neutraL-When the:time comes for the 
enjoyment of tho said nectar, then, out of this nectar-i.e. 

C. U.9 
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for the sake of this said nectar,-oat of this colour, they ri11. 
i. e., they become vigorous, Even in the ordinary "world it 
is found that there is no enjoyment for persons who are 
idle, lacking energy and not doing anything.-(2) 

TEXT-One who knows this nectar thus becomes 
one of the Vasus, and through the lead of A gni becomes 
satisfied by looking upon this nectar ; he retires into 
this colour and rises ~or this colour.-(3) 

BHA$YA-He who knows this nectar thus-as described 
above-in the shape of the ~k, the H oney,-its being presaed. 
-the preservation of its Essence,-the flowing of Honey
out of the Actions prescribed in the ~goeda, as the flower,
its passing round the Sun,-its Red colour,-the fact of 
the nectar being located in the Bee-hive in the shape 
of the Eastern rays,-the fact of its being enjoyed by the 
Vaaus,-the unification of the person knowing this with the 
-Vasus,-and through Agni as leader, this person being 
satisfied by merely looking on, rising on the occasion of 
their enjoyment, and retiring on the lapse of that occasion ;
he who knows all this, enjoys all this, just like the Vasus.-(3) 

TEXT -As long as the Sun rises in the East and sets 
in the West, so long does he attain sovereignty of the 
Vasas, the kingdom of Heaven.-(4) 

BHA$YA-lt is now described for how long the know
ing person lives upon the said nectar :-As long ·as the San 
rises in the East ,-in the Eastern quarter,-and sets in the 
West,-so long is the time of enjoyment for the Vasus ; and 
so long does the man attain the: sooereignty of the Vasua, 
the kingaom of Heaoen,-,-that is, he goes round to that 
position. He is not like the mere Ritualist {without know.' 
ledge) who resides (after death) in the Moon, dependent 
upon others, treated by the deities as their 'food' ; the 
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bowing man, in fact, attains sovereignty and the kingdom 
of Heavt!n. 

End of Section (6) of Discourse III. 

SECTION (7) 
TEXT-That which is the second nectar, upon that 

the Rudras live, through the lead of lndra. Verily, the 
[\eities do not eat, nor do they drink ; they are satis
fied by merely looking upon this nectar.-(1) 

They retire into this colour ; they rise from thls 
coJour.-(2) 

One who knows this nectar thus becomes one of 
the Rudras, and through the lead of lndra becomes satis· 
fied by looking upon this nectar ; be retires into this 
colour and rises from this colour.-(3) 

As long as the Sun rises in the East and sets in 
the West,-and twice as long does it rise towards the 
South and sets towards the North,-so long does the 
man attain sovereignty of the Rudras, the kingdom of 
Heaven.-(4) 

BHA.SYA-That which is the second nectar. or that the 
Rudras li~e etc., etc.,-as before.-As long as the Sun rises 
in the East and sets in the West,-twice as long does it rise 
towards the South and set towards the North,-this is the 
Jiredion e/ the Rudras' experience.-(1-4) 

End of Section (7) of Discourse III. 

SECTION (8) 

TEXT-That which is the third nectar, upon that the 
Adityas live; through the lead of Varu~a. Verily, the 
Deities do not eat, nor do they drink, they are satisfied 
by merely looking upon this nectar.-( 1) 
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They retire into this colour:; as they rise lrom thia 
colour.-(2) 

One who knows this nectar thus becomes one of the 
A.Jityas, and through the lead of VaraQa, becomes satis
fied by looking upon this nectar ; he retires into this 
colour and rises out of thi• colour.-(3) 

As long as the Sun rises towards the South and sets 
towards the North;-twice as long does it rise in the 
West and set in the East ; and so long the man attains 
the so"ereignty of the AJityas, the kingdom of Heaven. 
-(':t) 

End of Section (8) of Discourse II I. 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT-That which is the fourth nectar, upon that 
the Maruts live through the lead of Soma. Verily, the 
Deities do not eat, nor do they drink ; they are satisfied 
by merely looking upon this nectar.-( 1) 

They retire into this colour, and they rise from this 
c:olour.-(2) 

One who knows this nectar thus becomes one· of 
the Marats, and through the lead of the Maruts, be
comes satisfied by looking upon this nectar; he retires 
into the colour and rises from this colour.-(3) 

So long as the Sun rises in the West and sets in the 
Eut,-twice as long does it rise in the North and set in 
the South,-so long does the man attain the sovereignty 
of the Marats, the kingdom of Heaven.-(4) 

End of Section (9) of Discourse Ill. 
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SECTION ( 10) 

TEJtT-That which is the fifth nectar, upon that. 
the Sadhyas live through the lead of Brahman. Verily, 
the Deities do not eat, nor do they drink ; they are 
satisfied by merely looking upon this nectar.-( 1) 

They retire into this colour and they rise from this 
colour.-( 2 ) 

One who knows this nectar thus becomes one ol 
tlie Sadhyas, and through the lead of Brahman, becomes 
satisfied by looking at this colour, and rises from this 
colour.-( 3) -

So long as the Sun rises in the North and sets in 
the South ,-and twice as long does it rises overhead and 
sets below ,-so long does the man attain the sovereignty 
of the Sadhyas, the kingdom of Heaven.-( 4) 

BHA.~YA- (On Sections B-10)-0fjection-" Rising in 
the West, rising in the North, rising overhead,-and setting 
in the respective contrary directions,-and each of the 
succeeding being twice as long as the preceding one,-and 
all the rest of it is quite contrary to what we learn from 
the PurlifJOS· Persons versed in the Purfi1J.OS have declared 
that the time of the rising and setting of the Sun, in all 
directions, in the regions of lndra (East), Yama (South), 
VaruT)a (West) and Soma (North), is equal; the reason for 
this lying in the fact that the circular path of the Sun ;
which lies over the top of mount M eru situated on the 
North of the Manas Lake,-is always the same (irrespec~ 
tive of the direction of the rising or setting of the Sun), 
(as has been described in detail in the Vi~TJ.u-Purfi1J.a) ''. 

The answer to this has been thus explained by the 
revered teacher (Dravidacarya, ace. to Anandagiri)-ln the 
case of Amaravati (lndra's city in the East) and the cities of 
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other Deities (in the South and other directions), the time 
taken by the depopulation of the succeeding one would be 
twice of that taken by the depopulation of the other; (this 
would naturally mean that the period of enjoyments in the 
preceding City and Region would be half of that of the en· 
joyments in the succeeding City and Region); the 'rising' of 
the Sun also in a certain region consists only in its becoming 
visible to the eyes of the persons living in that region,-and 
its 'setting ' consists. in its becoming invisible ; and tin 
reality, there is neither 'rising' nor 'setting' of the Sun;-so 
that when there are no inhabitants in any region,-even 
though the Sun may be going by that path ,-there is neither 
'rising' nor 'setting' so far as that region is concerned ; as 
there can be no "isibilit;y or in"isibilit;y.-Thus then, in
asmuch as the city of Sam;yamani (of Yama, in the South) 
remains inhabited twice as long as the city of AmariJvali (of 
lndra in the East),-so far as the inhabitants of the city of 
Samyamani are concerned, the Sun is said to rise in the 
South and set in the North,-this assertion being made from 
the viewpoint of ourselves(inhabitants of the Earth).-Similar 
explanation applies to the case of the other· cities (and 
Regions.)" 

As a matter of fact, mount Mel'u lies to the North of 
all these 'cities' {and Regions): so that when, in the city of 
Amara"ati (the Eastern region), the Sun is at meridian, then 
at that time, in the city of Sam;yamani (the Southern Region), 
the Sun is seen 'rising', and when it is seen at meridian in 
the southern region, it is seen 'rising' in the city of Vara~i 
(the Western Region) ; similarly in the Northern Region ;
encircling path being the same in all cases. 

As regards the lliivrta continent (which surrounds the 
mount Meru), people who live there have the Sun's rays 
shut out from them by the encircling wall of mountains ; so 
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that for them, the Sun always appears to rise 'overhead' and 
set "belQ,W' ;-the rays of the Sun piercing through the 
crevices in the mountain. · 

Similarly, as regards the beings living upon the 'Rk' and 
other 'Nectars'-as also the Nectars' themselves;-their 
gradual increase in their strength and visibility is inferred 
from the fact that the time C?f experience and enjoyment be
comes gradually doubled. 
• The 'retiring' and 'rising' is the same in the case of the 

Rudras and other Deities as in the case of persons know
ing them. 

End of Section (10) of Discourse III. 

SECTION (11) 

TEXT-Now rising from thence upward, He neither 
rises nor sets : He stands alone in the middle. To this 
effect there is the following verse:-( 1) 

BHA~YA-Through the above-described 'rising' and 
'setting', having helped the beings to experience the results 
of their acts,-when this experience comes to an end, the 
Sun :absorbs all these beings ; and then, after the time of 
helping the creatures has ceased, the Sun, rising /rom 
thence upward, within himself ,-as there are no longer any 
living beings for whose sake He could rise,-He rests 
within himself, and neither rises nor sets ; He stands alone 
by himself,-without a second, without any constituent 
parts,-in the middie,-within himself -He stands alone. 

A certain learned person, being in the position of the 
Vasus and enjoying the Red and the other kinds of 'Nectar', 
-approaches the Sun standing within himself as his ·own 
•self, in the manner described above and thus become self
centred and composed,-said (had revealed to him) this 
Mantra-text,-said to another person who had questioned 
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Urn, in the following words ;-'In the Region of Brahman 
from where you come,-docs the Sun there also,-as in 
our world here,-revolve through days and nig'hts and 
thereby cut short the life-span of living beings ? '-Being 
thus questioned what the knowing Yogin ;-said in reply is 
expressed in the following verse, which represents the 
answer to the question put to the Yogin ;-this is what the 
present Vedic text declares.-( 1) 

TEXT-"It is not so there : He never set, He never 
rose, 0, Ye, Deities'; by this truth, may I not fall foul 
of Bl'ahman I '-(2) 

BHA~YA-'Jt is not 80 thel'e'-in the Region of Brahman 
from where I come, it is not as you ask. There the Sun hall 
net1e1' 8et nor as He et1e1' 1'isen,-net1e1'-at any time.-Being 
told that it is apparently impossible that in the region of 
Brahman there should be neither sunrise nor sunset,-the 
man has recourse to an oath : ' 0, ye Deities-who are 
witnesses-listen to this-by this truth-what I have said,
ma, I not fall foul of Bl'ahman; that may I (if what I say is 
not true) not attain Brahinan.-(2) 

BHA$YA-' What the man has said is quite true'-says 
the Sruti (in the following words) :-

TEXT-For one who thus knows the secret doctrine 
of 81'ahman, it does not set nor does it rise ; for him, it 
is day once for all.-(3) 

BHA$YA-For him who knows the above-described 
Brahman, the Sun l'illes not ; nol' does it set : for this knower 
of Brahman, it is da~ once /ol' all ; that is, for him, there is 
always da,: because this man who knows the said secl'et 
doctrine of Brahman,-hidden in the Veda,-is self-illumined. 
The meaning is that all this refers to the person who knows 
all that has been said above about three 'cross-beams', the 
connected 'nectar' and the rest of it. What it all means 
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is that the knowing man becomes that Brahman which is 
not condit\oned by time as measured by sunrise and sunset, 
it is eternal and unborn.-(3) 

TEXT-Brahma expounded this to Prajapati, PrajDpati 
to Manu and Manu to his offsprings. The father of Udda
laka-Arut;~i expounded to him, his eldest son this Brahman 
-(4) 

BHA$YA-This doctrine of Honey,-Brahma-Hirat;~ya
gar&ha expounded to Prajapati- Virat this latter expounded 
it to Manu, and Manu expounded to his o//-sprin~s 
Ik~oaku and the rest.-This text eulogises the Doctrine as 
having come down through such distinguished tradition, 
from Brahmii downwards.-Further, this same Doctrine of 
Honey was taught by the /ather o/ Uddalaka-Aruf).i, to 
him, his eldest son,-as the Science of Brahma.-(4) 

TEXT-Verily, this Brahman, the Father, may 
expound to his eldest son, or to a worthy disciple.-(5) 

BHA$YA-Veri/y, this Brahman,-described above,
another /ather also may expound to this eldest son, who is 
dearest and most worthy-or to a worthy-qualified
disciple-pupil.-(5) 

TEXT-Not to anyone else; even though he gave 
him the whole of this sea-girt Earth full of treasure : for 
this is greater than that ,-yea, it is greater than that.
(6) 

BHA$Y A-One should not expound this to any one else. 
For all teachers, two pupils have been permitted here, from 
among several possible ones.-Question-"Why has this 
limitation been placed on the dissemination of knowledge ?" 
-Answer-Even though, to such a teacher, any one were 
to give the whole of this Earth surrounded by water,
sea-girt-full of treasure-fully equipped with articles of 
enjoyment,-in return for this teaching,-this cannot be a fit 
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price : because it-the teaching of the Doctrine of Honey
. is greater-more fruitful-than that-i.e., the said, gift.-The 
repetition is meant to indicate the great importance of the 
subject. -(6) 

End of Section (11) of Discourse Ill. 

SECTION (12) 
BHA~YA-lnasmuch as this Science of Brahman is con

ducive to such exce!lent results, it is right that it shoul4 :be 
expounded in another manner also ; hence the Text begins 
the next section with the words. 'Gayatri oa'-'Gilyatri 
indeed is' : and this science is expounded through the 
Gayatri, because directly by itself Brahman is hard to 
comprehend, being, as it is, devoid of differentiati~g quali· 
fications, and comprehensible only through such negation 
of qualifications as contained in the Vedic text 'Not this, not 
that' .-Even though there are several metres, yet it is the 
Gayatri that has been chosen as the vehicle of the teaching 
of Brahman, because it is the most important of all the 
metres ; and this importance of the Gayatri at the sacrificial 
performance is proved by (a) the fact that it was the Gllyatri 
that carried the Soma (to the deities), (b) the fact that it 
has absorbed the syllabus of all other metres and as such 
pervades over them all, and (c) the fact that it pervades 
over all 'extractions'. Further, inasmuch as the Gayatrl 
is the:very essence of the Brahmal)a, the above-described 
Brahman itsself regards the Gayatri as its mother and never 
has recourse to anything more important than that ; 
specially as :the supreme importance of the Gayatri is 
universally recognised.-It is for these reasons that Brahman 
is expounded through the Gayatri itself as the vehicle. 

TEXT-Gayatri indeed is all this, whatever exists. 
Speech indeed is Giiyatri; speech indeed sings out and 
protects all this that exists.-( 1 ) 
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BHA.$YA-Gifyatri "ai ;-the particle '"ai', 'indeed', is 
meant to illdicate emphasis.-All this, whate11er-living being 
-exists-animate as well as inanimate,-all this indeed is 
Gcryatri itseH.-Feeling that Gayatri being a mere metrical 
concatenation of syllables, it is not possible for it to be 
everything, the Text proceeds to represent the Gayatri as 
Speech itself, which is the origin of the Gayatri ;-Speech 
indeed is Gcryatri : and Speech is everything ; because 
S~ch, in the form of word, sings out all that exists ;-i.e., 
represents everything in words, as •that is the cow', 'this 
is_ the horse' ,-and also protects all that exists ;-everyone 
is protected from all dangers by means of such words as
'Do not fear; what danger has presented itself?' and so on. 
-Inasmuch as Speech sings out and protects all that exists, 
-it is Gayatri itself that sings it out and protects it ; as 
Gayatri is the same as Speech; and the Gayatri is called 
•aa;yatri', becaus~ it sings out ( Gayati ) and protects 
(Trayati).-(1) 

TEXT-Verily, that which is Gayatri is indeed this 
Earth ; it is on this that all that exists, rests and it 
does not go beyond this.-(2) 

BHA.~YA- That which is the Gayatri, described above 
as constituting all things,-is indeed this that is known as 
the Earth.-" In what way is this Earth Ga;yatri T'
Answer : Because of its connection with all that exists.
" In what way is it connected with all that exists ?"-Because 
all that exists-animate as well as inanimate,-rests upon 
this Earth ; it does not go beyond this ;-that is, it has no 
existence apart from it. just as the connection of the 
Gayatri with all things is due to its singing and protecting, 
in the same manner the Earth is connected with all things, 
because all things rest upon it ; in this way Gayatri is the 
Earth.-(2) 
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TEXT-That which is Earth is verily that which ia 
the Body in Man : it is on this that the Vital ·'Airs rest 
and they do not go beyond it.-(3) 

BHAf?YA-That which is the Earth-and Gayatri-is 
that-What is it?-lt is that which, in living man,-as re
presenting an aggregate of causes and effects-is the body : 
this Body being constituted of Earth.-"ln what way is the 
Body, the Gayatri? ''-Answer: It is on this that rest all 
these Vital Airs-known by the name 'Bh'flta' 'Beings.
Thus, inasmuch as, like the Earth, the Body is the resting 
place of Vital Airs called by the name 'Beings',-the Body 
is the Gayatri also, because these Vital Airs do not go 
beyond this Body .-(3) 

TEXT-That which is the Body in Man is that 
which is the Heart within the Man. Because it is 
therein that the Vital Airs rest; and they do not go 
beyond it.-(4) 

BHAf?YA-That which is the Body in man-which is 
Gayatri,-is that which, within the Man, is the Hearl, known 
by the name of 'Pu1J4arika', 'white lotus' ; and this is 
Gayatri.-''How" ?"-Because it is therein that the Vital 
Airs rest ; hence like the Body, the Heart, is Gayatri, and 
this it is beyond which the Vital Airs do not go.-That the 
Vital Airs are meant to be denoted by the term ' Bhuta ', 
'being', is indicated by such Vedic Texts as-'The Vital Air 
is father, the Vital Air is mother' ,-'Not injuring any 
beings' etc.-(4) 

'I EXT-This Gayatri is four·footed and sixfold ;-this 
bas been thus declared in the following verse.-(5) 

BHAf?YA-This Gllyatri, in the form of the metre, 
being four-footed,-each of the four feet consisting of six 
letters,-is sixfold; i.e., it becomes sixfold,-in the form of 
(1) Speech, (2) Bein~, (3) Earth, (4) Body, (5) Heart and 
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(6) Vital Airs. Though Speech and Vital Airs have been 
spoken of 'hs something else, yet these also are forms of 
Gayatri ; otherwise the number six would not be completed. 
,__This same idea,-that the Brahman named 'Gayatri' is 
represented by the Gayatri-which has been just expounded 
through the Gayatri,-has also been dec/ared-expressed;
in the following verse-Mantra-Text.-(5) 

TEXT-' Such is His Greatness; greater than that is 
Pufu~a (the Ensouling Entity); all beings are His foot.; 
He is the three-footed immortal, in its Heaven.-(6) 

BHA~YA-Of the whole Brahman named Gayatri, such 
is the greatness-majesty, extensive grandeur ; i.e., the 
greatness that has been described by the mention of the fact 
that Gayatri is the 'Foot' of Brahman evolving out of Brah
man,lour-/ooted and six-fold .-Greater than that,-i.e. vaster 
than the said named 'Gayatri', which is a· mere product of 
Speech, is the Puruf!a, which is essentially real and un
changeable; this Puraf!a being so called because He fills (i.e.: 
pervades) all (Piiral}iit) and because He lies within the body 
(Pari shayanlit) ;-of this latter, all beings are the /oot,
all such beings as light, water, food and the rest, both 
animate and inanimate.-He is the three-footed,-that which 
has three feet,-is immortal-called 'Paru!!a'-in its Heaven, 
-resting in the Heaven of what forms the entire Gayatri ; it 
is called 'Heaven'-'dyaus'--because it is resplendent.
The meaning is that it rests within itself.-(6) 

TEXT-That which is that Brahman, this indeed is 
that which is the A kasha outside the Puru~a ;-the 
Akasha, outside the Puruf!a.-(7) 

BHASYA-That Brahman which is the three-footed 
immortal.:_which has been described through the Gayatri, 
-is indeed this, which is known as the Akliia outside the 
Purusa,-i.e. the elemental substance Akaia which lies out· 
side ~he Purusa.-(7) 
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TEXT-This indeed is that Akif§a which liea within 
the Purafa,-that Akaia which lies within the · Parafs.-
(8) 

BHA!?YA-This indeed is that Aka§a which lies within 
the Purufa,-i.e., inside the body,-that Akifia which lia 
within the Purafa.-(8) 

TEXT-This indeed is that Akif§a which is in the 
heart; this is complete, unmoving; one who knowa thua 
obtains complete and unmoving prosperity.-(9) ' 

BHA!?YA-This indeed is that Aka§a which is in the 
heart ,-in the lotus of the heart. 

Question :-''How can Aka§a, which is one only, have 
three divisions ( as described in the last three texts.)?" 

Answer :-(a) In that Aka§a which is perceptible by 
the external sense-organ (ear), and is the sphere of waking 
consciousness, we find an excess of suffering and pain.
(b) Slightly less than this amount of suffering and pain is 
the amount of pain found in the A ka§a within the body, 
which is the sphere of Dream-cognition, while the man is 
going through the dream-experiences.-(c) In that Akllia 
which lies within the heart one does not desire any desires, 
and does not dream any dreams ; hence this Aka{!a, which 
represents the cessation of all suffering and pain, con
stitutes the sphere of deep sleep.-ln its way, it is only right 
that one and the same Akaia should be described in three 
forms. 

Beginning with the Akii§a outside the Purufa, the Tex~ 
has gradually contracted the sphere of the A kafa to within 
the Hearl ,-for the purpose of eulogising the spot on 
:which the mind is to be concentrated ; just as we find in 
such texts as-'J.n all the three regions Kuruk11etra is mark
ed out as the best p~a~e, half of it is Kurukfelra and half is 
Prthudaka'. 
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This Brahman, known as 'the Aka~ in the Heart' i1 
eomplete,-!i.e. it should be regarded as omnipresent, not: 
limited within the Heart, though it is true that the Mind is 
concentrated in the Heart :-it is unmoving :-i.e. by its 
very nature it is incapable of moving anywhere or under 
any influence; i.e. by its nature it is unperishable. As a 
matter of fact, Akaia in the Heart is not limited and perish
able as the other elemental substances are . 

• He obtains complete and unmoVing-imperishable-pro-
sperity, glory, as the visible reward of his qualification, 
who knows the said Brahman complete and unmoving; that 
is, even during this very life, he becomes merged in that 
Brahman.-(9) 

End of Section (12) of Discourse Ill. 

SECTION (13) 

TEXT-In that Heart, there are five divine holes: 
that which is its Eastern Hole is PralJa, it is the Eye, 
it is the Sun. One should meditate upon this, as light, 
water and food : ~Jne who knows this becomes resplen
dent and Eater of Food.-(1) 

BHASYA-With the words 'In that Heart etc.,' the text 
prOQeeds to describe the gates, results and other details 
as forming part of the meditation of Brahman called 
'Giiyatri'. In the ordinary world, when the Gate-keepers 
of the King, on being won over, help a person (desiring to 
see the King) to approach the King ; so it is in the present 
instance also. 

If that,-i. e. if the Heart, which forms the subject· 
matter of the context-' etasya ' stands for what is 
mentioned next ;-there are /i"e-in number-divine hola, 
-i.e. the 'holes of Deities': these are the holes which serve 
as gates through which persons. proceed to the eelestiai 
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regions: and these holes are guarded by Priina (life-breath), 
A.Jitya (Sun) and other divinities : hence they are called 
'Di"ine holes'. 

Of this Heart, which is the Palace of the Regions. 
that which is the Eastern Hole,-i.e, the hole-gate towards 
the East where the person is standing facing the East,-is 

. the Life-breath, PraT}a; located therein, it is so called because 
the air (breath) that passes through that hole mooes east
ward (prag-aniti-Prar.ziti). Connected with this same L)Je
breath, and not quite different from it, is the Eye, and also 
the Sun ; as declared in the Vedic Text 'The Sun indeed is 
the exterior Life-breath'; this PraQa resides in the Heart, in 
the order of (1) Eye, (2) Colour and (3) Residence [the Sun 
residing in the Eye, the Eye apprehending Colour and hence 
residing therein ; and thus the Life-breath is the same as the 
Eye.-says Anandagiri] ; all this is thus state.cl in the 
Vajasaneyaka (the BrhadDraT}yaka Upanil}ad) in the words
'Wherein does the Sun reside :-In the Eye' and so on. The 
one Divinity of the Life-breath is the eye as well as the sun 
along with their substrates. The Text itself is going to 
declare later on that 'when the offering is formed with 
words 'PrliT}iiya-svaha (this to the Life-breath), it satisfies all 
this'.-This Hole then, which is called 'Life-breath' is the 
gate·keeper of the celestial regions, and hence it is Brahman. 
Therefore one who seeks to reach the celestial Regions 
should meditate upon this through the qualities of Light,
in th~ form of the Eye and the Sun,-and food,-on account 
of the Sun being the giver o/ food. By so doing, the man 
becomes resplendent and Eater of food ;-he becomes free 
from disease. This reward accrues to one who knows 
this subject thu!i.-Thus the gate-keeper, having become 
pleased by the meditation (attendance), helps the man to 
enter the celestial Regions. This is the main reward 
(becoming resplendent and food-eater being subsidiaries),-( I) 
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TEXT-That which is its Southern Hole is V:~nno; 
it is the Ear ; it is the Moon. One should meditate 
UPOD; this as Prosperity and Glory. One who knows 
titus becomes prosperous and glorious.-(2) 

· BHA~YA-That which is iis Southern Hole,-the Air 
(Breath) located therein is Vyana ;-so called because it per
forms vigorous functions, or functions (A niti) through setting 
Pnl)a against A plina, or functions in various ways.
Re~ted to this is the Ear, the Auditory Organ,-and also the 
Moon; this is on the basis of the Vedic Text that 'It was 
through the auditory organ that the quarters of the moon 
were created'; hence these two have the same substratum 
<Akaia).-One should meditate upon this as Prosperity and 
Glory-because the Ear and the Moon are the origin respec
tively of perception and food, they have the character of 
,prosperity .-and as the man with knowledge and food 
:becomes famous, and hence as being the source of know· 
·ledge and fame, they have the character of glory ; hence 
one should meditate upon the Hole through these two 
qualities etc., etc.,-as before.-(2} 

TEXT-That which is its western Hole is Apana; 
it is Speech and it is Fire. One should meditate upon 
this as Brahmic Glory and Food. One who knows this 
becomes endowed with Brahmic glory and an eater of 
,food.-(3) 

BHASYA-That which is its Western Hole is Aplfna; 
the partic~lar Air (Breath) located there,-so called because 
as tendihg to the evacuation of urine and freces, it operates 
Jownwards (adhah aniti). It is speech,-being related there
to ;-it is also F.ire.-This should be meditated upon as 
Brahmic glor;y-glory that comes to one from the complete 
mastery of the Veda ; it is so called because the completion 
<Jf Vedic study is connected with fire~-and as /ooJ,..,._ the 

C. U.lO 
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·Apana Breath being the means whereby food is swallowed ; 
,.;..the rest is as before.:-(.3) 

TEXT-That which is its northern Hole is · Samiiria: 
it is Mind ; it is Parjanya ; one should meditate upon this 
as Fame and Lustre. One who knows this becomes 
famous and lustrous.-(4) 
. BHAeYA-That which is its northern H ole,-i.e. the one 
towards the North,-that is, the particular Air located 
therein,-is Samiina, in the sense that it levels up (Sam'iina
yati) what is eaten and drunk. Related to that is the Mind, 
-the Internal Organ ; it is Parjanya, i.e. the deity consisting 
of Rain, as also water, which is the origin of Parjanya as 

· decl'ired in the Vedic T ext.-'By the Mind are created Water 
and Varu~w'.-This is also/ame,-the knowledge of Mind 
being a source of fame. Fame consists in being known 
'and talked of behind one's back; while glory (spoken iq 

.. text 2) is self-recognised worthiness ; and lustre is brightness 
of the body, charm : this also is a sort of fame, as it· is a 

·source of fame.-The rest is as before.-(4) 

TEXT-That which is its upper Hole is Udana; it is 
. Air ; it is Akas' a ; one should meditate upon it as 
Strength and Greatness ; one who knows this becomes 
strong and great.-(5) 

BHAeYA-That which is its upper Hole is U dana ; so 
called because it proceeds upward from the sole of the feet, 
a_nd also because it aids all acts for one's improvement.-lt 
is Air, and also Akiisa, the substratum of Air. As these 
.two, Air and Water, are the source of strength, it should 
be meditated upon as strength and as greatness, because it is 
great.-The rest is as before----(5). 

TEXT-Verily these are the /iJJe Brahmic Persor.aa~ 
. lilies, the Gate-keepers of the Region of Heaven. If one 
who thus·knows these fiveBrahmic Personalities a the 
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Gate-keepers of the Region of· Heaven,-ift his famil,. 
is born a'heroic person. One who thus knows these 
fiv~ Brahmic Personalities as the Gate-keepers of the 
Region of Heaven. himself reaches the Region . of 
Heaven.-( o) . 

BHAeYA-These /ive,-as described above-persona
iities connected with the five H oles,-the Brahmic Persona
lities-personalities related to the Brahman in the Heart,
in.the same way as the Gate-keepers are related to the 
King,-so are these personalities the Gate-keepers-keepers 
of the gate-of . the Region of Heaven,-i. e. of the 
Heart. In fact all the doors of approaching the Brahman 
~ithin the Heart are barred by these Personalities, in the 
form of eyes, ear, speech, mind and life-breath,-as func· 
tioning outwards. It is a well-recognised fact that, so 
long as the said organs have not been brought under 
control, the mind remains attached to external things, and 
.thus rooted in unreality, it cannot be fixed upon Brahman. 
Hence it has been rightly said that these /ioe Brahmic Per· 
sonalities are the Gate-keepers of the Region o/ Heaven. As 
a consequence of this, if one knows-i. e. meditates upon.:...:_ 
controls by meditation-these Gate-keepers of the Region 
'of Heaven, as described above with certain qualifications, 
-reaches the Region of Heaven, and also the Brahman in 
the Heart,-just as a man who has won over the warders 
of the King, is not prevented by them and hence reaches 
the King. Further, in the family of this knowing person~ 
,a heroic son is born, through his attendance upon a heroic 
: Personality. And inasmuch as such a person would clear 
'off his father's debts, he would be the indirect cause of 
turning his f11ther's attention towards meditation upon 
Brahman ; and thus indirectly he becomes capable of reach
, 'ing the Heavenly Region ;--so th~t the reaching· of the 
:Heavenly Region is the one great ~eward.--(6) 
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TEXT-Now, that light which shines above this 
Heaven,-above the:·Universe, above all,-in unexcelled 
·Regions,-in highest Regions,-is this same light within 
the man.-lts visibility lies in this that on touching tbe 
body one has the perception of warmth. Its audibility 
lies in this that on closing the ears, one hears something 
like rumbling, like bellowing,-like the flaming of fire.
One should meditate upon this as seen and heard.
One who knows this. thus becomes conspicuous and 
celebrated,-yea, one who knows this.-(7) 

BHASYA-Two statements have been made in this 
Discou~l) that the man who knows all this reaches the 
Heavenly Region by attending upon a heroic person, and 
(2) that 'He is the three-footed immortal in its Heaven' 
(Sec. 12, verse 6) ;-and all this has been rendered-by 
means of a proper indicative-amenable to perception by 
the eye and ear ; just as fire is rendered cognisable by 
means of smoke as the indicative ;-in this way would 
follow the firm conviction that the fact is really as stated ; 
and that the truth could not be otherwise than this. This 
·is what is asserted in the present text. 

That light which shines above this H ea11en,- the neuter 
form 'param' being construed as masculine, 'para~', which 
is self-luminous, and ever-luminous,-it appears to be shin· 
ing ; actual shining like fire being impossible in this case :~ 
above the Unioerse,-this phrase is explained by the next 
phrase, above all,-i.e. above the world, the world being all, 
what is not-world!, being one and without distinction ; 
-in unexcelled regions ; in order that the compound 
"Anuttamesu" may not be taken as a Tatpurusa com
pound, i~ the sense of 'not-uttama', the text has added the 
explanatory phrase in the highest region•. Inasmuch as in 
the Sat,a .and other. high regions the Supreme Lord residing 
jn HiraQ,agarbha and other manifestations, is not far off, 
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it is said to shine in the hi!1hest re/lions.-1 t ia this same li~ld 
which is dlithin the Man ,-which is apprehended by means 
o~ such indicatives as warmth and sound, as perceived by 
~e Eye and the Ear respectively. When something is appre
hended by Touch, it is as good as apprehended by the Eye; 
because the organ of touch brings about a firm conviction; 
and also because colour and touch are invariable con
comitants. 

• Question :-"In what way does the indicative of the. 
Light become perceptible by the organs of Touch and 
Vision?" 

Answer :-Where,-at which time,-'etat' being an 
adverb,-the body is touched by the hand, one feels, by 
the organ of Touch, warmth,-i.e. there is a feeling of warmth 
which is concomitant with colour. When this warmth enters 
the body, it becomes an infallible indicative of the light of 
the Self which has entered therein for the differentiation of 
names and forms. As a matter of fact, so long as the man 
is alive, the said warmth is inseparable from his Self; it is 
when the body is warm that the man is regarded as living 
and be is regarded as dead when the body is cold. It has 
also been declared that 'at the time of death, the fire goes 
over to the Highest Deity', which means that there is no 
separation between warmth and the Highest Self. Hence 
it follows that Warmth is a distinctive indicative of the 
Self ,-just as smoke is of fire .... Hence this is the vision, the 
direct perception,-the means of perceiving-the Supreme 

Self. 
Of this li~ht, the audioi/ity,-hearing-means of hearing 

-also is as is going to be described.-When a man wishes 
to hear this indicative of the light, then he closes his 
ears thus-' etat' is an adverb :-closes, shuts up with the 
fingers,-he bears sounds like rumblin!1-the sound made by 
the moving chariot,-like bellowing,-the sound made by 
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the bull,-like the sound made by fire flaming upward,~ 
this sound he hears within his own body. 

For these reasons, one should meditate upon this light 
as seen and heard. By this meditation, the man becomes 
conspicuous-nice to look at-and ce/ebrated-well·known.
That is, the effect of the meditation of the quality of colour 
is_transmitted to the colour of the body,-which becomes 
conspicuous in appearance; and the reason for this lies in the 
fact that colour and touoh are concomitants of one another : 
and also because conspicuousness of appearance is very 
desirable. In this way would the result of knowledge be· 
come properly accomplished,-which would not be the case 
if the body only became soft to the touch.-One who 
knows the two qualities as described here attains this visi· 
ble result.-As for the invisible (supersensuous) result, that 
has already been described as consisting in the attaining of 
the H eaoenly Rel!ion.-The repetition is meant to indicate 
the importance of the subject.-(7) 

End of Section (1.3) of Discourse III. 

SECTION (14) 

BHAeYA-[ Anandagiri remarks that hitherto the Upani· 
~ad has dealt with the meditation of Brahman through its 
images or representatives, and now it proceeds to deal with 
the meditation of Brahman Itself, as equipped with 
qualities and powers.] 

The 'three-footed Immortal Brahman' described above 
is equipped with endless qualities and endless powers. 
and is capable of being meditated upon in various ways ;
and of this Brahman, the Text now proceeds to lay down 
the meditation, as equipped with certain special qualiti~ 
and powers. · · · 
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TEXT-All this indeed is Brahman, as it originates, 
becomes•absorbed and lives in It: one should meditate 
.upon It calmly. Now. really, the Man consists of 
Volition: according as his Volition is in this world, so 
does ·he become on departing from here ; hence he 
should exercise Volition.-(1) 

.. BHA~YA-All,-the whole of-this, indeed,-this last 
term is an indeclinable particle introduced as an ornament 
oPspeech,-i.e. the whole of this world, diUerentiated in 
mime and form, as apprehended by sense· perception and 
other means of cognition, is Brahman, the original source, 
called 'Brahman' on account of its being the highest.-ln 
answer to the question 'In what way is all this Brahman?' it 
is added : As it originates, becomes absorbed anti lives in It i 
all this world has come out of Brahman, gradually, through 
light, food etc., hence it is said to originate in It ;-similarly 
in the same order of coming out, but reversed, the world 
becomes absorbed in the Brahman becoming one with it. 
hence it is said to become absorbed in It ;-similarly whil~ 
t.he world continues to exist, it lives, moves, operates, in 
that same Brahman ; hence it is said to live in It.-Thus 
at all three points of time, the world remains in the 
Brahman, undifferentiated from lt,-as is clear from the 
fact that it is never perceived apart, from lt.-F rom this it 
follows that, all this is Brahman. In what way this is the 
same One without a second, we shall explain in detail under 
Discourse Vl.-lnasmuch as all this is Brahman, one 
should meditate upon that universal Brahman, through the 
qualities that are going to be descril:ed,-ca/mly,-i.e. free 
from all love and hate and self-controlled. 

In what way should this meditation be carried on ?
One should exercise Volition ; Volition is certain cognition, 
determination, the decision that this shall be so, not otherwise, 
-,-this one should exercise; i.e. thus should one meditate, ~h.i.s 
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being construed from the preceding sentence-Question :-
4What is the put'pose to be served by this exucising oE 
Volition ?-How too should this Volition be exercised ? How 
too is this exercisiniJ o/ Volition to accomplish the detrired 
purpose ? '-In answer to all this, we have the next sentenco 
-Now really etc., etc. Because the man consists o/ Volition, 
-i.e. the ]iva, the individualised self, is entirely what his 

· Volition is,-i.e. his nature consists of his volition ; that is:, 
he is. as his Volition is-this is what is meant by his con&ia
ting of his Volition. According as his Volition is in thi• 
wor/J,-i.e. according as his volition, determination, is while 
he is living in this world, -so does he become on departing 
from here,-i.e. on his departure from the body, i.e. on 
death. What is meant is that his condition is in accordance 
with the character of his Volition. This idea is found to be 
thus expressed in the scriptures ;-' Thinking of whatever 
form, does the man renounce his body ( to that does he 
Jlttain )'-( Bha~JvaJgitii. ). Inasmuch as such is the conclu~ 
sion found in the scriptures, the man, knowing all this. 
should exercise his Volition, perform meditation,-that 
form of meditation which we are going to describe ; 
because it is learnt from the scriptures that results accrue 
to one in accordance with his Volition, therefore the said 
exercise-of meditation,-should be performed.-(}) 

TEXT-Consisting of Mind, with the subtle body 
"for his body, of the colour of light, of true volition, of 
the nature of Akasa, the creator of all, all-desire, all
odour, all-taste, pervading over all this, without speech, 
without perturbation.-( 2) 

BHA$YA-Question :-" In what manner is one to 
meditate (upon Brahman) ? ". 

Answer :-He is consisting of Mind ;-Mind is that 
whereby one thinks ; by its verv nature it functions over 
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its objectives : it is of this Mind that He consists ; that is, 
He operates as the Mind operates, and also ceases to operate 
as the Mind ceases to operate. Because He consists 
of the Mind, therefore, He has the Prlir;za for his body : 
the term 'Prar;za' here stands for the Subtle Body (wherein 
the Self resides ), endowed with the two functions of Cogni
tion and Action : as declared in the text-'That which is the 
subtle body is intelligence, that which is intelligence is the 
su!>tle body' ; it is this Prar;za that He has for His 
Body. It is declared in another Vedic Text that 
• He consists of the Mind, the controller of the Body of 
Prar;za.'-0/ the colour of light,-His form consists of light 
in the shape of intelligence ;-of true oolition : i. e. his 
volitions, wishes, are all true, infallible; that is to say, the 
votjtion of God is not like the volition of the ordinary 
worldly man, whose volition is not always sure of fruition. 
The volition of the ordinary man is generally beset with 
untruth, which leads to the falsity of its result ; this is 
what makes the volition false in its fruition ; this is going 
to be described later on in the text-' Beset with untruth 
etc. etc.'-0/ the nature of Akas' a :-He whose form is like 
the Akas'a; God is like Akas'a, in the sense that He is all
pervading, subtle and devoid of colour and other qualities. 
-The creator of all ;-the entire universe is created by 
God ; hence the whole universe is his work : that is how He 
is the creator of all as declared in the Vedic Text-'He is the 
creator of all '.-All desires : i. e. all: His desires are free 
from evil: as declared in the Smrti-text-' Among living 
beings, I am such Desire as is not inconsistent with Right'.
Objection :-"Inasmuch as in this Smrti-Text, God speaks 
of Himself as being Desire itself, the term all-desire in t~ 
U panil}ad text should not be construed as a BrahulJrihi 
compound meaning 'having all desires' ".-It is not right 
to arJ(ue thus ; De1ire is something to be done, brought into 
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existence, and if God were desire itself, like sound and other 
things, He also would be subservient to the puorposes of 
other persons. For these reasons, the expression 'I am desire• 
in the Smrti-text quoted is to be taken in the same sense that 
is afford~d by the term ' all-desire ' taken as a Bahuorihi
compound. All-odour :-He whose odours are all pleasmg; 
as declared in the Smrti-Text-' I ain the pure smell in 
Earth '.-Tastes also should be understood in the same 
way.-The reason for. this lies in the fact that the peroz:p~ 
tion of disagreeable smell and taste has been described as 
due to the contact of Evil ; as declared in the text
' Therefore, by it one apprehends both agreeable and dis
agreeable odour, because it is perceived by evil '-and God 
has no contact with evil ; as there is no possibility of any 
such defects in Him as ignorance and the rest. 

Pervading over--permeating-all this-umverse; the 
term' abhyatta' being derived from the root 'atati', to peroade 
with the active past-participial affix (with the prefix 'abhi') 
-Without speech ;-'Vak' is that wherewith one speaks; 
the reflexive form of the same is 'oCika'; or the form 'oCika• 
may be taken as formed from the root 'vac' to speak with 
the Ghaii affix used instrumentally ; one who is endowed 
with this 'oaka', speech, is 'oaki' ; and one who is not-oliki 
is aollki, without speech. The denial of speech is purely 
illustrative, it stands for the denial of all those organs of 
smell, taste and the rest, whose presence in God would be 
supposed as necessary for the apprehension of smell, taste 
and other things found mentioned in connection with God; 
all this is clear also from such Mantra-texts as 'Without 
hands and feet, He moves fast and holds things; without 
eyes, He sees ; without ears He hears.'-Without perturb a 
tion ;-not confused; when a man who has not all his 
desires fulfilled fails to obtain something which he does 
not possess, he becomes perturbed in mind ; not so God. 
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who has all his desires fulfilled and is always satisfied and 
happy: He is never perturbed.-(2) 

TEXT-This is my Self within the heart; smaller 
than a corn, than barley, than mustard, than the Shylf
maka-grain, than the seed of the Shyiimiika-grain.-This 
is my Self within the heart, larger than the Earth, 
larger than the Sky, larger than Heaven, larger than all 
these Regions.-(3) 

t • 

BHAf?YA-This-the One described above with the 
stated qualities-is my Self, within the heart,-in the middle 
of the lotus of the Heart ;-smaller-in size-than the corn, 
than barley etc., etc. All this is meant to indicate extreme 
smallness.-When the words of the Text have declared the 
Self to be smaller 'than the shyiimlika-grain, than the seed of 
the shylimiika-grain'-it would seem as if it were smaller. 
than all measurable smallness, and hence of the smallest 
dimension, i.e. atomic ; hence, with a view to preclude such 
an idea, the text proceeds to add-This is my Self within the 
heart, larger than the Earth etc., etc. By asserting that the 
size of the Self is larger than all measures of largeness, what 
is meant is that It is infinite in size.-Such is the sense of 
the text beginning with the 'Consisting of the mind' (Text 2) 
and ending with the words 'Larger than all the Regions' (in 
the present T ext).-(3) 

TEXT-'All-action, All-desire, All-odour, All-taste, 
pervading over all this, without speech, without per
turbation,-such is my Self within the heart : it is 
Brahman ; I shall surely attain that on departing from 
bere,'-verily, for one who has this conviction, there 
is no vacillation or misgiving ;-so said S'iiro4il,a,-yea, 
S'a~~ilya.-(4) 

BHASYA-People may have the following idea-"God 
is surely to be' meditated upon in the form indi.cated by 
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the qualities described,-and not as actually endowed with 
those qualities :-just as when it is said, 'bring t'be king's 
officer who has multi-coloured cows,' the man addressed 
does not proceed to bring the qualification (in the shape ot 
the cows ; he brings only the man indicated by that qualifi
cation). Similarly in the present context also (the medita
.tion is to be of the God indicated by the qualifications, not 
of the God along with these qualifications.) 

With a view to p~eclude this notion, the text reiterates 
that He is the creator of all etc., etc.; the idea being that 
God should be meditated upon as qualified by the 
qualifications of consisting of the mind and the rest described 
above. It is for this reason that what is taught here does 
not exalt the meditator to that 'self-sovereignty' which is 
attained by the realising of such truths as 'That Thou Art',: 
'The Self is all this', as described under Discourses VI and 
VII ; in fact what the text says here is that 'Such is my Self, 
I shall surely attain this on departing from here', which 
clearly indicates distinction between the human self and the 
Supreme Self, and it is clear that the term 'self' here does 
not stand for the counter-self ( human self ) ; because the 
Genetive ending in 'mama alma', 'my self', connotes relation
ship, which can only subsist between two distinct things ; 
specially as the phrase 'I shall attain that' clearly makes 
one (the human self) the actioe Agent and the other (the 
supreme Self) as the objectioe (of attainment). 

Objection :-"Under Discourse VI, (Sec. 14, verse 2) 
also the expression used is 'atha sampats;ye' ('then shall I 
reach perfection'), which clearly shows that the reaching of 
perfection is further removed in point of time." 

Not so; because what is meant by that expression is 
the final stage of the process of embellishment, and not any 
interval of time. If it were not so, then this phrase would 
set aside the idea conveyed by the text 'That Thou Art'. 
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Though it is true (l) that the term 'Self' does stand for the 
human self,-(2) that what forms the subject.matter of the 
context is 'Brahman that is all this', and (.3) that this is 
spoken of as 'my self within the heart' and 'this is Brahman' 
-yet, with all this, when the present Text speaks of 'reach: 
ing that self after departing from here', it is clear that the 
distinction between the two is still retained to a certain 
extent. 

t 

When a man knows this and has the firm conviction 
' I shall attain that Self who is of the nature of "olition ', 
~hen there is no such uncertainty as ' may be so, I may 
~ot be so' ; so that in this matter of the connection 
between the said "olition and the ultimate result, the wise 
man does attain the position of God ;-this is what was 
said by the sage S'ii{lqi/;ya. The repetition is meant to indi
cate respect for the sage.-(4) 

End of Section (14) of Discourse III. 

SECTION (15) 
BHA$YA-lt has been said above that 'a heroic person 

is born in his family'; but the mere birth of a heroic person 
is not sufficient for the salvation of the father : as has been 
made clear in the Text-'For this reason it is the well-dis· 
ciplined son whom they regard as conducive to the Regions.' 
Hence it becomes necessary to find out how longevity 
could be attained (in order to enable one to educate his son 
properly) ; and for this a knowledge of the philosophy of 
the ' Coffer ' is necessary : for which purpose the text 
proceeds with the next Section. This matter w~s not 
taken up immediately after the mention of 'the birth of the 
heroic son', because there were more important matter:s 

. to be expounded. Hence the subject of the ' <;offers ' Js 
taken up now :-
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TEXT-The Coffer, having the Sky for its inside 
and the Earth for its bottom, does not decay. The 
Quarters are its corners ; the Heaven is its upper bole. 
This Coffer is the repository of wealth ; therein rest• 
this Universe.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-H avin~ the Sky for its inside-that whose 
inner cavity consists of the Sky,-the Coffer,-that which 
resembles the coffer in various qualities (such as the follow
ing) ; H avin~ the Earth for its bottom,-that of which the 
Earth is the base.-/t does not decay :-it is never destroyed 
as it consists of all three Regions, it continues to exist for a 
thousand time-cycles.-The Quarters-all quarters-are its 
corners ;-H eaoen is its upper hole ;-this coffer is the 
Repository of ·wealth ; i.e. it is wherein is deposited the 
entire 'wealth' of living beings, in the shape of the results 
of their actions along with their causes,-Therein rests.~ 
subsists,-this U nioerse-l'lll that is perceived through 
Sense-perception and other Means of Cognition.-

TEXT-Its Eastern side is called ']uh'ii'; the Southern 
side, 'Sahamiinli'; the Western side, 'Rajni'; the Northern 
side, 'Subhnta '. The Wind is the • calf' of these, One 
who thus knows the Wind as the' calf' of the Quarters 
never weeps for his son. Verily, I do know the Wind 
as the ' calf ' of the Quarters ; may I never weep for 
my son.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Of the said Co/fer, the eastern side-the 
part towards the East-is called ']uhil'; it is called ']ulra" 
because when ritualists are pouring oblations, they do it on 
this side,-themselves facing the East.-The Southern side 
is called 'Sahamlinii'; this is so called because it is on this 
side, in the city of Yama, that all living beings suffer the 
consequences of their evil deeds.-Similarly the Western 
side is called 'Rajiii'; so called because it is presided over" 
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by the Raja, Varu~a ; or because it bears the redness of the 
setting slln.-The Northern side is called 'Subhiitii'; so called 
because it is presided over by such prosperous (Bhutimat) 
personalities as lsvara, Kubera and the like.-0/ these 
Quarters, Wind is the calf; so called because the Wind pro
ceeds from the Quarters ; as is seen in the case of storms. 
-If any one who is desirous of the longevity of his 
son knows the Wind as described above, as the immortal 
'eMf' of the Quarters, he never weeps for his son,-on 
account of his son ; that is, his son does not die.-Because 
the science of the 'Coffer' and the 'Wind as the calf of 
the Quarters' is possessed of such character,-therefore, I, 
who am desirous of securing longevity for my son, know 
-recognise-the Wind as the calf of the Quarters,-M ay 
I never weep/or my son,-i.e. for the death of my son.-(2) 

TEXT -I turn to the imperishable Coffer, for such 
and such and such. I turn to PrliT)a, for such and such 
and such. I turn to Bhu~ for such and such and such. 
I turn to Bhuva~ for such and such and such. I turn to 
Sva~, for such and such and such.-( 3) 

BHAf?YA-Imperishable- indestructible- Coffer- as 
described above,-to this I turn ,-have recourse to, for the 
sake of my son's longevity ;-/or such and such and such. 
i. e. the speaker mentions the name of his son three times. 
Similarly, I turn to PriiTJa, for such and such and such ;-
1 turn the Bhu~-jor such and such and such ;-I turn to 
Bhuva~,for such and such and such ; I turn to Sva~ for such 
and such and such. After pronouncing the term ' 1 turn', 
he utters the son's name three times, again and again.-(3) 

TEXT-When I said' I turn to PralJa ',-Prlil)a is all 
this whatever exists,-to that I turned.-( 4) 

BHA!?YA-The Text 'when I said etc.' proceeds to 
explain what has gone before. PrliTJa indeed is all this-
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universe-that exiatl j as is going to be described later on 
in the text' As the spokes fixed to the Hub etc.\ To all 
this I turned when I spoke of the Pra~a • ..:....(4) 

TEXT-When I said 'I turn to Bhu};l ', what I 
meant to say was that 'I turn to the Earth, I tum to 
the Sky, I turn to the Heaven '.-(5) 

BHA.$YA-When I said' I turn to Bhnh ', what I meant 
to say was that ' I turn to the three Regions, Earth and the 
rest '.'-(5) · . • 

TEXT-When I said 'I turn to Bhuca~ ', what I 
meant to say was that' I turn to Agni, I turn to Vaya, 
I turn to .Aditya.'-(6) 

BHA$YA-When I said 'I turn to Bhuoab ', what I 
meant to say was that ' I turn to the three deities, Agni, 
and the rest.'-(6) 

TEXT-When I said 'I turn to Scab', what I meant 
.to say was that' I turn to R,.gceda, I turn to YajuroeJa, 
I turn to Simaveda'; this was what I said.-(7) 

BHA$YA-When I said' I turn to Scab', what I meant 
to say was that ' I turn to R,.goeda and the rest •. 

These Mantras one should recite after proper medita
.tion of the aforesaid ' imperishable ' ' Coffer ', along with 
the' Calf of the Quarters'. 

The repetition of the phrase ' what I said ' is meant to. 
indicate'the importance of the subject.-(7) 

End of Section (15) of Discourse III. 

SECTION (16) 

BHA$YA-Meditation and Mantra-repetition for the 
sake of the son"s longevity have been described; the Text 

'proceeds to expound the Meditation and Mantra-repetition for 
the ~ake of one"s own longevity ; because it is only while 
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one is himself alive that he comes by such desirable things 
as the son and the like, not otherwise. With this view 
the Text proceeds to represent the Man as Sacrifice. 

TEXT-Man indeed is the Sacrifice. His twenty
four years are the ' Morning Extraction'; the Gayatri 
contains twenty-four letters ; the ' Morning Extraction ' 
is related to the Gayatri. Connected with this are the 
Vasus ; the PralJas are the Vasus ; as they make all this 
ab~de (vasayantil.-{1) 

BHA$YA-M an ;-that is, the well-known particular 
aggregate of causes and effects, endowed with life ;
indeed-is meant to emphasise the assertion :-the sense 
being that Man is really the Sacrifice.-The text next pro
ceeds to indicate the points of similarity between Man and 
Sacrifice.-" How? "-Of man, the first twenty-four years 
of life constitute what is the 'Morning Extraction' of the 
Sacrifice known as' Man '.-What are the points of simila
rity on which this parallelism is based ?-Answer :-The 
Gayatri-metre-contains twenty-/our letters,-and the 'Morn
in~ Extraction ' is related to the:Gayatri,-i.e. the ' Morning 
Extraction' of the Ritualistic Sacrifice is related to the 
Ga:yatri-metre :-hence when the Man becomes twenty-four 
years of age, he becomes equipped with the 'Morning 
Extraction '; and hence being thus similar to the Ritualistic 
Sacrifice, the Man is the Sacrifice. Similarly, the other 
two parts of the Man's life mean equipment with the Mid
day and Evening Extractions, on the basis of the similarity 
of the number of years to the number of letters in the 
Tristup and] a~ati metres . 

. . Further, connected with the 1 Morning Extraction' 
of this' Sacrifice-Man', are the Vasus, the Oeities,-just as 
they are connected with the Ritualistic Sacrifice; that is, 
they are the deities, and hence the masters, of the ' Morning 
Extraction '. According to this parallelism, it would follow 

c.u.u 
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that, as at the ritualistic sacrifice, so at the Sacrifice-Man 
also, the deities are the well-known ' Vasus ', A l!ni and the 
rest ; in order to dispel this notion, the Text makes a 
distinction.-The PrliTJ.aS are the Vasus ( in the case of the 
Sacrifice-Man ),-' PraT)aS' standing for the organs qf 
Speech etc., as also for the Life-breaths.-Because it is these 
PraT)aS that make all this,-living beings-abide. That is, 
it is only while the PrliT)aS :are in the body that all this 
abides, lives, not otherwise; and because they make all this 
abide ( oasayanti ), therefore, they are' Vasus '.-(1) 

TEXT-If, at that age, anything ail him. he should. 
say-'0 Ye, PriiT)aS and Vasus, extend this my Morning 
Extraction to the Midday Extraction, so that I, the 
Sacrifice. may not be cut off in the middle of the 
Pri.,a-Vasus! '-Thereupon, he recovers from the ail
ment and becomes free from illness.-(2) 

BHA$YA-When the man has become identified with 
the Sacrifice, if at that age-i. e. at the age parallel to what, 
at the Sacrifice, would be the Morning Extraction,-any
thing ail him,-any disease or something else involving 
danger of death,-then the Man engaged in sacrifices, who 
regards himself as the Sacrifice, should say this-i.e. he 
should repeat the following Mantra.-' 0 ye, PraT)aS- Vasus, 
-this the Morning Extraction of my Sacrifice,-please 
extend to the Mid-day Extraction,-i. e. join it on to and 
unify it with, that span of my life which is parallel to the 
Mid-day Extraction. So that 1, the sacrificer may not be 
cut off-may not drop out in the middle of the Pra~a-Vasus, 
who preside over the Morning Extradiction.-The particle 
' iti ' ( after ' V ilopsiya ' ) indicates the end of the Mantra 
to be recited.-By the repeating of this Mantra and by 
meditation, he recooers /rom the ailment ; and having re
covered and got out of it, he becomes free from illness,
free from all suffering.-(2) 
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TEXJ-The f'lrty-four years are the Midday 
Extraction. The Tri~tup metre contains forty-four letters. 
The Midday Extraction is re!ated to the Trif!fup. 
With this the Rudras are connected. The Priil)as are 
the Rudras ; as it is these that make all this weep (roda
yanti).-(3) 

BHA$YA-The forty-four years etc.,-just as before. 
TJwse who weep, and make others weep--are the Rudras, 
who are the PraQas.-ln middle age, people are inclined to 
be cruel,-hence called 'Rudras'.-(3) 

TEXT-If at that age, anything ail him, he should 
say-' 0 ye, Pral)as-Rudras, extend this my Midday 
Extraction to the Third Extraction,-so that I, the Sacri
fice, may not be cut off in the middle of the Pral).as
Rudras! '-Thereafter, he recovers from the ailment 
and becomes free from illness.-( 4) 

(No Bhaf!ya) 
TEXT-The forty-eight years are the Third Extrac

tion. The Jagati metre contains forty-eight letters. The 
Third Extraction is related to the ]agat"i. With this the 
Adityas are connected. The PriiT}aS verily are Adityas; 
as it is these that take up all this iidadate.-(5) 

If, at that age, anything ail him, he should say
, 0 Ye, PriiT}as-Adityas, extend this Third Extraction to 
the full span of life, so that, I, the Sacrifice, may not 
be cut off in the middle of the 'PriiT}as-Adityas '. There
after, he recovers from the ailment and becomes free 
from illness.-(6) 

BHA$Y A-Similarly the PriiT}aS are A dityas : it is they 
that take up all this,-in the shape of sound and the rest.
'0, Ye, Adityas, complete the Third Extraction, the full span 
of life--consisting of a hundred and sixteen years-that is. 
in this way complete the sacrifice.-The rest is as before.-

(5-6) 
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BHA$YA-Well-defined knowledge always brings its 
reward ;-in order to show this, the text cites an example. 

TEXT-Knowing this, Mahidasa-Aitareya said
' Wherefore do you afflict me thus ,-1 who am not going 
to die by it ? ' And he lived for a hundred and sixteen 
years. One who knows this lives for a hundred and 

· sixteen years.-( 7) 

BHA$YA-This philosophy of Sacrifice was known' to 
one Mahidasa-by name-who was Aitareya,-the son of 
]tara.- Where/ore,-why-do you afflict me thus-with this 
affliction-0, ye, Disease,-when I, who am the Sacrifice, 
am not going to die-perish, by its affliction? That is, all 
your labour is useless.-So said he-the words occurring in 
the beginning of the text.-With this firm conviction, 
Mahidlisa lived for a hundred and sixteen years.-Any one 
else also, who has this same firm conviction, lives for a 
hundred and sixteen years ,-that is, if he knows the above
described method of accomplishing the Sacri/ice.-(7) 

End of Section (16) of Discourse Ill 

SECTION (17) 

TEXT-That he hungers, that he thirsts and that he 
is not happy,-these are his lnitiations.-(1) 

BHA$YA-That he hungers etc.,-points out the simila
rity of Man to the Sacrifice in general, and as such is con
nected with what has been declared above.-That he 
hungers,-wishes to eat,-similarly, that he thirsts,-wishes 
to drink,-and that he is not happy,-i.e. when he suffers 
pain on not getting what he desires,-these are his lnitia
tions,-so called because they are painful, like the Initiatory 
Rites (of fasting etc.,) of the Ritualistic Sacrifice.-( 1) 
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TEXT-And that he eats, that he drinks, and that he 
is happy:-thereby he becomes one with the Upasadas.
(2) 

BHA$YA-That he eats, that he drinks and that he is 
happy,-i.e. feels pleasure by coming by what he desires,
thereby he becomes one with-similar to-the Upasadas. 
At the Upasadas there is happiness due to the drinking of 
mi).k (which is permitted at them) ; and this brings about the 
consolation that the days are not far off when small quanti
ties of food will be permitted ;-this is the point of simi
larity between 'eating' etc., and the Upasadas.-(2) 

TEXT-That he laughs, that he eats and that he 
dallies in couples,-thereby he becomes one with the 
Stuta and S'astra hymns.-(3) 

BHA$YA-That he laughs, that he eats and that he dallies 
in couples,-by these he becomes one with,-similar to-the 
Stuta and S'astra Hymns (the recited hymns and the hymns 
set to music); the similarity consisting in being accom
panied by some sort of sound.-(3) 

TEXT-Now, Austerity, Charity, Uprightness, Non
Violence and Truthfulness,-these are his Sacrificial 
Fees.-(4) 

BHASYA-N ow A usterit:y, Charity, Uprightness, Non
violence a;d Truthfulness, these are his sacrificial fees; the 
point of similarity consisting in the fact that, like the Sacri
ficial Fee, they serve to strengthen the merit (of the Sacri
fice).-(4) 

TEXT-Hence, when they say' So~yati ','shall give 
birth' and 'A~o~ta ', 'has given .birth '-that is his 
Rebirth. His Death is the A vabhrtha-Bath .-(5) 

BHA$YA-Because the Man is the Sacrifice, therefore, 
when his Mother shall give birth to him, they will say 'she 
shall give birth', referring to his Mother; and after she has 
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given birth to him, then they say 'Purl)ikli (the Mother) has 
given birth';-just as at the Ritualistic Sacrifice,' they say 
'So~yati Somam Devdattab' ( Devadatta shall extract the 
Soma-juice' ) and 'A~o~ta Somam "'iajnadattab' (Y ainadatta 
has extracted the Soma-juice )'.-From this similarity of 
verbal expressions (So~yati-A~o~ta',) used in both cases, 
it follows that the Man is the Sacrifice. When the expres
sions 'So~yati-A~o~ta' are used in connection with the 
Sacrifice called 'Ma1'1', it is his Rebirth,-just as in the 
case of the Ritualistic Sacrifice. Further, it is the Death 
of the Sacrifice-Man that is the final Avabhrtha-Bath of 
the Ritualistic Sacrifice ; as both have the common 
character of being the End.-(5) 

TEXT -Having expounded this to Kr~TJa-Devaki
putra, Ghora-Angirasa said to him as follows, and he 
became thirstless,-' At the time of the end, one 
should have recourse to these three-( 1) Ak~itamasi, 
(2) Acyutamasi and (3) Prlil)a-samsitamasi.'-On this 
subject, there are these two verses.-(6). 

BHA.f?YA-This-Philosophy of the Sacri/ice,-the sage, 
Ghora-by name-Angirasa-by Gotra-having expounded to 
Kr~TJa, the son of Devaki,--his disciple, said to him--' These 
three etc.,' following in the next sentence. Kr.~TJa, on 
listening to this Philosophy, became thirstless,-that is, he 
ceased to have a desire for learning other sciences. By 
this the Text means to eulogise the Philosophy of the 
Sacrifice-Man as being so effective as to have relieved 
Kr!!Qa·Devakiputra of thirst for all other sciences.-

Question :-'' Having expounded this Philosophy to 
Kp}Qa, what did Ghora-Angirasa say to him?"-

Answer:-The man who knows the Sacrifice as here 
expounded should, at the time of the end-i.e., at the 
time of death,-have recourse to-repeat-the followinp; three 
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Mantras-" Which three Mantras?'' -First, the Yajus-Text, 
'Ak~itamssi etc.· (Maitra-Samhita, 1. 4, 2)-' Ak~itam · 
meaning unperished, undimmed, applies, by implication, to 
the Sun as identified with PrO.IJa ;-again, the second Yajus
text was pointed out as' Acyutamasi ',meaning' You have 
not fallen off from your own form ' ;-and the third Yaju~ 
text mentioned was ' PrO.IJasamsitamasi ', meaning 'You are 
PralJa properly refined and rendered subtle '.-On this 
sttbject of eulogising the Philosophy-there are two verses
Mantras; these two are not meant for being repeated by 
the dying man ; if these were so meant, then that would be 
incompatible with the number ' three ' specified in the 
preceding sentence ; as in that case, the number of texts 
would befive .•.. (6). 

TEXT-( I ) ' Aditpratnasya retasah (j;yotih pasyanti 
vasaram, paro yadidhyate diva) (Of the ancient germ, 
they see the day-like light which shines supreme in the 
Efful~ent'.-~gveda; 8, 6. 30).-

(11) 'Udvayantamasary ...... jyotiruttamam' ('Perceiving 
above darkness, the Supreme Light, our own, we reached 
the effulgent divine source of energy, the Sun, the 
Highest Light,-yea, the Highest Light-~gveda; 1, 50, 
10).-(7) 

BHA$YA-( I) [Of the first mantra, the Text quotes 
only the opening words, the rest of it has been supplied 
above). In the text 'A dit pratnasya ';-the ' t' that appears 
with ' a' is only its appendage and signifies nothing ; so 
also is the term ' it ' [ so that the whole expression 'Ad it ' 
is meaningless ]-0/ the Ancient i.e. Long-standing, prime 
-germ-cause, seed-of the Universe, which is called' Sat', 
' Being '-they see the Light-the effulgence.-The Syllable 
'a' (with which the sentence begins), having dropped its 
appendage' t' becomes connected with the verb 'pasyanti ', 
they see',-
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Question:-" Which is the light that they see?"-
• 

Answer :-It is the light that is daylike,-Iike the day. 
i. e. it is the light of Brahman which pervades over all 
things. What is meant is that those persons who have. 
turned back their visual and other organs from their external 
objectives, and have come to know Brahman and having their 
inner organ (mind) clarified by such means of abstinence 
as Celibacy and the li,ke, see this light on all sides.-' Pardn' 
has to be construed by changing its gender into the 
neuter, as it is meant to qualify the word 'Jyoti'Q '-light
which is Neuter ;-which shines-glimmers-in the Effulgent: 
-i. e. subsisting in the Effulgent Supreme Brahman,-that 
light, being illumined by which, the Sun blazes, the Moon 
shines, the lightning flashes and the hosts of planets and 
stars twinkle. 

(II) Further, another Mantra-Seer (Sage) having seen 
the above-mentioned Light, says as follows (the second 
Mantra quoted in the Text in full).-Abooe darkness,-i.e. 
beyond Ignorance ; or destructive o/ ignorance ,-the light 
which is supreme-subsisting in the Sun ;-perceiving this 
light, we reached (this verb has to be construed from the latter 
part of the Mantra) ;-this light is our own,-our very own, 
i. e. shines in our heart ;-the light subsisting in the Sun is 
one light which is supreme, more excellent, higher than the 
other light ;-and on perceioing this, we reached,-what ?
the effulgent dioine source of energy, the Sun,-so 
called because He energises the Essences, the rays, the 
organs and the entire universe,-we reached this Highest 
Li~Jht, the highest of all lights ;-the most wonderful! 

This is the Light which has been eulogiscd by these two 
verses and which had been indicated by the three Y aju~· 
Texts referred to above. 
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The rl"petition-' Yea, the Highest Light' is meant to 
indicate the end of the Section dealing with the assumption 
of Sacrifice as representing the Man.-(7). 

End of Section ( 17) of Discourse I I I 

SEcTION (18) 
TEXT-One should meditate upon the Mind as 

Brahman ; this is with reference to the Body. With 
reference to Deities,-(one should meditate upon) 
Akasa as Brahman.-ln this way both become taught,
that with reference to the Body and that with reference 
to the Deities.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-God has been spoken of as 'consisting of 
the Mind ', also as ' consisting of the Aka sa ', as forming a 
part of the quality of Brahman; now with the words 'Mind 
as Brahman ', the Text proceeds to lay down the 
meditating of these two-Mind and Akasa-as the entire 
Brahman.-Manas, Mind, is that whereby one thinks, the 
Internal Organ: ;-this is Brahman, the Highest;-thus should 
one meditate. This doctrine refers to the Man's own self 
(i.e. the Body wherein the Mind lies) ; that doctrine which 
refers to the Deities we are going to expound : One should 
meditate upon Akasa as Brahman-In this way both-the 
doctrines of viewing Brahman in reference to the Body, 
and that of viewing it in reference to the Deities-become 
taught-expounded; Both Mind and Akasa are subtle 
entities-and Brahman is accessible by the Mind ; hence 
it is only fit that the Mind should be looked upon as 
Brahman. As for Akasa, it is all-pervading, subtle and 
free from limitations ; (and it is only fit that it should be 
looked upon as Brahman.-(1) 

TEXT-This same Brahman is four-footed: Speech 
is one foot, Breath is one foot, the Eye is one foot, the 
Ear is one foot ;-this is with reference to the Body. 
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Now with reference t~ Deities-Agni is one foot, Viyu 
is one foot, Aditya is one foot, the Quarters are one 
foot.-Thus both become taught,-that with reference 
to the Body and with reference to the Deities.-(2) 

BHA~YA-This same Brahman-named 'Mind '-is four· 
footed ; i. e. It has four feet.-" In what way is the Mind
Brahman 'four-footed'? "-Speech, Breath, Eye and Ear 
are the four 'feet' ;-this is with reference to the Body. 
Now with referenpe to the Deities-the four' feet •" of 
Akli.Sa-Brahman are Agni, Vayu, Aditya and the Quarters. 
-In this way, both forms of the 'four-footed' Brahman become 
taught,-that with reference to the Body and that with reference 
to the Deities.-(2) 

TEXT -Speech itself is the fourth foot of Brahman : 
it shines and warms with the light of Agni. One who 
knows this shines and warms up with renown, fame and 
Brahmic glory.-( 3) 

BHA$YA-Speech itself is the fourth foot-of the Mind
Brahman,-fourth, in reference to the other three feet ; 
because it is through this ' foot ' of Speech that the Mind 
stands upon,-becomes fixed upon-the cow and such other 
things that are spoken of ; hence Speech is like the foot of 
Mind.-Similarly, Breath-the organ-is one foot; as it is 
through this that it mooes over to objects of olfactory per
ception.-Similarly the Eye is one foot ; the Ear is one 
foot.-Thus is the four-footed-ness of the Mind-Brahman 
established, in reference to the Body,-Now as in 
reference to the Deities,-Agni, Vayu, .ifditya and the 
Quarters are the four feet of Akasa-Brahman ; these are 
found to be attached to Akasa just as the four feet of the 
cow are attached to the belly; hence these-Agni and the 
rest-are said to be the' feet' of Akasa.-Thus both forms 
of 'four-! ooted-ness ',-that relating to the Body, and that 
relating to the Deities-become taught.-
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Now Speech, which is the fourth foot of Mind-Brahman 
shines and"warms with the light of Agni as pertaining to 
Deities ; that is, it generates light and warmth. Or it may 
I]lean that Speech becomes energised by the man feeding 
upon Oil, Butter and other such articles partaking of the 
nature of the Deity Agni, whereupon it becomes imbued 
with courage to speak ;-the reward accruing to one who 
knows this as above explained is that he shines and warms 
up with renown,!ame and Brahmic glory.-(3) 

TEXT-Breath is the fourth foot of Brahman; it 
shines and warms with the light of Va;yu; one who 
knows this shines and warms with renown, fame and 
Brahmic glory.-( 4) 

The Eye is the fourth foot of Brahman : it shines 
and warms with the light of Aditya ; one who knows this 
shines and warms with renown, fame and Brahmic 
glory.-(5) 

The Ear is the fourth foot of Brahman : it shines 
and warms with the light of the Quarters. One who 
knows this shines and warms with renown, fame and 
Brahmic glory :-Yea, one who knows this.-(6) 

BHA$YA-Similarl;y Breath is the/ourth/oot of Brah
man ; for the apprehension of odour, it shines and warms 
with the light of Va;yu ;-similarly the Eye shines and warms 
with the light of Adit;ya, for the apprehension of colour ;
the Ear shines and warms with the light of the Quarters 
for the apprehension of soll.nd.-The reward of knowledge 
is the same in all cases ; the imperceptible (spiritual) reward 
consists in Union with Brahman, for one who knows this. 

The repetition is meant to indicate the end of the 
Exposition of the particular doctrines.-(4-6) 

End of Section ( 18) of discourse Ill 
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SECTION (19) 
• 

TEXT-The Sun is Brahman,-such is the teaching; 
and its exposition is this : In the beginning, this was 
indeed non-existent; it became existent ; it came into being·; 
it became an egg ; it lay for the period of one year ; it 
broke open ; then came the two halves of the egg-shell, 
one silver, one gold.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-The.Sun is Brahman,-such is the teachtng: 
and now its exposition is done, for the purpose of eulogising 
it.-In the beginning,-in its previous condition, (before it 
came in existence}--this--whole universe--was non-exiatw; 
i. e. it had its name and form undifferentiated, not that it 
did not exist at all. That this cannot be the meaning. is 
shown by the Vedic Text which says ' How could the 
existing come out of the non-existing?', which negatives 
the view that the effect was absolutely non-existent, before 
it was produced.--Objection :-'' In the present text, it is 
definitely stated that all this was non-existent ; so that it 
should be a matter of option, to accept this non-existence or 
the existence indicated by the text you have quoted '•.-
Answer :--That cannot be; there can be no option in regard 
to the state of things, as there is in regard to actions.
,, Then, how is it that the present text declares this to be 
non-existent? ''--We have already explained that what is 
meant is that the Universe was undifferentiated as to Name 
and Form, and hence it was as if non-existent, and hence 
spoken of here as ' non-existent'.-" The Text uses the 
term e!Ja, ' indeed', which serves to emphasise what is 
declared (which therefore cannot be taken in any figura
tive sense) ".--True, it is so; but what is emphasised is not 
the negation of existence, (but the absence of differentiation 
of Name and Form); as a matter of fact, the term 'sat', 
' Existent', is found to be used in the sense of' differentiat-
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ed N arne and Farm' and this 'differentiation of Name and 
form ' of t'he Universe is mostly dependent upon the Sun ; 
for, if the Sun were not there, all this Universe would be one 
mass of darkness, and nothing could be known ; hence the 
man ignorant of the ultimate truth speaks of the Universe, 
which is really existent, as 'non-existent', in the sentence 
which is meant to eulogise the Sun, for the purpose of show
ing that it is a fit object for being looked upon as Brahman 
In ~ammon parlance things are spoken of as ' existent ' onl; 
when the Sun is there; just as (obverse) it is said that
• this royal dynasty, equipped with all good qualities, was 
indeed non-existent, while king Pur!Javarman was not there.' 
In fact, the present text is not meant to expound either the 
existence or non-existence of the Universe; it is meant only 
to expound the teaching that 'the Sun is Brahman' ; this is 
made clear by the fact that in the summing up (at the end 
of the Section), the Text is going to speak of 'one who 
meditates upon the Sun as Brahman·. 

It became existent ; that which was spoken of as 'non
existent' before coming into existence,-i. e. was as if 
stagnant, immobile, hence appearing to be non-existent
became existent,-i. e. slightly inclined towards producing 
positive effects, hence existent ;-that is, it became mobile, 
and came into being,-having its Name and Form slightly 
differentiated, just like the seed growing into the sprout. 
Then gradually, it became larger and then it became an egg, 
-coming out of water.-The lengthened form 'A TJ4am ' is a 
Vedic anomaly (for the sirr.ple form 'ar;H}am')--This egg lay 
/or the period of one )lear.-the measure of time known as 
'one year'; during all this time it lay entirely undifferenti· 
ated in form ;-after that period of one year, it broke open; 
burst open, like birds' eggs ;--of the Egg thus broken up, 
there were two halves of the egg-shell,-one silver and the 
other gold.-(1} 
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TEXT-That which was silver is this Earth ; that 
which was gold is Heaven ; that which was' the thick 
membrane became the Mountains : that which was the 
thin membrane became the Mist along with Clouds ; 
what were the arteries became Rivers: that which was 
the abdominal fluid became the Ocean.-(2) 

BHA!?YA-Of the two halves of the Egg-shell, that 
which was the sill)(;r half is this Earth ; that is, the lower 
half of the shell is represented by the Earth.-That which 
was the golden half is Heaven; that is, the upper half of the 
shell is represented by the Heavenly Region. That which 
was the thick membrane-which was the thick covering over 
the embryo, at the time that the egg burst into two parts,
this became the mountains.-That which was the thin 
membrane became the Mist-the frost-along with the clouds. 
Those that were the arteries of the embryo when born became 
the rivers.-That which was the abdominal fluid,-the fluid 
in the abdomen of the born embryo,-became the Ocean.-(2) 

TEXT-And what was born was the Sun. When 
he was born, shouts, loud and extensive, arose ; as also 
all beings and desires. It is for this reason that when
ever the Sun rises and sets, shouts, loud and exensive, 
arise, as also all beings and all desires.-(3) 

BHA!?YA-And what was born,--in the form of the 
embryo in the said egg,-was the Sun. When this Sun was 
born, shouts-sounds--loud and extensive,--' ululava' stand
ing for ' urii-ravah ' ; loud and extensive sounds,-arose . 
just as shouts arise on the birth of the first son of a king;-' 
as also all beings-animate and inanimate-and all desires
of those beings ; ' KamalJ ' ' desires ', here stands for things 
that ore desired, such as women, clothing, food and so forth. 
Inasmuch as on account of the birth of the Sun, the beings 
and the desired things came into existence,-even to-day, 
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wheneoer the Sun rises and when he sets,-or 'pratyagama ' 
may be taken as rising again and again,-on that account, 
there arise all beings and all desires, and also shouts, loud 
and extensive. This phenomenon is well-known as happen
ing at sun·rise.--(3) 

TEXT-Now, if any one, knowing this, meditate 
upon the Sun as Brahman, quickly will pleasant shouts 
approach him and will continue,-yea, will continue.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-/f any one, knowing the Sun as endowed 
with the aforesaid greatness, meditate upon the Sun as Brah. 
man, then he attains the same character as the Sun; and fur
ther there is a perceptible result also: Quickly-very soon
'Yat' is an adverb,-there approach him pleasant-agreeable
shouts. The pleasantness of the shouts etc., consists in this 
that in their enjoyment there is no element of sin.-They 
will approach him, and will also continue; there is not merely 
approach of the shouts, in fact, they continue to delight 
him. and bring pleasure to him,-The repetition is meant to 
indicate the end of the Discourse and also the great import
ance of the subject.-(4) 

End of Section (19) of Discourse Ill 

End of Discourse III. 



DISCOURSE IV 

SECTION (1) 

BHAf;>YA-It has been explained above (under Sec. 18 
of Discourse III.) how Va,Yu and Prana-are to be viewed 
as the ' feet ' of Brahman. Now proceeds the teac~jng 
that these same Va.Yll' and PrlilJa are to be meditated upon 
as Brahman itself. The story has been introduced, for the 
purpose of making the teaching easily intelligible, and also 
for the purpose of laying down the procedure by which the 
Teaching is to be imparted and received;-and the story 
also shows how the attainment of the knowledge of the 
Teaching is to be brought about by such means as faith, 
~itJin;1 of food, absence of hau~htiness (humility) and so forth. 

TEXT-Om! There lived a descendant of ]anashruti, 
his Great-grandson; he was a pious giver, very generous 
and with plenty of cooked food ; he built Rest-houses 
all round,-(thinking that) everywhere they may eat 
of mine.-( 1) 

BHA.f?YA-/linashruti,-the descendant of Janashruti :
the particle ' ha ' means that such is the story told among 
people ;-his ~real-grandson-the son of his grandson ;-he 
was a pious gitJer,-i. e. what he gave to BrahmaQas and 
others was always given with due faith and regard ;-he was 
tJer,Y generous,-i. e. he had the habit of giving away much ; 
-he had plent,Y of cooked food,-that is, large quantities of 
food were cooked in his house, every day; that is, in his 
house much food was cooked for giving away to those 
seeking for food. This descendant of ]anashruti, his great
grandson, endowed with such qualities, litJed in a particular 
place and at a particular time. He all round,-in all 
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directions, in villages and in cities,-built-erected-Rest
houses, forepeople to come and live in ;-his idea being that 
every-where-living in these Rest-houses,-people may eat 
of mine,-i. e. the food supplied by me.-(1) 

TEXT-Once at night, some flamingoes flew along; 
then one flamingo said to the other flamingo-' Ho, Ho, 
0, Bhallak~a, Bhallak!fa I The effulgence of ]anashruti's 
great-grandson is pervading like Heaven ; touch it not, 
lest it scorch thee I '.-( 2) 

BHA$YA-Under such circumstances, once upon a 
time, during the hot season, while the king was seated on 
the roof of the palace, one night, some flamingoes flew alon~; 
that is, some ancient sages or deities, being pleased with 
the king' s generosity in giving food, took the shape of 
flamingoes and flew along within range of the king's 
viswn. At that time, when the flamingoes were flying 
along, one of them, flying behind the rest, said to the 
flamingo flying before him : ' H o, ' ho '-Hey, Hey,
having attracted his attention by addressing him thus
Bhallak!fa ! Bhallak!!a l-by the repetition showing great 
regard for what he was going to say, just as in the ex
pression 'See I See I How wonderful it is l '-The term 
'Bhallaksa' is meant to indicate shortsightedness;-or it may 
be that the flamingo addressed was proud of his superior 
knowledge of Brahman and on account of his pride, he has 
been thus taunted by being addressed twice as 'Bhallak!fa, 
Bhallak!ia ', by the flamingo behind him who finds his 
arrogance unpardonable.-(He said to him)-The Effulgence 
of ]anashruti's great-grandson is like H eaoen-the Heavenly 
Region,-i. e. his effulgent brightness due to the magni
ficence of his generous distribution of food,-peroading I 
i.e. it touches Heavenly Regions.-Or the expression 
' samam dioa ' may mean that his effulgence is Zi ke daylight ; 

r:. u. 12 
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hence touch it not,-i. e. do not come into contact with the 
effulgence-lest you do come into contact with that efful
gence, it should scorch thee,-burn thee I The verb 'pra
dhaksih' which is in the Second Person has to be construed 
as 'pr~dhlik~it' in the Third Person.-(2) 

TEXT-The other replied-' How can you speak of 
him, being what he is, as if he were Raikva with the Cart?' 
'Of what sort is this Raikoa with the Cart? '-(3). 

BHA$YA-When the first flamingo had said as ahove, 
the other, which was flying ahead, replied-'Oh I this poor 
king is a mean fellow; and such as he is ',-this being 
added with a tone of reproach-' you yet talk of him 
with great respect, as if he were endowed with high-mind
edness,-as if he were Raikva with the Cart,-i. e. Raikva 
who possesses a cart. It is incompatible with his character 
and improper to speak of him as if he were like Raikoa 
with the Cart.-The other flamingo then asked-' Of what 
sort is this Raikva with the Cart?'-When he was asked 
thus, Bhalllik!!a said-' Listen, of what sort is Raikva with 
the Cart?' 

TEXT-just as all the lower casts of the Dice go 
over to one who has won the Krta-cast, so does go over to 
him whatever good the people do ; so also to him who 
knows what he knows. Such is he who has been 
spoken of by me.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-In common practice, when the Krta-cast of 
the Dice which bears four marks and is used in gambling, 
wins among persons engaged in gambling,-to the man who 
has won with that Krta-cast .-~o over-become included,
all the lower casts, bearing three, two and one mark respec
tively,-named Tretli, Dolipara and Kali. That is to say, 
inasmuch as the number four on the Krta-cast contains 
within itself the lower numbers three, two and one, these 
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latter become included in the former.-just as in this 
illustration: so, in the case of Raikoa also,-who has the 
same position as the Krta-cast,-there goes over to him 
everything that is in the position of the other three casts 
Trela and the rest; that is, everything becomes included 
in Raikoa.-What is this everything that becomes included 
in him ?-Whatever good the people do,-i. e. whatever 
good and righteous deeds men do in the world become 
included in the merit acquired by Raikoa; that is, the 
reward of the good acts of all living beings become included 
in the reward of Raikoa' sown good acts.-So also to him 
who knows what he knows ;-what is it ?-that which Raikoa 
knows ; anyone else who knows that, to him also go over 
the good acts done by all living beings and also the reward 
of those acts; just in the same way as they go to Raikoa.
Such is he-the knowing man, who, like Raikoa, becomes 
like the Krta-cast.-(4) 

TEXT-Janas'ruti's great-grandson overheard this; 
and as soon as he rose, he spoke to the Bard-'0 friend, 
speak of Raikoa with the Cart'-' Well, what sort of per
son is this Raikva with the Cart? '-(5) 

'Just as all the lower casts of the Dice go over to 
one who has won with the Krta-cast, so does go over to 
him .whatever good the people do; and so also to him 
who knows what he knows. Such is he who has been 
spoken of by me '.-( 6) 

BHA~YA-The said statement made by the flamingo,
which eulogised another knowing person in the shape of 
Raikoa, and deprecated· himself-the king, ]anashruti's 
great-grandson heard while seated on the roof of his palace; 
and bearing in mind the flamingo's words, and cogitating 
over it over and over again, he passed the remaining 
portion of the night. Then, having been roused from his 
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slumber by the eulogistic chants of the Bards, -or, on rising 
from sleep,-he spoke to the Bard-' 0, my friei1d, speak of 
Raikva with the Cart,-not of me;' that is, he alone is deserving 
of all the eulogy that you have been chanting,-not l', or, 'Go 
and speak to Raikva with the Cart that I wish to see him'.
In this latter sense, the particle ' iva ' may be taken as indi
cating emphasis, or as conveying no meaning.-The Bard, 
understanding the king's wish and desirous of bringing 
Raikva with the Cart, said-' What sort of person is ·this 
Raikva with the Cart? ' Having been told by· the king and 
being anxious to bring over Raikva, the man naturally 
wanted to know who this man was.-Upon thi~. ]ana· 
shruti's great-grandson repeated the description given by 
Bhallak!?a, the flamingo.-(5-6). 

TEXT-The Bard, having searched him, came back, 
saying' I found him not'. Then the king said-' Oh, 
that place where search is made for the BrahmalJa-
there search him '.-(7) 

BHA$YA-Remembering the king's words, the Bard 
went to villages and cities and searched for Raikoa, and 
returned saying 'I found him not ';-that is, I could not 
recognise him.--Then the king said to the Bard-' Oh, 
the place where search is made for the Brahma!Ja knowing 
Brahman,-that is, in some quiet and lonely place or the 
bank of a river and such places,-there,-i.e. in such places,
search/or him,-go and find him in such places.-(7) 

TEXT-While he was scratching his itch, seated 
under the cart, he sat near him and said to him,-' 0, 
Revered sir, are you Raikva with-the Cart? '-He replied
' Well, fellow, yes, I am '.-The Bard came back saying 
' I have found him '.-(8) 

BHA$YA-Having been thus directed, the Bard search
ed for him, and in a lonely place, found him under the cart 
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·scratching his itch ; and he thought that ' this must be 
Raikva with the Cart'; he then approached him and sat near 
him, with great respect; thereupon he said to Raikva,
'0, Revered sir, are you Raikoa with the Cart ?'-Being thus 
asked, he replied-' Well fellow, yes, I am'; the term 'iire' 
(fellow) was meant to indicate disdain.--Having thus re· 
cognised him, the Bard returned saying ' I have found 
him ·.-(8) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT-Then Janashruti's great-grandson took with 
him six hundred cows, necklace, and a chariot with 
mules and went over, and said to him.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Then, having understood that the sage was 
intending to enter the life of a Householder, and also that 
he was desirous of acquiring wealth-]anashruti's great
grandson took with him six hundred cows, necklace, a chariot 
with mules-yoked with a pair of mules,--and along with 
all this wealth, went over to where Raikva was; and having 
approached him, said to him as follows :--(1) 

TEXT--' Raikoa, here are six hundred cows, neck
lace, and a chariot with mules. Now, revered sir, teach 
me that Deity which you worship '.-(2) 

BHA$YA-'0, Raikoa, here are these six hundred 
cows,--brought by me for you,-here is a .necklace,--and a 
chariot with mules ; please accept all this wealth, and teach 
me that Deity which you worship ; that is, instruct me re
garding that Deity .--(2) 

TEXT-The other answered him thus-' 0, Shiidra 1 
may this necklace with the chariot and the cows remain 
with thyself' ;--thereupon }anashruti's great-grandson 
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again came to him with a thousand cows, a necklace, 
a chariot with mules and his daughter, and went over 
to him.-(3) 

BHA!?YA-When the king had said this, the other-i.e. 
Raikca-answered him thus.-' Aha' is a particle generally 
used to signify resentment ; but in the present context, it 
does not signify anything ; as the term ' eca ' has been 
used separately (for the purpose of expressing resentment). 
'Ma;y this necklace with'the chariot-[Haretoa being for:ned 
as ' H ara ' (necklace) plus ' itva ' (chariot)] ,-along with the 
cows remain with thee"th;yself ;-let them be with thyself-
0, Shridra ' ;--the sense is that ' I have no use for these 
which are insufficient for my purpose '. 

Objection :-" The person addressed was a king, as is 
clear from the fact that he had a Bard in attendance ; as 
has been said before--' He said to the Bard '. Then 
again, he had approached the BrahmaT)a (Raikca) for the 
purpose of acquiring knowledge, to which a Shudra is not 
entitled. How then is it that Raikoa has adopted an 
improper form of address ' 0, Shudra-'?" 

The revered Teachers have explained this as follows ;
On overhearing the conversation of the flamingoes, the 
king was struck with sorrow; under this sorrow,(' shuchii ') 
he heard of Raikva's greatness, and then became mollified ; 
all this the sage (Raikca) knew, and in order to indicate 
that he had supernatural powers to read the thoughts of 
other persons, he addressed the king as ' shudra ' (applying 
this name to him in the etymological sense of mollified 
through sorrow ) : or his purpose may be to express dill
pleasure at the king having come to him for acquirin& 
knowledge, through gifts only, and not through service,-
thus behaving improperly, like a Shndra. He did not mean 
that the king was a Shudra b;y caste. 
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Others have:Offered the following explanation :-The 
king had brought s:small quantity of wealth, hence in anger 
the sage addressed him as ' shudra '; as indicating the 
impropriety of this conduct, there is the text that ' Wealth 
should be accepted only when it is offered in plenty '• 

Therefore, having understood the wishes of the sage 
)anashruti's great-grandson took with him one thousand 
cows--more~his daughter a fit wife for the sage,--and 
came to the sage.--(3) 

TEXT-He said to him-' Raikoa ', here are a 
thousand cows, this necklace, this chariot with mules, 
this wife, and this village in which you dwell. Now, 
revered sir, teach me.-(4) 

Holding her: •mouth, he said,-' Thou hast, 0, 
Shudra, brought these ; by this mouth alone dost thou 
make me speak ',-These are the villages named 
'Raikoapar1Jii' in the Mahaor~a country, where he lived.
He then taught him.-(5) 

BHA$YA-' 0 Raikoa, here are a thousand cows, this 
necklace, the chariot with mules, my daughter-for being your 
wife,-all this has been brought by me ;-and this oillage 
also where you dwell-this also has been set apart by me 
for you. Accept all this, and teach me, 0 revered sir. ' 

On being thus addressed, the sage, holding the mouth of 
the king's daughter who had been brought for being his 
wife,-i. e. knowing the mouth to be the doorway, the 
proper channel. for the imparting of knowledge,-according 
to the declaration that-' The Religious Student, the giver 
of wealth. the exceptionally intelligent, the Vedic scholar, 
a loved person, and learning itself ,-these are my six chan
nels, said Knowledge;' such is the declaration known to have 
been made by Knowledge.-Knowing this, the sage held her 
mouth, and said-'Thou hast brought these, cows and other 
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things,-and thou hast done well '-this has to be supplied. 
' Shiidra '-this form of address is only in accordance with 
the former address, and has no other signification, as on the 
previous occasion.-' It is by this mouth alone '-which is a 
fit channel of knowing,-dost thou make me speak '.
There are the villages known as Raikoapar1Jli in the 
M aha or~ a country, where-in which villages-lived Raikoa.
Thereupon he taught him,-the Science.-(5) 

End of Section (2) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (3) 

TEXT-Air indeed is the Absorbent; when Fire goes 
out, it goes into Air; when the Sun sets, it goes into 
Air ; when the Moon sets, it goes into Air.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-Air indeed is the Absorbent :-The 'Air' 
meant here is the external (Physical) air ;-' Vaoa ' has the 
restrictive force ;-Absorbent,-so called because it absorbs, 
swallows or merges in itself, the Air is called the 'absorbent' 
because it absorbs the Fire and other deities mentioned 
below into itself. So that the quality named ' absorbence' 
is to be meditated upon like the Air; that such is the 
meaning is indicated by the example of the winning of the 
Krtaya dice (described before).-The text proceeds to show 
in what way Air is the Absorbent.-When-at which time
Fire ~oes out-becomes extinguished,-then it-the Fire
goes into Air,-that is, becomes of the nature of Air.
Similarly, when the Sun sets, it goes into Air; when the Moon 
sets, it goes into Air.-

Question-" As a matter of fact, the Sun and the 
Moon continue to exist in their own forms ; how then can 
they be said to go into Air?"-

Answer-This does not vitiate the doctrine. Because 
when on setting, the Sun and Moon become invisible, what 
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makes them invisible is Air ; it is Air by which the Sun is 
carried tc setting, because every movement is the effect 
of Air. Or, the meaning may be that when, at Dissolution, 
the physical forms of the Sun and !\loon perish, and they 
become dissolved into Light, they go into Air only.-t}) 

TEXT-When Water dries up, it goes into Air. For 
Air indeed absorbs them all.-This is with reference to 
the Deities.-(2) . 

BHA$YA-Similarly, when Water dries up-reaches 
·ev.aporation,-it goes into Air; because it is Air that absorbs 
all these extremely powerful elements Fire and the rest. For 
this reason Air is to be meditated upon as endowed with the 
quality of absorbence.-This is with reference to Deities,
i.e. the doctrine of Absorption as applied to Deities.-(2) 

TEXT-Now with reference to the Body. Breath 
indeed is the Absorbent. When one sleeps, Speech goes 
into Breath, the Eye goes into Breath, the Ear goes into 
Breath, the Mind goes into Breath. For Breath indeed 
absorbs all these.-(3) 

BHA$YA-Now, next, follows ·the doctrine in reference 
to one's own body.-Breath-the principal Life-breath
indeed is the Absorbent. When-at the time that-one,-the 
man-sleeps, Speech goes into Breath,-just as Fire goes into 
Air ;-the Eye goes into Breath; the Ear goes into Breath ;
the Mind goes into Breath. For Breath indeed absorbs all 
these-Speech and the rest.-(3) 

TEXT-These two indeed are the two Absorbents, 
·Air among the Deities and Breath among the Organs.-(4) 

BHA$YA-These two are the two absorbents,-endowed 
with absorbent properties. Air is the Absorbent among 
Deities, and Breath the principal Life-breath-is the Absorbent 
among the Organs-Speech and the rest.-(4) 
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TEXT-Once, while Shaunaka~Kapeya and Abhipra
tarin Kakf!aseni were being served with food, a Religious 
Student begged of them : and they did not give to him 
anything.-(5) 

BHA$YA-This story is introduced for the purpose of 
eulogising these two (Air and Breath).-The particle 'ha' 
indicates that the story is current among people.-'Shaunaka' 
the son of Shunaka-'Kapeya '-who belonged to the Kapi
gotra ;-' Abhipratiirin '-'-by name-' Kakf!aseni' the son of 
Kakt}asena ;--when these two were seated at their me~ls, 
and were being served with food ,-by the cooks,-a Religious 
Student,-proud of his knowledge of Brahman-begged of 
them-asked for food.-Those two understood that the 
Religious Student was proud of his knowledge of Brahman, 
and hence, with a view to test him, did not give to hi"f, .an:~· 
thing,-just waiting to see what he was going to say.-(5) 

TEXT-He said-'The one Deity, Prajiipati, swallow
ed up the four High~souled Ones,-He, the protector of 
the universe. Him, 0 Kapeya, mortals do not perceive, 
though 0 Abhipratarin,-:-He dwells in many ways. He 
for whom all this food is,-to him it has not been given.' 
-(6) 

BHA$YA-H e-the Religious Student-said: 'The four 
High-souled Ones,-this is to be construed as the Accusative 
plural.-the one deity Prajiipati, swallowed up; Va~u (Air 
swallowing Agni (Fire) and the rest, and PraT)a (Breath) 
swallowing Vak (Speech) and the rest.-Or, as some people . 
explain this latter part of the sentence-' Kab sa jagara '. 
'who was it that swallowed up? '-He the protector of the 
universe,-the term ' bhuvana ' stands for the whole Universe 
consisting of the Earth and other regions, in the sense that 
'all living beings live (bhavanti) therein ',-of this whole 
universe,-He is the protector, the saviour.-Him-this 
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Prajlipati-0 Kapeya, mortals-people prone to death, lack
ing in di!!crimination,-do not perceive-know ;-though, 0, 
Abhipratarin,-H e dwells in many ways.-spiritual, divine 
and material (related to the Body, to the Deities and to 
the Elemental Substances).-H efor whom all this food is
prepared day by day, for whose Eating,-to H im-Prajli· 
pati-it has not been given.-(6) 

TEXT-Thereupon, Shaunaka-Kapeya, reflecting, ap
proached him (and said)-' It is the Self, the generator 
of the Deities and of Beings, He with golden teeth, the 
Devourer, Not-uninteJJigent. They describe his great
ness as very great ; without being Himself eaten, He 
eats even what is not food. We, 0 Religious Student, 
meditate upon this '.-[Then he said to the servants] 
'Give him food '.-(7) 

BHA.l;)YA-Thereupon, Shaunaka-Kapeya, reflecting
pondering in his mind, over the words of the Religious 
Student, approached him-the Religious Student: and having 
approached him, said-' He whom, you have said, mortals do 
not perceive,-Him we do perceive. '-How so ?-'It is the 
Self-of all things, animate and inanimate;-further, it is He 
who absorbs within Himself and swallows Al!ni and other 
Deities and produces them again ; He, in the form of Vayu, 
is the generator of Agni and other Deities, in reference to 
the Divine form ; and in reference to the Body also, He, in 
the form of PraQa, is the generator of Speech and the other 
organs.-Or, the Self is the generator of the Deities, Agni, 
Vak (Speech) and the rest, as also of beings-animate and 
inanimate.-H e is with golden teeth, i.e. His teeth are 
imperishable, never broken-He is the Devourer,-prone to 
devour things.-Not unintelligent-' Suri ', is intelligent, 
'asuri ', is unintellgent, and 'anasiiri ' is not-unintelligent, 
i.e. intelli~ent. His (Prajapati's)-greatness,-magnificence, 
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-they-who know Brahman,-decscribe as oer~ ~reat-very 
.large, immeasurable ;-as without bein~ Himself eaten
devoured.-by others-He eats what is not /ood,-i. e. A~ni
Vak and the other deities.-The particle ' Va' is meaning, 
less. We, 0, R.eligious Student, meditate upon this Brahman 

·as described (in this interpretation the construction is 
'Brahmacharin ii idam oa,Yam upasmahe ');-others how
ever construe the sentence differently (as ' Brahmachiirin 
naidam Oa,Yam upasmaheho mean that 'we do not meditate 
upon this Brahman that has been described, but upon the 
Supreme Brahman '.-Thereupon Shaunaka told the servants 
to ' gioe him food '.-(7) 

TEXT-They gave it to him. Now these /ioe and 
the other /ioe, becoming ten, constitute the Krta (Dice
cast). Therefore in all quarters those ten are the food 
and the Krta-cast. This is Viral the Eater of Food. By 
this all thi.s becomes seen. One. who knows thus sees 
all this and becomes an eater of food,-yes, one who 
knows this.-(8) 

BHA~YA-They gave food to him. 

Now these/ioe-the five, Agni, and the rest, which are 
swallowed, and the Vayu that swallows them,-these are 
fioe; these are the five, distinct from Speech and the rest ; 
and th~se, Speech and the rest, along with Breath are the 
other five; thus making up the number Ten; and becoming 
Ten, the.Y constitute the Krta-cast;-the Ekii.Ya-cast with 
four marks, swallows four numbers ; then the Dice with 
three marks swallows three numbers the dice with two 
marks swallows two numbers, and there is one more ; thus 
there are Ten making up the Krta-cast.-And because all 
this is so, therefore in all ten qu~rters, Agni and the rest 
and VaJIU and the rest are the food, because of the number 
Ten being the common factor. As says the Shruti-text-
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'The Viriif is ten-lettered,-Virat is food.' Hence all ~his is 
food, beint ten in number. Hence these ten are the Krta
cast : because they are included in the Krta-cast which in. 
eludes all four casts,-as we have already explained above. 

This Virat-being ten in number-is Food, and also the 
Eater of food, in the form of the Krta-cast. The number 
Ten is included in the Krta-cast, hence it is Food, and also 
the Eater of food.-So also the man who knows this, be
coming unified with the ten deities, and hence being Virat, 
through the number ten, becomes food,-and by the 
number of the Krta-cast, he becomes the Eater of /ood.
By . this,-' food. and Eater of food' -all this-universe 
situated in the ten quarters.-becomes seen,-i. e. perceived, 
by its forming the number of the Krta-cast. One who knows 
this, assumes the number of the Krta-cast and as such comes 
to perceive all things connected with the ten quarters. 
Further, one who knows this-perceives what has been 
said above, and becomes an eater of food. 

The repetition is meant to indicate the end of the des
cription of this particular form of meditation.-(8) 

End of Section (3) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (4) 

TEXT-It is said that Satyaklima Jabiila addressed 
his mother : • Mother, I wish to live the life of the 
Religious Student ; of what family am I ? '.-( 1) 

BHASYA-Now begins the teaching that ' all this 
universe i~ the form of speech and the rest, and Agni and 
the rest, which has been hitherto eulogised as Food and 
Food·eater, should be unified and divided into sixteen parts 
and viewed as Brahman. The story has been introduced 
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with a view to show that Faith and Austerity are necessary 
adjuncts of meditation on Brahman. 

Sat;yakilma-by name ;-the particle 'ha' is meant to 
indicate the fact of the story being correct ;-Jabala-the 
son of ]abala-addressed his mother-Jabala-0, mother, I 
wish to live the life of the Religious Student,-in the family 
of a Teacher,-for the purpose of acquiring the Vedic Lore; 
-to which family do I belong? '.-what is the name of the 
8-t~i to whose race I beltmg? '. 

TEXT-She said to him-'1 do not know, my child• 
of what family thou art; I obtained thee when, in my 
youth, I attended upon many people, devoted to their 
service ; so I do not know of what family thou- art ; but 
I am Jabala by name and thou art Sat;yakama by name; 
so declare thyself as Satyakama Jo.bo.lo..'-(2) 

BHA!?YA-Being thus asked, }abala said to her son: 'I 
do not know the ~~i to whose family you belong, 0, my 
child.'-Being asked-'Why do you not know it'?-She said 
-'In my husband's house, I had to attend upon many people 
who came as guests and strangers,-as servant-very 
devoted to my duties of attendance on them, and being 
entirely taken up by such service, my mind never turned 
towards such information as regards the family to which 
thou belongest, which therefore I do not remember ;
and it was at that time, in my ;youth that I obtained thee; 
-and soon after your father died ; hence, having no pro· 
tector left for myself, I know not to which family thou 
belongest. But I am }abala by name and thou art Sat;yakama 
by name ; so declare thyself to thy Teacher-as Satyaka.ma 
]abiila saying 'I am Satyakiima jabala' ;-that is, if you are 
asked by the Teacher' .-(2) 

TEXT-Having gone to Gautama-Haridrumata, he 
said to him-' Reverend Sir, I wish to live as a Religious 
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Student under you, and I would approach you, reverend 
Sir.'-Ht said to him 'Of what family art thou, my 
Boy? '-He replied-'Sir, I do not know of what family 
I am ; I asked my mother and she said-'I obtained thee 
when, in my youth, I attended upon many people, 
devoted to their service; so I do not know of what family 
thou art; but I am }abalii by name and thou art Sat~akama 
by name;'-so, Sir, I am Sat~aklima-]abala.-(3) (4) 

BHA!?YA-He, Sat~akama·]abala, having gone to Hari
drumata-the son of Haridrumata-Gautama, being his 
family name, said to him-' Reverend Sir, I wish to live as a 
Religious Student under ~ou,-and live with you,-1 would 
approach ~ou, Sir,-as a disciple'.-When he said this, 
Gautama said to him-' OJ what family art thou, m~ Boy?'
as a disciple has to be admitted only when his family and 
race are fully known. 

Being thus asked, Sat:yaklima said-'Sir, I do not know 
of what family I am; but I asked my mother; and on being 
asked by me, my mother said to me-'ln my youth, I atten
ded upon many people etc., etc.,'-as before. I remember 
her words; so, Sir, I am Satyaklima-]abala.- (.3-4) 

TEXT-He said to him-'None but a Brahmana 
could thus speak out. Fetch the fuel, good boy, I shall 
initiate thee; thou hast not flinched from the truth'.
Having initiated him he selected four hundred lean and 
weak cows and said to him-'Good boy, go with these'
While taking them away, he said-'1 would not return 
without a thousand'.-He dwelt away for a number of 
years, by which time the cows came to be a thousand.-
(5) 

BHASYA-Gautama said to him-'No one who is not a 
Brahman~ could speak out so openly and straightforwardly ; 
It is Brahmal)aS alone, not others, who are, by their very 
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nature, straight-forward. Since thou hast not flinched /rom 
the truth-which is the rightful duty of the Brahmflna-caste, 
I accept thee as a BriihmalJ.a and am going to initiate thee ; 
hence for the purpose of the preparatory embellishment, 
fetch fuel, my Boy, for the fire-rites. 

Having said this, he initiated him, and having selected 
out of his herd of cattle-four hundred lean and weak 
cows, said to him 'My boy, go with these cows'. Being thus 
told, the Boy, while taking them away to the forest,-said, 
'I would not return until a thousand cows are completed'. 
Having said this, he took the cows to the forest, where 
there was plenty of grass and water and no extremes 
(dangers)-and dwelt away there for a number of years,-i.e. 
for a long time; till the cows, having been properly looked 
after, came to be one thousand,-complete.-(5) 

End of Section ( 4) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (5) 
TEXT-Then the Bull said to him-'Satyaklima' .

He answered 'Yes, sir'-'My Boy, we have reached a 
thousand; carry us to the Teacher's House.'-( 1) 

BHAl;!YA-When the Boy had become duly accomplish· 
ed with faith and austerity, the deity Viiyu connected with 
the quarters became satisfied with him, and entering into 11 

the body of the Bull,-i.e. having become a Bull for the pur. 
pose of helping the Boy.-addressed him by name.-To him 
Satyakama replied-' Yes, Sir ' ;.-this was the answer he 
gave.-My Boy, we have reached a thousand,-as you had 
promised.-now carry us to the teacher's House'.-(1) 

TEXT-'1 would declare to thee the foot of 
Brahman' .-'Do tell it to me, revered sir' .-'The Eastem 
side is one factor, the Western side is one factor, the 
Southern side is one factor, the Northern side is one 
factor. This, My Boy, is Brahman's four-factored food, 
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named 'The Luminous'.-(2) 

BHA$YA-'Further, I shall declare to thee-tell you
the foot of Brahman '.-Being thus addressed, the Boy 
replied-' Do tell it to me, revered Sir '.-Being thus 
requested, the Bull said to Satyaka:ma-'The Eastern side 
is one /actor-quarter, one-fourth part of Brahman's foot; 
similarly, the western side is one factor, the Southern side is 
one/actor and the Northern side is one factor. This, my boy, 
is the /ourfactored Brahman's /oot,-that which has four 
factors or quarters-by name the Luminous,-i.e. of which 
the name is 'The Luminous :'-(2) 

TEXT-He who knowing this thus meditates upon 
this four-factored Foot of Brahman, as the Luminous, be
comes luminous in this world ; and he wins luminous 
regions, who, knowing this thus, meditates upon the 
four-factored foot of Brahman, as the Luminous.-( 3) 

BH..A,$YA-If any one knows the said four-factored foot 
of Brahman and meditates upon it as endowed with the 
quality of Luminosity,-to him accrues this reward-He 
becomes luminous in this world,-i.e. becomes well-known ; 
and there accrues to him also the unseen reward that he 
wins after death,-luminous regions,-connected with Deities; 
He who knowing this meditates upon the four-factored foot 
of Brahman as ' The Luminous '.-(3) 

End of Section (5) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (6) 

TEXT-'Agni will declare to thee the other foot' :
On the morrow, he made the cows start. Wht>n they 
came together towards evening, he, having kindled the 
fire, penned the cows and laid the fuel, sat down behind 
the fire, facing the East.-( 1) 

C. U,13 
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BHA$YA-' Agni will declare to thee the other /oot',
having said this, the Bull kept quiet.-He Satyakqma on the 
morrow,-the next day-having performed his obligatory 
daily duties-made the cows start, towards the Teacher's 
House: the cows moving slowly towards the Teacher's 
House,-when and where they came together in the eoening, 
.,-sat together at night,-Satyakiima kindled the /ire, penned 
the cows, laid the fuel on the fire, sat down behind the fire, 
/acing the East,-pondering over what the Bull had told 
him.-(1) 

TEXT-The Fire said to him.-Satyakama '-He 
answered-'Yes, Sir'.-(2) 

BHA$YA-The Fire said to him-addressing him
' Satyakama '.-To him, Satyakama answered,-gave the 
response-' Yes, Sir ".-(2) 

TEXT-·1 would declare to thee, my Boy, the foot 
of Brahman'-' Do tell it to me, revered Sir; '-He said
• The Earth is one factor, the Sky is one factor, the 
Heaven is one factor, the Ocean is one factor, my Boy; 
this is the Brahman's four-factored foot, named the 
Endless' .-(3) 

BHA$YA-' 1 would declare to thee the foot of Brah
man'-'Do tell it to me, rel)ered Sir',-He said-the Earth is 
one/actor: the Sky is one!actor: the Heaoen is one factor; 
the Ocean is one factor ;-thus did Agni declare to him 
the philosophy relating to itself-' This, m;y Boy, is the/our
factored Brahman's foot, named the Endless' .-(3) 

TEXT-He who knowing this thus, meditates upon 
this /our-factored Foot cl Brahman as the Endless, becomes 
endless in this world. And he wins endless regions, who 
knowing this thus, meditates upon this/our-factored foot 
cl Brahman as the Endless, becomes endless in this world. 
And be wins endless regioas. who knowing this thus. 
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meditates upon this four-factored foot of Brahman a1 the 
Endless.-1.. 4) 

BHA~YA-If any one meditates upon the above-des
cribed foot of Brahman as endowed with the quality of end
lessness, he becomes endowed with the same quality while 
in this world, and, after death, he wins endless regions,-who 
knowing etc., etc.,-as before-{4) 

End of Section (6) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (7) 

TEXT-' The flamingo will declare to thee the other 
foot :'-On the morrow, he made the cows start, When 
they came together towards evening, he, having kindled 
the fire, penned the cows, and laid the fuel, sat down 
behind the fire, facing the East.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Agni said to him-'The flamingo will 
declare to thee the other foot' ; and having said this, he 
kept quiet.-The flamingo here represents Aditya (the Sun), 
through the common qualities of whiteness and because of. 
its flying through the sky.-On the morrow etc., etc., just as 
before.-(1) 

TEXT-The Flamingo flew to him and said-'Satya
kama '.-He answered-'Yes, Sir '.-(2) 

[There is no Bha~ya on this.] 

TEXT-"1 would declare to thee, my Boy, the foot 
of Brahman'.-'Do tell it to me, Revered Sir' .-'He said 
-' The Fire is one factor ; the Sun is one factor ; the 
Moon is one factor; the Lightning is one factor. This. 
my Boy, is the four-factored/oat o/ Brahman named the 
Efjulgent.-(3) 

He who, knowing this thus meditates upon this four
factored foot of Brahman as the Effulgent becomes effulgent 
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in this world; and he wins ·effulgent regions,-who know
ing this thus, meditates upon this four-factowed foot of 
Brahman as The Efjul~ent.-(4) 

BHA.f:?YA-Thefire is one factor ; the sun is one factor ; 
the moon is one factor ; the lightning is one /actor, my 
Boy.-This is the Philosophy of Effulgence which was 
·expounded by the flamingo. This shows that the 
flamingo here stands for the Sun. The reward to the man 
who ·knows this is as follows-In this world he becomes 
e//ul~ent-bright,-and on dying wins effulgent regions, 
such as those of the sun, the moon and the like.-The rest 
is as before.-(4). 

End of Section (7) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (8) 

TEXT -'The Acquatic Bird will declare to thee the 
other foot' .-On the morrow, he made the cows start. 
When they came together towards evening, he, having 
kindled the fire, penned the cows, and laid the fuel, 
sat down behind the fire, facing the East.-( 1) 

BHA.SYA-The flamingo also, having said 'The Acquatic 
Bird will declare to thee the other foot' ,-kept quiet. The 
Acquatio Bird-Madgu, is a bird that lives in water; 
and thus stands for Pra!Ja (life-breath), through its connec· 
tion with water. On the morrow etc., etc. as before.-(1) 

TEXT-The Acquatic Bird flew to him and said
'Sat;yakama'-He answered-Yes, Sir.-(2) 

'I would declare to thee, my Boy, the foot of 
Brahman'.-'Do tell it to me, Revered Sir,'-He said
'The Breath is one factor; the Eye is one factor; the Ear is 
one factor; the Mind is one factor.-This, my Boy, is the 
four-factoredfoot of Brahman; named The Repository.-(3) 
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BHA$YA-The Acquatic Bird,-i.e. Breath (Prli1Ja) 
declared th~ philosophy relating to itself:-'Breath is one 
{actor etc,, etc.' Its name is the Repository. The Repository 
(Abode) here is the Mind; and inasmuch as the experiences 
presented through all other organs converge-in this factor, 
-it is called the Repository.-(2-3) 

TEXT-One who, knowing this thus, meditates 
upon this four-factored foot of Brahman as the Reposi
tory, becomes endowed in this world, with repositories. 
He wins Regions with Repositories, who, knowing this 
thus, meditates upon this four-factored foot of Brahman 
as the Repository.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-One who meditates on this foot as here des
cribed becomes endowed in this world with Repositories-i.e. 
with Abode, Shelter. And he wins ReJiions with Reposi
tories-after death,-one who knowing etc. etc. as before. 
-(4) 

End of Section (8) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT-He reached the Teacher's House. The 
Teacher said to him-'Satyakama'. He answered-'Yes, 
Sir,'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Having thus come to know Brahman, the 
Boy reached-came to-the Teacher's House.-The Teacher 
said to him-'SatJakiima'.-He answered-' Yes, Sir'.-(1) 

TEXT-'My boy, thou appearest as if thou knew 
Brahman; now who has taught thee ?-He answered
'People other than human beings. But I wish that you 
alone, Revered Sir, should teach me'.-(2) 

BHA$YA-' My boy, thou appearest as if thou knew 
Brahman ; ' one who knows Brahman is always happy with 
his senses, wears a smiling face, is free from all anxiety and 
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fully satisfied; hence the Teacher, noticing these, said
' Thou appearest as if thou knew Brahman.- Now •who-indi· 
eating surmise,-has taught thee? '.-Satyakama answered
' People other than human beings '-i.e. deities-have taught 
me ; the sense is-' who else should dare to teach me, who 
am your disciple 7 '. Hence he answered that ' People 
other than human beings have taught me'.-· But you alone, 
Revered Sir, should teach me,-so I wish,-i.e. if my wish 
counts ;-what would be· the use of anybody else saying 
anything ?-That is 'I do not attach any importance to 
that'. -(2). 

TEXT-'For I have heard from persons like Your 
Reverence that it is only knowledge learnt from the 
Teacher that becomes the best. '-Thereupon the Teacher 
taught the same thing, and nothing was omitted-yea 
nothing was omitted.-(3) 

BHA$YA-'Further, it has been heard by me, in this 
connection, from sages li:ke Your Reverence, that it is only 
knowledge learnt /rom the Teacher that becomes best,
acquires its highest character ; hence Your Reverence alone 
should teach me.'-Being thus addressed, the Teacher 
expounded to him the same thing,-the same Philosophy
that had been taught by the deities (Bull, Agni, Flamingo, 
Acquatic Bird) ; and of that philosophy of the sixteen 
Factors, nothing-not the least part was omitted-left out. 
The repetition is meant to indicate the end of the exposition 
of this particular philosophy .-(3) 

End of Section (9) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (10) 
BHA$YA-With a view to expound the Philosophy of 

Brahman in another manner ,-the Text proceeds to expound 
the Agni11idya, the Science of the Fires, and to describe the 
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man who knows it.-As before the story is introduced for 
the purpQse of showing that faith and austerity are 
necessary for the acquisition of the knowledge of Brahman. 

TEXT-Upakosala, the son of Kamala dwelt as a 
Religious Student with Satyakama-]abala. It is said that 
he tended his fires for twelve years. But though the 
Teacher permitted the other disciples to 'return' Home, 
yet he did not permit Upakosala to 'return'.-(1) 

BHA$YA-Upakosala-by name-the son of Kamala, 
dwelt as Religious Student, with Satyakama-]abala. The 
phrase ' Sa ha ' indicates that this has been said so by 
people. He tended his-the Teacher' s-/ires for twelve 
years ;-i.e. Performed his duties of attending on them. But 
while the Teacher permitted the other disciples to return 
Home,-after having taught them the Veda,-he did not 
permit Upakosala to return.-(1) 

TEXT-His wife said to him-' This Religious 
Student has performed his austerities, and has tended 
your fires very well ; so that the fires may not blame 
you, you should teach him'. But he went away, with
out having taught him.-(2) 

BHA$YA-To the Teacher, his wife said-This Reli
gious Student has performed his austerities, and has tended 
the fires very well,-attended upon them in the proper 
manner : and yet you, sir, are not permitting him, who is 
so devoted to the fires, to return home (complete his 
course); so that the/ires may not blame you, that you are not 
completing the course for one so devoted to them,-You 
should teach him-that is, impart to Upakosala the teaching 
that he desires' .-But without having said anything to him, 
-though so requested by his wife,-the sage went away. 
-(2) 
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TEXT-Through suffering be resolved not to eat. 
The Teacher's wife said to bim-'0, Religious.. Student, 
do eat, why do you not eat ?-He said-There are, in 
this person, many longings extending in several direc
tions; I am full of sufferings; I shall not eat'.-(3) 

BHA$YA-H e-Upakosala-through sufferings-mental 
anguish,-resol"ed-made up his mind-not to eat,-i.e. to 
keep fast.-When he was sitting quietly in the fire-house 
the Teacher's wife said t'o him-' 0, Religious Student, do 
eat,-take your food ;-wh~-for what reason-do ;you not 
eat ?-He said-' In this person,-in myself, the common 
disappointed man,-there are many-numerous-longings
desires-regarding what shall be done ; and these extend 
in se"eral directions ;-i.e. the extent of those longings 
and sorrows regarding what should be done goes out in 
several directions.-/ am full of sufferings-that is, of 
mental anguish due to the non-fulfilment of my duties ; 
hence I shall not eat' .-(.3) 

TEXT-Thereupon the Fires said among themselves 
-'This Religious Student has performed austerities and 
has tended us very well ; well, let us teach him'. And 
they said to him-' Breath is Brahman, Ka is Brahman ; 
Kha is Brahman.'-(4) 

BHA$YA-After having answered the Teacher's wife, 
when the Religious Student resumed his silence, the three 
Fires,-having been won over by his service, and roused by 
pity-said among themsel"es-'Well, we should all teach this 
Religious Student, who is devoted to us and is suffering 
mental anguish, who has performed his penances and is 
endowed with full faith,-the Philosoph~ of Brahman.'
Having thus made up their mind, they said to him
,, Breath is Brahman, 'Ka' is Brahman, 'Kha' is Brahman.'' 
-(4) 
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TEXT-He said-' I understand that Breath is 
Brahman t but I do not understand Ka and Kha'. They 
said-'What is Ka is Kha,and what is Kha is Ka'.-Then 
they taught him the Breath and also its Akasha.-(5) 

BHA!?YA-H e-the Religious Student-said-' I under
stand what has been said by you regarding Breath being 
Brahman ; as the meaning of this term is well known ; the 
term ' Breath ' (PrliTJa) is well known among people as 
standing for that particular form of Air during the presence 
whereof there is life, and on the cessation of which life 
disappears ; and it is only right that this Breath should be 
regarded as Brahman. Thus, the meaning of the terms 
being well known I understand that Breath is Brahman; 
I do not, howeoer, understand 'Ka and Kha'. 

Objection-" The terms Ka and Kha also are well
known as denoting pleasure and Akasha respectively; why 
then did the Student not understand them ? " 

Answer :-The pleasure that is denoted by the term 
Ka is perishable in a moment ; the Akasha also, which is 
denoted by the term Kha, is something inanimate; how 
then could these two be Brahman (which is eternal and 
all-consciousness) ?-This is what is in the Student's mind : 
also-' How too can your statement be wrong 1 '-Hence, 
he says ' I do not understand '. 

When the Student had said this, the Fires said to him
What we have spoken of as' Ka' is what is' Kha' i.e. Akasha; 
so that qualified by this Kha-Akasha-the pleasure
denoted by 'Ka' -becomes differentiated from the ordinary 
pleasure produced by the contact of the object with the 
senso:organs; just as the Lotus qualified by the blue 
colour becomes differentiated from the Red and other 
lotuses.-Similarly, what we have spoken of as 'Klza'
Akasha-you should know as 'Ka'-Happiness; so that 
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being qualified by happiness, the Kha-A kasha-becomes 
differentiated from the purely physical Akasha , which is 
insensate ; this differentiation also being like that of the 
Blue Lotus. Thus what is meant is the Pleasure centred in 
Akasha, not the ordinary pleasure,-and also the Akasha 
as the centre of happiness, not the physical Akasha. 

· Objection.-'' If it is desired to qualify Akasha by 
pleasure, let there be:only one of the two qualifying asser· 
tions ;-' what is Ka is Kha ' is entirely superfluous ; or it 
may be the other way about (Both assertions are not 
needed)." 

Answer :-We have already explained that what is 
meant to be done is to differentiate both Happiness and 
Akasha (here said to be Brahman) from the ordinary 
worldly Happiness and Akasha. 

"But when Akasha has been qualified and differentiated 
by Happiness, then by this also the differentiation of both 
becomes implied .. , 

True; but what is prescribed here is that this Akasha 
as qualified b, Happiness should be meditated upon (as 
Brahman),-and not the meditation of Happiness as the 
differentiating quality of Akasha ; because the only purpose 
served by the mention of the qualification is to restrict 
the scope of what it qualifies.-Thus Happiness also is quali
fied by Kha-Akasha-as something to be meditated upon 
(as Brahman). 

" How do you get at this conclusion?". 

This follows from the connection of the term 'Ka' 
with the term ' Brahman' ,-in the text 'Ka is Brahman'. 
In fact, if what the fires intended to convey were the idea 
that Kha qualified by Happiness should be meditated upon; 
then they would, at the very first, have declared that 
' Ka.Kha is Brahman ' ; and yet this is not what they did 
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declare, what they did declare was that 'Ka is Brahman •. 
and Klza' is Brahman ' ; consequently, for removing the 
confusion in the mind of the Student, it was only right to 
declare that Ka ( Happiness ) and Kha ( .if.kasha ) stand to 
each other in the mutual relation of the qualifier and the 
qualified,-each, in turn, qualified by the other; and this 
is what is declared in the sentence-' what is Ka is Kha ' 
etc., etc. 

The Text now declares, for our benefit, what the fires 
taught to the Religious Student :-They taught him-the 
Religious Student,-Breath (Prana) and its .if.kasha,-i.e. the 
Akasha o/ Prli1Ja ; i.e., the ikasha (space) within the 
Heart, which is related to Prlil)a as its substratum. What 
the fires taught were the two Brahmans conjointly ,-the 
first, Brahman in the form of .if.kasha qualified by Happi· 
ness--this was taught by declaring happiness to be a 
qualification of Akasha,-and the second, Brahman in the 
shape of Prlil)a, located in the Akasha and hence connected 
with Brahman.-(5) 

End of Section (10) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (11) 

TEXT-Then the Girhapatya Fire instructed him
'Earth, Fire, Food and Sun. The person that is seen in 
the Sun-that I am, that indeed am I.'-( 1) 

BHA~YA-]ointly, the three fires taught the Religious 
Student as above. Now, then, each of them proceeded to 
instruct him regarding the philosophy pertaining to itself. 
-So, first of all, the Garhapatya Fire jnstructed him,
the Religious Student; 'Earth, Fire, Food and San,-these 
are: my four bodies ( forms ). Of these, the Person that 
is seen in the San ,-that I am, i.e. the Garhapatya /ire ;
and that which is the Garhapatya /ire, that indeed am I, 
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the person in the Sun'. There is reiteration of the same 
in the assertion ' that indeed am I '. The relationship 
between the Garhapatya Fire and the Sun is not like 
that between the Fire and the Earth and Food, which 
latter are in the nature of something to be eaten, enjoyed ; in 
fact the characters of being the Eater, the Ripener and the 
lllurrrinator belong equally to both the Sun and the Fire ; 
that is why there is absolute identity between these two 
(as asserted in the Text). ·As for Earth and Food, these 
are related to the Fire as objects of enjoyment.-{1) 

TEXT-'One who knowing this thus, meditates 
upon it, destroys sin, wins regions for himself,· .reaches 
the full life-span, lives gloriously, and his descendants 
never perish. We protect him in this world, and in 
the other,-whosoever knowing this thus meditates 
upon it'.-(2) 

BHA~Y A-Any one who knows this-the above
described GarhapatJa fire as food and food-eater, divided 
into forms, and meditates upon it,-he destroys-eradicates 
-sin-evil deeds ;-wins regions /or himself, i.e., wins the 
regions of fire, like ourselves ;-reaches the full life-span 
-of a hundred years,-lioes g/oriouslJ,-that is, does not 
remain insignificant ; his discendants,-that is, persons 
descended from him, in his line of descent,-never perish; 
that his line never ceases.-Further, we protect him-while 
he is lioing-in this world and also in the other-the other 
region,-him whosoever knowing this, meditates upon 
what has been described above ;-to him accrues all this 
reward.-(2) 

End of Section (11) of Discourse IV 
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SECTION (12) 

TEXT-Then the Anoaharyapacana Fire instructed 
him-'Water, Quarters, Stars and Moon. The person 
that is seen in the Moon,-that I am,-that indeed 
am I '.-(1) 

' One who knowing this thus, meditates upon it, 
destroys sin, wins regions for himself, reaches the full 
life-span, lives gloriously and his descendants never 
perish. We protect him in this world, and also in the 
other, whosoever knowing this thus meditates upon 
it ·.-(2) 

BHA.~YA-Next, the Anoaharyapacana Fire i.e., the 
Dak~i1}1igni--instructed him-Water, Quarters, Stars and 
Moon; these are my four bodies (forms),-1, Anoliharya
pacana stand thus divided into four forms.-Of these, the 
person that is seen in the Moon-that I am' etc., etc.-as be
fore.-The Anoliharyapacana Fire and theM oon are identi
fied on the ground of (1) their being connected with food, 
(2) of both being luminous, and (3) also because of their 
connection with the Southern Quarter.-As regards Water 
and Stars, these are related, as before, only as/ood; it being 
well-known that the stars are objects of enjoyment for the 
Moon.-As regards Water, it is productive of Food, 
and hence regarded as food for the Dak~il}agni,-just as 
Earth is regarded as food for the Garhapatya /ire.-The 
rest is as before.-(1-2) 

End of Section (12) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (13) 

TEXT-Now, the Ahaoaniya Fire instructed him
'Breath' Akasha, H eaoen and Lightning. This person that 
is seen in Lightning-that I am,-indeed that am 1.-( 1) 
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'One who knowing this thus meditates upon it. 
destroys sin, wins regions for himself, reaches , the full 
life-span, lives gloriously and his descendants never 
perish-We protect him in this world, and also in the 
other ,-whosoever knowing this thus, meditates upon 
it '.-(2) . 

. BHA.SYA-Now, the Ahaoani;ya Fire instructed him
Breath, Akasha, H eaoen and LiJlhtning-these are my four 
bodies (forms).-This pel'l'lon that is seen in lightning-that 
I am etc., etc.,-as before; on the ground of common 
characterstics.-As for Heaven and Akasha, these are related 
to Lightning and the Ahaoani;ya Fire, as the ·'food' of these 
two respectively.-The rest is as before.-(1-2). 

End of Section (13) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (14) 

TEXT-They said-' 0, Upakosala, dear Boy, thus 
has been expounded to thee our philosophy, and also 
the philosophy of the Self ; the Teacher will expound 
to thee the process.'-His Teacher came ; he said to 
him-'0 Upakosala '.-(1) 

BHA.$YA-The Fires now again addressed him con
jointly '0, Upakosala, dear bo;y, thus has been expounded to 
thee our philosofJh;y,-the Agnioid;ya, Philosophy of the Fires, 
-as also the Philosophy of the Se//,-under the Texts
' Breath is Brahman, Ka is Brahman, Kha is Brahman.' The 
Teacher will expound to thee the process,-for the acquiring 
of the final reward of knowledge. ' Having said thus, 
the Fires retired. The Teacher came, in due time ; th~ 
Teacher said to him,-his disciple-'0 Upakosala.'-(1) 

TEXT-He answered-'Yes, Sir.'-'My Boy, thy face 
shines like that of one who knows Brahman. Who has 
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taught thee ? '-'Who should teach me, Sir?', and as if 
concealing the fact, he added, pointing to the Fires,
• Verily, beings like these, unlike these.'-' What did 
they tell thee, my boy? '-(2) 

He replied-' This.'-' My Boy, they have only 
expounded the Regions : I am going to expound to 
thee that to· the knower of which evil does not cling, just 
as no water clings to the lotus-leaf.'-He said-'Piease, 
Sir, do tell me' ,-then he expounded it to him-(3) 

BHA$YA-He answered-' Yes, Sir,'-'My Boy, thy/ace 
shines-is happy and bright-like that of one who knows 
Brahman : who has taught thee ?'-Thus questioned, he 
said-' Who should teach me, Sir,_:.impart instruction to me, 
when you had gone away?' :-and as if concealing the /act,
and yet not actually concealing it-'ioa' being construed 
after 'nihnuta' ;-that is, he was not concealing the facts, 
and yet not telling him that he had been taught by the 
Fires; (his meaning being) 'How could these Fires tended 
by me have taught me, when, in your presence, they 
appear like these to be trembling,-and yet before this, 
they were unlike these' :-he said this-pointing to the fires, 
by gestures.-'What did they-the fires-tell thee, my 
Boy?', Being thus questioned, he answered-'This-is 
what they told me ;'-that is, he told the Teacher only 
the opening words and not all that the Fires had told 
him. That this was so is clear from what the Teacher 
said-'My Boy, they haoe expounded only the Regions.
Earth and the Rest,-and not Brahman as a whole. 
Bat I am goin/1 to expound to thee that which thou wishest to 
hear ; and listen to the high quality of the knowledge 
of Brahman that I am going to expound :-just as no 
water clings to the lotus-lea/,-so no eoil-sinful act-clinga 
to-contaminates-the man who knows the Brahman that I 
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am expounding'.-When the Teacher had said this, Upako
sala said-' Please, Sir, do tell me'.-Then the Teacher ex
pounded it to him.-(2-3). 

End of Section (14) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (15) 

TEXT-'This person that is seen in the eye,-that:is 
the Self'-he said,-'Tbis is the Immortal, the Fearless, 
-this is Brahman. Hence, if one drops butter or water 
into this (Eye), it flows away along the lashes.'-0) 

BHA$YA-f'his person that is seen in the Eye.-by 
persons who have closed their eyes, who are equipped with 
celibacy and other accessories, and who are calm and 
collected and endowed with discriminative wisdom ;-this 
idea of the person in the eye is based upon the Text 'He 
is the Eye of the Eye.' (Kena-Upa. 2). 

Objection:-" What had been said by the Fires turns 
out to be false : they had said the 'Teacher will expound to 
thee the Process' ; which meant that he was going to 
expound the Process only ; thus it appears that the Fires 
had no true knowledge of what was coming", 

Answer :-This does not affect the case. · The state
ment ' the person seen in the Eye ' is a reference to the 
same Happiness-Akasha (which has been expounded by the 
Fires above, as Ka-Kha). 

'That is the Se/f,-of all living :beings' ;-this is what 
he said-'this is the truth about the self which I spoke 
of :-This is the Immortal, never subject to death, imperi
shable,-and hence, fearless ;-it is only one who suspects 
danger to himself that can have fear ; and hence where 
there is no suspicion of any danger, it is fearless ;-and 
hence, it is Brahman-the Great, the Infinite. 
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Question:~" What is the greatness of this Brahman, 
this Person in the Eye ? ". 

It is this : If one drops Butter or Water into the 
Eye, which is the abode of that person, it flows awa:y along 
the lashes, and does not affect the eye ; just as the water 
does not affect the lotus-leaf.-What is meant is that, 
when such is the greatness of the abode, what can be said 
of the Person abiding there, the person in the eye, who 
remains ever uncontaminated ?-(1) 

TEXT-This they call 'the Centre of Blessings', as 
all blessings converge in This. All blessings converge 
in one who knows this.-(2) 

BHA$YA-This-the said Person in the Eye, they call 
'the Centre of Blessings' ;-Why ?-Because all blessin~s
all desirable things, all that people want, all good things
converge in this,-meet here ; hence this is the centre of 
Blessings.-One who knows this,-in him also converge all 
blessings.-(2) 

TEXT--This is also the 'Vehicle of Blessings' ; 
because this carries all blessings. He carries all 
blessings whoknows this.-(3) 

BHASYA-This is also the Vehicle of Blessings; because 
this carri~s-brings, presents, lays before-living beings
all blessings-the results of their righteous deeds, in due 
accordance with their piety ,-in the shape of Dharma, merit 
pertaining to the Self.-The reward to one who knows this 
is that he carries all blessin~s, who knows this.-(3) 

TEXT-This is also 'The vehicle of Light', as this 
shines in all regions. One who knows this shines in 
all regions.-( 4) 

BHASYA-This is also 'The Vehicle of Light': because 
in all regi~ns, this is what shines,-in the form of the Sun, 
the Moon, the Fire and so forth: as declared in the Vedic 

C. U.l4 
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Text-' By His light, all this shines' ( Katha ·Upa. 5-15); 
and because he thus carries luminosity to all thiq,gs, He is 
The ' Vehicle of Light '-One who knows this, also shinel 
in all regions.-(4) 

TEXT_:Now, for such a person, whether they per· 
form his obsequies or not, they go to Light: from Light, 
to the Day; from the Day, to the Bright Fortnight; from 
the Bright Fortnight, to those six months during which 
the Sun rises Northwat'd ; from the Months to the Year; 
from the Year, to the Sun: from the Sun to the Moon, 
from the Moon to the Lightning: there is a Person, 
who is not human. He carries these to Brahman.
This is the divine path, the path to B1·ahman. Betaking 
themselves to this Path, they do not return to this 
whirl of Humanity-Yea, they do not return.-(5) 

BHAl;>YA-Now the Process, Progress or Path of the 
man who knows the above-mentioned Brahman is des
cribed.-For such a person-one who knows what 'has 
gone above,-whether the-,-the priests,-per/orm-his 
obsequies-on his death,-or they do not perform them,
in any case, the knowing man is not prevented by the 
non-performance of his obsequies from reaching Brahman : 
nor does the performance of the obsequies carry him to 
any superior region : as has been made clear by the Vedic 
Text-'One does not rise; nor does he become smaller 
by the performance of rites. ' ( Brhadii. Upa. 4.4.-23 ). 
-By thus showing indifference towards the obsequious 
rites, the text only means to eulogise the philosophy; and it 
is not meant that for the knowing man, the obsequies 
should not be performed. Because, in the event of the 
obsequies not being performed, it might be inferred that 
elsewhere (in the other world) there might be an obstacle in 
the proper fruition of the acts done by the dead person ; 
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because in the present context bearing upon the fruition of 
the result of knowledge, it is particularly mentioned that 
'whether the obsequies are performed or not, the rewards of 
the knowledge accrues to tlle man without any obstruction' 
(which shows that this is so in this particular case, but it 
may not be so in the case of other acts).-Thus then the up
shot:of the present context is that-those persons who medi
tate upon the Happiness-if.kasha, the Person in the Eye, as 
being the 'centre of blessings', 'the vehicle of blessings' and 
the 'vehicle, .of light' ,-and also upon the philosophy of the 
fires along with Breath,-for such persons,-whether other 
ac;:ts are done, or not done,-in any case, they go to light ; 
that is, they become absorbed in-reach-the deity ensoul
ing the light. 

From Light-i.e. from the deity ensouling the Light 
they go to the Day-i.e. to the deity ensouling the Day;
/rom the Day to the Bright Fortnight,-i.e. the Deity ensoul
ing the Brighter Half of the month ;-/rom the Bright Fort
night to those months during which the Sun rises northwards, 
-i.e. the Deity of the Northern Solstice ; from the Months, 
to the Year,-to the Deity of the Year ,-/rom the Year, 
to the Sun ;-from the Sun to the Moon ;-/rom the Moon to 
the Lightning.-When they reach there,-a certain Person 
comes/rom Brahman's Regions,-who is not human-one who 
does not form part of the human creation ; and this Person 
carries them to Brahman,-in the Satyaloka, the Region of 
Truth.-That such is the meaning (that the men are 
carried to the Brahman resident in Satyaloka, and not to 
the One undifferentiated Brahman) is clear from the fact 
that the Text speaks of the person who goes, the person gone 
to (the Brahman) and the person who carries them. Any such 
assertion would be incompatible with the reaching of that 
supreme Brahman who is pure Being ; as in reference to this 
latter, the only assertion that could be true would be that 
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'Being Brahman, one becomes absorbed in Btahman '. 
Because the Text itself is going to declare that. where all 
diversity is eschewed, one reaches the pure Being. And so 
long as this Path (of pure Being) has not been perceived, it 
cannot serve to prevent the going (i.e. passing on and on, 
of the person). As says another Vedic Text-'Until it is 
kQown, it does not affect him' (Brhadii. U pa. 1.4.15). 

This is the Divine Path ;-the Path characterised by 
the Deities whose business it is to carry the persons 
through the Path of Light and the rest, is called 
the Divine Path.-lt is also called the Path to Brahman, 
because it is characterised by Brahman as the goal 'to be 
reached. Those who betake themselves to-go forward by 
this Path and reach Brahman, do not return to this whirl of 
Humanit;y,-i.e. that connected with the creation set up by 
Manu ;-this is called a 'whirl' in the sense that it whirls 
round and round, revolving like the water-whorl, tied 
down to the continuous series of Births and Deaths ; and 
the persons in question do not return to this Whirl. 

The repetition of the- phrase 'they do not return' is 
meant to indicate the end of the philosophy which brings 
the said reward.-(5) 

End of Section ( 15) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (16) 

BHA!;)YA-The next seetion is introduced now, for the 
following reasons.-(1) What follows has some sort of in· 
direct connection with the Esoteric Teaching (of Meditation, 
which forms the subject-matter of the context);-(2) both 
subjects form the subject-matter of the Aral);yaka Section of 
V eda;-and (3) when something wrong has happened during 
the performance of a sacrifice, the V ;yahrtis have got to be 
prescribed as the means of expiating that wrong; and the 
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Brahman-priest who knows all this has to take a vow of 
silence; anti all this, therefore, is connected with the T cach
ing of Meditation (as without the knowledge of what 
follows in the following section, people would not obtain 
the full reward of these acts).-

TEXT-Verily, that which blows is the Sacrifice; 
for he, moving along, purifies all this. And because, 
moving along, he purifies all things, therefore he is the 
'Sacrifice'. Thereof Mind and Speech are the paths . 
....._(I) 

BHA~YA-Veril~ That etc.,-that-Air-which blows is 
the Sacrifice.-The two particles 'ha' and 'oci' are meant to 
indicate the well-known character of what is stated here.
As a matter of fact, it is well recognised in S'rati text. 
that 'the Sacrifice rests on Air'; as is clear from such 
texts as-'Soaha oiitedhii~'. ( Taitti. Samhita, 1. 1. 13. 3. ), 
'Ayam oai ~ajno' etc.' (the present text), and so forth. 
It is Air as consisting in motion that inheres in all Activity; 
as declared in the Text that 'Air itself is the initiation of 
the Sacrifice, Air is the substratum'.-/t is he-the Air
which mooing along,-blowing-puri/ies-renders clean,
all this,-the entire universe.-Thereof,-i.e. of the Sacri 
fice thus qualified,-Speech,-as engaged in the uttering 
of Mantras,-and Mind-engaged in apprehending the 
real nature of things,-these two, Speech and Mind,-are 
the Paths,-ways-that through which the Sacrificer, on 
being initiated, proceeds. Says another Vedic Text-'The 
sacrifice consists in the gradual sequence of Mind and 
Speech as functioning through the mobility of the 
PraQa and Apana Breaths.' Thus it is through Mind and 
Speech that Sacrifice proceeds : hence these two are spoken 
of as 'Paths' of the Sacrifice.-(}) 

TEXT-One of these, the Brahman embellishes by 
means of Mind; by means of Speech, the Hotr, the 
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Adh'C7ar'a and the Udgtitr embellish the otber.-lf, when 
the Morning Recitation bas commenced, and before the 
Paridhuni,a verse bas been reached, the Brahman 
speaks out,-(2) then he embellishes only one of the 
two paths, and the other becomes defective. Just as a 
single-legged man going along, or a single-wheeled 
chariot rolling along, comes to grief,-so does this 
Sacrifice come to grief; and when the Sacrifice comea 
to grief, the Sacrificer,comes to grief; and he, having 
sacrificed thus, becomes the worst sinner.-(3) 

BHA$YA-Of the two Paths,-one path, the Brahman· 
Priest embellishes b, means of Mind,-as equipped with 
discriminative-wisdom,-B, means of the Path of Speech, the 
H otr-Priest, the A dhvar,u-Priest and the U d~atr-Pri.,,-.
all these Three,-embellish the other path, of Speech; •'that 
is, they embellish Speech by means of Speech itself. Such 
being the case, it becomes necessary to ernbellish both 
speech and mind at the sacrifice. Now at the time that the 
recitation of the Morning Hymn is begun,-and before the 
Paridhani,a Verse is reached,-in between these two,
if the Brahman-Priest speaks out,-that is, breaks the 
vow of silence,-then, he embellishes only one o/ the 
two Paths,-and the other Path,-i. e. Mind-remaining 
unembellished by the Brahman-Priest,-becomes defective, 
perishes, becomes riddled with holes;-and the Sacrificer
being unable to proceed on the single path of Speech,
comes to grief. In what manner?-}ust as a sinJ/e.legged 
man, going alon~. on the road,-comes to grief ;-or as the 
chariot rolling alon~ on a single wheel, comes to grit/;-in the 
same way the Sacrificer's sacrifice comes to ~rief, through 
the incompetent Brahman-Priest.-And when the Sacrifice 
comes to grit/, the sacrificer comes to grid ;-as the life of 
the sacrificer rests in the sacrifice,-it is only right that 
the destruction of the sacrifice should be followed by 
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the destruction of the sacrificer ; and he, on having· 
performed such a defective sacrifice, becomes the "'orsf 
sinner,-greater sinner than ever.-(2-3) 

TEXT :-But, when the morning recitation has 
commenced,-if the Brahman does not speak out before 
the Paridhani~li verse is reached,-then they embellish 
both the paths ; and neither one becomes defective ; 
-(4) 

And just as a two-legged man moving along, and the 
two-wheeled chariot rolling along, remain steady,-so 
does his Sacrifice become steady; when the Sacrifice 
becomes steady, the Sacrificer becomes steady : and 
having performed this sacrifice, he becomes superior. 
-(5) 

BHAf?YA-But, if the Brahman-Priest is learned, and 
hence, having taken the vow of silence, does not give vent to 
speech-but remains silent throughout-and does noi speak 
out, be/ore the Paridhlini~li cerse is reached,-then alone do 
all the Priests embellish both the paths,-and neither one o/ 
the two becomes defectice. Question: "Like what?"
Answer:-The illustration is the obverse of the former one. 
-In this same way the sacrificer's sacrifice-proceeding 
upon its two paths.-becomes stead~,-that is, continues 
steadily in its own form, without defecting on any point.
When the Sacrifice becomes stead~. the Sacrificer becomes 
stead~; and the sacrificer, having performed the sacrifice 
with the help of the Brahman-Priest well-versed in the 
practice of silence, becomes superior, i.e. very great.-(4-5) 

End of Section (16) of Discourse IV 

SECTION (17) 
BHA.SYA-Silence has been enjoined for the Brahman

Ptiest ; ~hen this duty of the Brahman-priest fails, or 
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when the functions of the other priests fail,-the expia· 
tion to be performed consists in the offering of the V ;yllhrti
H oma ; and for this purpose it is necessary to describe the 
V;yahrtis. To this end, the Text proceeds. 

TEXT-Prajipati brooded over the Regions.-From 
these thus brooded over, He squeezed their Essences : 
Agni (Fire) from Earth, Viyu (Air) from Sky and 
Aditya (Sun) from Heaven.-( 1) 

BHA'i)YA-Prajapaii brooded over the Regions ;-that is, 
he performed the penance of contemplation in reference to. 
the Regions, with a view to extracting the essence of these!!. 
From these Regions, thus brooded over, He squeezed theiio~:~ 
essences,-their most essential parts.-What were these 
essences ?-Fire was the essence of Earth, Air was the. 
essence of the Sk;y ; and the Sun was the essence ilof. 
Heaven.-(1}. 

TEXT-He brooded over these three Deities; from 
these, thus brooded over, He squeezed their essences ; 
the !#-verses from Agni, the Yajus.texts from Va;yu, and 
the Sama-verses from Adit;ya.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Again, He brooded over these three Divini
ties,-Agni, Va;yu and Adit;ya; and from these He 
extracted their Essence, in the shape of the Triadic Science 
(Three Vedas ).-(2) 

TEXT-He brooded over this Triadic Science ; and 
from that, thus brooded over, He squeezed out their 
essences, Bhii~ from the lj.k-verses, Bhiiva~ from the 
Yajus-texts, and Sva~ from the Sama-verses.-(3) 

If the Sacrifice becomes defective in connection 
with the /j.k-verse, one should offer an oblation into the 
Garhapat;ya Fire, saying Bhiil]. soaha ; thus through this 
essence of the fJ.k-oerses, and through the virility . of 
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the l{k-oerses, one makes up the defect of ~k-17erses in 
the sacrifice.-(4) 

BHA~YA-H e again brooded over this Triadic Science 
-the Science of the three Vedas ; from this Science, thus 
brooded over, He squeezed is essence,-Bhuh,-'--the first 
Vyahrti-from the ~k-verses,-Bhuval]-the second Vyahrti 
-from the YaSJu~-texts,-and Soal]-the third V,ahrti
from the Sama-verses,-Thus these three MahliOSJlihrtis 
Great S,lla~les,-are the essence of all Regions, all Dioini
ties and all Vedas.-At the several sacrificial performances, 
if the Sacrifice happen to become defective on any poi'nt 
relating to and on account of the ~k-Text, one should 
offer an oblation into the Garhapat)'la /ire, saying 'Bhuh 
soaha':;-this is the extraction for the Defect.-How so ? 
-Thus-this is an adverbial clause.-through the essence 
of the ~k-verses and the virility of the ~k-verses, one makes 
up the defect in the Sacrifice ;-i. e. heals up the wound 
that had been inflicted upon the Sacrifice, in relation to 
the ~k.-(3-4). 

TEXT-If the Sacrifice becomes defective in con
nection with the Yajus, one should offer an oblation 
into the Dak~i~iigni, saying ' Bhuval] soah'ii ', and thus, 
through this essence of the Yajus Texts, and through 
the virility of the Yajus-texts, one makes up the defect 
of the Yajus-texts in the sacrifice.-(5) 

If the sacrifice becomes defective in connection with 
the Sarna, one should pour an oblation into the Ahavani)'la 
Fire, saying 'Sval] svaha'. Thus through the essence of 
the Siima-oerses, and through the virility of the Sama
~erses one makes up the defect of the Sama-texts in the 
sacrifice.-( 6) 

BHA~Y A-If there be any defect related to, or caused 
by, the Yajus,-one should offer an oblation into the 
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Dakfinligl)i, saying' Bhuruz~ sOiihll ':-similarly, when there 
is a defect due to Sama, one should pour an oblation into 
the Ahaoani~a/ire, sa~ing 'Sol:I~ sOl:Ihii '. In this way, as 
before, he makes up this defect in the Sacrifice. 

When there is a defect due to the Brahman-Priest (as 
described above), one should offer three oblations into the 
three fires, pronouncing the three V~ahrtis (Bhub. Bhuoab 
and Soab) ; as such a defect would be a defect relating to 
all the three Vedas,-as-declared in the Vedic Text-'Now 
whereby is Brahman-hood attained? By means of th~ 
science of the three Vedas I '.-Or (if this is not found 
satisfactory) some other law will have to be found for 
rectifying the defect due to the Brahman-Priest.-(5-6). 

TEXT-Just as one would join gold by salt, silver 
by gold, tin by silver, lead by tin, iron by lead, wood by 
iron, and wood by leather ;-(7) 

So does one make up the defect in the Sacrifice by 
the virility of these regions, of these divinities and of 
the science of the three Vedas,-That sacrifice verily 
becomes well-healed up where there is a Brahman
Priest knowing this.-(8) 

BHA!;)YA-]ust as one would join gold b~ salt, i.e. by 
Borax and such other salts, which serve to soften the hard 
gold-pieces,-siloer b~ gold,-silver, which is otherwise 
unjoinable, becomes joined by gold ;-Tin b~ siloer-lead 
b~ tin-iron h lead,-wootl b~ iron.-and wood b~ leather,
by leather-bandages-in this same way one makes good 
the defect in the Sacrifice, b~ the virilit~-i. e. force, called 
Essence-of the said Regions, Vicinities and the Science of 
the three Vedas.-That sacrifice veril~ becomes well-.· 
healed up.-just as a sick patient becomes healthy through 
an expert physician,-so does that Sacrifice become,~ 
which sacrifice?-That sacrifice at which there is .a 
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Brahman-Priest knowing this-i. e. who knows the expia
tory rite, by means of the V yZfhrtis. -(7-8). 

TEXT-That Sacrifice indeed is ' North-sloping' 
where there is a Brahman-Priest knowing this. It is in 
reference to the Brahman-Priest knowing this that 
there is the saying that 'Wherever it fails, there be 
goes'.-(9) 

BHA$YA-Further, that sacrifice is 'North-sloping'
rising towards the South,-i. e. it becomes the means of 
reaching the Northern Path,-where there is a Brahman
Priest knowing this; that there is this saying-eulogising the 
Brahman-Priest-' Wherever it-the action, Sacrifice-fails 
i. e. from whatever part of the Priests the Sacrifice suffers 
harm, becomes defective--that defect of the Sacrifice he 
heals up by means of the expiatory Rite,-and there he 
goes,-i. e. he protects the Sacrifice.-(9). 

TEXT-The silent Brahman is the one priest who 
protects the performers, like the Mare. The Brahman
Priest who knows this protects the Sacrifice, the 
Sacrificer, and all the priests. Hence one should have 
as Brahman Priest only one who knows this,-not one 
who knows this not.-yea, knows it not-( 1 0). 

BHASYA-The silent Brahman-called 'Manava' 
because h~ has taken the vow of silence, or because he is 
possessed of right knowledge,-is the only one priest who 
protects the performers,-just as the Horse protects its 
rider.-The Brahman-priest who knows this protects the 
Sacrifice, the Sacrificer, and all the priests-by removing 
the defects caused by them. Inasmuch as the Brahman 
should be so learned one should have as Brahman one who 
knows the V yahrtis and other details described above,-and 
never one who knows not this.-The repetition is meant to 
indicate the end of the Discourse.-( 10) 

End of Section (17) of Discourse IV 
End of Discourse IV. 



DISCOURSE V 

THREE PATHS FOR HOOSEHOLDERS 

SECTION (1) 

BHASYA-The Northern Path has been described 
above-a~ following from the knowledge of the Philosophy 
of Brahman with Qualification, Now in Discourse V, the 
Text is going to describt: the same Path as relating to the 
House-holder knowing the Philosophy of the Fioe-/ires, 
and also to such ascetics as are imbued with faith and are 
steeped in other philosophies ;-and after having done this, 
it is going to describe another (second) Path, the Southerrr 
one, which falls to the lot of those who merely per~ 
form Rites (without a knowledge of the Philosophy under
lying them),-this second path lying through smoke and 
other things, and leading to rebirth.-Then again, a third 
Path is going to be described, which is still more pain-ful, 
-the way of the ordinary world ;-this being described for 
the purpose of creating disgust (in the mind of the pupil) 
ag :1inst worldliness. 

Breath (Prar;w) is superior to Speech and the other 
organs: in several places above, this Breath has been 
spoken of.-e. g., in the text ' Breath (Pral)a) is the 
absorbent' {IV-3-3). The question that arises is-" In 
what way is Breath superior to Speech and the rest, when 
they are all found to be functioning collectively ? In what 
way too is this Breath to be meditated upon "?-It is with 
a view to answer the first of these questions that the Text 
proceeds to declare the superiority of Breath :- ' 

TEXT-' Om ! One who knows the Oldest and the 
Best himself becomes the Oldest and the Best.-Breath 
indeed is the Oldest and the Best.-( 1) 

220 
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BHA$YA-Any one who knows the Oldest,-the first in 
point of llge,-and the Best-superior in qualities,-himse{f' 
becomes the Oldest and the Best.-Having tempted and 
attracted the attention of the listener by mentioning the 

'reward, the Text declares-Breath indeed is the Oldest,
in point of age, among Speech and the rest : As a matter 
of fact, while the man to be born is still in the womb, the 
functioning of Breath appears before that of Speech and 
the rest, and it is through the function of the Breath that 
the foetus grows,-and the functioning of the organs of 
Speech and the rest appear only when, later on, the con
stituent elements of the eye and other organs take shape ; 
thus Breath is the Oldest in age,-As regards Breath being 
the Best, that is going to be explained later on (under 
Text 12 ), by means of the example of the 'Spirited 
House. '-Thus the conclusion is that in this Body-which 
is an aggregate of causes and effects-Breath is the Oldest 
and the Best.-(1) 

TEXT-One who knows the Richest, becomes the 
Richest among his own people.-Speech indeed is the 
Richest.-( 2) 

BHA$YA-0ne who knows the ' Vasi~tha '-which may 
mean 'the best of coverers' or the 'Richest ',-himself 
becomes the Richest among his ~eople,-his relations.

Question-" Who then is the Richest?''. 
A nswer:-Speech indeed is the Richest ; people who are 

good speakers suppress others and also become the Richest ; 
hence speech is the Richest.-(2) 

TEXT-One who knows firmness becomes firm in 
this world, and also in the other.-The Eye is indeed 
/irmness.-(3) 

BHA!;;YA-One who knows firmness becomes firm in this 
world, and also in the other-higher one. 
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Question :-"What is firmness ? "-
Answer :-The E,e indeed is firmness :-When a man 

.~s with his eyes, then alone does he remain firm on even 
as well as on uneven ground : hence the Eye is /irmnesl-
(3) 

TEXT-One who knows Prosperity-for him all 
desires prosper, divine as well as human.-The Ear 
indeed is Prosperity.-(4) 

BHA$YA-0ne who knows Prosperity, for him all 
desires, human and dioine, prosper. 

Question :-" What is Prosperity?" 
Answer :-The Ear indeed is Prosperity. It is through 

the Ear that the Vedas and their meaning are learnt, and 
hence Rites are performed, whence desires become fulfilled; 
thus, being the cause of the prosperity or fulfilment of 
desires, the Ear indeed is Prosperity.-l4) 

TEXT-One who knows the Home becomes the 
Home of his People :-Mind indeed is the Home.-(5) 

BHA$YA-0ne who knows the Home becomes the Home, 
-i.e. the support-of his people. 

Question :-"What is that Home?''. 
Answer :-Mind indeed is the Home. It is the Mind 

that is the 'Home', the support, of :all those objects that 
are presented in the form of Perceptions, by the sense.: 
organs for being experienced by the Enjoyer. Hence, it. is 
said that Mind indeed is the Home.-(5) 

TEXT-Now, the five sense-organs quarrelled among 
themselves, as to who was superior,-saying 'I am 
superior', 'I am superior'.-( 6) 

BHA$YA-N ow, the sense-or.llans-possessed of the· 
qualities described above,-quarrelleJ amon~ themseloes-as to · 
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D'ho waa superior-and spoke much against each other,
saying ' l am superior, I am superior' .-(6) 

TEXT-The sense-organs, having gone to Prajlipati, 
their Father,-said to him-' Sir, who is the best amongst 
us ?' He said-to them-'He on whose departure the 
body becomes worst,-that amongst you is the Best'.-
(7) 

BHA.~YA-Thus quarrelling among themselves, each 
desirous of ascertaining his own superiority ,-they went to 
Prajripati, their Father,-creator,-and said-'Sir, amongs 
rzs, . who is best,-superior in qualities? ';-this is what 
they asked him.-The Father said to them-' Amongst you, 
he on whose departure the Body becomes worst ;-the body 
is bad enough even when the man is alive, and when life 
is extinct, it becomes still worse,--a corpse, untouchable
he is the best amongst ;you.' Desiring ·to avoid giving pain 
to any one of them, He gave his answer in this indirect 
manner.-(7) 

TEXT -Speech went out : and having stayed away 
for a year it came back and said-'How have you been 
able to live without me ?'.-'Just like the dumb, not 
speaking, but breathing with the Breath, seeing with 
the Eye, hearing with the Ear, and thinking with the 
Mind'.-Then Speech went in.-(8) 

The Eye went out ; and after having stayed away 
for a year. it came back and said-'How have you been 
able to live without me?'-'Just like the blind, not see
ing~ but breathing with the Breath, speaking with the 
Speech, hearing with the Ear, and thinking with the 
Mind.'-Then the Eye went in.-(9) 

The Ear went out : and after having stayed away 
for a year, it came back and aaid-'How have you been 
able to live without me?' .-'Just like the deaf,-aot 
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hearing, but breathing with the Breath, speaking with 
the $peecb, seeing with the Eye and thinking with the 
Mind'.-The Ear went in.-( 10) 

The Mind went out ; and after having stayed away 
for a year, it came back and said-'H'>w have you been 
able to live without me ?'-'Just like infants without 
minds,-breathing with the Breath, speaking with the 
Speech, seeing with the Eye and hearing with the Ear'. 
-The Mind went in-'( 11) 

BHASYA-The sense-organs having been told as 
ab~ve by ~heir father, Speech went out,-departed from the 
body. Having gone out, it sta,ed awa' /or a year ,-desisting 
from its function ;-then having come back, it said to the 
other organs-How-in that manner-did you lice without 
me ?-That is, how did you manage to sustain your life 
without me? '.-They said-' just like the Dumb etc., 
etc.-Just as in the world, dumb persons do not speak, 
and yet they live.-How so ? Breathing with the Breath, 
seeinsl with the Eye, hearing with the Ear, thinking 
with the Mind ;-·i.e. carrying on the functions of all other 
organs (except Speech) ;-in this manner we lived. '-Thus 
having understood that it was not the best among the 
organs, Speech went in,-i. e. again became engaged in its 
own function.-The rest is as before in what follows-The. 
Eye went out, the Ear went out, the Mind went out etc., 
etc. :-just like in/ants, without minds,-i. e. with their 
minds still undeveloped.-(8-11). 

TEXT-Now, the Breath, on going to depart, uproot
ed the other organs, just as the fine horse would uproot 
the pegs to which it is tethered.-They gathered round 
him and said, 'Hail I Prosper, Sir, you are the Best 
amongst us ; do not depart '.-(12 ). 

BHA~YA-Speech and the rest having been thus. tested, 
-now Breath,-the Principal Breath-on going to depart:-
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just as it evinced a desire to go out,-what did it do ?-just 
as in the oworld,-a fine horse-a spirited horse-on being 
struck with the whip by the rider de3irous of fastening it,
would uproot-tear out-the pegs to which it is tethered,-in 
the same manner, Breath uprooted-tore up-the other organs, 
Speech and the rest ;-thereupon, these organs, having 
become thus uprooted and hence unable to remain in their 
places,-gathered round him-the Principal Breath,-and 
said to him-' Hail, Sir, prosper ;-be our master; because 
amongst us, you are the Best; and please do not depart
from this body.'-{12). 

TEXT-Then Speech said to him-' As I am the 
richest, you are that richest '.-Then the Eye said 
to him-' As I am firmness, you are that firmness ! . 
-(13). 

Then the Ear said to him-' As I am prosperity, 
you are that prosperity '.-Then the Mind said to him 
-'As I am the home, you are that home.'-( 14). 

BHA$YA-Speech and the rest, establishing, by their 
action, the superiorit;y of Breath, said to him-making 
offerings to him like the people to their King.-"What did 
they say ?-Speech said-' As I am the richest,-' as' is 
an adverb, the meaning being that the quality of richness by 
which l am the richest,-by that same quality of richness you 
are the richest ; that is, you are endowed with that quality '. 
-or the term' tat' (that) also may be taken as an adverb; 
the sense being that ' the quality of Richness is really due 
to and belongs to yourself, and it was in sheer ignorance 
that I regarded it as mine'. The same interpretation may be 
applied to the others,-Eye, Ear and Mind-also.-(1.3-14). 

TEXT-And people do not call them 'Speeches', 
'Eyes',' Ears', 'Minds'; they caU them 'Breath'; for 
Breath indeed is all these.-(15). 

C.U.15 
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BHASYA-This text contains the assertion of the 
Veda-Text itself. What is meant is as follows. :-What 
Speech and the rest said to Breath was quite right. Because, 
in the ordinary world, people- ordinary men or persons
versed in the Scriptures do not call Speech and the other 
sense-organs as 'Speeches', or 'Eyes' or 'Ears' or 
'Minds'; they call them 'Breaths'. Because all these 
sense-organs, Speech and the rest, are Breath, therefore 
what Speech and the rest said to the Principal Breath was 
quite right.-This has been said in the text for the purpose 
of summing up the contents of the Section. 

Objection-" How can all this be right and proper ? 
As a matter of fact, it is only persons, who are conscious 
beings, who quar el among themselves for superiority.
Secondly, excepting Speech, it is not possible for any other 
organ among the Eye and the rest to speak out.-Thirdly, 
their departure from the body, re-entrance into it, coming to 
Brahma, eulogising of l'reath,-none of this can be possible. 

Answer-It is a fact established on the strength of the 
scriptures that Speech and the other organs are conscious, 
through being presided over by conscious deities,-just in 
the same way as the fact of fire, earth and the rest being 
conscicus is well recognised.- If it be argued that " this 
would be contrary to the doctrine of the logicians, as it 
involves the presen"e of several conscious beings in our 
body '',-then our answer is that it is not so ; because they 
posit God as the ' Operative cause ' (of the world). Those 
logicians who admit the existence of God, hold that the 
functioning of all ' internal • causes and effects as the Mind 
and the rest, as also of all ' external ' things like Earth and 
the rest,- is invariably due to their being presided over by 
God,-just as the moving of the chariot and the other 
things is due to its being operated upon by a conscious 
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person.-As for ourselves (Vedantins), even though we 
regard Fiore and the rest as endowed with consciousness, we 
do not regard them as the experience;- of what is occurring 
in the body; what we hold is that all these entities (Fire and 
the rest) are made up of so many causes and effects,-they 
are the diverse forms of the one deity 'Breath' (Prarya), and 
serve as prototypes of the millions of manifestations 
spiritual, material and divine ;-and God is po~ited by us 
only as the controller of these (not their Operative cause) :
and this God is without organs; as declared in the Text
' Without hands and feet, He runs and holds, without eyes, 
He sees and without ears, He hears' and so forth (S'vetii
Upa. 3.19). The followers of the S'vetashvatara have also 
the following texts bearing upon this subject-(a) ' Look 
upon Hira!J:yagarbha being born', ( S'veta-Upa. 4.12) 
(b) '·First of all He created H irar:z:yagarbha ' ( S' veta-Upa. 
3.4 ).-As for the enjoyer, experiencer, who is related 
to the rewards of deeds done, he is the ]iva (the Corporeal 
Self) in the Body, and this is different from the said 
God (the controller),-as we shall explain later on. 

As for the dialogue among Speech and the other organs 
that we have in the present context,-it is an imaginary one, 
set forth for the purpose of establishing the superiority of 
Breath, by means of negation and affirmation. In the 
ordinary world, when people quarrel among themselves, 
regarding their relative superiority, they go over to some 
person who is able to judge of the qualities of men and ask 
him-' Who amongst us is the best, in point of qualifica
tions '.-and he says in reply-' Each one of you separately 
go and do such and such an act ; he amongst you who 
succeeds in doing it is the best ' ; and on this they go ahead 
and betake themselves to the act suggested. and ascertain 
the superiority of one or the other, through their success 
or otherwise at the said performance.-This same proce-
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dure the S'ruti has asserted in the present context as, 
having been adopted by Speech and the other organs. If 
this had not been done, how could even the learned person 
realise the superiority of Breath on the basis of the fact 
that from among Speech and the rest, while life is found to 
remain even on the departure of the others, but not on the 
departure of Breath? To the same end is the following 
text of the Kau~itakins-' Bereft of speech, man lives,-we 
see dumb persons ; bereft of eyes, man lives,-we see the 
blind; bereft of ears, man lives,-we see the deaf; bereft 
of mind, man lives, we see infants; with arms cut off, 
man lives; with legs cut off man lives etc., etc. (Kau~itakin
Upa. 3.3.) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse V. 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT-He said-' What shall be my food?'-They 
said-'Whatever there is, from dogs to birds' .-This 
is the food for-Breath ; ' Ana ' is his distinct name.
For one who knows this, there is nothing that is 
not-food.-( 1 ) 

BHA$Y A-He-the principa Breath-said-' What 
shall be my food ? '-Having imagined Breath to be the 
questioner, the Text imagines Speech and the rest to be the 
persons answering the question-' Whatever in this world is 
known asfood,-from do/.is,-i. e. including dogs,-to birds,
including birds-the food of all living beings,-that will be 
your food,-so said Speech and the rest. Everything is 
food for Breath, Breath is the eater of all food,-in order 
to inculcate these truths, the text turns aside from the. 
telling of the story, and makes an assertion of its own ;
This-i. e. whatever food is eaten by living beings in the 
world,-is food for Breath,-i. e. it is all eaten by Breath 
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alone.-' Ana ' is the dfstinct name, of Breath,-as 
indicating the character of permeating through all forms 
of activity. The addition of the prefiv: ' pra' (to 'ana ', thus 
making up the term ' Pra!Ja' ,) would only serve to express 
some special feature of activity ; thus the text pronounces 
the name of the Eater of all foods-' Ana ' is the distinct 
name-the direct connoter-of the Eater of all foods. 

For one who knows this-all that has been said regard
ing Breath,-that 'I am Breath subsisting in all living beings, 
the Eater of all foods ',-for such a one, there is nothin~,
that can be eaten by living heings,-that is not]ood; that 
is, all edibles become food for him : and the reason for this 
lies in the fact that the man knowing this is Breath itself : 
as says the text, beginning with the words ' He rises 
out of Breath, he sets in Breath', and concluding with the 
words ' from a person knowing this does the sun rise and 
in him does he set '.-(Brhada. Up. 1.5.23).-(1). 

TEXT--He said-' What shall be my clothing?'
they sai4-' Water '.-Hence it is that when going to 
eat, people cover it, before as well as after, with water. 
He thus becomes the obtainer of clothing and does not 
remain naked.-(2) 

BHA$YA--H e-Breath-said-again: The conversa
tion, as before, i,; purely imaginary.-' What shall be my 
clothing ?-Speech and the rest replied-' Water' .-Inas
much as water is the clothing of Breath, when learned 
Brahmal)as are going to eat,-i. e. while going to eat and 
after having eaten,-they do this ;-what ?-Both before 
and after eating, they cover the Breath with water, which 
takes the place of clothing ;-i. e. they provide covering for 
the Principal Breath. He thus becomes the obtainer of 
clothing,-i. e. obtains clothing; and does not remain naked. 
As by obtaining clothing he would naturally cease to be 
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naked, the addition of the phrase' does not remain naked' 
should be understood to mean that he becomes• supplied 
with the upper clothing also. 

The sipping of water that is done when one is going to 
eat and after one has eaten is known to be for the purpose 
of purification ; hence what is said in the present text 
should be taken to mean only that the water thus sipped 
should be looked upon as the ' clothing ' of Breath·.-The 
phrase ' covers it up with water ' does not enjoin any other 
water-sipping apart from the two well-known ones. Just as 
when ordinary people eat food and it is said that 'it is the 
food for Breath', what is meant is only that the food should 
be looked upon as being for Breath. The question and 
answer in both cases being similar-' What shall be my 
food ?-What shall be my clothing? '-If a fresh water
sipping were regarded as enjoined here directly for its own 
sake,-(as an independent act by itself) then the statement of 
all food being for Breath would have to be regarded as an 
actual injunction, meaning that ' all things should be eaten 
-even insects etc.' ( which is absurd ). And a~ in both 
cases the question and answer are exactly alike, it is clear 
that in hoth cases the things mentioned are to be regarded 
-known. looked upon-as 'food' and 'clothing'; and it 
would not be right to adopt the ' half and half method' of 
interpreting (and taking the fresh statement, regarding food, 
as laying down the viewing of things in a certain way, and 
the second statement, regarding clothing, as an actual direct 
injunction of an independent water-sipping). 

As for the argument that "the well-known water-sipping 
cannot serve both the purposes-that of purifying, and that 
of saving Breath from being naked "-we do not say that 
the water-sipping is for b<.th these purposes, What we do 
atsserts that the water that is used for the purificatory 
sipping should be looked upon as the 'clothing' for Breath. 
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So that the urging of the objection that 'the water-sipt>inf 
cannot serve both purposes" is highly unreasonable.-It 
might be argued that " the assertion may be taken as enjoin
ing a fresh water-sipping (apart from the two well-known 
ones), for the purpose of supplying clothing to Breath, and 
the other statement regarding Breath not remaining naked 
may be taken as laying down that it should be looked 
upon as such ''-But this cannot be right; as the text is for 
the purpose of making known what is the 'clothing '-and 
if this was taken as enjoining fresh water-sit>Ping for the 
providing of clothing,-and there were also the other in
junction of looking upon it as such,-then this would involve 
syntactical split :-and further, there is no authority for the 
view that the water-sipping is for that purpose and also for 
another .-(2) 

TEXT-Satyakama-]abala, having expounded this to 
Goiruti-Vaiyaghrapadya, said-' If one were to say this 
to a dry stump, branches would shoot forth and leaves 
would sprout up from it'.-(3) 

BHASYA-This philosophy of the Breath is now 
eulogised.:_ln what "way ?"-This-philosophy of the 
Breath-Satyaklima-}abala-having expounded to Gosruti
by name,-the son of Vyaghrapada, said-something more, in 
the shape of the following:......' What was it that he said?'-

Answer :-1/ one-conversant with the Philosophy of 
the Breath-were to say-expound-this Philosophy of the 
Breath-to a dry stump, branches would shoot forth, and 
leaves would sprout out; what would it not do to a living 
man? '-(.3) 

BHASYA-The text next proceeds to describe the rite 
called the·, Mantha• (Mash), to be performed by one who 
knows the aforesaid Philosophy of the Breath,-
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TEXT-If one desires to attain the Great, then, 
naving become initiated on the Moonless Day, he 
should, on the night of the Fullmoon, stir-up with 
curd and honey, the mash of all herbs, and then offer
elibation of clarified butter into the fire, saying-' Sl)aha 
to the Oldest and the Best '-and throw the remnant 
into the Mash.-(4) 

BHA$YA-Now, after this, if one desire to attain the 
Great-i.e. if one wishes to reach greatness,-then, for 
him, the following rite is prescribed :-As a matter of 
fact, when there is Greatness, Prosperity comes,-and 
to the prosperous man, wealth comes as a matter of 
course ;-this enables him to perform Rites, and thence to 
pass on either to the path of the Divinities or to the 
path of the Fathers ;-it is with a view to this ulterior 
motive that the man desires greatness, and it is for this 
purpose that the Rite has been prescribed,-not for one 
who desires merely the pleasures desired from the objects 
of sense.-For this person, the time and other details are 
prescribed as follows :-On the Moonless Night, hal)ing, 
become initiated,-i. e. having kept, like the initiated 
person, such penances and observances as sleeping on 
the ground, telling the truth, celibacy and the like ;-it 
is not meant that he should perform all the detailed 
rites that have been prescribed for the formal Initiatory 
Rite; that such cannot be the meaning follows from the 
fact that the Rite of the Mash is not a 'modification' of 
the Initiatory Rite (and it is only a Modification that takes 
in all the details of its prototype) ;-in fact, according to 
another text to the effect that ' He keeps the observances 
of the Upasad ', (Brhada-Upa-6.3.1) the man in question · 
has to keep the penance of living on milk only as a means 
of purification.-On the night of the Full moon, he proceeds 
with the Rite: Having collected, to the best of his 
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capacity, small quanti ties of all the herbs-both cultivated 
and wiJd,-having cleaned them of all chaff, he should 
make up a mash of all these without cooking them,-and 
he should throw into it curd and honey ,-in a vessel 
made of Udumbara wood, shaped like Kamsa (goblet) or 
a:Chamasa (cup), as laid down in another VedicText,-and 
stir it up and keep it before himself :-then he should 
offer an oblation of clarified Butter.-saying 'Svaha' to 
the Oldest and the Best ',-into the .iivasathsa Fire, on the 
spot prescril:ed for such offerings ;-and what may be 
left=attached to the ladle should be thrown as Remnant 
into the Mash.-(4) 

TEXT-Saying' Svaha to the Richest', he should 
offer a libation of clarified Butter into the Fire and 
thr.ow :the remnant into the Mash.-Saying 'Soaha' 
to Firmness, he should offer a libation of charified 
Butter into the Fire and throw the remnant into the 
Mash.- Saying ' Svaha to Prosperity ', he should offer a 
libation of clarified Butter into the Fire and throw the 
remnant into the Mash.-Saying 'Soohli to the Homa ', 
he should offer a libation into the Fire and throw the 
remnant into the Mash.-(5). 

BHA!;)YA-The rest is as above. Having offered the 
libations' to the Richest', to 'Firmness', 'to Prosperity' 
and' to the Homa:', he should throw the remnant, each 
time, into the Mash.-(5) 

TEXT-Then, moving away and holding the Mash 
in his hands, he recites-' Thou art Ama by name, as 
all this rests with thee. He is the Oldest and Best, the 
King and Sovereign. May he lead me to the oldest age, 
to the best position, to kingship and to sovereignty ! 
May I be all this.'-( 6) 

BHAf?YA-Then moving away,-having gone away a 
little, from the Fire,-holding the Mash in his hands, he 
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recites the following Mantra-' A mo namlisi amahite etc., 
etc.':-'Ama 'is a name of PraQa (Breath);-it is '-'through 
food that Breath functions in the body; hence the substance 
in the Mash, being the food for Breath, is eulogised as 
Breath itself-' thou art Ama by name '.-''How? "-Because 
all this rests with thee; i.e. because the whole of this world 
rests with thee as representing Breath.-This Mash, being 
Breath, is both the Oldest and the Best; and for this reason, 
He is also the King-effulgent-and Sooereign-i. e. the 
lord and protector of all ;-may he-the Mash representing 
Breath ,-lead me to the host of all his own qualities, in the 
shape of the oldest age and the rest ; and may 1,-like 
Breath-be all this-in the world. '-The particle ' iti ' 
indicates the end of the Mantra to be recited.-(6) 

TEXT-Then he eats with this verse, foot by foot: 
saying ' We pray for that related to the Progenitor', he 
eats ;-saying ' We are the food of the: Deity ', he eats ; 
-saying 'the best and the all-sustaining ', he eats;
saying ' we quickly meditate upon the divine', he drinks 
up all-Having washed the goblet or the cup, he lies 
down behind the fire, on a skin or on the ground, in 
silence, undisturbed.-lf he should see a woman, he 
should know that his business has succeeded.-( 7) 

BHASYA-Then,-after this,-he eats with this-the 
following. verse, foot by foot; i.e. he eats one morsal with 
each quarter of the Mantra.-That-Eating-related to the 
Progenitor-the source of all,-this is meant to include the 
Breath and the Sun together into one entity ; we pray for
ask for-the Mash of the Sun ; the sense being that ' by 
eating this food related to the Sun, we shall attain the form 
of the Sun.'-' Of the deity ',-this is to be construed with 
' Savitu~' (of the preceding quarter).-the best,-the most 
superior of all foods.-all-sustainin~-sustaining the entire 
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universe,-very sustaining in its properties,-all this quaiL 
fies 'fo..,d '.-·Quickly-speedily-of the divine, i. e. the 
form of-the divinity, the Sun,-WP mediate upon '; 'being 
embellished with the particular kind of food and having 
our souls purified.'-Or the meaning may be that 'Having 
performed a Rite for the obtaining of that greatness which 
is a source of prosperity, we meditate upon it.'-Having 
said this, he dnnks up all,-i. e. all that remains of the 
Mash attached to the goblet.-H aving washed the goblet or 
the cup,-i. e the vessel of Udumbara wood, shaped like the 
goblet or the cup,-having drunk it off and washed his 
mouth ', he lies down behind the fire-with his head towards 
the East-either on a skin or on the bare ground,-in silence-
undisturbed-i e. so peacefully as not to be disturbed by 
women or by evil dreams,-with mind calm and collected; 
in this condition, if he should see-i. e. dream of-a woman, 
-then he should know that his business has succeeded.-(7) 

To this same effect there is the following verse-

TEXT-If during the performance of prospective 
Rites, one should see a woman in his dreams,-he 
should recognise success,-yea, in such dream-vision'. 
-(8) 

BHASYA-To this same effect there is the following 
oerse-m~ntra.text :-'If during the performance of prospec· 
tive rites, one should see a woman,-either during dream
vision, or at the time of sleeping-he should recognise success; 
-that is, he should understand that the results desired of 
those Rites will surely be accomplished,-in such dream
oision,-i. e., if he has had such excellent dreams as that 
of a woman.-The repetition is meant to indicate the end 
of the Rite (of the Mash).-(8) 

End of Section (2) of Discourse V. 
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SECTION (3) 

BHAf;lYA-For the purpose'" of creating a feding of 
Disgust in the minds of persons seeking for Liberation, it is 
necessary to describe the process of Births and Deaths
relating to the whole world-from Brahma down to the 
tuft of grass. This is what the text proceeds to do by 
means of an anecdote:-

TEXT-It is said that S'vetaketu-AruT)eya came to 
the Assembly of the Panchiilas.-PravahaTJa-Jaibali 
asked him-' Boy, has thy father taught thee?'-' Yes, 
Sir'.-(1) 

BHA$YA-' H a' indicates that the story is well-known. 
-S'vetaketu-by name-AruTJeya-the son of Aruni who 
was the son of Aruna-came to the Assembly of the Piincala
country ;-when he came there, PravahaTJa--by name
Jaibali-the son of ]ibala-said-' 0 Boy, has thy father 
taught thee? '-That is, hast thou been properly educated 
by thy father? '-Being thus asked, the hoy answered
• Yes, Sir,' meaning thereby that 'I have been properly 
educated '.-(1) 

TEXT-' Dost thou know where people go to from 
here?'-' No, Sir'.-' Dost thou know how they come 
back?'-' No, Sir?.-' Dost thou know the diverging 
point between the two paths,-the Path of Divinities 
and the Path of the Fathers?'-' No, Sir, '-(2) 

BHA$YA-PravahaTJas aid to the Boy-' If thou hast 
been properly educated, dost thou know where-what 
upper regions-people go to from here-from this world
Dost thou know this? '-The other replied-' No, !:>ir, I 
know not what you ask.'-' Then, dost tho:1 know how -in 
what manner-they come back?'-' No, Sir,'-he answered 
-' Dost thou know the diverging point-that point from 
which they diverge, after having gone together at the start 
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-between the two paths, the path of the Dioinities and the 
path of. the Fathers-for people who proceed on those 
paths?'-' No sir,'-(2) 

TEXT--' Dost thou know why that other region is 
not over-filled?'-' No, Sir,'-' Dost thou know how , 
at the fifth libation, the Water comes to be called 
Man?'-' Indeed, Sir, no.'-(3) 

BHA$YA-' Dost thou know why-for what reason
that other world-connected v.rith the Fathers-from where 
they come back,-is not ooerfilled with people going there?'
'No, sir,'-he answered.-' Dost thou know how-by what 
process-at the fifth libation-at the offering of the libation 
which is fifth in number,-the water-that produced by the 
libation and also that which makes up the libation,-comes 
to be called' man ';-the water that forms the sixth libation 
and is offered as such comes to have ' Puru~a ' (Man) as 
its name ; that is, they come to be expressed by the term 
'Man',-i. e. they attain this title of 'man '.-Thus ques
tioned, the Boy replied-' Indeed, Sir, no-1 do not know 
anything of this.' -(3) 

TEXT-' Then, why didst thou say thou hadst been 
properly educated ? One who does not know these 
things,-how could he declare himseif to be properly 
educated ?'-Thus discomfited, he came over to his 
father's place, and said to him-' Sir, without having 
educated me, you said you had educated me.'-(4) 

BHASYA-' Thus, being wholly ignorant, why didst 
thou say t.hat thou hadst been properly educated ? One who 
does not know these things-that I have questioned about
how could he declare himself-in an assemblage of learned 
men-to be properly educated? '-S'oetaketu, being thus dis
comfited-quelled-by the King-came ooer to his lather's 
place,-and said to him-to his father-' Without haoing 
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educated me-without having accomplished my education
you said-at the time of my ' Return ' ( complf;tion of 
study )-~ou had educated me ?-(4) 

TEXT-' That fellow of a K~attri-ya asked me five 
questions, and I could not answer any ,ne of them'
The father said-' As y!)u told me these questions, I 
myself do not know any one of them ; if I had known 
these, why should I not have told you? '-(5) 

Then Gautama came over to the King's place : and 
when he reached there, the King received him with due 
honours. In the morning he went over to the King 
when he was in the A11sembly.-The King said-' 0 
revered Gautama, please ask for some such boon as per
tains to wealth connected with human beings. '-He 
replied-' 0 King, let the wealth connected with human 
beings rest with thyself; speak to me the same speech 
that thou spokest to my boy '.-He became per
turbed.-(6) 

BHA$YA-' Because that fellow of a k~attri~o-one who 
ha<~ Ksattriyas for his relatives, but is himself ill-behaved, 
he is only afellow of a K~attri~?,-asked me five ques
tions,-questions five in number,-and of these questions, 
I could not an.~wer an.v one,-could not determine what the 
sense of it was.'-The father said-' M:y Boy, as J'OU 

told me these questions-immediately on your arrival,-/ did 
not know any one of them,-that is, know me also to be 
ignorant; from the ir.dex of your own ignorance you may 
infer my ignorance also.-How ?-Because of all these 
questions, I do not know any one ; that is, just as, my dear, 
you do not know these, so I too do not know these : you 
should not think of me otherwise. As to how it is to be 
understood that I do not know the questions,-1/ 1 had known 
the&e question&-wh;y should 1 not ha"e told J7ou-my loved 
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son, at the time of your ' Return' (completion of study)?'
Having :;aid this, he, Gautama,-of the Gotra of Gautama
came ooer to the kinls place-the place of ]aibali.-When 
Gautama reached there, the Kin~ receioed him with due 
honours. Having been thus received as a guest, Gautama 
lived there; and next day, in the morning he came ooer to 
the King where he was in the Assembly.-or the word 
' sabhaga' may stand for 'sabha~a~' as qualifying Gautama, 
[not as 'Sabhage ', qualifying the :King ],-the meaning 
being ' Gautama, who was duly worshipped, honoured, 
by the other people-in the Assembly, came to the King.'
To Gautama, the King said-' 0 revered Gautama, please 
ask for some such boon-fulfilment of such desire,-as per
tains to wealth-such as landed property and the like,
connected with human beings.' -He, Gautama-said : 0 
King, let the wealth connected with human beings rest 
with thyself; speak to me the same speech-consisting of true 
questions-thou spokest to my boy-my son. '-Being thus 
addressed by Gautama, the King became perturbed,
perplexed-as to how he could do what he was asked 
to do.-(5-6) 

TEXT -He commanded him-' Stay here for a long 
time.' Then he said-' As regards what you said to 
me, 0, Gautama, before you, this philosophy never went 
to Brahmanas: it is for this reason. that, among all 
people, it was only with the K~attriya that the teaching 
of this .rested.'-Then he spoke.-(7) 

BHASYA-Becoming perturbed, the King,-thinking 
that the r~quest of the BrahmaTJa could not be denied and 
the philosophy must be expounded to him, commanded
ordered-him-Gautama-' Stay herefor a long time.'-Inas 
much as the King had, at first, declined to accede to the 
BrahmaQa's request, and subsequently ordered him to stay 
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for a long time,-he apologises to the Brahmar;a, explaining 
the reason for his conduct. He-the King-said,-' Though 
you are a BrahmaQa knowing all philosophies and sciences, 
-as regards what you said to me, asking me to expound to 
you the speech propounding the philosophy ,-because you 
did not know it,-know now that there is something to be 
said on this subject, as to how, be/ore :you, this philosophy 
neoer went to BrahmmJas,-and the Brahmar)as never taught 
this philosophy ,-this is a fact wellknown among the 
people ;-and it is for this reason that, in former days, amon~ 
all people it was onl:y with the K~attriya-with persons 
belonging to the K~attriya caste-that the teaching of this
instructing pupils in this science--rested uptil now ; this 
Philosophy has been handed down by unspoken tradition 
among K~attri:yas only ; and yet I am going to expound it 
to you; and after it has been imparted to you, it will go to 
the BrahmaT;as. Thus then, what I said to you-for that 
you will please pardon me .-Having said this, he spoke to 
him-the King exvounded to him the philosophy.-(7) 

End of Section (3) of Discourse V. 

SECTION (4) 

BHA$YA-First of all, the Text disposes of the question 
as to the Water coming to be called ' man ' at the fifth 
libation ; because after this has been disposed of, the 
disposal of the other questions would be easier. The initial 
proceedings of the two Agnihotra-libations have been thus 
described in the Vajasaneyaka (S'atapatha Brahmar;a)
' There are these questions raised (in regard to the stages of 
the libations)-(}) Starting up (of the libations, from this 
world), (2) M ooement (towards the other world), (3) Resting 
of the libations, (when they have reached the other world), 
(4) Satisfaction (on resting in their own substratum), 
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(5) Returnin~ (to this world!, and (6) Rising (of man) 
towards thjs world.'-The answers too to these questions 
have been supplied in the same text, as follows :-' These 
two libations, on being offered, start up (1);-(2) then they 
·enter the sky ; {3) they make the sky itself the Ahavaniya 
fire (the locus, the Re.~ting place, of the libations),- they 
make Air the fuel, and the Rays, the white libation;
(4) they bring satisfaction to the sky ;-thence they start up, 
and as before, they bring satisfaction to Heaven ; (5) then 
they return and entering this world, and having brought 
satisfaction, (6) they enter the man ;-thence entering the 
woman,-it comes to rise towards the world.'- [Note:-The 
libations meant here are the Apiirva, the transcendental 
potencies created by the man's past deeds; they surround 
the man and go out of the body along with his soul;
through smoke and other things, they enter the sky ; etc., 
etc.,-says Anandagiri] .-In this text of the S' atapatha, 
what has been declared is only the process of the two 
libations ; while in the present text, the said process, 
consisting of the function of the transcendental potency 
set up by the Agnihotra, is divided into five parts-with a 
view to laying down the meditation of the said process as 
Fire, as leading to the attainment of the Northern Path:-

TEXT-' That world, 0, Gautama, is the Fire; of 
that the Sun is the fuel ; the Rays are the smoke : the 
Day is the flame ; the Moon is the embers ; the Stars 
are the sparks,.'-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-That world, 0 Gautama, etc., efc.,-When 
the evening and morning libations of the A~nihotra have 
been offered, -with such accessories as milk and the like,
with due faith,-fully equipped with the Ahavaniya Fire 
along with its fuel, smoke, flame, embers and sparks,-and 
accomplished by such active agencies as those of the Doer 

c. u. 16 
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and the rest,-they enter the Heavenly Region in their 
subtle form,-and are spoken of as ' water ', on t,he ground 
of subsisting in Fire,-and also spoken of as 'faith', on the 
ground of their originating in faith ;-the locus of these 
libations is the Fire, and the other details relating to it are 
spoken of as ' fuel ' and the rest.-The meditation also of 
the two libations as ' fire ' and the rest, is indicated m the 
same manner. 

That world, 0 Gaulama, is the /ire, the locus of the 
libation-just as, 0 Gautama, in this world (at the perform. 
ance of the Agnihotra) the Ahaoaniya Fire is the locus of 
the libation ;-of this ' fire ' named the ' Heavenly Region ', 
the Sun is the 'fuel ',-because it is only as illumined by 
the Sun that the other world shines,-hence, on account of 
this flaring up, the Sun is the samidh, 'Fuel '.-The Rays 
are the ' smoke ',-because (they rise from the Sun), as 
smoke rises from the fuel ;-the day is the 'Flame',
because both have the common character of being bright 
and being brought about by the Sun ;-the Moon is the 
'embers '-because it appears on the cessation of the day: 
just as it is on the cessation of the/lame that embers become 
visible :-The Stars are the 'sparks ',-they are like parts 
of the moon, as sparks are of the embers, and also both 
have the common character of being besprinkled 
about.-(1) 

TEXT-' In this Fire, the Deities pour the libation 
of Faith ; and from this libation comes out King 
Soma '.-(2) 

BHA~YA-1 n this /ire-as described above,-the deities, 
-i. e. the sacrificer' s ' Breaths ', in the form of Fire and 
the rest, from the view-point of the Deities,-pour the 
libation of Faith ;-the subtle elements of Water, in the 
form of the outcome of the Agnihotra-libations, which 
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originated in F aith,-are what are called ' faith ' in the 
present CQntext ; that this is so is also indicated by the fact 
that water has been spoken of as a substance to be offered 
into the fire. in the question relating to ' Water coming to 
be called Man at the fifth libation' ; and it is also learnt 
from other texts that 'Faith indeed is water, they begin 
with Faith and then proceed.'-This Faith, in the form of 
water, the Deities pour as libation into the Fire.-Out of 
this lihation, comes out King Soma ;-the subtle element of 
water, subsisting in the Agnihotra-libations, spoken of as 
' faith ', enters the Heavenly Regions, produces their effect 
in the shape of the Moon, as the result of the two Agnihotra
libations; just as (in the earlier Discourses of the Upanil}ad 
it has been described that) .he Essences of the flowers in the 
shape of ~k and other Vedas, brought up by the Bees in 
the shape of the Rk verse and the rest, produce in the Sun 
such effects as F ~me and the rest, in the shape of the Red 
and other colours.-As for the sacrificers, the performers of 
the act (of Agnihotra) become resolved into the libations, 
being entirely absorbed in the contemplation of the libations 
-they become drawn in by the act in the shape of the 
Libations and subsisting in Faith, they enter the Heavenly 
Region and become Soma. It was for this purpose that 
they poured the Agnihotra·libations.-What is meant to be 
taught here primarily is the evolution of the Libation in the 
order of the Five Fires,-for the purposes of meditation; 
and the progress of the sacrificers does not form the main 
subject of the teaching. This latter subject is going to be 
expounded later on, where it will be shown that ignorant 
persons go up by the path leading through smoke etc., and 
the wise ones go up by the Northern Path, through the 
influence of their knowledge.-(2) 

End of Section (4) of Discourse V. 
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SECTION (5) 

TEXT-The Deity I arjanya, 0 Gautama, is '1he Fire: 
of that Air is the' Fuel ', the Cloud is the ' Soma', the 
Lightning is the ' Flame ', the 1 hunder-bolt is the 
'Embers', and the Thunderings are tl.e' Sparks '.-(1) 

BHAf?Y A-The Text now states the signification of 
the se,;ond state of the Libation.- The Deity I arjanya. 
0 Gautama, is Fire :-Parjanya is the Deity presiding over 
the accessories of rainfalL-Of that Fire, the Air is the 
fuel ; as it is by Air that the Fire of Parjanya is enflam
ed ; this is clear from the fact that Rain is found to follow 
upon a preceding wind.-7 he C!oud is the smoke,-l::ecause 
it is a product of smoke and also because it appears 
like smoke.-Lightninll is the Flame,- l::ecause both have 
the common properly of bri~lttness.-The Thunder-bolt is 
the Embers,-because both are hard or because both are 
connected with lightning.- The Thunderings are the 
Sparks, the term' thunderings' stands for the rumblings 
of thunder.-the thunderings are sparks because both 
equally are spread over the clouds.-( I) 

'1 EX1-Into this fire the Deities offer king Soma ; 
and from this libation comes Rain.-(2). 

BHA$YA-As before,-into this fire the deities offer 
king Soma; aad from th•s libdion comes rain.-Thus the 
water named ' faith' having (as the result of the first 
libation) developed into the form of Somn, reaches the second 
stage, the Parjanya-Fire, and develops into Rain.-(2) 

End of Section (51 of Discourse V. 

SECTION (6) 

TEXT-The Farth, 0 Cautama, is the Fire; of that, 
the Year is the Fuel; Aka:.'a is the ~mc-ke; NiJ,ht is the 
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Flame; the Quarters are the Embers, and the Inter
mediate Quarters are the Sparks.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-The Earth, 0 Gautama, is the Fire etc., etc. 
-as before.-0/ that-Fire named 'Earth '-the Year is 
the Fuel; it is only after developing throughout the year 
that the Earth btcomes capable of producing Vrihi and 
other grains.-.ilkasa is the Smoke; because the Aka§a 
appears to be rising out of the Earth just as smoke rises out 
of the Fire. Night is the Flame; as the Night resembles 
the Earth in not consisting of light, both being of the form 
of Darkness; just as the Flame resembles Fire (in point of 
brightness). The Quarters are the Embers, on the ground 
of the common character of being calm. The Inter 
mediate Quarters are the sparks,-because both are insigni
ficant.-( 1) 

TEXT-In that Fire, the Deities offer Rain; out of 
that libation comes Food.-(2) 

BHASYA-/n that Fire ef=., etc.,-as before.-Out of 
this libati~n comes Food,-in the shape of Vrihi and other 
grains.- (2) 

End of Section (6) of Discourse V. 

SECTION (7) 

TEXT-'The Man, 0 Gautama, is the Fire,-of that, 
Speech is the Fuel,-Breath, the Smoke,-Tongue, the 
Flame,-Eye, the Embers and Ear, the Sparks.'-(1) 

BHASYA-The Man, 0 Gautama, is the Fire; of that 
Speech is the Fuel; because it is by Speech that the man 
becomes bright in his face ; a dumb person can never be 
so bright. Breath is the smoke; because Breath goes 
out of the mouth, just as smoke (goes out of the Fire), 
Ton~ue is the Flame,-because it is red.-the Eye is tht 
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Embers ; because both contain light.-Ear is the Sparks.
because both .are equally scattered about.-(1) 

1EXT-In that Fire, the Deities offer Food; out of 
that libation is produced the ·Semen.-( 2) 

BHA~YA-The rest is as before. They offer food,-in 
the form of Vrihi and other grains duly embellished and 
refined. Out of that libation, Semen is produced.-(2) 

End ·of Sect~on (7) of Discourse V. 

SECTION (8) 

TEXT-'The Woman, 0, Gautama, is the Fire; of 
that the Organ is the Fuel,-the Confabulation, the 
Smoke,-the ·Vagina, the Flame,-the Penetration is 
the Embers,-the Raptures, the Sparks"-( 1) 

BHA~YA-The Woman, 0 Gautama. is the Fire. Of 
that, the Organ is the Fuel; because it is by the organ 
that fire is lighted for the purpose of procreation. The 
Confabulation is the Smoke ;-because the Confabulation 
proceeds from the Woman (just as smoke proceeds from 
the fire). The VaJ.Inia is the Flame; because both are 
red.-The Penetration is the Embers,-because of its 
connection with Fire.-The Raptures-i. e., the ripples of 
pleasure-are the Sparks ;-because they are small.- (I) 

TEXT-' Into this Fire, the Deities offer Semen ; 
and out of that libation is born the embryo.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-lnto this Fire, the Deities offer Semen; 
out of that libation is produced the Embryo. Thus, through 
the gradual stages of the libation,-(1) Faith, (2) Soma, 
(.3) Rain, (4) Food, and (5) Semen,-the water has become 
the Embryo. And, inasmuch as Water forms a con
stituent of the libation, it is spoken of as the most 
important of ~11,-hence the statement that ' At the fifth 
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libation, Water comes to be called Man '.-:-Yet it is not 
Water alQne out of which Soma and the other Products 
are produced ;-nor again does Water exist, except in 
its tripartite constitution ; even in the tripartite con
stitution, (which applies to all the three Earth, Water and 
Fire, which are compounds formed of themselves), we 
have found special names applied,-such as 'this is Earth' 
'this is Water', 'this is Fire',-on the basis of one or th~ 
other of the three forming the predominant factor. (A 
compound in which the proportion of Earth-particles is 
larger than that of Water or Fire. is named Earth). It is for 
this reason that all the three elementary substances com
pounded together enter into the performance of Rites only 
when bearing a larger proportion of water-particles, and 
become productive of Soma and other products ;-and it is 
on this account that they are spoken of by the common 
name of 'Fire'. As a matter of fact, we actually perceive 
an excess of fluids in the constitution of Soma, Rain, Food, 
Semen and Body; the Body, though apparently made up of 
Earth, abounds in fluids. Thus it is that when the fifth 
libation has been ofPered, Water, in the shape of Semen, 
becomes the Embryo.-(2) 

End of Section (8) of Discourse V. 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT-'Thus, at the fifth libation, Water comes to 
be called Man.-That foetus enclosed in the membrane, 
having lain within for ten or nine months, more or less, 
becomes born'.-( 1 ) 

BHASYA-Thus it is that at the fifth libation, Water 
comes to b~ called 'Man' ;-thus one of the five questions 
(put by the King) has been answered ;-now this subject . 
has been introduced in the S'athapatha Brahmal)a, in the 
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following words-'When the two libations return to this 
world from the Heavenly Region, they enter the Earth, the 
Man, the Woman,-in this order, it comes to rise towards 
the world' (See Bhaf!ya Introductory to V-iv-1); this 
subject was introduced here only by the way ,-in the first 
question put here, it was asked-'Dost thou know where 
people go from here ? ' (See V -iii-2) 1 and it is this ques· 
tion that begins to be dealt with now.-That foetus,-the 
fifth evolute of Wat-er as constituting the act of liba
tion and as known by the name 'Faith',-enclosed in
surrounded by-the membrane-for ten or nine months, or 
for such time-more or less-as may be necessary-harJing 
lain within-the mother's womb,-becomes born. 

'Enclosed in the membrane' and such qualifications have 
been added for the purpose of creating a feeling of disgust 
(against ~ordly existence); the sense being-that it must 
be extremely painful for the embryonic personality to lie 
within the mother's womb,-having all his faculties, 
strength, virility, energy, intelligence and activity held in 
complete check-growing through the absorption of the 
food and drink taken by the mother-having its source in 
very unclean Blood and Semen,-covered by the most un
clean clothing of the membrane,-the body-smeared with 
the urine, excreta, wind, bile and phlegm contained in the 
womb. Then the actual birth, consisting in painful coming 
out through the vagina,-must be still more painful. All 
this gives rise to feelings of Disgust (non-attachment) : Such 
suffering would be unbearable even for a single moment
what to say of lying in the womb for such a long time as 
ten or nine months 1--(1) 

TEXT-· Being born, he lives upto his life-span; 
when he is dead, they <:arry him, as ordained, to the 
Fire,~whence he came and whence he sprang.'-(2) 
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BHA~YA-Thus being horn, he lives upto his life-span; 
doing deSlds tending to his repeated goings up and comings 
down, like the revolving of the water-wheel,-or like the 
potter's wheel, moving about horizontally ,-he lives up to 
.the full life-span, which is determined by his past acts.
When at the end of the life-span, he dies, they carry him, 
.as ordained,-to such other regions as have been allotted to 
him in accordance with his past deeds,-according as during 
life, he was devoted to the performance of Rituals or to the 
acquiring of Knowledge-they carry him ;from the v"illage 
to the fire,-i.e., for the sake of being consigned to the 
fire,-this being done by the Priests or by the sons, for 
the performance of the first Rites. Because it was out of 
Fire that he came,-through the process of the libations of 
Faith and the rest-and because it was out of the Fire, the 
Five Fires, that he sprang,-therefore they carry him to the 
Fire,-that is, they consign him to his own origin.-(2) 

End of Section (9) of Discourse V. 

SECTION (10) 

TEXT-Those who know this, and also those who, 
in the forest, meditate upon faith and penance, go to 
light; from light to day; from day to the Bright Fort
night; from the Bright Fortnight to those six months 
during which the Sun rises northwards :-( 1 )-from 
these months to the Year ; from the Year to the Sun : 
from the Sun to the Moon ; from the Moon to Light
ning.-There lies a Person, not human ; he carrie.s them 
to Brahman, This is the Path of Divinities.-·(2) 

BHA$YA-The question introduced for disposal now is 
• Dost thou know where people go to, from here 1 ' (See 
V-iii-2) 
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From among tho!'e householders who aspire towards 
and are entitled to the Higher Regions-those who ¥now this 
-i.e., those who know the above-described philosophy of 
the Five Fires, which teaches that we are produced gradu
ally from the fires of the Heavenly and other Regions, hnd 
are of the nature of Fire, having our essence in the Five 
Fires. 

Question :-"How is it understood that the phrase 
'those who know this' re'fers to the Householders alone, and 
not to others ? " 

Answer :-It is going tube asserted (in the next text, 
which clearly confines itself to Householders) that /rom 
among householders, those who do not know this Philosophy 
and who are devoted entirely to the performance of works 
of public utility and charity go to the Moon through smoke 
and other things; while those who are connected with 
forest-life, such as hermits and renunciates, are going to be 
described (in the next clause) as going through flame and 
the rest, along with those 'who know this'.-( So that the 
only persons left are householders).-Thus by a process 
of elimination,-and also from the connection of the 
Agnihotra (which must refer to the Householder),-it fol
lows that it is Householders who are meant by the phrase 
'those who know this'. 

Objection :-" How can we get at the Householders by 
a process of elimination when there are the Religious Stu· 
dents still left unnoticed, as they are not included either 
in the text speaking of villages (as Religious Students do 
not live in villages) or in the text speaking of the Forest 
(as this is confined to Hermits and Renunciates)?" 

Answer:-This does not vitiate our position. As, on 
the authority of ParliT)a and Smrti texts, it is well-known 
that Celebates and Life-long Students also go by the 
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Northern Path of the Sun. Hence these also would go 
with (beoome included in) the ' Dwellers in the Forest ' ; 
and as for the Religious Student who is going to enter the 
life of the House-holder, his sole purpose is Vedic Study 
and as such he does not need to be specifically mentioned 
( or noticed ) in the present context. 

Says the Opponant :-" If Celibacy be the means of 
reaching the Northern Path, on the authority of Purli!Ja 
and Smrti texts,-then the knowledge of this (Philosophy) 
becomes futile. " 

Answer :-Not so, as it has its use in the case of 
House-holders. Those Householders who do not know this 
Philosophy,-for those, it is well known, is the natural 
Southern Path, passing through smoke and the rest. From 
among these, those who know this philosophy or any other 
qualified form of Brahman,-go by the Northern Path,
as is indicated by the text 'For such a person, whether or 
not they perform the obsequies, he goes to Light etc.' 
(Ibid. IV. XV. 5). 

Objection :-Celibates and Householders, both belong
ing to the same order (the former also living in the House, 
though without farnily},-it is not right that the Celibates 
alone should proceed by the Northern Path, and not the 
Householders,-specially when the Householder has to per
form many rites such as the Agnihotra and the like (which 
should better entitle him to the Brighter Path}". 

Answer:-This does not vitiate our position. Because 
as a matter of fact, these (Householders) are not quite 'puri· 
fied ' ; they are still influenced by attachment and hatred 
due to contact with friends and enemies,-so also by 
Demerit and Merit, due to injuring and helping ; in fact, for 
these there are many unavoidable sources of imparit,,
such as injury, falsehood, deceit, sexuality and so forth; 
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-hence they are' not purified', and being unpurified, they 
cannot proceed normally by the Northern Path. When 
however the acts of Injury, Falsehood, Deceit, Sexuality 
and the rest have been eliminated and they have thereby 
become purified, and having got rid of the attachment and 
hatred for friends and enemies,-they become free from 
iill'foulness' (evil) ;-and then it is only right that they 
should proceed by the Northern Path. So say those learned 
in the PurlilJaS, in the following text-' Those unwise 
persons who sought for off-spring went to the crema
torium ; while those wise persons who did not seek for 
offspring attained immortality.' 

Objection:-" The Householders who know this philoso
phy, and the Forest-dwellers (Hermits and Renunciates).
if both these equally proceed by the same (Northern) Path 
and reach the same goal of immortality ,-then the superior 
knowledge of the forest-dwellers becomes futile; and this 
would be contrary to the scriptures, which declare that
• The Southerners go not there, nor the ignorant ascetics', 
and that 'Unknown, He does, not protect'. (Brhada-Upa. 
1. iv. 15.)" 

There is no such contradiction of the scriptures. In 
the present context, the immortality spoken of as the goal 
attained is only relative immoratality, which has been 
described as ' continuity of existence till Final Dissolution' 
( Visnu-Purana, 2.8.95.); while what the two texts just 
qu~~ed-(a) 'The Southerners go not there', and {b)' Being 
unknown, he does not protect',-refer to is Absolute lmmor· 
tality ; hence there is no incompatibility ( between· the 
Philosophy of the Fires and the Vedic Texts quoted). 

The opponent rejoins-"In that case, what is said now 
(regarding this Immortality being only relative) will be 
contrary to such Vedic declarations as-{a) " They do not 
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return", (Prasna Up2. 1.10.), (b) "They return not to this 
whirl of. humanity" (I bid. IV. xv. 6.) (which indicate 
that the Immortality is absolute.'') 

Not so; because of the specification expressed in the 
phrase 'this whirl of humanity' ; so that the meaning is that 
' they do not return to human life' (which is very differ
ent from not-returning at all); if the 'non-return' here 
spoken of were meant to be absolute Immortality, then the 
specifying of ' whirl of humanity ' would be absolutely 
meaningless. 

Opponent-" The particles this and here (in the texts) 
only indicate the Universal, the generalit;y (and hence the 
Immortality meant cannot but be of the universal, absolute, 
type.'') 

Not so; as the term ' non-return' being sufficient to 
express eternal, (absolute) non-return, the assumption of the 
Universal would be purposeless. Hence in order to 
make some sense out of the specification implied by the 
terms ' this and here '-it has to be assumed that there is 
Return to other lives (though not to human life).-As for 
those persons who have realised the final truth relating to 
' the One Being, without a second ' there is no going out to 
the Path of Flame etc., through the artery in the Head (as 
there is in the case of the man who reaches only relative 
Immortality) [because in the case of the man who has 
realised the Truth, there is immediate merging into the 
Absolute Brahman] ; as is clear from hundreds of Vedic 
texts, such as-(a) 'Being Brahman, he attains Brahman' 
(Brhada, Upa. IV. iv. 5). "Hence he became all' ( Brhada 
Upa. 1. 4. 10), 'His life-breaths do not go out, they become 
merged herein' ( Brhada Upa. 4. 4. 6.). 

Objection ; '' When this·last quoted text asserts that 
• when the Living Being is going out, his Breaths do not 
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depart', we assume that what is meant is that 'the Breaths 
accompany him (when he is leaving the body)'. 

Answer :-That cannot be the meaning; as'· the next 
sentence says ' they become merged therein' : and this 
would have no meaning (under the above interpretation). 
Then again, the going out of the Breaths having been already 
·declared elsewhere in the text ' All the breaths go out after 
him'. (Brhadii Upa lV.iv.S.), there can be no doubt regarding 
their going out.-lt ·might be argued that 'the path of 
libation being quite different from Births and Rebirths, 
people might be led to believe that the Breaths do go out 
with the Living Being, and hence the text in question has 
declared that they do not go out '.-But even so, the objec
tion-that the additional specification that 'they become 
merged therein' would be meaningless-would still stand. 
Further, when the person has become separated from the 
Breaths, there can be no going for him ; nor indeed the 
character of a Living Being can apply to it. If there is any 
truth in Vedic texts, the Self who is pure Being being all
pervading and without constituent parts, the only thing that 
differen:iates the Living Self ( ]lvfitmii, from the Self) is 
its connection with the Breaths ;-the relationship between 
the Self and the Living Self being exactly like that between 
the fire and the sparks going out of it ; consequently, when 
the Breaths have gone out, and their connection with the 
Living Self has thus ceased, this Self can no longer be regarded 
as' livin,~' (]iva), or as goinR out. It cannot be assumed that 
'when the entity called ' ' }iva' goes out, he does so as a 
small part shooting out of the Supre,ne Being and leaving a 
hole in this latter.'-From all this it follows that when the 
Text says ' going above that he reaches Immortality,' what 
it means is that when the person medi,.ating upon Brahman 
with qualification~, goes out, along with the Breaths, through 
the Artery in the head, the immortality that he attains is 
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only relatioe, and it is not direct Absolute Liberation: 
that it is.so is clear also from such specific statements as 
'that is the unconquered city ,-that the enchanting lake-to 
those alone belongs the Brahmic Region.' ( which all go to 
show that absolute immortality is attainable only by those 
knowing Brahman). 

Thus then, the meaning is that (1) those householders 
who know the philosophy of the Five Fires,-(2) those who 
dwell in the forest, i.e., Hermits and Renunciates,-along 
with-(3) the Life-long Religion, Students-who meditate upon 
Faith and Penance,-i.e., who are endowed with Faith and 
are devoted to penances,-the term ' meditate ' here stand
ing for being devoted to, engaged in, just as in the phrase 
' who meditate upon acts of public utility and charity':
and on the strength of another Vedic text, (4) those who 
meditate upon the true Brahman named 'H irar;ryagarbha' ,
all these (four kinds of persons) go to Flame,-tbey reach 
the Deity kindling the flame.-The rest is similar to the 
explanations provided under the similar description of the 
'Process', under Discourse IV (IV. xv. 5.). 

Thus has been described the Path o/ the Divinities, 
culminating in the Sat~aloka, which is well within the 
Universal Egg: as has been indicated by the Mantra text
'Which lies between the Father and the Mother.'-(1-2) 

TEXT-And those who, living in villages, meditate 
upon sacrifices and works of public utility and charity, 
-pass on to Smoke ; from Smoke to Night ; from Night 
to the Darker Fortnight; from the Darker Fortnight to 
those months during which the Sun moves Southwards ; 
from there they do not reach the year.-(3) 

BHASYA-The term 'atha' (and) is meant to indicate 
the begin~ing of a new subject. Those-Householders-who 
li"ing in oillages ; 'living in villages ' is the common charac· 
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teristic of all Householders, differentiating them from the 
Dwellers in the Forest; just as 'dwelling in the Fore,~t' serves 
to differentiate Hermite and Renunciates from Householders. 
-Sacrifices, A gnihotra and other Rites, prescribed in the 
Vedas ;-works of public utrl.tv,-such as the digging oi 
tanks ~:~nd wells and the laying out of Parks ;-Charity
giving, distributing, apart from the sacrificial altar, to the 
best of one· s resources, of things to deserving persons ;
those who meditate upor1 such service and protection; the 
particle 'iti' ,in the phrase' Dattamityupasate ') is meant to 
indicate the methods (of meditation).-All these persons. 
being devoid of true insight, go ooer to smoke,-i.e., they 
reach the Deity ensouling Smoke; and being passed on by that 
Deity, they go to Night,-i. e, to the Deity of the Night;
from Night, they go to the Darker Fortnight,-i.e., the Deity 
of the Dark-Fortnight ;-from that to those six months-the 
Deity ensouling these months-during which the Sun mooes 
Southw:rrds. The Deities of these six months always move 
in a group ; hence the Text uses the plural number (in the 
word 'masan', 'months').-These persons mentioned here 
being addicted to the performance of Acts, do not reach the 
Deity ensouling the Year. 

Question :-" When was there any likelihood of these 
persons reaching theY ear, that it should have been specially 
denied? ·• 

Answer:-There was a likelihood the Northern and 
Southern Paths of the Sun, both equally form part of the 
Year; and for those who go by the path of Flame and the 
rest it has been asserted above that from the six months of 
the Northern Path of the Sun, they proceed to the complete 
Year. Hence it was only natural that on the same analogy. 
those who have been spoken of as having reached the six 
months of the Southern Path should be regarded as going 
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next to the year; consequently it was necessary to deny this 
specificall.v -from them they do not go to the Year.-(3) 

TEXT-From the months, (thev go) to the Region 
of the Fathers : from the Region of the Fathers to 
Akasa; from Akasa to the Moon. That is Soma the 
King. That is the food of the Deities. This the Deities 
eat.-(4) 

BHAl;lYA-From the months, they ga to the Re~tion of 
the Fathers,-from the Region of the Fathers, to Aka~a:; 
from Akasa to the Moon.-

Question :-" Who is it who is reached by them? " 

Answer :-The Moon, which is seen by us in the sky, 
who is Soma, the King-of Brahma7Jas ; that is the food of 
the Deities ; and this food in the shape of the Moon, the 
Deities eat.-Thus the performers of Rituals and other 
acts, having gone through smoke and the rest, become 
merged in the Moon and hence are eaten by the Deities. 

Objection ;-"If becoming food, these persons are eaten 
by the Deities,-then the performance of sacrifices and 
other acts leads to evil consequences ".-There is no point 
in this objection. What is really meant by their being eaten 
is only that they become the accessories or tools of the 
Deities,-not that they are actually eaten, swallowed by the 
Deities as morsels of food ; they only become tools in the 
hands of the Deities,-like women, cattle, servants and such 
dependents. The term ' anna ' (food) is actually found to 
be used in the sense of acce:;sory, in such expressions as
' women are food ', ' cattle are /ood ', ' the people are food', 
-'of the King'; and so forth. Just as in the case of women, 
cattle and the rest,-though they are themselves objects 
of enjoyment for man,-it does not follow from that that 
they do not have their own enjoyments,-so is the case in 
question ; even though the performers of acts are objects of 

c. u.t7 
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enjoyment for Deities, yet they enjoy their own pleasures, 
sporting with Deities. The body for these persops,. fit for 
the experiencing of those pleasures, is an aqueous one, 
produced in the Lunar Region. This is what has been 
described above in the text' Water, named Faith, having 
been offered into the fire of the Heavenly Region, becomes. 
King Soma' (/bid. V. iv. 2. ). What happens is that the 
Water, entering into the constitution of the Rites per-· 
formed, and accompanied by other elementary substances, 
reaches the Heavenly Region, and becoming merged in the 
Moon, it becomes the constituent making up the body 
for persons devoted to sacrifices and other acts. (And it 
is through this aqueous body that they are enabled to 
experience the joys of Heaven.) That is to say, when the 
last oblation has been poured into the fire and the body has 
been burnt, the water rising out of the body goes up along 
with the smoke, and having enveloped the sacrificer (his 
soul), it reaches the Lunar Region and becomes the material 
of which the external body of the sacrificer is built up,-
just as straw and clay form the material in the making of 
the Clay-Idol; and it is with the body built of this water 
that these persons stay in Heaven, enjoying the reward of 
their sacrificial and other acts.-(4) 

TEXT-Having dwelt there till exhaustion, they 
return again, by the same path as they came, to AkiiSa; 
from Akasa to Air ; having become Air, they become 
Smoke ; and having become Smoke, they become 
the Mist.-(5) 

BHA~YA-By 'the time that the Karmic force to which· 
the heavenly pleasures are due become exhausted ;-the 
term 'sampata' stands for that whereby there is exhaustion 
of the Karmic force ;-so the meaning is ' by the time that 
the Karmic force becomes exhausted ;'-having dwelt in the 
Lunar Region, they return again immediately by the path 
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going to be described. The use of the phrase ' return again ' 
indicates-that the persons concerned had previously also 
gone to the Lunar Region and returned therefrom; while, 
in this Region, these persons, having developed their 
Karmic force, go over to the Moon; and when this force 
is exhausted, they return, and they are not allowed to stay 
there for a single moment after that; because their going 
there was due entirely to the Karmic force and this 
force has become exhausted ;-just as the lamp disappears 
on the exhaustion of the oil-supply. 

Question :-" When one has reached the Lunar Region 
as the result of his Karmic .force, and descends from there, 
-does this descent take place after the total exhaustion of 
that force ? Or, while there is still some remnant of it 
left?-" Well, what if it is? "-If the entire Karmic .force 
is exhausted, then Liberation should follow immediately, 
v,rhile the man is still in the Lunar Regions (as on exhaus
tion of the Karmic .force, there is nothing that can keep 
him from Liberation): or, we may leave aside the question 
as to whether Liberation would or would not follow him 
there ;-in fact, (if the entire Karmic force has been 
exhausted) it would not be possible for the man, on his 
return from the Lunar Regions, to have any physical 
body and experiences (as all these are the results of the 
force of Karmic Residual) : and this view of entire exhaus
tion would also be contrary to what is said in the Smrtis 
regarding man being reborn on account of the reward 
of his Karmic Residual force." 

(The answer to the above is as follows)-(The Man has 
reached the Lunar Regions as the result of the Karmic 
force set up by his performance of acts of public utility 
and of charity; and) in this world of men, there are many 
acts done apart from those of public utility and charity ; 
and it is possible that there would be many such acts the 
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Karmic force of which would lead to the man's having 
a physical body and experiences on rebirth ; lilnd these 
experiences cannot all be gone through in the Lunar 
Regions ; these the ref ore would remain unexhausted ; and 
only those acts ( and their Residual forces ) would be 
exhausted by virtue of which the Man had reached the 

·Lunar Regions. Thus, there is no incompatibility at all. As 
for the term ' remnant ', there can be no incongruity in its 
use, as it refers to all·acts in general (not to any particular 
set of acts, such as those of public utility).-Thus then, 
there is no room for the objection that Liberation would 
follow then and there. As a matter of fact, whenever any 
single person is born in the world, such birth may be the 
result of any one of his numerous acts which are conducive 
to experiences to be gone through in several mutually in
compatible bodies.-(That is, the man may have done acts,, 
one of which would lead to such experiences as are to be 
had only in a human body, while there may be one act 
which would lead to experiences under-goable only in an 
equine body ; and both these sets of experiences could not 
be gone through during a single life ).-So that it is not 
possible for the whole Karmic Residue of the man to be 
exhausted during a single life. Further, it has been 
declared that there are many such acts as Brahmana-murder 
and other heinous crimes which lead to the pers~n being 
born during,severallives. Further, such persons as have 
come to be born as inanimate things (as the result of grave 
misdeeds), as these would be entirely dull and non-intelli
gent, there i§ no possibility of their doing any such act 
of superior merit as would lead to an improvement in their 
position. And lastly, for those who are in the embryo
stage, there would be no possibility for these to be born 
into the world, as there would be no Karmic Residue during 
the time that they are coming out of the womb ( and e~· 
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h:;pothesis all past Karmic residue has become exhausted ). 
From all this it follows that the experiences resulting from 
all one's acts cannot be gone through during a single life. 

Some people have asserted as follows :-" At the time 
of death (all the Karmic Residue that was ' operative ', 
Prarabdha, during the life having become exhausted),-and 
the substratum of all the rest of the Man's Karmic Residue, 
-in the shape of the dead;body-having become destroyed 
by death,-these remaining Residues lead to the birth of a 
new Body. Of these Karmic residues it is not possible that 
while some of them become actively operative in bringing 
about the birth, some continue to remain inoperative ; 
because Death brings to the fore the entire set of the man's 
Karmic residue ; just as when the lamp is lighted it 
illumines all that falls within its range. (So that there must 
be a remnant of Karmic Residue in the case under 
discussion)." 

This is not right. Because the accepted view is that 
all things are essentially the same (everything is of the 
nature of everything) ; and when all is essentially the same 
as all, there can be no entire distinction of anything, 
regulated as all things are, by condition, of time and 
place; nor is the entire manifestation of anything possible, 
for the same reason. Similarly, in the case of the Karmic 
Residue along with their substratum. For instance, 
in a certain case the man's nature may be beset with 
numerous tendencies (and impressions ) due to his pre· 
vious births as Man, Peacock, Ape etc., and if his coming 
birth happens to be brought about by that portion of his 
Kiirmic Residue which is conducive to making him born 
as Ape,-the rest of his Karmic Residue and tendencies 
-does not become entirely destroyed ( or set aside ). 
If all the tendencies and impressions conducive to other 
kinds of birth ( as man or peacock etc. ) were entirely 
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set aside or destroyed, then, in the case when the man 
has been born as an ape, by virtue of that Karmi'c Residue 
which was conducive to his apish birth, ( and all the 
rest of his Karmic Residue were destroyed after this), then 
it would not be possible for the ape, immediately on birth, 
to acquire the capacity to jump from the tree, or remain 
Clinging to, the mother's breasts ; because it has not had 
any practice of these arts during its present birth. Nor can 
it be asserted that, "d'uring the life immediately preceding 
the present one, it was an Ape (so that the capacities 
come to it out of that past experience). "-Because the 
Vedic Text declares that" Knowledge and Action follow 
him, as also previous experience." (Brhada. Up a. IV. iv. 2.) 
(Which shows that the man's capacities in life are not du¢, 
only to the tendencies and impressions of his immediately 
preceding life,-but to all the sum total of his ·.past 
experiences).-F rom all this it follows that jus: like the 
tendencies and impressions there can be no destruction 
of all the Karmic Residues; so that the remnant of such 
residue is quite possible. Thus, what happens is that the 
Birth is due to that part of his Karmic Residue which 
remains after the exhaustion of that part of 1t which 
brought about his experience (in the past life ;-and in this 
there is no incompatibility or incongruity. 

The text now proceeds to answer the question-''What 
is that Path to which they return ? "-

B~ the same Path as the~ came. 

Objection:-" The journey outward has been described 
as being ' from the regions of the Fat hers to Akasa, from 
Aka~a to the Moon; but the return journey has not been 
described in this way; the return journey is said to be 
from Akasa to Air and so forth ;-how then can it be 
said to be 'b"J the same Path as the"J came'?" 
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Answer :-This does not vitiate the statement ; as the 
reaching 6f Akasa, and that of Earth, is the same in both 
journeys. Nor, again, does it mean ~hat the Returning is 
always exactly the same way ; as a matter of fact, they 
return in other ways also ; in fact, it is not even necessary 
that they must return in all cases ; hence when it is said that 
'they return the same way', it is only by way of illustration. 
-Thus, they reach the elerr,l'ntal (material) Akasa. As for 
the Water that made up their body in the Lunar Region, 
they become dissolved on the exhaustion of that Karmic 
Residue to which their experiences in that region had been 
due ; just like clarified Butter on contact with fire ;-on 
being dissolved it continues to remain in subtle form, in the 
Sky, having been turned into Akasa ; and from the sky, 
the Water turns into Air, and resting in Air, and becoming 
turned into Air, it becomes carried about hither and 
thither ; and the person whose Karmic Residue has been 
exhausted also becomes turned into Air. (This is what is 
meant by his goin~ from .if.kasa to A ir).-Having become 
Air, he, along with the Water, becomes Smoke ;-having 
become Smoke, he becomes Mist, which looks like being 
filled with water.-(5) 

TEXT-Having become Mist, he becomes the 
Cloud ; having become the Cloud, he becomes Rains ;
then he is born as rice and barley, herbs and trees, 
seasamum and beans. Henceforth, exit becomes 
extremely difficult, whoever eats food, and who sows 
the seed, he becomes like unto him.-(6) 

BHA~YA-Haoing become Mist, he becomes the Rain
producing Cloud ;-having become the Cloud, he rains; i.e. 
the man with the remnant of his Karmic Residue falls 
down in the shape of torrents of rain ;-then they are born 
as,-in the form of-rice and barley, herbs and trea, 
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aeasamum and beans. As the number of persons wit.h 
(partly) exhausted Karmic Residue is a large one~ (and are 
born in so many diverse forms) they have been spoken of 
by a word in the plural number (' they '). In the form of 
Cloud and the rest, on the other hand, they all appear in the 
'Single forms of Cloud etc., hence in that connection the 
'singular number has been used ; in the case qf rain
torrents, they are found to have thousands of places like 
mountain-sides, caves, 'rivers, ocean, forests, deserts, and so 
forth. For this reason, henceforth exit becomes extremely 
difficult,-difficult to move, diHicult to get out of ; as being 
carried away by the water flowing down the mountain 
sides, they reach the rivers, thence the ocean ; there they 
are eaten by alligators and other animals; these animals also 
are eaten up by other animals; thus, along with the 
alligator, becoming dissolved in the ocean, they become 
drawn, along with the sea-water, by the clouds and falling, 
in the form of rain-torrents, come to rest upon such 
inaccesible places as the desert or a rock ; sometimes how
eyer they are drunk up by serpents and wild animals, and 
eaten by others; and those again by others ; and so on they 
would go on in a round of Evolution ;-in some cases, they 
would. fall upon such inanimate things as are not eatable, 
and become dry and evaporated there ; even among those 
who become edible inanimate things, it is difficult to 
become connected with the body of a person capable of 
'sowing the seed'; because the number of inanimate things 
is so large; this is what makes the exit extremely difficult. 

Or, the term ' Durni11prapataram' may be taken to mean 
that ' exit herefrom is more difficult than from the position 
of rice and barley' etc.,-this interpretation would involve 
the assumption of an additional ' ta ', the form being 
'Darnifprapatataram ',-in the sense that 'the position of 
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rice and barley' etc., is itself difficult to get out of 'Durni~
prapata ',' and more difficult than this is the exit from 
connection with a body capable vf ' sowing the seed ', 
because there are many such bodies (of human beings) who 
are entirely celibate or infants or persons devoid of mascu
line virility, and when food is eaten up by these, it perishes 
( without further Procreation ; because the number of 
food-eaters is so large). It is only by sheer chance that once 
in a way, the food comes to be eaten by persons capable of 
'sowing the seed'; and when thus they have attained the 
position of such 'sowers of seed', then their Karmic Residues 
come to secure a position enabling it to function.
" How? ''-Whoever-person capable of 'sowing the seed', 
eats food connected with the latent personalities with 
Karmic Residues,-and who sows the seed,-in the woman, 
during her courses,-he becomes like unto him; that is, of 
the same shape as the 'sower of seed ';-the term 'bhiiyah' 
signifies a large measure of resemblance in features ; whut 
happens is that the latent personality with his Karmic 
Residue enters the womb of the woman, in the form of t;he 
' seed ', and the ' seed ' bears the features of the ' sower of 
the seed '-says another Vedic text-' The vigour was 
produced out of all limbs'; hence it is only natural that he 
comes to resemble the ' sower of the seed '.-Thus, then it 
is that from Man, is born Man; and from the cow only 
animals with the bovine shape ; and not animals with other 
shapes. Hence, it is only right to say that 'he becomes like 
unto him.' 

There are others apart from these personalities with 
their Karmic Residues who fail to ascend to the Lunar 
Region, and by reason of their extremely sinful acts, they 
reach the position of rice, barley etc., and then go on to 
the position of Man ;-for these the exit is not so difficult 
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as in the case of the above-mentioned latent personalities 
with the Karmic Residue.-Why ?-Because the body of 
rice and barley etc. has been taken by the person, as a 
result of their karma,-and when this karma has become 
exhausted through experience, the body (due to that karma) 
-of rice and other things, down to the tuft of grass,
becomes destroyed,-and other new bodies, in due course, 
become taken up, in accordance with the nature of his 
karma; jumping from o~e body to the other, like the leech, 
and he retains consciousness all the time ; as declared in the 
text' he becomes endowed with consciousness and they 
move along while still conscious ' (Brhada. Upa. IV. iv. 2.). 

[The difference between the two cases, according to 
Anandagiri, is as follows: In the former case, where the man 
has reached the Lunar Region and descends from there, be
coming connected with the bodies of rice, barley etc., the 
time taken in taking up another body is a long one ; hence, 
the exit therefrom has been said to be 'extremely difficult'. 
In the other case, where the man has not reached the Lunar 
Region, and has entered the body of rice, barley etc., what 
happens is that the taking of such incarnate bodies is due 
to the defects in the man's bodiiy acts; so that this body 
remains with htm only so long as the effect of those 
acts lasts; and hence exit from the body comes in the 
normal course, and there is no difficulty. In the former 
case, there is no mention of the particular bodies being the 
effect of any particular acts, the man passes through the 
full Gamut, and there is no limit to his occupancy of any 
particular body, as the exhaustion of the particular karma 
is in the other case ; so that the abandonment of one body 
and the occupying of another is not quite so regulated as in 
the other case; hence the exit is difficult'.] 

Though when one goes into another body only after aU 
his organs have been withdrawn, yet it is as fully endow.ed 
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with consciousness that he goes to the other body ,-this 
being due· to consciousness arising from the tendencies and 
impressiens produced by those acts that led him to the new 
body ,-as in a dream. This statement is based upon the 
authority of the Veda : For instance, the passing through 
Light and through Smoke is always accompanied by 
consciousness as in a dream (in both cases, the conscious
ness being due to tendencies and impressions left by past 
deeds). That this is so is due to the fact that the said 
passing (through Light and Smoke) is the direct result of 
such Karmic Residues as have become operative and begun to 
operate.-ln the case of those, however, who pass on with 
their Karmic Residue clinging to them and who are born as 
Rice, Barley, etc., it is not possible for these to be conscious 
of their connection with the procreating agents,-the woman 
and the seed-sower ; it is not possible for conscious beings 
to be living in the rice etc., while they go through the 
process of being cut, thumped, ground down and so forth. 

Objection :-"In the other case also, where the entities 
descend from the Lunar Region, the entering into another 
body is exactly like such entering in the case of those who 
have not reached the Lunar Region ; so that in the former 
case also the leech-like moving out from one body to 
another must be accompanied by consciousness.-And if 
that be so, then for performers of sacrifices and works of 
public utility there would be terrible experiences of hell 
involved throughout the process of descending from the 
Lunar Region and being ultimately born as Brahma~a etc., 
(as during all this process, the entity would, ex hypothesi, be 
fully conscious) ;-and this being so, it would come to this, 
that the injunction of sacrifices and works of public utility 
really tend to evil consequences ; and this would shake the 
authority of the Veda, for the simple reason that acts 
enjoined in the Veda lead to evil consequences," 
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Answer :-It is not so. Because there is a difference 
between the two cases, just as there is between' going up 
the tree andfalling down from it. It is right that when the 
entity is passing from one body to the other, he should 
remain conscious, with the consciousness brought about by 
that Karmic Residue which has become operati"e ;-just as 
when one is going up a tree for the purpose of plucking its 
fruit he is fully conscious ; it is on this analogy that con· 
sciousness would be pr~sent in the entities passing through 
Light and Smoke, while desirous of reaching the Lunar 
Region. There would be no such consciousness in the case 
of the entity descending from the Lunar Region ; just as 
there is no consciousness in the man falling down from the 
tree. In the case of men struck down by a club or some such 
instrument, they have all their organs of sensations benum~ 
ed and rendered inoperative by the pain caused by that stroke, 
we find that they are carried along from place to place, in a 
state of complete unconsciousness :- similarly, in the case 
of persons descending from the Lunar Region into the lunar 
and other bodies, the Karmic Residue that had led them 
to the enjoyment of pleasures in Heaven having become 
exhausted, their aqueous body becomes dissolved and al• 
organs of sensation are rendered inoperative ; hence those 
entities, rendered unconscious, but still attached to the 
water that formed the seed of their precious body, descend 
through AkiYsa etc., and become attached to such inanimate 
bodies as are ordained by their Karmic Residues ; and all 
this time they are entirely unconscious,.on account of their 
organs of sensation having been rendered inoperative. Thus 
throughout the time taken by the processes of cutting, 
thumping, grinding, cooking, eating, digesting, turning into 
juices, and the first ' sowing of the seed ',-the entity 
remains as if 1,mconscious : specially as till then that part 
of his Klirmic Residue which would produce tor him · the 
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next body has not yet become operative ; and throughout 
all these .processes, these entities do not lose all contact 
with the aqueous seed of their previous bodies and hence 
remain in that (unconscious) condition (equipped with that 
aqueous seed as their bodies) ; and to that extent when 
actually going from one body to the other, they may for 
the moment, be conscious of it, like the leech; and such 
(momentary consciousness) would not beincompatible (with 
our view), though during the whole of the intervening 
process, they remain unconscious. Thus, there IS no 
incongruity. 

Nor is it right to argue that the rites prescribed in the 
Veda being attended with violence and injury, must be the 
cause of both (merit and demerit). Because the said 
violence has been actually enjoined by the scriptures ; and 
the Vedic text to the effect that 'One should not injure 
living beings, except at certain ordained places and times ' 
(Chando. Upa. VII l. xv. 1.) clearly indicates the- view that 
there is no justification for the view that the violence 
(killing) enjoined by the scriptures is conducive to Demerit 
(evil). Even if such a view were accepted, that the killing 
involved in the enjoined acts is conducive to evil, such evil 
could be removed by means of Mantras, just as poisons are 
removed ; consequently, there is no possibility of acts 
prescribed in the Veda bringing about effects productive of 
pain, just as the effects of taking poison are rendered in
effective by M antras.-(6) 

TEXT-Then, those who have been of good conduct 
here would quickly attain good birth-birth of Brahmal)a, 
birth of K!!atriya, or birth of Vaisya. And those who 

. have been of bad conduct here attain evil birth,-birth 
of a dog, the birth of a hog, or the birth of a 
Ca~;uJala.-(7) 
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BHA$YA-Among the entities beset with their Karmi~ 
Residue those who, here-in this world-have beet;~ o/ good 
conduct,-i. e. whose action and character have been good, 
-those who have the qualification of good conduct and 
character,-and on that account, whose deeds have been 
righteous and hence the Karmic Residue is good,-such 
persons are said to be ' of good conduct '. The presence of 
good Karmic Residue can always be inferred in persons 
free from cruelty, falsity and deceit. All this Righteous 
Act and its resultant Karmic Residue having led to the 
experiences in the Lunar Region, what has remained of that 
residue leads to the entity to be quickly, speedily, ' Yat • 
being an adverb,-attain good birth,-i. e. birth free from 
cruelty and other evil qualities.-Such birth, for instan~e~ 
as that of the Brahmar;a, the K~atriyu, or the Vaisya,~ 
according to the character of their Karmic Residue. Those 
who are of the contrary nature, who have been of bad 
conduct,-i. e. whose acts have been characterised by bad 
character,-and whose Karmic Residue, on that account, 
has been bad, they quickly attain evil birth,-in accordance 
with their past deeds,-i. e. such birth as is completely 
devoid of all merit and righteousness and hence disgusting ~ 
-such as birth of a dog, of a hog, or of a Ca~u]ala,-all 
according to the character of his own past deeds.-Those 
who have been of good conduct and have been born among. 
the' twice born castes ',-if they, in their new life, remain 
nrm in their religious obligations and continue to perform 
sacrifices and other meritorious acts, they go forward. 
through Smoke and the rest, and come back, again and 
again, like the water-pulley. If they happen to attain 
knowledge, then they proceed by the Path of Light and 
the rest.-(7) 

TEXT-Of these two paths,-by neither of them do 
they proceed, who, being small creatures, keep repeated-
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ly revolving-being subject to the process of ' Be hom 
and Die :. This is the third Position. Thus, it is that 
that other region is never filled. Hence, one should 
cultivate a feeling of disgust. To this effect, there is 
the following Verse.-(8) 

BHA$YA-Sometimes people do not attend to know
ledge, nor have they recourse to the performance of 
sacrifices and other acts ; and in these cases, these people 
do not proceed by either of the above-described two Paths 
of Light and of Smoke; in fact, these small creatures,-in 
the shape of the flea, the mosquito, the insects and so forth 
-keep repeatedly revolving; that is, having fallen froU: 
both Paths, they die and are born again and again. The 
continuation of their births and deaths is expressed imita
tively by means of the two imperative verbs 'Be Born' 
and ' Die', which are supposed to be the direction of 
God. The meaning is that all their time is taken up by the 
processes of Death and Birth, and there is no time during 
which acts are performed or their resultant experiences 
gone through. This position of the small creatures, re
presents the third position for people fallen on the wheel 
of birth and death, in reference to, and as distinguished 
from the two Paths described above. Thus then, those 
who proceed by the ' Southern Path' also return to this 
world ;-and those who are not entitled to Knowledge 
or Ritualistic Acts naturally never proceed even by the 
' Southern Path '. And the result of all this is that that 
other world is not filled up. 

Thus, the fifth question has been answered by the 
Philosophy of the Five Fires. The first question has been 
answered by the description of the Northern and Southern 
Paths.-The question relating to the Diverging point between 
the Northern and Southern Paths,-also has been answered; 
that the Dead are thrown into the Fire, is the same in 
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both Paths ; it is after this that the ' divergence ' comes in 
-some going by the Path of Light etc., and others by the 
Path of Smoke etc ;-then they come together ag~in at the 
six months of the Northern circuit and six of the Southern 
circuit ; and then again diverge,-some going to the Year, 
and some to the Months direct and then to the Region of the 

.Fathers.-All this has been duly explained. The Return 
also of those whose Karmic Residue has become attenuated, 
has been described as Jrom the Lunar Region to Aka§a and 
so on. As for the non-filling of that other world, it has 
been asserted in so many words by the text itself :-' it is 
thus that the other is never filled'. 

Since, the process of the Births and Rebirths is so beset 
w;th troubles, therefore, one should cultivate a feeling of 
disgust. That is, because it is found that wretched creatures 
are every moment of their life taken up by the pangs of 
births and deaths and are thrust into illimitable terrible 
darkness,-like the unnavigable ocean, and having no hope 
of going out,-therefore one should cultivate feelings of 
disgust towards this process of Birth and Rebirth,-avoid 
it, shun it, praying that ' may I never fall into this terrible 
metempsyclic ocean I ' 

To this effect,-as suming up all this,-there is the 
following verse, in praise of the Philosophy of the Five 
Fires.-(8) 

TEXT-'One who steals gold, one who drinks wiae. 
one who dishonours the teacher's bed, and one who 
kills the Brahma~w,-all these four do fall, as also the 
fifth, one who associates with those.'-( 9) 

BHA$YA-One who steals gold,-i. e. gold belonging to 
the Brahma~a-one who being a Brahma~a,-drinks wine,:
one who dishonours the teacher's bed,-his wife,-one who 
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kills a BrlihmaT)a ,-these four fall ; and also the fifth, one 
who associgtes with those.-(9) 

TEXT-' One who thus knows these Five Fires,
even though he associates with those,-does not become 
contaminated by sin. He becomes pure and clean and 
attains pure regions,-who knows this thus,-yea who 
knows this thus.'-( 10) 

BHA$YA :-But one who knows the five fires as describ- · 
ed above,-even if he associates with the said great sinners, 
-does not become contaminated by sin.-H e is pure and clean 
by virtue of the Philosophy of the Five Fires, and attains 
the pure Regions of Prajapati and other deities,-one who 
knows the whole of the philosophy as above expounded, 
along with the five questions that had been asked.-The 
repetition is meant to indicate that all the questions have 
been fully disposed of.-(10) 

End of Section (10) of Discourse V 

SECTION (11) 

BHASYA-It has been explained above that those who 
go by the .Southern Path become 'food' ,-in the passage 
' That food, the Deities eat ': it has also been described 
that there is also a very troublesome course of births and 
rebirths whereby they become small animals. In order to 
avoid both these undesirable contingencies, it is necessary 
for one to become the Vaisvlinara Fire who is the 'eater 
of food' ; and to that end, the following section has been 
introduced :-

TEXT -Prichinas'ila-Aupamanyava, Satyayajfta 
-Paulusi, lndradyumna-Bhillaveya,-Jana-S 'arkari· 
ksya and Bu4ila-As'vataris'vi ,-these great House-. 
lW,tders and great Vedic Scholars, having come together, 
held a discussion as to ' what is our Self?', 'what i• 
Brahman ? '.-( 1 ) 

I" n HI 
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BHA~YA-Prachinasala,-by name,-Aupamanyaoa,
the son of iJ pamanyu ;·-Satyayajna-by name,- .Paulu~i ,
the son of Pulu~a ;-lndradyumna-by name,-Bhallaoeya, 
the son of Bhallavi, who was the son of Bhallaoa ;
]ana-by name,-Sarkarak~ya,-the son of Sarkarak~a; 
Budila~by name, Asvatarlisoi ,-the son of .Asvatara§oa . 

. -All these five were Great H ouseholders,-possessed of 
'extensive houses, i.e. rich,-Great Vedic Scholars,-fuliy 
equipped with Vedic learning and good conduct.-All these 
coming together,-met somewhere,-held a discussion-a 
consultation ;-in what manner ?-as to what is our Self, and 
What is Brahman.-The terms' Self' and' Brahman' qualify 
one another; the term' Brahman' excludes the limited Self 
encased within the body; and the term 'Self ' excludes the 
Brahman in the form of the Sun and other manifestations 
apart from the Self as objects of meditation ; while between 
the two themselves, there is no difference ; Self is Brahman 
and Brahman is Self; and in this way it becomes established 
that Brahman is the All-Self, Vaisvanara, and this is o~r 
Self. That this is so (that what is the object of meditation 
is the All-Self) is also indicated by those texts whtit-e it 
has been declared that, (If you were to meditate upon 
the limited Self, not upon the All-Self, then) your head 
would fall,-'you would become blind' and so forth.-(1) 

TEXT-They therefore thought thus-' Uddalaka
Aruni, 0, Sirs, is, at present, studying this Vaisvanara 
-S~lf; let us go to him ' ; and they went over to him -
(2) 

BHASYA-They carried on the discussion, but did not 
arrive at ~ny conclusion ; therefore they thought,:__had an 
idea of,-a teacher for themselves. Uddalaka-well known' 
by this name,-.Aru~i,-the son of Aru~a,-0 Sirs,-revered' 
gentlemen,-is, at present, studyin~, in the proper manner, ...... 
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this Vaiivanara.Self-which we are seeking; let us ~o to 
him. Having thus made up their mind, they went over to 
him,-went to Aru~i.-(2) 

TEXT-He thought-' These great Householders 
and great Vedic Scholars-are going to question me ; 
and I cannot tell them anything ; so I shall advise 
them of another teacher .-(3) 

BHA$Y A-As soon as he saw them, he knew for what 
purpose they had come, and then thought :-What ?-'These 
great Householders and great Vedic Scholars are ~oing to 
question me regardmg the Vaishoanara,-and I cannot tell 
them,--1 dare not tell them-eoer.Ything-regarding what 
they ask ;-hence I shall.-now-adoise them o/ another
suggest to them another expounder.-(3) 

TEXT-He said to them-' Revered Sirs, at present, 
Asoapati-Kaikeya is studying this Self; let us go to 
him '. They went over to him.-( 4) 

BHASYA-Having thought so, he said to them :-A&va
~ti,-by ~ame-Kaikeya,-the son of Kekaya,--at present 
-is properly studying this Self,-Vaisoanara ; etc., etc., 
as before.-(4) 

TEXT-When they approached, he had welcome 
offered to them separately with proper rites. The next 
morning, having risen, he said to them :-'In my king
dom, there is no thief, no miser, no drunkard, no man 
who has not installed the fire, no illiterate person, no 
adulterer,-whence then an adulteress'? I am going to 
perform a sacrifice, Revered Sirs ; and as much wealth 
as I give to each single officiating priest, I shall give 
the same to you, Respected Sirs, please stay '.-(5) 

They said-• The purpose for which a man collJes,
tltat he should speak out. You are, at present, study .. 
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ing the Self, Vaiioanara, please expound to us. 
that.'-(6) 

He said,-'1 shall answer you, in the morning'.
Early in the morning, they approached him, with fuel 
in their hands: and without 'initiating' them, he 
expounded to them (as follows).-(7) 

BHA~YA-When they approached him, the king-had 
welcome offered to them,-through priests and attendants. 
The next day, having risen in the morning, the king 
approached them with due humility and asked them to 
accept riches from him. Being refused by them, he 
thought,-' these sages perceive in me a certain defect, 
whereby they refuse to accept gifts from me ', and 
pointing out to them how well-behaved he was, he said ' In 
my kingdom, there is no thief,-who misappropriates the 
belongings of others,-no miser,-who gives not to others,~ 
even when he has the intention to do so,-no drunkard,
no Brahma1Jas drinking wine,-no one who has not installed 
the /ires,-even though possessed of a hundred cows,-no 
illiterate person,-who has not read all that he is entitled 
and able to read,-no adulterer--person associating with 
another's wife,-hence, how could there by any misbehaved 
woman ?-that is, it is not possible. When they said that they 
did not take riches, the king thought that ' they consider 
what I am offering too small and hence are not accepting 
it', and said-' Revered Sirs, I am going to perform a sacri
fice-in a few days,-and I have set aside wealth for that 
purpose,-and as much wealth as I give to each of/iciatinl 
priest, I shall gioe the same-to each of you, Respected 
Sirs,-please stay and witness my sacrificial performances.' 
Being thus addressed, they said :-' The purpose for whicl. a 
man comes-to a person,-that he should speak out-that I 
have come for such and such a purpose; such is the practice 
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• of all good men ;-we are, in fact, seeking for knowledge 

of Vai8114tZara : and this Self-VaiSciinara ;you are stud,ing 
at present,-i. e. you know It rightly ; hence expound 
that to us. '-Thereupon, he said to them-' In the morning, 
I shall answer ;you,-give you the right'answer.'-Being told 
thus and understanding what the king meant,-with/rzel in 
their hands,-i.e. carrying bundles of fuel in their hands,
the next day, earl;y in the morning,-the;y approached-went 

. ocer to him-the king.-As these great Householders and 
great Vedic Scholars, who are Brahmal)as, have renounced 
the pride of these qualifications, and with loads of fuel 
in their hands, have come with due humility, seeking for 
knowledge, to me,-who is of a lower caste-so must 
behave all those who seek to obtain knowledge.-He 
imparted to them the knowledge (they were seeking ), 
without initiating them,-without performing the initiatory 
rites. As the king imparted the knowledge to persons who 
were fit to receive it, so should other persons also impart 
knowledge to fit pupils ; and such is the purport of this 
story,-Thereupon he expounded to them, the following 
Philosoph;y of the Vai&viinara; this sentence being construed 
with what follows :-(5-7) 

End of Section (11) of Discourse V 

SECTION (12) 
TEXT-' Aupaman;yava, what is that Self on which 

you meditate? '-He said-' the Heaven, 0 Revered 
King. '-This that you meditate upon as Self is that 
Vais'vinara-Self which is highly Brilliant. Therefore 
it is that in · your family is seen ' Suta, Prasuta and 
Asrzta '.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-The text describes what the king said:
~·asked-' 0 Aupaman,ava, what is that Vaiioanarcr· 
BMf which you meditate upon ? ' 
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Objection-" This is highly unfair-that the teacher 
should question the pupil." 

Answer :-There is nothing wrong in this ; the idea 
in the teacher's mind is-' come to me and tell me what 
you already know, then I shall teach you what there is 
beyond that', and this method is quite fair.-ln other cases 
also, it has been found that a question has been put by the 
teacher to a pupil who was not very intelligent, in order to 
arouse his intelligence; 'e. g., in the case of Aiata~atru.
when the question was put-' Where did this exist then ? 
Whence did it come? '. 

' 0 Revered King, I meditate upon the Heaven-the 
Heavenly Region-as the Vai~vi'inara-Self ';-he said
' This is that Vaisviinara-Self which is J.ighl;y brilliant,-i. e. 
known as one of hi~h brilliance ; this 1s called ' Vai~vanczra· 
Self' because it is one part of that Self ;-this is thus only a 
part of the Self which you meditaLe upon.-It is on account 
o{ this meditation of the ' Highly Brilliant' Vaisvanara that 
(1) Suta-in the form of the Soma-juice extracted at the 
performance of sacrifices, (2) Prasuta-what is extracted 
in a specially excellent manner, and (3) Asuta-what is 
extracted of the AhargalJa and other sacrifices,-all this is 
found in your family; that is, people born in your family 
are performers of sacrificial acts.' -0) 

TEXT-' You eat food and see what is dear. One 
who meditates upon this VaiSvanara-Self eats food, sees 
what is dear and there is Brahmic glory in his family.
But this is only the head of the Self; and your head 
would surely have fallen if you had not come to 
me '.-(2) , 

BHASYA-You eat fooJ,-with sharpened appetite,
anc/ see ~hat is dear ,-in the shape of your sons-.aad 
grandsons and other agreeable things. A not her tJerson ala. 
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eats food and sees what is dear, and there is Suta, Prasuta 
and Asuta, and other characteristics of the Ritualist,-and 
there is thi~ Brahmic glor;y in his famil;y,-if he meditates 
upon the said Vai~vlinara.-This however is onl;y the head 
of the 'Vaisvanara.-not the entire Vaishoanara ;-hence on 
account of your meditating upon this (partial) Vai~vanara 
as the entire Vaisolinara, ;your head would have fallen off
by reason of your entertaining a wrong notion,-ij ;you had 
not come to me ; that is, you have done well m coming 
to me ·.-(2) 

End of Section (12) of Discourse V 

SECTION (13) 
TEXT-Then he said to Sat;ya::;ojna-Paulu?i :-' 0, 

ancient adept, what is that Self on which you meditate?' 
-He replied-' The Sun, 0 Revered King.'-' This that 
~ou ~editate upon as Self is that Vais'vinara-Self 
which i& multi-form. Hence, it is that in your family are 
seen man-y all-coloured things '.-( 1) 

BHA:~YA-H e said to Sat;ya;yojna-Paulu~i-' 0 ancient 
adept, what is that Self on which you meditate? '-He said
' The Sun, 0 Reoered King.'-' This that ::;ou meditate upon 
is that Vaisolinara-Self which is multi-form' ;-the Sun is 
called' multiform', because of the presence there of white, 
blue and other colours.-or because of its containing all 
forms ; as a matter of fact, all colours have their origin in 
the Sun ; hence the Sun is ' multiform ' ;-and on account 
of your meditating upon the Sun there· are seen in your 
family many mult1form things,-in the form of accessories 
useful in this and in the other world '.-(1) 

TEXT-'Ready (for you) is the chariot with mules, 
slave-girls and jewels ; you eat food and see what is 
dear. One who thus meditates upon this VaiSvanara
Self eat• food and sees what is dear; and there ~-
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Brahmic glory in his family.-But this is only the Eye 
ef the Self. '-He said-' You would have become blind 
if you had not come to me. '-(2) 

BHA$YA-Further,-' Ready for you is the chariot with 
mules,-i. e. the chariot with mules yoked to it,-also slave
girls along with jewels-i. e. necklace ;-you eat food etc., 
etc.,'-as before.-But the Sun is only the eye of Vaii"a
nara and since you meditate upon this as the whole Vaisoa
nara, you would haoe become blind-deprived of your eyes, 
-if you had not come to me ',-as before.-(2) 

End of Section (13) of Discourse V 

SECTION (14) 

TEXT-Then he said to Indradyumna-Bhallaoeya
'0, Descendant of Vyighrapida, what is that Self on 
which you meditate i' '-'The Air, 0, Revered Kin~,'-he 
said.-' This that you meditate upon as Self 18 that 
Vaisoanara-Self which is 'diverse-coursed'. Hence, 
there come to you diverse offerings and rows of chariots 
follt>w you in diverse ways. '-(1) 

BHA$YA-He said to Indradyumna-Bhallaoeya-'0, 
Descendant of Vyaghrapada, what is that Self on which you 
meditate?' etc.-as before. Dioerse-coursed,-the Air has 
various courses ; existing as it does in various forms, such 
as the Aoaha, Udoaha and the like-; hence, on account of 
your meditating upon the 'diverse-coursed ' Vaisviinara, 
there come to you offerings-of cloth, food and other 
things-from various directions,-and rows of chariots also 
follow you in diverse ways. '-(1) 

TEXT-• You .,at food and see what ia dear. One 
who thus meditates upon this Vais'vinara·Self eats 
food and sees what is dear and there is Brahmic glory 
in his family. But this is only the Life-breath of the 
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Self :-he said-and your Life-breath would have gone 
out if you had not come to me. '-(2) 

BHA.$YA-' You eat/ood etc., etc.,'-as before.-This 
however is only the Life-breath of the Se/f,-he said-' Your 
Life-bret~th would have gone out-departed,-i/ you had not 
come to me. '-(2) 

End of Section (14) of Discourse V 

SECTION (15) 
TEXT-Then he said to Jana-0, S'arkarak~ya, what 

is that Self on which you meditate ?'-'The Akasa, 0 
~evered Sir,' -he said.-'This that you meditate upon as 
Self is that Vaisviinara-Self which is 'Extensive'. Hence. 
you are extensive in offspring and wealth'.-( 1) 

BHA.f;lYA-He said to }ana etc., etc.,-as before This 
Vaisvanara-Sel! is extensive. The Aka sa is 'Extensive ', 
because it is all-pervading. And because you meditate 
upon it as endowed with the quality of ' extensiveness', 
therefore you are extensive in offspring-in the shape of 
sons, grandsons and the rest,-and wealth,-in the shape 
of gold and other things.-( 1) 

TEXT-'You eat food and see what is dear. One 
who thus meditates upon this Vaisvlinara-Self eats food 
and sees what is dear; and there is Brahmic glory in his 
family.-But this is only the trunk of the Vaisviinara
Self; and your trunk would have been shattered if you 
had not come to me.'-(2) 

BHA.~YA-But this is only the Trunk,-i.e., the middle 
position of the body of Vaisvanara ;-the term ' sandeha ' 
being derived from the root 'dihi' signifying conglomeration, 
and the body being a conglomeration of flesh, blood, bones 
etc.,-it is called 'Sandeha'. Your trunk would have betn 
"h"'ttered-torn asunder,- if you had not come to me.'-(2) 

End of Section (15) of Discourse V 
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SECTION (16) 
TEXT-Then he said to Bu4ila-AstJatarai"i-' 0, 

descendant of V;,"iighrapada, what is that Self on which 
y'ou meditate?'-' Water, 0 Revered King'-he said.
' This that you meditate upon as Self is that ·Vaisvi
nara-Self which is 'Wealth'; hence you are possessed 
of ~ealth and bodily strength.'-( 1) 

BHA~YA-He said to Bu4ila-Asoatarasoi etc., etc.,
as before. This Vaisolinara-Self is ' Wealth ',-in the 
form of wealth : as from water, proceeds food, and 
from food, wealth. Hence ;you are possessed of wealth
wealthy-and of bodily strength,-tbe strength of the body 
being dependent upon food.-0) 

TEXT-'You eat food and see what is dear. One 
who thus meditates upon this Vai~cJlinara-Self eats food. 
and sees what is dear ; and there is Brahmic glory in b'
family. But this is only the bladder of the Self: and 
your bladder would have burst if you had not come to 
me.'-(2) 

BH1\~YA-But this is the Bladder of the Vaisolinara
Self :-' Bladder ' being the place where urine becomes 
collected,-;your bladder would have burst-become torn-if 
:pou had not come:: to me'. -(2) 

End of Section (16) of Discourse V 

SECTION (17) 
TEXT-He said to Uddalaka-Arul)i-'0, Gautama I 

What is that Self on which you meditate? '.-' The 
Earth, 0 Revered King', he said. 'This that you 
meditate upon as Self is that Vaishoanara-Self which 
is firmness ; hence, you are firm-as regards offspring 
and cattle.'-{1) 

'You eat food and see what is dear. One who thus 
meditates upon this Vaisoiinato-Selj eats food and sees 
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what is dear, and there is Brahmic glory in his fam iy. 
But this ,is only the feet of the That Self ; and your feet 
would have faded if you had not come to me '.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Then he said to Uddalaka etc., etc.-as be
fore. ' The Earth, 0 Revered King'-he said. ' This firmness 
is thefeet of Vaz&vanara; and your feet would be faded,
benumbed, paralysed,-if you had not come to me. '-(1-2) 

End of Section (17) of Discourse V 

SECTlON (18) 

TEXT-He said to them-' All of you, knowing the 
Vai~vanara-Self differently as it were, eat food. But 
one who meditates upon this Vais'vanara-Self as a 

rphole, composed of parts and sel!-conscrous, eats fo9d in 
all regions, in all beings and in all Selves.'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Thereupon he said to all those who had held 
the above-mentioned views regarding Vaisoiinara: All of 
you ;-the particles 'vai' and 'khalu' are meaningless ;
know this Vaisvanara-Self,-who 1s one and not diverse,
differently as zt were ; and knowing him thus, ;you eat food; 
and you thus regard the Self as a lim1ted entity, in the same 
way as a number of persons born blmd perceiving the 
elephant through touching its different parts, come to have 
diverse not10ns regarding it (each one regardmg it to be like 
the part that he had touched ; and as none of them had touch
ed the whole elephant, none had any idea of the elephant as 
a whole entity). One who meditates upon this Vaisvanara
Self as a whole composed of parts, such parts as the Heaven 
as His head, down to the Earth as His feet. He is priide~
raiftra which means that (a) he is one who is known, io 
the physical form through his compound parts, such as 
the Heaven as his head, ending with the Earth as his feet ; 
-or (b) it may mean that he is inferred as the 'Eater', in 
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regard to the organs ;-or (c) that he extends from the 
Heaven down to the Earth;-or (d) 'Prlidesa' may be taken 
as standing for the Heavenly and other regions, in the 
sense that they are flatteringly described in the scriptures 
and the Vaisvifnara is of the same size as all these ;-{e) in 
another Vedic text, this Self has been described as 'prlideia· 
mli!ra', in its literal sense,-namely, of the same size as the 
distance between the Head and the Chin ; but this is not the 
sense intended here ; as is dear from the summing up 
contamed in the next text, He is also 'Se1j-conscious',-i.e. 
he is cognised as the Individualised Self in the notion of '1'. 
This is Vaisolinara,--in the sense of ' Visolin narlin 
na;yati ', carries all men, to their states m accordance with 
their merit and demerit ;-He, the All-self, the God ;
or He may be called ' Vaisolinara' in the sense of beina 
'All-Man', being the Self of all,-or he may be 'Vai~linara' 
in the sense that ' He is treated by all men as the Indivtdual
ised Self ', One who meditates upon thia Vai~oiinara-Selj 
eats food in all regions-Heaven and the"re'St,-in all beings
animate and inanimate, and in all :Selrms,-Body, Organs, 
Mind and lntellect,-all these belng sometimes spoken of as 
'Self'. The sense is that One! who knows the Vaisolinara 
eats the food of all living beings,--being the All-self, He 
eats the food (of all); he is not like the ignorant man who 
knows only the physical body with which he identifies 
himself.-(1) 

TEXT-of this Vais'vinara-Self, the Head is the 
'Highly Brilliant' ,-the Eye is the 'Multiform' ,-the 
Life-breath is the 'Diverse-coursed Soul,'-the Trunk 
is the 'Extensive',-the Bladder is 'Wealth',-the Feet 
are the 'Earth' ;-the Chest is the Altar, the Hairs are 
the Grass, the Heart is•the Garhapat;ya Fire, the Mind 
is the Anvahlir;yapacana Fire, and the Mouth is the 
Ahal1aniya Fire.-(2) 
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BHA.eYA-"Why is it so (as described above)?, 
Because o~ this same VaiSolinara-Se/f, which is the 

subject-matter of the section,-the Head itself is the 
'Highly Brilliant', the Eye is the Multiform,-the Life-breath 
is the Dioerse-coursed Soul,-the Trunk is the Extensioe,-. 
the Bladder is Wealth and the Earth is the Feet. Or the 
whole of this may be taken as an injunction of medita
tion-the sense being that one should meditate in this 
manner. The text proceeds to show how, in the case 
of the knower of the Vai~rJlinara-Se/f, the act of Eating 
constitutes the Agnihotra-offering; of this VaisrJlinara-Self, 
-who is the eater,-the chest is the Altar,-because it 
resembles this in shape,-the Hairs are the Gra.!s,-the 
hairs are seen to be spread over the chest, just as grass 
is seen strewn on the Altar,-the Heart is the Garhapatya
Fire,-because the Mind is taken out of the Heart (just as 
the Anoaharyapacana Fire is taken out of the Ahaoaniya 
and hence is close to it ; hence the Mind is the Anoiihlir;va
pacana Fire ;-the Mouth is the AharJaniya Fire ;-as like 
the Ahaoaniya Fire, the Mouth is that into which food is 
thrown in, just as offerings are thrown into the Ahaoaniya
Fire.-(2) 

End of Section (18) of Discourse V 

SECTION (19) 

TEXT-Thus the food that comes first should be 
Ul object of libation-offering. So that when he offers 
the first libation, he should offer it with the words 
'Soaha' to 'PriiT)a' ; and thereby PriiT)a becomes satis
fied.-(!) 
' BHASYA-Thus,-:-such being the case,-when at the 
time of e~ting, the food that happens to come first-for the 
purpose of eating,-it shorzld be an object of libation-offering, 

. -i.e. it should be offered as a libation. As it is only the 
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accomplishment of the Agnihotra as a complete whole 
that is meant to be represented here, the detailed procedure 
of the Agnihotra finds no place here.-When the eater 
offers the first libation,-how should he offer it? 

Answer-He should offer it with the words 'SoahiJ' to 
'Prii1Ja' .-i.e. with this mantra ; and as the term 'libation' 
has· been used, only that quantity of food should be put 
into the mouth as is offered in libations.-By this offering, 
Pra1Ja becomes satiified.---{1) 

TEXT-Prii:ta being satisfied, the Eye becomes 
satisfied ;-the Eye being satisfied, the Sun becomes 
satisfied ; the Sun being satisfied, the Heaven becomes 
satisfied ; the Heaven being satisfied, whatever is under 
the Heaven and under the Sun becomes satisfied ; and 
through the satisfaction thereof, he himself beco1nes 
satisfied; also with offspring, cattle, food, bright
ness (boldness), and Brahmic glory.-(2) 

BHA~YA-On PrlilJa being satisfied, t'fe Eye becomes 
sativfied; the Eye, the Sun, and the .fieaven,-all this 
becomes satisfied,-as all wh('teoer else is under the H eaoen 
and the Sun,-as their lord and master,-becomes satisfied; 
and through the satisfaction thereof, he-the Eater himself 
also becomes satisfied ;-all this is quite perceptible. And 
further, he becomes satisf1ed with offspring and tire rest 
also. The term 'tejas' stands for brightness, effulgence,
or it may mean boldness ;-Brahmic Glory, is glory due 
to the proper accomplishment:of character and learning.-(2) 

End of Section (19) of Discourse V 

SECTION (20) 
TEXT-Then, when he offers the second libation~ 

he should offer it• with the words "Soaha' to 'Vyifna'; 
when Vyana becomes satisfied.-( 1 ) 
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On Vyana being satisfied, the Ear becomes satis
fied ; on •the Ear being satisfied, the Moon becomes 
satisfied; on the Moon being satisfied, the Quarters 
become satisfied ; on the Quarters being satisfied, 
whatever is under the Moon and the Quarters becomes 
satisfied; through the satisfaction thereof, he himself 
becomes satisfied ; also with offspring, cattle, food, 
hrightness and Brahmic glory.~(2) 

End of SectiOn (20) of Discourse V 

SECTION (21) 

TEXT--Then, when he offers the third libation, he 
should offer it with the words-'Soaha' to 'Apana'; when 
Apana becomes satisfied ;-on Apana being satisfied, 
Speech becomes satisfied ;-on Speech being satisfied, 
Fire becomes satisfied ;-on Fire being satisfied, the 
Earth becomes satisfied ;-on Earth being satisfied, 
whatever is under the Earth and the Fire becomes 
satisfied ;-through the satisfaction thereof, he becomes 
satisfied ; also with offspring, cattle, food, brightness 
and Brahmic Glory.-( 1) 

End of Section (21) of Discourse V 

SECTION (22) 

TEXT-When he offers the fourth libation, he 
should offer it with the words 'Soaha' to 'Samana' ; when 
Samana becomes satisfied.-( 1) 

On Samana being satisfied, the Mind becomes 
satisfied ; on Mind being satisfied, Parianya becomes 
satisfied ;-on Parjanya being satisfied, Lightning he
Clomes satisfied ; on Lightning being satisfied, what 
ever is under Lightning and Parjanya becomes satisfied; 
-tbrou gh the satisfaction thereof, be becomes satiafied, 
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also with offspring, cattle, food, brightness and Brahmie 
Glory.-(2) 

End of Section {22) of Discourse V 

SECTION (23) 

TEXT-When he offers the fifth libation, he should 
offer it with the words 'Soaha' to 'U dana' ; when U aiJna 
becomes satisfied.-( 1) 

On U dana being satisfied, the Skin becomes satis
fied ;-on the Skin being satisfied, Air becomes satisfied ; 
-on the Air being satisfied, Akasa becomes satisfied ;
On Akasa being satisfied, whatever is under Air and 
Akasa becomes satisfied ;-through the satisfaction 
thereof, he becomes satisfied ; also with offspring• 
cattle, food, brightness and Brahmic Glory.-(2) 

BHA$YA-When he makes the second, third, fourth, 
fifth offering etc., etc., all which is exactly alike.-{l-2) 
[This is the only Bha!?ya on Section XX to XXIII.] 

End of Section (23) of Discourse V 

SECTION (24) 

TEXT-If, without knowing this, one offers the 
Agnihotra, it would be just like a man removing the live 
embers and pouring the libation on dead ashes.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-lf any one, without knowing the above. 
described Philosoph;y of the Vaisoanara, were to perform 
the well-known Agnihotra,-this Agnihotra-clfering would be 
like a man remooing the lioe embers,-fit for being the 
recipient of the libations,-and pouring the libation on dead 
ashes-which are not the right place for pouring the libation. 
This would be useless in comparison with the Agnihotra ..... 
offering made by the person knowing the Vai§oanara. By 
deprecating the well.known Agnihotra, the text means to 
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eulogise the Agnihotra-o!fering made· by one who knows 
the Vaisvifnara.-(1) 

TEXT-But if one knowing this offers the Agnihotra, 
his libation falls upon all regions, all beings and all 
selves.-(2) 

BHAQYA-F or this reason, this is a specially qualified 
Agnihotra ;-How ?-Now, if one knowing this offers the 
Agnihotra-of him, who knows the Philosophy of Vai&oa. 
nara as described above,-the libations become offered on 
all regions etc., etc.,-the meaning of all which has been 
already explained (in connection with the eating of food) ; 
as ' pouring libation ' and ' eating of food ' serve the same 
purpose (in this context).-(2) 

TEXT-Just as Reed-cotton thrown on the Fire is 
burnt up, so are burnt up all the evils of one who 
kn~wing this thus offers the Agnihotra.-(3) 

BHASYA-Further, just as the cotton of the Reed-plant 
when thro~n on the Fire,-becomes burnt up-quickly,-eoen 
so are burnt up all the evils-known by the name of 'merit and 
demerit '-without any cxception,-all that had become 
gathered through several births, and also those that had 
come into existence prior to and along with the knowledge 
(of Vaisolinara),-of the man who knows the Vaisoanara, 
the Self of All, the Eater of all Food ;-the only evil left 
unburnt would be that to which the birth of the present 
body had been due ; this last evil is not burnt up, because 
like the arrow that has been shot, its effects have already 
begun to appear .-All this happens to one who knowing 
this offers the Agnihotra,-i. e. eats food.-(3) 

TEXT-Therefore, if one knowing this were to 
offer the remnant of his food to Cal)qlila, it would be 
offering to his Vais'vinara-Self. To this end there is 
the following verse :-(4) 

C. U.19 
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BHA~YA-H such a person were to offer the remnant 
of his food to the Ca~4lfla,-who doee: not 'deserve to 
receive it-and thus make an offering which is forbidden, 
-even so this would be an offering to the VaiSvanara-Self
in the C8Qqala's body; and the act would not be sinful 
8y saying this, the Philosophy is meant to be eulogised. 
To this end.-i. e. in praise of the Philosophy ,-there is 
the following "erse-M QJitra·text.-(4) 

TEXT-' As here, hungry Children wait upon the 
Mother, so do all Beings wait upon the Agnihotra.~ 
Yea, they wait upon the Agnihotra.'-(5) 

BHA~YA-As in this world, hungry children wait upon 
the Mother,-' when will our mother give us food ',-so do 
all Beings-that eat food,-wait upon the Agnihotra,-i. e. 
Eating-of the man who knows this-' when will he eat?', 
that is, the whole universe becomes satisfied by the eating. 
of the man knowing this. The repetition is meant to 
indicate the end of the Discourse. 

End of Section (24) of Discourse V 

End of Discourse V. 



DISCOURSE VI 

PHILOSOPHY OF BEING 

SECTION (1) 

TEXT-' Harih Om l' There lived one S'oetaketu
Aru~eya. His father said to him-' 0 S'oetaketu, live 
the life of the Religious Student ; verily, my boy, no 
one in our family has ever been unlearned and hence 
Brihma.,a only in name. '-( 1 ) 

BHA~YA-There liced one S'cetaketu-Aru~eya. The 
()Onnection of the present Discourse with what has gone 
~fore is as follows :-It has been declared (under III. xiv. 1) 
that ' All this is Brahman, and one should calmly meditate 
·upon it as the source, the substratum and the final 
absorbent of all'. Now, it has to be explained how this 
whole universe proceeds from, subsists in and becomes 
absorbed (or merged) into, that Brahman. Then, later on, 
it has been declared (under V. xxiv. 2) that 'when the 
knowing man has eaten, the whole universe :becomes 
satisfied ';-now, this also is possible only if the Self is one 
only in all beings,-and not if there are diverse selves.
Now, the present, Sixth, Discourse starts to show how it is 
only one Self in all beings.-The story relating to the father 
and son has been introduced for the purpose of indicating 
the great importance of the Philosophy dealt with. 

S'cetaketu-by name;-' ha' implies that the story is 
well known ;-Aru~eya,-the grandson of Ara~a,-lived
was.-His father Aru~i, thinking this son of his to be a fit 
pez:son to receive the teaching,-and noticing that the time 
for his initiation was passing,-said to him-'0 S'oetakitu, 
go to a .teacher who is fit for our family, and lioe the life of 

?,91 
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the Religious Student; it is not £it and proper, my boy, tha.t 
any one of our family should be unlearned-,.should not 
study, and hence a Brlihmar;w only in name,-i. e. one who 
only points to the Brlihmal)aS to whom he is related, and 
is not himself like a Brlihmal)a. '-{1) 

TEXT-Having gone when twelve years old, he 
came .back when he was twenty-four years old, having 
studied all the Vedas, highly-conceited, regarding him
self a great scholar, and arrogant. His father said to 
him-' 0 S'vetaketu, since thou art so highly-conceited, 
regarding thyself as a great scholar and arrogant, didst 
thou ask for that teaching.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-From what follows it seems that the father 
himself went abroad after the conversation ; as being. 
fully qualified himself he did not initiate his son (into 
the life of:the Religious Student).-When he was addressed 
as above by his father, S'vetaketu, when twelve 'Jears old, 
approached the teacher (and becoming initiated by him), 
-and by the time he was twenty four years old, he had 
studied all the four Vedas, and understood their meaning ; 
~and being highly-conceited,-i. e. not thinking any one 
to be equal to himself,-regarJing himself a great scholar, 
-one who is prone to think himself to be a great 
scholar,-arrogant,-not endowed with humility,-came 
back-home. Finding his son so unlike himself in 
character, arrogant and conceited, the father said to 
him-'0, S'vetaketu, since thou art so highly conceited, 
regarding thyself a great scholar and arrogant ,-what is the 
exceptional thing thou hast obtained from thy teacher ? 
Didst thou ask the teacher /or that teaching-that which can 
be learnt only from a teacher, or the teaching regarding t~ 
Supreme Brahman? '.-(2) 

TEXT-' That through which the unheard bec~mes 
heard, the unthought-of becomes thought of and the un· 
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known becomes known?'-' What is that teaching, 
Sir,?-(3} 

• 
BHA!?YA-The father specified the teaching-' that 

teaching through which when heard,-other things even 
unheard, become heard,-the unthought-of-what has never 
been considered,-becomes thought o/,-duly considered,
the unknown-what is not definitely known-becomes known 
-'-definitely known. 

What is learnt from this story is that even after having 
read all the Vedas and learnt all else that there is to be 
learnt,-until one knows and understands the essense of the 
Self,-his main purpose in life remains unfulfilled. 

Having heard the wonderful assertion made by his 
father, he said-' Sir, what is that teaching?-' this what 
he says regarding one thing becoming known by the 
know ledge of another thing is too strange to be believed ', 
-thinking thus, the son puts the question-' In what 
manner does that teaching proceed? '.--(.3) 

TEXT-' My Boy, just as through a clod of clay, 
all that is made of clay would become known ;-all 
products being due to words, a mere name ; the clay 
alone is real. '-( 4) 

BHA!?YA-Listen how that teaching proceeds, my Boy: 
-Just as in the ordinary world, though a single clod of 
clay ,-as the material cause of all such things as the 
Bracelet, the Jar and the like,-being known, all else that 
is made of clay-products of clay-would become known. 

Question :-" How can the knowledge of the Material 
cause, Clay, bring the knowledge of its products, which are 
totally different things ? ". 

Answer :-This does not affect our position. Because 
the product-(effect) is non-different from its (material) 
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cause. You think that the knowledge of one thing cannot 
make another thing known. This would be quite true, if 
the product (effect) were something totally different from 
the cause. As a matter of fact, however, the effect is not 
entirely different from its cause. 

Question :-" How then have we such ideas m the 
world as ' this is the cause, and that its effect ' ? " 

Listen ; it is due to words-i. e. it is based upon words; 
-What is due to words 1-All product, which thus, is mere 
name ; the term ' namadheya ' is formed with the term 
' niiman' having the reflexive affix 'dhe:;a ' added to it;
the sense is that there is no real entity in the shape of the 
Product, it exists in name only, being based upon words ; in 
reality the Clay is the only real thing. '-(4) 

TEXT-'My Boy, just as through a single ingot of 
gold, all that is made of gold would become known,-all 
Product being due to words, a mere name ; the gold 
alone is real '.-(5) 

BHA$YA-My boy, just as b;y a single ingot-lump-of 
gold,-all that is made of l!old,-such as arm-let, crown, 
bracelet and the like-would become known.-Being due to 
words etc., etc.,-as before.-(5) · 

TEXT-'My Boy, just as through a single nail
clipper, all that is made of iron would become known,
all Product being due to words, a mere name ; the iron 
alone being real-Such, my boy, is that Teaching'.-(6) 

BHA$YA-'My Boy, just as through a single nail-clipper, 
-which stands here as representing a lump of iron,-all 
that is made of iron,-everything that is made of iron,-would .. 
become known.'-The rest is as before . ......:.The speaker has 
made use of several illustrative examples for the purpose 
of including all the endless things meant to be illustrated, 
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and also for the purpose of strengthening the conviction. 
Such, my Boy, is the Teaching I spoke of to you.'-(6) 

TEXT!-'Surely, those Revered Ones did not know 
this; if they had known it, why should not they have 
taught it to me? You, Respected Sir; teach it to me.'
• So be it, my dear,'-he said.-(7) 

BHA$YA-When the father had said this, the other 
said-' Surely', the Revered Ones-my respected teachers
did not know this,-what you have told me, it was not known 
to them ; if the:; had known it-this subject,-why should 
not they have tau~ht it to me ?-l who was duly qualified 
devoted and obedient ? And this fact remains that they 
did not teach it to me ;-hence, I think that they did not 
know it.-Though the teacher's inferiority should never 
have been spoken of,-yet he spoke of it, because he was 
afraid of being again sent to the house of the same teacher. 
-'Hence, yov, Respected Sir, teach it to me ;-teach me that 
subject of philosophy-the knowledge whereof would bring 
to me Omniscience.' The father said.-' Be it so, my dear.' 
-(7) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse VI 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT-In the beginning, my dear, this was Being 
only,-one, without a second.-Some say that, in the 
beginning, this was Non-being, only one, without a 
second. From that Non-being sprang Being.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-Bein~ only-the term 'Being' stands for that 
entity which is mere esse,-subtile, undefinable, all pervad
ing, one, taintless, impartite, consciousness, as understood 
from the Vedanta-texts. The particle 'eva' 'only', serves to 
emphasise the statement. 
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Question-" What is to be understood from this? '' 
Answer-What is understood is that 'this universe 

which with its names, forms and activities, is perceived 
as a modified product,-was Being only'; such is the 
connection of the word 'was'.-

Question-" When was this Being only ? " 

· Answer-In the beginning,-i.e., prior to the birth of 
the universe. 

Question-" Is not this Being there now, at the present 
time,-that it has been qualified-as Being so in the 
beginning?" 

Answer-Not so.-"Then why the qualification (in 
the beginninl!) ?"-What is meant is that even now. at the 
present moment, it is Being, but it is accompanied by differ· 
entiation of Name and F orm,-the object of the idea of the 
term 'this', and as such it becomes this. Before birth
in the beginning,-however, it was answerable only to the 
idea and term 'Being' ; hence it is emphasised that ' in the 
beginning this was Being only '. Before its birth, no 'object 
can be appr~hended as being such and such m name, or 
having such and such a form ; it is exactly as during the 
time of deep sleep. What IS mf"ant is that immediately 
on waking from deep sleep, all that one is conscious of 
is mere existence (of things), while during deep sleep, he 
is conscious of Being alone as the only entity ; and so also 
in the beginning-before the birth of the universe. 

It is just as all this is spoken of in the ordinary world. 
In the morning, one sees the potter spreading out clay for 
making the jar and other things,-and then having gone 
away to another village, and returning in the afternoon, 
sees in the same place, many products in the shape of jars, 
saucers and other articles, all of diverse kinds.-One says 
that 'all this, jar, saucer and the rest, was, in the morning, 
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clay only'-so it is said here that 'in the bes1innins1 this wa1 
Being only.' 

• 
One ;-What is meant of the assertion that it was one 

only, is that even in the form of its product, it does not 
become something else.-Without a second ;-what is denied 
by this negation is the likely idea that-" just as in the 
making of the jar and other things, it was that, apart from 
the clay, there were other efficient causes,-in the form 
of the Potter and others,-so in the case of the Products 
of Being also, there would be other accessory causes, 
apart from the Being."-There is no entity, second to it, 
hence it is without a second. 

Objection:-" In the philosophy of the Vaise~ika also 
all things· are co·ordinated with Being, (existence)-the 
term ' being ' ' exists ' being found to be applied to sub
stances, qualities and other things, in such expressions as 
'the existing Substance', 'the existing Quality', 'the existing 
Action', and so forth". 

Answer :-True; it would be so. But before the birth 
of fhe product, it did not exist,-say the Vaise~ikas ; as 
their doctrine is that 'before its production, the product is 
non-existent ',-nor do they accept the view that before 
production there was a single entity, 'one without a 
second.' -From all this it is clear that what is spoken of 
in the text, through the example of Clay and other things, 
is a cause, in the shape of 'Being', entirely different from 
the' Existence' posited by the Vai~~ika. 

In regard to this subject of determining the exact nature 
of the entity before its birth, the Vaiie~ikas have asserted, 
when determining the nature of things, that "Before its 
birth, this universe was non-being,-i.e., mere negation of 
Being,-one, without a second. In fact, he Bauddhas hold 
the view that before birth, the negation of Bein~ is the 
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only reality ; and this 'Non-Being' is not regarded by them 
as some other entit~. which is contrary to 'Being' ;-as 
has been assumed by the Nai~a~ikas according co whom, 
1 Being' is an entity which is apprehended as it exists, and 
that which is apprehended as contrary to this is ' Non· 
Being ',-both being equally real entities (one positive and 
the. other negative). 

Objection :-" The Vaise~ikas also hold the view that 
before its birth, this universe was mere negation of Being. 
-As to the question 'How did this exist before its birth? ' 
-The answer provided by them is that 'it was Non-Being, 
one, without a second', where the thing spoken of is clearly 
related to a particular point of time ( 'before birth' ) ; and 
they also declare its being without a second, (and all this 
makes clear that this thing must be a positive entity)." 

Answer:-True; but such an opinion is right for those 
who posit merely a negation of things (and do not admit of 
any positive entity). In fact, the opinion that there is 'non 
existence only' is not right ; as, if that were so, then the 
person holding this opinion would himself have to 'be 
denied ;-it might be argued that "the holder of the opinion 
is admitted to be an entity at the pre.>ent time, not before 
his birth."-But that cannot be ; there is no evidence to 
show that prior to birth there was negation of Being ; so, 
that there is no reason for the assumption that "Before 
birth, it was onl~ non-Being ". 

Objection:-" What is denoted by the word is the 
Form (commonality) of things, how can there be any 
meaning of words or of the sentence, in the case of the 
assertion 1 non-Being, one, without a second' (as none ot 
these words is denotative of a commonality), and when no 
such meaning is possible, the assertion would become 
meaningless and. (hence) wrong, invalid," 
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Answer :-This does not vitiate our position ; because 
what the sentence asserts is the cessation (negation) of 
the apprehension of 'Being'. The term 'Being' is denota
tive of a positioe generic entity ; and the other two terms 
'one' and 'without a second' are co-ordinated with (qualify) 
the term 'Being'; so also the term 'this' and '~as' (in the 

· sentence 'this was non-being'), In this sentence expressing, 
the Being (positive entity), the negative 'non' has been 
introduced; and being thus introduced, it serves, on 
the basis of the positive sentence it8elf, etc. preclude, from 
the positive connotation of the sentence, the idea relating 
to that positive connotation,-in the form 'Being', 'one, 
without a second ' ; just in the same way as the man 
on the horse, while resting on the horse itself, turns 
its ·face away from the thing standing before it. The 
sentence thus does not connote mere negation of Being.
Hence, we conclude that the sentence, 'this was non-Being 
only etc., etc.', has been used only for the purpose of 
denying a possible wrong notion that might be entertained 
by people. It is only after the wrong notion has been 
expressed that it can be denied (in the next text) ; in this 
way the sentence 'this was non-Being' serves a distinctly 
useful purpose ; and hence it, becomes established that 
it is a Vedic assertion and fully authoritative; and there 
is no force in the objection that has been urged against it. 
From this Non-Being,-the negative of all things,-sprang 
Being'.-The form 'jayata' (without the initial 'a') is a 
Vedic anomaly.-(1) 

TEXT-'But how could it be so, my dear ?'-said 
he ;-'How could Being be born from Non-Being ?-in 
fact, this was Being only, in the beginning, one, without 
a second.'-(2) 

BHA.SYA-Having set forth the wrong view pro
PQUnded by the Mahlloainli§ika ( Nihilist-Bauddha~), he 
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pz:oceeds to reject it : But how,-with what proof ,-my dear, 
could it be so? How could it be possible that Being should 
be born from Non-Being? The meaning is that there can 
be no proof or reason for such a view. It is true that the 
sprout is seen to appear only after the seed has b~n 
destroyed. But even this instance would not be compatible 
with the doctrine that 'it is from Negation alone that 
things are produced'.-"How so ?"-As a matter of fact, 
the constituents of the s~l::d, which occupy the space that 
had been occupied by the seed, continue to subsist in the 
sprout ; and there is no destruction of those constituents 
on the bi;th of the sprout. As for the entity in the shape 
of the seed itself (which ceases to exist}, the Nihilists 
do not admit of any such positive entity, apart from the 
constituents of the seed, as these would be destroyed 
on the birth of the sprout ; if there is such a positive entity 
apart from the constituents,-then this goes against their 
doctrine (that there is no positive entity}.-lt might be 
argued that "what is destroyed, on the birth of the sprout, 
is the shape and form of the seed, the existence whereof 
is admitted {by the Nihilist}, as due to Illusion".-But what 
is this Illusion ? Is it positive or negative? If it is nega
til]e, then there is no corroborative instance possible (in 
support of the view-that the positive entity is produced 
from a negative entity ; and illusion itself being a non
entity, it cannot prove the existence of the seed
Anandagiri).-If, on the other hand, the illusion is positil]e, 
then there is no ground for the notion that the sprout has 
grown out of negation ; because, the sprout is actually pro
duced out of the constituent elements of the seed {which, 
ex-h~pothesi, is a positive entity based upon illusion, which 
itself is a positive entity, ex-hypothesi). 

It might be argued that "the constituents also of the · 
seed are destroyed on the birth of the sprout" .-But what 
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has. been said in regard to the seed applies, with equal 
force, to its constituents also. That is, just as, according 
to the Nihilists, there is no positive composite whole in 
the shape of the seed,-so also the constituents cannot be 
positive entities; and if these are not positive entities, then 
there can be no destruction of them. Thus, inasmuch' 
as the constituents of the seed also have their own subtler 
constituents, and these latter again have their own, still 
subtler constituents, and so on, there being an infinite 
series of constituent elements,-there is no possibility of 
destruction (total annihilation) in any case, and as, all 
through this infinite series of constituents, there runs the 
notion of their being 'Beings' (positive entities),-there is 
no cessation of this 'existence' (character of 'being'); so 
that the Theory of the Positivist Upholders of 'positive 
Beings', that 'Being (entity) is produced from Being', 
becomes established. As for the upholders of 'Non-Beings', 
there is no instance to show that Being (Entity) is produced 
from Non-being (Non-Entity). As for the Positivists, there 
is the well-known instance of the jar (an entity) being 
produced from the Clay (also an entity); which is clear 
from the fact that the jar is there when the clay is there, 
and it is not there when there is no clay.-lf the jar were 
to be produced out of Negation, then it would not be 
necessary for the man desirous of making the jar to seek 
for Clay. It would be possible too, in that case, for the jar 

·and other objects to be conceived and spoken of as 
negations (non-entities). But neither of these two contin
gencies happens. Hence, we conclude that it is not true 
that 'Being is produced from Non-Being'. 

Some people have held the following view :-"It is the 
idea of the Clay which is the cause (source) of the idea of 
the jar ; so that it is the idea of the Clay which is the 
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cause of the idea of the jar, and there is no such real 
entity as the clay or the jar." 

But even so it would be an existing (positive) idea of 
the clay which would be the cause of the existing (positive) 
idea of the jar ; and so there is no production of Being rrom 
Non-Being. 

Says the opponent.-"What we mean is that between 
the idea of the clay and the idea of the jar, which appear to 
stand in the relation of cause and effect, there is only 
immediate sequence, and not the actual relation of cause and 
effect." 

This also is not right. In support or this immediate 
sequence of ideas, the Nihilists can have no corroborative 
instance in the external world (as being purely internal). 

It is on account of all this that the father said-"How 
could it be so, my dear?" That is, in what way could Being 
be produced from Non-Being ? The meaning is that there 
is no instance or Being (Entity) being ever produced from 
Non-Being (Non-Entity). 

Having thus demolished the doctrine of the Negativist 
(Nihilist}, he sums up by saying-'} n fact, there was Being 
only, in the beginning',-wherein is contained the affirmation 
of his own doctrine as fully established. 

Says the opponent-"For the Positivist also (who holds 
that Being is produced out or Being}, there is no corrobora
tive instance available ; because we do not see a jar being 
produced out of another iar." 

True, it is so; one Being or Entity is not produced 
from another Entity ; it is the same Entity that appears . 
and subsists in another form ; as for instance, when the 
snake becomes .coiled up, or when the clay appears in the 
diverse forms of dust, clod, jar, potsheds and so forth. 
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Says the opponent-" If that is so, and it is the one 
and the same Being that appears in various forms and 
conditions, then, how is it that it is asserted (as in the 
text) that 'it existed before being born' ? " 

· Answer :-Apparently it was not heard by you when it 
was pointed out by us (in the beginning of the Bha,ya on 
text 1 above) that what is intended by the sentence 'In the 
beginning this was Being only' is the emphasising of the 
positive character of the product denoted by the word 'this' 
(i. e. the Universe). 

"In that case, it comes to this that before it was pro
duced, the product denoted by 'this' was Non-being (Non
entity), and now (after being produced) it has come into 
existence (on production)." 

Not so, as a matter of fact it is only the Being or Entity 
that comes to subsist and be :spoken of as 'this' ; just as 
it is Clay itself that comes to subsist and be spoken of as 
'clod', 'jar' and so forth. 

"just as the clay is an entity, so are the clod and jar 
etc. etc., also; because these latter also, like the former, 
are cognised as 'entity' (Being). And yet, as the product 
is the object of cognition other than the cognition of its 
cause, the product must be an entity different from the 
'Being' (its cause) ; just as the cow is different from the 
horse (because it is the object of a cognition different from 
the cognition of the horse)." 

Not so ; because though among the products-clod, jar 
and the rcst,-there is mutual difference, yet the character 
of being 'clay' pervades equally over all of them. Though 
the jar is different (and separable) from the clod, and the 
clod is different (and separable) from the jar,-yet neither 
the clod nor the jar is different (separable) from Clay; 
hence both the. clod and the jar arc only Ckly. As regards 
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the cow and the horse however, the cow is different from 
the horse and the horse is different from the cow . ..-From all 
this it follows that the jar and other products ( of Clay ) 
are only clay in diverse forms.-ln the same way all this 
universe is only Being, in diverse forms; and hence. it 
is only right to assert that before birth, it was Being only ; 
specially because every form of the product is only a 
modification based upon. words. 

Says the opponent-"This Being is one, indivisible, 
whole, without parts, inactive, calm and taintless ; as 
declared in such Vedic texts as 'The divine, incorporeal 
Puruf!a, unborn both inside and out', (MuQqaka-Upa. 2.1.2.). 
And how can there be any modified form for the Being 
which is one indivisible whole? ". 

This does not vitiate our position. Of the indivisible 
Being also, it is possible for modified forms to appear out of 
those (illusory) component parts of Being which are created 
by the imagination of man ; just as the serpent appears out 
of those component parts of the rope which are created by 
the imagination (as being those of the serpent). Because 
after all 'all modification is a product of words, existing 
in mere name, and the Clay is the only reality' ; and thus 
really speaking Being alone is real, one, without a second, 
-even at the time that there is perception of 'this' (this 
perception being purely illusory). -(2) 

TEXT-It conceived-' May I become many; may I 
grow forth'; and It created Fire. That Fire conceived
' May I become many ; may I grow forth ' ; and it 
created Water. Therefore whenever a man is hot and 
perspires, it is water produced from fire.-(3) 

BHASYA-/t-that Being-conceioed; it saw and 
. thought.-F rom this it follows that the cause (origin) of the 
. Universe is not the Primordial Matter, as posited by the 
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Sankh:;a ; because Primordial Matter has been regarded 
by them a~ insentient; while this Being is sentient; as only 
a sentient Being can conceive. It conceived-' ltla:; I become 
man:;, may I grow forth '-may I be born well ;-just as the 
Clay grows into the form of the jar and other things,-or 
the rope grows into the form of the serpent-which form, 
in both cases, is created by the imagination.-" In that case 
all that is perceived is unreal, non-existent, like the rope in 
the form of the serpent."-No; what we assert is that it is 
Being itself which is perceived in a form other than its 
own, through duality and diversity ; and there is no non
existence of anything anywhere. It is the logicians who 
assume things other than Being, and declare that those 
things are non-existent, before being produced, and also 
afterwards, after destruction.-We however do not make 
any assumption of anything-name or named,-other than 
Being at any time or place. Whatever there is, in the form 
of name or named,-which is imagined to be something 
different-all this is Being only. just as it is the rope 
itself which, under the assumption of the serpent, is called 
' serpent ';-and just as the clod, jar and the rest come to 
be spoken of as different from the Clay-or the assumption 
that all that is different from Clay ,-in ordinary life. For 
those, however, who know the real character of the Rope, 
the name as well as the idea of ' serpent ' cease,-and for 
those who know the real character of Cia:;, the name and 
idea of 'jar etc.,' cease ; in the same manner, for those who 
know the real character of Being, the name and idea of all 
other products cease ; as declared in such Vedic texts as
• Wherefrom speech turns back, without getting at it, along 
with the mind. ' (Taitti. Upa. 2. 4. 1.), and ' It is undes
cribable, imperishable,' (Ibid. 2. 7. 1.) and so forth. 

Having conceived thus, it created fire. 

c. 1}. 20 
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Objection:-" In another Vedic Text, it has been 
declared that ' From Self was produced Aklisa.' ( T aitti. 
Upa. 2. 1. 1~, and 'From Akiisa, Air,-and then from 
Air, Fire ',-which thus is the third product ; how then, 
is it mentioned in the present text as the very first 
product? That Fire as well as Aklisa, both should be 
created from the same source is self-contradictory." 

Answer :-There is no force in this objection ; it is 
possible to interpret the present text to mean, that It created 
Fire, after the creation of Akasa and Air (and thus all the 
texts become reconciled). Or, the order of sequence in the 
creation is not what is meant to be asserted here ; all that is 
meant to be asserted is that 'all this is the product of Being 
(entity) and hence, all is Being alone, one, without a 
second'. That this is so meant is clear from the example 
of Clay that has been cited.-Or, what is meant to be 
asserted is the doctrine of 'Triplication ' (as set forth in 
texts 3-4, below) ; hence the present text speaks only of 
Fire, Water and Food. 

' Tejas (Fire), is well-known in the world as that which 
burns, cooks and illumines and is red.-When this Fire was 
created-that is, after the Being had taken the form of 
Fire, it conceived-' ma;y I become man;y and grow forth ';
as before. It created Water ; Water is liquid, viscil, fluid, 
and white,-as is well-known in the world.-F rom Fire 
came Water as the product ; hence it is that at whatever 
place and time, man becomes hot-heated-and perspires, 
it is water produced from fire.-(3) 

TEXT-The Water conceived-' May I become 
many and may I grow forth'; it created Food. Therefore, 
when it rains there is profuse food produced ; hence, it 
is from Water that eatable food is produced.-(4) 

BHA$YA-The said Water conceioed,-as before, Being 
in the form of Water conceived,-' Ma~ I become mt2n:9-
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profuse-and grow forth-become produced.'-/t created 
Food-in the shape of Earth. Inasmuch as food, which is 
of the nature of earth, is the product of Water,-whenever 
-in whatever place-it rains, there is profuse food produced; 
hence it is from water that eatable food is produced. 

At first it is said that when the text spoke of Water 
having created 'Food', it was Earth that was meant to have 
been created ; while subsequently, in the example cited the 
word used is ' annadya ' where ' anna ' stands for food and 
• adya ' for eatable, and from this qualified term, it would 
appear as if Rice and Barley and other grains were meant 
by 'Food' (not the Earth). Food is well-known as heavy, 
firm, nourishing, things and dark in colour. There is thus 
no repetition. 

Objection :-" It is not possible for Fire and other 
things to conceive, as there is no prohibition of the killing 
of these things (as there is prohibition of the killing of 
sentient beings), and also because we do not find in these 
things any such feelings as Fear and the like (which are 
concomitant with sentience) ;-how is it that the text speaks 
of Fire having conceived?''. 

This does not vitiate our position. Because Fire and 
other things are the products evolved out of the cause 
(Being} which is the real conceiver ; in fact, Being itself is 
the conceiver, who creates products in a definite order of 
sequence; and when Fire and the rest are spoken of as 
having ' conceived', what is meant is that it was as if the 
elemental substance conceived. 

Objection:-" For the Being also, the conceiving must 
be only figurative (and not real). " 

Not so; because 'conceiving' by the Being can be 
known only from Words (of the Veda), and hence, it is not 
possible to assume that it is figurative, not real. 
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Says the opponent-" As Being is the cause of Clay, it 
is possible to infer that it is insentient (like its, Product, 
clay): hence it can be presumed that it is the insentient 
Primordial Matter itself, which functioning for the sentient 
Being, produces the various products in general, at well
defined times ; so that the ' conceiving ' in this case must 
be-figurative; in ordinary life we have seen that an in
sentient thing is spoken of and treated as sentient ; for 
example, in such. expressions as ' the river bank wishes 
to slide down '. Of the same kind may be the attributing 
of 'conception' to Being (which, as Primordial Matter) is 

really insentient.'' 

Not so, we reply. Because this Being is going to be 
spoken of later on as the Self, in the text 'That is the truth, 
that is the Self' .-It might be argued that ' this speaking 
of it as the self also may be figurative ; just as is found in 
such expressions ' Bhadrasena is my very Self ', where the 
character of ' self' is attributed to one (Bhadrasena) who 
may be doing all that is food to the speaker, and yet is not 
his Self. But that cannot be; as it is taught that Libera
tion comes to one who regards himself as ' Being ', having 
the firm conviction that he is reai ; and for such a one the 
delay is only ' till then ' (which shows that the Being 
and the Sentient self are one and the same).-" Even this 
may be purely figurative. That is to say, when it is said 
that when one has a firm conviction regarding the Princip&l 
Self, Liberation is close to him,-this teaching regarding 
Liberation also may be only figurative. just as, in the 
ordinary world, when one has started to go to a village, he 
may say ' I have reached the village ', for the purpose of 
indicating quickness."-That cannot be; because the 
whole treatment has started with the preface' By the know· 
ledge of which all becomes known etc., etc.' It is Being 
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alone, by knowing which all else becomes known ; for the 
simple reeyson that all things are not different from Being ; 
and also because Being has been declared to be ' without a 
second '. Nor has the S' ruti directly declared anything 
else as' to be known'; nor can any such be inferred from 
any indicatives in the Veda,-on the basis of which the 
' Liberation ' spoken of could be regarded as /i~uratioe. 
Further, if all that is said in the whole Discourse were 
to be presumed to be figurative, then the labour of the 
presumer would be entirely futile; as for him the means 
of accomplishing the Purpose of man would have been 
known by means of Ratiocination itself. From all this 
we conclude that as the Veda is fully authoritative, there 
can he no abandoning of its direct meaning. 

Thus it is established that the cause of this Universe Is 
a Sentient (conscious) Being.-(4) 

End of Section (2) of Discourse VI 

SECTION (3) 

TEXT-Verily, of these Beings there are only three 
origins-Born from Egg, Born from Living Being, and 
Bora from Roots.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-0! these Beings-endowed with life,-such 
as the Bird and the other living beings ;-the term 'these, 
refers to Fire and the rest spoken of in the preceding section; 
because what the text is going to describe is the Triplication 
of these latter, and so long as this Triplication has not been 
described, they could not be spoken of directly as' these'
also because the term ' Deity ' has been used with reference 
to Fire and the rest, in the text ' These three Deities • 
(text 3 below).-Hence (what the present text means is 
that) of these living beings, Birds, Animals, Trees and the 
rest, there are only three,-not more-origins-causes-sources. 
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-It is next pointed out what these origins are-(a) Born 
from Egg, (b) Born/rom Lioing Being,-and (c) Born from 
Roots.-The term ' iil)~ajam ' is formed from the term 
'al)~aja' 'Born from Eggs ', with the reflexive affix,-viz. 
Birds, etc. Birds, Serpents etc., are seen to be born of birds 
and serpents etc., only ; that is to say, Bird is the origin of 
Birds, the Serpent of Serpents, and so on. Other egg-born 
animals are the origin of those of the same species. 

Objection :-" What is born from the egg is called ' Egg
born'; so that it is the Egg that should be regarded as the 
'origin '; how then is it that what is spoken of as the 
' origin' (of Egg-born animals) is 'what is born from the 
egg?, , 

Answer :-This would be quite true if the Veda were 
dependent upon our wish; as a matter of fact, however, the 
Veda is not dependent upon anything; .and as it is, it has 
spoken of ' what is born from the Egg ' as the ' origin ', and 

. not the Egg itself. As a matter of fact, too, it is found 
that it is the absence of Egg-born animal,-not the absence 
of the Egg,-that brings about the absence of the future 
brood of that species. Hence, it is the Egg-born that is the 
'origin' of Egg-born animals. 

Similarly, what is born ofa living being is 'born from 
Lioing Being', that is, born of the womb, such as Man, 
Animal and others. 

Born of Roots, 'udbhijja '-'udbhid', 'root', is that which 
shoots up, viz. immobile beings (like trees etc.) and what is 
born of these is' Born from Roots'.--Or ' Udbhid ','root', 
may stand for the seed-grains, and what is born from that 
is ' Born of Roots ' ; so that the root of the immobile Being 
(tree etc.) is the origin of immobile beings (Vegetables). 

As for such other' species as '.born of sweat' and' born 
of heat ', these are included under the ' Egg-born ', and 
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'Root-born' respectively.-Thus the restriction, that' there 
are only three origins ', becomes established.-(!) 

TEXT-This Deity conceived-' Well, now may I, 
entering into these three Divinities through this Living 
Self (iivatman), differentiate Name and Form.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-This Deity,-the one that forms the subject
matter of the Discourse ,-named 'Being', the source of Fire, 
Water and Food,-conceived,-thought,-as before in the 
case of the assertion ' may I become many '.-That purpose 
of ' becoming many ' has not yet been accomplished ; hence 
the Deity conceived again, accepting as its purpose the same 
'becoming many'.-" What did it conceive ?"-Well, now, 
may I, entering into these three Divinities,-these three 
spoken of above as Fire, Water and Food, through this 
Living Self ;-in speaking thus, the Being remembers its 
own self endowed with Life passed through which has 
experiences during the previous cycle of creation and 
which Life is still retained in memory ; hence it speaks 
of it as ' this living self ' ; and inasmuch as the text 
speaks of that self which carries on the act of living, what is 
meant is ' entering through that which is not-different from 
the Being itself, being of the nature of the same unspecified 
Consciousness as itself :-entering the three Divinities 
through this,-that is, having acquired special cognitions 
due to the contact of the elements of Fire, Water and 
F ood,-may I differentiate Name and Form ;-that is, ' such 
and such a thing bears this name and has this form '. 

Objection :-" It is not right and proper that the Deity 
(Being) which, by itself, is not subject to birth and death, 
and which is omniscient, should deliberately determine to 
enter-and actually enter-the body, which is the receptible 
of experience ; while it is not subject to any other control.'' 

Answer-True ; this would be right and proper, if 
the Deity had determined to enter into the body for 
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suffering painful experiences, in its own unmodified 
form. As a matter of fact, however, it is not,. so; it is 
clear from the clause 'throu~h this living self', that it 
entered in the form of the ]iva ( living self, the ]ivatman, 
Individualised Self ). This ' Living Self', ']iva ', is a 
mere reflection of the said Deity (the Supreme Self, 
Being) brought about by its contact with :Intellect and 
other faculties and with elemental rudiments,-just like 
the reflection of a man standing before a mirror, or the 
reflection of the Sun and such bodies in water and other 
reflecting substances. It is the contact of this Deity,
which has potencies unthinkable and endless,-with 
intellect and other faculties, and the reflection there·on of 
Consciousness (or Intelligence ),-which latter is due 
to the want of proper differentiation of the real positive 
form of the Deity-which becomes the cause of various 
such notions as ' I am happy ', ' I am unhappy ', ' I am 
dumb·founded' and the like. Inasmuch as the Deity enters 
only in the form of its reflection, be in the form of the 
' Living Self ',-it does not itself become affected by the 
pain and other experiences of the body ;-just as the man, 
the Sun and other reflected thin.gs, entering into the 
mirror, water or other reflecting media, are not affected by 
the defects of these reflecting media ; so the Deity also is 
not affected. To this effect we have the following texts
• just as the Sun, the Eye of all worlds, is not affected by 
the external defects of the Eye,-so the One Inner Self 
of all beings is not affected by sufferings of the external 
world' (Katha 5. 11.), 'He is all-pervading and eternal, 
like Aka5a'. (Katha. 5. 11), and again 'As if reflecting, 
as if scintillating' (Brhada. Upa. 4, .3. 7.). 

Objection:-" If the ' Living Self ' is a mere reflection, 
then it must be unreal, and so also must be its going to 
the other ReRions or even to this Region." 
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Answer :-This does riot affect the case: what we hold 
is that it is, real, in so far as it is of the nature of Being. In 
fact, all modifications-Name and Form are real in so far as 
they are of the nature of ' Being ',-in themselves, they are 
all unreal ; as it has been declared that ' All modification
is a mere product of words, a mere name.' The same is 
the case with the ' Living Self ' (]iva). The maxim is well 
known that ' The offering is in accordance with the Y ak~a 
to whom it is offered '; hence under that principle, all 
activities and all modifications (and products) are real only 
in so far as they are of the nature of 'Being' ,-and they are 
unreal in so far as they differ from 'Being'. To this the 
logicians cannot take any objection; it can be shown that 
all doctrines of Duality are mutually contradictory, are 
mere figments of the imagination of the propounder and 
are hence rooted in falsity.-( 2 ) 

TEXT-'Of these;-May I mali:e each one threefold' 
(conceiving thus)-this Deity entered into those 
Divinities, through this • Living-Self' and differentiated 
the Names and Forms.-(3) 

BHA$YA :-" Thus entering into these three Divinities, 
may I differentiate "the hitherto undifferentiated Names and 
Forms which, in their own forms, are the 'seeds' or 
'origins' "-Having conceived thus, and also that ' each of 
these three Divinities I shall make triplicate';-the 'tripli
cation' of each would mean the indicating of one of the 
three constituent factors as the primary and the other two 
as secondary factors; otherwise (if all the three constituents 
w.ere equal) there would be a single common 'triplication', 
and not a distinct ' triplication ' for each of the three. In 
this way 1 we get at the idea of a separate name for each 
of the three, Fire, Water and Food in such expressions as 
'this is Fire' (in which the firy factor would be primary,) 
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'this is Water' and 'this is Food'; and when the idea of 
the separate name of each of them has been got, at,-there 
would be an accomplishment of the proper use of the three 
Divinities. Having conceived thus; this Deity (Bein~) 
having entered into these three Divinities, throu~h the 
aforesaid' Livinll Self' ,-like the solar orb entering into 
the reflecting surface,-it entered, first of all, into the 
Mass (Body) representing Virat (the personal creator 
Prajiipati) and then the' Masses (Bodies) representihg the 
Divinities,-and then, in accordance with Its deter
mination, it differentiated the Names and Forms:-' Such 
and such is the Name of this, and such and such its 
Form '.-(3) 

TEXT-It made each one of these triplicate. As 
to how each of these three Divinities becomes tripli
cate,-learn that, my dear, from me.-(4) 

BHA.~YA-Each of the three Divinities, that Deity 
made triplicate,-by determining which, in each, is the 
primary and which the secondary factors. As regards the 
triplicate character of the ' bodies ' of the Divinities, as 
consisting of fire, water and food, as duly differentiated 
through name and form,-that may rest for the present; 
-as to how, out of the external bodies,-each of these 
three Divinities becomes triplicate,-that learn from me, 
while I am expounding it ; that is, clearly understand it 
by means of illustrations.-(4) 

End of Section (.3) of Discourse VI 

SECTION (4) 
TEXT-In Fire, the red colour is the colour of Fire, 

the white colour is that of Water and the black colour 
is that of Food (Earth); thus vanishes Fire-ness from 
Fire, being only a modification of words, a mere Name; 
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and what is real (and true) is only that there are the three 
colours.-(! ) 

BHA$YA-Of the Triplication of the Divinities what 
has been spoken of before,-an illustration is given here; 
an illustration is put forward for proving the whole by 
showing the truth of a part. The illustration is thus set 
forth:-You should understand that the red colour that is 
known to belong to fire in its triplicated form, is really the 
colour of the Fire-element in Fire in its untriplicated form; 
similarly, the white colour seen in (triplicated) Fire is the 
colour of untriplicated Water ; -and the black colour seen 
in triplicated Fire, is the colour of untriplicated Earth.
Such being the case, that which you regard as Fire apart 
from the three colours,-from that Fire the Fireness, (the 
character of being a single separate entity as Fire) has 
oanished,-disappeared. Before the discrimination of the 
three colours, you had the idea of Fire (as a single entity): 
that idea of ' Fire ' has disappeared, and so also the term 
'fire'. For instance, when the Rock-cr~stal is seen resting 
upon a red surface, it gives rise to the name 'Ruby', and 
also the idea that ' this is a piece of Ruby '.-so long 
as the surface and the rock-crystal have not been discrimi
nated ;-when this discrimination has come about, the 

. name ' ruby ' and the idea that ' it is ruby ' both disappear, 
-so far as the discriminating person is concerned :-in 
the same manner it happens in the case in question also. 

Objection :-" What is the use of assuming the 
existence of the Idea and the Name (of Fire)? The right 
way to put it is that what, prior to the discrimination of the 
three colours, was only Fire,-of that Fire, the Fireness 
vanished after the discrimination of the red and other 
colours; just as, in the withdrawing of the ~arn, the Cloth 
disappears.'' 
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Reply :-Not so. Because Fire still exists as mere idea 
and Word, as is declared in the words of the text-Fire is 
only a modification of words, a mere name,-n~thing more 
than a Name. Hence, it follows that the Idea also o/ 
Fire is unreal ; what is real (and true) is that there are the 
three colours ; not a jot more than the three colours is real ; 
this is what is meant by the restrictive particle ' eva ', 
'only '.-(1) 

TEXT-In the Su~, the red colour is the colour of 
Fire,-the white is that of Water,-and the black is 
that of Food (Earth); thus vanishes Sun-ness from the 
Sun, being only a modification of words, a mere Name; 
and what is real is only that there are three colours.-(2) 

In the Moon, the read colour is the colour of Fire,
the white is that of Water,-the black is that of Food 
(Earth); thus vanishes Moon-ness of the Moon, being 
only a modification of words, a mere Name; and what 
is real is only that there are three colours.-(3) 

In Lightning, the red colour is the colour of Fire, 
-tbe white is that of Water and the black that of 
Food ( Earth ) ; thus vanishes Lightning-ness from 
Lightning, being only a modification of words, a mere 
Name; and what is real is only that there are three 
colours.-(4) 

BHA$YA-Similarly, of the Sun, of the Moon, of 
Lightning, and so on,-as before. 

Objection :-" What the Father had said was ' Learn 
from me, my dear, how each of these three Divinities 
becomes triplicate';-and by means of four illustrations, 
what has been shown is triplication of the Divinity of fire 
alone, through fire (water and food), and no illustrations 
have been cited in regard to the triplication of the Divi
nities of Water anrl Food. " 
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Reply :-This does not affect our position ; what the 
Vedic text thinks as illustrations regarding the triplication 
of Water and Food also may be addressed in the same 
mtmner; and it was only for the purpose of illustration 
that the example of the triplication of Fire has been set 
forth in detail ; and this Divinity of fire has been singled 
out for this purpose as it has colour and is very clearly 
perceptible.-That odour and taste have not been included 
in the illustration, because examples of all the three 
(Fire, Water and Earth) are not possible ; for instance, 
there is no odour or taste in Fire. Similarly, that touch 
and sound have not been illustrated, because it is impossi
ble to show them separately. 

Thus, then, if the whole Universe has been triplicated, 
then, just as, in the case of Fire, the Fireness vanished and 
all that was real was three colours only, so of the Universe 
also, the universeness should vanish. Similarly, Food also 
being a product of water, Water alone would be the only 
real element in it, and the Food would be only a modifica
tion of words. Similarly, Water also being the product of 
Fire, Water would be a mere modification of words, and 
Fire would be the only real factor in it. Of Fire also,-in· 
asmuch as it is the product of Being,-Fire would be a 
mere modification of words, and Being would be the only 
real factor. All this is meant by the text. 

Objection:-" (In the above account) Air and Anta· 
rik~a-Sky-remain un-triplicated, as they are not included 
among Fire and the rest (which have been mentioned); 
so that they remain untriplicated ;-similarly, Odour, 
Taste, Sound and Touch also remain un-triplicated ;-how 
then can the knowledge of Being make all things known? 
Or, it behoves you to point out some other way in which 
these (untriplicated) things could become known." 
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Answer :-This does not affect the case ; because all 
these are seen (found) in coloured substances and ,colour has 
been already dealt with.-" In what way? "-In Fire, 
which is a coloured substance, we perceive Sound and Touch 
also ; and from that it is inferred that Air and Sky also, 
which have the specific qualities of Touch and Sound 
respectively, are present in Fire. Similarly, Water and 
Food (earth) are included in Taste and Odour (which are 
the specific qualities of Water and Air). Thus by showing 
the triplication of the three coloured substances, Fire, Water 
and F ood,-the text thinks that all that is included among 
those three being the product of Being, comes to be known 
under ' three colours '. Akafla and Air or their specific 
qualities, or the qualities of Odour and Taste (which are 
the specific qualities of Earth and Water), are never per
eeived apart from solid coloured substances.-Or it may 
be that of coloured substances also, the text has set forth 
' triplication ' only by way of illustrating (the triplication 
of all things). 

just as, under the process of 'triplication ', the only 
reality is the' three qualities', so also, the same reasons 
would apply to the process of ' Quintuplication ' also. 

Thus it becomes established that all things being the 
modification of Being, by the knowledge of Being, all 
things would become known, as-' Being', 'one, without a 
second'. Hence, it has been well said that when 'One 
Being ' is known, all this becomes known.-(2-4) 

TEXT-It was on knowing this-that the ancient 
great Householders and great Vedic Scholars, said.
For us,-there is nothing that any one would point out 
as being unheard, unthought or unknown :-and they 
knew it from tbese.-(5) 
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BHASYA-/t was on knowing this,-when they knew 
this-that· the ancient great Householders and great Vedic 
Scholars,_:of the past-said.-" What Jid they say ? ".
For us,-in our family, we who are possessed of the said 
knowledge,-there is nothing that any one would point out 
as being unheard, unthought or unknown; no one could 
point out any such thing ; that is, inasmuch as members 
of our family would be possessed of the said knowledge, 
all things would be known to them.-

Question :-"How did these (Great Householders) 
know all things ? " 

Answer :-They knew it from these ;-from the know
ledge of the three colours, Red and the rest, as triplicated; 
that is, having known these, they inferred that all that is 
left would be the same, and thus they knew all things ; 
and on account of this knowledge of Being they were 
omniscient. Or the meaning of the sentence ' they knew it 
from these' may be that from knowledge of the illustrations 
of Fire and the rest, they came to know everything.-(5) 

TEXT-Whatever appeared red, they knew it to 
be the colour of Fire ; whatever appeared white, they 
knew it to be the colour of Water; whatever ap
peared as black, they knew it to be the colour of Food 
(Earth).-(6) 

Whatever appeared to be unknown, they knew it 
to be a combination of these Divinities.-Now, leam, 
my dear, from me how, on reaching the man, each of 
these Divinities becomes triplicated.-( 7) 

BHA~YA-" In what way did they know all?" 

Whatever else there was in the shape of the Pigeon and 
the rest, in regard to which there was some doubt,-in all 
this, whateoer appeared as red,-was perceived as red, by 
those ancient knowers of Brahman,-they knew it to be the 
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colour of Fire :-similarly whatever appe<lred as white, when 
perceived, they knew it to be the colour of Water ; , and what
eoer appeared as black, when perceioed, they knew it to be the 
colour of Food (Earth). Whatever was absolutely impercep
tible and hence as if unknown.-i.e., not distinctly and 
specifically cognised-that also they knew to be as 
combination of these Dioinities,-i. e., an:aggregate of these. 
Thus, all external things became known, as consisting 
of Fire and other substan'ces. And similarly, my dear, how 
the said Divinities,-on reaching the Man,-who is an 
aggregate of causes and effects, marked by the presence of 
Head, Hands and other limbs,-they come to be used by 
man,-and how each of these becomes triplicated.-This, 
know from me, as I proceed to explain.-(6-7) 

End of Section ( 4) of Discourse VI 

SECTION (5) 

TEXT-Food, eaten, is made threefold; its grossest 
matter becomes f<Eces ; the middling part, flesh and 
the subtlest part, mind.-(1) 

BHA$YA-Food, eaten is made threefold-i. e. when 
digested by the fire in the stomach, it becomes divided into 
three parts.-" In what way? "-When the food has be
come threefold, the grossest-coarsest-matter, the heaviest 
and most voluminous substance,-the coarsest part of the 
divided food-becomes faeces ;-the middling matter of the 
food becomes modified into flesh, step by step, changing 
through the bodily fluids and other ingredients ;-the 
subtlest-finest-matter goes up to the Heart and there 
enters the fine arteries called the ' H ita ' and the rest, and 
bringing into existence the aggregate of the organs of 
speech and the rest,-ultimately becomes the mind; that is, 
becoming modified into the form of mind, it ~oes on 
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adding to the development of that Mind. Thus the Mind, 
being de"eloped from food, is a material (elemental) 
substance, and it is not perceived to be something eternal, 
and impartible, as defined in the Vaishe~ika system. 
Though it is going to be asserted, later on, that 'the mind 
is His Divine Eye' (Chando. Upa. VIII. xii. 5.),-yet, that 
will not be in view of its eternality, it will be in view of 
its pervading over all objectives of all sense-organs,-even 
those that are subtle, hidden, remote and so forth. As 
regards its comparative Eternality in comparison to the 
other sense-organs,-that also is merely relative, as we 
shall explain later on ; specially as the Vedic Text has 
declared that ' Being is one alone, without a second.'-(1) 

TEXT-Water, drunk, is made threefold: its grossest 
matter becomes Urine; the middling matter becomes 
Blood, and the subtlest matter becomes the Life
breath (Pro!Ja).-(2) 

BHA~YA--Similarly, Water, drunk, is made threefold; 
of this, the grossest material becomes Urine ; the middling 
matter Blood ; and the subtlest matter becomes the Life
Breath ; it is going to be declared that the ' Life-Breath 
consisting of water, will never be cut off while the man is 
drinking it' (Chanda. Upa. VI. vii. 1.).-(2) 

TEXT-Fire, eaten, is made threefold: of that, the 
grossest matter becomes Bone ; the midddling matter 
becomes Marrow, and the subtlest matter becomes 
Speech.-( 3) 

BHAl;iYA-Similarly, Fire, eaten,-in the form of oil, 
clarified-butter and the rest ;-is made threefold ; its 
gtossest mattet becomes Bone ; its middling matter becomes 
Marrow,-the only matter inside the Bone ;-the subtlest 
matter becomes Speech ; by eating oil, clarified-butter and 

c. u. 21 
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other such things, Speech becomes clear, distinct and 
eloquent,--as is well-known among people.-(3) . 

TEXT-Thus, my dear, Mind is made up of Food; 
Life-breath is made up Water; and Speech is made up 
of Fire.-' Explain to me again, Revered Sir,'. 'So be 
it, my child' he said.-( 4) 

· BHASYA-Because it is as described above, therefore, 
my dear, Mind is:made uP. of Food, Life-breath is made up of 
Water and Speech is made up of Fire. 

Objection :-"Animals living on food (grains) alone, 
such as, the rat and the like, are possessed of Speech and 
of Life-breath (without taking water or oils); similarly, 
animals living on water alone,-such as the fish, allegator 
and other animals living in the Ocean ,-are possessed of 
Mind and are endowed with Speech ; similarly, it may be 
inferred that animals not taking any oils at all have Life
breath and Mind. If all this is so, then how can it be said 
that Mind is made up of food? " 

Answer:-This does not affect our position. All 
things being triplicate in their constitution, everything is 
possible everywhere. As a matter of fact, no one eats 
food that is not triplicate in its constitution; nor does any 
one drink Water that is not triplicate, nor does any one eat 
Fire that is not triplicate in its constitution. So that for 
those who eat Food,-such as, rats and the like,-there is 
nothing incongruous in their being endowed with Speech 
and Life-breath. 

Being thus somewhat convinced, Shvetaketu said
' Reoered Sir, explain to me again,-how Mind is made up 
of Food etc., etc., by means of illustrations; as not yet 
am I very sure of all this '.-What was in Shvetaketu's 
mind was this-' It is hard to understand how, in the 
single body,-which consists equally of Fire, Water and 
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Food,-when Food, Water and Oils are used, they develop 
Mind, Life-breath and Speech ( respectively), as their 
subtlest c~nstituents,-without transgressing beyond their 
own essential nature' ; hence he said 'Explain again, Sir.' 

When the son had said this, the Father said-' Be it 
so, my Boy ; listen to the illustrative examples how all this 
is possible,-as you ask. '-(4) 

End of Section (5) of Discourse VI. 

SECTION (6) 

TEXT-' Of the curd, when churned, my dear, the 
subtlest part rises to the top, and it becomes 
Butter.'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-' OJ the curd, when churned, my dear, the 
subtlest part rises to' the top-gathers together-comes up as 
cream, which develops into Butter'.-(1) 

TEXT-' So also, when food is eaten, my dear, that 
which is the subtlest part rises to the top ; and it 
becomes Mind '.-(2) 

BHA$YA-As in the example cited, so also, my dear, 
when food-in the shape of cooked rice and other things,
is eaten,-and is churned by the stomachic fire helped by 
Air, as if by the churning food,-its subtlest part rises to 
the top, and it becomes Mind; that is, it, becoming mixed 
with the constituents of the Mind, helps to develop the 
Mind ;-this is what is meant. '-(2) 

TEXT-' Of Water, drunk, that which is its subtlest 
part rises to the top, and it becomes the Life
breath.:'-(3) 

BHA$YA-Similarly, when water is drunk, its sabtleat 
part rises to the top; and that becomes the Li/e-breath.-(3) 

TEXT-'Of Fire, eaten, the subtlest part rises to the 
top and it becomes Speech.-(4) 
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BHA$YA-Similarly, my dear, when fire is eaten, its 
subtlest part rises to the top, and it becomes Speech.:-(4) 

TEXT-' My dear, Mind is made up of Food, Life
breath is made up of Water and Speech is made up of 
Fire.'-' Revered Sir, please explain to me again '.
• So be it, my son, he said.-(5) 

. BHA$YA-' My dear, Mind consists of Food, Life
breath consists of Water, and Speech consists of Fire ',-thus 
that I had asserted is right ; such is the meaning.-The 
Boy thinks as follows-'All this may be so, so far as 
Water and Fire are concerned; as regards Mind consisting 
of Food, however, I am not yet convinced ; and he said
' Re"ered Sir, please explain to me again',-' explain to 
me by means of illustrations, how Mind is made up of 
Food '.-He said-' Be it so, my Boy.'-(5) 

End of Section (6) of Discourse VI. 

SECTION (7) 

TEXT-' Man, my dear, is made up of sixteen parts. 
-For fifteen days, do not eat ; drink as much water as 
you Jike; Life-breath is made of water; and if you did 
not drink water, the Life-breath would be cut off.'-(1) 

BHA$YA-It has been asserted that :the subtlest part 
of the Food eaten infused force into the Mind; this force, 
developed through the help accorded by the Food, is 
divisible into sixteen parts, and is part of the Man ;-this is 
what is meant to be asserted here. As a matter of fact, the 
man is endowed with this force infused into Mind by Food, 
and divisible into sixteen parts :-and being endowed with 
this, the Man,-which here stands for the entire Man 
consisting of the aggregate of causes and effects (in the 
shape of the physical Body) and equipped with the Self 
(Soul): this is the: Man that is spoken of here as ' made ap 
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of sixteen parts', It is only when the said Force of Mind 
is present "that the man becomes capable of seeing, hearing, 
thinking, cognising, moving, knowing and carrying on all 
kinds of activities,-and all these: capacities become lost 
when the said Force becomes weakened. It is going to be 
said later on that, ' It is through Food that one becomes 
the Seer.' In fact, the capacity of all aggregates of causes 
and effects is one to the mind ; it is only persons endowed 
with strength of Mind are found to be strong and powerful, 
in the world. In fact, some people are found to feed upon 
contemplation alone; as food consists of all things.-This 
Virility of Mind brought about by food constitutes the 
' sixteen parts' of Man ; and Man thus is made up of sixteen 
parts .-If you wish to perceive this directly, then do not eat 
for fifteen days; drink as much water as you like; because 
if you were not to drink water, your Life-breath would be 
cut off; because if your Life-breath is a product of water, 
as we have explained already ; and a product cannot 
stay safely, except with the support of its cause.-(1) 

TEXT-For fifteen days he did not eat; then he 
approached him and said-' What shall I say, Sir? '
'The J!..ks, the Yajus and the Samas, my dear. '-They 
do not appear to me, Sir .'-(2) 

BHA$YA-Having heard this fact of Mind consisting 
of Food and in order to prove this by direct perception, he 
did not eat for fifteen days,-he did not take any food ;-on 
the sixteenth day, he approached his father, and having 
approached him, he said-' What shall I say, Sir?'-The 
father said-' Recite the f!.ks, Yajus and Samas, my dear'.
Having been thus addressed by his father, he said-' The 
~ks etc. do not appear to me : that is, they are not found 
to my course to my Mind, Sir.'-(2) 

TEXT-He said-' Just as, my dear, of a large 
blazing fire, if a single ember of the size of a firefly is 
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left, it cannot burn any more, than that,-so, my dear, 
of the sixteen parts, only one part should be J-eft now ; 
by that, therefore, thou dost not perceive the Vedas. 
Now, eat: then thou wilt know.'-(3) 

BHAeYA-When the son had said as above, the father 
said-' Hear what the reason is for the fact that the /j.k 
etc. do not appear to you.' Then he proceeded to say
' In the ordinary world, my dear, just as of a Zarge-large
sized,-blazing fire-burning with fuel,-if a single ember 
of the size of a firefly-as large as a firefly-remained, 
after the fire has been extinguished,-by that ember, even 
a thing smaller than that ember it;;elf would not be burnt, 
-so my dear, of thy sixteen paris,-nourished by food,
only one part-portion,-should ; be left now ; therefore, 
by that part-which must be of the same size as the fire 
-ember of the size of firefly,-thou dost not perceive the 
Vedas,-thou dost remember them; after hearing my 
discourse, thou wilt know it all,-now eat.' -(.3) 

TEXT-Then he ate; and· approached him; what
ever he asked him, he knew it all.-(4) 

BHA$YA-Then he ate; and after that with a view to 
attending upon his father, he approached him: when he 
saw his son, whatever he-the father-asked him-either 
words of the text or their contents,-he-Shvetaketu-knew 
it-~k and the rest-all, i. e. the text as well as the 
contents.-(4) 

TEXT-He said to him-' just as, my dear, of a 
large blazing fire, if a single ember, of the size of a 
firefly, is left,-if one were to flare it up by means of 
grasses, it would burn even more than that.-(5) 

BHA$YA-The Father said to him again-' Just as, my 
dear, of a large blazingfire, if a single ember etc., etc.,-as 
before-of the extinguished fire, of the size of a firefly, is 
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left,-if one were to flare it up-to make it large,-by means 
of grasses rmd powders,-then, by this kindled ember, one 
would burn even more than the former size.-(5) 

TEXT-' So, my dear, of thy sixteen parts, only one 
part remained, and that being nourished by food, was 
made to flare up ; and by that thou perceivest the 
Vedas. Thus, the Mind is made up of Food, the Life
breath is made up of Water, and Speech is made up 
of Fire '.-Then he understood it,-yea, he understood 
it.-(6) 

BHA.$YA-' So, my dear, of thy sixteen parts,-the 
parts of food, which represent strength,-only one was 
left,-the other fifteen parts disappeared one by one, day 
by day, like the digits of the Moon during the darker fort
night ;-this remaining part, nourished-enlarged and 
magnified-by Food, was made to flare up ;-the correct 
form is' Prajoali ',elongation of the final '1' is a Vedic 
anomaly; 'Prajoalit ' is another reading, under which the 
meaning would be that it flared up of itself.-By that-as 
thus enlarged-thou-now perceivest the Vedas,-you re
member them. 

Thus, the fact of the Mind being made up of food is 
demonstrated by positive as well as negative illustrations ; 
and recapitulating all that he has said, the father said
' Thus, the Mind is made up of Food etc., etc. That is, just 
as the fact of the Mind being made up of Food has been 
demonstrated to thee, so also has been demonstrated the 
fact of the Life-breath consisting of Water and of Speech 
consisting of Fire. 

Then he understood it,-what the father taught about 
Mind being made up of food, he-Shoetaketu-understood.
The repetition is meant to indicate the end of the treat· 
ment of the subject of Triplication.-(6) 

End of Section (7) of Discourse V I. 
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SECTION (8) 
TEXT-Uddalaka-ilru~i said to his son, Sk!')etaketu

• Learn from me, my dear, the ultimate stage of sleep. 
When a man is said to be sleepina, then, my dear, does 
he become imbued with Being, and goes to his own. 
Hence, people say ' he sleeps ' (Soapiti), because he is 
gone to his own.'-( 1) 

BHASYA-The Mind which was entered into by the 
Supreme Deity, through the ' Living Self ' (Individualised), 
-just as the man enters into the mirror through his 
reflection, or as the Sun and other bodies enter into water 
and other reflecting surfaces, through their reflection :
and that Mind made up of Food, because combined with 
Speech and Life-breath made up of Fire and Water. res
pectively :-all this has been understood. And that this 
(combined Trinity) is what the ' Living Self ' consists of, 
and wherein resident, he is enabled to carry on the 
functions of reflecting, seeing, hearing and so forth,-and 
on the cessation of which he reverts to his own form of 
the Deity. This has been spoken of in other Vedic texts
e. g. 'As if reflecting, as if scintillating, becoming dream, 
he passes beyond the world.' ( Brhada. Upa. IV. iv. 5. )
'This Self indeed is Brahman.' ( Brhada. Upa. II. iv. 1.) 
'Consisting of cognitions, consisting of the Mind.' 
( Brhada. Upa. IV. iv. 5.) 'Through dream, entering the 
body etc.,' ( Brhada. Upa. IV. iii. 1. ) ' While breathing, he 
becomes the Life-Breath ' ( Brhadli. U pa. I. iv. 7. ) and so 
forth. Now this ' Living Self ', subsisting in the Mind 
and coming to be called by the name of ' Mind ', be
comes turned away from the objects of sense-experience, 
on the cessation of the Mind, and retires into and subsists 
in the Supreme Deity which is his own Self ;-in order :to 
explain all this to his son,-Uddalaka-·Aru~i, said to his 
son, Shvetaketu, as follows:-
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'Learn/rom me the ultimate stage of sleep; '-i.e. the 
internal cere. of sleep;-' sleep' is the name of that stage 
of sleep during which consciousnes" is still functioning ; 
and the ' internal core' or ' ultimate sta~e ' is Deep sleep;
or the term 'Soapniinta' may be interpreted as the ' satattoa', 
cause,' of Soapna ', of sleep; thus too it would stand for 
Deep sleep: that such is the meaning is also indicated by 
the assertion ' He goes to his own ' ; because apart from 
Deep sleep, there is no condition during which the Knowers 
of Brahman regard the ' Living Self ' as ' going to his 
own'. just as, when the mirror has been removed, the 
reflection of the man in the mirror 'goes into its own,' that 
is, the Man (self) himself,-in the same manner, when 
the Mind and other sense-organs have ceased to exist, the 
Supreme Deity, which had entered the Mind through the 
'Living Self', for the purpose of differentiating Names 
and Forms goes to Its own Self, after having abandoned 
the' living individualised form called ' Mind '.-From all 
this it follows that it is Deep sleep that is meant by 
the term ' ultimate stage of sleep.'-That stage of sleep 
during which one sees dreams, is 'Dream-cognition' 
which is accompanied by pleasure and pain, and as such 
is the effect of Merit and Demerit; it is well-known that 
Merit and Demerit are productive of Pleasure and Pain; 
as for merit and demerit again, they can be productive of 
such effects as Pleasure and Pain and their cognition 
only through the momentum imparted by Ignorance and 
Desire, never otherwise ; hence, Dream-cognition is always 
combined with such causes of Birth and Rebirth as 
Ignorance; Desire and Karmic Residua ; so that in this 
condition, the Self cannot be gone to his own. That this 
is so is clear from such Vedic texts as-' Not followed 
by Merit, not followed by Demerit.' ( Brhada. Upa. IV. 
iii. 22. ). ' Then he has crossed beyond all sorrows of the 
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heart.' ( Brhada. Upa. IV. iii. 22. ). ' This is absolute free
dom, it is Supreme Bliss' ( Brhada. Upa. IV. iii. 21.) and 
so forth. 

What thus the Father said was that ' I am going to 
show that it is only Deep Sleep the Supreme Deity rests m 
its .own Divine Form, entirely freed from the character of 
the 'Living Individualised Self'; v:hich is what is meant by 
the assertion' learn/rom 1}1e-while I am expounding it
my dear, the ultimate stage of Sleep ',-please grasp it 
carefully and clearly. 

It is now going to be explained when the ' ultimate 
stage of sleep' is reached. When,-at which time-this 
name is applied to the man who is going to sleep,-the 
well-known-name-that 'he is sleeping' ;-this name is 
indirect, figurative ;-so that the meaning is-' when the 
Man is said to be sleeping-at that time does he become 
imbued with Being,-i. e. imbued, united, merged in, the 
Supreme Deity spoken of as ' Being ' ; abandoning the 
form of the ' Living Self ' due to his entering into the 
Mind and becoming connected with the Mind and other 
organs,-he goes to his own, retires to his own form of 
' Being', which is really true ; an <:I it is for this reason that 
people say 'He sleeps (Svapiti), because he is gone to his own, 
i.e. to his own Self. The sense is that the said going to his 
own is indicated by the well-known nature and name (of 
sleep). 

Question:-" How is this merging into one's own known 
to ordinary men ( v:ho are not expected to have the 
experience) ? " 

They say that they infer it from the fact of Sleep being 
due to fatigue incurred during the waking state. What 
happens is that during the waking state, man becomes 
fatigued through experiencing exertions involved in the 
pleasures and pains brought about by Merit and Demerit,-
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the organs also, becoming tired by numerous functionings, 
retire from further functioning ; this is what has been thus 
declared in Vedic texts ' Speech is tired, Eye is tired ' etc., 
etc., (Brhada. Upa. 1. v. 21.) and again, 'Speech' is held 
up, Eye is held up, Mind is held up', ( Brhada. Upa. II. 
i. 17.) which shows that the organs are all swallowed 
up by the Life-breath ;-it is Life-breath alone which 
is not tired and lies awake in the nest of the body; 
it is in this state that the ' Living Self ', for the 
removal of fatigue, retired into its own self, in the 
form of the Deity; inasmuch as no removal of fatigue 
would be possible apart from this resting within his own,
it is only right that people should entertain the idea that 
'he is gone to his own'. In the ordinary world, it is seen 
that when people suffering from fever and other diseases 
are cured of them, they regain their own:and rest ; similar 
is the case here also; hence, what has been said is quite 
right ; this has also been made clear by such texts as ' just 
as, the Kite or the Heron having flown and becoming tired 
etc., etc.,' (Brhada. Upa. IV. iii. 19.)-(1) 

TEXT--' Just as, a bird tied to a string, having 
flown in several directions and finding no resting place 
elsewhere, settles down at the place to which it is 
fastened,-so also the Mind, my dear, flying in several 
directions and finding no resting place elsewhere, 
settles down at the Life-breath; because, my boy, the 
Mind is fastened to the Life-breath.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-The following example illustrates what has 
been said above. just as, a bird, tied to a string-in the 
hands of the Bird-killer,-haoing flown in several directions, 
with a view to extricate himself from the bondage, having 
flown in all directions,-and finding no resting place
support for rest-elsewhere-apart from the place to which 
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it is fastened,-settles down at the place to which it is 
fastened ;-in the same manner, as has been Sl:en in this 
example cited, the Mind,-which has been the subject
matter of our conversation, which has been found to have 
sixteen parts developed by food; the term 'Mind' stands 
for the ' Living Self ' entering and residing in the Mind and 
characterised by it,-just as, when it is said that 'the Raised 
platform shouts', the terrp ' Raised platform' stands for the 
man on the platform ;-now, this ' Living Self ' along with 
its limiting adjunct called' Mind' ,-having flown in several 
directions, in the shape of pleasure and pain and other 
experiences during the waking state and during dreams led 
thither by his ignorance, desires and Karmic Residua,
i. e. having experienced all these,-and not finding an:J 
resting place ,-shelter for resting-elsewhere-apart from 
his: own Self called 'Being ',-settles down at the Life
breath ;-the term ' Prli1Ja ', ' Life-breath ', here stands for 
the Supreme Deity named 'Being' as characterised (circum
scribed) by the aggregate of all causes and effects,-as is 
indicated by such Vedic texts as-' the Life-breath of life
breath, (Brhada. Upa. IV. iv. 18.) 'Having Life-breath for 
his body, in the form of Light etc' Hence, it is this' Life
breath', the Deity named' Life-breath', at which he settles 
down.-' Because, m;J dear, Mind is fastened to the Life
breath ';-' Mind' here standing for that Mind in which 
the said Deity is resting,-that is, the ' Living Self ' 
characterised by the said 'Mind'. --(2) 

TEXT-' Learn from me, my dear, what Hunger and 
Thirst are. When such and such a Man desires to eat, 
Water is carrying away what has been eaten by him 
(before). Hence, just as, they speak of the cow-carrier, 
the horse-carrier and the man-carrier, so they speak of 
water as thefood-carrier. Thus, my dear, know this to 
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be the sprout shot up ; and it could not be without a 
root.-(3) 

BHA!?YA-The father has so far shown to the son that 
the root of the universe lies in the real form of the ' Living 
Self ',-through the well-known name 'Soapiti' (sleep); 
and now he is going to show by tracing the series of causes 
and effects, from Food onwards that the same Being is the 
root of the Universe. 

'Hunger and Thirst' :-hunger is 'desire for eating' ; 
the changes due to the desiderative affix being dropped ;
thirst is' desire for drinking'; the two together are 'Hunger 
and Thirst ' ; of these two, learn the exact nature, from me. 
It is as follows :-When,-at w):mt time-such and such
naming the man;···man desires to eat;-

Question : -" Why is the man so called (as desiring to 
eat) ?" 

Answer :-Whatever solid food had been eaten by him,
all that the water he has drunk is carrying away,-i. e. it 
liquified the solid food turning it into juices and then it is 
that the food eaten becomes digested ; this is what really 
happens to him ; and when he is said to be ' desirous of 
eating ', this appellation is applied to him only figuratively, 
It is a well-known fact, all animals become hungry only 
when the food they had eaten has become digested. 

Thus, then, inasmuch as water carries the food that 
has been eaten, it comes to be known as 'food· carrier': and 
in support of this usage there are the following examples
(1) the cowherd is called the 'cow-carrier' because he 
carries-leads along-the cows ; (2) the groom is called 
the ' horse-carrier ', because he carries-leads-the 
horses ;-(3) the king or the army-commander is called 
' man-carrier ', because he carries-leads-the men. It is 
thus that people, in ordinary usage, come to call Water 
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' food-carrier', ' ashanii'}a ', dropping the final Visarga ' ~ • 
(which is called for by the necessity of making. the word 
Feminine Plural, as qualifying 'iipab'). Such being the case, 
this body is nourished by the food which is ·carried along, 
in the shape of juices, by Water,-is like the sprout that 
has shot out of the seed of the fig tree ; therefore, my 
dear, know this-product called' Body' to be a sprout shot 
out like the sprout of t~e fig and other trees. 

Question :-"What is there to be known in this?··. 

Answer :-Listen ; the Body, being a product like the 
sprout, cannot be without a root. 

Having been told this-Shvetaketu said (as follows). 
-(3) 

TEXT-' Where could its root he apart from food? 
So, my hoy, from food as the sprout, infer water as the 
root ; from water as the sprout, infer fire as the root ; 
from fire as the sprout, infer the Being as the rcot. All 
these creatures, my dear, have their root in Being, 
reside in Being and rest in Being.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-Shvetaketu said-' If the body has a root, 
like the sprout of the fig and other trees, and where could 
the root of the Body be? '-Being thus asked, the father 
said-' Where could its root be, apart from food?, that is 
to say, food is the root of the body.-" In what way 7 "
when food is eaten, it is liquified by water ,-it is cooked 
by the stomachic fire, and then becomes changed into 
juices, from the juices, proceeds Blood, from Blood, Flesh
from Flesh, Fat-from Fat, Bones-from Bones, Marrow, 
-from Marrow, Semen ;-similarly when Food eaten by 
the woman, becomes modified, in the same way, into blood 
(ovular) ;-it is by these two-semen and ovular blood 
come together ,-which are the products of food, and which 
are fostered and nourished by the food eaten day by day,-
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that the body becomes developed, and built up just as the 
wall is built up day by day by lumps of clay laid on-and 
thus does this sprout of the body bec<~me accomplished out 
of food as its root. 

As regards the Food which has been pointed out as 
the sprout of the Body, that food also, like the body, is 
liable to production and destruction, and as such, it also is 
a sprout that has shot out of a root ;-with this idea in his 
mind, he says-' Just as the sprout of the body has its root 
in food, so, my dear, from the food as sprout-which is a 
product, effect,-infer-understand-water as the root of 
the sprout in the shape of Food ;-water also is liable to 
production and destruction, and hence, it also is a sprout, 
hence .from water as sprout-a product,-my dear, infer as its 
Cause, Root, Fire ;-inasmuch as Fire also is li<1ble to 
production and destruction, that also is a sprout ; hence, 
from fire as the sprout,-the product-my dear, infer its 
root in Being, which is one only, without a second, and 
really and absolutely Real; all the Universe is a mere 
modification of words, a mere name,-superimposed by 
Nescience, upon the said Being,-in the same manner as 
the Serpent and other imaginary things are superimposed 
upon the Rope ; hence, this Being is the root of the 
Universe. Hence, my dear, all the creatures-in the shape 
of animate and inanimate things-have their root-cause 
-in Being. It is not only that they have their root in 
Being,--even now, during the time of their existence, they 
reside in Being-subsisting in Being itself; as for example, 
without subsisting in day, the jar has no existence or 

continuance ; hence, as Being is the root of all creatures, 
-like the clay of jar etc.-These creatures reside in Being; 
and at the end they rest in Being,-that is, they have their 
rest,: they become merged,-and have their end, in the same 
said Bein~.-(4): 
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TEXT-'Now, when such and $Uch a man desires to 
drink, fire is carrying away what has been dru.nk by him 
(before). Hence, just as they speak of the cow-carrier, 
the horse-carrier and the man-carrier, so they speak of 
the fire as water-carrier. Thus, my dear, know this to be 
t~e sprout shot up; it could not be without a root.'-(5) 

BHA$YA-Proceeding to show that through water as 
sprout, Being is the rol'>t here also, he says-'When,-at 
which time, such and such a man-naming him-desires to 
drink-that is, becomes a man desirous of drinking; like 
' desires to eat ', the phrase ' desires to drink ' also is only 
a figurative name for the Man. When food eaten has been 
liquified, water carries it away ; when they thus set the 
food-sprout, Body, it would, through excess of water, make 
the body benumbed, if the water died,--become dried up
by fire ; when the water is being dried up, and the water is 
becoming developed into the Body, there arises desire to 
drink, in the man, alld then it is said that 'the man desires 
to drink'. And when fire is drying up the water that has 
been drunk, it carries and modifies this water into Blood 
and Life-breath.-just as they speak of the cow-carrier, etc., 
etc.,-as before ;-so they speak of Fire as the water
carrier,-' U danya', water-carrier, being that which carries 
(nayati) water (udakam) ; this form of the word being a 
Vedic anomaly ,-as above. Thus of water also, this sprout 
is the same, that is, called' Body', and nothing else.-The 
rest is all as before.-(5) 

TEXT-'Where could its root be, apart from Water? 
-so, my boy, from Water as sprout, infer Fire as the 
root; from Fire as Sprout, infer Being as the root. All 
these creatures, my dear, have their root in Being, 
reside in Being and rest in Being.-And now, how 
each of these three deities, on reaching :man, becomes 
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triplicated has been explained to you before. When, 
my dear:the man is departing, his Speech merges into 
the Mind, Mind merges into Life-breath, Life-breath 
into Fire, and Fire into the Supreme Deity.-(6) 

BHA$YA-From the force of circumstances it follows 
that of Fire also, this, that is called' Body,' is the Sprout. 
Hence, from Water as sprout, in the form of the Body, is 
inferred the root of that Water ; and from Water as the 
Sprout is inferred Fire as its root ;-from Fire as Sprout 
is inferred Being as its root ;-as before. 

Thus, then, of the Body-Sprout which consists of Fire, 
Water and Food,-which is a mere modification of words, 
infer the root-through the series beginning with food
consists in Being, which is absolutely real, free from fear 
and danger and trouble.-Having explained all this to his 
son, by means ot the well-known phrases 'desirous of eating' 
and 'desirous of drinking', he points out that whatever else 
has got to be explained in this connection,-with regard to 
the fact of Fire, Water and Food, as used up by man, 
making up the Body-Sprout, which is an aggregate of 
causes and effects, without intermixing,-all this should be 
taken as already explained. Hence, he refers to what has 
been said before :-And now, how etc., etc.,-in what man
ner,-each of these three divinities,-Fire, Water and Food, 
-on reaching Man, becomes triplicated, has been explained 
to ;you before ;-under the text 'Food, eaten, is made 
threefold' ( Chando. Upa. Vl. v. 1. ). In that connection it 
has been asserted that of the food etc. that are eaten,_ the 
middling substances go to develop the Body made up of 
seven substances,-' It becomes Flesh, it becomes Blood, 
it becomes Marrow and it becomes Bone ;-while the 
subtlest substances go to develop Mind, Life-breath, Speech 
and the aggregate of the internal organs of the Body : 

c. u. 22 
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' It becomes Mind, it becomes Life-breath, it becomes 
Speech'. 

When the Body becomes torn up, the said aggregate 
of Life-breath and Organs, occupied by the 'Living Self', 
~lips off from the previous body and enters a fresh body, in 
a separate order of sequence ;-this is what the text next 
describes-' l.Vhen, my dear, the Man is departing,-dying,
his Speech merges into the.Mind,-it becomes summated in 
the Mind,-and his relatives say ' He speaks not'; the 
functioning of spc;ech is always preceded by the Mind ; a& 
declared in the Vedic text-' What one thinks of in the 
Mind, that he speaks by speech'. When speech has 
become merged into the Mind, then the Mind :remains 
functioning by itself alone ;-when the Mind also becomes 
summated, then the Mind merges into the Life-breath ;-as 
during Deep Sleep ; at this time, the relatives by his side 
say 'He is not thinking (not conscious)'. At this time, 
the Life-breath, moving in upward exhalation, withdraws 
into itself all the external organs as described under the 
Samoarl!a- Vidyii, brings about the throwing about of 
hands and legs, and cutting into the vital parts of the body, 
becomes merged,-in the same order in which it had gone 
f orth,-into Fire ; when the relatives say 'He moves not', 
and being in doubt as to whether he is alive or not, they 
touch the body, and if they find the body warm, they say 
'the body is still warm,' 'he is alive'. Lastly, when the 
Fire also as indicated. by the warmth, becomes withdrawn, 
then this Fire becomes merged into the Supreme Divinity. 

When, in this way, the Mind has become summated and 
merged into its source, the 'Living Self' resident therein 
also becomes withdrawn, as during deep sleep, on account 
of the merging of his accessories (Mind and the rest) ; and 
if this withdrawing is preceded by the realisation of Truth, 
he becomes merged in Being itself ; and does not enter 
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into another body, in the way in which the man in deep 
sleep returns (to physical consciousness, after the cessa
tion of the sleep). For instance, i1. the ordinary world, 
a man living in a place full of dangers, on reaching a place 
of safety, never returns to the former place. A 'Living 
Self 'other than this one, who has not realised his Self, 
rises again from his source (Being),-like a man awaking 
after deep sleep.-after death, and again enters into the 
meshes of the Body .--(6) 

TEXT-' Now, that which is this Subtle Essence,
in that has all this its Self ; that is the Self : that is 
the Truth: that thou art, 0 ':Shoetaketu '.-'Revered 
Sir, please explain this to me again'.-'Be it so, my 
boy',-he said.-(7) 

BHA~YA-That which has been spoken of above as 
named 'Being'-which is the subtlest essence,-the point of 
ultimate subtlety ,-source of the Universe'-in that has all 
this its Self :-' that which has this Being for Its Self' is 
Sadiitma', and the abstract form of this is 'aitadiitmya'. 
That is, it is through this Self known as 'Being' that all 
this Universe is imbued with Self ; and there is no other 
Self for this which passes through births and deaths ; as 
has been declared in such other Vedic texts as-'other 
than this, there is no Seer, other than this, there is no 
Heaven' (Brhada. Upa. Ill. viii. 11.)-that through which 
all this Univ~rse becomes imbued with Self is its origin, 
called 'Being', which is True and Absolutely Real. Hence, 
it is this that is the Self of the Universe, its counter-form, 
its very essence, its very Soul. The term ' Self ' (Alman), 
without any qualifying prefix has its denotation restricted 
by convention to the Self in Eoolution, Qivatma), like the 
term ' cow ' and the like: hence, thou art that Being, 0 
Shoetaketu' .-Having been thus taught, the son said-
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' Rel)ered Sir, please explain to me a~ain; I still have 
doubts with regard to what you have told me in regard to 
all creatures, during deep sleep, becoming merged in 
Being; if that is so, then, having become so merged, that 
they do not know that they had been so merged in Being, 
see!Jls to me doubtful. Hence, please explain this to me 
further, by means of illustrations.'-Being thus addressed, 
the father said-'Be it so~ my dear' .-(7) 

End of Section (8) of Discourse VI. 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT-' Just as, my dear, the bees make honey, by 
collecting the juices of many distant trees, and then 
reducing them to one unit in the form of one juice.'-
(1) 

BHA$YA-You ask-how is it that people being 
merged into Being day after day do not know that they 
have become merged into Being ?-Listen to an illustra
tion:-' just as, in the ordinary world, 0 my dear, 'makers 
of honey'-Bees make H one;y- prepare it, being entirely 
absorbed in the work ;-how ?-h;y collecting the juices of 
many distant trees-trees in varying conditions and in 
various places and then reducing them to one unit-in the 
form of one juice, H one;y-i. e. they reduce the various 
juices to the state of the Honey.'-(1) 

TEXT-' And there, as those juices have no discri
mination, such as I am the juice of this tree; I am the juice 
o/ that tree ; in the same manner, my dear, all these 
creatures having merged into Being, do not know that 
we are merging into Bein~'.-(2) 

BHA$YA-When those juices have been reduced to 
unity in the form of H one;y, then, in the honey, the;y have 
no discrimination,-how ?-that I am the juice of this-
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mango or jack-fruit tree ;-in the way that there is in the 
world, when several sentient persons collect together in an 
assembly, they have the discrimination that I am the son of 
this man, I am the grandson of that man,-and having got at 
this discrimination, they do not become mixed up. In the 
case of Honey, however, there is no such discrimination ; 
though the juices have been collected from several trees, 
and have taste variously as sweet, acid, bitter, pungent and 
so forth,-and they have been collected in one-the form 
of Honey, they are no longer able to be discriminated as 
sweet or bitter etc. This is the sense of the illustration.
just as, in the case of the illustration cited, so, my dear, all 
these creatures being merged-day after day-into Being,
during Deep Sleep, at death and at Cosmic Dissolution,
do not know,-would not know,-that we are becoming
or become-merged into Being.-(2) 

TEXT-' Whatever these creatures are here-a 
tiger, or a lion, or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm, or an 
insect, or a gadfly, or a mosquito,-that they become 
again.'-( 3) 

BHA$YA-Because, without knowing that they are 
Being,-they merge into Being,-therefore, in whatever,
animal-species-such as, the tiger and the like,-they have 
been born in, in this world,-each of them knowing him
self as a tiger or a lion, so forth,-they become impressed 
with the tendencies of past cognitions and actions, and after 
having merged into Being (at death), they are born again in 
that same condition with the same tendencies ; and return
ing from Being, they become a tiger, or a lion, or a wolf, 
or a boar, or a worm, or an insect, or a grid]ly, or a mosquito, 
-whatever they are-i.e. were in this world previ
ously,-that same they become again,-on return (re-birth); 
even though the two consecutive births of an evolving 
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creature be separated by an interval of millions of 
time-cycles, the tendencies imprinted upon it during the 
preceding life do not cease to exist (and affect his later 
birth) ; as has been declared in another-Vedic Text
• Births are in accordance with knowledge.'-(3) 

· TEXT-·Now, that which is this Subtle Essence,
in That has all this its Self; That is the Self; That is 
the True ; That thou art ; 0 Shvetaketu'-' Revered Sir, 
please explain this to me, again.'-'Be it so, my boy', 
he said.'-(4) 

BHA$YA-That Being wherein having entered, 
creatures are born again,-and wherein having entered in 
its subtle form of the self, those creatures do not return 
who are firm in their conviction regarding the Self ,-that 
is the Subtle Essence etc., etc.,-as already explained above. 

" In ordinary life, when a man rising from sleep, in 
his house, has gone to another village, he is conscious of his 
come away from his home; in the same way, why is it 
that the creatures who have been born after having merged 
in Being, are not conscious of having come from Being ? 
Please!explain this to me again". 

Being thus addressed, the father said-' Be it so, my 
boy.'-(4) 

End of Section (9) of Discourse VI. 

SECTION (10) 

TEXT-.These rivers, my dear, flow along,-the 
Eastern ones to the East, and the Western ones to the 
West ; they go from sea to sea, and they become the 
sea. And just as these rivers, while there, do not 
know I am this river or that.'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-' just listen to an illustration ; my dear, 
these rivers-the Ganga and the rest,-the Eastern ones 
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flowing towards the East and the Western ones-the Sindhu 
and the .rest flowing to-towards the West; and these 
become drawn up from the sea by clouds and fall down 
again in the form of rain, into the Ganga and other rivers 
and flow into the sea again ; and they become the sea; now 
these rivers, having become unified in :he ocean, do not 
know that I am this rioer Gangli,-or I am that rioer
Yamuni'l,-or I am the Mahi ;-in the same manner.'-(1) 

[The Mahi is a river in Central J ndia, 22"20 N, 13"5 E which 
falh into the Gulf of Cambay.) 

TEXT-'In the same manner, all these creatures, 
having come from Being, know not they come from 
Being; and whatever these creatures are here,-a 
tiger, or a lion, or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm, or an 
insect, or a gadfly, or a mosquito,-that they become 
again.'-(2) 

Now, that which is the Subtle Essence,-in that 
has all this its Self ;-That is the Self ; That is the 
True ; That thou art, 0, Shoetaketu'.-'Revered Sir, 
please explain this to me again'.-'Be it so, my boy',
he said.-(.3) 

BHA$YA-' In the same manner. my dear, all these 
creatures-who did not know that they had become merged 
in Being,-do not know that it is from Being that they are 
coming,-or have come again. And in this world, what
ever they were in the past,-a tiger etc., etc.,-as before. 
In the ordinary world, it is seen that in water, there appear 
many such manifestations as ripples, waves, foam, bubbles 
and the like,-and they revert again to the same form .of 
water, and are destroyed; as for living beings however, 
though they are, daily, becoming merged in their cause,
during deep sleep and at death and at Cosmic Dissolution, 
-they are not destroyed (they continue to exist in other 
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forms').-'Explain this to me again, Revered Sir, by further 
illustrations.'-' Be it so, my boy, '--said the fath~r.--(2-.3) 

End of Section (lOJ of Discourse VI. 

SECTION ( 11) 

·TEXT-" Of this large tree, my child, if one were to 
strike at the root, it would exude juice, while still 
living; if one were to strike it in the middle, it would 
exude juice, while still living; and if one were to strike 
it at the top, it would exude juice, while still living. 
This tree, pervaded by the 'Living Self', stands firm, 
drinking and rejoicing.'-(1) 

BHA$YA-' Listen to the illustration, my child,-oj 
this large tree with many large branches,-' this' being 
indicated towards a tree standing before them,-if some one 
were to strike at the root-with an axe or some such weapon, 
striking at il once only-the tree would not dry up, it 
would continue to live,-and merely its juice would flow 
(out of the cut). Similarly, if one were to strike it at the 
middle, it would exude juice and be still lioing ; and if one 
were to strike it at the top, it would exude juice while still 
lioing. This tree is, at this moment, peroaded,-endowed
by the ' Lioing self', and it stands firm, drinking-absorbing 
through its roots large quantities of Wtiter and other juices 
out of the Earth and rejoicing,-being happy.'-(}) 

TEXT-' If the Lioing self leaves one of its 
branches, that branch withers, if it leaves the second 
branch, that withers, if it leaves the third, that withers; 
if it leaves the whole, the whole withers.-(2) 

BHA$YA-' Of this tree, if the' Lioing Self' leaoes one 
branch, which is either diseased or has been struck at,-i. e. 
withdraws from it that position of Itself which ensouled 
that branch,-then that branch withers ; the Living Self 
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enters a living thing in the course of the aggregate of 
Speech, l\1.ind, Life-breath, and Organs; hence, on the 
withdrawal of the Self, all this aggr~gate becomes with
drawn. What happens is that when the ' Living Self' 
endowed with Life-breath eats or drinks, what is eaten 
and drunk becomes turned into juices which nourish 
the tree of which the body is alive: and the same juices 
serve as indicative of the presence of the Living Self. 
It is through what is eaten and drunk that the ' Living 
Self ' stays in the body, and the character of what is 
eaten and drunk is always in keeping with the Karmic 
Residua of the ' Living Self '_ So that, when the time 
has arrived for the function of that Karmic Residua of 
his which is the cause of his being maimed by a limb, then 
tile Living Self leaves one brancli,-i.e. it withdraws itself 
from that one branch ; and then that branch withers. It 
is by reason of the presence of the 'Living Self', that the 
juices, thrown up by the Karmic Residua, cease to exist 
there, on the withdrawal of the 'Living Self'; and when 
the juices have ceased to come up, the Branch withers.
Similarly, when the ' Living Self ' leaves the whole tree, 
then the whole tree withers.-That the tree is ensouled 
by the' Living Self' has been indicated by the phenomena 
of the /lowing of juices and withering of-as shown by 
the illustration also vouched for the Vedic text ; which 
means that immovable (apparently inanimate) objects (like 
the tree) are endowed with sentience ; and this also shows 
that there is no truth in the Bauddha and Vaishe~ika view 
that' immovable objects are insentient. '-(2) 

TEXT-' Understand this to be similar, my dear,'
he said-' Bereft of the Living Self, this perishes : the 
Lioing Self never perishes. 

That which is the subtlest Essence,-in That has 
all this its Self; That is the True; That thou art, 0, 
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ShrJetaketu. '-'Explain this to me again, Revered Sir,'
' So be it, my boy.'-he said.-(3) 

BHA$Y A-As has been shown in the above example of 
the tree that, so long as the tree is imbued with the 'Living 
Self,' it does not dry up and continues to be nourished by 
the drinking in of juices and thus said to be 'alive'; and 
when it becomes bereft of that Self, it is said to 'die'. 
' Understand this to be similar,'-he said.-' When this 
body is bereft o.f the ·Living Se/.f,-separated from the 
Self ,-it perishes ; the Living Self never perishes ; because 
it is found that in a ca~e where the man has gone to sleep 
leaving the work in hand unfinished, on waking from 
sleep, he remembers his unfinished work and finishes it. 
Further, in the case of creatures just born, they are found 
to·evince desire for milk from the mother's breasts, fears 
and such other feelings ; and from this it is inferred that 
they remember the experience, in their previous births, 
of drinking milk froxr. the mother's breasts, and also 
unpleasant experiences.-Also, because the Agnihotra 
and other Vedic Rites serve useful purposes, therefore 
the Living Self cannot die. 

That which is the Subtlest Essence etc., etc., as before. 
"How this extremely gross Universe consisting of the 

Earth and other things, with its diverse names and forms, 
is produced out of Being which is extremely subtle, is of 
the essence of pure Being, devoid of all name and form
please explain this to me again, Revered Sir." 

The father said-' Be it so, my boy.'-(.3) 
End of Section (II) of Discourse VI. 

SECTION (12) 
TEXT-' Fetch a fruit of that Banyan-tree.'-' Here 

it is, Sir.'-' Break it.-' It is broken, Sir.'-' What dost 
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thou see there? ·-• These are very small seeds, Sir.'-
• Break on.e of these, my dear.'-' It is broken, Sir'-
• What dost thou see there?'-' Nothing, Sir.'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-' lf you wish to have direct evidence of this, 
then .fetch a fruit of this lar~e-Ban;yan-tree.'-Thus told he 
did so, and said ' Here it is, sir ; I have fetched the fruit.'
When he had shown the fruit, the father said to him 
'Break it.'-The other said-' It is broken.'-The father 
said to him-' What dost thou see here? '-the son said
'These very small seeds, I see, Sir.'-·' Of those seeds, my 
dear boy, break one.'-Thus told, he said-' It is broken, 
Sir,'-' If the seed has been broken, what dost thou see in 
that broken seed ? '-He answered-' I see nothing, sir.' -(1) 

TEXT-He said to him-' My child, the Subtle 
Essence which thou dost not perceive,-it is from that 
Subtle Essence that this large Banyan~tree grows up ;
Have faith: my son.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-He said to his son-' On breaking the 
Banyan-seed, that Subtle Essence-of the Banyan-seed
which thou dost not perceive-see,-and yet, my boy, it is 

.from Subtle Essence of the seed,-which is not visible,-that 
the large Banyan-tree, fully equipped with thick branches, 
trunk, fruits, and leaves- Rrows up-as the product-or it 
is produced ond rises up,-the ' ut' being understood before 
the term' ti~thati. '-Have faith my son, when I say that 
it is from this Subtle Essence of Being that there grows 
Universe with its names and forms, grows up as the 
nroduct. Though when a certain fact has been established 
by reasoning and scriptural authority, it is always under
stood to be ::;o (and true),-yet, in the case of extremely 
subtle things, a man who has his mind taken up by external 
things, and follows the natural bent of his activities, 
could find it difficult to understand if he were not imbued 
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with a large degree of faith ; hence, the father said-' H a"e 
faith ;' when there is faith, the mind becomes concentrated 
on the subject desired to understand, and then the 
due understanding follows. That this is so is clear from 
::;uch Vedic texts as' (had my mind elsewhere.'-(2) 

TEXT-'That which is this Subtle Essence,-in 
that has all this its Self ; That is True ; That is the 
Self; That thou art, 0, Shvetaketu'.-' Revered Sir, 
please explain this to rrie again.'-' Be it so, my boy', 
-he said.-(3) 

BHA$YA-That which etc., etc., this has been already 
explained. " If that Being is the root of the Universe, then 
why is it not perceived ?-Please explain this to me again, 
Revered Sir,-by means of illustrations'.-' Be it so, my 
boy.' -said the father .-(3) 

End of Section (12) of Discourse VI. 

SECTION (13) 

TEXT-' Having put this salt into water, come to 
me in the morning '.-He did so.-(The father) said to 
him-' Bring the salt, my son, which you put into the 
water at night '.-Having looked for it, he found it not; 
as it had melted away.-( 1) 

BHA$Y A-'Even a thing that exists may not be 
directly perceived, and yet it may be known in another 
way ; listen to an example of this, if you wish to have 
direct evidence of this fact, then, having put this salt-lump 
-in water,-in a jar or some other vessel,-come to me......
tomorrow in the morning.'-The boy, with a view to see for 
himself for what father had taught him, did as he was told. 
-The next day, the Father said to him-in the morning
' The salt that, at night, you put under water,-that, my boy, 
please bring.'-Being told thus, with a view to bring the 
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salt, having looked/or it,-in the water,-he found it not,-he 
did not per.ceive the salt ; because, even though it was there 
it had melted awaJ-and merged into the water.-(1) 

TEXT-' My boy, taste it from the pot; how is it?" 
-'It is salt.'-'Taste it from the middle; how is it?'
'It is salt.'-'Taste it from the bottom; how is it?'
'It is salt.' -'Throw it away and come to me.'-He did 
so; (saying) 'It remains for ever'-The Father said to 
him-'Here also, forsooth, thou dost not perceive the 
Being, while there it is indeed.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-'Though you do not perceive the melted 
salt with the eye, nor feel the lump by your tactile organ, 
yet it exists in the water all the same and is perceived by 
other means,'-in order to convince of the truth of this, he 
said to him-' My boy, take some water from the top 
surface and taste it.' -Having said this and having found 
that the son had done as he was asked, he asked him-' How 
is it ?'-the other replied-'/t is salt-in taste.'-Similarly, 
'Take some water from the middle and taste it ;-how is it?'
' It is salt. '-So take some water from the bottom-' end' 
and taste it.-How is it?-' It is salt,'-' If that is so, then 
throw it away,-leave it,-and having washed your mouth, 
-come to me.'-H e did so ; that is, having thrown away 
the salt, he went to his father ;-saying these words
'Exactly the same salt that I had put into the water at 
night, remains for ever,-i.e. it exists quite in the right 
manner .'-When he had said this, the Father said to him
' This salt had been perceived by you, in the first instance, 
with the visual and tactile organs,-and when it melted in 
water, though it was not perceived by those two organs 
yet it exists there, as shown by the fact that it is perceived 
by the gestatory organ (the tongue) ;-in the same manner, 
it happens in regard to the body which is of the nature of 
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a sprout, a product of fire, water, food and other things.' 
-The particles 'Vaoa' and 'Kila' are meant t;o indicate 
the remembrance of the teachings of ancient teachers.
' Here also forsooth, thou dost not perceive the Being,-which 
is the cause of the sprout made up of fire, water, food 
and other things,-while it is there indeed,-like the subtle 
essence of the Banyan-Seed,-though thou perceivest 
it not by the sense-organs. As in this water, though 
the salt was not perceived by the visual and tactile organs, 
yet it was there as you perceived it by the gestatory 
organ,-in the same manner, though the Being exists in 
this world, as its very root, and thou canst apprehend it 
by other means,-like the subtle essence of the salt,' this 
is the final upshot of what he said.-(2) 

TEXT-' That which is this Subtle Essence,-in 
that has all this its Self; That is the True ; That is the 
Self; That thou art, 0, Shvetaketu' .-'Revered Sir, 
please explain this to me again.'-'Be it so, my boy,' 
-he said.-(3) 

BHA~YA-That which etc., etc.-just as before. 

' If this Being, the root of the Universe,-though 
imperceptible through the sense-organs,-is yet capable of 
being apprephended by other means,-just like the subtle 
essence of the salt,-and the apprehension of this Being 
would fulfil my whole purpose in life, and the non-appre
hension of it would make me disappointed in my aim,-
then, please explain to me again, what is the means by. 
which that Being could be apprehended : please explain 
this by means of illustration '-said the son. 

' Be it so, my boy,'-said the Father.-(') 

End of Section (1.3) of Discourse VI. 
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SECTION (14) 

TEXT-'-'Just as, my dear, some one, having brought 
a man from the Gandhara rzgions with his eyes bound up, 
might leave him in a desolate place,-and that man 
would shout towards the East, or towards the North, or 
towards the South, or towards the West.' -'1 have been 
brought here with my eyes bound up and left here with 
my eyes bound up.'--( 1) 

BHAf?YA-'just as, in the ordinary world, my clear, 
having brought a man,-any one-from the Gandhara 
Rel!ions, with his eyes bound up,-a robber-might leaoe him 
-with his eyes bound up and his hands tied, -in a forest, 
or in still more 1lcsolated place,-that man, hav:ng lost all 
sense of direction, would shout-cry-towards the East-i.e. 
with his face turned towards the East,-or towards the 
North, or towards the South, or towards the West,-(saying) 
-' With eyes bound up I have been brought by robbers 
from the Gandhara regions, and l have been left here 
with my eyes bound up.'-(1) 

TEXT-' And as some one might remove his bandage 
and tell him-the Gandhara regions lie towards this direc
tion, go in this direction,-whereupon·, asking his way 
from village to village, and becoming informed and 
capable of judging by himself, he would reach the 
Gandhira regions ;-in the same manner, in this world, 
that person knows who has a teacher; and for him, the 
delay is only so long as I am not liberated and become 
merged.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-While he is thus shouting, some one, with a 
merciful temperament, might remove his bandage-covering 
over the eyes,-and tell him that the Gandhara regions lie 
ti:iwards this-the Northerly-direction, ~Io in this direction, 
--that man, being freed by the sympathetic person from his 
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bandage,-asking his way /rom village to village, becoming 
in/ormed,-by ad vices offered,-and capable of. judging by 
himself-capable of finding the way to villages as pointed 
out by others,-would reach the Gandhara regions ; such a 
man alone would reach the place, and not one who is either. 
foolish or desirous of seeing various countries.- just as in 
the illustration as described, the man was brought from his 
country in the Gandhara regions, by robbers, with his eyes 
bound up,-and lacking discriminating and confound in 
regard to the directions, beset with hunger, thirst, and other 
privations,-was brought into a forest infested with tigers, 
robbers and other dangers,-in sore trouble, crying,
remains there, eager to be liberated ;-then he is liberated 
by some sympathetic person, and ultimately somehow 
reaches his own Gandhara country, became happy and · 
contented.-ln the same manner, the man is carried away 
from Being, the Self of the Universe,- by robbers in the 
shape of merit, demerit and other tendencies,-and made 
to enter the forest of this Body made up of Fire, Water, 
Food and other ingredients, and containing wind, bile, 
phlegm, blood, fat, flesh, bone, marrow, semen, worms urine 
and freces, and beset with several pains of opposites, like 
heat and cold,-with his eyes b0und up with the bandage 
of delusion, caught in the noose of longing for wife, son, 
friends, cattle, relative and such other perceptible and 
imperceptible things, enmeshed in the meshes of hundreds 
and thousands of such evils and au~terities and crying
as 'I am the son of such and such a person,' 'these are my 
relatives,' 'I am happy,' 'I am unhappy,' 'I am deluded, 
'I am wise,' 'I am righteous,' 'I have many relatives," 
' my son is born, is dead, is sinful', 'my property has been 
lost',' Ah I I am damned', 'How shall I live?" 'What is 
to be my fate?' 'What is to be my refuge?'-Then, by 
the influence of some good fortune due to the el{cess of 
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merit, he gets a teacher, who is extremely sympathetic, 
and knows the Being, the Brahman, the Se/f,-and who is 
himself liberated from all bondage and rests firmly upon 
Brahman,-and this Brahman-knowing teacher, through 
pity, shows him the way to perceive the defects in worldly 
objects-whereupon he loses all attachment to these 
worldly objects,-and on being told that 'thou art not one 
who passes through the cycle of births and deaths, thou 
art not the son, or any relation of such and such a person, 
etc.,-in fact, thou art pure Being, that which Thou Art,' 
-and thus he becomes liberated from the bondage of 
lgnorance,-like the man from Gandhara,-reaches his 
own True Self, Being, and becomes happy and for ever 
contented.' 

It is all this which the Father meant by saying
' That person knows who has a teacher.' 

For him,-for the man who has been liberated from 
the bondage of lgnorance,-the delay-the postponement
in merging into his real Self, Being-is only so long ;-how 
long is the delay ?-so long as I am liberated-i.e. he 
becomes liberated. The first person in the word' Vimok~ye' 
is to be taken in the sense of the third person, as such is 
the force of the sense ;-i.e. the delay is only so long as 
that Karmic Residue is not exhausted, by experience, by 
virtue of which his Body has been brought about,-and so 
long as, as the consequence of this, that Body does not fall 
off ;-and then there do I become merged also-i.e. he 
becomes merged-here also the first person is to be taken 
in the sense of the third person ; there is no interval 
of time between the falling off of the body and the 
merging ; hence, the word ' atha ' cannot be taken aa 
expresssing sequence. 

Objection:-" The falling off of the Body and the 
merging into Being do not, as a matter of fact, follow 

c. u. 23 
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immediately after the attaining of the knowledge of 
Being,-on account of there still remaining the remnants of 
the same Karmic Residua (which have become ~perative 
and as such have to be expiated during the present 
life) :-now in the same way even those Karmic Residua 
which have not yet become operative towards bringing 
about their results, coming on as stored through other births 
previous to the attainment of the said knowledge of 
Being ; and certainly for- the experiencing of the results of 
these also, another body has to be produced for the man,
even after the falling off of the present body ;-then again 
even after the said knowledge has come about, the man 
continues to perform many acts-some enjoined, some 
forbidden,-and for the experiencing of the results of 
these fresh actions also, there has to be another body ;
then further fresh acts,-and further consequent bodies;
so that the attaining of knowledge becomes practically 
futile, inasmuch as actions must produce effects (and these 
must be experienced in a body).-If it be held that for the 
man who has attained true knowledge all Karmic 
Residua disappear ,-then liberation should appear simulta
neously with the attainment of knowledge, and knowledge 
being the direct cause of mergence into Being,-so that the 
body should fall off immediately. The result of this 
would be that the man would have had no time to approach 
a teacher, and this would be incompatible with the 

declaration that ' he alone knows who has got a teacher '; 

and also (obviously) the possibility of there being no 

liberation resulting from knowledge ;-or there would be 

an element of uncertainty regarding the result of 

knowledge ; and would come to resemble the means of 

reaching one place from another (which may or may not 

lead. to the desired result)." 
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Answer :-Not so ; it is possible to make a distinction 
between. such Karmic Residua as has already become opera· 
tive in bringing about its renlts aPd such another as has not 
become so operative. It has been argued that-' Inasmuch 
as even these Karmic Residua which have not become 
operative must bring about their results, when the present 
body falls, there must be produced another body, for the 
experiencing of the results of those actions which had not 
become already operative"--But this is not right; because 
of the authoritative declaration of the Shruti to the effect 
that 'for him the delay is only so long etc., etc.' (which 
shows that liberation must follow the falling off of the 
present body). 

Objection :-"Authority also attaches to such declara
tions as 'one becomes pure by pure acts' (Brhada-Upa. II. 
111. 13.) (so that an act must produce a body)." 

True, it is so ; yet, there is a difference between such 
Karmic Residua as have become operative towards bringing 
about their results and such others as have not become so 
operative.-"How ?''-These Karmic Residua which have 
become operative, and to which the present body of the 
knowing man is due, can be exhausted by experience 
alone ; just as in the case of the arrow that has been shot at 
a certain target, it comes to rest only when the momentum 
is exhausted, and not successively on its reaching the target 
on account of there being no purpose to be served by its 
going any further ;-so in the case in question also,-there 
are however other Karmic Residua which have not yet 
become operative,-as also those acts that have been 
done and are being done during the present life, prior 
to the attaining of knowledge and after it,--or those of 
past lives which have not yet become operative,-all 
these are consumed by True Knowledge, in the same 
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way as they are by expiatory Rites ; as says the 
Smrti ( Bhaaavadgifii ).-'The Fire of knowledge ,similarly 
consumes all Karmic Residua into ashes' ; and also in 
the AtharVa1Ja-' Karmic Residua become exhausted'. 

Thus then, though for the man who knows 
Brahman, there is no further use for life, yet there 
surely would be experiencing of the results of those 
Karmic Residua that have become operative,-just as m 
the case of the arrow that has been shot ;-and it is 
only right that for him there is delay only so long etc., 
etc., and there is no room for the objections that have been 
urged.-After the appearance of True Knowledge for the 
knower of Brahman,-there is no further Karmic Residua, 
as we have already explained, under the text-'the man 
resting in Brahman attains immortality etc.,' ( Cha. 
Upa. II. xxiii. 2. ) you may recall that to your mind.-(2) 

TEXT-' That which is this subtlest essence,
in that has all this its Self; That is True ; that is 
Self ; That Thou art, 0, Shoetaketu' .-' Please explain 
this to me again, revered Sir.-'So be it, my boy', 
he said.-(3) 

BHA$YA-That which etc.-as already explained 
before.-' Please explain to me by means of illustrations 
the order of sequence in which the learned man with a 
teacher becomes merged into Bemg.'-'Be it so, my boy,' 
-he said.-(3) 

End of Section (14) of Discourse VI 

SECTION (15) 

TEXT-' My dear, when a man is ill, his rela
tives assemble round him (and ask)-Do you know 
me ?-do you know me ?-so long as his speech has 
not become merged in Mind, Mind in Life-Breath, 
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the Life-Breath in Fire and the Fire in the Supreme 
Deity,--&he knows them.-(1) 

BHA$YA-My boy, a'hen a mun is il/,-suffering from 
fever and other diseases,-his relatives aS$emble round him 
-when he is about to die,-and ask him-Do you know 
me-your father, a son, or brother (as the case may be).
of the dying man,-so long as speech has not become merged 
in mind, the mind in life-breath, and life-breath in fire, etc., 
etc., all which has been already explained.-{1) 

TEXT-'Now, when his Speech becomes merged 
into mind, the Mind in Life-breath, the Life-breath 
in Fire and Fire in the Supreme Deity,-then he does 
not know them '.-(2) 

BHA$YA-The text now proceeds to show that manner 
of mergence into Being, of the Man with knowledge, is the 
same as that of the ordinary worldly man. When the Fire 
has become merged into the Supreme Deity, then he does 
not know them. 

(The difference between the two men however is this) 
-As regards the Man without knowledge, having arisen 
out of Being, enters into them-pre-determined state of the 
tiger and other animals, or of deities, or men or other 
beings; whereas, the man with knowledge, having entered 
into Being-Brahman-Self-illumined by the lamp of 
knowledge derived from the teaching of Teachers and 
Scriptures,-never again returns to Birth ; this being his 
manner of merging into Being. 

Others, however, have held that the man, going 
out of the artery in the head, reaches Being through 
the Sun and other Deities.-This is not right. Because 
the progress after death of the Man (ego) is dependent 
upon the peculiarities of the notions of time, place and 
causes and of the motive for results; for one, however, 
who has recognised the Unity of the True-Self, and who 
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has no other motive save Truth,-there can be no any such 
false notions as those of Time, Place, Causes or Motive for 
results ; for the simple reason that the two are 
incompatible. Further, Ignorance, Desire and Karmic 
Residua-which are the cause of the man's progres
sion,-are all burnt up by the Fire of True Knowledge, 
and. hence, there can be no progressing (through the 
Sun etc. for the Man with knowledge); this has been 
thus described in the Atha'roal)a text-' for one whose all 
desires have been fulfilled and who has reached the Self,
all desires dis-appear in this life itself' .-(2) 

TEXT-' That which is this Subtle Essence,-in 
that has all this its Self; that is True ; that is the Self; 
that thou art, Shoetaketu.'-'Revered sir, please explain 
this to me again.' -'Be it so, my boy,' -he said.-(3) 

BHA$YA-That which is etc., etc.-just as before.
" If, for the dying man and for the man going to be liberat· 
ed,-for both, the mergence into Being be similar,
then, the man with knowledge, on merging into Being, 
does not return, while the Man without knowledge 
does return, (to worldly existence),-'what is the reason 
for this ?'-please explain this fnrther to me by means 
of illustrations.'-'Be it so, my boy'-he said.-(3) 

End of Section (15) of Discourse VI 

SECTION {16) 

TEXT-' My boy, they bring a man, holding him 
by the hand, (saying)-He has taken something,-he 
has committed theft, heat the axe for him ; in case he 
has committed the deed, he makes himself false, on 
that account, and being addicted to falsehood, he 
covers himself with falsehood and grasps the heated 
axe ; he is burnt, and then he is killed.'-( 1) 
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BHA$YA-' Listen, my boy, when a man ts sus
pected of having committed theft, the king's officers 
hold him by the hand- ·w1th hi~. hands tied up,-and 
bring him for trial and punishment,-when asked
'What has he done? '-they say-'He has taken some
thing,-something belonging to such and such a person ;' 
the questioner says-' Does he deserve arrest and bon
dage only for taking something from some one? In 
that case there could be arrest also when some pro
perty is given and received as a gift. '-The officers 
say-' He has committed theft,-he has taken another 
man's property by theft.'-When the officers have said 
this, the suspected person denies his guilt-' I have not 
committed the theft.'-The officers say to the suspect
ed man-'You have committed theft of this property.' 
-When the accused has denied his guilt, they say
' Heat the axe for him ;-let him clear himself (by 
ordeal).'-lf the man has really committed the theft,
and denies the guilt only outwardly ,-he makes himself 
false,-i.e., by the mere denial, he represents himself 
as what he is not; and thus being addicted to false 
hood, he covers himself with falsehood,-i.e., hiding him
self under untruth-he grasps the heated axe-foolishly; 
-and he is burnt and killed by the king's officers,
on account of his own fault of being addicted to false
hood.-( I) 

TEXT-' If, however, he has not committed it, 
then he makes himself true on that account and 
being addicted to Truth, he covers himself by Truth 
and grasps the heated axe ;-he is not burnt, he is 
let off.'-(2) 

BHASYA-' If, however, the man has not committed 
the deed,:_he makes himself true, on that account; and 
eovers himself by truth,-in the form of not commit-
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ting theft,-he grasps the heated axe,-and being addicted 
to truth, he is not burnt, because of the intervention 
of truth, and he is let off,-rescued from his false 
accusers. Though the contact of the heated axe with the 
hand is practically the same in both cases of the man 
who has committed the theft and the man who has 
not· committed the theft,-the man addicted to untruth 
is burnt,-not so the man addicted to truth.-(2) 

TEXT-' And as he is not burnt,-in that has all 
this its Self ; That is the true ; That is the Self ; that 
thou art, 0, Shvetaketu.'-Then, he understood it of 
him,-yea, he understood it.-(3) 

BHA~YA-As in the case cited, the man addicted 
to truth, on grasping the heated axe, is not burnt, 
because his palm was protected by truth,-in the same 
way, at the time that the bodies of the man having 
the true knowledge of Being-Brahman and the other 
man who has no such knowledge, are dying-though the 
merJ.!ing into Being is similar in both cases, the man with 
knowledge having become merged into Being, does not 
return to the body of the tiger, or of a deity or other 
beings,-while the man without knowledge, addicted to 
the false, in the shape of the products, does return, to be 
born again as a tiger or a deity or other things, in accord
ance with his Karmic Residua, in the manner described in 
the scriptures. Thus liberation and bondage are due to 
addiction to truth and untruth (respectively) ;-and that 
which is the root of the universe, wherein all creatures 
dwell and rest,-and in which all things have their Self,
which is immortal, free from dangers, blessed, without 
a second,-that is true, that is thine Self-hence, that thou 
art, 0 Shvetaketu.-This sentence has been explained more 
than once. 
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Question-"Who is this Shvetaketu, who 1s spoken of 
as Thou?" 

Answer-!, Shvetaketu, who know myself as the son of 
Uddalaka, having heard the teaching and pondered over it 
and learnt it, requested the Father to teach him what he 
had not heard, or pondered over, or known-'What, revered 
Sir, is that Teaching?'-This represents the person who, 
being entitled to be the hearer, the ponderer and the 
knower,-did not, before he was taught by his father, had 
not reached the true nature of his own self, as Being, the 
Self of all, as distinct from all aggregates of causes and 
effects,-which-as the Supreme Deity,-has entered into 
the aggregate of causes and effects made up of Fire, Water 
and Food, for the differentiating of Names and Forms,
just as man enters the mirror, as his own reflection, or the 
Sun enters into water and other reflecting surfaces, as its 
own reflection ;-now however, having been enlightened 
by his father by the teaching ' that Thou art ', through a 
number of illustrations and reasons,-he understood from 
his father that ' I am Being itself '.-The repetition is meant 
to indicate the end of the Discourse. 

Question :-"What is the resultant co)Snition regarding 
the Self which is brought about by the Verbal means of 
cognition (Vedic text) set forth in this Sixth Discourse?" 

(The idea underlying this question is that according to 
the Vedanta, 'the Self is self-luminous', which means that 
for any cognition regarding the Self, no other agency or 
means of cognition is needed, it is all self-sufficient; so that, 
if the words and texts ~:et forth under this Discourse serve 
to bring about any cognitions regarding the Self ,-that 
millitates ~~ainst the self-luminosity of the Self ; if, on the 
other hand'; the texts do not bring about any cognitions, 
then they are futile, as means of cognition, Pramlil)a). 
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Answer :-We have already explained above that the 
result brought about by this Discourse is the sett~ng aside 
of the notion that 'Self is the actual doer (of acts) and 
enjoyer (of the results of those acts) ;-and when we 
spoke of the entity denoted by the term ' thou ( i. e. 
the living Self, the ]loa, born in the body ) and the 
fact of that entity being one who 1s to ' hear ' and 
'reflect upon' (the Self),-we did so only for asserting 
what is not (generally ) known. Before all this is known, 
the ordinary man has such notions as-' I shall perform 
these actions. the Agnihotra and the rest. I am entitled 
to the performance ;-the results of these acts I shall 
enjoy in this world and in the other ;-or having done 
these acts, I shall be happy and contented' ,-all these 
notions, which involve the idea of the Self being the actual 
performer and enjo:yer, are set aside by the assertion that 
'Thou art That Being which is the root of the universe, one, 
without a second ',-for the man who has become awakened 
to true knowledge ; that the said notions are set aside by 
this last assertion follows from the fact that the two are 
mutually contradictory (so that if the latter is true, the 
former must be false). As a matter of fact, when it has 
been realised that' I am the Self, one, without a second',
it is not possible for him to have such notions involving 
diversity as 'this is to be done by me,-that by another ', 
' that having done this act, I shall enjoy its result'; 
hence, it is only right and proper that on the realisation of 
Being, the Self, the True, without a second, the idea of 
' the Living Self ' being a product and unreal. 

Objection :-" What is done in the assertion 'That thou 
art ' is that the idea of ' Being ' is attributed to what is 
denoted by the term ' thou ' just as this idea of Brahman 
and other Deities is attributed to the Sun, the Mind and 
other things,-or as in the ordinary world, the idea of 
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Vi~~u and other Deities attributed to the Images ; and the 
assertion does not mean that thou art that same Being." 

Answer :-Not so; this assertion is entirely different in 
character of those relating to the Sun and other things. In 
such passages as 'the Sun is as Brahman' (should be 
looked or meditated upon as Brahman), the intervention of 
the term ' as ' makes it impossible for it to provide the idea 
that ' the Sun is actually Brahman itself' ; also because the 
Sun and other things have such qualities as colour and the 
like, and because Akasha and Mind are always spoken of 
along with the term' as ',-therefore none of these can be 
Brahman ;-while in the case of the assertion in question
• That thou art '-what is done is that first of all it is 
shown that the Being enters the world (at birth) (which 
shows that the Being is something distinct from the world), 
and then it is declared that ' That thou art ' which 
asserts, without the slightest restraint, that the 'Thou' lS 

absolutely and entirely the same as Being, the Self. 

Objection:-" The assertion ' that thou art ' may be a 
figurative one, just as a man endowed with courage and 
other qualities is spoken as 'you are a lion'. (So 'That 
thou art ' may mean that thou art like the That, 'Being')." 

No ; because it has been taught that Being, one, with
out a second, is the only real Entity-like ' clay' being the 
one entity pervading all products of clay. If it were a 
more figurative expression, the knowledge thereof could 
not be spoken of as bringing about that mergence into Being 
where 'the delay is only so long' etc., because all figurative 
notions are false (unreal).-just like the notions ' sou are 
lndra ',';you are Yama '.-Nor can the figurative expression 
be regarded as an eulogy, because Shvetaketu is not a person 
to be worshipped (hence eulogised); and as regards the 
Beinsz, it would be no edogy for It to be eulogised as being 
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Shoetaketu : certainly the king could not be eulogised as 
'you are the servant'. (Even granting that it is ·an eulogy 
of Being.) It would not be right to restrict the Being, 
which is the All-Self, to one point, by asserting ' That thou 
art ', which would be like restricting the kingship of the 
king over the whole country to kingship over a single 
village. And apart from these, there is no other way of 
interpreting the teaching. that' Thou art Being, the Self'. 

Opponent :-" All that is taught here is that one should 
cultivate the notion that ' I am Being ', and it does not 
make known, by saying ' thou art Being', anythfng that is 
not already known.-' But, even under this view, it would 
not be possible that the unheard becomes heard etc.'-Not 
so : because in reality the idea that ' I am Being ' is meant 
to be an eulogy ". 

This cannot be right; because it has been taught that 
'the man with a teacher knows; and for him the delay is 
only so long etc., etc.' -If the idea that ' I am Being ' had 
been enjoined as one to be cultivated,-and not as asserting 
the fact of the entity devoted by the term' Thou' being of 
the nature of Being itself ,-then there would be no point 
in asserting the means of obtaining that knowledge to be 
that' it is only the man with a teacher who knows ';-just 
as in the case of such injunctions as 'one should perform 
the A gnihotra ', the presence of the teacher from whom the 
Veda is learnt is already implied, and is nowhere actually 
enjoined. Further, in that case there would be no point in 
asserting any such interval as is mentioned in the phrase 
'for him the delay is only so long etc., etc.'. Lastly, under 
this interpretation that even without the realisation of one's 
having his self in Being, if one only formed the said idea 
only once, he would at once attain liberation (as he would 
have fulfilled the injunctions of cultivating the said notion). 
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Further, where it has been declared that 'That thou art', 
and its fu\1 signification understood as meaning that ' I am 
Being '-this notion cannot be ~ejected as being asserted by 
an unauthoritative assertion, or as not brought about by all 
(by any means of cognition). Because as a matter of fact, 
all Upani!}adic texts point to the same conclusion ( that ' I 
am Being '). The case of this declaration is exactly like 
that of the injunction of the As!nihotra and other rites; in 
the case of this injunction, it cannot be denied that it lays 
down the performance of the As!nihotra and other rites, nor 
can it be denied that this notion is not brought about by 
that injunction. So also in the case in question. 

It has been argued that-' If one has his Self in Being, 
how is it that he does not know himself? '-But this does 
not vitiate our posJtJOn. Because normally, creatures do 
not even realise the fact that they are a living entity, the 
actor and enjoyer ,-distinct from the as~gres~ate of causes and 
effects (body) ; how can it be possible there to realise that 
they are of the nature of ' Being ' ? In fact, if they had 
realised this difference of their selves (from the body) how 
could they have the idea of being the actor and enjoyer ? 
and yet this idea is found to be present. In the same 
manner, so long as this man regards the body as the Self, 
they cannot realise the idea that they have their Self in 
Being. 

From all this it follows that what the sentence 'That 
thou art ' does is to set aside the idea of ' Self ' in regard 
to that ' Living Ego' which is a product, unreal and 
entitled to the performance of acts. 

End of Section (16) of Discourse VI. 

End of Discourse VI. 



DISCOURSE Vll 

PHILOSOPHY OF NAME AND OTHER 

LOWER THINGS 

SECTION (1) 

TEXT-' Teach me, Revered Sir,'-( saying this) 
Narada approached Sanatkumara.-He said to him
' What thou already knowest, come to me with that ; 
then I shall teach thee beyond that.:' He said:-( 1) 

BHA~YA-Discourse VI has been devoted mainly to 
the expounding of the Highest Truth, and it has been used 
to determine the unity of Being, Self. (This teaching is 
meant for the Disciple of the highest grade). It has not 
dealt with things lower than the Being, in the form of pro
ducts (worldly things); (and yet an account of these also is 
needed for the disciple of the middle grade, who is unable 
to grasp the Highest Truth); hence, the Seventh Discourse 
now begins, for the purpose of expounding just those 
things,-beginning with Name and ending with Life-Breath 
(Prar:za) ;-and then, through these, step by step, leading up 
to the Highest Truth, under the name of the 'Bhiima ', 
' Infinite ',-just when pointing out the moon to some one, 
he first points out to him the branch of a tree, and then, 
through it, to the moon beyond.-Or, these other lower 
things are expounded now in order to preclude the notion 
that people might have to the effect that there may be 
other things yet known,-if the text had not described 
these lower things and had ended with the expounding 
of Being alone-or, thirdly, it may be that the text 
proceeds to describe these lower things-Name and the 
rest,-with the idea that, in the manner of ascending 
by series of steps, I shall begin with the grossest things, 

366 
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and then rising, step by step, to subtler and subtler things, 
make these amenable to cognition, and lead on to what 
lies beyond them, in the form nf ' self -sovereignty ' wherein 
I shall install him (the disciple).-Or,/ourth/y, what is meant 
is that-' these things, Name and the rest, are, mentioned 
in the ascending scale of importance (the following one 
being more important than the preceding), and higher 
than all these stands that Entity called ' Infinite '; so that it 
is for the eulogising of this Infinite that Name and the rest 
have been introduced in a definite order (of importance). 

As for the story, it has been introduced for the purpose 
of eulogising the Highest Philosophy. 

" In what way ? " 
Narada is a Divine Sage, who has fulfilled all his 

responsibilities, and had attained all knowledge and, yet, as 
he did not know the Self, he was sorry ;-what to say, 
then, of any ordinary creature with little knowledge, who 
has not acquired any particular kind of merit, and who is 
still one whose purposes have not been accomplished-Or, 
with a view to show that, apart from knowledge of Self, 
there is nothing that can accomplish the Highest Good,
the text proceeds with the story of Sanatkumiira and 
Narada. The sense is that though Narada, a Divine sage, 
was equipped with the faculty of acquiring all knowledge, 
yet he did not attain the Highest Good,-to such an extent 
that, renouncing all pride of unsurpassed percentage, deep 
learning, excellent character, and the possession of the 
power of accomplishing (his aim),-he approached Sanat· 
kumiira, like an ordinary man, for the purpose of acquiring 
the means of attaining the Highest Good ; and it becomes 
indicated by this story that Self-knowledge is the means of 
attaining the Highest Good. 

'Teach me, Revered Sir',-thus did Narada approach 
Sanatkumara. The words 'teach me, Revered Sir' constitute 
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a mantra, a formula, with which Narada approached Sanat
kumiira, the chief of mystics (:yogindra), who stood firm in 
Brahman. ' 

To Narada, who had approached him in the proper 
form, he said-' What thou already knowest-regarding Self, 
-come to me with that, i.e. come and give me an account of 
that,-saying 'this much I know'; then I &hall teach thee 
beyond that, i.e. beyond what thou knowest already. 

When he had said this, Narada said as follows :-(1) 

TEXT-'Revered Sir, I know the ~goeda, the Yajur
veda, the Samaoeda, and the fourth Atharvai'Ja, the ltihasa
Pariif}a, as the fifth of the Vedas,-Grammar, the Scien.fe 
of Shriddha-Rituals, Mathematics, the Science of Por
tents, the Science of Treasures, Logic, the Science of 
Ethics, the Science of Philology, the Vedic Science, the 
Physical Science, the Science of War, the Science 
of the Stars, the Science of Snakes, the Science of 
Celestials ( Fine Arts ).-All this, I :know, Revered 
Sir'.-(2) 

BHAt?YA-' Reoered sir, I know-remember-the ~siveda ; 
that such is the meaning is clear from the question 'tell me 
what you know' ;-similarly, Yajuroeda, Samaoeda and 
Atharval'}a, the/ourth-i.e. the fourth Veda, as it is the Veda 
that is the subject-matter of the context ;-also /tihasa
Puriil)a, the fifth of the Vedas; which are spoken as 
'having the Mahabharata for their fifth' ;-Grammar;
grammar has been called 'Veda' because, it is with the help 
of grammar that the ~gveda and other Vedas are under
stood through the various divisions into 'Pada' and the rest; 
-' Pitrya' stands for the Science of the Shraddha-Ritaals;
'Rash.i' stands for Mathematics; 'Doivata for the Science of 
Portents; 'Nidhi' for the Science ofT reasures as propounded 
by Mahakala and others ;-'Vakooakya' for /o.~ic-the 
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Science of the Reasoning;-' Eka;ana' for the Science of 
Ethics; 'Deoa-Vid:9ii ', for Nirukta, the Science of 
Philolog:9 ";-' Brahma-oid:9a' standr;; for the Vedic Science in 
~he shape of Shik~a ( Phonetics) , Kalpa ( Rituals) and 
Chhanda~ ( Prosody ) ;-' Bhutaoid;ya ' is the Science of 
material substances, Ph:9sical Science.; 'K~attra-Vid:9a' is 
the Science of War, Archery ;-the Science of Stars, Astro
nomy ;-the Science of Snakes-as Propounded by Garuqa; 
-the Science of Celestials,-i. e. Perfumery, Dancing, 
Singing, Instrumental Music,-Arts and Crafts.-All this, 
Reoered Sir, I know'.-(2) · 

TEXT-'Revered Sir, as I am, I know only the 
verbal texts, I know not the Self. It has been heard 
( learnt ) by me from persons like your reverence that 
one who knows the Self passes beyond sorrow ;
lam in sorrow; please, sir, make me pass beyond that 
sorrow.'-He said to him-'Whatever you have studied 
is mere Name.'-(3) 

BHA~YA-Revered sir, though knowing all this, as I 
am, I know only the oerbal texts,.Li.e. I know merely the 
simple meaning of words ; all words are expression of 
some meaning ; so that the meaning also becomes included 
in the 'verbal texts' ;-thus what he means by saying that 
"'1 know on/ :9 the Verbal texts' is that ·I know only the 
Ritualistic Acts' ; as it is going to be declared (under Vll. 
l.v. 1. below) that 'Ritualistic Arts are contained iri the 
Mantra-texts' ;-]know not the Self ;-I have no knowledge 
of the Self. 

Objection :-" As a matter of fact, the Self also is 
described in the Verbal texts ; how there could be a man 
knowing the text and not know the Self 1 " 

It is not so ; because the very distinction between the 
denoted (word)·and: its denotation (what it denotes) is a mere 
·product ( of· ·Illusion ), and the Self is not such a product. 

C. U.24 
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" But the self also is denoted by the term ' Self ' 
(litman) (so that it would he a Product. )" 

Not so ; because of the following Vedic declarations
• wherefrom Speech recoils' (Taitti-Upa. II. iv. 1.) 'wherein 
one sees nothing else', and so forth (which shows that the 
Self is beyond words). 

" Hqw then do such words as ' the Self below', ' that 
is Self ' and the like convey the idea of the Self ? " 

This does not viti~te our position. What actually 
happens is that the word ' Atman ' ' Self ' is actually 
applied in usage, to the counter-Self ( the ' Living Self ' 
born in the body), which is subject to notions of differen
tiation,-and when the idea of the body and other apperte
nances being' Self' is, one by one, set aside, then by the 
process of elimination, it comes to indirectly indicate the 
Being, even though this latter is not beyond the reach of 
the word. For instance, when an army with the king is 
seen marching along, with umbrellas, flags, standards,
even though the king is actually hidden by all this parapher. 
nalia-and hence, not visible, yet the expression is used 'the 
king is seen' ; and when it is asked which is the king? and 
people come to look for the particular person who is the 
king,-everyone of the other persons that are actually 
visible being rejected (as not being the king), there follows 
(as the result of elimination) that the person who is not 
visible is the king,-and thus the idea of the 'king' is secur
ed ;-exactly similar is the case in question. 

Thus then what Narada means is that 'I know the 
verbal texts alone,-that is, I know only the Ritualistic 
Acts; and as all effects of actions are mere products,-
1 know only products,-and I know not the Self,-i.e., 
the real character of the Self' .-It is with a view to this 
that the text has declared that 'it is only the man with a 
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teacher that knows the Self'. This is also clear from such 
texts as 'wherefrom Speech recoils'. 

' It ha~ been learnt by me,-1 have this cognition from 
a reliable word, verbal authority ; since I have learnt /rom 
Persons like your Reverence that one who knows the self 
passes beyond sorrow,-that is, one who knows the Self goes 
beyond the reach of the mental anguish due to the idea that 
he has not accomplished his purpose in life.-Thus then, I 
who know not Self,-am in sorrow, 0 Revered sir,-i.e. am 
constantly suffering from a feeling of disappointment at not 
having accomplished my purpose in life ;-please make me 
pass beyond that sorrow,-carry me across to the other side 
of this sea of sorrow ,-by means of the raft of Self
knowledge,-and make me feel that I have accomplished 
my purpose in life,-and thus lead me freedom from all 
fear.' 

When Narada had said this, Sanatkumiira said, 'What
ever you have studied is mere Name ;-study here indicates 
the understandin~ of meaning; hence the meaning is that 
' whatever you know is mere Name'; according to the 
Vedic text-' all this is a mere product of words, a mere 
Name. ' (Cha. Upa. vi. i. 4.)-(3) 

TEXT-' The /j.goeda indeed is a Name ; so also the 
Yajurveda, the Siimadeva, and the fourth, the A tharVa1Ja, 
the ltihasa-Purli.IJa as the fifth of the Vedas,-Grammar, 
the Science of Shriddha-Rituals, Mathematics, the 
Science of Portents, the Science of Treasures, Logic, 
the Science of Ethics, the Science of Philology, the 
Vedic Science, the Physical Science, the Science of 
War, the Science of the Stars, the Science of Snakes, 
the Science of Celestials,-all this is mere Name 
Meditate upon Name.'-(4) · 

BHA~YA-' The Q.gveda indeed is a Name; so also the 
Yajur"eda etc., etc.,-as all this is mere Name.-Meditate 
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upon Name-thinking it to be Brahman; just as people 
worship the Image, then think it to be Vi~~u Himself.-(4) 

TEXT-'One who meditates upon Name as Brahman 
becomes free to act as he wishes, in the sphere within 
reach of Name,-for one who meditates upon Name as 
Brahman.'-' Revered sir, is there anything greater than 
Name ? '-Certainly there is something greater than 
Name'.-' Explain that to me, Revered Sir. '-(5) 

BHA$YA-H e _who meditates upon N arne as Brahman,
to him accrues a certain reward; hear what it is:-' In the 
aphere within the reach of Name,-i. e. so far as Name 
reaches,-in that limited sphere,-the man becomes free to 
act as he wishes,-just like the king within his own domain ; 
-'for one who meditates upon Name as Brahman, '-this is 
by way of recapitulation.-' Is there an3)thing greater,
larger, higher-than Name, which deserves to be looked 
upon as Brahman'; such is the purport.-Sanatkumara 
answered-' Certainly, there is something 11reater than 
Name. '-Being told this, Narada said-' If there is, then 
please explain that to me, Revered Sir.'-(5) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT-' Speech verily is greater than Name. It is 
Speech that makes known the ~gveda, the Yajurveda, the 
Samaveda, and the fourth Atharvar.w, the ltihasa-Purii~a 
as the fifth of the Vedas, Grammar, the Science of 
Shriddha-Rituals, Mathematics, the Science of Por
tents, the Science of Treasures, Logic, the Science of 
Ethics, the Science of Philology, the Vedic Science, 
the Physical Science, the Science of War, the Science 
of the Stars, the Science of Snakes, and the Science 

of Celestials ;-also Heaven, Earth, Air, Aka~a, Water, 
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Fire, Dil)ine Beings, cattle, birds, grasses, trees, beasts 
down to worms and ants, virtue and vice, the true and 
the false, the good and the bad, the pleasant and 
the unpleasant.-lf there had been no Speech neither 
virtue nor vice could be known, neither the true nor 
the false, neither the good, nor the bad, neither the 
pleasant nor the unpleasant. Speech alone makes 
known all this. Meditate upon Speech. '-( 1) 

BHA~YA-Speech l)erily etc.-' Speech ' here stands 
for the organ of speech, located in eight places within the 
mouth, such as, the root of the tongue and the rest,-which 
serves to manifest letter-sounds ; and it is letters that 
constitute the Name ;-hence speech is said to be ' greater 
than Name ' ; in the world it has been found that the cause 
is always greater than the effect, as, for instance, the 
father is greater than the son.-" How is speech greater 
than Name?" -Answer: 'It is speech that' makes known 
the J!.g,eda-' This is the Rg,eda'; similarly, Yajurl)eda etc., 
etc.-as before.-The pleasant is that which pleases the mind, 
and contrary to this is the unpleasant.-lf there had been no 
Speech neither oirtue nor oice could be known ; because in the 
absence of speech, there could be no study (of the Veda), 
and in the absence of study, there would be no learning of 
what is contained in the Veda,-and in the absence of this 
learning, virtue and the rest could not be known. Thus 
it is speech alone which, through the utterance of letters, 
makes known all this ; hence speech is greater than Name ; 
hence meditate upon speech as Brahman. '-(1) . 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Speech as 
Brahman becomes free to act as he wishes in the sphere 
within reach of Speech ;-for one who meditates upon 
Speech as Brahman,'-Revered Sir, is there anything 
greater than Speech ?-Certainly there is something 
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greater than Speech.'-Explain that to me, Revered 
Sir.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-The rest is as above.-(2) 
End of Section (2) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (3) 

TEXT-'Mind is greater than Speech. just as the 
closed fist holds two Amalaka, or two Kola, or two A k~a. 
fruits,-so does the Mind hold Speech and Name. And 
when one is minded in his mind to read the Veda, he 
reads it; when he is minded to perform actions, he per
forms them ; when he is minded to desire sons and 
cattle, he desires them; and when he is minded to 
desire this world and also that world, he wishes for 
them. Mind is indeed the Self, Mind is the World, 
Mind is Brahman. Meditate upon the Mind.-{1) 

BHA~YA-' Mind' here stands for the internal organ 
as endowed with the function of re/lectin~ ;-and this is 
greater than Speech. When the Mind performs the operation 
of reflecting, it urges the Speech to say what has to be said; 
hence Speech becomes included under Mind; and when 
one thing is included in another, by reason of the latter 
being larger in extent it becomes, on that very account, 
~reater.-just as in the world, the closed fist holds two 
Amalakafruits, or two Kola-Badarafruits, or two Aksa
Vibhitaka-fruits ;-i.e. when the closed fist cont.ains 
them, when they become included under the closed 
fist,-in the same manner, does the Mind hold Speech 
and Name, like the Amalaka and other fruits.-When
at which time-one is minded in his M ind,-in his 
internal organ ;-' being minded ' stands for the desire 
to speak,-what is he minded,.-to read the Veda,-to 
recite it,-having thus made up his mind to speak,-he 
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reads it ;-similarly, when he is minded to perform actions,
i.e. has made up his mind to do them,-he performs them ; 
when he is minded to desire sons and cattle,-i.e. having 
made up his mind to obtain them,--and obtain them by 
-having recourse to the means of obtaining them,-tlten he 
desires them,-i.e. he obtains Sons and other things ;
similarly, when he is minded to desire this world and also 
that world,-seeks to obtain them by having recourse to the 
means of attaining them ,-then he wishes for them-i.e. 
attains them,-M ind indeed is the Self ;-it is only when 
the Mind is there-and not otherwise-that the Self either 
performs acts or enjoys experiences : hence the Mind is 
called the 'Self'.-Mind is the World ;-it is only when 
the Mind is there that the World is there, and also the 
adopting of the means to attain it ; hence Mind is the 
World :-and for that reason Mind is Brahman.-Bccause 
all this is so, therefore meditate upon the Mind.--(1) 

TEXT-'One who meditates upon the Mind as 
Brahman, becomes free to act as he wishes in the 
sphere within reach of the Mind ;--for one who medi
tates upon the Mind as Brahman.-' Revered sir, is 
there anything greater than Mind? '-'Certainly, there 
is something greater than Mind'. ' Explain that to 
me, Revered sir '.-(2) 

BHAl;iYA-'One who meditates on the Mind etc., etc.' 
-as before.-(2) 

End of Section (3) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (4) 
TEXT-'Will indeed is greater than Mind. When 

one wills, then he minds, then he utters Speech ; then 
he utters it in Name ; in the Name the mantras become 
one; and in the Mantras the performances become one'. 
-(1) 
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BHA$YA-Will indeed is greater than Mind;-' Will' 
also here stands, like the' act of mindinl!, reflecti'ng,-for a 
particular functioning of the internal organ ; that function 
which consists in determining and discriminating what 
should be done and what should not be done, it is only 
when a subject has been duly discriminated and determined 
upon, that there comes minding or reflection and then 
the desire to do.-' In what way?'-When one wil/s,-that 
is, discriminates subjects" such as what should be done and 
the like,-determining that 'it is proper to do this',-then 
he minds (reflects) to read the Mantras and so forth ;-after 
this he utters speech,-in reciting the mantras etc.,-then 
he utters it in Name,-i.e. he utters it after having made up 
his Mind to utter the Name.-/ n ,the l'! arne-in name in 
general,-the Mantras become one,-i.e. become included, 
because the Particular is always included,-under the 
Universal.-/ n the Mantras, the performances become one; 
as a matter of fact, acts (of sacrifice ) are performed 
only as they are illumined (indicated) by the Mantra-texts ; 
and there is no sacrificial act without Mantras ; it is only 
when the act has come into existence on being indicated by 
the Mantra that it comes to be enjoined in the form that 'it 
should be performed by the Brahmal)a, for securing such 
and such results' ; and wherever we find the origin of acts 
in the BriihmalJa·texts, it is only the way of making 
clearer those acts which have already come into existence 
through Mantras; there is not a single act found in the 
BrahmalJa-texts which has not been indicated by Mantras: 
it is well-known among people that Acts (of sacrifice) are 
laid down in the three Vedas : and the term ' three Vedas ' 
is a name for the Jl.k, Yajus, and Saman.-ln the Athar
ValJa, we find it declared that ' the wise ones saw the 
Acts in Mantras'. Thus, it is only right and proper that 
performances should become one in Mantras.-(1) 
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TEXT-'Indeed, all these merge in the Will,-are 
made up of the Will, and abide in the Will. Heaven 
and Earth willed; Air and Akis' a willed; Water and 
Fire willed.- Through the willing of these, Rain 
wills; through the willing of Rain, food wills; through 
the willing of Food, Life-Breaths will; through the 
willing of Life-Breaths, Mantras will; through the 
willing of the Mantras, Acts will; through the willing 
of the Acts, the World wills ; through the willing 
of the World, all things will. This is Will. Meditate 
upon Will.'-(2) 

BH.\$YA-All these-Mind and the rest-merge in the 
Wil/,-i.e. their origination, birth, also lies in the Will,-and 

abide in the Will,-during their existence.-Hea"en and 
Earth,-which stand for all that is immovable,-willed
performed the act of volition ; so also Air and Aka sa 
wil/ed,-these also performed the act of volition, as it were; 
-similarly, Water and Fire-which represent all that is 
immovable in its form,-willed. Through the willing of 
these-i.e. on account of the willing of Heaven, Earth 
and the rest,-Rain wills,-i.e. becomes efficient ;-so 
through-on account of-the willing of Rain, Food wills, 
-as it is from Rain that Food is prociuced ;-through
i.e. on account of-the willing of Food, Life-Breaths will; 
because Life-Breaths are made up of Food and are 
nourished by Food; says the Vedic text-' Food is the 
bandage';-through the willing of Life-Breaths, the Mantras 
will ; as it is only a man with strong Life-Breaths ( i.e. 
who is powerful) who reads the Mantras, not a weak 
man; through the willing of Life-Breaths, Acts will-i.e. 
such acts as Agnihotra and the like,-i.e. when they are per
formed as indicated by the Mantras, they become capable 
of bringing about their results.-Through the willing o 
Acts, the World,-the result-wills,-i.e. becomes efficient 
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by containing within itself the Acts and the Actors;
through the willing of the World, all things,_..!.the entire 
Universe-wills-to attain and retain its complete form. 
Thus all this Universe, which culminates in the final result, 
has its root in Will ; and thus highly qualified therein is 
Will; hence meditate upon Will. Having said this he des
c.ribes ·(in the following text) the reward that accrues to 
one who meditates on Will.-(2) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Will as Brahman, 
being himself lasting, well-established and undistressed, 
attains (respectively) lasting, well-established and un
distressed regions determined for him ;-and becomes 
free to act as he wishes in the sphere within reach 
of the Will,-for one who meditates upon Will as 
Brahman'. 'Revered Sir, is there anything greater than 
Will? '-'Certainly, there is something greater than 
Wiii.'-'Explain that to me, Revered Sir.'-(3) 

BHA$YA-One who meditates upon Will as Brahman,
i. e. regarding it as Brahman,-he attains regions determined 
for him-by God, as that ' such and such regions will be 
his reward ',-the learned man reaches the regions which 
have been thus decided upon, willed, for him ;-these 
regions are lasting-eternal, as compared to things that are 
absolutely ephemeral,-the man himself also being last
ing ;-if the man inhabiting the regions were not lasting, 
then the very volition of the lasting would be futile ; hence 
the man himself is lasting ;-the regions are also well
established,-well-stocked with accessories,-it being found 
that one becomes established through cattle, offspring and 
other • accessories ; and the man himself is also well
established,-i. e. fully supplied with his own accessories;
the regions are undistressed,-free from dangers arising 
from enemies and others ;_:_and the man himself is also 
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undistressed ;-and such a man attains such regions as have 
been described. And in the sphere within reach of the Will, 
he becomes free to act as he wishes, -within reach of his 
own Will, not within the Will of others; if the latter were 
meant, that would be contrary to the reward gomg to be 
described later on. This is for one who meditates upon 
Will as Brohman ;-as before.-(3) 

End of Section ( 4) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (5) 
TEXT-' Intelligence indeed is greater than Will. 

When one understands then he wills, then he reflects, 
then he utters Speech; he utters it in Name; in Name, 
Mantras become one, and in the Mantras, the (sacri
ficial) acts. '-(1 ) 

BHAf?YA-lntelligence indeed is greater than Will;
Intelligence is the faculty of understanding, the faculty of 
realising things at the proper moment, and the faculty of 
ascertaining the purpose underlying past and further 
events ;-thus Intelligence is greater than Will-'' How ? ' 
It is when one understands a thing, as ' this thing happens 
to be so and so', that he wills, as to whether it should 
be given to some one or thrown away ;-then he reflects, 
etc., etc.-as before.-(!) 

TEXT-' Indeed all these merge in Intelligence, 
are made up of Intelligence and abide in Intelligence. 
Therefore, even if a man knows much, if he be unintel
ligent, people speak of him as ' he does not exist, as 
also what he might know '; if he were really learned, 
he would not be so unintelligent. On the other hand, if 
a man, knowing little, is Intelligent, they listen to him. 
-Intelligence is the one mergent, Intelligence is the 
origin and Intelligence is the resting-place.-Meditate 
upon lntelligence.'-(2) 
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BHA$YA-All these-beginning with Will and ending 
with the result of Actions,-merge in lntelligence,.:.._they are 
made up of-have their source in-lntelligence,-and they 
abide-rest-in lntelligence,-as before. Further, there is 
further greatness attaching to Intelligence. Inasmuch as 
I~telligence is the root of Will and the rest,-eoen if a man 
knows much,-possessed of much learning of the scriptures, 
-if he be unintelligent,--;-devoid of understanding things as 
they present themselves,-people-wise persons of the 
world,-speak of him as ' he does not exist ', i. e. even 
though he is present, he is as good as not-present,-' so 
also is what-little of the scriptures-he might know what· 
ever he might have learnt is entirely useless '-Why ?-If 
he were really learned, he would not be so unintelligent ; 
hence whatever he has learnt is as good as not learnt ; such 
is the meaning.-On the other hand, if a man, knowing little, 
is intelligent, they listen to him,-wish to have what he has 
to say regarding the subject at issue.-Hence, it is lntelli
J!ence alone which is the mergent etc., of Will and the rest 
etc., etc.,-as before.-(2) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Intelligence as 
Brahman, being himself lasting, well-established and un
distressed,-attains lasting, well-established and on
distressed regions prepared for him ;-and becomes 
free to act as he wishes in the sphere within reach of 
lntelligence,-for one who meditates on Intelligence 
as Brahman. '-'Revered Sir, is there anything greater 
than Intelligence ? '-' Certainly, there is something 
greater than Intelligence.'-' Explain that to me, 
Revered Sir. '-( 3) 

BHA$YA-Prepared-fully equipped with all those 
qualities that are found in intelligent man.-The man who 
meditates on Intelligence reaches lasting regions etc., etc.
as already explained.-(3) 

End of Section (5) of Discourse VII. 
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SECTION (6) 

TEXT-' Contemplation indeed is greater than 
Intelligence, the Earth i~ cQntemplating, as it were ; 
the skyfis contemplating as it were ; the Heaven is con
templating as it were ; water is contemplating as it 
were ; the mountains are contemplating as it were ; 
Deities and men are contemplatin as it were. There
fore, one who among men attains greatness seems to 
have obtained a share of Contemplation ; and while 
small people are quarrelsome and abusive and slander
ing, great men appear to have obtained a share of Con
templation .-Meditate upon Contemplation. '-( 1 ) 

One who meditates upon Contemplation as Brahman 
becomes free to act as he wishes in the sphere within 
reach of Contemplation,-one who meditates upon 
Contemplation as Brahman.'-' Is there anything greater 
than Contemplation, Revered sir ? '-'Certainly there is 
something greater that Contemplation.'-' Please explain 
it to me, Revered sir.'-(2) 

BHASYA-Contemplation indeed is greater than Intelli
gence.-' Contemplation ' stands for that unshaken con
tinuous series of conceptions of such objects as a Deity 
and other beings mentioned in the scriptures, which is 
uninterrupted by other heterogenous conceptions ; this is 
what they call ' one-pointedness ', ' concentration '. How 
important Contemplation is actually seen in its results.
" In what way? "-When the Yogin is wrapped in 
Contemplation, he becomes immobile, unshaken, firm, on 
the attainment of the result of that Contemplation.-ln 
the same way, the Earth is contemplating as it were, 
and hence, it is found to be immovable ;-the Sk;y i:r 
contemplating, as it were ;-the rest is as before.-Deitie:r 
and men (which is one way of taking the compound 'deva· 
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manu~Jiib '),-or Dioine Men-( menlike Deities, which is 
another explanation of the Compound ' derJamanu~Jlib '), i.e. 
men endowed with calmness and other quali'ties, who 
never renounce their divine character.-lnasmuch as Con· 
templation is so excellent,-those who, among men, attain 
greatness,-through wealth, or learning or other qualities 
-i.e., those who acquire wealth and such other sources 
of greatness, superiority,-seem to haoe obtained a share 
of Contemplation,-i.e. obtained a part of the effects of Con
templation,-and they appear to be immovable,-nor like 
small people; on the other hand, those who are small,
mean,-who have not obtained even a fraction of the effects 
of Contemplation,-they are quite contrary to the above,
are quarrelsome-prone to quarrel with people,-abusioe
finding fault with others,-and slanderin.(!-speaking ill of 
people, as if what is said happened before their eyes ;
while those who have attained greatness,-due to wealth 
and other things,-are great ,-lord it over other people, 
like Professors and Emperors,-and they appear to have 
obtained a share of Contemplation ;-this has been already 
explained.-Thus the greatness of Contemplation is seen in 
its effects; hence, it is greater than Intelligence; for these 
reasons, meditate upon Contemplction, etc., etc.-as already 
explained.-(1-2). 

End of Section (6} of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (7) 

TEXT-' Learning indeed is greater than Contem
plation,-it is by Learning that one knows the ~goeda, 
the YajurrJeda, the S?imarJeda, and the fourth Atharoa~a, 
the I tihasa-Puriit;~a as the fifth of the Vedas, Grammar, 
the Science of Shriddha-Rituals, Mathematics, the 
Science of Portents, the Science of Treasures, Logic, 
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the Science of Ethics, the Science of Philology, the 
Vedic Science, the Physical Science, the Science of 
War, the"Science of stars, the Science of Snakes, and 
the Science of Celestials;-also Heaven, Earth, Akiis'a, 
Water, Fire, Divine Beings, human beings, cattle, 
birds, grasses, trees, beasts, down to worms and ants, 
virtue and vice, the true and the false, the good 
and the bad, the pleasant and unpleasant, food and 
juices, this world and that world,-all this one knows 
by Learning,-Meditate upon Learning. '-(1 ). 

BHA$Y A.-Learning indeed is greater than Contempla
tion. ' Learning' stands for the knowledge of the subject
matter of the Scriptures ; it is this that is the source of 
Contemplation ; hence, it is greater than Contemplation. 
" In what way is it greater ?"-It is by Learning that one 
knows the ~.~veda, -that 'this is the ~f},veda', the source 
of right knowledge, the knowledge of the subject-matter of 
which is the source of Contemplation ;-similarly, the 
Yajurveda etc., etc.-also cattle and the rest,-and virtue 
and vice-which are known through the scriptures,-the 
good and the bad,-either from the view-point of common
sense, or from that of the Smrtis,-and in fact, all imper
ceptible ~things-one knows only by means of Learning.
Hence, it is only right that Learning should be greater 
than Contemplation.-H ence, meditate upon Learning.'-(!) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Learning as 
Brahman attains the regions of Learning and of Know
ledge ; he becomes free to do as he wishes, in the 
sphere within reach of Learning; he who meditates 
upon Learning as Brahman.'-'ls there anything greater 
than Learning, ' Revered Sir ?'-'Certainly, there is 
something greater than Learning.' -'Explain that to 
me, Revered Sir.'-( 2) 
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, BHA$YA-Listen to the reward accruing from the 
said Meditation.-The regions of Learning-those regions 
where Learning abounds,-as also those where Knowledge 
abounds,-he attains-obtains ; that is, he reaches those 
r'cgions which are inhabited by persons possessing Learning. 
-i.e., deep knowledge of the subject-matter of the scrip
tures.-/n the sphere etc., etc., as before.-(2) 

End of Section (7) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (8) 

TEXT-'Power is greater than Learning.-A single 
man with Power shakes a hundred men with Learning. 
When a man has Power, he rises; rising, he serves ; 
&erving, he approaches nearer; approaching nearer, he 
sees, hears, reflects, understands, acts and feels. It is 
by Power that the Earth stands; by Power, the Sky; 
by Power, the Heaven; by Power, the mountains; 
by Power, Deities and men ; by Power, cattle, birds, 
grasses and trees, beasts down to ants and worms ~ 
and by Power does the world stand. Meditate upon 
Power.'-(1) 

' One who meditates upon Power as Brahman, be
comes free to do a:s he wishes, in the sphere within 
reach of Power ;-one who meditates upon Power as 
Brahman.'-' Is there anything greater than ower, 
Revered Sir ?'-'Certainly, there is something greater 
than Power, '-'Explain that to me, Revered Sir.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-Power is greater than Learning-' Power' 
stands for that capacity of the mind to apprehend things 
which is due to the use of food ; as says the S' ruti-. 
through fasting, the lj.k and other Vedas do not reveal 
themselves to me ';-in the body also, . Power consists in 
the capacity to rise and do such things . .:....Because a sin~le 
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person with Power shakes a hundred men with Learnin~.
just as the infuriated elephant.,; scatter a hundred men 
even when assembled together ,--because the Power brought 
about by the use of Food is so,-therefore, when a man 
has Power,-i.e., through Power, becomes powerful,
then, he rises,-i.e., he does the act of rising ;-rising, 
he serves-of instructions and the teacher, the performer 
of service ;-serving, he approaches nearer,-i.e., approach
ing nearer to the teacher etc., he becomes familiar and 
dear to them ;-approaching nearer, he sees, with con. 
centrated attention, the teacher and other instructors;
then he hears what they say ;-then he reflects upon what 
he has heard, with due reasoning etc. 'This is what they 
have said, and it is quite reasonable' ;-having reflected 
over it, he understands it, concluding that ' it must be so 
and so ';-having thus come to a definite conclusion, he 
acts, carries into practice what he has been taught ;-and 
then he feels,-i.e. experiences the effects of his action,
further, the greatness of Power lies in this that by Power 
does the world stand etc, etc.,-the meaning of all which 1s 

simple.-( 1-2) 
End of Section (8) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (9) 
TEXT-' Food indeed is greater than Power.

Therefore, if one does not eat for ten nights,-even if 
he keeps alive, he is unable to see, unable to hear, 
unable to reflect, unable to understand, unable to act, 
and unable to know.-And when he comes by Food, 
he is able to see, able to hear, able to reflect, able to 
understand, able to act, and able to know,-Meditate 
upon Food.'-(1) 

BHA~YA-Food indeed is greater than Powe71-because 
it is the source of Power.-lt is next explained how Food 

c. u. 25 
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is the source of Power. Because Food is the source of 
Power, therefore, if one does not eat for ten night1,.he would 
(ordinarily) die, on account of the loss of Power or strength 
which is due to the use of Food ; if, however, he does not 
die,-eoen if he lioes ;-(which is not unlikely} as we find 
people keeping alive after having fasted for a month ;-but 
e~en though he may keep alive,-he is unable to see and 
unable to hear-the words of the teacher, and so forth i.e. it 
becomes all contrary to what he was before. And when, 
having fasted for several days and having been unable to 
perform the functions of seeing, hearing and the rest,-he 
comes by Food ;-'aya' is coming ; hence' annasyaya ': is 
coming by Food; and one who has come by Food is 
' annasyayi ' ; the form ' a:yai ' is got at by a change in the 
vowel ; the reading ' annas:ya-liyii ' also gives the same 
sense ; because we find the effects described in the form 
of ' being able to see ' and the rest. As a matter of fact, 
it is found that when one makes use of Food, he regains 
thJ faculty of seeing etc., which he does not do if he does 
not get Food.-Meditate upon Food.-(1) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Food as Brahman 
attains regions supplied with Food and Drink; and he 
is free to act as he wishes in the sphere within reach of 
Food ;-one who meditates upon Food as Brahman.'
'Is there anything greater than Food; Revered Sir?'
'Certainly, there is something greater than Food.'
'Explain it to me, Revered Sir.' -(2) 

BHA$YA-The reward accruing to the man supplied 
with Food is as follows:-H e attains Regions, supplied with 
large quantities of Food, also those supplied with Drink
with large supplies of water,-F ood and Drink always go 
together.-The rest is as before.-(2) 

' End of Section (9) of Discourse VII. 
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SECTION (10) 
TEX':C-' Water indeed iii greater than Food. 

Therefore, when there iF> not sufficient Rain, the 
Spirits are in agony (at the thought) that there will 
be less Food; while, when there is sufficient Rain, the 
Spirits become joyous (at the thought) that there will 
be much Food.-lt is Water having assumed form that 
has become Earth, Sky, Heaven, Mountains, Deities 
and· Men, cattle and birds, grasses aad trees, beasts 
down to~insects, worms and ants. All these are Water 
having assumed forms.-Meditate upon Water. '-(1) 

BHA$YA-Water indeed is greater than Food. ~cause 
it is so, therefore, when,-at which time,-there is not 
sufficient Rain-enough to benefit the crops,-then the 
Spirits (of men) are in agony,-in pain ;-why ?-at the 
thought that' this year there will be less Food for us-less 
than usual ;-while when there is sufficient Rain, then 
the Spirits become joyous,-all living beings become 
happy, delighted,-at the prospect that there will be much 
Food.-Because, solid Food has its source in Water, all 
these things-that are found to be solidified into various 
forms, as well as formless-such as Earth, Sky and 
the rest,-are only Water solidified-assumed forms ; 
all these things with forms are Water itself. Therefore, 
meditate upon Water.-(1) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Water as 
Brahman secures all desires and becomes satisfied ; he 
becomes free to act as he wishes, in the sphere within 
reach of Water,-one who meditates upon Water as 
Brahman'.-' Is there anything greater than Water, 
Revered Sir ? '-' Certainly, there is something greater 
than Water.'-' Explain it to me, Revered Sir. '-(2) 

BHA$YA-The reward is as follows :-One who. medi
tates upon Water as Brahman, secures all desires,-i. e. all 
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desirable things with forms. And because satisfaction 
proceeds from Water, the man becomes satisfiod also by 
meditating upon Water.-The rest is as before.-(2) 

End of Section (10) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (11) 

TEXT-' Fire indeed is greater than Water. When 
having held the Air, it warms up the Akasha; then 
people say 'it is hot, it burns, it will rain' ;-it .is Fire 
that having shown itself first, creates Water. Then 
again, when thunderings go on, along with lightnings 
flashing upwards and horizontally, and people say 
'lightning is flashing, it is thundering, it will rain,' -'it 
is Fire that, having shown itself first, creates Water.
Meditate upon fire.'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Fire indeed is greater than Water; because 
Fire has no cause.-" Why has Fire no cause? "-Because 
Fire is the origin of Water, therefore, when it-Fire-having 
held the Air,-having closed up the Air,-i. e. having made 
it immobile by itself ,-it warms the Akasha,-i. e. pervading 
over warms it up, then, people-ordinary men of the world 
-sa,, 'it is hot '-the whole world in general,-' it burns' 
-the bodies of living beings, hence-' it will rain '.-It is 
well known in the world that when one perceives the cause 
he has the notion that the effect will come. It is Fire that, 
having shown itself first,-as manifested-it-afterwards
creates water; and thus, as it creates water, Fire is greater 
than Water.-There is a further reason; it is this Fire itself 
which, in the form of Clouds, became the cause of rain.
" In what way? "-Thunderings-of cloud,-go on, along 
with lightnings flashing upwards and horisontall, ; and on 
seeing this, people say-' lightning isflashing, it is thunder-
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ing, it will rain ' etc., etc.-as already explained.-H ence, 
meditate upon Fire.-(1) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon Fire as Brahman, 
being resplendent himself, attains resplendent regions, 
full of light and free from darkness : and he becomes 
free to act as he wishes, in the sphere within reach of 
Fire,-one who meditates upon Fire as Brahman'.-' Is 
there anything greater than Fire, Revered sir ? '
'Certainly, there is something greater than Fire.'
'Please explain to me, Revered sir.' -(2) 

BHA$YA-The reward for meditating upon Fire, is as 
follows: He becomes resplendent ,-attains resplendent 
regions, full of light and free from darkness,-i. e. from 
which all darkness of material and spiritual ignorance.
The rest is easy .-(2) 

End of Section ( 11) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (12) 

TEXT-' Akasha indeed is greater than Fire, in the 
Akasha subsist the sun and the moon, lightning, stars 
and fire. It is through Akasha that one calls ; it is 
through Akasha that one hears; it is through Akasha 
that one hears back; it is in Akasha that one rejoices; 
it is in Akasha that one does not rejoice; in Akasha is 
everything born; and it is Akasha towards which every 
thing grows.-Meditate upon Akasha.-( 1) 

BHASY A-Akasha indeed is greater than Fire ; because 
Akasha is. the cause (origin) of Fire along with Air. In the 
previous section, Air has been mentioned along with fire, 
in the phrase ' having held the Air ' ; hence Air has been 
mentioned separately here; in the world, the cause has 
always been found to be larger than its effect: e. g. the 
clay is larger than the jar ; similarly, Aklisha is the cause of 
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Fire along with Air; hence it is greater.-" How so?"
In Akasha subsist the sun and the moon, both, )Vhich are 
forms of Fire,-as also lightning, stars and fire, all in the 
form of fire, subsist in the Akasha ;-and when one thing 
subsists in another, the former is smaller and the latter 
greater.-Further, it is through .if.kasha that one callS another 
person,-and when the person thus called hears, it is 
through .if.kasha that he hears-the words uttered by the 
other ;-and one hears back another , he does so only throu~h 
.if.kasha ;-it is in Akasha that one reioices,-all men speak 
among themselves ; it is in Akasha that one does not rejoice, 
-one separates himself from his wife and others ;-it is in 
.if.kasha that eversthing is born,-and not in anything already 
occupied by a solid form ;-similarly, it is .if.kasha towards 
which everything grows ;-upwards, not downwards.-For 
these reasons meditate upon .if.kasha.-(1) 

TEXT-' One who meditates upon .if.kasha as 
Brahman attains extensive regions, full of light, free 
from pressure and spacious ; and he is free to act as he 
wishes, in the sphere within reach of .if.kasha,-one who 
meditates upon .if.kasha as Brahman.'-' Revered sir, 
is there anything greater than Akasha ? '-' Certainly, 
there is something greater than .if.kasha. '-' Please 
explain that to me, Revered sir.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-Listen to the reward ;-The wise men 
attain extensive-large-regions,-/ull of light,-on account 
of the permanent connection with .if.kasha and light,-free 
from pressure-' Sambadha' is over-crowding and consequent 
pressure upon one another, and spacious,-admitting of 
free movement.-/n the sphere within reach of Akiisha etc., 
etc.,-as explained already.-(2) 

Fnd of Section (12) of Discourse VII. 
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SECTION (1.3) 

TEXT-' Memory is greater than Akiisha. There
fore, even when there woufcl be many persons,-if they 
had no Memory,-they could not hear any one, they 
could not think, they could not know; if they had 
Memory, they could hear, they could think, they could 
know. It is by Memory that one knows his son, and 
it is by Memory that one knows his cattle,-Meditate 
upon Memory. '-( 1) 

' One who meditates upon Memory as Brahman 
becomes free to act as he wishes in the sphere within 
reach of Memory.'-' Revered sir, is there anything 
greater than Memory?'-' Certainly, there is something 
greater than Memory. '-'Please explain that to me, 
Revered sir.' -(2) 

BHA$YA-Memory is greater than Akasha.-' Smara' 
stands for' smaraQa ',-the/acuity of remembering, belonging 
to the internal organ. This faculty of Memory is greater 
than Akasha ; ' bhuya~' (neuter form) being taken as stand· 
ing for ' bhuyiin ', masculine form. It is only when the man 
remembers things that all objects, Akasha and the rest,
have their use; as it is only then that they can be objects 
of experience ; when one does not remember things, even 
what exists is as good as not existent ; as it does not per· 
form the functions of a really existing thing. Nor is it 
possible to apprehend the reality of Akasha and the other 
things, if there is no remembrance. Thus, it is that 
Memory is greater than Ailasha. Inasmuch as this great· 
ness of Memory is realised in the world,-even if many 
persons would be assembled and seated in any one place,
if they happened to have no Memory ,-they could not hear 
any one of them speaking,-similarly, they could not think, 
because of want of remembrance,-and they could not know. 
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If, on the other hand, the' had Memor,, they could hear 
what is to be heard, think of which is to be thought of 
and know what is to be known. It is by Memory that 
one knows his sons.-' These are my sons ';-and it is by 
Memory that one knows his cattle.-Hence, on account of its 
being greater (than Akasha),-meditate upon Memory.-The 
rest has been already expl!lined.-(1-2) 

End of Section (1.3) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (14) 

TEXT-'Hope indeed :is greater than Memory. 
Firecl by hope, Memory reads the Mantras, performs 
-ites, desires sons, desires cattle, desires this world and 
also that world.-Meditate upon Hope.'-{1) 

BHAf;!YA-' Hope indeed is ~reater than Memor, '
'Asha' stands for the desire for things one has not got; 
they speak of it by several synonyms, such as 'Hope', 
'Longing', 'Desire';-this is greater than Memory ;-in 
what way ?-It is when there is Hope in the mind that 
one remembers what he has to remember ; it is only when 
one remembers the object hoped for that he is to 
':remember things ; hence, when one is fired by Hope,
encouraged by Hope-that one remembers things and 
reads the Mantras-J!.k and the rest,-and having read 
them, he learns their meaning from Brahma~as, as also 
learning . from them injunctions bearing upon the rites, 
he performs these rites,-with a view to the results accru
ing from them,-and desires sons and cattle,-as results 
following from the rites ;-it is through Hope that he 
performs what are likely to accomplish those results,-and 
he desires this world-in order to secure-acquire things, 
-and desires that other world :only when he is fired by 
Hope, and then he performs what is likely to secure it. 
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Thus, it isifound that for each living-being the whole 
world is Qlle cycle consisting of Memory, Ashlf and other 
things ending with Name, all tied up by the rope of Hope. 
Hence, Hope is greater than Memory; and therefore, 
meditate upon H ope.-{1) 

TEXT-'One who meditates upon Hope as Brahman, 
by Hope do all his wishes prosper, his prayers become 
infallible ; and he is free to act as he wishes in the 
sphere within reach of Hope ;-one who meditates 
upon Hope as Brahman.'-'Revered sir, is there any
thing greater than Hope?'-'Certainly, there is some
thing greater than Hope.'-' Explain that to me, 
Revered sir.'-(2) 

BHA~YA-One who meditates upon Hope as Brah
man,-listen to the reward that accrues to him-when 
Hope becomes constantly meditated upon, all the wishes
of the meditators -prosper-attain fulfilment;-his prayers 
become infallible-all his prayers become fruitful; that is, 
whatever he prays for, he surely gets.-Within reach of 
Hope etc., etc.,-as before.-(2) 

End of Section (14) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (15) 

TEXT-'Spirit is greater than Hope. Just as the 
spokes of the wheel are fastened to the nave, so is 
everything fastened to the Spirit. Spirit moves by 
Spirit ; Spirit gives the Spirit,-to the Spirit ; Spirit is 
the father, Spirit is the mother ; Spirit is the brother ; 
Spirit is the sister ; spirit is the teacher ; Spirit is the 
Brahmana.' -( 1) 

BHA~YA-Beginning with Name and ending with 
Hope, everything exists in the relation of constituent cause 
and product, or of efficient cause and effect, and in a 
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gradually rising degree of greatness,-its existence depend
ing upon Memory, and tied up in the bonds of Hope ; 
and all this is fastened on all sides, like lotus-fib;es, to the 
Spirit ; and it is in this Spirit-which is all-pervading, 
extending over the interior and exterior of things-that 
everything is hung up, like heads on a string, and held 
tpere ;-this Spirit is greater than Hope.-

Question :-"In what way is it greater?" 
The answer is given, through an illustration, which 

supports the idea of the said greatness ;-just as, in the 
world the spokes of a chariot-wheel are fastened to the nave, 
-fixed to it-i.e. thrust into it,-in the same manner 
is everything fastened to the Spirit ;-this Spirit is the 
Primary Prli1Ja, the aggregate of individual entities, the 
conscious self-resident into the body, it is into this Spirit 
that the supreme Deity in the form of the 'living self'
estered, for the purpose of differentiating Names and 
Forms, just as the man in the form of his reflected image, 
enters the reflecting surface of the mirror ; and it is the 
Chief Officer of God, like that of a great king, as 
declared in the Vedic text-'At whose departure shall 
I depart, at whose resting shall I rest' -with this view 
he created Prana-Spirit'; and it follows God like His 
Shadow and just as the rim of the wheel is fixed to the 
spokes, and just as the spokes are fixed to the nave, so are 
all material substances fixed to the Spiritual Substances, 
and the Spiritual Substances are fixed to the Spirit ;·-as 
declared by the Kaulfitakins (Kaulfitaki. Upa. 3. 8.)-'This 
Spirit is the Conscious Self'.-/t is to this Spirit that e"er:y
thing is fastened. Thus, this Spirit is independent by it
self, and hence, it is that Spirit moves by spirit ,-by its own 
energy ; and nothing else has anything to do with such 
actions of the Spirit as mo"ing and the like ;-all things, 
consisting of diverse action, agencies, result, subsist in the 
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Spirit itself; and there is nothing outside the Spirit.-Such 
is the te14ching of the whole section.-Spirit ~ioes the 
Spirit,-what it gives is its own self; and the recipient of 
the gift also is Spirit itself. Hence, father and the rest 
also are Spirit itself.-(1) 

TEXT-'If one says something harsh to his her fat, 
mother, brother, sister, teacher or a Brahmana,-people 
say 1 Fie on thee l thou art a father-killer, thou art a 
mother-killer, thou art a brother-killer, thou art a 
sister-killer, thou art a teacher-killer, thou art a 
Brihma~a-killer.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-Question :-" How is it that the terms 
'father' and the rest have been made to surrender their 
well-known connotations and are applied to the Spirit ? " 

Answer :-It is only so long as the Spirit is there that 
the terms 'father' and the rest are applied to the parti
cular persons, and they cease to be applied as soon as the 
Spirit has departed.-

Question :-" Why is it so?" 

Answer :·-// one sa:;s something harsh,-something 
improper, accompanied by such derogatory words 1 thou ' 
and the like-to any one of the persons rr_entioned, 'father' 
and other rest,-then wise people standing by say to him 
' Fie on thee !-Shame on thee !-thou art a /ather-killer, 
-slayer of your father', etc., etc.-(2) 

TEXT-' On the other hand, if the Spirit has 
departed from them, even if one were to burn them 
together with a poker,-they would not say-'thou art 
a father-killer', nor ' thou art a mother-killer ', nor 
'thou art a brother-killer ; nor 1 thou art a sister-killer', 
nor 'thou art a teacher-killer', nor 'thou art a 
Brihmana-killer .'-( 3) 
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BHA$YA-On the other hand, when the Spirit has Je
,arted from them-these same persons,-when the Spirit 
has left their body ,-eoen if one were to burn them together 
-and those again separately ,-even if they do such a cruel 
thing as the burning of the same bodies collectively and 
singly, turning them over-with a poker,-they would not 
say to him ' Thou art a !ather-killer' etc., etc.-Thus, from 
the negative and affirmative premises stated above, it 
follows that the persons· called 'father' and the rest are 
the Spirit-itself. -(3) 

TEXT-Verily, Spirit is all these. One who sees 
thus, thinks thus and knows thus becomes a high
talker. If some one were to say to him 'you are a high
talker', he should say 'I am a high-talker'; he should not 
conceal the fact.-(4) 

BHA$YA-For these reasons, Spirit is all these-father 
and the rest, all things, mobile and immobile. One who 
knows the Spirit as described, sees it thus,-i. e. directly 
apprehends it to be thus in effect,-who thinks thus,-re
flects over it with reasons,-and who knows thus,-having 
applied reasons to it, comes to this definite conclusion;
as a matter of fact, it is by reflection and know ledge com
bined that the meaning of the set·iptures becomes properly 
understood.-Hence, one who sees thus becomes a high
talker,-i. e. becomes capable of talking of things beyond 
things beginning with Name and ending with Hope.-To 
such a person, who is a high-talker,-i. e. who perceives 
that at all times and by all words people speak of Spirit 
only, as lying beyond all things beginning with Name 
and ending with Hope,-and who is capable of this high 
'talking'-who say 'I am the Self, the Spirit, of the whole 
Universe, from Brahman down to the tuft of grass' ,-if some 
one were to say ' you are a high-talker' ,-he should say 
" Yes ; I am a hi~h-talker', and he shoal d not conceal the /act. 
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Why should he conceal it, when he has realised the Spirit 
as the LOI'd of all in his own Self as 'I am this ?'-(4) 

End of Section \151 of Oi3course VII. 

SECTION (16) 

TEXT-'But in reality that person talks high who 
talks high by the True'.-' May I, sir, talk high by the 
True.'-'But the True itself has to be sought-to be 
known'.-'Sir, I do seek to know the True.'-(1) 

BHA$YA-Narada, having learnt that Spirit is the 
highest entity, and that it is his own self and also the self 
of all things, thought that there was nothing higher than 
Spirit and hence kept quiet, and did not put his usual 
question" What is it, Revered sir, that is greater than 
Spirit ?" The Revered Sanatkumlira found that a capable 
Disciple has become satisfied with the knowledge of the 
modifiable (hence) false Brahman, and though not having 
his purpose fulfilled, yet he had come to regard himself 
as a ' high-talker ' of the Absolutely True ; hence, 
with a view to wearing him away from a wrong con

·viction, said-'But in reality, that person talks high of 
whom I am going to speak, and one who knows that 
mere Spirit is not really a 'high-talker:'; he is a 'high· 
talker' only in regard to Name and the rest (ending with 
Hope ). In reality, he alone is a ' high-talker ' who 
knows what is called ' the Infinite', which is beyond all 
things, the True, the absolutely real. This is what he 
says in the sentence.-'/n reality that person talks high who 
talks high by the True;-i. e. is possessed of the knowledge 
of the Absolutely True'.-' Know that I have come to seek 
refuge under you, sir, may I talk high by the True?' Please 
direct me so that I may talk high by the true,-such was 
the sense of what Narada said.-'lf really you wish to talk 
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high by the True, the True itself has to be sought to be known 
first.'-Being thus addressed, Narada said-'Be·it so then, 
sir, I do seek to know the True,-1 am anxious to learn it 
from you in detail.'-( 1) 

End of Section (16) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (17) 
TEXT-' When one understands the True, then 

alone does he declare the True; without understanding 
the True, one does not declare the True; it is only 
when one· understands the True that he declares the 
True. But this understanding itself one must seek to 
understand.' 'Revered sir, I seek to understand this 
understanding. '-( 1 ) 

BHA.SYA-When one rea/l;y understands the True,-as 
'this is ~hat is really and absolutely True' ,-then he 
renounces all that isfalse, unreal, in the shape of all pro
ducts, which are the products of mere words,-and comes 
to realise that Being, alone, which pervades over all 
products, is True ;-when he declares it. 

"The product also is real; because Name and Form 
are real and Spirit is covered by Name and Form; as says 
another Vedic text-' Spirits are True, and of these this is 
the Truest.' (Brhada. Upa. II. i. 10.)" 

True; the other text has declared the product to be 
real ; but it was not meant to be absolute reality, what 
was said was only relatively to the objects of sensation.
The Satya (true) has been declared to consist of the Sat 
and the Tyat (Taitti-Upa. II. vi. 1.) [ Where the syllable 
' sat ' stands for the three elemental substances and ' tyat ' 
for the other two elemental substances, which are not so 
real as the other true ; and thus, on the basis of this com· 
parative or relative reality, the five substances have been 
called ' satya ', Real-Ananda#!iri ] and it is on the basis of 
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this relative reality that the substances have been spoken of 
as ' True '1 and what was meant was that it was through 
this relative reality that the kruwled~e of absolute reality 
is obtained. This is what is meant by the declaration that 
'the Spirits are True, this is the Truest of the True' (where 
the Truest is that which is absolutely real ). And this 
sort:of relative reality we accept in the present case also 
(for all products). In the present context, however, what 
is meant to be expounded specifically to Narada-as 
promised in the words ' that I am going to expound ' 
-is that which is Pure Being, absolutely real, known by 
the name of' the Infinite '-after having weared him from 
(raised him above) from the false notion that by know
ing the Spirit he has obtained the knowledge of what is 
absolutely real. 

Without understanding the True, one does not declare the 
True ;-if one speaks of the True without understanding it, 
he speaks, by means of the words ' Fire ' and the rest, of 
Fire and other things (Fire, Water and Earth), regarding 
these latter as absolutely real ; as a matter of fact, how
ever, these things have no reality beyond their forms; and 
these forms also have no (real) existence, as compared to 
Pure Being ; thus it is that without understanding the True 
one does not declare the True; and it is onl;y when one under
stands the Trae that he declares the True; and as regards the 
understanding of the True, it cannot be acquired unless-it is 
sought after and prayed for ; hence he says-' this under
standing itself, one must seek to understand.'-' If that is so, 
then, Revered sir, I seek to understand this understanding.'
ln this way, in the series beginning with the True, and 
ending with Action (spoken of in section xxi below), the 
preceding one should be explained as being the cause of 
the next following one.-(1) 

End of Section (17) of Discourse VII. 
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SECTION (18) 

TEXT-' When one reflects, then he understands; 
without reflecting, one does not understand; one under
stands only when he has reflected.-But reflection itself 
should be sought to be known. '-' I seek, Revered 
sir, to understand Reflection. '-( 1) 
· BHA$YA-When one reflects etc., etc.,-' mali ', ' re
flection ', stands for pondering, reasoning and paying attention 
to the subject of reflection.-{1) 

End of Section (18) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (19) 

TEXT-' When one has Faith, then he reflects ; 
without Faith, one does not reflect; one reflects only 
when he has Faith.-But one should seek to under
stand Faith itself.'-' I wish, Revered sir, to under
stand Faith.'-(1) 

BHA$YA-Faith is the idea that thing in question 
really exists.-( 1) 

End of Section (19) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (20) 

TEXT-' When one serves, then one has Faith; 
without serving, one has no Faith; it is only when one 
serves that he has Faith. But service itself should be 
sought to be understood.'-' I wish, Revered sir, to 
understand Service'.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-' Ni!!fha ', 'Service', stands for attending 
upon the teacher, and being devoted to him for the purpose 
of attaining knowledge of Brahman.-(!) 

End of Section (20) of Discourse VII. 
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SECTION (21) 

TEXT-' When one acts, then alone does he serve ; 
without acting, one does not serve ; only on acting does 
one serve. But Action itself should be sought to be 
understood.'-' I wish, Revered sir, to understand 
Action.'-( 1) 

BHA$YA-' Krti ','action', here stands for the con
trolling of the senses and concentrating of the mind. It is only 
when this Action is present that service and the rest, as 
described above, become accomplished, ending with true 
understanding.-( 1) 

End of Section (21) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (22) 

TEXT-' When one attains Bliss, then he acts; 
without attaining Bliss, he does not act ; only on attain
ing Bliss, does one act. But Bliss itself should be 
sought to be understood.'-' Revered sir, I wish to 
understand Bliss '.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-The said Acting also comes about only 
when one attains Bliss ; that is, when he makes up his 
mind to the effect that ' the Highest Bliss, going to be des
cribed, has to be attained by me ' ;-just as, in the case of 
actions which are actually found to result in Bl~ss (happi
ness), so, in the case in question also, without attaining 
Bliss, one does not act ;-though it is the future result that 
is meant here (by the attaining Bliss), yet it is spoken of as 
in the past, by the past-participle ' having attained ' ;-as 
it is only the future result-sought to be secured by the 
proposed activity ,-with a view to which the said action 
is taken up. 

At this stage, some people may have the notion that 
" when the items beginning with Action are accomplished, 

c. v. 26 
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the True becomes manifested by itself ; so that no separate 
effect need be put forth for understanding it." 

In anticipation of such a notion, it has been added :
'Bliss itself should be sought to be understood etc.'-' Re
oered sir, I wish to understand Bliss.' 

When Narada had thus become duly attentive, Sanat
kumara said to him as follows (in the next Section). 

End of Section (22) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (23) 

TEXT--' That which is Infinite is Bliss ; there is no 
Bliss in what is finite ; the Infinite alone is Bliss. But 
the Infinite itself should be sought to be understood.'
' Revered sir, I wish to understand the lnfinite.'-(1) 

BHA$YA-That which is /nfinite,-large, unexcelled 
(highest), Much-all these are synonyms ;-and this is Bliss; 
-what is less than the Infinite is excelled by this letter; 
hence, it is called 'finite' (small); hence, in what is finite 
there is no Bliss; because the finite or the small always 
gives rise to longing for what is more than that ; and all 
longing is a source of pain ; and in the world it has been 
found that what is a source of pain,- such as, fever and 
other diseases,-is not Bliss. Hence, it is quite correct to 
say that there is no Bliss in what is finite; hence, the Infinite 
alone is Bliss, specially because in the Infinite, there is no 
possibility of any sources of pain like longing and the rest. 

End of Section ( 23) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (24) 

TEXT-' Wherein one sees nothing else, hears 
nothing else and understands nothing else,-that is the 
Infinite; wherein one sees something else, hears some
thin~ else, and understands smething else,-that is 
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Finite. That which is Infinite is immortal ; that which 
is Finite ill mortal.' 'Revered sir, wherein does that 
rest? '-' In Its own majesty, or not in majesty.'-( 1) 

BHA!;iYA-He explains what the distinguishing charac
ter ot the lntinite is :-Wherein,-in which lntinite, as an 
entity, the seer does not see anything else-which is to be 
seen by means of other sense organs, as distinct from the 
seer himself ; -similarly one hears nothing else ; -inas
much as Name and Form alone are meant to be included 
here, the text mentions only the apprehensions of those 
alone-in the shape of seeing and hearing; and the others 
being mentioned as merely illustratives ; -but reflection 
should be understood to be included here by some such 
expression as ' when one reflects upon nothing else ' 
as understanding is almost invariably preceded by retlec _ 
tion : -similarly, when one understands nothing else.-That 
which has this character is the lntinite. 

Objection-Is it the absence of the seeing of other well
known things that is denied in reference to the Infinite, by 
the expressions ' one sees nothing else ' and the rest ? Or is 
it meant that ' he sees himself, nothing else' Y ( That is, does 
the sentence mean merely the denial of the seeing of other 
well-known things ? Or the affirmative of the man seeing 
himself, and nothing else? ). 

" What difference would that make ? " 
If what is asserted is only the absence of the seeing ot 

other things, then the sense comes to be that the Infinite 
is something entirely different in character from all notions 
involving Dualit;y.-1£, on the other hand, what is meant by 
the denial of the seeing of other is that One sees himsel/,
then it would mean the admission of the distinction 
between action (seeing), acting agent (seer) and the result 
( perception ) • 
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What would be the harm, if this were so admitted? 
The harm would be that there would be! no cessa

tion of the Cycle of Births and Deaths ; as this Cycle 
consists in the said distinction between Action, Actor and 
its Result.-

But under the Doctrine of the Unity of the Self, the 
distinction between Action, Actor and Result is entirely 
different in character from that involved in the Cycle of 
Births and Deaths. 

Not so; if the Unity of the Self is held to be free from 
all distinction and diversity, the idea of the distinction bet· 
ween the Action of seeing etc., the Actor and the Result is 
merely verbaL-Even under the view that what is meant 
is the negation of the seeing of anything else,-the very 
distinctions involved in the terms ' wherein' and ' sees no
thing else ' would be meaningless. 

In the ordinary world, it is found that in an empty 
room, when it is said that ' one sees no one else,' it is not 
meant that the man's own self, or the pillars and other 
things are not seen ( it means only that no other person is 
seen ). So would it be in the case in question also. 

Not so ; inasmuch as absolute unity has been taught 
in the text ' That thou art ',-there is no possibility of any 
such distinction as between the container and the contained 
( ns is involved in the qualifications ' wherein ' and ' nothing 
else'). Further, under Discourse VI, it has been established 
that Being alone is' True, one, without a second' ;-and 
in accordance with the following texts, the perception of 
self by itself is not possible-(a)' lnvisible,-not self etc.' 
(Taitti. Upa 2. 7. 1.); (b) ' Its form is not within the range 
of vision. ' ( Katha U pa. 6. 9.) ; (c) ' By what could one 
know the knower?' (Brhadii. Upa. II. iv. 14.) 

In that case, the qualifying term ' wherein ' becomes 
meaningless. 
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No; it is in reference to distinctions based upon Nes· 
cience ( i~norance ). In the text' Being, one, without a 
second ', is found that though Being is really incapable of 
numerical qualification ( as expressed by the term ' one ' ), 
yet it is spoken of in that way in reference to these notions 
of' truth',' unity' and 'secondless' as have been dealt 
with in the context in which the said text (Being, one, 
secondless) occurs. In the same manner, though the Infi. 
nite is one only, yet the qualification of 'wherein' has been 
applied to it ( in reference to what is spoken of in the con· 
text ).-Further, when the text applies to the Infinite the 
qualification involved in the phrase ' sees nothing else ' 
( which implies distinction ), what it does is to make a refer
ence to the seeing of others' during the (normal) state of 
ignorance, and then to deny that seeing of others in regard 
to the Infinite.-Thus, the upshot of the whole context is 
that the process of births and deaths is not applicable to 
the Infinite ( which is beyond the reach of that process}. 

On the other hand, when, in the sphere of ignorance 
(Nescience), one sees something else, through something else, 
-that is Finite ; that is, exists only so long as the ignorance 
lasts ; just as things perceived during a dream lasts only till 
waking, only so long as the dream lasts.-F or that same 
reason, it is mortal ,-perishable,-like the thing perceived 
in a dream. Contrary to all this is the Infinite, which is 
immortal ;-the pronoun ' tat ' refers to ' amrta ' ( Hence, 
in the Neuter form). 

Therefore, Narada said-" This Infinite that you have 
described-0, Revered sir, wherein does that rest?" 

Sanatkumlira answered :-/ n Its own majest;y,-i. e. 
the Infinite rests in its own majesty, greatness, splendour. 
This is the answer for you if you wish to know the resting 
place of the Infinite in some cases ( to satisfy your intellec· 
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tual curiosity) ; if however you wish to know the real 
truth, then the answer is that the Infinite does not rest 
ever upon Majesty ;-it is without a resting·plac~. without 
a substratum, anywhere at all.-(1) 

TEXT-'In the world, what they call Majesty is 
cows and horses, elephants and gold, slaves and wives, 
lands and houses.-1 do not say this, he said-'as in 
that case, one thing would rest upon another. What 
I do say is this (what follows) :-(2) 

BHA$YA-Question :-If the Infinite rests upon Its 
own Majesty, then why is it said that 'It does not rest 
upon anything'?" 

Answer :-Listen. In this world, what they call 
Majesty, is cows, horses and the rest :-the compound in 
'go-ashvam' is made up of ' Gava~ ' and ' ashva~ ', and it is 
copulative and hence, in the singular number. It is well· 
known everywhere that things like cows and horses make 
up Majesty (greatness); and when a person like Chaitra 
depends l:lnd rests upon that Majesty, he becomes ~reat 
( majestic }.-But I do not say this ( it is not my opinion ) 
that the Infinite rests on anything other than Itself, like 
Chaitra ; and the reason given for this-is as in that case 
one thing would rest vpon another ;-this has to be connected 
into the present sentence. What I do say is this : Sa eva 
etc., etc. ( following text). 

End of Section (24) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (25) 

TEXT-That itself is below, That above, That be
hind, That before, That to the right, That to the left. 
That itself is all this. Next follows the teaching 
through the notion of' I ':-'1' itself is below, I above, I 
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behind, I before, I to the right, I to the left; the ' I ' is 
all this.-( 1 ) 

BHA~Y A-It is explained why the Infinite is not based 
upon anything. Because it is the [,.finite Itself which is 
below,-and there is nothing else apart from It, which is 
below it,-upon which It would rest. Similarly, It is above 
etc., etc.,-as above. If there existed something apart from 
the Infinite, then alone could the Infinite rest upon l5ome
thing else ;-as a matter of fact, however, there is nothing 
apart from the Infinite ; the Infinite Itself is all ; hence, it 
follows that the Infinite does not rest upon anything. 

In view of the assertion-'wherein one sees:nothing else, 
-which implies the idea of container and contained; and the 
present assertion 'That is below' ,-which appears to refer to 
something not before the eyes of the speaker, and is some
thing different,-it would give rise to the idea in some 
one's mind that the Infinite is something different from the 
perceiving the Living Self; in order to preclude the 
possibility of such an idea arising, therefollows the teaching 
through the notion of' I' ; which shows that the Infinite is 
non-different from the Perceiver; and it :is the Infinite 
Itself which is spoken of as' I' being below etc., etc.-(1). 

TEXT-Now follows the teaching through Self. 
The Self itself is below, the Self above, the Self behind, 
the Self before, the Self to the right, the Self to the 
left : the Self is all this. One who sees thus, reflects 
thu~ and understands thus, loves the Self, revels with 
the Self, enjoys the company of the Self, and rejoices 
in the Self, he becomes the ' Self-sovereign' (or King 
of Heaven) he becomes free to do what he pleases, in 
all regions ; while those that know otherwise than this 
are ruled by others, and live in perishable regions, 
and they are not free to do what they please, in all 
regions.-(2) 
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BH!f;!YA-People lacking in discrimination speak of 
the aggregate of the body and other things ( sense-organs 
etc., etc. ) , as ' I ' ; in order to set aside this notion ( that 
the notion of 'I' through which the Infinite has been 
explained refers to the body ),-now follows the teaching 
throu~h Self (which is really what the notion of ' I ' stands 
for); that is, the Infinite is now going to be described through 
the Self Itself, in the form of Pure Being. ' It is Self Itself 
that is all everywhere '.-the wise man who sees this One, 
unborn, all-pervading, like Akasha, full, without a second,
and having seen It, reflects upon It and understands lt,
he comes to love Self ;-i. e. has all his love, affection, 
joy, centered in the Self ,-so also he revels with the Self ; 
'love'' rati' stands for what is carried on which the body 
alone, while ' Real ' kriqli, stands for what is carried on 
through external means entirely ; as is clear from the use 
of the root ' kriqli ' to ' revel ', which is used in the world 
in connection with one's wives and friends;-it is not so for 
the wise man; for him both these ('love' and' revelling') 
are brought about by his knowledge of the Self.-The 
enjoyment of company-is pleasure due to the companion
ship of two persons,-this also for the wise, is independent 
of duality (the second person). Similarly, he rejoices in the 
Self; for the Ignorant, there rejoicing due to sound and 
other objects, not so for the wise, for whom, all rejoicing, 
at all times and in all ways is due to the Self alone, 
-it is not due to such agencies as the body, the phy. 
sical-life and experiences, and is entirely independent of all 

external things. The knowing man who is as described 

becomes the Self-Sooereign even while he is still alive, and 

also when his body dies, he becomes the Self-Sooereign 

(or King of Heaven ). And inasmuch as he becomes a II 

this, he becomes free to do as he pleases, in all regions. 
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The ' freedom to act as he pleases' that has been 
spoken of. in connection with the ' Spirit ' and other stages, 
-has been with reference tn tb ' restricted spheres specially 
mentioned therein ; and the fact being subject to the rule of 
others was a logical implication, from the fact that there 
were still higher degrees of freedom etc. ,-while what is 
done in the present context is that reference is made to the 
freedom of action and self-sovereignty as suggested by the 
circumstances of the case and then the cessation of those 
restricted grades of freedom etc., is stressed, by means of 
such expressions as 'he becomes the Self-Soverei~n '. 

While those that know otherwise than this,-i. e. who 
entertain notions contrary to the one herein declared,-or 
who have not rightly understood the view herein pro
pounded,-are ruled by others ,-i. e. one such as have other 
persons for their ruler, and also live in perishable regions; 
we have already explained that notions of diversity apper
tain to the Finite, and the Finite is 'mortal'. Hence, it 
follows that those who hold to the idea of duality ( diver
sity ) li"e in perishable regions, in accordance with the 
character of their own ideas ;-and for this same reason 
they are not free to do as they please, in all regions.-( 2) 

End of Section (25) of Discourse VII. 

SECTION (26) 

TEXT-For one who sees thus, reflects thus and 
understands thus,-Spirit springs from the Self,-H ope 
springs from the Self,-Memory springs from the SelE,
Akasha springs from the Self ,-Fire springs from the 
Self,-Water springs from the Self,-Appearance and 
Disappearance spring from the Self,-Food springs from 
the Self,-Por.ver springs from the Self,-Understanding 
springs from the Self,-Contemplation springs from the 
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Self,-Consciousness springs from the Self,-Wil/ springs 
from the Self,-Mind springs from the Self,-Speech 
springs from the Self,-Name springs from' the Self, 
the Mantra texts spring from the Self,-Act springs from 
the Self-all this springs from the Self.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-For one who sees thus etc, etc., and has 
attained ' self-sovereignty ',-i. e. the wise person spoken of 
in the Context,-before hismnderstanding of the True Self 
-all origination and dissolution of entities beginning with 
' Spirit ' and ending with ' Name ' proceeded from a Self 
other than his own ; while, after the understanding of the 
True Self, they proceed from his own Self ; similarly, 
for the wise man, all operations proceed from his own 
Self.-(1) 

TEXT-To this effect, there is the following Verse:
' One who sees this sees not death, nor disease, nor 

even pain; he who sees this sees all things ; and obtains 
all things in all ways; he, being one, becomes three, 
five, seven and nine; and then he is said to be eleven, a 
hundred and ten, and a thousand and twenty. On the 
purity of objective congition, follows the purity of 
the inner nature; on the purity of the inner nature, 
Memory becomes strong ; and on the strengthening of 
Memory follows freedom from all ties. After all his 
impurities had been washed out, the Blessed Sanat
kumlira showed Narada beyond darkness.-They call 
him Skanda,-yea, they call him Skanda.-(2) 

BHA$YA-F urther, to this same effect, there is the 
following verse :-One who sees this-the wise man who 
realises the truth as described above,-sees not death ; nor 
disease,-such as fever etc.,-nor even pain-the ver:; idea of 
suffering ; again, one who sees this sees all things ; he sees 
the Self in all thinp;s,-and then, he obtains all things, in all 
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ways,-in every manner possible,_:._Further, the wise man, 
before the setting in of the differentiations of creation, is 
one only, and while beinJ1 one?, ;,e becomes three etc., etc., 
and through these diversities, he comes to be, at the time 
of creation, of endless diverse forms ;-and again at the 
time of Absorption, he returns to his very source, his own 
real unity, through his own Self. All this attracts the 
learner to the Philosophy taught and eulogises it. 

Next is taught the means of the~ proper understanding 
of the Philosophy,-just like the means of cleaning the 
mirror for obtaining the proper reflection of the face.
On the purity of objective cognition ;-the term 'ahara' stands 
for what is presented ; i. e. the cognition of sound and other 
objects, which presented to the experiencing Agent, for the 
purpose of being experienced ; and the purity of the under
standing in the shape of the cognition of those objects, is 
what is meant by the term ' ahara-Shuddhi:' { Purity of 
objective cognition), which means the objective cognition 
untainted by such impurities as love, hate and delusion. 
When this ' purity of the objective cognition ' has come 
about, there follows purity of the inner nature, i. e. freedom 
of impurities, for the inner nature {internal organ) wherein 
the said cognition subsists ;-when this purity of the inner 
nature has come about, theM emory of the Self, the Infinite, 
becomes strong-uninterrupted ; that is, there is no 
forgetting of it. On the strengthenin/1 of M emory,-when 
Memory has been secured,-follows freedom /rom all ties 
-absolute sessation, destruction of all those knots in the 
heart, in the shape of bonds of evil due to Ignorance, 
hardened by the impressions left by past experiences 
extending over several births. And :because all this 
follows, gradually, step by step, from the purity of objective 
cognition,-therefore this latter should be accomplished. 
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Having expounded the sense ·of the entire scripture 
the text sums up the story. After all his impuritie!J had been 
washed out ; the impurities of love, hatred and such others 
had become attached to Narada's inner nature, and coloured 
it-like the colouring matter from trees,- and when all 
this was washed out, rubbed out, destroyed, by the appli
cation of the alkaline fluid of knowledge, and dispassion 
and exercise,-Narada became a fit disciple, - and 
him the teacher showed beyond darkness,-i. e. the ·Absolute 
Truth, beyond the darkness of Ignorance.-" Who showed 
him this? "-The Blessed Sanatkumara; the' Blessed' has 
been thus defined-' one who knows the origin, dissolution, 
the going and the non-going ofi living beings,-who knows 
the Science and the Nescience ,-is to be called Blessed, 
' Bhagavlin ' ;-and these conditions were entirely fulfilled 
in the case of the sage Sanatkumara. This same Sanat
kumara, people also call the Deity Skanda,-people who 
know his real character. 

The repetition is meant to indicate the end of the 
Discourse.-(2) 

End of Section (26) of Discourse VII. 

End of Discourse VII. 



DISCOURSE VIII 

INVESTIGATION INTO THE NATURE 

OF BRAHMAN 

SECTION (1) 

INTRODUCTORY BHA~YA-Though under Discourses 
VI and VII, it has been learnt that 'Brahman is real one . ' 
without a second ' and ' the Self is all this ' free from all 
diversities of space, place, time and the rest,-yet, in 
the world, there are many persons of dull intellect, among 
whomlthe conviction is so strong to the effect that everything 
real is beset with diversities of space, place and the rest, 
that it cannot, all at once, be turned towards: the Absolutely 
Real-and yet without understanding the real nature of 
Brahman,.the highest purpose of men cannot be fulfilled;
hence for the benefit of the duller persons, it is necessary 
to convey the teaching indirectly, by indicating, in the first 
instance, the particular spot within the Lotus of the Heart 
(as the abode of the Self, the Brahman). Secondly, though 
the Self in its essence is the object of the single true cogni
tion of 'Being' and is devoid of all qualities,-yet for the 
benefit of person with dull intellect has his heart so fixed 
upon the Highest Being possessing the highest qualities, that 
it is found necessary to speak of such qualities belonging to 
him as ' being of unfailing wish ' and so forth.-Thirdly, 
though in the case of persons who have realised Brahman, 
the avoidance of such objects of sense-gratification as 
the woman and the like comes by itself,-yet, it is not 
easy to divert, all at once, the longing for objects of sense
gratification that has grown through long continued indul
gence extending over several births ; hence, it is found 
necessary to enjoin such detailed means of accomplishing 
the end as ' celibacy ' and the like (that ' Brahmacharya ' in 

413 
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the :present context stands for Celibac~ is clear from 
what Sankaracharya himself says under VIII. iv .. 3 below, 
when the term is explained as ' renunciation of desire for 
women ')-Fourthly, though in the case of persons who 
have realised the unity of Self, there can be no goer or going 
or place to go to (all which involve diversity ; consequently, 
what happens is that, on the disappearance of the root
cause of that particular factor of Nescience,-they lapse 
(on death) into their own' Self ,-just as the lightning lapses 
into the Akasha, as Air lapses into itself as soon as it is 
manifested, or as the Fire lapses into itself, when the fuel 
has been entirely burnt up; and yet, there are many persons 
whose minds are still beset with such diversities as the 
goer, the going and the place to go to,-and who are still 
given to worshipping (or meditating upon) Brahman as 
abiding within the Heart and as endowed with qualities; 
and for the benefit of these persons, it has to be pointed 
out that (on death) they pass out (of the body) by an Artery 
in the Head. It is for all these purposes that the Eighth 
Discourse is proceeded with. The Absolutely True 
Brahman, Being, one, without a second, regarded by 
persons of dull intellect as non-existent; hence, what the 
Smrti (text) thinks is that (though the teaching now going 
to be imparted is not the absolutely right one,-yet even 
through such wrong teaching) let these {ignorant) persons 
be brought on to the right Path. we shall, gradually, lead 
them up to the knowledge of the Absolutely True also, 

TEXT-Now, in this city of Brahman, there is a 
small Palace in the shape of the white Lotus; lies the 
small inner Akisha ;-That which lies in that should 
be sought after and should be understood.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-Now,-after this,-what is going to be d"es
cribed is the small Palace like the white Lotus,-which 
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appears like the white Lotus ; it is as if it were a palace, 
guarded a~ it is (like a palace) by gate-keepers and others. 
In this city of Brahman,-th~ chy of the Supreme Brahman; 
just as the king, who has many subjects under him, has his 
city,-so has the Brahman His city, equipped with the 
several sense-organs, mind and intelligence devoted to 
the service of their Master;-in the City, there is the palace 
of the king,-so here in Brahman's city, the Body, there is 
a small Pa/ace,-which is, the locus of the apprehension of 
Brahman (that is, it is the place where Brahman is cog
nised); just as Vi,QU is cognised in the piece of Black 
stone.-ln this body, which is an off-shoot of one of his 
products, Brahman named ' Being ', enters in the form of 
the Living Self,-for the purpose of differentiating Names 
and Forms ;-as has been explained above. For this reason 
it is in this Palace of the White Lotus in the Heart that 
Brahman is apprehended by persons who have withdrawn 
their organs (from activity ), who are no longer attached 
to external things, and who are specially equipped with 
means of success as Celibacy and Truth, and who go on 
meditating upon Brahman as endowed with the qualities 
going to be described. Such is the sense of what 1s 
taught in the present context. 

There is a small-smaller than the said Palace-

In the small Palace, there it lies a small-smaller; the 
Palace itself being small, what lies within it must be smaller 
than the Palace ;-Inner ilkasha ;-i.e. Brahman named 
ilkasha '; it is going to be declared later on that ' ilkasha is 
His name'; and the reason for this lies in the fact that 
like Aklisha, Brahman is bodiless, extremely subtle and all
pervading. What lies within-inside-that Akasha should b~ 
aoaght a/ter,-that and that alone should be understood-with 
particular care; that is, it should be directly perceived after 
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careful search through such means as going to a teacher, 
listening to him and so on.-(1) 

TEXT-If they should say to him-' In this city of 
Brahman there is the Small Palace like the White 
Lotus,-and there lies the smaller Inner Akasha,-what 
is it that lies within it which should be sought after 
and should be understood ? ',-he should say in reply 
( as follows ).-~2) . 

BHA.$YA-When the Teacher has said above (in text 
1 ),-if the Disciples should say-urge the argument-what 
argument ?-this-' in this city of Brahman,-which is 
limited in extent,-there is the Smaller Palace like the White 
Lotus,-and within that lies the still smaller Inner Akaska; 
-what could lie within the Palace of the White Lotus? 
Only that which should occupy a smaller space than 
that ;-that smaller Inner Akasha,-what is it that lies within 
it, by seeking after which, or by understanding which, 
what reward would accrue to the Seeker 1 Hence, there 
is no use for that which has been declared to be as to be 
sought after or understood.'-When the Disciple has 
urged this argument, the teacher should say in reply ( as 
follows )-says the Vedic Text.-(2) 

TEXT-As large as is this Akasha, so large is that 
Akasha, in the Heart. Both Heaven and Earth are 
contained within it ; both fire and air, both the sun 
and the moon, the lightning and the stars, and whatever 
there is in this world, and also 'what is not,-all that 
is contained within it.-(3) 

BHA$YA-Listen, please.-You say that " Akasha 
within the White Lotus being small, what is contained 
therein must be smaller than that ".-This is not right ; 
when I said that the ' Inner Akasha within is smaller', I 
did not mean that the Akasha within the White Lotus was 
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' smaller ' than the White Lotus ; what I meant was that 
.the White.Lotus is small, and in keeping with it, the inner 
organ residing within that L:>tu., is limited in scope by the 
Akasha in the Lotus ; and when that internal has become 
purified by the withdrawal of the organs, the Yogin 
(Mystic) perceives therein Brahman, pure, appearing like 
the Light of Consciousness and of the same size as the 
said inner organ,-just as the reflected image of a real 
substance is seen in clear water or other reflecting sub
stances ;-this is what I meant when I said that therein 
lies the smaller Inner Akasha ; all this being due to the 
limitation imposed by the internal organ. In reality, by 
itself,-as large-in size-a1 is this Material (Elemental) 
Akasha is known to be,-so large is that .ilkasha in the 
Heart,-in which, I said. was what was to be sought after 
and understood. By the phrase ' so larste ' it is not meant 
that it is really of the same size as .ilkasha, what is meant 
is to cite an illustration and no nearer parallel to Brahman 
could be found. 

Question:-"But why should Brahman not be under
stood as really of the same size as .ilkasha ?" 

Answer-Because of such Vedic texts as-' By whom 
is covered the Jfkasha, the Heaven and the Earth' ( Maha
nlirliyaQa U pa. 1. 3. ) ;-' From that Self was produced 
Akasha (Taitti. Upa. 2. 1. 1.)-' In this Imperishable Entity 
0 Gargi, does Jfkasha subsist' etc., etc. Further, within 
this-Brahman-Akasha, as conditioned by the limitations 
of the intellect,-are contained both Heaven and Earth, 
i. e. these are properly contained; it has been said before 
that 'as the spokes are fastened to the nave etc.'-so also 
are contained therein both Fire and Air, etc., as before. 
Whatever there is in this world-as related to the said 
conditioned Embodied Self,-and so also what is not-

C. U.27 
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known to be so related to it,-what is destroyed and what 
is yet to come both are spoken of as ' is not ',-this is what 
the phrase' is not' in the text stands for,-and not what 
is absolute!:; non-existent; as for an absolutely non-entity 
it would not be possible to' be 'contained' in the Akiisha 
of the Heart .-(.3) 

TEXT-If they should say to him-" If all this is 
contained in this City of Brahman, all beings and all 
desires,-then, when decrepitude overtakes it, or when 
it perishes, what is left of it ?" -( 4) 

BHA~;WA-When he has said above, if the disciples 
should say to the teacher as follows:-" If in the above-men
tioned City of Brahman,-i. e. in the Inner Akasha circum· 
scribed by the Cit:-; o/ Brahman,-is contained all this, all 
beings and all desires.-The teacher has not spoken of the 
Desires why then should the disciples mention it?-There 
is nothing wrong in this; in the expression 'whatever is in 
this and what is not used by the teacher ( in the preceding 
text ) has included the Desires also ; and also the Desires 
are already included under the term 'all'. When-at which 
time,-this body, called' the City of Brahman', is overtaken 
by decrepitude-marked by grey hairs and shrunken skin,
or old age,-or, on being torn or maimed by weapons, it 
perishes,-decays, is destroyed,-what is left of it ? What is 
meant is that, just as on the destruction of jar, the milk, 
curds and oils contained in the jar also become destroyed,
so when the body is destroyed, all that is contained in the 
body should also, gradually one after the other, become 
destroyed; -this destruction, thus, having come about, 
what is left of it,-of what has been described above, what 
is there left ? The sense is that nothing is left." (4) 

TEXT-He should say-' By the decrepitude of this 
(body ), that does not age; by the death of this, That 
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is not killed; That is the true Brahman-City; in this are 
all desires contained. This is the Self, free from evil, 
free from decrepitude, fret. from death, free from 
sorrow, free from hunger and thirst, with true desires 
and true volitions. As in this world, the subject-people 
follow as they are ordered and accordingly Jive upon 
that country, that province and that piece of culti
vated land, which they desire.-(5) 

BHA$YA-Being thus urged by his disciples, he-the 
teacher-should say ( as follows ) removing their misconcep
tion.-" How ?"'-By the decrepitude of this Body-That
the above-described Brahman called the 'Inner Akiisha ', 
wherein all is contained,-does not age,-i. e. it does not 
become changed ( decay ) ; nor by the death of this-caused 
by the stroke of weapons,-is that killed; Akiisha is not 
affected ( by any strokes of weapons },-what to say 
then of Brahman which is still subtler, without sound, 
without touch, is not affected by the defects of the body 
or the sense-organs. 

1 t was necessary to explain here why Brahman in the 
Body is not affected by the defects of the Body and the 
sense-organs; but it is not explained here, as it would 
make a break in the continuity of the present Exposition ; 
we shall explain it with suitable reasons, later on, under 
the story relating to lndra and Virochana. 

That is the true-not unreal-Brahman City ; -hence 
the term 'Brhmapuram' stands for Brahman itself as the City 
that ' Brahmapuram ' ' City of Brahman ', which is called 
the 'Body', only in so far as it characterises the Brahman 
therein, and it is unreal,-as declared in the Vedic text' all 
modification is only a product of words, a mere name ' ;
though the sprout of the body, which, .as a product, is 
unreal, yet, as it is in the body that Brahman is perceived, it 
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is called the ' City of Brahman ', in the practical (not abso
lutely real) sense; the real 'Brahman-city' is B)'ahman It
self; as it is this that forms the basis of all practical usage. 
-For this reason, in this-in the Brahman-city charac
terised by the White Lotus-which is ·your own self,-a/l 
desires,-all that are wished for, by you, in the external 
world-are contained. That is to say, on account of this, 
when you are going to employ the means for attaining that 
Brahman you should give up all desire for external things. 

This is the Sel/,-the real Self of you all. And now 
listen to what Its character is :-/t is free from evil ,-One 
in whom all ' evil ', in the shape of Merit and Demerit has 
been destroyed,-free from decrepitude,-whose decrepitude 
has!passed off ,-free from death.-" This has already been 
asserted before-It is not killed by the death of the body ; 
why is it asserted again?"-

It is reiterated with a view to the possibility of the 
idea being entertained that ' though It is not affected by 
the decrepitude and death of the Body, It may be subject 
to them in other ways.'-/t isfreefrom sorrow,-all sorrow 
disappeared ; ' sorrow ' is the mental suffering caused by 
separation from what is desirable ;-it isfreefrom hunger
all desire for food gone,-' free from thirst ',-all desire for 
drinking gone.-" By the assertion of freedom from evil all 
else,-from decrepitude down to sorrow,-becomes precluded, 
by the preclusion of their cause (in the shape of evil), decre
pitude and the rest being the effects of 'evil'. Or, the 
denial of decrepitude and the rest would imply that there 
are no effects produced by Merit and Demerit, which thus, 
even though present, would be as good as non-existent ; so 
that the denial of these separately (in the form of ' evil ') 
would be superfluous."-True, it would be so; yet, it 
might be thought that-' just as, even though ~od is 
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free from such pleasures as ate due to Merit, yet He 
has that bliss which is in His v~'ry nature,-as declared in 
the text ' Brahman is Consciousness and Bliss'; similarly, 
even though He is free from such decrepitude etc., as are 
due to demerit, yet the pain due to such decrepitude etc., 
might be there in His very nature.' -And for getting rid of 
such an idea, to deny Decrepitude and the rest, even apart 
from Merit and Demerit.-The mention of ' Decrepitude' 
and the rest stands for all kinds of pain ; as the number of 
Pains due to Sin is endless; it would be impossible to deny 
each of them singly ,-hence, for the denying of all sorts of 
pain, it is only right that ' freedom from evil ' itself should 
have been mentioned (as the source of all kinds of pain). 

He is with true desires,-i. e. all His desires are in
fallible; the desires of worldly people are 'not true, they 
are not always fulfilled; but the desires of God are the 
contrary of that, they are infalliable ;-similarly, His 
volitions, arising out of those desires, are also true; in the 
case of God, both desires and volitions are due to the 
limitations of Pure Sativa (the altitude of Goodness) ;-just 
like the term 'Chitragu' ['One possessing cows of variegated 
colours, where the variegated colour does not exist in any 
of the cows, yet the phrase is used on the basis of the 
various colour of individual cows ],-and they do not really 
subsist in God Himself, because it has been declared 
that He can be spoken of only through negations-' not 
this, not that' .-It is the Self, of this said character that 
should be learnt by persons desiring 'self-sooereignty' 
from Teachers and from:Scriptures, as the one object of 
self-realisation. 

" If this Self is not known, what would be the harm"? 
Listen to the harm that I am to explain by means of 

an illustration:-' As in this world, subject-people follow as 
they are ordered ; the common people, knowinp; that some 
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one else is their master, follow as they are ordered by him 
-what-they accordingly live upon that country' and upon 
that piece of caltioated land which they desire,-in accordance 
with their own intelligence,-and they live upon that same 
country. This example illustrates the harm that accrues to 
·one through not being self-dependent, and being dependent 
upon the experiences that follow from his merit.-(5) 

TEXT-And just'as in this world, the Region won 
by Action perishes, so also does perish, in the other 
world, the Region won by righteous deeds. Those who 
go from here without having understood the Self and 
these true desires,-for them, in all regions, there is no 
freedom to do what they wish; while those who go 
from here after having understood the Self and the true 
desires, become free, in all regions, to do what they 
wish.-(6) 

BHA!;)YA-Another example of the perishability (of all 
things but the Self) ; just as in the world etc., etc.,-just as 
in this world, for the subject-people who follow the orders 
of their masters, the Region won by service and other acts, 
having its enjoyment dependent upon others,-perishes
comes to an end ;-the text next proceeds to the other 
factor of the illustration.-So also does perish the Region 
won by righteous deeds,-like the performance of the Agni· 
hotra,-having its experiences dependent upon others. 

The text next points out the person on whom befall 
the said undesirable results ;-those who etc.-In this world, 
those who, quite capable of, and entitled to, both Know· 
ledge and Action,-without understanding-without realising 
in their own consciousness,-the Self-as described above, 
through the teachings of the Scriptures and Teachers,-go 
/rom here,-depart from this present body,-as also those 
who, without understanding the above-mentioned true desires 
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-i. e. such desires as arise from true volitions, in the Self, 
-go from•here,-for all such people, in all regions, there is 
no freedom to do as they wzsh,-i. e. they have no inde
pendence, being like subject-people-subservicmt to the 
orders of their king. While those in this world-others
who, go after having understood-realised in their own con· 
sciousness,-through the teachings of the scriptures and 
teachers,-the Self, as also the true desires,-as described 
above,-for them, in all reRions there is freedom to do what 
they wish ;-just as there is in this world for the king of 
the whole world.-(6) 

End of Section (1) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (2) 

TEXT-If he be desirous of the Region of the 
Fathers, by his mere will, his fathers come upto him ; 
and having become successful in obtaining the Region 
of the Fathers, he feels happy and great.-( 1) 

BHA~YA-lt is next explained how the man is free to 
do what he wishes, in all Regions :-If one,-fully equipped 
with such resources as celibacy and the like, which are 
going to be described,-has realised in his heart, the Self as 
described above,-as also the true desires subsisting therein, 
-then, on relinquishing this body, if he be desirous of the 
Region of the Fathers ;-the term' pitara~' here stands for 
one's ancestors, and they themselves are here spoken of as 
'Regions' because, being the source of happiness, they are 
objeets of experience ;-and if the man has his desire fixed 
on these ancestors,-i. e. if he has the desire to meet his 
ancestors,-then- by his mere will, his Fat hers come up to 
him,-i. e. become connected with him. As he is of pure 
nature and hence his will is infallible, like the will of God 
Himself ,-he becomes successful in obtaining-the experience 
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of-the Re~ion o/ the F athers,-he /eels happy and great,
he is honoured and he prospers, or experiences great
ness.-(}) 

TEXT-If he be desirous of the Region of Mothers, 
by his mere will, his mothers come up to him; and 
having become successful in obtaining the Region of 
Mothers, he feels happy and great.-(2) 

If he be desirous of the Region of the Brothers, by 
his mere will, his brothers come up to him; and having 
become successful in obtaining the Region of the 
Brothers he feels happy and great.-(3) 

If he be desirous of the Region of Sisters, by his 
mere will, his sisters come up to him, and having 
become successful in obtaining the Region of Sisters, 
he feels happy and great.-(4) 

If he be desirous of obtaining the Region of Friends, 
by his mere will, his friends come up 'to him; and 
having become successful in obtaining the Region of 
Friends, he feels happy and great.-(5) 

If he be desirous of the Region of Scents and Gar
lands by his mere will, scents and garlands come up 
to him ; and having become successful in obtaining the 
Region of Scents and Garlands, he feels happy and 
great.-(6) 

If he be desirous of the Regions of Food and Drink, 
by his mere will, food and drink come up to him; and 
having become successful in obtaining the Regions of 
Food and Drink. he feels happy and great.-( 7) 

If he be desirous of the Regions of Song and Music, 
by his mere will, song and music come up to him; 
and having become successful in obtaining the Regions 
of Song and Music, he feels happy and J!reat.-(8) 
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If he be desirous of the Re~ions of Women, by his 
mere wilt, women come up to him ; and having become 
successful in obtaining the Regions of Women, he feels 
happy and great.-( 9) 

BHA.~YA-The rest is as before.-' Mothers' stands for 
the female ancestors, who were the source of much happi
ness in the past ; such is the implication ; as it is not right 
that the Mystic of the pure nature should have any longing 
for, or connection with, such mothers as may have been the 
source of suffering and pain, in such lives as that of the 
village-hog and the like.-(2-9) 

TEXT-Whichever country he is attched to, and 
whichever desirable thing he desires,-all this comes 
up to him, by his mere will; and having been success
ful in obtaining this, he feels happy and great.-(10) 

BHA~Y A-Whicheoer country-place-he is attached to, 
whicheoer desirable thing he desires,-even those in addition 
to those described above.-all this-that is desired by him
the country and the desirable thing-comes up to him, b~ his 
mere will ;-and thus his desires not being thwarted, and 
having obtained what he desired, he has become successful in 
obtaining all this,-hefeels happy and great; as is already 
explained.-( 1 0) 

End of Section (2) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (3) 
TEXT-These are the 'True Desires' hidden by 

the untrue; though they are true, they are hidden 
by the untrue ; for whoever departs from here,-him 
one cannot see again in this world.-( 1) 

BHA.l;)YA-For the purpose of encouraging aspirants to 
adopt the means to accomplish the contemplation of the . 
Self as:described above, the text, would by compassion; 
says :-It is really a great pity that these ' True Desires', 
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though subsisting in the Self and quite capable of being 
fulfilled are' hidden b;y the untruth. Though the r. Desires' 
subsist in the Self and rest in men's own selves,-yet they 
are 'hidden' by the untruth, the term 'Untrue' :stands for
(a) the longing for such external things as women, food, 
clothes and the rest, and (b) the consequent freedom of 
action,-these are called ' untrue ', because they are due to 
false knowledge, and when the 'True Desires' are not 
fulfilled on account of this false knowledge, this latter 
acts like a 'covering'. 

Question-" In what way is the non-fulfilment of the 
Desires due to the Covering of the Untrue?". 

Answer-Whoever related to this Man,-be it his son, 
or brother or other loved person,-departs from this world
dies-him-the loved one, Son or Brother ,-one cannot see 
again in this world,-even though he is present in the 
Akasha of one's own heart (and that is because it is 
hidden by False Knowledge ).-(1) 

TEXT-Now, those of his people who are alive 
and those who are dead, and whatever else there is 
which, though :desiring, one does not obtain,-all this 
one finds when he goes there. As here are his ' True 
Desires hidden by the untrue'. And just as people
who do not know the place walk over the ground and 
do not know the golden treasure hidden under-ground,
so do all those creatures, though daily going to this 
Brahman-Region, know it not ; as they are carried away 
by the untrue.-(2) 

BHA$YA-Now those of his-the knowing man's-peopls 
who are alioe,-are living, such as his sons, brothers and 

. others.-and those who are dead,-friends and relatives,
and whatever else there is-in the world, in the shape of 
clothes, food, drink and the like and grams and other such 
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things-which, thou~h desiring, or.e does not obtain,-all this 
one finds ivhen he ~oes there,-i. e. into Brahman called the 
Akasha in the Heart, one finds all this in the manner des
cribed above. As here,-in this Heart-Akasha,-are all 
his ' True Desires hidden b~ the Untrue', as described 
above.-" But how can this unreasonable thing happen?" 

Answer-Just as the golden treasure-gold buried under
ground, for future use, by hoarders is called 'Treasure'
this golden treasure under the ground, those people do not 
know who do not know the place,-i. e. who are unable to 
discover the land with treasure buried underground, with 
the half of the Science of Buried Treasures,-though they 
walk:over the place, they do not know the treasure, though 
it can be easily discovered ;-in the same manner, all these 
creatures-who are beset with nescience (ignorance)-though 
dail~ going to the Brahman-Region-Brahman itself as· the 
Region-during deep sleep,-know it not,-i. e. they do not 
realise that 'I have today become merged ·in the Brahman· 
Region ; as the~ are carried awa~-led away b~ the untrue, 
-as described above; that is, they become drawn from 
their real forms by ignorance and other defects. Hence it is 
that this calamity befalls all creatures that though Brahman 
is quite within their reach, they do not reach it.-(2) 

TEXT-This Self verily, :is in the heart. Its 
etymological explanation is this-This (' a~am ')is in the 
heart(' hrdi'); hence it is called 'Hrdayam' (Hrdi-ayam). 
One who knows this goes to the Heavenly Region 
everyday.-( 3) 

BHA$YA-This Self,-which has been spoken of in 
the present context as 'free from evil', is recalled by the 
particle '"ai' (verily) ;-the sense being that this Self, which 
is going to be described, is in the heart,-in the white lotus 
of the heart,-and this same Self has been referred to above 
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by the term '.Akasha'. The et:ymological explanation of this,
of the Heart. 'Hrdaya'-is this,-none other. Because this 
-Self-exists-in the Heart, therefore it is 'Hrdayam ', 
'Heart'. What is meant is that, even under the well-known 
explanation of the name 'H rdaya' (Heart), the Self should 
~e understood to lie in one's own Heart. Eoery day-day 
after day-one who knows this-who knows that the Self 
is in the Heart,-goes to the H eaoenly Region,-the 
Brahman in the Heart. 

" As a matter of fact, even one who does not have this 
knowledge reaches the Brahman in the Heart, during deep 
sleep; as it has been, declared that 'at that time my dear, 
he becomes merged in Being". 

True, this is so; but there is a difference. Whether 
knowingly or unknowingly, all creatures are really Being, 
Brahman,-yet the man who has been taught that 'that 
thou art' and comes to realise it that ' I am pure Being, 
nothing else', and thence becomes Being itself. In the same 
manner, though the man with knowledge, and the man 
without knowledge, both attain Being during deep sleep, 
yet it is only the man with knowedge who goes to the 
H eaoenly Region,-as asserted here; because, even on the 
falling off of the body, the reward of knowledge must 
accrue to him (and going to Heaven is that reward, which 
does not accrue to the man without knowledge); this is 
the difference.-(3) 

TEXT-Now, this serene and happy Being, after 
having risen out of this body and having reached the 
highest light, becomes merged in his own true form; 
that is the Self,-he said. This is the Immortal and 
the Fearless, this is Brahman ; and the name of his 
Brahman is ' Satya' ( the True ).-( 4) 

BHA!?YA-During deep sleep, the Man, merged into 
Being, his Self, becomes serene and happy,-i. e. he shakes 
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off the impurity born, during the waking and dream states, 
of contact of objects with sense-organs ;-though the term 
'serene and happJ Being' is a~pl" ~able to all creatures,-yet, 
inasmuch as the subject-matter of the context is one 
who has been spoken of as 'one who knows this goes to the 
Heavenly Region,' -it is this person who is spoken of here 
as 'this serene and happy Being', because of the special 
stress that is laid upon :the term 'this'.-Now, this serene 
and happy Being, on renouncing the body and having risen 
out o/ the body,-i. e. giving up the notion that the Body is 
the Sel/,-the term 'rising' cannot be taken in the ordinary 
sense of rising from a seat (for instance); because the 
text speaks of 'his ownform'; one's 'own form' is not to 
be attained by rising out of something else; in fact, it 
would not be 'his own form' if it had to be reached ;-having 
reached the Highest Light,-in the form of the Supreme 
Self, of the nature of pure consciousness.-that is, having 
realised his real nature ;-becomes merged in his own true 
form. Before this mergence into his true form, the man, 
under the in fluence of ignorance, regarded the body itself 
as his highest form ; and it is in comparison with that posi
tion that the present is spoken of as 'his own form' in fact, 
'being with a body' is the' own form' of the Self, That
Highest Light which is the 'own form' reached by the 
serene and happy Being,-is the Self.-he said. The person 
referred to here as 'he' is the Teacher who has been advised 
by the Veda above as 'he should say' to the disciples (under 
VIII. i. 5.). Further, this is the I mmortal,-imperishable, 
Infinite ; as has been declared above 'that which is Infinite 
is immortal' ;-and because it is immortal, it is Fearless ; 
because the infinite has no second:-hence this is Brah
man ;-and the name of this Brahman is 'Satya' (True).
"What is True?" True is that which is never unreal, and 
Brahman alone is this; as asserted above-'that is the true, 
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that is the Self',-"Why is this name of Brahman mentioned 
here? "-For the purpose of eulogising: ll)ethod of 
meditating upon it.-(4) 

TEXT-These are the three letters-' Sa',' ti' and 
' yam ' ; the 'sat ' is the immortal,-the 'ti' is the 
mortal,-and 'yam 'for that whereby one joins both; 
because by it one joins both, therefore it is ' yam '-one 
who knows this daily goes to the Heavenly-Region.-(:>) 

BHA$YA-These "are the three letters-in the name of 
Brahman-(1) 'sa'-(2) 'ti'-(3) 'yam'.-i. e. the letter 'sa', 
the letter 'ta' and the syllable 'yam'; as a matter of fact, the 
't' (in 'sat') and the 'i' (in 'ti') have been inserted only for 
the purposes of pronunciation ; because these are again 
spoken of by the short syllable themselves. That which is 
'sat',-i. e. the letter 'sa',-is the Immortal ;-it is immortal, 
because it denotes the Immortal in Being-Brahman ; that 
is why the 'sa' has been mentioned along with 't';-that 
which is 'ti' that is, the letter ' ta' is the mortal ;-and that 
which is ' yam ',-by that letter one joins both,-that what 
were two, mortal and immortal, is joined and combined one, 
the lmperishable,-one joins these, cantrols them-brings 
under one's own control. 

Because by it one joins both, therefore it is ',Yam'; so that 
it is this controlled and joined together that the two to
gether are spoken of as 'yam'.-That the letters composing 
the name of Brahman are themselves endowed with such 
character as immortality and the like,-is in itself a sign of 
great fortune;-what to say of Him who bears tht~t name? 
-such is the praise sought to be bestowed upon the 
object of meditation.-One who knows this-i. e. who knows 
Brahman, the bearer of the name, through the said expla
nation of the name,-dail.Y goes to the H ea"enl,Y Region; 
as already explained before.-(5) 

End of Section ( 3 ) of Discourse VIII. 
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SECTION (4) 

TEX'l'-Now, this Self is the dam, the embankment 
for the safety of those Reg1ons. This dam, Day and 
Night, do not cross, nor decrepitude, nor death, nor 
sorrow, nor merit, nor demerit ; all evils turn away 
from it ; as this Brahman-region is free from evil.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-Now, this Self etc., etc.-The 'Serene and 
happy Being' described above is again being eulogised, 
through its form as being endowed with many qualities, 
told as well as untold,-for the purpose of thinking it up 
with the accomplishment of celibacy. 

This Self-as described above,-is the dam, like a dam, 
-the embankment,-the bulwark; the entire universe is 
held up by this Self which makes it compatible with the 
character of the acting agent, by rules relating to the 
divisions into Castes, Life-stages, Action, Actor and results 
of action. If it were not so held up by God, the universe 
would be destroyed; hence, He is the' dam', the 'Embank
ment'.-" For what purpose is He the 'dam'? "-For the 
sa/ely of these Regions ;-for the safety, the non-disintegra
tion, the non-destruction of the Regions of Bhii~, (BhulJa~) 
and the rest, which are the locus of Actors, Actions, and 
Results.-" What are the qualities of this Dam? "-This 
Dam, the Self-Day and Night,-the determinant of all that 
is born,-do not cross ; other selves entrusted in the cycle of 
Birth and Death are always determined, circumscribed by 
time in the shape of Day and Night ; this Self, in question 
however, is not so circumscribed by Time; such is the 
meaning. This follows from such Shruti-texts as-' Because 
the year·revolves below through days' (Brhada-Upa. IV. 
iv. 16.) ;-for this same reason, decrepititude crosses it not, 
-it does not approach it ;-similarly, death does not cross it; 
nor sorrow, nor merit, nor demerit ;-the terms 'Sukrta' and 
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' Daskrta' stand for Merit and Demerit. What is meant by 
cros;i~g here is approaching, affecting,-not the actual going 
over from one side to the other ; because the Self is the 
cause (of all things) and no effect (product) can ever cross 
over (go beyond) its cause. Day and Night and the other 
things are all the products of Being; where there is approach 
·or crossing, it is always of one thing by another thing, not 
by itself ; the Clay, for instance, is never approached or 
crossed over by the jar: 

Though on a precious occasion the Self has been 
already described as 'free from Evil etc.' -by the denial of 
evil and other things,-yet in the present context, an 
additional trait is pointed out by the phrase ' crosses not', 
which denies the possibility of the Self being an object of 
approach ; and along with these, the similar negation of 
decrepitude and other things also has been reiterated .. Day 
and Night are directly mentioned, and all the other ' evils ' 
are not menioned specifically, they are mentioned by the 
single common word 'Evils '.-All evils turn away from this 
Dam, the Self, without approaching it ;-as this Brahman
Region-the Region, Brahman-has been declared to be 
free from evil.-(1) 

TEXT-Therefore, having reached this Dam, the 
blind ceases to be blind, the hurt ceases to be hurt, 
the afflicted ceases to he afflicted.--Therefore, having 
reached this Dam, even Night becomes Day as this 
Brahman-Region is lighted once for all.-(2) 

BHASYA-Because blindness and other disabilities . ' 
which are the effects of sin, come only to one with a body, 
and never to one who has no body,-therefore, having 
reached this Dam,-having got at it,-one ceases to be blind, 
--even though when he had the body, he was blind;
similarly one who was hurt while he was in the body,-
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ceases to be hurt ,-when, on being separated from the body,. 
he has re~Jched the:Dam-similarly one who was afflicted
suffering from disease and other afflictions,-ceases to be
a/flicted.-Further, because there is no Night and Day at 
the Dam, therefore, on reachin/2 the dam, even night,-in the 
form of darkness-becomes day; that is to say, for the 
knowing man, everything becomes day,-which is of the 
form of the light of consciousness, and is like the day, 
comes to be one uniform form-that of Being.-The 
Brahman-Region is lighted once for all,-i.e. it is ever efful· 
gent and always of the same form of Being.-(2) 

TEXT-Those who attain this Brahman-Regiorr 
through Celibacy ,-to them belongs this Brahman-Region; 
and for them there is freedom to act as they please 
in all regions.-(3) 

BH.~SYA-Such being the case, those who attain this 
Brahman.:_Region throuf}.h Celibacy,-through renouncing all 
desires for women, and after having learnt the scriptures 
and received instructions from T eachers,-attain it-i. e. 
realise it within their own self ,-to them-who are equipped 
with the weapon of celibacy, and have come to know 
Brahman;-belongs this Brahman-ReJlion,-not to the others, 
who still entertain longings for the contact of women and 
other objects of sense,-even though they may have come 
to know Brahman ;-for them there is freedom to act as they 
please, in all regions,-as already explained above. Thus 
what is meant is that celibacy is the highest means of 
success for knowers of Brahman.-(3) 

End of Section (4) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (5) 

BHASYA-That Self which has been eulogised as 
possessing the qualities of the Dam and other things,-for 

c. v. 28 
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the attaining of that Self, it is necessary to lay down a 
means which would be subsidiary to knowledge (which alone 
is the direct means to it); and this subsidiary means is now 
laid down in the form of celibacy ; and the text also 
eulogises it through Sacrifice and other things, in order to 
.show that it is well worth carrying into practice.-

TEXT-Now, that which they call 'Sacrifice' is 
only Celibacy ; as it is only by means of Celibacy 
that the knower attains that. And that which they 
call ' Worship' is only Celibacy; as it is by means 
of Celibacy that, having worshipped, one attains 
the Self.-( 1) 

BHA$YA-Now that which, in the ordinary world, they 
call ' Sacrifice ',-which cultured people declare to be the 
means of accomplishing the highest purpose of man, is only 
Celibacy ; the result that follows from the sacrifice is 
secured only by one who is equipped with Celibacy, and in 
this sense the sacrifice also should be understood to be 
Celibacy. 

Question :-"In what way is sacrifice Celibacy?'' 

Answer :-As it is only b;y means of Celibacy th~t the 
knower attains-secures-that-the Brahman-ReJiion,-which 
is also the indirect result of sacrifice ; hence, sacrifice also 
is only Celibacy. Further, Sacrifice (,ajna) is only Celibacy, 
because of the presence of the letters 'ya ' and 'jna ' in the 
expressions 'yajnatii' (knower) (as also in the term 'yajna'). 

That which they call ' worship '-that also is only celi
bacy.-" How? "-It is by means of celibacy that one 
worships God or (i~toa),-or evinces an eager desire for 
knowing the Self (which is also meant by ' i~tva:'),-and 
attains the Self; so that because of the presence of the root 
'i~' in both ' e~ar:za ' (worship or Desire) and 'i~ta' (wor
ship), the worship also is only Celibacy.-(}) 
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TEXT-Now, what they call SattrayalJa ( Sacrificial 
Session ) , • that is only Celibacy ; as it is by means of 
celibacy that one attains Sa!vat.on (' trliTJa ')from Being 
('sat ' ) . Now, that which they call ' Mauna', ( Silent 
meditation )-that is only Celibacy, as it is by means 
of Celibacy that one understands the Self and then 
Meditates (' manute' ).-(2) 

BHAl;iYA-Now, that which they call 'SattriiyalJa' 
(Sacrificial Session) that is only celibacy; as it is by means 
of celibacy that one secures-from the Supreme Self,-his sal
vation-protection.-Hence the name ' Sattrii'JaTJa ' also is 
only celibacy. Now, what they call' Mauna' (Silent medi
tation), that is only celibacy ;-as it is by means of celibacy, 
-when one is equipped with celibacy-that one understands 
the Self,-through the scriptures and the teacher,-and then 
meditates-contemplates ( mcmute ) ; hence, the name 
'Mauna' also is only celibacy.-(2) 

TEXT-Now, what they call 'Anashakli'Jana' ( In
destructible ), that is celibacy ; as his Self never 
perishes which one attains by means of celibacy.
Now, that which they call' AraTJyliyana' (Ocean path ), 
that is celibacy ; as ' A ra' and 'l;ha ' are two oceans 
in the Brahman-Region in the third Heaven from this ; 
and therein is the A irammadiya Lake, and there the 
Banyan-tree, Somasavana, there the Aparlijita ( uncon
quered) city of Brahman, as also the Golden (Hall), 
specially built by the Lord.-(3) 

BHAl;iYA-Now, what they call 'Anashakayana' On 
destructible), that is Celibacy ; the Self that one attains by 
means of Celibaey, that never perishes for the man who is 
equipped with Celibacy; hence, the Anfishakliyana also is 
only celibacy .-Now, that whieh they call ' A ra1Jyliyana ' 
(Ocean-path), that is only celibacy ; inasmuch as the two 
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oceans named' Ara! and' JYya' are the 'path' (ayana) of 
the man equipped with celibacy,-the Ara!!;ya;yana IS 

celibacy. 
The sense of all this is that the man who knows 

Brahman should carefully guard his celibacy, which is the 
highest auxiliary of knowledge, which has been eulogised 
as being identical with some of the best means of accom. 
plishing man's purpose in life,-e. g. being knowledge, it 
is Sacri!ice,-being worshipped, it is worship,-being the 
saloation from Being, it is Sattra;ya~JO,-being meditation, 
it is Mauna,-being imperishable, it is Anashakli;yana,
passing through the two oceans ' Ara ' and ' JY ;ya', it is 
Ara~yayana, and so forth. 

In that Brahman-Region, there are the well-known 
oceans,' Ara' and' JY;ya ',-two: lakes like oceans,-in the 
third H eat'Jen from this-i. e. the third, from the Earth and 
Sky (which are first and second)-in that third H eaoen (i. e. 
counting from this World, Earth) ;-there also lies the 
Airammadiya Lake;-' A ira' is gruel, the lake A ira is 
filled with gruel, and it is also 'Madi;ya , Exhilarating, 
rendering joyful, who make use of that gruel ;-there also 
lies the Banyan tree-Somasaoana-by name-or it may be 
an adjective signifying that wherefrom Soma, nectar,//ows; 
so the tree is nectar-dropping.-ln that same Brahman
Region is the Aparlijita (unconquered) city,-that is, that 
what is not conquered (won) by persons other than those 
equipped with Celibacy, who are not so equipped with it;
such is the City of Brahman, the Hira~ya-Garbha ;-as also 
the golden hall specially built by the Lord; the term 'Hall' 
has to be added to complete the sentence.-(3) 

TEXT-Those who attain the two oceans, Ara and 
!fya in the Brahman-Region,-by means of Celibacy,
to them, belongs this Brahman-Region and for them 
there is freedom of action in all reS(ions.-( 4) 
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BHA$YA-In the Brahman-Region, there are two 
oceans Ara and /Yya as describer1 above ;-those who attain 
these oceans by means of celibacy,-to them belon~s the 
Brahman-Re~ion described above; and for those, who are 
equipped with Celibacy and who know Brahman, there is 
freedom of action, in all re~ions ; never for any others who 
are not firm in their celibacy and who have their merits 
attached to external things. 

In this connection, some people hold the following 
view :-" In the ordinary world a great man is praised as 
'you are /ndra,-you are Yama-you are Varu~a ;' in the 
same manner, what deserves to be praised here, by means 
of the terms' l~ta' ' Worship; and the rest, is not merely 
the cessation of the longing for woman and other sense
objects, but knowledge which is the Direct means of Libera
tion; hence, it is this knowledge that should be regarded 
as praised by means of the terms' worship' and the rest." 

This is not right. For people whose mind is carried 
away by longings for woman and other external objects, it 
is not possible to have any discriminative knowledge of the 
Self and counter-Self ; as is clear from hundreds of Vedic 
and Smrti Texts, such as-' The Self-born cne pierced the 
sense-openings outwards, hence one sees what is outside, 
not the inner Self' (Katha. Upa. 4. 1.). Then again, it is 
necessary to lay down accessory aids to Knowledge, in the 
shape of the cessation of the longing for woman and other 
things,-hence it is only:right and proper that there should 
be praise of this latter. 

" Inasmuch as Celibacy has been praised as 1 Sacri
fice', and other things; it carries with it the implication 
that these latter also are the means of accomplishing the 
purposes of man." 

True, it does carry that implication; but when Celi
bacy is praised as 1 Sscrifice ' and the rest, it is not in 
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view of the sacrifice and the rest being the means of attain· 
ing the Brahman-Region,-but in view of the well-known 
idea that they serve to accomplish some purposes of man ; 
just as when the king is praised as ' lndra' and other 
deities, it does not mean that the king performs precisely 
those functions that are performed by lndra and other 
deities. 

Question :-"These oceans and other things described 
as existing in the Brahman-Region,-and the experiencing 
of meeting with one's ancestors, described as resulting 
from one's Will,-are these real and exterior like the 
Earth, and Acquatic things found in the ordinary world, 
in the form of Ocean, tree, city, and golden hall,-or have 
they mere ideas present only in the mental conception of 
the man. What if it is so? " 

If they are like ordinary Earthly and Acquatic things, 
existing in the gross physical (external) world, then they 
cannot be 'contained' in the lfkasha of the Hearl (as des
cribed above) ; and secondly, such a conception would go 
against the declaration in the PurO.T)aS that the Body and 
other things: in the Brahman-Region, are purely mental 
(ideas) also against such Vedic texts as' It is without grief, 
without cold'. (Brhada. Upa. V. x. 1.) 

But if these things existed only in the mind, then this 
would be incompatible with such PuraQic texts as ' oceans, 
rivers, lakes, tanks, wells, sacrifices, Vedas, Mantras and 
such other things approach Brahman in their gross physical 
forms.' 

Not so ; because if they had real physical forms, then 
it would be impossible for them to go to Brahman in their 
well-known (physical) forms; hence it has to be assumed 
that what is described as going to Brahman is some form 
assumed by the ocean and other things, other than their 
well-known physical forms. And as some sort of an 
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assumption is necessary in both cases, it is more reasonable 
to assume the generally accepted purely mental forms 
actually in the shape of men and women ; specially as all 
the connections described above are possible only with 
regard to the mental body. In fact, in dreams what are 
seen are men and women with purely mental bodies. 

But those are all unreal ; and hence if these were what 
was meant then it would melitate against the Vedic text 
that' His desires are true (real.') 

Not so ; because there is a reality in the mental con• 
cept; as a matter of fact men and women in purely mental 
forms are actually perceived during dreams. 

But what are perceived during dreams exist only in 
the tendencies and impressions of the previous waking 
cognitions. 

What you say is a very small part of the truth ; in 
fact, even those things that are perceived during the waking 
state are evolved only out of consciousness which is purely 
mental; as it has been declared before that the whole 
external world, which is perceived during the waking 
state, consists of Fire, Food and Water which are the 
products of the Reflection of the Being. (and Reflection is a 
purely mental process). It has also been declared that all 
regions have their root in the Will in such texts as ' they 
concerned the Heaven and Earth ( Chha. Upa. VII. iv. 1-) 
in:fact, in all Vedic texts, it is in the Self alone that all 
regions:have their origin, existence and dissolution : oide 
such texts as 'just as the spokes are fastened to the nave, . 
etc., etc. (Chhli. Upa. VII. xv. 1.). Thus, then, as between 
external (physical) and mental (internal) things, the relation 
of cause and effect is mutual, like that between the seed 
and the sprout. Though the mental are external and the 
external are the mental, yet they are never unreal in regard 
to the man,s own Self. 
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But objects perceived during dreams become unreal for 
the man on waking. 

True, but that unreality is in relation to the waking 
cognition, and does not attach to the dreamt of things by 
themselves. (That is, they are unreal not per se, but only 
r~latively to the waking cognition.) Similarly (commonly) 
the objects of waking perception are unreal, not by them
selves, but relatively .to the dream-cognition. What is 
truly unreal in regard to all things is the particular form 
(perceived), which, in all cases, is the product of false 
(wrong) cognition, as declared in the text-'all product has 
its origin in some word, it is a mere name and is unreal, all 
that is real and true is that there are three forms (universal, 
not particular); but these also, in their particular forms, 
are unreal, though by themselves, in· the form of Pure 
Being, they are real. 

Before the cognition of the True Self, every cognition 
is real in regard to its own object, like things perceived 
during dreams. So that there is no contradiction ( or in
compatibility ). From all this it follows that the A ra, the 
!fya and other things connected with the Brahman-Region 
are. purely mental objects; and so also are the fathers 
and other desired things, born of will. And as these are 
free from impurities attaching to the enjoyment of external 
things,-being the products of the will of Pure Being,
they are supremely happy and real for the Lords. And 
even on the Cognition of Being, the True Self, all things 
that had been produced by such volitions become merged 
into the form of the Being, the True Self,-just l.i.ke the 
Serpent and other things produced by the imagination of 
the person become dissolved into the rope (which had 
been mistaken for the Serpent); and on thus becoming 
merged into Being, they become quite real and true.-(4) 

End of Section (5) of Discourse Vlll. 
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SECTION (6) 

BHA$YA-If one, who is quipped with Celibacy and 
other means, and is free from all longings for all external 
objects, meditates upon Brahman located in the Lotus of 
the Heart, as described above, he goes out (at death) 
through the artery in the Head: this is what has got to 
be expounded now : hence the text proceeds with the 
'Artery-Section' (of the Upani!fad):-

TEXT-Now, the arteries that belong to the Heart 
consist of the brown substance, of the white, of the 
blue, of the yellow and of the red. This Sun is verily 
brown, white, blue, yellow and red.-(1) 

BHA$YA-The Arteries that are going to be described 
as related to the Heart, shaped like the white lotus which 
the locus of meditation on Brahman,-which spread out on 
all sides from the fleshy substance of the Heart, just as the 
Sun's rays spread out from the solar disc,-these consist of 
the brown substance-i. e. filled with the extremely subtile 
essence of the subtile juice coloured brown,-and continue 
to exist in that form ;-similarly they consist of the 
essence of white substance, the blue substance, the yellow 
substance and the red substance; this has to be understood 
all through. When the heat of the Sun in the form of 'Bile' 
passes through a process of heating (in the human body) 
and becomes mixed up with a small quantity of Phlegm, 
it becomes Brown in colour, and called 'Bile',-that same, 
when the Element of Wind predominates, becomes Blue; 
and when the Element of Phlegm predominates, it becomes 
White ;-and when there is an equal quantity of Phlegm, 
it becomes Yellow; and when there is an excess of blood, 
it becomes Yellow ;-Or the actual colours of these 
stibstanees may be found out from works on medicine. 
As regards the question as to why these substances are so, 
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the Vedic te:xt declares that it is all due to connection with 
the Sun ; the heat from .the Sun enters the al'~eries and 
assumes these colours.-"How ?"-This Sun is brown-in 
colour,-the Sun is white,-the Sun is blue,-the San is 
yellow,-The Sun is red.-(1) 

TEXT-Just as long-distance road goes to both 
villages, this as well as that,-so do the rays of the Sun 
go to both regions,-tbis as well as that. They spread 
out of the Sun and flow into these arteries ; and 
spreading out of these arteries, they flow into the 
Sun.-(2) 

BHA!;JYA-The Text proceeds to explain in what way 
is the Sun connected with the arteries :-In the ordinary 
world, a long-distance road-spreading far and wide--goes 
to both villages-this-near one--as well as that-that 
remote one ; just as in this example, the long road enters 
into both the villages,-in the same manner the Rays of the 
Sun go to both regions ,-this-the solar disc ,-as well as that 
-the man , and enter into both ; just like the long road.
"How so ?"-They spread out-proceed-of the Sun,-the 
solar disc-and they flow into-enter-the arteries-in the 
body of man-described above as being of brown and other 
colours ;-and out of these arteries they spread out-proceed 
in a series-and enter the Sun.-The term 'ray' (rashmi) is 
both masculine and feminine-hence, they are spoken of as 
'they' ('te') in the last sentence.-(2} 

TEXT-And when one is thus sound asleep, at 
perfect rest, so that he knows no drearils,-then he 
enters into these arteries. Him no evil touches, as 
he is filled with light.-( 3) 

BHA!;JY A-Under the circumstances described above,
when-at which time-one-the 'Living self' -is thus sound 
asleep ;-as sleep is of two kinds (with and without 
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dreams), the text has specified it as 'sound', which means 
that the 'functioning of all the organs has been withdrawn,
and hence, there being none ot the impurities due to the 
contact of external objects, he is at perfect rest ; and on that 
account, he knows no dreams-has no apprehension of any 
mental dream-cognition bearing an external form ;-at the 
time that the man is thus asleep, he enters into these 
arteries,-that is, he enters into the said arteries which are 
full of the solar light, which means that he has entered the 
Akasha in the Heart through the said arteries. As a matter 
of fact, there is no cessation of Dream-cognition except 
when one has reached the True Being; and on the strength 
of this fact, the locative ending in the word 'naql~u' (into 
the arteries ) has to be changed into the instrumental 
( naqlbhih ) ~ which makes the meaning to be that he enters, 
throup.,h:these arteries, into the said Akasha, in the Heart). 
Him,-when he has reached the Pure Being-no evil-in 
the shape of Merit and Demerit-touches, as during that 
time the Self stands in Its own form. 

It is only when the Self is circumscribed by the body 
and the sense-organs, that the said evil touches it by bring
ing to it pleasure and pain ;-but when it has reached its 
own state of pure Being, no evil dares touch it ; for the 
single reason that it is no longer an 'objective'; it is only 
when there are two distinct things that one becomes the 
objective of another ; and there can be no such difference 
for one who has reached the state of Pure Being ; in fact, 
it is only when the Self has fallen off from its own nature 
(of Pure Being) that it enters the states of Waking or of 
Dream; during which there appear cognitions of external 
things, due to the fact that the seeds of the man's ignorance, 
desires and Karmic Residum have not been quite burnt up 
by the fire of the Knowled~e of Brahman ; this we have 
explained under Discourse VI, and it should be understood 
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in the present context also-when the man is thus sound 
asleep, he is filled up-pervaded over-with the 'light-of 
the Sun, which is contained in the arteries. Hence, at this 
time, the man's organs do not go out for bringing about the 
experiences of external objects, through the arteries of the 
eye etc., and thus the organs being prohibited, the man 
remains firm in his own self, and it is only natural that he 
knows no dreams.-(3) . 

TEXT-And when he is reduced to a weakened 
condition, those sitting around him say-' Do you know 
me? Do you know me? '-and so long as he has not 
departed from this body, he knows them.-( 4) 

BHA$YA-Such being the case, when-at which time 
Deoadatta-is reduced-brought to-a weakened condition, 
leanness and weakness due to disease or to old age, i.e. when 
he is on the point of death,-then, those relations of his 
who are sitting around him-surround him-say-'Do you 
know me? Do you know me ?-who are your son, or your 
father ? ' and so forth,-so long as the dying man has not 
departedfrom-fl.one out :of-this body,-he recognises his 
son and other relations.-(4) 

TEXT-When he thus departs from this body, 
then, through these very rays, he proceeds upwards ; 
or goes up meditating on ' Om' and dies ; and while 
his mind is failing, he goes to the Sun ; as that indeed 
is the door to the Regions ; the knowing ones pass 
through, while the ignorant ones are shut out.-(5) 

BHASYA-'Atha yatra' is an adverbial phrase, meaning 
Thus-wh.en he departsfrom this body,-then, through these 
oery rays, he proceeds upwards-to the region that he has 
earned for himself by his actions ; this refers to the 
ignorant person ;-as for the other, the knowing man, who 
is fully equipped with all the accessories described above, 
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-he goes up-Meditating, through the syllable ' Om ', on 
the Self; he sloes, as before, ur upwards,-if he knows 
Brahman~:__while the other, ~he ignorant person goes, 
horizontally ;-and dies-goes out. The knowing person, 
when departing, while his mind is/ailing,-during the time 
that the mind is thrown out of gear,-he goes to-reaches
the Sun ; that is, very quickly ; it does not mean that the 
time taken by him in reaching the Sun is exactly that during 
which his mind is failing.-The next sentence explains why 
he goes to the Sun: As that-Sun-indeed is the-well
known-door through which the knowing one goes to the 
Brahmic Region ; hence, for the knowing persons there 
is passing through,-they pass through that door-to the 
Brahmic Region ; while for the ignorant persons, there is 
shutting out-they are shut out-from the Sun ; that these 
latter are held back in the body by the light of the Sun, and 
hence do not pass through the Artery in the Head. That 
this is so is also indicated by the verse-' Vi~vananya etc.,', 
(the last foot of the next text).-(5) 

TEXT-To this end, there is the following verse :
' There are a hundred and one arteries of the 

Heart ; one of them goes out into the Head ; passing 
upwards by way of that, one reaches the Immortal ; 
while tho other arteries serve as ways for departing 
in various directions ;-yea, for departing in various 
directions.'-( 6) 

BHASYA-To this end,-i.e. in the sense of what has 
gone abo~e,-there is the following verse-mantra text-there 
are a hundred and one arteries of the Heart ,-these are the 
principal arteries connected with fleshy mass of the Heart, 
as the actual number of such arteries is endless ;-of them, 
one goes out into the Head,-passed upwards into the Head; 
-passing upwards b:; wa:; o/ that, one reaches the immortal,
i.e. the state of immortality ; while the other arteries serce 
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as ways for departing in various directions-proceeding 
towards various directions, i.e. both horizontally and verti· 
cally ;-being the doors leading to the Cycle of Bi~ths and 
Deaths ; and these latter do not lead to immortality ; they 
only serve as the ways for going out (of the present body
to others). The repetition is for the purpose of indicating 
the end of the Section.-(6) 

End of Section (6) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (7) 

BHA$YA-It has been declared above (under VIII. iii. 4.) 
that 'this serene and happy Being, after having risen out of 
this body and having reached the Highest Light, becomes 
merged into His own true form,-that is, the Self,-he 
said,--"7this is the immortal and the fearless, this is 
Brahman.' Now arise the questions-" Who is this serene 
and happy Being ?-How he is to be understood, that he 
'having risen out of this body and having reached the 
Highest Light, becomes merged into His own true form'?" 
"What is the characteristic of that Self, in whose true 
form he .becomes merged ?-For the Serene and Happy 
Being there are many forms, whi..:h are related to the Body, 
and which are not his own,-which then is that form, 
apart from these, which is his own? "-and these matters 
have to be explained ; and it is for this purpose that the 
text proceeds with the next:Section :-

TEXT-' That Self-which is free from evil, free 
from decrepitude, free from death, free from sorrow, 
free from hunger and thirst, with true desires and 
true volitions,-should be sought after, should be sought 
to be understood; he attains all regions-and all desires, 
-who has sought to know Self and understands It ' ; 
-so said Prajapati-( 1 ) 
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BHA$YA-That Self, which is free /rom eoil, free from 
decrepitude, free from death, free from sorrow, free /rom 
hunger and thirst, with true dPsir s and true oolitions,-for 
the purpose of meditating upon which the white lotus of 
the Heart has been declared to be the place when :it can 
be perecived,-wherein are contained all true desires 
concealed by the untrue,-as a concomitant with the 
meditation whereof Celibacy has been declared to be a 
means,-and for the knowledge of the result of whose 
meditation, the passing out by the Artery in the Head has 
been described,-this Self should be sought a/ter,-should 
be sought to be known through scriptures and the 
Teachings of the Teacher; and It should be sought to be 
understood ,-more specifically understood, i. e. should be 
realised within oneself. 

It is next explained what would follow from the said 
seeking and understanding : He attains all regions, and all 
desires,-who has sought to know that Self-in the prescribed 
manner through scriptures and the teachings of T eacher.s, 
-and understands It, realised It within himself. So that 
this-attaining of all regions and becoming the All-Self are 
the results.-So said Prajapati. 

The two expressions 'should be sought to be known' and 
' should be sou(1ht to be understood' contain restrictioe,-not 
originative-injunctions ; the sense being that 'It is to be 
sought to be known,-and sought to be understood,-in 
this particular manner'; that such is the restriction implied 
follows from the fact that both the acts-the seeking to 
know and seekinJ1 to understand,-serve perceptible purposes; 
that this is so is going to be shown repeatedly later on, in 
the:texts, 'I see no good in this etc., etc. (Section 9, below). 
When hitherto the Self has been known through the quali
ties of the Body, the sense-organs etc.,-if and when its 
own real form causes to be understood,-it leads to the 
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perceptible result in the form of the cessation (disappearance) 
of the preceding wrong notion; for this reason the injunction 
in question should be taken to be a restrictive on~. and an 
originative one, like the injunction of Agnihotra and other 
acts.-(1) 

TEXT-Both De~Jas and Asuras heard this, and they 
said-' Well, we shall search for that Self by searching 
which one attains all regions and all desires' .-lndra. 
from among the De~Jas, went out, and so did Virochana,. 
from among the Asuras; and both, without commu
nicating with one another, with fuel in their hands, 
approached Prajapati.-(2) 

BHASYA-Both etc.-the purpose of this story has 
been alre~dy stated before- .What Prajlipati had said ( as 
reported at the end of the last section )-both Deoas and 
Asuras heard ;-it came to their ears through long-continued 
tradition. And having understood what Prajtipati had said, 
what they did is next described : theJ said-the De~Jas in 
their own assembly, and the Asuras in theirs-'Well,-if 
you all agree we shall search/or that Self-which Prajapati 
has spoken of ,-we shall carry on a search for lt,-by 
searching which one attains all regions and' all desires'.
Having said this, /ndra,-this king-from among the De~Jas 
-himself, leaving behind all other De~Jas and the all acces
sories of enjoyment, with his body alone-went out-to
wards Prajapati ; and so also did Virochana from among the 
Asuras. The text shows that Teachers have to be approach
ed in due humility :-because Learning is superior even 
to the kingdom of the three regions : inasmuch as the king 
of the De~Jas and the king of the Asuras,-deserving and 
to the best of comforts, went out to meet the Teacher. 
They went, without comunicating with one another,-with
out consulting between themselves,-thereby showing their 
jealousy towards each other regarding the reward of 
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Learning ;-they went with fuel in their hands,-carrying 
loads of fuel in their hands, approached-came over to
PrajiJpati .-(2) 

TEXT-They dwelt there as Religious students, for 
thirty-two years,-Then Prajapati said to them
• Desiring what, have you dwelt here? '-They said
' They report a saying of yours, Sir, to the effect that
that Self which is free from eoil, free from decrepitude, free 
/rom death .free from sorrow, free from hunger and thirst, 
with true desires and true oolitions, should be sought after 

• should be sought to be understood, and he attains all regions 
and all desires who has sought to know the Self and 
understands it ;-it is desiring this that we have dwelt 
here.'-(3) 

BHA$Y A-Having gone to Prajiipati, both of them 
dwel{as Religious students, devoting themselves to service, 
-for thirty-two years.-knowing their intentions, Prajapati 
said to them-'Desiring what,-for what purpose in view,
ha!Je you dwelt here? '-thus asked, they said-'that Self etc' 
etc.,-is a saying of forms which cultured people report ; 
hence it is with a view to find out that Self that we have 
dwelt here.' Though, before coming to Prajiipati, the two 
persons were full of mutual jealousy, yet, in .view of the 
great importance of the acquisition of learning, both of 
them had renounced .all love, hatred, delusion, jealousy, 
and all ~uch impurities (of character ), while dwelling as 
religious students, with Prajapati. This indicates the great 
importance of the Philosophy a/ Self.-(3) 

TEXT-Prajapati said to them-' the person that is 
seen in the eye, -that is the Self that I spoke of; this 
is the immortal, the fearless, Brahman.'-' Sir, he that 
is perceived in water, and he that is perceived in the 
mirror,-which of these is That?' He said-' It is He 
himself-is perceived in all insides.'-(4) 

c. u. 29 
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BHA$YA-Finding that the two pupils had passed 
through asceticism and had all their impurities cleared off 
and hence become qualified.-Prajiipati said to them-' The 
person that is seen in the Eye,-by mystics, as the seer,
that is the Sel/,-endowed with such qualities as freedom 
from evil and the like,-that I spoke of-on a former 
oc-casion,-by the understanding whereof all regions and 
all desir,es are attained ;-this is the lmmortal,-named 'the 
Infinite, and hence-/e'arless and hence-Brahman-the. 
Highest.'-Having heard the words 'the person seen in the· 
eye', the two pupils understood this person to be the 
reflected image in the eye; and having understood it thus, 
they asked Prajapati, with a view to confirm it; 'Sir, He 
that is perceived in water, and he that is perceived in the 
mirror,-the reflected image of one's Self,-as also in such 
reflecting surfaces as the bright sword and the like,-which 
of these is that,-Self which you spoke of? Is it that 
which is reflected in one only ? or in all ? ' Thus 
questioned, Prajapati said-' It is He himself-the one seen 
in the eye, as the seer, which I spoke of; having kept this 
idea in his mind, he added-' perceived in all insides
( inside all reflecting surfaces )'. 

Objection:-"How can it be proper to accede to a 
wrong idea entertained by the pupils (the wrong idea being 
that 'it is the reflected image in all reflecting surfaces that 
is the Self' )-for Prajapati who is a Teacher entirely free 
from all deficiencies ? " 

True; but he did not accede to it. 

"How so?" 

As a matter of fact, both I ndra and Virochana were 
persons who had arrogated to themselves learning, great.. 
ness and understanding ; they are to he so in the world ; 
that being so, if they were told straightway, by Prajapati- · 
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'.Both of you are fools and have understood things 
' wrongly ',-then it would have caused pain in their minds 
-and on account of this mental Jepreso;ion, they would not 
be encouraged to put further questions and learn things ; 
hence Prajapati thinks of saving His pupils (from such 
depression ); His idea being-' let them apprehend things ·as 
they have, I am going to remove their misconception by 
means of the illustration of the Cup of water (next section). 

"Any way, it was not right for him to say-' it is He 
Himself (that is seen in the eye)-perceived in all insides', 
-which was evidently untrue." 

Nothing untrue has been said. 
"How so?" 

What Prajapati himself had said in regard to the Person 
in the Eye, was closer in His Mind than the Self of the 
Reflections which had been understood by the pupils. The 
' inside of all is the all-inside ' says the Vedic text ; and it 
was with reference to this ' All-inside ' (that he declared 
that it was perceioed in all insides). So that Prajlipati said 
nothing that was not true (His assertion that ' the Person in 
in Eye is perceived in all-insides' being perfectly true). 

With a view to remove the miscon:::eption in the 
minds of his pupils, Prajlipati said (as follows).-(4) 

End of Section (7) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (8) 

TEXT-' Look at yourselves in a cup of water, 
and then what you do not understand of the Self,
tell me. '-They looked at themselves in a cup of water. 
Prajapati said to them-' What do you see ? '-They 
said--' Sir, we see ourselves entirely as we are, even 
to the hairs and nails,-a perfect replica'.-( 1) 
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BHA$YA-' In a cup of water,-ln a cup filled with 
water, and such other receptacles,-/ook at yourselves,
and then, what you do not understand of the Sell-tell me'.
Being thus directed, they looked at themselves in the cup o/ 
water-accordingly.-When they had done that, Frajapati 
said to them-' What do you see? ' 

Question:-" They had been told to come and tell 
Pra,jlipati-what they did not understand ; after looking 
into the cup of watef', they did not tell anything to Praja. 
pati, as to what they did not understand; and without this 
non-understanding and its cause having been repeated to 
him, Prajapati at once put the question ' What do ;you see? ' 
-now what is the meaning of this ? " 

Answer :-As a matter of fact, they did not have the 
least suspicion as to their having not understood anything, 
as they had the definite conviction that the reflection was 
the Self that this was so is shown by the declaration later 
on that ' they went out with their hearts satisfied and at 
peace'. (Text .3, below); no such peace in heart would be 
possible if the conviction had not :been firm and certain. 
This is the reason why they did not say 'we have not 
understood this '. And yet the teacher put the question 
himself-' What do you see? '-because it would not be 
right to ignore the pupils who had formed wrong conclu
sions; in fact, in order to remove their misconception, he 
is going to assert later on (next sentence)-' Having adorned 
yourself etc., etc.' 

To Prajlipati's question, they replied-' Sir, we see 
ourselves entirel;y as we are, even to the hairs and nails,-an 
exact replica ;-just as we are, with hairs and nails and 
other things, so do we see ourselves in the water-cup, 
along with the hairs and nails our exact replica' .-(1) 

TEXT-Prajapati said to them-' Having become 
well-adorned, well-dressed and well-groomed, look into 
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the water-cup.' Becoming well-adorned, well-dressed 
and well-groomed, they looked into the water-cup.
Prajnpati said to them-' What do you see? '-(2) 

BHA.$YA-Prajapati said to them, again-for the pur· 
pose of removing their misconception regarding the Self.
• Having become well-adorned,-as you generally are, at 
home,-well-dressed,-dressed in valuable clothes,-well
groomed-with hairs cut and nails pared-look again into 
the water-cup.' In this case, he did not add ' tell me what 
you do not understand.' 

Question :-" How could their misconception regarding 
the reflection being the Self be removed by their looking 
into the water-cup after having hecome well-adorned etc., 
etc. ? " . 

What is implied is that-just as the reflection in the 
water-cup in the second case, has been brought about by 
such adventitious characteristics as ~e ornamentation, 
dressing, and the rest attached to the body, so, in the former 
case also, the reflection was (apparently:) due to the Hairs 
and Nails and other parts of the body, which had not been 
cut and which had been regarded as permanent features,
and when, on the latter occasion, the Hairs and Nails had 
been cut off, no reflection of these Hairs and Nails is seen ; 
and from this analogy of the Hairs and Nails, it follows that 
the Body also is only an appendage liable to come and go ; 
and from all this it becomes established that the reflection 
seen in the water-cup,--as also its source, the Body itself,
is not the Self ; just like the ornaments and other things 
attached to the body which had caused the reflection in the 
water-cup, It is not only this ; in fact, whatever-in the 
shape of Pleasure and Pain, Love and Hatred and Delusion 
etc.,-is generally regarded as one's own, is all N ot·sel/, 
because all this is adventitious, just like the Hairs and Nails 
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When thus Prajapati had cited the illustration of the 
1 Ornament, dress and grooming ', for the purpose of re
moving all wrong notions,-and the pupils heard it, and did 
as they were told, the wrong notion that they had with 
regard to the reflection being the Self did not disappear. 
From this it would appear as if I ndra and Virochana had 
their sense of discrimination obstructed by some fault of 
their own. Hence finding them still firm in their previous 
conception, Prajlipati said to tht>m-' what do you see ?'-(2) 

TEXT-They said-' just as we are ourselves, well
adorned, well-dressed and well-groomed,-so are these 
also well-adorned, well-dressed and well-groomed'.
He said-' That is the Self,-the 'Immortal, the 
Fearless; that is Brahman.'-They both went away 
with their hearts satisfied .-(3) 

BHA$Y A-They continued to have the same idea
exactly as they had understood it in the first instance : 
1 just as we are well.adorned etc. so are these reflected 
Selves alsq ',-such was the wrong notion in which they 
definitely persisted.-The distinguishing characteristics of 
the Self had been declared to be freedom from eoil and the 
rest; and then when the two pupils came seeking for 
further knowledge of the qualifications of the Self,_. 
Prajlipati directly pointed out to them the Self by the words 
' the person that is seen in the Eye ' ; thereupon, for the 
purpose of removing false notions regarding the Self, the 
illustration of the water·cup and the ornamentation was put 
forward ;-though all this was done, the wrong notion that 
they had formed has not yet been removed by the correct 
notion of the Self ;-hence both these persons have their 
powers of discrimination obstructed by some fault of their 
own ;-having thought over all this, Prajlipati ,-still keep
ing within his mind his own correct notion of the Self,
said 1 That is the Self,-the Immortal, the Fearless, It ii 
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Brahman', as before ; all this he said m reference to the 
Self as present in His own mind, and not in reference to 
the Self as conceived by t~1e .1-JUpils. 

' By this time, the two pupils had become duly educa~ 
ted and cultured-(}) by hearing the definition of the Self 
as/ree /rom eail etc., (2) by learning of .the Person in the 
Eye, and (3) by the reasonings declared from the example 
of the Water-cup ;-and by pondering over my words again 
and again, the obstruction to their understanding having 
disappeared, they would, by themselves attain the true 
discriminative knowledge of Self ' ;-with this idea in his 
mind, Prajapati thought that if he were to advise them to 
dwell again as religious students, they would be pained in 
their hearts; and with a view to saving from this he per-
mitted them to depart when they were going out with the 
satisfaction that they had accomplished their purpose. And 
they both-/ndra and Virochana-with their hearts satisfied 
with the notion that their purpose had been fulfilled ;-
they did not attain real peace ; for if they had attained real 
peace, their wrong notion would have automatically 
disappeared ;-thus they went away.-(3) 

TEXT-And Prajapati, looking after them,-said,
' without having perceived and without having under
stood this Self, they are going away; now, whoever 
of the two, Deoas or Asuras, will accept this doctrine 
will be landed in trouble.'--Now, Virochana, with a_ 
satisfied heart, went out to the Asuras and preached 
to them this doctrine-viz.: ' The Self alone is t9 be 
worshipped, the Self alone is to be attended upon ; 
and it is only by worshipping the Self and attending 
upon the Self that one secures both regions,-this as 
well as that other '.-(4) 

BHASYA-' When the two kings, Indra and Virochana 
have gon~ away and become addicted to them-pleasurable 
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experiences,-they would forget what has been said to 
them,' -suspecting this, and being desirous of removing 
their troubles indirectly and yet by direct assertion,
Prajlipati,-seeing them going away at a distance, said,-in 
the hope that, like my declaration regarding ' the Self being 
free from evil' and etc.,-my present warning also might 
reach their ears :-without haoing perceioed the Self
described above-i.e. not having realised it in their own 
perception (without ~elf-realisation),-and entertammg 
entirely notions regarding it,-these two-lndra and Vito
chana-are going awa~ :-now, whoe[')er of the two, Deoas or 
Asuras,-will be what ?-will accept this doctrine,-i.e. 
those for whom the true philosophy of the Self- will be what 
these two have understood it to be,-those among Deoas 
and Asuras will accept this view, entertain this notion,
"they what?"-The~ will be landed in trouble-be flung 
away from the path of prosperity ,-be destroyed. 

When the two kings-the king of De[')as and the king 
of Asuras-were going away; the King of Asuras, Viro· 
chana, with a satisfied heart, went to the Asuras; and having 
gone to them,-preached to them-the Asuras-this doctrine 
-that the body is the Self,-the father has declared the 
body itself to be the self; hence the Self-i.e. the Body
alone is to be worshipped-in this world,-and to be attended 
upon,-and it is onl;y b;y worshipping the self-i.e. the Body
and attending upon it,-secures both regions,-this as well as 
that other ; what the king means was that these two 
regions include all Regions and all desirable things.-(4) 

TEXT-For this reason, even to this day-if one 
does not give, has no faith, and does not perform 
sacrifices,-they say of him, 'oh I he is Asura 
( demoniacal) '; as such is the doctrine of the Asuras. 
They deck the body of the dead with food, wrappings 
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and ornaments ; and by this they think they are 
securing the other world.-( 5) 

BHA$YA-For this reason, the saiJ tradition continues 
to this day, in the world ;-if one does not give,-does not 
bestow gifts, who has not shared his gifts,-has no faith,
in the performance of good deeds,-and does not perform 
sacri/ices,-to the best of his capacity,-is nofin the habit of 
offering sacrifices,-they-the cultured people living there, 
-say of him-' Oh l He is .A~ura (demoniacal)'; and the 
reason for this lies in the fact that such is the doctrine of the 
Asuras,-the doctrine i.e. which is marked by absence of 
Faith and the like.-Those who are brought up under this 
doctrine, deck the body of the dead-the corpse-with food, 
-i.e. with perfumes, garlands and articles of food,
wrappings-clothes and other forms of coverings,-and 
ornaments--such as standards, flags etc.;-by this-decking 
of the corpse,-they think they are securing both regions-to · 
be reached after death. 

End of Section (8) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (9) 

TEXT-Now, lndra, before getting at the Devas, saw 
this difficulty-' just as when the body is well-adorned, 
it becomes well-adorned,-when the body is well
dressed, it becomes well-dressed,-when the body is 
well-groomed, it becomes well-groomed,-so, in the 
same manner, when the body becomes one-eyed, it 
should become one-eyed,-when the body becomes 
crippled, it should become crippled ;-and when the 
body perishes, it should also perish.'-( 1) 

BHASYA-Now, lndra, be/ore [Jettin/1 at the Devos;
being end~wed as he was with the divine qualities of mercy 
and the like, he went along pondering again and again over 
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.the words of the teacher, and while so going along, he sees 
this difficulty- going to be set forth,-in his theory of the 
Self. What Prajlipati had taught him through the illustra· 
tion of the water-cup,-a part of that teaching now flashed 
into lndra's mind, whereby he perceived the difficulty 

. that the Reflection is the Self.-" What difficulty? "-just 
as when the body is well-adorned, it-Reflection-Self-also 
becomes we/1-adorned,-when the body is well-dressed, it 
becomes well-dressed,-when the body i'J well-groomed, it 
becomes well-groomed ,-i, e. on the remoYal of hairs, and 
such other parts of the body, the Reflection-Self-also 
becomes 'well-groomed'-i. e. free from hairs and nails 
and such excrescences ;-so, in the same manner,-as the 
eye and the rest are as good parts of body as the Hairs and 
Nails,-when the bcdy becomes blind on the removal of the 
eyes,-it-the reflection-Self-also should become blind ;
when the body becomes one-eyed, it should become one-e:9ed :
the term 'sriima' signified one-eyed; and as this might be 
included under 'blind', the term may be taken to stand for 
constantly flowing nose and Eyes ;-cripplcd,-hands or legs 
cut off ;-when the body has become one-eyed or crippled, 
the reflection Self-also should become so ;-and it should 
also perish when the body perishes.-(}) 

TEXT-' I see no good in this.' Then with fuel in 
his hand, he came back.-Prajapati said to them-'Well, 
lndra, as you wei\t away, satisfied at heart, with 
Virochanu, for what purpose have you come back?'
He said-' Revered sir, as when the body is well
adorned, it is well-adorned,-when the body is well
dressed, it is well-dressed ,-when the body is well
groomed, it is well-groomed,-so also when the body is 
blind, it should be blind,-when the body is one-eyed, 
it should become one-eyed, when the body is crippled, 
it should be crippled ; :and when the body perishes, 
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it would also perish. Therefore, I see no good in 
this.'-(2) 

BHA$YA-'For these reasons, in this-in the doctrine 
that the reflection is the Self, or the body is the Self,- I see 
no 1/ood,-1 do not see that any good can come of it.'
Having thus made up his mind that the doctrine of the 
•Body-Reflection-Self' is defective,-he, with fuel in his 
hands, came back,-determind to dwell as a Religious 
'Student again.-To him said Prajlipati-'0 lndra, as you 
went away, satisfied at heart, with Virochana, for what pur
pose have you come back ? '-Though knowing why he had 
·Come back. the Teacher put the question, for the purpose 
of bringing out lndra's real intentions; just as he had done 
before,-in the case of Sanatkumara saying to Narada
• Come to me with what you know.'-lndra made up his 
intentions clear in the sentence 'just as etc., etc.' -And this 
statement was acceded to by Prajapati in the next sentence 
• So it is.'---

Question:-"The teaching imparted by the Teacher 
regarding 'the person in the eye' being the same to both,
how was it that, while lndra understood it to mean that the 
Reflection of the Body was the Self, Virochana understood 
it to mean that the body is the Self ; what was the reason 
for this?" 

On this question, some people hold the following 
opm10n. In the case of lndra, when he remembered the 
words of Prajapati relating to the ' Water-cup ', before he 
got at the Deoas, the idea came to him that what the 
Teacher had taught was that the Reflection was the Self, 
and in that idea he perceived a difficulty ;-such was not 
the case with Virochana; he understood the body itself to 
be the Self ,-and he perceived no difficulty in this doctrine. 
Similarly, the fact that while I ndra understood the 
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Reflection to be the Self, Virochana understood the body 
itself to be the Self,-was due to the smaller or larger 
deficiency in their capacity of understanding Philosophy ; 
so that the deficiency of understanding, in the case of 
I ndra, being small,-inasmuch as he took the term 'Seen' 
as used by Prajapati in the sentence 'the Person seen in the 
Eye is the Self', in its direct sense, (and as what is actually 
seen in the Eye is the Reflection) he took the teaching to 
mean that the Reflection in the Eye was the Self ;-while 
the other, Virochana, rejected the direct meaning of the term 
'seen' and took it in its indirect sense, as standing for the 
source of the Reflection (seen)-in the form of the Body; and 
understood Prajapati's words to mean that 'the Body is the 
Self': and this misunderstanding was due to the deficiencies 
in his understanding being much larger (than in that of 
lndra). The idea in Virochana's mind was somewhat like 
this:-' when two pieces of cloth-one blue and the other 
not-blue-are seen reflected in the mirror, they say (on look
ing at the reflected images) that the one that is blue is costly, 
where what is meant to be 'costly' is the cloth, and not 
the reflection (so when Prajapati spoke of the reflection in 
the Eyes, He must have meant the Body that is reflected 
and not the reflection.)' In all cases, people understand the 
meanings of the words and expressions in accordance with 
the efficiency or deficiency of their own minds,-though 
the words used are exactly the same ;-this has been exem
plified in, another Vedic text where various meanings

such as (1) ' Damyata ', ' be self-controlled ', (2) ' Datta', 
'make gifts', and (3) Da-yadlzoam 'be merciful' have been 

spoken of as understood from the single letter 'da '
( Brhada. Upa. V. ii. 3. ). Other accessory auxiliaries also 

come to function exactly in keeping with the particular 

man's understanding.-(2) 
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TEXT-' So it is, 0 Indra '-He said,-' I shall 
explain this to you again ; dwell here for another thirty.. 
two years.'-He dwelt th~re for another thirty-two 
years ; then Prajlipati said to him ( as follows ).-(3) 

BHAf?YA-Prajiipati said-' So it is, 0 lndra,-you 
have understood it rightly that the Reflection is not that 
Self which is the subject·matter of our study. This-Self
/ shall explain to you again, though I had explained it before. 
I shall explain it again. Even though what I explained was 
quite intelligible to all persons free from all defects,-yet 
you did not understand it ;-from which it follows that 
your powers of comprehension have been obstructed by 
some defects ;-hence for the removal of that defect, Dwell 
here /or another thirty·two years, ( as a religious student ).'
and after Indra had dwelt as a Religious student for another 
thirty-two years,-and hence got rid of his defect,-Prajii
pati said to him (as follows)-(::S) 

End of Section (9) of Discourse Vlll. 

SECTION ( 10) 

TEXT-' He who moves about worshipped, in 
dreams,-that is the Self'; and he said-' this is the 
Immortal and the Fearless, this is Brahman.'-He went 
away, satisfied in his heart.-But therefore he got at 
the DerJas, he saw this difficulty-' though this is not 
blind when the body is blind, nor one-eyed when the 
Body is one-eyed, nor is it affected by the defect of the 
body,-( yet etc., etc., continued in the next text).-(1) 

BHAf?YA-' The Self, marked. by such characters as 
freedom from el)il and the rest, which has been explained 
before as 'the Person in the Eye',-this is that Self;-what? 
-He who mol)es :about in dreams, worshipped-attended 
upon by women and :other ;-that is, goes on enjoying 
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many dreams-experiences,-this is the Self '-he said etc.,. 
etc.--as before.-

Having heard this, lndra went away, satisfied in hi:t 
heart ;-but before he got at the Devos, he saw,-as before
the ·difficulty-in this view of Self also.-"How ?"-Though 
when this Body is blind, yet the Dream-Self remains un-
blind, when the Body is one-eyed, the Dream-Self is not one
eyed,-hor does this Qream-Self become affected by the 
defect of the body ,-yet etc. (next text).-(1) 

TEXT-' Nor is It killed by the killing of the Body, 
nor does It become one-eyed when the body is one-eyed. 
-yet, they kill It, as it were,-chase It, as it were,-lt 
becomes conscious of pain, as it were,-and weeps as. 
it were ;-1 do not see any good in this.'-(2) 

With fuel in his hand, he came back again.
Prajapati said to him-'lndra, you went away satisfied 
in your heart; for what purpose do you come again?'
He said-' Though This is not blind when the Body is 
blind, nor one-Eyed when the Body is one-eyed, nor is It 
affected by the defects of the body.'-( 3) 

Nor is It killed when the Botly is killed, nor made· 
one-eyed when the Body is one-eyed,-yet, they kill It, 
as it were,-they chase It as it were,-and It becomes 
conscious of pain, as it were, and weeps, as it were; 
I do not see any good in this.'-Prajiipati said-' So it 
is, 0 lndra, I shall explain this to you further; dwell 
here for another thirty-two years '.-He ·dwelt there for 
another thirty-two years.-Then he said to him.-(4) 

BHA~YA-Nor is the Dream-Self killed by the killinl 
of the Body,-like the Reflection-Self; nor does It become 
one ... eyed when the body is one-eyed ;-it was asserted in the 
beginning of this discourse Vlll, on the strength of the 
scriptures alone,-that 'the Self does not become decrepit by 
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the decrepitude of the bod:P'; the same idea has been put 
forward here for the purpose of substantiating it by reason, 

It is true that this Dream,~.!lf is not beset with the 
defects of the body; but they kill It, as it were ;-the 
particle ' eoa ' stands for ' i oa ', ' as it were '; the sense 
being that ' some people kill It, as it were'; it does not 
mean that they actually kill It; that this interpretation is 
the right one is clear from the fact that throughout the 
rest of the text, the particle ' iva' has been used. 

" But, what is meant is to differentiate it from the 
statem~nt that ' It is not killed by the killing of the Body '; 
and in that sense the right assertion would be that ' they 
do actually kill It' ". 

Not so ; as the speaker relies upon the authority of 
Prajapati, it would not be right for him to make an 
assertion that would indicate that what Prajapati has said 
(regarding Its not being killed) is not true. When Indra 
was relying upon the authority of Prajapati, how could he 
falsify His statement to the effect that 'It is immortal'? 

" In reference to the Reflection-Self spoken of by 
Prajapati, it has been pointed out as a defect that ' it 
perishes when the Body perishes'; now, the same may be 
said in regard to this ( Dream-Self) also." 

Not so, 
" Why not ? " 
When Prajapati spoke of 'the person seen in the eye', 

he did not mean the Reflection-Self,-so thinks lndra. 
"How so?" 

If I ndra had thought that on being questioned regarding 
the qualities of being free /rom eoil and the like, Prajapati 
has mentioned the Re/lection-Sel/,-then how could he still 
rely upon the authority of Prajapati and return to him, 
with fuel in his hands, to learn more from him, And yet 
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he did return to Him. From which it follows that what 
I ndra thinks is that ' it was not the Reflection-Self that was 
spoken of by Prajiipati.' It was for this reason that the 
explanation was given"that 'it is the Seer that is seen in 
the Eye'. 

Similarly, they chase it as it were,-they :make it run 
away and about. And it becomes conscious"·of pain,-due to 
the death of the son pr other relatives. Further It itself 
weeps, as it were. 

" As a matter of fact, It does really feel the pain ; why 
then should it be said that ' It becomes conscious of pain, 
as it were ? • " 

It is not as you think; as this would not be compatible 
with the assertion that ' It is immortal and fearless'; and 
also because of the other Vedic text which speaks of It 
' as if reflecting '. 

" But as it stands, it is contrary to what is actually 
seen." 

No ; the perception that you have in view may itself 
be wrong,-like the notion that the Body is the Self. 

However, let this question rest for the present,-as to 
whether It is conscious of pain as it were or not.-' I do 
not see any good in this '-said lndra ; that is, 'even in the 
Dream-Self, I do not find what I desire to find.' 

(Prajiipati said) ' So it is-i.e. ' according to your idea 
of the thing '-this is to be understood, at the end of the 
sentence ; because what is meant is that the Self is qualified 
by Freedom/rom Evil and Fearlessness. 

Thinking that ' though I have explained the rr.atter to 
him twice in accordance with reason, yet he does not yet 
understand it as it should be ; so it seems that even now, 
ns before, there is something that is obstructing his under
rltanding '; hence, for the purpose of removing that obstruc· 
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tion, He instructed lndra to ' ,.!well for anthor thirty-two 
years', as a religious student. After he had dwelt for 
another thirty-two years and had his deficiencies removed, 
Prajapati said to him (as follows).-(2-4) 

End of Section (10) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION {11) 

TEXT-' That which is fully asleep, at perfect rest, 
and knows no dreams,-that is the Self' ,-be said,
' that is the Immortal and Fearless, that is Brahman'.
He went away, satisfied in his heart.-But before he 
got at the Deoas, he saw this difficulty : ' In truth, he 
does not know the Self at the time as this is I, nor does 
he know these things. It seems as if be had undergone 
annihilation. I see no good in this.'-( 1) 

With fuel in his hands, he came again. Prajapati 
said to him-' lndt'a, you went away satisfied in your 
heart ; for what purpose are you coming again? '-He 
said-' Revered sir, be does not know the Self at the 
time as this is I ,-nor does he know these things; it 
seems as if he had undergone annihilition. I see no 
good in this.'-(2) 

BHASYA-As before, having said-' Etam tveoa' etc., 
('this indeed I shall explain further' ), he has said 'that 
which isfully asleep etc.,'-a passage that has been already 
explained.-' The Seer seen in the Eye.'-' Who moves 
about, worshipped in dream',-' that which is full asleep', 
'at perfect rest and knows no dreams' ,-'that is the Self; the 
Immortal and Fearless; this is Brahman ';-all this that He 
said was fully as he meant it.-But lndra saw a difficulty 
in this also-" How?"-' In truth, he-the Self-does not,
while in deep sleep-know the Self ;-he does not know It 
at all ;-as what ?-as 'this is I ';-nor does he know these 

c. u. 30 
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hings,-as he does in the waking or the dreaming state ;
it seems as if he had undergone annihilation,-' as if ' has to 
be understood as before ;-'undergone '-gone to-' annihila
,ion ',-appears as if i.e. annihilated ;-that is to say, it is 
only when the cognition is there and the existence of the 

. Cog niser ' (Self) can he understood,-not when the 
cognition itself is not there ;-and when the man is in deep 
sleep, he is not found to have any cognitions :-hence, it 
follows that the coJiniser has become annihilated ; ·this is 
what is meant, and it is not meant that lndra regards the 
man as to have become really annihilated,-at least so long 
as he believes in the truth of the assertion of his 'immorta
lity and fearlessness '.-(1-2) 

TEXT-' So it is indeed, 0 lndra ',-said he-' this 
I shall explain to you further ; but none other than 
That; dwell here for another five years.' -He dwelt 
there for another five years ; with regard to :which they 
say 'for a hundred and one years did lndra dwell as a 
Religious Student, with Prajapati '.-He said to him. 
-(3) 

BHA$YA-As before, Prajapati said, 'So it is'; ""ha 
I have explained by means of three (practically) synonymous 
texpressions,-That and none other than That, Self-not any· 
thing else-but That alone-/ shall explain further ;-only 
some little defect is left in you, for the removal of which, 
dwell here for another five years.' -Having been thus advis
ed, he did as he was told. Therefore, when all his impuri· 
ties and other defects had been completely washed off, 
Prajapati explained to I ndra the real nature of the Self, as 
free from the defects due to contact with three states (of 
waking, dreaming and deep sleep), and characterised by 
freedom /rom evil and other characteristics-These thus came 
to be a hundred and one years-fully completed ; in regard 
to which cultured people say 'for a hundred and one years 
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did lndra dwell as a Religious Student with Frajapati.' 
This is what has been made up by the mention of ' thirty
two ' (three times),-this i:. a :,Jde re1aark made by the text, 
apart from the anecdote (relating to Virochana-lndra
Prajlipati). 

What is done by all this is to eulogise the knowledge of 
Self as that than which nothing is higher ,-and which is 
higher than the position of lndra himself ,-so much so that 
the said knowledge was acquil'ed by him with such great 
effort and trouble extending over a hunderd and one 
years.-(3) 

End of Section (11) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (12) 

TEXT-' I ndra, mortal is this body, held by Death;
it is the abode of that Immortal (unbodied Self) ;-the 
bodied one is held by Pleasure and Pain ; for the bodied 
Being, there is no getting rid of pleasure and pain;
but pleasure and pain do not, indeed, touch the un
bodied Being.'-( 1) 

BHASYA-'0 lndra, this boh i.5 mortal,-liable to 
die.-Yo~ think that the Self, which has :been expounded 
by me as contained in the eye, and as marked by restful 
sleep,-becomes annihilated ;-now listen to the cause of 
all this: ' This body, that you see, is mortal-perishable;
it is held-seized-by death-constantly.' If the term 
'mortal' meant only 'liable to die at some time', then the 
fear of death would not have been so great as it is when it 
is said that 'the Body is held constantly',-pervaded through 
and through-by death ; hence, for this purpose of creating 
a feeling of disgust for the body, the particular expression 
has been used 'is held by death'.-"How is this?" When one 
has become disgusted with the idea of the Body being· his 
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Self, he turns back upon (regrets) that idea.-The 'body' 
here stands for the Body along with the sense-organs, the 
Mind and the Intellect ;-this Body is the abode of the 
Being in restful sleep, who is cognised in these states 
(of waking, dream and deep sleep), the lmmortal,-free 
from Death and other qualities besetting the Body, the sense
organs and the Mind.-The term 'Immortal' itself connoting 
bodilessness, the reiter.ation of the same :by the additional 
term 'unbodied' is meant to precluding the notion that 'like 
Air and other things, the Self is made up of parts and has 
a material shape ;-this Body is the abode-substratum of. 
experiences of the Self ; or it is the abode of the perceiving 
(Living) Self when he comes to be born, through fire, 
water, and the rest in that order ;-or the body may be 
regarded as the 'abode' of the Being, on the ground that 
the Being, in the form of the Living Self 'abides' in it. 

When the Self has for his abode such a Body, which is 
constantly held by Death, and beset with pleasure and pain 
brought about by Merit and Demerit,-then, abiding in 
such a body, he becomes 'bodied'. Though in his own 
nature, the Self is unbodied, yet he comes to have such 
notions as 'I am the Body-and the Body is myself', on 
account of his not understanding his real nature ; and this 
is what is meant by his becoming bodied ;-hence having 
thus become bodied,-he becomes held by Pleasure and Pain. 
This is a well-known fact,-for this bodied Beinll, there is no 
getting rid of-destruction, removal,-of Pleasure :and 
Pain,-caused respectively by the connection and disconnec
tion of external things-and appearing in a continuous 
series,-which connection and disconnection he regards as 
his own. The same Being: however, when, his ignorance 
in the shape of his notion of the Body being the Self has 
been set aside by his knowledge of his real unbodied 
nature,-then Pleasure and Pain do not touch him ;-the 
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verb 'touch' is to be construed with both 'pleasure and 
pain'; so that there are two sentences-'Pleasure does not 
touch him' and 'Pain does not too..tch him' ;-such con· 
struction being like that in the sentence ' na mlechchiishu
chyadhiirmikai~ saha sambha~eta'. (one should not converse 
with the mlechha (foreigner )-the unclean-and the un· 
righteous) [When 'not converse with' is taken with each 
of the three nouns following ] . The reason for this 
(absence of Pleasure and Pain ) lies in the fact that 
Pleasure and Pain are the effects of merit and demerit,
while the real nature of the Self is being unbodied,-so that 
merit and demerit being impossible in this latter, the 
appearance of their effect is still further off ; hence, it is 
that pleasure and pain do not touch him. 

" If Pleasure also does not touch the unbodied Self, 
then it comes to what Indra suspected that 'during deep 
sleep, he becomes annihilated.' " 

This does not affect our position ; what is meant here 
is the denial of such Pleasure and Pain as are the effects 
of Merit and Demerit, connected with the Body ;-this is 
clear from the statement that 'Pleasure and Pain do not 
touch the unbodied Being.' As a matter of fact, the term 
'touch' has been found to be Lsed in connection with what 
is liable to appear and disappear-such as ' the cold 
touch', 'the warm touch'; this term 'touch' is not used in 
connection with what forms the very nature of things,-in 
such as the Heat and Brightness of Fire, which form its 
very nature,-which are not spoken of as 'Touch of fire'; 
commonly like the Heat and Brightness of fire and the 
sun,-the 'Pleasure' in the form of Bliss which forms the 
very nature of Being, is not denied here (by the Denial of 
pleasure) ; because that bliss is the very nature of the Self 
has been taught in many Vedic texts-such as-(1) 
'Brahman is Consciousness, Bliss' ( Brhadii. Upa. Ill· 
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ix. 28.),-and (2) 'Brahman is Bliss' (Taitti-Vpa. Ill. vi. 1.). 
In fact in this Upaniljad also 'it has been declared that 
'the Infinite itself is Bliss'.' 

Objection:-"lf the Infinite and the Bliss (Pleasure) be 
one-and the same, then the latter would l:e either un
cognisable; or it would by its very nature, be constantly 
cognised ; so that there would be no difference between 
the two: and this is not what is desired by lndra, as he has 
declared that-'He does not at the time know the Self as 
I am this, nor does he know these beings,-he seems to have 
gone to utter annihilation ;-and I see no good in this.'
what is desired by lndra is that which knows itself, as also 
the Beings,-which knows no pain, and who, by such 
knowledge, attains all regions and all desires." 

True; this is what is desired by lndra, his idea being 
that 'these beings are different from me,-than regions and 
these desires are all different from me,-and I am the 
owner of all these.'-But this is not what is good (whole
some) for him; and Prajapati has to explain what is good 
fortune. What Prajlipati wishes to explain for the good of 
lndra is the idea that the Self is unbodied like the Akasha 
and when the text speaks of the attainment of all Regions 
and Desires,' what is meant is the realisation of the truth 
that all these are Self itself ;-and not that the attainment 
of something other than the Self ,-like the attainment of 
the kingdom by the king. Such being the case, what 
would know what,-as 'these beings' or 'I am this '-all 
being the Self which is one only? 

Says the objector-" In accordance with this doctrine, 
there would be no truth in such Vedic declarations as
(1) 'with women and conveyances etc. etc.,' (Chha. Upa. 
VIII. xii. 3.). (2) ' If he is desirous of the region of the 
fathers'etc.', (Chhli. Upa. VIII. ii. 1-),-(3), 'He becomes 
one, two etc.' (Chha. Upa. VII. xxvi. 2.)." 
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Not so; there is nothing incongruous in the idea that 
what is the A 11-self is related to all rewards ; just as the 
clay attains the position of all ;ars, water-pots and bowls, 
etc. 

" If he is the All-self, then he would be connected 
with Pain also. " 

No ; because the Pain also is held to be included in 
the All-self, there would be no such incongruity (as one 
becoming connected with the other); as a matter of fact, 
all pains are the effects of imagination due to ignorance 
imposed on the Self ; just as the idea of the serpent is 
imposed upon the Rope. This ignorance, as the [cause of 
pain, having been destroyed by the perception of real nature 
of the unity of the body and all things in the Self,-there 
can be no suspicion at all of the connection of Pain. As 
for those desires (Pleasures and Powers) which have their 
source in volition abounding Goodness,-they are connected 
with the Body of God, and this connection is in regard to 
all things,-as these have a purely mental existence (in the 
Mind of God). But the real All-self is beyond all this,
he becomes the ' experiencer ' only through his limitations ; 
so that which is called the Self is ~bove all those operations 
that are due to lgnorance,-and none else ;-such is the 
doctrine of the V edlinta. 

Some people hold the following opinion,-" In the text 
'it is the person seen in the eye ', Prajiipati has spoken of 
the Reflection-Self (as the Self) ; and something totally 
different is the Person in dreams and in deep sleep ;-and 
there can be nothing beyond these which could have the 
character of being free from evil and the rest ; as, if there
fore, there would be self-Contradiction."-

These people, holding the above opinion, explain the 
purpose of the teaching of the Reflection and other Selves, 
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as follows :-if the very abstruse ultimate truth were set 
forth at the very outset, then inasmuch as the Supreme 
Self is difficult to understand,-on the hearing of such an 
absolute subtile entity, there would arise sheer confusion 
in those persons whose minds are addicted to entirely 
external objects. And in order to avoid this contingency, 
Prajapati has proceeded with the expounding (as a preli
minary step) of the Reflection and other selves.-Just as on 
the second day of the month, when a man wants to see the 
very thin moon, another man, at first, points out to him the 
tree which is visible near at hand-' now see this way is 
the Moon ',-then he points out further off to the peak of 
a high mountain which appeals to be close to the Moon,
then the man sees the Moon ; in the same manner, Prajapati 
spoke (at the outset) by means of the first three illustra
tions,-not of the Supreme Self, but-of ' the Person seen 
in the Eye' and so forth. In the fourth illustration, he has 
spoken of the Highest Person, the Supreme Self, which 
rising out of the mortal Body, and becoming unbodied and 
of the nature of pure light, becomes merged in which 
Highest Person, and he continues to ' sport and rejoice', 
(Chha. Upa. VIII. xxii. 3)-such is the explanation provided 
by these people. 

It is quite true, that this explanation is very pleasing 
to hear ; but such cannot be the meaning of the text. 
Having propounded the teaching that ' the Person seen in 
the Eye is the Self ',-Prajapati found that his pupils had 
understood the Reflection to be the Self ,-and then with a 
view to removing this wrong conviction of theirs, he in· 
traduced the illustration of the ' water-cup' ,-the question 
'what do you see? '-and then advised them to adorn 
themselves etc., all this would be meaningless, if what 
Prajapati wished to teach was only the Reflection-Self, by 
the expression ' the Person seen in the Eye ', further, after 
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having himself taught that the Reflection was 'the Self, it 
would be necessary to explain why he sought to set aside 
that idea ; and He :would Hi11tself ~,tate the reasons for 
the setting aside of the notions that the Dream-Self or the 
Self in deep sleep was th:: Self ;-but no such reason has 
been stated ;-from all which we conclude that Praj'iipati 
did not propound the teaching that the Reflection in the 
Eye is the Self. Further, if it had been taughtlthat it is 
the seer that is seen in the eye, then what has been asserted 
might be right: but as a matter of fact, however, Praja
pati has said that ' This I am going to explain further', 
and then has gone on to expound the seer in connection 
with dream also. 

It might be urged that-" The Seer has not been ex
pounded in connection with Dreams."-But that cannot be 
right; because such ·expressions have been used (in con
nection with the Dream-Self) as-' weeps, as it were',
• becomes conscious of pain as it were' ;-nor does anyone 
except the Seer ' move about worshipped ' (as declared 
under x. 1); because it has been proved by reasons in 
another Vedic text, which declares that ' Herein the Self is 
self-illumined.'-Even though during dreams the person 
remains conscious, yet it is not that consciousness which 
is the cause of the perception of the dream-experiences ; 
what happens is that the consciousness itself becomes 
perceptible as resting upon the impressions of the waking
state ; just as in the case of the painting it rests on the 
piece of canvas; so that this would not militate against the 
' Self-luminous ' character of the Seer.-Then again, it has 
been asserted that 'during the waking and dreaming states, 
the man does not know thing, as ' these things ' nor does he 
know the Self, as' I am This.' ''-There could be room for 
this denial-' In Truth, he does not rightly know himself 
etc.', or (xi. I above) ,-only if the contingency denied were 
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with the bounds of possibility.-Thus it is having asserted 
that so long as the Conscious Being has a body, there is no 
freedom from the Pleasure and Pain due to Ignorance 
(xii. 1), he has gone on to add that on that serene Being 
becoming unbodied,-and True Knowledge having come 

. about,-there is no Pleasure or Pain ; and it is only because 
with the Body the Being is liable to be affected by Pleasure 
and Pain, that there is ground for the denial of the said 
Pleasure and Pain, in the sentence-' the unbodied Being 
is not touched by Pleasure and Pain ' (xii. 1). It has also 
been declared as a settled fact, in another Vedic text that
• the one Self moves along unaffected, throughout the 
Dreaming and Waking states, like a huge fish'. 

It has been alleged that-" The Serene Being rising out 
of the Body, goes to an abode where he says 'rejoicing 
with women and other objects of enjoyment' ",-and this 
must be a Being, in the shape of the Highest Person, who 
is different from the Serene Being, as indicated by the 
different Abode. " 

This is not right. Because even in the fourth illustra· 
tion, Prajapati has used the same expression as in the 
other cases-viz: ' This same I shall explain.'-If a 
different Being had been meant, then Prajapati could not 
have said' this same', which would be a lie. And further, 
all that teaching wherein,-having shown that the Being 
who is the creator of Fire, Water and Food and other things 
entered into his own Product in the shape of the Body, the 
Teacher has gone on to assert that ' that thou art ',
would become falsified ; 'and the right teaching would 
have been that ' Therein you will come to rejoice with 
women and other things.'-if the 'Highest Person' were 
something different from the Serene Being. Further, if the 
' Infinite ' were something totally different from the living 
Self ', then the text would not have asserted that ' I alone 
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am in the Infinite ', and then goM on to sum up with the 
declaration that ' All this is Self' ;-specially in view of 
another Vedic text, which says-' There is no Seer other 
than this' ;-nor, in that case, would all the Vedic texts 
have applied the term ' Self ' to the ' Highest Person ' 
(Supreme-Self) ; if the 'living Self' (counter-Self} of all 
living beings were not the same as the Supreme Self. 
From all this it follows that the Self dealt with in the 
present context is one only. 

This Self itself is not subject to the cycle of Birth 
and Rebirth. Because, as a matter of fact, the Birth and 
Rebirth-cycle is imposed upon the Self by Nescience 
{Ignorance}. For instance, the serpent, the silver and the 
darkness, imposed (respectively} upon the rope, the shell and 
the lf.kasha, by wrong cognition,-do not come to belong to 
these latter. This explains the statement-' for the bodied 
Self, there is no freedom from Pleasure and Pain.'-Then 
as for the statement that' he becomes conscious of pain, 
as it were ',-it has been proved that, in reality he is not 
conscious of pain. Thus it is clear that throughout all the 
four illustrations cited by Prajapati there seems the one 
idea that' this is the Immortal and the Fearless; this is 
Brahman.'-Even if this declaration were taken as emanat· 
ing from the Veda itself, hidden in the person of Prajlipati, 
-even so, it must be true; and it would not be right to 
prove it to be untrue by means of objectionable reasonings. 
Because there is no Means of Cognition, superior to (more 
reliable than) the Vedic text. 

" But that man is conscious of Pain and other disagree
able things is a perceptible fact,-found to be invariably 
true.'' 

Not so; as that perception is exactly like all such ideas 
as 'I am free from decrepitude', 'I am decrepit', 'I am 
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born', 'Jam long-lived', 'I am fair', 'I am dark',' I am 
dead ', and so forth ( which people have, and yet which as 
applied to the Self, are apparently wrong ). 

" All this is quite true ''. 
True, it is a matter difficult to understand; so difficult 

indeed that even the king of the Devas (/ ndra) was he· 
wildered by the reason for imperishability which was 
dem'onstrated by the.example of the water-cup,-and be
lived that 'it goes to annihilation.' So also, Virochana, a 
very wise person, born of Prajapati himself, accepted the 
view that the Body is the Self. In fact, it is in this ocean 
of the 'annihilation of the Self' as understood by I ndra,
that the Nihilists have become submerged.-Even the fol
lowers of Sankhya, though conscious of the fact that the 
seer is different from the Body and other things, yet re
nounced the authority of the scriptures and remained fixed 
in the idea of Diversity, which is the source of death.
Similarly, other philosophers also,-such as Ka1)ada and 
the:rest,-have set about to purify the substance 'Self' 
with nine qualities of the Self ,-just like a man going out 
to colour a piece of cloth, already pale red, with other 
colours.-So also others, who are ' Ritualists ' having their 
minds captivated by external things,-even though 
depending upon the authority of the Vedas,-have come, 
like lndra, to regard the absolutely True Unity of the Self 
as 'annihilation', :and hence they flounder about up and 
down like a pulley, (When such is the ignorance of such 
persons) what then can be said of those insignificant 
creatures, who are devoid of discrimination, and by their 
nature, have their minds captivated by external things? 

From all this it follows that this philosophical system 
has been set forth in these four Heads by persons following 
up the the tradition emanating from Prajapati;-and it can 
be understood only by those highly worshipped persons 
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who have renounced all longings for external things, who 
seek for no other refuge,-who are Parama-Hamsa, 
wandering Mendicants, who have reached the final life
stage and are totally devoted to the Philosophy of the 
Vedanta.-And even to this day, it is only these persons
and none others,-who carry on this teaching.-(}) 

TEXT-Unbodied is Air; and Cloud, Lightning, 
Thunder,-t~se are unbodied. Now, as these, rising 
out of that Akisha and having reached the Highest 
Light, appear in their own forms.-(2) 

BHA$YA-It is necessary now to explain in what 
manner the unbodied Serene Being comes, through Nes. 
cience, to be identified with the Body,-and actually em
bodied,--and then rises out of the body and appears in its 
own form ; and for explaining this, an example is cited :
Unbodied is Air ,--i.e. it is without a body with hands, feet 
and other limbs :-further, Cloud, Lightning and Thunder,
these are unbodied ;-such being the case, in the fulfilment 
of such purposes as Rainfall and the like,-what happens is 
that, rising out of that Akasha ;-the Vedic text supposed 
to be on the Earth refers to the Akasha connected with the 
Heavenly Region as ' that ',-these ,-the said Air and the 
rest.-come to assume that same form as Akasha, and hence 
cease to be recognised in their own respective forms of air 
and the rest, and come to be known by the name of Akasha'; 
-just as the Being in restful sleep, in the state of Ignorance, 
becomes identified with the body ;-air and the rest again 
rise out of the Akasha of the Heavenly Regions, for the 
purpose of accomplishing such purposes as Rainfall and the 
like.-" In what way? "-after the laps of Winter, Air and 
the rest, reach the Highest Light-the highest form of solar 
light in Summer,-that is, come into contact with Solar 
heat ;-they become disjoined and separated into their 
respective forms, and appear in their separate forms ; 
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the Air relinquishes its calm immobility and appears in the 
form of Storm ;-the Cloud appears in several such forms 
as the Earth, the Hill, the Elephant and the like ;-the 
Li~htnin~ appears in its mobile form of streaks of light ;
the Thunder also appears in its own form of Thundering 
and Thunder-bolt. In this way on the approach of the 
Rainy Season, all these appear in their own forms.-(~) 

TEXT-Thus does the Serene Being, rising out of 
this Body and having reached the Highest Light, 
appears in his own form. That is the Highest Person ; 
there he moves about, laughing, playing and rejoicing,
be it with women, or conveyances or relati ves,-not 
mending the body in which he was born. Like the 
horse yoked to the cart, so is the Spirit attached to 
body.-(3) 

BHA$YA-just as in the instance cited above Air and 
the rest are reduced to the condition of il.kasha, so this 
Serene Being, having, through ignorance, fallen into the 
cycle of Birth and Rebirth, becomes reduced to the condi
tion of the body, comes to have such notions as ' I am the 
son of so and so,-born-become old-am going to die'; 
and later on, when,-like Indra enlightened by Prajlipati,
he comes to be enlightened and to realise the truth that 
' you are not of the nature of the body, the sense-organs and 
the like ', ' that thou art ', and so forth ; then this Serene 
Being, the 'living Self' rises out of the Body,-as Air etc. 
rose out of Akasha,-and having come to realise his own 
form as distinct from the Body etc., renounces the idea 
that the Body is the Self ; and comes to appear in his own 
form of the True Self; this has already been explained 
before. 

That form in which the Serene Being appears, before 
being enlightened, is due to Ignorance; just as the Rope 
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becomes the serpent and then when illumined by light, it 
appears in its own form of Rope. In the same manner, the 
Highest Person-the H ighe~>f OJ Per suns; there are many 
'persons',-such as (1) 'the Person in the Eye', (2J 'the 
dreaming persons', (3) 'the manifested' and the 'unmani· 
fested' persons, (4) 'the person soundly asleep, happy and 

, serene', (5) 'unbodied, in his own form' ;-and of all these 
the 'person' in his own form is the 'highest' as compared to 
the 'differentiated' and the 'undifferentiated'.-This has 
been fuily explained in the Bhagaoad-Gita. 

Then, the :said Serene Being in his own form and 
resting in himself. as the All-self,-mooes about,-here and 
there, sometimes in the form of lndra and such other 
beings,-laughin,q, or eating all kinds of food, good and 
bad, that he desires,-sometimes playing-only in the mind 
(not physically) with things-heavenly as well as earthly 
brought about by sheer willing,-and rejoicing-in :the 
mind, with women and others,-not minding the Body;
the term 'Upajana' stands for what is born 4 the association 
of men and women,-or for that which is born in the form 
of the Self. or near the :Self. He does not mind-remember 
the Body-as the remembering of it would cause him 
pain, as the Body abounds in pain. 

Objections-" If he does not remember what he has 
experienct.:d, then Liberated Person is not omniscient." 

This does not affect our position. As a matter of fact 
the Body owes its origin to ignorance; and all this, ignorance 
and the rest, has been totally rooted out by True Know
ledge, so that, in reality the past experience has not been 
experienced at all, and hence the not remembering of it 
does not vitiate his omniscience. For instance, what has 
been experienced by an insane person, or by a person 
observed by planetary spirits cannot be remembered after 
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the insanity and the observers have passed off. In the 
same manner, what is experienced by men involved in the 
meshes of Birth and Regirth and beset by the evil effects 
of Ignorance, does not touch the U n~odied All-Self, for 
the simple reason: that the basic cause, Ignorance, is 

. absent in this case. Those 'True Desires hidden by the 
Untrue' which are experienced persons whose defects have 
been' removed and whose impurities have been washed 
off,-these alone are connected with the liberated All
Self ,-as these experiences owe their manifestation to 
True Knowledge, and hence these are pointed out in 
eulogising the Knowledge of Self ; it is for this reason that 
the specification that ' these are experienced in the 
Brahmic Region ' is quite reasonable ; because whereby 
they occur, they are said to occur in the 'Region of 
Brahman ',-as Brahman is the All-Self. 

Objection:-"lt has been said that 'being one only, 
Infinite does not see another, hear another or know 
another' ,-and then again that 'he rejoices on seeing things 
of the Brahmic Region' ;-thus there is Self-Contradiction; 
the one, seeing, as well as not seeing, at one and the same 
moment". 

This does not affect our position. This difficulty has 
been set aside in another Vedic text, where it is shown 
that 'on acoount of the Non-disapperance of the vision of 
the Seer, He continues to see things', and yet, inasmuch 
as the desires have no existence apart from the Seer him
self, he does not:see them. Though this explanation has 
been povided in connection with the Person in Deep Sleep, 
yet, the 'absence of the second is equally present in the 
case of the Liberated Person also, for whom all is one '; 
hence 'by what could he see what? '-As already explained 
above, 
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The question that arises now is this-"When the Self 
is unbodied, and characteris<>:d by freedom /rom evil etc.,
then how is it that he has been spoken of by Prajapati as 
the Person-seen in the E~e. It has got to be explained 
how the said Self is directly seen in the Eye." 

The Text proceeds to explain this ; and points out the 
reason why he is seen in the Eye.-an example is taken. 
just as the 'Pra.vo~~a'-the words may be construed as 
'Sa-Pra~og~a', or simply as' Pra;-;og~a·, which means that 
which is yoked, viz : Horse or Bullock ;-in the world, 
,-the term 'acharal)a' standing for that by which people 
'go about, i.e. Chariot or Cart,--for drawing it,-so to this 
body, which is like the chariot, is yoked the Spirit,
with its five functions, endowed with the sense-organs, 
Mind and Intellect, the Conscious Ego with his Self 
merged in the faculties of Cognition and Action,-this 
Spirit being yoked to the Body for the experiencing of 
the results of his own Karmic Residua; it is this 'yoking' 
which has been spoken of above in the text-'on whose 
departure shall I depart ? on whose firmness shall I 
become firm ?'-This Spirit is appointed to such functions 
as seeing, hearing and moving ; just as tht: chief officer is 
appointed by the king. It is of this Spirit that the 'Visual 
Organ (Eye) is a part, and which serves as the vehicle 
for the perception of Colour. (Thus, as the Eye is a part 
of that Spirit, it is quite reasonable to assert that 'the Self 
is seen in the Eye').-(3} 

TEXT-Now, wherein the eye has merged into 
.ilkasha, that is ' the person in the Eye'; and the Eye is 
for the purpose of seeing. He who is conscious that 
'I may smell ', is the Self; and the Nose is for per
ceiving smell. He who is conscious that ' I may speak', 
is the Self ,-and the organ of Speech is for speaking. 

c. u. 3 1 
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And he who is conscious that ' I may hear '. is the Self, 
-and the Ear is the organ for hearing.-(4) 

BHA$YA-Now, when the eye has merged into-become 
connected with-the Akasha-within the pupil in the Eye, 
within the body ,-then the Self in question who is really 

·unbodied is 'the person in the Eye' ,-i. e. the person appear
ing .iQ the Eye ;-and for his seeing is the Eye, the organ of ~ 
vision ; and as this organ is attached to the body of the 
seer, this seer comes to be ' seen ' through this indication 
mark in the shape of this Seeing,-though in reality He is 
above all this, unbodied and unattached. 

Prajapati has spoken of it as Seen in the eye; 'but that 
is only illustration ; what has been stated is true of all 
sense-organs; as it is that Self who is the perceiver of all 
things. And yet in all Vedic texts, 'He has been spoken of 
specially as seen in the Eye', because it is in the Eye that 
He is most clearly perceived; as says the text-' I saw it, 
hence it is true.' 

Further, in this body, he who is conscious-of what
that 'I ma'j smell' -be cognisant of-good or bad odour,
is the Self ; and for bringing about his cognition of Smell, 
Nose is the organ.-H e who is conscious that 'I may speak'
words I talk-is the Self; and for the bringing about of his 
action of Speech, the organ o} Speech is the organ.- Similarly, 
he who is conscious that 'I may· hear', is the Se/f,-and the 
Ear is the organ/or hearing.-(4) 

TEXT-He who is conscious that 'I may think', is 
the Self, -this is his Divine Eye; and it is by means of 
this Divine Eye of the Mind that he sees the 'desires'
those in the Brahman- Region ,-and rejoices .-(5) 

BHA$YA-Now, he who is conscious that 'I may think', 
-that only thinks without even the slightest touch of the 
functioning of any other sense-organ-is the Self. The 
mind is so called because of its function 'thinking' (manana). 
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In the case of all organs tl-te phr<~se ' He who is con
scious is the Self ' is found, which shows that consciousness 
forms the very nature of the Self. For instance, when it is 
said that 'He who illumines the front is the Sun, who shines 
to the right, who shines to the left, who shines above, is 
the Sun', it is understood that Light forms the very nature 
of the Sun. The organs of the Eye and the rest are for the 
purpose of bringing about the action of Seeing and the rest. 
That this is so follows from the nature of the Self itself.
Then again, when the Self is spoken of as the Knower,
one who does the act of knowing,-he is so by his very 
nature, by mere Existence, not through any action of his; 
just as when the Sun illumines things, it does by its mere 
presence-and not through any action. 

This Mind is the Divine Eye of the Self-' divine', i.e. 
not ordinary, that which is entirely different in character 
from all other organs ; and it is the 'Eye' in the sense that 
'one Sees by it'. The other sense-organs all apprehend 
objects existing in the present, hence they are 'not divine'; 
the Mind on the other hand, is an organ that apprehends 
objects past, present and future, is free from defects and 
is capable of apprehending all things, subtile as well as 
hidden and remote, hence it is called the 'Divine Eye'_ 

The Self thus who has become liberated,-reverted to 
his own form,-is entirely disassociated from all products 
of Nescience, such as the Body, the sense-organs and the 
Mind,-has resumed the position of All-Self-; being so, he 
is pure like Akasha, the Lord of all, with the Mind as his 
conditioning adjunct; and it is by means of His Divine Mind 
that He sees these desires,-through a vision that is very 
operative, like the light of the Sun-and rejoices ;-the text 
defines the Desires-as those in the Brahman-Region-i.e. 
Hidden, like buried gold, by the 'Untrue', and available by 

mere willing.-(5) 
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TEXT-' The Deoas meditate upon this Self; there
fore are Regions and all Desires obtained by them. 
One who having sought after this Self, understands It, 
obtains all Regions and all Desires ';-thus said 
'Prajiipati ;-yea, Prajapati said this.-(6) 

BHA$YA-Because this Self was expounded to lndra 
by Prajiipati therefore, having heard it from him, the Deoas 
even now, meditate upon this Self; and by meditating upon 
It, they obtain all Regions and all Desires. That is to say, 
the Deoas obtained that reward for which I ndra dwelt as 
a Religious Stuqent for a hundred and one years, with 
Prajapati. 

This might give rise to the idea that-"All this might 
have been so in the case of the Devas who are extremely 
fortunate beings ; it cannot be possible for the men of the 
present day, as they are short-lived and have smaller intelli
gence. Hence, in order to set aside such an idea, the text 
adds-Even at the present time, one obtains all Regions and 
all Desires.-who ?-One who, like I ndra and others, having 
sou{1ht after this Self understands It. This General statement 
was made by Prajlipati. The sense is that for all men, 
there is an equal chance of attaining Self-knowledge and 
securing its rewards. The repetition is meant to indicate 
the end of the treatment of subject.-(6) 

End of Section (12) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION (l3) 

TEXT-' From the Sombre I :go to the Variegated ; 
from the Variegated I go to the Sombre. Shaking off all 
evil, as the horse shakes off its hairs,-and as the moon 
frees itself from Rahu's mouth,-so shaking off the Body, 
and having fulfilled all ends, I obtain the uncreated 
Region of Brahman !-Yea, I obtain it.'-(1) 
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BHA.$YA-' From the Sombre I go to the Variegated etc., 
etc.,' is a Mantra-text, which is purifying in itself, set forth 
here for the purpose of bei,1.g .epeat~d, or meditated upon
'Sombre' is the deep Colour ; 'from the sombre' means 'from 
the sombre as it were' ,-the term 'Sombre' stands for 
Brahman in the heart, on the ground Brahman being extre· 
mely incomprehensible ; /rom this Sombre therefore means 
'from the Brahman in the Heart'-i.e. having come to know 
the Brahman in the Hearl by contemplation,- from That, I 
go to tl1e VarieJlated,-the Variegated as it were; the 
'Variegated' character of the Brahmic-Region being a Com
mon mixture ofF oresls and other Desirable things,-to this 
oarie.~ated-Brahmic-Region-may I go, in my mind, after 
the death of the Body .--The meaning is that-because /rom 
the VarieJ.!ated-Brahmic-Region-1 l!o :-for the purpose 
of differentiating Name and Form--to the Sombre,-i. e. 
because I have attained the position of this Brahman in the 
Heart ,-therefore I go tn that Variegated Self-in the form 
of Prakrli.-

It is next described in what manner I go to the Va
riegated Brahmic-Region :-As the Horse shaking off its 
hairs ,-i. e. by shaking, removes his fatig;ue and also dust 
etc. from his hairs,--becomes free from dirt, clean,--so, in 
the same manner, haring shaken off all evil-called Merit 
and Demerit,-and as-reflected-Moon frees itself from 
Rahu' s mouth and becomes bright,-so shaking off the Bcdy 
-getting rid of it, as the receptacle of all evil,-and by 
means of contemplation, having fulfilled all ends,-/ obtain 
the uncreated-Eternal-Region o/ Brahman.-The repetition 
is meant to indicate the end of the Mantra-text.-(1) 

End of Section (13) of Discourse VIII. 
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SECTION (14) 

TEXT-That which is named 'if.kasha ' :is the 
· revealer of Name and Form; and that inside which these 
tw J lie is Brahm'ln ; that is the Immortal ; That is the 
Self.-' I enter the Assembly House of Prajapati ;-1 
~m the glory of Brahma,_,as, the glory of K!!attriJas, the 
glory of Vaishyas ;-I wish to attain that glory;; I am the 
glory of glories. May I never go to that which is Red 
and Toothless, though devouring and slippery-yea, 
may I never go to it.'-(1) 

BHA$YA-The text beginning with the words 'tha 
which is if.kasha etc., etc.' is for the purpose of providing 1 

a definition of Brahman for purposes of meditation,-thaf 
which is named Akasha,-i. e. the Self well-known as such 
in Vedic Texts ; so named because of Hi~ being like 
if.kasha, incorp::>real and extremely subtile-this if.kasha is 
the reoealer-maintainer, differentiator-of Name and 
Form-both these subsisting in His own Self and serving 
as the Seed of the Universe, and standing to Brahman in 
the same relationship as Foam does to Water. 

That-Brahaman-inside,-within-which these two 
lie,-or, that which lies within Name and Form, and which 
is not touched by Name and F orm,-is Brahman entirely 
different from Name and Form, untouched by Name and 
Form, and yet the Reveale,. of both these,-such is 
Brahman. This is what has been expounded in the 
Maitreyi-BrahmaT_la. And in all these accounts of Brah· 
man, Pure Consciousness is the common element running 
through all, it is understood that Brahman is of the nature 
of Pure Consciousness; and it is thus that all the accounts 
become reconciled. 

''In what way is this nature of Brahman understood? " 

That is the Self ;-this term ' Self' stands for the 
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Personified Consciousness (Soul) of all creatures which 
Self-cognisable and is wellknown as such; and it is in this 
form (of Soul) that, It is to be U'1derstood as being the 
Self, the Brahman, without Body and all-pervading, like 
Akasha. 

That Se is Brahman, immortal,-not subject to death. 
What follows after this is a Mantra-text.-Praj1ipati is 
the four-faced Oeity;-His Assembly House-the Royal 
Hall,-! enter-go into.-F urther, I am the glory ,-i. e. 
the Self named 'glory' -of Brahma!JaS ; BrahmalJaS alone 
particularly meditate upon the Self, hence I am the glory 
of BrahmalJaS ;-so also of K~attriyas and Vaislzyas.
these also are entitled to meditate upon, hence I am the 
Self of those men also. I wish to attain that Glory. I am 
the glory-the Self-of g/ories-i. e. of the Selves that 
have to be associated with, and characterised by, the body, 
the sense-organs, mind and intellect. 

" Why do I enter the House? "-
Shyeta is Red,-in colour, like the ripe plum, ruddy,

and 'adatka' is loothless,-without teeth,-and yet, again 
adatka is devouring,-this refers to the female organ, which 
devours i.e. destroys, those who are addicted thereto, by 
depriving them of Energy, Strength, Virility, Understanding 
and Merit,-this that is red and sljppery-may I never go to. 

The repetition is meant to indicate that which Ill men
tioned as a source of great Evil.-(}) 

End of Section (14) of Discourse VIII. 

SECTION ( 15) 
TEXT-Brahma expounded this to Prajapati,Prajapati 

to Manu and Manu to the People. Having read the: Veda 
at the Teacher's house according to the prescribed rule, 
-durin~ the time left after performing his duties to the 
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Teacher,-having obtained his discharge and settled in 
his Household,-studying the Veda in a clean spot,
having brought on righteous persons,-and having with
drawn all his sense-organs into the Self,-never causing 
pain to any living beings, except in places specially 
ordained,-one who behaves thus throughout life 
reaches the Region of Brahman and does not return ,-yea, 
does not return.-( 1 ) 

BHA$YA-This-Philosophy of the Self-along with 
its auxiliaries, in the shape of 'the syllable Om ' along with 
the Meditations-and the Treatise dealing with these sub
jects, consisting of eight: Discourses,-Brahma-Hira1Jya
garbha or the Supreme God Himself, through HiraiJJa
garbha,-expounded to Prajiipati-to Kashyapa ;-this 
Kashyapa expounded it to his Son, Manu,-and Manu ex
pounded it to the people. Such is the Philosophy of the 
U panil}ads which is still understood to be the Essence of 
the Veda, handed down through the said tradition. 

" In the last three Discourses beginning with the 
Sixth, ( i. e. in Discourses VI, VII, VIII ), the Science of 
the Self has been revealed, and it is understood to be 
fruitful ;-so that there is no ase}izl purpose serrJed by Actions 
(Sacrifices) prescrihed in the scriptures." There being a 
possibility of such an idea being entertained, the Teacher,
with a view to refute this uselessness of Actions,-proceeds 
to describe the usefulness of Actions as performed by the 
learned and wise, which bring about very excellent results:
(1) HarJin!l read the Veda at the Teacher's House,-i.e. read 
the Vedic text along with its meaning,-according to the 
prescribed rule,-carefully following the rules laid down in 
the Smrtis ;-inasmuch as for the person who is going to 
enter the Household, it is necessary to act up to all the rules 
prescribed in the Smrtis, the text lays special stress upon 
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one of these, the attendance upon the Teacher,-during the 
time that is left-unspecified after performing all that is due 
to the Teacher,-during such time \not specified), having 
read the Veda; the sense is that it is only when the Veda is 
read in this manner, strictly in accordance with these rules, 
-not otherwise-that it brings about its fruit in the shape 
of Action and Knowledge;- (2) Having obtained his dis
charge,-after having completed the Inquiry into Duty and 
returned from the Teacher's House;- (3) Taking a wife 
according to law, and settled in the Household,-i. e. duly 
carrying on the Duties of the H ouscholder ; and in order 
to emphasise the all-importance of Vedic Study among all 
the duties of the Householder, it is added-studying the 
Veda in a clean spot ,-secluded and free from unclean 
things, seated in the prescribed manner ;-learning the 
compulsory portion of tbe ~k and other Vedas, and also as 
much more as he can ;- (4) Having brought up righteous 
persons-equipping his sons and pupils with right-conduct 
training them to a righteous life:- (5) Having withdrawn 
-drawn away-all his sense-organs into the Sel/,-into the 
Brahman in the H earl-away from the apprehending of 
their objects;-and having renounced all actions;- (6) Not 
causing pain to living beinf!s,-moving and unmoving ;-as 
there is some sort of pain inflicted in the begging for food 
and considering about (which are prescribed for the renun
ciate also),-the text adds the qualifyiug clause 'except in 
places specially ordained'; the term' tirtha' stands for that 
which is sanctioned by the scriptures ; and these are 
excepted ;-This is a duty common to men in all stnges 
of life ; some people go even so far as to assert that the 
'H imsa' done at sanckoned places is not Hi msii at all ;
(i) One who does all this while Settled in the Household, 
the man who thus becomes entitled (to further progress) 
throughout life,-as long as he lives and behaves thus-reaches 
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the Region of Brahman, on the death of the Body ;-and 
he does not return,-for taking up another Body ; this clause 
denies the Rebirth which might be considered likely. 
What is meant is that having, through the Path of light 
and the rest, having reached the created region of the 
created (and hence comparatively ephemeral) Brahman
the Man stays in that Region as long as that Region itself. 
lasts, and before that-till then ( i. e. till Final Dissolution 
-says .ifnandagiri )__:he does not return (to life). 

The repetition is meant to indicate the end of the trea
tise on the PHILOSOPHY of tlze UPANI$ADS.-(1) 

End of Section (15) of Discourse VIII. 

End of DISCOURSE Vl/1. 

End of Ch!indogya U pani~ad 
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A 
Abhipratiirin-Kiik~aseni- The 

story of- 186-89. 
Absolute Highest Good, 1. 
Absolute Liberation, 255, 
Absolute Truth, 412. 
Absolute Brahman-immediate 

merging in -, 253-54. 
Absolutely Real, 413. 
Absolutely True, 397-98, 414. 
Absorption- Doctrine of, 185. 
Accent -What is the essence of, 

49-50. 
Action-Meant for, 3 ; - Auxi

liaries of, 3; Agencies of, -
4;- of Sacrifice, 5;- (Krti) 
means controlling of the senses 
and concentration of Mind, 401. 

Acts-which are not done at the 
time of breathing in or 
breathing out, 28-29. 

Adharma-means what should 
not be done, 16. 

Adhvar;:~•u, 1.14. 
Aditya 116-17, 120, 131-132, 160 , 

163; - Prii!las are the Adit::;as, 
163 ;-is the flamingo, 195-95; 
- essence of Heaven, 216; -
Sama verses from-216. 

Agni 118, 160, 162, 186-88, 193-
95;- adoration to, 128 ; -
essence of Earth, 216 ; - ~k. 

Verses from - , 216. 
Agnihotra is a Smarta rite 59, 

103, 110, 112, 241-42, 250-51, 
256, 286-90, 362, 364-65, 422 ; 
- Libations, 240-242. 

491 

Agnividya (sacrifice of fires) 198, 
211. 

Ahiira-Shuddhi (Purity of objec
tive cognition) 411. 

Alzarga7;1a Sacrifice, 278. 
Ahavmziya fire, 120, 217-18, 284-

85 - instructed Vpakoshala, 
205 ; -Food of - , 206. 

Air is Sama 40 ; - ( Physical ) is 
the only absorbent with refer
ence to Deities, 184; - Make~t 
the Sun and the Moon inviai
ble, 185;- every movement is 
the effect of-, 185; -absorbs 
all the extremely powerful 
elements, fire etc. 185; - is the 
initiation of the sacrifice, 213; 
- has various co u r a e s
Avaba, Pravaba, Udvaha, etc. 
280. 

Airammadiya Lake, 435-36. 
/ijatashatru 278. 
Akiisha outside the Puruia, 141 ; 

-as an elemental substance, 
141 ; -'within the Puru$a, 142; 
--which is in the heart, 142;
is one, 142; - perceptible by 
the ear, 142;- is the sphere of 
waking consciousnes~, 142; -
has excess of suffering and pain, 
142; - all things in this world 
are born out of it and arc 
dissolved into it, 53; -is the 
ultimate substratum 53-54;
which is the sphere of dream 

• cognition has less suffering and 
pain, 142 ; -within the heart, 
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142 ; - which represents the 
cessation of all suffering.· and 
pain constitutes the sphere of 
deep sleep, 142;- as Brahman, 
169;- is a subtle entity, 169; 
- is all-pervading, subtle, and 
free from limitations, 169;
h_:Is four feet- Agni, Vayu, 
Aditya and Quarters 110; - is 
all-pervasive, 281 ; - i'!, greater 
t h a n Fire, 389-90 ; - within 
the White Lotus, 416-1 'i; -of 
the heart, 438, 443. 

Ak$a fruit, 374. 
Ak~a7a meaning a letter, 87. 
All-self, 471,479-80,483. 
Altar, 284-85. 
Amalaka fruit, 374. 

A~Jtf.a- production of, 173;
splits up into two halves- one 
Silver and the other Gold, 
173-i4. 

Agnidhra- fire (Dak~i(lagni), 119. 
Ama i~ the name of Prri(la, 233-

34. 
Angiras (breath in the mouth), 

23-24. 
A1igiras meditated upon t h c 

breath as udgitha, 23-24. 
Amaravati, Indra's City, 133-34. 
Ana is the di~tinct name of 

breath, 228-29. 
Anashakay,ma, 435-36. 
Antarik$a (sky), 317. 
Anvaharyapacana fire (DakFi!lii-

g,i} instructed Upakoshala, 205; 
-Food of- is water, 205; 
284-85. 

A.pana-When one breathes in-
21-28;- meaning of-145-46; 

is satisfied by Libation offer• 
ings, 287. 

Aparajita City of 13rahman, 435-
36. 

Apurva-The transcental poten
cies created by man's past 
deeds, 241. 

Arattyaka Section of Veda, 212. 
Arattyayana (Ocean Path), 435-36. 
Artery in the head, 254, 414, 445; 

Artery Section, 441-43; - in 
the heart, 445. 

IITU(la 236. 
Ashwamedha Sacrifice, 12'i. 
Ashwapati-Kaikeya, a student of 

Vaishwa11ara -self, 215. 
Assembly of tbc Paticalas, 236. 
Assembly, House of Prajapati, 

486-87. 
Astliva (orchestra)- place where 

they sing hymns of praise, 58. 
Astronomy, 369. 
"·lsuras born of Prajapati, 15; 
meanin~ of,- 15-16. 

.Athan•a~za 356, 358. 
Atharvafzgiras 126-27. 
Atidhanvli-Shaunaka, 54. 
Atri 23. 
Aubterity- Constituents of, -

106; 112. 
Avabhrtha Bath is the D.:ath, 

165-66. 
Avaha-air, 280. 
Avasathya-fire, 233, 241 (as the 

sky), 242. 
Ayasya is breath itself, 23-24. 

B 

Badara fruit, 314. 
Bahi§pavamiina hymn, 65-66. 
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Baka 24-26 ;-Baka - Da!bhya
meditated upon the breath in 
the mouth 23; 64-65; -Dalbhya 
acted as Udgiitr priest for the 
Naimi1iyas 24, 64. 

Ball-offerings, 86. 

Banyan seed, 346-4 7, 350. 

.Bards were to rouse kings from 
slumber by eulogistic chants, 
180. 

Bauddhas held the Negation of 
Being before birth, 297-98, 348. 

B~es mak~ honey, 243, 340. 

Being--was only. in the beginning, 
295; - stands for that entity 
which is mere tSSP, subtile, 
indefinable, etc. 295, -- ~5-
300;- is sentient, 305, 308; 
- is all in all, 306 ; - is the 
real conceiver, 307; -alone is 
the real factor, 317; -all tho: 
creatures reside in - 335-36 ; 
- is that through which all 
this universe becomes imbued 
with self in its origin-, 339 ;
is the root of the l 1niverse, 348; 
- all the creatures merge into, 
340;- root of the universe, 
350, 362 ; - is the only real 
entity, 363;- is the All-self, 
364; - unity of the, - 366 ; 
-Products of the reflection of 
the -, 439 ; - cognition of -, 
440. 

Bhadrasena, 308. 

Bhagavadgitd 152, 479. 
Bhagaviin, 412. 
Blaalliilqa (short-sightedness ),177, 
Bhiillavi, 274. 

Bhufl is a syllable 115 ; - ia 
oalled the first V yahrti, 115, 
160, 216-17 . 

.dhuma, (Infinite) 366. 
Bhuva[J is the second V:yahrti, 

syllable, 115, 160, 216-17. 
BhUtavidyii-the science of mate

rial substances, 369 • 
Birth-good and evil, 269-70 ; is 

in accordance with knowledge, 
342-44. 

Blessed Regions, 105. 
Bltssings-Fulfilment of'-, 31. 
Bliss 401 ; - Highest, 401 ; - is 

Infinite, 402. 
Blue-Very, black light in the 

sun is Sarna, 40 ; - light in the 
sun is perceived only by con
centration upon the sun, 40 ; 
-light in the eye is Sama, 44. 

Body is an aggregate of causes 
and effects, 221;-Causes.which 
devdop,- 334-35;- is made 
up of seven substances, 337 ; -
is mortal467. 

Brahmii, 137. 
Brahmacarin, 188. 

Brahmacarya, 413, 415. 

Brahman-the three Vedas, 45;-
133;-the three footed Im
mortal. 141, 148, 150- known 
as Akasha in the heart is omni
present, Complete, 143; - is 
imperishable and is not 
limited, 143 ; - 151 ; - is the 
Same as Self -Qualities of-, 
154-55;-Ligbt of,-1b8;-other 
qualities of -, 168; - as mind 
168; - as Akiisha 169;-is acces
sible by mind, 169 ; - is four-
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footed - Speech, breath, eye 
and ear are His feet - with re
ference to body, 169; and Agni, 
V ayu, Aditya and Quarters are 
the feet with reference to the 
deities 170;-His four factored 
food, 192;- one who knows 
- is always happy, wears a 
smiling face, is free from all 
anxiety and fully sati&ned, 19i-
98 ; Nature of - 208 ; -Priest, 
213-19; the whole universe 
proceeds from and subsists in 
-and becomes absorbed into-, 
291 ; idea of - 362; knowledge 
of -, 400 ; characteristics of -
413-14;- city, 419 ; - is Con
scious and Bliss, 421; 469-iO,
Region 426-27, 431-3 8 ; -· in the 
heart, 428, 485, 489; - is sat;ya, 
428-29; - Region - body and 
other things in the - are 
purely mental ideas, 438. 

Brahmavidya-teaching of-·, 291. 
Brahman-the foot of-, 192-96. 
Brahma!la-is one who knows 

Brohma11, 180, 291-92; - is the 
visible detiy 9i- alone speak 
out so openly and straight
forwardly, 191; - is by his 
very nature straightforward, 
192. 

Brtihma!la-Caste-Rightful duty 
of the -not flinched from the 
truth, 192. 

Brahma!la-murderer, 260. 
Brahmic-glory is the radiance 

which is acquired by com
pleting the study of the Vedas, 
91 ; - 278-83, 286-88 ; - Per-

sonalities, 146-47; - Regions. 
255, 480, 482-85. 

Breath in the nose was pierced 
by the Asuras, 19-22;- in the 
mouth was not pierced by the 
Asuras, 19-22; one deprived 
of- cannot eat and drink, 
22; - i~ father, 23 ; - is 
mother, 23;- is the essence of 
limbs, 24 ; - in the mouth 
should be meditated upon as 
Udgitha, 37;- in the mouth is 
distinct from other br•·aths 
and speech, 38 ; - is the S 1ma, 
43-44 ; -means olfactory organ 
and air, 44;-what is the essence 
of - 49-50; - is like the foot 
:f Mind- Brahman, liO;
for the apprehension of odour, 
it shines and warms with 
the light of viiyu, 1 i1; - is 
absorbent with reference to the 
body, 185;- During sleep, 
speech, eye, ear and mind 
go to, - 185 ; - is Brahman, 
200-203; 206; Breaths are 
called Prii!Ja and Apiina, 213;
is superior to speech, 220 ; -
appears before speech, 221 ; -
is more important than the 
sense-organs i n c I u d i n g the 
mind, 224 ; fire and other 
entities are the various forms 
of- 227;- its superiority, 
227-28 ; - is the eater of 
everything, 228; - its talk 
which is imaginary, 229-31. 

Brhatsiima - interwoven in the 
sun, 92-93. 

Bri~~:hter Path, 251. 
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Brhaspati, 23-24. 
Bu{lila-Ashwatariilhwi - a great 

householder and Vedic scholar, 
273, 282. 

Butter is the subtlest part of the 
curd when the latter is churned, 
323. 

c 
Caikitiina-Diilbhya - an expert 

in Udgitha, 48-52. 
Camasa, 233. 
Ciindriiyat;~a is a penance, 104. 
Castes, 431. 
Cause subsists in its product, ~3. 
Celebates, 250. 
Celebacy, 434-3~, 441,441. 
Celcstia I regions,: 144. 

Centre of Blessings- is another 
name of the Person in eyt!, 209, 
211. 

Chandas (Prosody), 369. 
Charity 1s a pre-eminently 

Smiirta act, 59. 

City of Brchmmr, 415-20, 43o. 
Coffer- Philosoply of the know. 

ledge of- is necessary for 
the Son, 157; -- its nature, 158-
61 ; - as the repository of 
wealth in the form of the 
results of actions, 158. 

Cognition of the One, 4. 
Colour- Red, 129-31. 

Colour-Red-belongs to fire, 314-
16, 319; -Black to Food 
(earth), 314-16, 319;- white 
to water, 314-16, 319. 

Colours- All-have their 
origin in the Sun, 279. 

Conscious Ego, 481. 

Censciousness-Unspecified, 311-
12. 

Contents of the Chandogya, 1. 
Cosmic Dissolution, 341, 343, 
Contemplation of the manifold 

rays of the Sun as representing 
the Udgitha, 38, 

Contemplation is greater than 
intelligence, 380 ; - v a rio u s 
aspects of- 380. 

Couple -speech and life breath 
are the - 9 ; - f u I f i I s a I 1 
desires, 10 ; - is joined to
gether in one, 10. 

Creation - Previous cycle of -
311. 

Cycle of births and deaths, 404, 
446, 475, 478. 

D 

Diiksi(liigni, 217-18. 
Darn -Qualities of- 431-33, 
Death - all the sparsha conson 

ents are the very selves of -
101 ; abwlute cessation of-· 
104. 

Deep sleep, 296, 341, 343. 

Deity of the Nose, 21 ; -Deity is 
fond of mysticism, 43; -took 
the shape of a uog, 65;
kindling the Flame, 255 ; -
which has potencies unthink
able and endless, 312;- enters 
in the form of reflection, 312 ; 
-Deities do not eat, nor do 
they drink, 131-33, 

Delusion, 453, 
Devaki mother of Kr~t:Ja, 166. 
Devas were born of Prajapati, 15 ; 

- meaning of - 15-16. 
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Devavidyii, 369. 
Devasurasa11griima - meaning of 

-16. 
Dharm (what sh·,uld be done) 

16; - m•·.aning Duty, 114. 
Dice, 17S-79, 184, ISS. 
Difference between the cogintion 

of the One and the forms of 
worship and meditation, 4. 

Diversity- Notions of ........ 4, 108-
110 ; - of modifications is un
real, 108; idea of- 476. 

Divine Being, 25. 
Divine boles in the heart, 143-44. 
Divine form, 330. 
Divine men, 3S2 ; - Eye 4S2-S3 ; 

- eye of the mind, 482 ; -Path 
210 ; - the Path to Brahman, 
210, 212. 

Divinities entered the Science 
of the Triardic Science, 33 ; -

· Commenced the Vedic Acts, 
as a protection against Death, 
34; - performed Japa, Homa, 
etc. with mantras, 34 ; - covtred 
w i t h these mantras, 34 ; -
three, 310-15, 320. 

Doctrine of the Secondless felf, 2. 
Doctrine of the Negativist denied, 

302. 
Doctrine of Triplication, 306, 

309, 313-20, 322;- of Duality, 
313 ; -of the Unity of the 
Self, 404. 

D r ii v i 4 ii e ii r y a - A revered 
teacher, 133. 

Dr e a m 1 -evil, 235 ; - of a 
woman, 23 ;, - visi(\n, 235 ; -
what are seen in - are purely 
mentd bodies- 439. 

Dream-cognition is that stage of 
sleep when one sees dreama. 
3i.9; - is the effect of merit 
and demerit, 329, 

Dream-cognitions are unreal in 
relation to the waking C()gni
tion, 440, 443. 

Dream self, 461-64. 4i3. 
Dream-states of,- 443, 474. 
Duality- false doctrine of - 2 ; 

403-408. 

Duty - three branches of - ( 1) 
Sacrifice, study and charhy, 
(2) Austerity, (3) Relegioue 
student's residence in the 
teacher's house, 103 ; - Divi
sions of- 103-105; -of Life 
stagts, 105;- of the house
holder, 489. 

Dviipara, liS. 
Dying man - his condition, 444 ; 

- His passage after death, 
444-45. 

E 

Ear is the ~k. 44 ; - is the con
troller, 44. 

Ear is like the Foot of Mind
Brahman, 1'i0;- shines and 
warms with the light of 
quarters for the apprehension 
of sound, 171; -is prosperity 
222. 

Earth - essence of all beings, 6 ; 
- is the Nidhana, 74-75. 

Ekiiya11a - the Science of Ethics, 
369, 371-72. 382-83. 

Embryo - production of - 246-
48 ; - is the fifth evolute of 
water, 248. 
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Enchanting Lake, 255. 
Esoteric doctrine of the Siimar, 

69;- teachings, 127, 212. 

Essence of the flowers, 243 ; - of 
the Veda, 488. 

Evil contact of - produces the 
perception of disagreeable 

. smell and taste, 154. 
Evening Extraction, 161. 

Extraction - Morning, midday 
and evening, 116-17, 119;
third, 120;- midday, 119;
morning, 119-28. 

Eye is J].k. 44 ; - is like the Foot 
of Mind-Brahman, 170; -
shines and warms with the 
light of Aditya for the appre
hension of colour, 171;- is 
firmness, 221-22. 

F 

Faith- a meanli of bringing 
about the knowledge of the 
Teaching, 176 ; - 24-44, 249, 
400 ; - and reflection, 400 ; -
and service, 400. 

Fall- all of them who steal gold, 
drink wine, dishonour 
teacher's bed, kill the 
Briihma,a and who aasociate 
with these- 273. 

Fame consists in being known 
and talked of behind one's 
back, 146 ; - and glory dis
tinguished, 146. 

Final Liberation follows from 
true knowledge, 107. 

Final Dissolution, 252, 490. 

Finite is mortal, ~03, 409. 

C. U.3?. 

Fire is Prastava, 72 ; - is Prati
hara, 7".· ; one should not eat 
facing - 91 ; destroying the 
fires, 115 ; - goes over to the 
Highest Deity at the time of 
Death, 149;- taught to Upa
Koshala, 200, 206;- Fire
one who knows, becomes 
free from sins, 273 ;-Possesses 
sound and touch also, 318;
Air and sky are also present in 
- 318; forms of- oil, clari
fied butter etc., 321 ; -is water 
carrier, 336 ; - is greater than 
water, 388-89;- its three-fold 
forms - Bone, marrow a n d 
speech, 321. 

Five Fires - Evolution of the 
1 i b a t i o n in the - 243, 249 ; 
Philosophy of - 250, 252. 

Food - What is the essence of
SO ; Production of- 245 ; - is 
heavy, firm, nourishing, things 
and dark in colour, 307 ; -
becomes liquified when eaten, 
336;- greater than power, 
385; Various forms of - 386. 

Freedom - A b so I u t e, 330 ; -
409. 

Fullmoon-night, 232. 
Flamingo, 177-80, 195-96. 

G 

Gattdhara Regions, 351-53. 
Gari11ii river, 342. 
Giirgi, 417. 
Giirhapatya -fire 118; - in-

structed Remon, U pakoshala, 
203-Q4 ; Food of- is earth, 
205;- 216-17, 284-85. 
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Gaf'atja - propt'Under o f t h e 

Sarpavidyii., 369. 
Gate-keepers of the Region of 

Heaven, 146-47. 
Gaatam-Haridramatii., 190. 
Gaatama, Father of ShvetaketN, 

238-46;- 282. 
Gii.yatra- Sii.ma. as interwoven 

with the sense-organs, 89-90. 
Gii.yatri, a metre, 52; -·has been 

eulogised as Breath, 89 ; - is 
the same as speech, 139;- is 
this Earth, 139;- 138-41; is 
four footed and sixfold, 140; 
- is the m e d i t a t i o n o f 
Brahman 143 ; - contains, 24 
letters, 161. 

Germs - Question r e 1 a t i n g 

to-8. 
Ghora-Arigiras -a sage by name, 

166. 
Gi means speech, 29-30;- sky, 

30;- Yajurveda, 30;- air, 30. 
Giving of food as the means of 

bringing about the knowledge 
of teaching, 176. 

Glii.va-Maitreya, 64-65;- His 
a tory, 64-66. 

God is Akii.sha, 153 ; - His at
tributes, 153-55 ; - is pure 
smell in the earth, 154;- has 
no contact with evil, 154;
pervades over tlniverse 154; 
creator of all, 156;- should 
be meditated upon;- consists 
of mind, 169;- consists of 
.ilkasha, 169; -operative cause 
of the world, 226; - is the 
controller of the forms of 
Breath, 227 ; - is w it h out 

organs, 227;- 271-431; dosirea 
of- are infallible, 421; -of 
man, 471. 

Gold becomes joined by Borax 
Salt, 218. 

Golden Hall, 435-36. 
Goshruti-Vaiyaghrapadya, 231. 
Gotra, 33. 
Grtsamada, 23. 

H 

Hii.- i- Air is the syllable, 76. 
Ha- u- is a syllable, 67. 
Haridrumata 191. 
Haritaki, 14. 
Heart- Five Divine Holea in 

the,- 143. 
Heaven appears like a curved 

surface, 123 ; -the kingdom 
of-, 130; Heavenly Regions, 
242, 250, 258, 2iM, 284, 427-30, 
477;- is Nidhana, 72. 

Herbs -essence of water, 6. 
Highest being, 413;- Light, 429, 

446, 477-18;- Person, 475, 
479; - Truth, 366; - Goo d, 
367;- Philosophy, 367. 

Himkara, 86-Si. 
Himsa 489. 
Hitii. is an Artery, 320. 
Hirar.zyagarbha, 137, 148,227,255, 

436, 488. 
Hirar,zmaya should be taken to 

mean luminous, 41. 
Honey - Doctrine of-, 137-38. 
Hope is greater than memory, 

392-93 • 
Hotr, 213-14;- Sadana is 1he 

place seated where the Hotr
priest does the chanting; -
priest, 38-39. 
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Householder, 104, 110-15; the 
life of a -, 181 ; -who are 
entirely devoted t'l the per
formance of works of public 
utility and charity go to the 
moon through smoke, 25Q-55. 

Humility as a means of bringing 
about the knowledge of teach
ing, 176. 

Ibhya -name of a village, 55-56, 
Ideas- immediate sequence of 

the, 302 ; - of the cause is the 
source of the idea of the effect, 
301-02; - criticism of tho 
same, 302 ; - of fire is unreal, 
316. 

Ignorance - evils of-, 3 ; -, 
108 ; Bondage of -, 353 ; -, 
471, 474-75, 418. 

Ilavrta continent 6Urrounds the 
mount Meru, 134. 

Illusion -Positive or Negative 
300; Product of --, 369. 

Images, 363. 

Immortal, 405, 428-30, 445, 454, 
464-"8. 487. 

Immortality for a man centred 
in Brahman. 3 ; - No supe
riority or Inferiority, 36; -
104-107, 113-15, 124; Rt:!ative 
-, 252 ; Absolute -, 252-53. 

Imperishable Entity, 417. 

Impurity-sources of -, 251. 

Indra-All vowels are the very 
selves of - 101 ; -, stands for 
the east, 131 ; - 363; lndra 's 
&tory 419, 448-87. 

Indradyumno.-Bhallaveya, a great 
houset.older and Vedic scholar, 
273, 280. 

Infinite, 366-67 ; - is Bliss 402 ; 
-is Immortal 403, 429, 410; 
the nature of the- 405-408, 
411;- 474. 

Initiatory rites of the Ritualistic 
Sacrifice, 164 ; 232. 

Injunction of Action, 2-3 ; - of 
Prospective acts, 109. 

Inner- Akasha 414-419. 

Intelligence is greater than the 
will, 379; various aspects of-, 
380-82. 

Introduction by Shati.kara, 1-5. 

Iron becomes joined by lead, 218. 
Ik$vaku, 137. 
lshwara 159. 
Itihasa-Pura!la 126-127. 

J 
Jabiila- mother 0 f Jabal a, 

190-91. 
Jack -Fruit tree, 341. 

Jagati coRtainll 48 letters, 163 ; 
third extraction is related to-
161; 163. 

Jana-SharkaTiik$ya a great house
holder and Vedic scholar, 273, 
281. 

Janashruti 1'i6. 

]iinashruti an e x p e r t i n t h e 
Science of Udgitha, 48;- was 
a pious giver, very generous, 
with plenty of cooked food. 
He built re&t houses, 176 ; 
story of -, 176-84. 

]ibala, 236. 
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]iva, 152 ; - is the enjoyer, ex
periencer and related to the 
rewards of deeds done, 227 ; 
-is different from God, 227 ; 
-. 254. 

]ivatMan- that which differentia
tes it from the self is its con
nection with the Breaths, 254. 

Juhu is the eastern side of the 
coffer, 158. 

JyotiHoma, 16. 

K 

Ka is Brahman, 200, 203, 206, 
208;- means pleasure, 201. 

Kali, 178. 
Kaikeya an expert inUdgitha, 48. 
Kalpa- Rituals, 369. 
Kamsa (Goblet), 233. 
Knowledge - what is done with 

-that becomes more dtective, 
13-14; -well-defined brings 
its reward 16~; channels of 
- religious students, giver 
of wealth, exceptionally intel
ligent, Vedic scholar, a loved 
person and learning itself, 183; 
Fire of,- 356, 358;- of the 
self, 408, 467 ; -of Brahmall, 
443;- True-leads to Immor
tality, 107; -rests upon the 
oneness 108. 

Knowers of Brahman, 329. 
Kapigotra, 186. 
Kappyiisa meaning monkey seat, 

42. 
Karmic Force, 258-72; 329, 332, 

335,353-60; 443, 481. 
Kashyapa, 101, 488. 
Katha clan, 8;- Upanifad, 105. 
Kau$ifiiki, 37-38, 228, 394. 

Kha is Brahman, 200, 203, 206, 
208; - means .4ktisha, 201-Q2, 

Kola fruit, 374. 
Krchchra is an austerity, 104. 
Krgla-Dcvak'iputra,·166. 
Krta-cast of the Dice bears four 

marks and is used in gambling, 
1 78-i9; 184, 188-89. 

K1iittravidyii- Science of war· 
and Archery, 369. 

K!attriya is by nature more for-
ward, 49. 

Kubera, 159. 
Kulmiifa Grain 56. 
Kuru Country, 55. 
Kuruktetra, 142. 

L 

Lead becomes joined by tin, 218. 
Learning is greater than contem

plation, 382; various aspects 
of -, 382-84 ; - is superior 
even to the kingdom of three 
regions, 44 8. 

Leather bandages, 218. 
Letters twenty-one and twenty

two, 88-88. 
Libation in the fire, 118; - offer

ing, 285-89 ; fifth - the water 
IS called 'man', 237, 240, 

243, 247, 249; stages of -240, 
246 ; evolution of -, 243 ; 
-of faith, 242; -means the 
Apiirva -- the transcendental 
potencies created by man' s 
past deeds 241; the second 
stage of -, 244; path of -, 254, 

Liberati"n- Final-, 2-3; see
king for -, 236; -, 259-60 ; 
308-309; 354, 360; Direct 
means of- 437. 
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Liberated penon, 480. 

Life breath for its body, 3;- is 
Sama, 8-9;- of the sacrificer 
13 ; - of the priests, 13 ; - is 
the same as the sun in essence, 
26-27 ; - 280-81 ; - is made up 
of water, 322-24, 327-28;-
331-32, 336-38, 345, 356-57, 
366, 377. 

Life- Stages - Four-- 106.~31. 

Life - Full span of - consists 
of 116 years, 11i3, and also 100 
years, 204. 

Life-long students, 2:'0. 
Life-long Religious students,255. 
Light within a man, 146. 
Light of consciousness, 417. 
Living Ego, 365. 
Living &elf and self- relation-

ship between, 254. 
Living self (Jiviitmatr), 311-14. 
Living Individualised self, 330. 
Living Self 328-33, 338-39, 344-

46, 362, 310, 40i; 415, 442, 468, 
475, 478. 

Lotus is R appyiisa i.e. it is 
extremely bright and red, 42. 

Lotus of the heart, 413, 415, 441. 
Love and Revel differentiated, 

408. 
Luminous, 190. 
Lunar Re11ion, 258-liO, 263, 266-

68, 270, 272. 

M 

Madgu (acquatic bird), living in 
water, 196. 

M ahabhiirata, 368. 
M4hakiila, propounder of the 

Science of Treasures, 368, 

Mahiir·ainashikas- the Nihilist 
Bauddha, 299-301. 

M ahiivarfa country, 183-84. 
Mahiir•yahrtis are all essence of 

all regions and of Divinities 
and all Vedas 217. 

Mahi river, 343. 

M ahidasa-Aitareya 164 ; Philoso
phy of sacrifice was knovm to 
--- 164;- was the son of !tara, 
164. 

M aitreyi Briihma'}a, 4f6. 

:Man- essence of herbs, 6. 

Man - Full span of life of -
is 100 yrs., 90; - Learned and 
righteous and capable of doing 
JZOOd to himself and to others, 
does not incur sin by eating 
forbidden food for saving his 
life, 57;- as sacrifice, 161-62, 
165-66; - is made up of 16 
parts, 324; His body is warm 
while living but cold when 
dead, 149. 

.1\Iiinasa - lake, 133. 
Mango tree, S41. 
Manu, 137, 212, 487-88. 
Mantha (Mash)- the rite of-

231, 234-35. 
Marrow - the only matter inside 

the bone, 321, 337. 
Maruts, 132. 
Mathematics, 368, 311-72, 382-83. 
Means of Cognitions, 158. 
Medicine- Proper- sets right 

the disorders of the bodily 
humours, 39. 

Meditate upon Him who shines 
as Udgitha, 25. 
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Meditation- forms of- 34 ;
brings about the purity of 
mind, 4; -of the One, 4;- in 
reference to body, 137 ; -of 
Siima does not bring immor
tality, 103;- in reference to 
body, 44. 

·Membrane, 247-48. 
Memory is greater than Akasha, 

391-92; strengthening of -411. 
Mental Concept- there is reality 

in the- 439. 
Merit and demerit produce plea

sure and pain respectively, 329-
30,420-21,431-32.443,469,485. 

M eru ( Mt.) lies to the North of 
all the cities and regions, 133-
34. 

Metre in which one is going to 
pray upon that one should 
reflect, 32. 

Midday Extraction, 161-63. 
Mind - Functions of - 4 ; - is 

Siima 44.- is more extensive 
in its operations, 80 ;--spot 
where it is to be concentrated 
in the heart, 142-43 ; --creates 
water and V aru!!a 146 ; know
ledge of -- being a source of 
fame, 146 ; --is that whereby 
one thinks, 152; functions over 
its objectives, 153;-as Brahman 
169 ;--is a subtle entity, 169 ;-
has four feet- speech, breath, 
eye and ear, 169;- is home-
support of all those objects 
presented in the forms of per
ception, 222 ;--is His Divine 
Eye. that is, it pervades over 
all objectives of all sense-organs 
321, 483; --is developed from 

food, 321, and is a material 
substance and is not eternal 
and impartible 322, 324, 327; 
force of-- helps a man in all 
kinds of activities,325; strength 
of-- 325; verility of- 325 ;
is the subtlest part of food 
eaten, 323-24 ; - is fastened to 
life-breath, 331-32; --is the 
living individualised form of 
the living self, 329-30 ;- i~ the 
limiting adjunct of the living 
self, 332;- is the internal organ 
endowed with the function of 
reflecting, 3i4;-- is greater than 
speech, 374; - holds speech 
and name, 374 ; ,·arious form!J 
of- 314-75. 

Mishra so and so, 30. 
Mleccha (Foreigner ). 469, 
Modifications are real in so far 

as they are of the nature of 
Being, 313. 

Moon is the Sarna, 40 ; --is the 
origin of food, 145 ;--gets light 
from Brahman, 168. 

Moonless Day, 232. 
Moonless Night, 232. 
Morning Chant, 118 ;-- extrac

tion, 161-62; --recitation, 215. 
Mortality, 254. 

N 

Naimiriyiis, 24. 
Naiyiiyikas, 298. 
Niika (Happiness ) , 88. 
Name and form of Being. 296. 
Niirada is a Divine sage 366-68; 

enumeration of Vidyiis known 
to- 368, 370-72, 39i, 39?, 402, 
405, 410, 412, 459. 
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Nectar 129-35; Red Nectar, 135. 
Negation of Being, 297-99 -from 
-t~ings are produced, 300-301; 

Nesctence (Ignorance) 405 408 
414. ' • ' 

Nidhana Stima ia heaven, 72, 75, 
77,- is the cessation 76 fll 

Nihilists, 302.476. ' ' • 
· Nirukta, 369. 
Non-being, 29, 301. 
Non-duality-- science of-- 3. 
Northern Path. 59, 220, 241. 243 , 

251-52, 256, 271. 

0 
Objects-- Immovable -are in

sentient- is the view of V ai
she~ika and Bauddhas --which 
is rejected, 345. 

Obsequies-Performance of- 210. 
Offerings-- consisting of Soma_ 

juice, butter and milk- are 
thrown into the fire, 124. 

Om is a syllable, 5; meditate 
upon- 5; --is the name of the 
Supreme Being, 5, -is a re
presentation of the Supreme 
Be in!(, 5-12; --is the name and 
image of Supreme Self, 5 ; 
uses of-- 5 ; -is the essential 
part of all sacrificial acts, 6;-is 
the best essence among all the 
essences 'i ; -is the Udgitha 
8-9; -contains within itself 
the entire literature, 10;- is 
endowed with the qualiti"s ful
filling all desires, 10; --is 
brought about through the life 
breath, 10 ; --is endowed with 
th~ qualities of fulfilment, 
aucces~ and prosperity, 11 ; 

what is -- 11 ; - means • yes ', 
11;- i~ prosperity itself, 11 ; 
Three-fold science (~k. Yajru, 
Sam a ) proceeds with-- 12 ; -
is fit object of worship and 
meditation, · 12; sacrifices etc. 
are performed with- 13 ; sci
ence of- 13 ; -- is a part of the 
Udgitha, 17; meditate upon the 
syllable-- 33;- is the main 
subject of treatment, 33 ; --is 
endowed with the qualities of 
immortality and fearlessness, 
33;- is the cause of medita
tion of the syllable, 35; 
meditation of the syllable
brings rewards, 36; -is named 
as Udgitha and PralJava,36-37 ; 
meditating upon it alone one 
gets final reward- Immort
ality, 103 ;-is the Highest 
Brahman, 105, 116; --is the 
very image of the Supreme 
Self, 116 ;-is the means of 
attaining Immortality, 116. 

Ordeal of a thief, 359. 
Origins- there are only three-

311. 
p 

Pain due to sin is endless, 421. 
Path of action 2; --of man. 210; 

--of smoke, 1, 2il-'i2; -of 
light, 1, 212, 211-72, 490;- of 
speech, 214 ;-of Mind,214;
three- for householders 220; 
of fathers, 232, 236-37 -
Di~inities, 232, 236-37, 249 ; 
255;-of flame, 253;-to 
Brahman, 210, 212. 

Paneiilas, 236. 
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Paridhamya Verse, 214-15. 
Paramaharhsa is one who has 

reached the Final life stage, 
113, 4ii, (wandering mendi
cantli ). 

Pariirdha --that which is deserv-
ing of the highest position, 7. 

Piiriplava nights, 127. 
Parjt,mya --the deity, 244. 
Person in the eye controls all 

these regions that lie below 
this physical self, 46; --seen 
in the eye is ~k, Siima, Uktha, 
Yajru and Brahman. It is like 
the other person in the sun, 
45 ; ... and in the &un, 
points of similarity, 45-46; -
is called centre of Blessings 
and vehicle of Ble11sings and 
light, 209, 211 ;-- 450-51, 455. 
461, 472, 481-82. 

Person in the Sun, 47. 
Person in deep sleep, 480. 

Personality - golden, seen in 
the sun is called ut, 41-42; -
his eyes are like monkey seat, 
42· 

Personified consciousness (soul) 
of all creatures, 487. 

Philosophy of fire, 206, 211 ; -
of five fires, 220. 250, 255, 271, 
273;- of self, 206, 211, 449. 
456, 488 ;- of Brahman and 
qualification, 220 ;-of V aishvii
"ara self, 287-90: -of the 
process of births and deaths 
was only with the k!attriyas 
first-239-40 ; - of effulgence, 
196; - of the sixteen factors, 
198 : - of Brahman, 198, 200 ; 

- of Being, 291 : -of the 
sacrifice, 166 ; -- of the breath, 
231 ; --of the Upani1ads, 488, 
490;- of the Vedanta, 477. 

Physical science, 368, 371-72, 
382-83. 

Pitrs, 86. 
Positive composite (whole) doea 

not exist accordirg to the 
Nihilist, 301. 

Post-meridian sun, 92. 
Power is greater than learning, 

384; various forms of--, 385. 
Prii&hinashiila-aupamanyava, a 

great householder and Vedic 
scholar. 2/3-74, 217. 

Prajapati means the person capa
ble of performing acts and 
acquiring knowledge, 16; all 
sibilants are the very selves of 
- , 101 ; - brooded upon the 
regions, 115;- is the same as 
Virat or Kashyapa, 115, 137; 
186-187;- greatness of -187, 
216, 223, 446-67, 471-iS: 482, 
484, 486-87. 

Prama~a, 361. 

Prii~a. 1 ; -breathing out, 27-28; 
through - one rises up, 29 ; -
is called ut, 29-30 ; - is the 
deity of the Prastiiva, 63; 
meaning of -- 144 ; --to be 
meditated upon as Brahman, 
176 ; -- is His body, 152; --is 
the subtle body, 153 ; -- is the 
Vasus, 162;- 160-62, 186, 196-
97 ; -- becomes satisfied by 
offerings of libations, 286. 

Pra1}ava is Udgitha in Samaveda, 
36, 38. 
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Priirabdha, 261. 
Prastava -- Meditation of -- in 

connection with Siima-chant, 
55: -- is the introductory po~:
tion of the Siima, 59-63, 72, 76, 
17 ; - is the appearance of high 
cloud, 78; --is the summer, 78; 
-92. 

Prastotr priest, 58-59, 
Pratihiira, 60, f>3; -- lightning 

and thunder are --- 16-17 ; --
81, 92. 

Pratihartr priest, 60-f>1, 63. 
Praviiha~;w -J a i b a l i -- was a 

Kfattriya ell:pert in Udgitha, 48-
49, 53, 236, 239. 

Pricbt functions are performed 
even by ignorant persons, 15. 

Presiding deities of Eyes and 
other organs, 19; -- 32. 

Primordial matter, 304-305; -
is insentient, 305, 308. 

Process of births and deaths, 236; 
-of quintuplication, 318. 

Product is non-existent before it~ 
birth, 291. 

Prthiidaka, 142. 
Pulu~i. 274. 
PurJtJarika (white lotus) is the 

heart, 140. 
Puriitzas, 133; l'if~U-- 133 ;-

250, 252, 438. 
Pure-- one becomeb -- by pure 

acts, 355. 
Pure-being, 211-12, 408. 440, 443; 

- Brahman-- modified forms 
of -- consisting of the mind, 3; 
-- consciousness, 486 ; -- in
tellgence -- that which is of 
the nature of-- cannot be
come bifurcated, 46 ; -- Sattva, 
421. 

Pur1)avarman, name of a king, 
105, 173. 

Purification-- method of - 16. 
Purity of the inner nature, 411. 
Piir1)ikii, the name of a hdy, 166. 
Pur~a- in the sun-- his descri-

ption, 41-42. 
PUT~a is so called·as it lies in the 

body, or because it pervades 
the entire universe with its 
self, 41, 141. 

Q 
Quarter -- one should reflect upon 

-32. 

R 

Reality one, 2. 
Realisation of the final truth, 253. 
Rebirth, 1(>5-66 ; -process of-

341. 
Red hot axe, 2 
Red colour in the sun, 243. 
Reflection and faith, 400, 451. 

458, 460-63, 471-73. 
Region won by righteous deeds 

perishes, 422; -of the moon, 
1 ; essence of- is the three
fold science, 115 ; -- of the 
fathers, 257, 262, 272, 423; -
of brothers, 424 ; --of mothers, 
424 ; -- of sisters, 424 : - of 
friends 424:-of scents and Gar
lands, 424 ; of food and drink, 
424 ; - of song and music and 
women, 425 ; -- of Bhiib etc., 
431 ; -of Brahman, 488, 490; 
-- of Prajiipati, 213. 

Religious student, 104 ; - life
long-- 111; 183, 186-91, 199-
201, 203, 250-51, 291-92, 449, 
466-67. 
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Repository, 19•-97. 
Re~ults- actual accruing of -

depends upon the conditions of 
place, time and other acces
sory causes, 52. 

Revatis siima interwoven in cattle, 
95 • 

. IJ.gveda is applied to the collec
tions - IJ.ks and Briihma7Ja as 
123 ; - stand for acts prebcrib
ed in the IJ.gveda, 12J-24 ; --
160 ; -- 23 ; reward from - is 
the milk of speech, 31. 

Right path, 414. 
Rite of the mabh, 232. 

Ritualist, 130; characteristics of 
- 279 ; acts do not b r i n g 
immortality, Hl3 ; -- sacrifice, 
161, 164, 166; acts, 369-'iO. 

IJ.k --what is - 7;- should be 
viewed as earth, 39 ; -- essence 
of speech, 6 ; -- speech itself is 
- 8 ; -- is Siima, 28. 

Rock-crystal, 315. 

Royal hall, 487. 

Ruby-sale of- 14. 

Rudra 116-117, 119, --lives upon 
nectar, 131; sovereignty of--
131 ; are those who weep or 
make others weep, 163 ; - are 
prii!Jas, 163 ; in middle-al,te 
people are inclined to be cruel 
and hence, they were called 
' Rudras ', 163 ; are conneceed 
with midday extraction, TriHUP 
and Prii7Ja, 163. 

Rahu's mouth, 484-85. 

Raikva with the cart, 118-81 ; -
storyof-176-18 4. 

Raikvapar1_1ii is a village in the 
Mahiit•arfa country, where Rai· 
kva lived, 183. 

Raining is Udgitha, 75-78. 
Rain-production of - 244. 
Riijavarman a king, 105. 
Riijan Siima interwoven in the 

deities, 97. 
Riijni is the Western side of the 

Coffer, 158. 
Ramification of Siima. Homa and 

Mantras, 116-17, 122. 
Rathantara sama, 53, 67; --inter

woven in fire, 90, 
Rati differentiated from K rilj.ii, 

408. 

s 
Sacrifices -- the performers of --

117. 
Sacrifice -- Mind and speech are 

the Paths to - 213 ; - rests on 
air, 213; -- is north sloping 
i.e. becomes the means of rea
ching the North Path, 219; -
is celebacy, 434. 

Sacrificer --the desires of-- are 
fulfilled by meditation upon 
Om, the Udgitha, 11; His re
gion, 117 ;-20. 

Sacrificial Thread, 114 ;---acts-
constituents of -- 116 ; -- act, 
121-28 ;--Fees consist of Aus
terity, Charity, Llprightness, 
Non-Violence and Truthful
ness, 165, Strengthen the merit 
of the-Sacrifice, 165 ;--session, 
435. 

Sadiitma, 339. 
Siidhyas, 133. 
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Sahamana is the Southern Side 
of the Coffer, 158. 

Salvation, 435. 

Siima - What is "! 7 ; - essenc'! 
of :Bk, 6;- is Udgitha, 28; 
- is based upon I; k 32; -
,should be viewed as fire, 39 ;-
i:o sung as based on :Bk verse 
39; -- rests upon I3k, 40, 43-
~ ; character of it belongs to 
mind, 44; the essence of -49; 
the three factors of - 63 (Pra
stava. Udgitha and Pratihara); 
meditation of the whole- 'iO; 
--means good, 'i0-71 ; is syno
nymous with Sadhu, 72 ; medi
tation of the fivefold - 72, 74-
76 ; meditation of sevenfold --
1U ; fivefold -- in reference to 
the R~gions, 12; -- with refer
ence to rain 'iS,-- in reference 
to all waters, 76; in reference 
to seasons, 17 ;--in reference to 
animals, 'i8; -- in referenccce 
to sense-organs, 19-80; other 
forms of meditation on-- 89-
used as sacrificial rites, 89; the 
meditation of -- 100; seven
fold -- 80-81 ; - in reference 
to speech, 81-82; -- as the sun, 
1J2; -- as self measured and 
transcending death, 86: medita
tion of-88-89;- highsounding 
and beneficial to cattle, 100; -
undefined one is sacred to 
Prajiipati, 100 ; -well defined 
is sacred to Soma, 100; -- bOft 
and smooth is sacred to V ayu, 
100 ; smooth and forcible is 
sacred to lndra, 100;- heron
like is sacred to Brhaspati,100; 

- cracked is sacred to Varu~ 
100 ; meditation of _..: 116; 
knowledge of-- 117;- 211-18. 

Saman!l - meaning of -- 146; 
--is mind, 146 ; -- is Parjaf11a• 
146 ; - becomes 6atisfied by 
libation offerings, 28"7. 

Samavargavidyii with reference 
to the condition of dying man, 
338. 

Samaveda, 126, 160. 
Samyamani the city of Yama in 

the South -- Southern region, 
134. 

Sanatkumiira, 366--{;8, 371, 397, 
402, 406, 410, 412, 459. 

Sandeha (a body, as it is a con• 
glomeration of blood, flesh and 
bones etc. ) 281. 

Siinkhya on the renunciation of 
action (which view is refuted •• 
114, 305, 416. 

Sangava --the time of assembl
ing of the rays of the sun, 84. 

Sannyiisi, 104. 
Satyakiima -- Jabala --the story 

of-- 189-99, 231. 
Satyaloka, 211, 255, 
Sattra, 24. 
Satyayajiia -- PaulUfi, a great 

householder and Vedic scholar, 
2 i 3-74, 279. 

Savitr- the progenitor of all 
things, 66. 

Science of Breath, 21, 24, the 
threefold- 98; -- of Bralc
man, 137-38;- of Philosophy, 
36~-11-7?; - of war 368-71-
72;-:lf the stars, 368, 371-72;
of snakes, 368; --of cele&tiala 
( Fine Arts ), 368, 371-i2, 382-
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83 ; --of Sllriiddha. Rituals, 
368, 371-72, 382-83; --of 
Portents, 368, 371-72, 382-83 ; 
--of treasures, 368, 371-72, 
382-83;- of ethics, 368, 371-
72, 382-83; of buried Treasure, 
427; --of the self, without a 
second, 1. 

Self-- notions of Diversity are 
imposed upon the-- 4 ;·Supre
me represented by, ~·: -- is 
Sama. 44;- stands for sha
dow & reflection of thc self, 44; 
-consists of mind, 153 ; -- is 
the controller of the body of 
mind, 153; --form consists of 
light in the shape of intelli
gence, 153; His volition, 153; 
Qualities of-- 154-55; -- 155-
57 ; -- the generator of the 
Deities of Beings, 187; -
Mortals do not perceive Him, 
187; nature of-- 187; What is 
-- ? 273-74; -Conscious, 284; 
-- in evolution ( Jiviitmii ) , 
339; -- is luminous according 
to Vedanta, 361; is all 6elf-suf
ficient, 361 ; -- knowledge, 
367 ; -- four, springs, spirit, 
hope, memory, Akiisha, fire, 
water, Appearance, disappear
ance, food, power, understand
ing, contemplation, consci
ousness, Will. Mind, Speech, 
Name, Mantra Texts and Act, 
409-10 ; -- sovereign, 407-09 ;
sovereignty, 367, 409, 421; -
is in the h~art, 427 ; - is the 
Dam for the safety of those 
regions, 431 ; - Nature of--

430-31 ; --characteristics of-
446-47; --in deep sleep, 473; 
Unity of the-- 476; Conscious
ness forms the very nature of 
the -- 483 ;-in all things, 410. 

Semen -- Production of, 246. 

Sense-organs -- their quarrel. 
222-24. 

Seme --Perception. 158. 
Service ( Ni$!hti), 400. 
Shakvaris Siima interwoven in 

the regions, 94-95. 
Shiir:ujilya, 155, 15/. 
Shiirkariik~a. 274. 
Shiistra hymns are those which 

are set in music, 165. 
Shatapatha, 241, 241. 
Shatarcina~i, 23. 
Shvetiishwatara U pani~ad, 114. 
Shik~ii (Phonetics). 369. 
Shilaka Shiiliivatya, an expert in 

Udgitha, 48-53. 
Shudra i~ not entitled to seek 

after Brahman, 182; -- has 
hcen used for one who is mol
lified through sorrow, 182. 

Shvetaketu Arll~eya, 236-37, 291-
92, 322, 325, 326, 334, 339, 342-
43, 346, 348, 350, 356. 358, 360-
61, 363-64. 

Shaunaka Kiipeya, 186; story of-
18'-89. 

Shwetiishwatara, 227. 
Shyiimiika grain, 155. 
Sibilants should be pronounced 

as well opened out, neither 
swallowed nor thrown out; 102. 

Silent meditation, 435-36. 
Silver be comes joined by gold, 

218. 
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Sitttlhu river, 343. 
Skanda, 410, 412. 
Sky is l~k, 40;- is Udgitha, 12, 

74-75 ;--apptars to be hanging 
by heaven, 123 ; -- is the a bode 
of the Sun, 123. 

Sleep is that stage during which 
Consciousnes~ is still function
ing, 329 ; the ultimate stage of 
- 328-29 ; In -- one becomes 
imbued with Being, 328-30 ; 
Deep-- 329-30, 338-40. 

Smrti texts-- ten, 105, 250. 
Soma, sacrifice, 12, 100, 132, 133, 

( stands for North), 138,
juice, 186; -- King, 242, 251-
58 : -- its production, 242-43 ; 
offering into fire of -- 244 ; -
Savana, 435-36. 

Son-- well disciplined-- is re
garded as conducive to the Re
gions, 15'i. 

Sound sleep takes place when the 
functioning of the organs has 
been withdrawn, 442-43. 

Southern path, 59-southern path 
for those who merely perform 
the rites-- is through smoke 
and leads to rebirth, 2ZO; --
251, 256, 2'il, 273. 

Southern side --on this side in 
the City of Yama where all 
living beings suffer the conse
quences of their evil deeds, 158, 

Sparsha consonants should be 
pronounced slowly, without 
jumbling, 1t:2. 

Speech essence of man, 6 ;--is 
the most essentia I part of 
man's body, 6;- is the source 

of ~k 8-9 ; -- is l].k, 8-9, 43-44 
-- is the Brhati, 24; --man 
utters it (l].k) while not per
forming the functions of Priit.~a 
and Apiina, 28 ; -- includes 
Sviihii, Svadha and Vatat, 45;
is permeated by the syllable 
Om, 116 ; -- is Giiyatri, 138-39; 
- becomes energised by the 
man feeding upon oil, butter 
and other s:tch articles partak
ing of the nature of the Deity 
Agni, 171 ; -- is like the foot of 
mind-Brahman, 170; --shines 
and warms with the light of 
Agni i. e. it generates light and 
warmth, 1 ~0-'71 ; is the richest, 
221 ; -is made up of Fire, 322 
--24, 327-28; --the function
ing of--· is always preceded by 
the mind, 338; --stands for 
the organ of speech, 373 ; --as 
Brahman, 373; --becomes 
merged into mind, 35'i. 

Spirit i; greater than Hope, 393 ; 
- 97; --is the conscious self, 
394. 

Spiritual substances, 394. 

Stars are l].k, 40. 

Stobha syllables, 67-70. 

Stoma- Upon-one should reflect, 
31. 

Stuta hymns are those which arc 
recited, 165. 

Subtle body, 152. 
Subhiitii is the Northern side of 

the Coffer, 158. 
Subtlest essence, 339, 342, 346-47, 

350. 358. 
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Sun is the syllable, 68 ;-is the 
PrGtihiira, 72 ;- is the Prastdva 
74-75 ;-is Death, 86;- is Udg
itha, 81 ; there is no contrac
tion and expansion in - 82 ; 
-is the deity of the Brhat 
Sima, 93; meditation of the-
122 ; - is the summation of 
the results of all sacrifices, as 
leading to the fulfilment of the 
highest of a 11 purpose; of men, 
122; colour in the- 126 ; 
scintillating in the centre of 
the- 127; --is the honey of 
the deities, 122 ; - is the 
source of delight to Vasus, 122; 
red colour in the- 125 ; white 
colour in the - 126 ; black 
colourin the-127;-is the 
exterior life breath 144; --is 
the giver of food, 144; --is 
identified with PriiT}a, 167; -
is the Divine source of energy, 
167;- gets light from Brahman, 
168;- is Brahman, 172-- was 
the first born of the Egg, 174 ; 
-and Giirhapatya fire 204; -
moves southwards, 256 ;-is 
called multiform, 219; all 
colours have their origin in --
279;- is brown, white, blue, 
yellow and red, 441-42; his 
heat changes colour in the 
interior of the organism. 441. 

Supreme self becomes pleased 
when Om is pronounced, 5; 
characteristics of- 312. 

Supreme light, 167-69. 
Supreme Brahman, HS, 292, 415. 
Supreme Being, 211. 

Supreme self is of the nature of 
pure consciou~ness, 429; 435. 
472, 475. 

Supreme Bliss, 330. 
Supreme Deity- every t h in g 

merges into- 328-32. 337, 338, 
357, 361. 

Suta-Soma juice extracted at tho 
performance of sacrifice, 278. · 

Sval_l, a syllab}e, 115; --is called 
a Vyiihrti, 115, 160, 216-17. 

Svapniinta may mean Satattva. 
cause of sleep, 329;- also 
may mean deep sleep, 329. 

Svara, means Om, is immortal 
and fearless, 35 ; -means 
utterance, pronounciation, 37. 

Sviihii, 118-20. 
System of settling forth the two 

sides of the question ( shiistrd
rtha ), 48. 

T 

Tak~ii (wood-cutter), is a parti
cular caste, 113. 

Tapasa is one who keeps aus
terity, 104. 

Teachers of Brahman. 116-17. 
Teaching-- regarding the nature 

of Brahman -·procedure of the 
--176 ; --of meditation, 213. 

Tha means food 29-30; --Fire 
30; --Earth, 30,-- ~gv~da, 30. 

Theory of Void ( Nihilist) -
rejected, 114. 

Theory of the Non-performance 
of Action is wrong, 114. 

Theory of the Po&itivist, 302. 
Theories of the creation, 297·309. 
Theory of the Po&itivist up· 

holders of Positive bein~s, 301. 
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Tirtha, 489. 
Threefold science, 115. 
Tin betomes joined by silver, 

218. 
Treta, 118-79. 
Triardic science ( three Vedas), 

216-18. 
Tripartite constitution formed 

· out of Water, Earth and Fire, 
247. 

Tripple-stick, 114. 
Trinup, 161, 163. 
True, 397-99 ; 402. 
True desires, 425-27. 
True knowledge, 355-56, 360, 

474, 419-80. 
Trueself-Universality of the,--

357. 
True Being, 443. 
True is that which ·is never un

real, 429. 

u 
Udara - Shat;~r/.ilya, 54. 
Uddiilaka- Arr.ct;~i, 137, --a stu

dent of Vaishwiinara self, 274-
75, 282, 328, 361. 

Udgiitr- priest, 10, 16-18, 25-26, 
31; --should eulogise his own 
self, 33;- is one who sings 
r.ct, 42-43 ; - 47, 58, 60, 62. 66, 
214. 

Udgitha -essence of Siima, 6 ; -
was taken away by the Devas, 
15;- 5, 6, 9-10, 15-17;- is 
the best essences, 7;- what is 
- 7, 11; meditate upon Om as 
-11-12; Breath as- 17, 19-20; 
speech as- 78; eye as- 19; 
Ear as -19; mind as- 19 ;
as deities, 25-26; - BB aun, 26; 

- aa Vyana, 27,- is the con
stituent part of Siima, 28; 
meaning of the syllables of-
29-30, 33 ; meditation of - 36; 
- is Prat~ava, 36, 38 ; - is the 
Sun, 36 ; method of meditating 
on the - 39 ; - form which 
consiats of the Deity, 43;-
47, 54-55, 60, 62, 64, 77; Ex
perts in - 48 ; - is the supre
me self. 54 ; - connected by 
dogs, 64;- 81, St-86, 9.2.. 

Udiina- meaning of- 146;
becomes &atisfied by libation 
offerings, 288. 

Udumbara wood, 233, 235. 

U dvaha - air, 280. 
Uktha, 16 ; - is the Shiistra 

chant as distinct from the 
&totra, 45. 

Unconquered city, 255. 
Understanding is almost invari. 

ably produced by reflection, 
403. 

Union with Brahman, 171. 
Unity, idea of- 108-14. 

Universe - seed of - 167; -
was non-differentiated as to 
Name and Form; and hence, it 
was as if non-existent, 172 ;
differentiation of Name and 
Form is mostly dependent 
upon the Sun, in the absence 
of which universe would have 
been one mass of darkness. 
171; protector of the- 186 ;
was non·being before its pro
duction, 297 ; the cause of the 
- is a sentient, 309 ; - is a 
mere name superimposed of 
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Nescience upon the Being, 335; 
Source of the - 339 ; is imbu
ed with self, 339; - seed of 
the-486. 

Uni\lersal dissolution, 54. 
Universal egg, 255. 
Upadrava, 81, 85, 87. 
U pakoshala, son of Kamala, 199-

200, 206, 208. 
Upamanyu, 274. 
U panifad the purpose ot" its pro

mulgation, 1.· 
Upasadas- point of similarity 

between eating etc. and - 165 ; 
- observances of the - 232. 

U~asti, 15 ; -- Ciikriiyar;a, 55-62; 
story of - 56-63, 11 i. 

Ut, 81 ; - means PriiiJa, 29 ; -
Heaven, 30 ; - Sun, 30 ; -
Siima-v•da, 30;- is the origin 
of all thinvs, 43 ; - controls 
the regions that lie abo\le him, 
that is, the sun, 43 ; - is the 
upholder of the regions, 4 i ; -

controls the desires of the 
deities, 43. 

v 
V airiija Siima, 68 : - interwo\len 

in the seasons, 94. 
Vairiijya- sovereignty of the 

sky, 119. 
V airupya Siima interwoven in the 

cloud, 93. 
V aishwiinara fire, 273. 
V aishwiinara self, meaning all

self, 213-77; philosophy of-
217; 278-85. 

Vaishefika, in the philosophy of 
the - before the birth of the 

product. it did not exist, 298 ; 
-system, 321, 345. 

V iijasaneyaka ( Brhadiirar;yaka 
Upanifad ), 144, 240. 

V iikoviikya ( Logic ) 368, 371-72. 
V iirnadeva, 23. 
Viimadevya Sarna, 67; interwo\len 

in the couple, 91-92. 
Varu1Ja, 131-32; --stands for the · 

West, 133, 159,437. 
V iirur;i -- Western region, 134. 
Vasus, 116-18, 128 ; Siima sacred 

to - 118-19; -- 130, 135; 
so\lereignty of -130; -- 161-62. 

V iiyu -- adoration to -- 119 ; es
sence of sky is-- 216; Yajus 
verses from -- 216 ; --to be 
meditated upon as Brahman, 
160, 176. 186, 192. 

V ed l is fully authoritati\le, 309 ; 
-not dependent upon any
thing, 310. 

Vedanta, 4•1. 
Vediintic texts, 114. 
Vedic study, 251; all importance 

of the - 489 ; - scholars, 318-
19; - science,' 368, 371-72, 
382-83. 

Vehicle of blessings-- person in 
the eye, 209, 211. 

Vehicle of light 209-11. 
Vibhitaka fruit, 314. 
Vidyiis known to Niirada, 368 •• 
Viriit, 101; -·eater of food, 188; 

- is ten lettered, 189; the per-
5onal creator Prajiipati, 314. 

Virocana's story, 419, 448-87. 
Viohwiimitra, 23. 
Vishwadevas are the syllable O· 

llo-yi, 68; -- 116-17, 120. 
Vit,ion of the secondless &elf, 2. 
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Vit~u, 363, 372, 415_. 
Vital airs, 140-41. 
Volition- man should exercise 

- 151 meaning of - 151;
Exercising of - 152; - of 
ordinary man is beset with 
untruth, 153. 

Vowels should be pronounced 
• with loudness and strength,102. 
Vrttikiira's view 1C5-07;- refuta-

tion of --107-12. 
Vyiighrapiida, 280-82. 
Vyahrtis -- Bhu/1, Bhuvata and 

Sva'1, 115, 212, 218-19 ;-
Homa, 216. 

Vyiina as Udgitha 21, 29; Super
ior to Priitza and others 29 ;-
is the junction of Priitza and 
Apiina. 27-28; --is speech, 27; 
meaning of-in Sankhya, 28; 
meaning of-- 145; --becomes 
satisfied by offerings of liba
tions, 286-87. 

w 
Waking-perception- objects of 

-are unn,al relatively to the 
dream.cognitions. 440, 474. 

Wandering mendicant, 104, 
108, 110-115. 

Warmth is a distinctive indi
cative of the self, 149. 

Water- essence of the earth, 6, 
50; First Nocess in the pro
duction of- 77; earth's mois
ture absorbed by the sun's 

rays is --in the kingdom of 
heBven, 123 ; -is the clothing 
of breath, 229-31 ; its threefold 
form ( urine, blood and life 
breath) 3?1 ; -is the food
carrier, 332-33;- is greater 
than food, 387; various as
pects of- 387-88· 

Wealth should be accepted only 
when it is offered in plenty, 
183. 

White light in 1he Sun is IJ.k; 
40 ; - in the eye is ~k, 44-45 ; 
-Dog, a deity in the shape of 
- 65 ; -- Lotus- palace, 414-
417. 

Will is greater than mind, 375; 
various aspects of, 3'i7-'i9;-
439. 

Wise man does attain the posi
tion of God, 157. 

Wood becomes joined by Iron 
and Leather, 218. 

Works of charity, 256, 259;- of 
public utility, 256, 259. 

Wonhip- Forms of, 3-5; -
brings about puritv of mind ; 
4;- is celibacy, 434. 

y 

Yajiiiiyajiiiyu Siima interwoven 
in the parts of the body, 96. 

Yajurveda, 125, lnO. 
Yak~a- off.,rings to- 313. 
Yama stands for the South, 133, 

363, 437. 
Yogin, 136,417. 
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